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PREFACE 

Purpose of the book. Functional analysis plays an increasing role in 
the applied sciences as well as in mathematics itself. Consequently, it 
becomes more and more desirable to introduce the student to the field 
at an early stage of study. This book is intended to familiarize the 
reader with the basic concepts, principles and methods of functional 
analysis and its applications. 

Since a textbook should be written for the student, I have sought 
to bring basic parts of the field and related practical problems within 
the comfortable grasp of senior undergraduate students or beginning 
graduate students of mathematics and physics. I hope that graduate 
engineering students may also profit from the presentation. 

Prerequisites. The book is elementary. A background in under
graduate mathematics, in particular, linear algebra and ordinary cal
culus, is sufficient as a prerequisite. Measure theory is neither assumed 
nor discussed. No knowledge in topology is required; the few consider
ations involving compactness are self-contained. Complex analysis is 
not needed, except in one of the later sections (Sec. 7.5), which is 
optional, so that it can easily be omitted. Further help is given in 
Appendix 1, which contains simple material for review and reference. 

The book should therefore be accessible to a wide spectrum of 
students and may also facilitate the transition between linear algebra 
and advanced functional analysis. 

Courses. The book is suitable for a one-semester course meeting five 
hours per week or for a two-semester course meeting three hours per 
week. 

The book can also be utilized for shorter courses. In fact, chapters 
can be omitted without destroying the continuity or making the rest of 
the book a torso (for details see below). For instance: 

Chapters 1 to 4 or 5 makes a very short course. 
Chapters 1 to 4 and 7 is a course that includes spectral theory and 

other topics. 

Content and arrangement. Figure 1 shows that the material has been 
organized into five major blocks. 
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SPUCIIS ""d Oponttors Chaps. 1 to 3 

Metric spaces 
Normed and Banach spaces 'I 
Linear operators I 
I nner product and Hilbert spaces 

i 
! I 

Fundamental Theorems Chap. 4 

Hahn-Banach theorem 
Uniform boundedness theorem 
Open mapping theorem 
Closed graph theorem 

I ! 
I Further Applications Chaps. 5 to 6 

I Applications of contractions J 

I Approximation theory 
j 

I t t 
Spectral Theory Chaps, 7 to 9 

Basic concepts 
Operators on normed spaces , 

I 
Compact operators I 

Self~adjoint operators ) 

! 
Unbounded Operators Chaps. 10 to 11 

Unbounded operators 
Quantum mechanics 

Fig. 1. Content and arrangement of material 

Hilbert space theory (Chap. 3) precedes the basic theorems on 
normed and Banach spaces (Chap. 4) because it is simpler, contributes 
additional examples in Chap. 4 and, more important, gives the student 
a better feeling for the difficulties encountered in the transition from 
Hilbert spaces to general Banach spaces. 

Chapters 5 and 6 can be omitted. Hence after Chap. 4 one can 
proceed directly to the remaining chapters (7 to 11). 
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Spectral theory is included in Chaps. 7 to 11. Here one has great 
flexibility. One may only consider Chap. 7 or Chaps. 7 and 8. Or one 
may focus on the basic concepts from Chap. 7 (Secs. 7.2. and 7.3) and 
then immediately move to Chap. 9, which deals with the spectral 
theory of bounded self-adjoint operators. 

Applications are given at various places in the text. Chapters 5 and 6 
are separate chapters on applications. They can be considered In 

sequence, or earlier if so desired (see Fig. 1): 
Chapter 5 may be taken up immediately after Chap. 1. 
Chapter 6 may be taken up immediately after Chap. 3. 

Chapters 5 and 6 are optional since they are not used as a prerequisite 
in other chapters. 

Chapter 11 is another separate chapter on applications; it deals 
with unbounded operators (in quantum physics), but is kept practically 
independent of Chap. 10. 

Presentation. The inaterial in this book has formed the basis of 
lecture courses and seminars for undergraduate and graduate students 
of mathematics, physics and engineering in this country, in Canada and 
in Europe. The presentation is detailed, particularly in the earlier 
chapters, in order to ease the way for the beginner. Less demanding 
proofs are often preferred over slightly shorter but more advanced 
ones. 

In a book in which the concepts and methods are necessarily 
abstract, great attention should be paid to motivations. I tried to do so 
in the general discussion, also in carefully selecting a large number of 
suitable examples, which include many simple ones. I hope that this 
will help the student to realize that abstract concepts, ideas and 
techniques were often suggested by more concrete matter. The student 
should see that practical problems may serve as concrete models for 
illustrating the abstract theory, as objects for which the theory can 
yield concrete results and, moreover, as valuable sources of new ideas 
and methods in the further development of the theory. 

Problems and solutions. The book contains more than 900 care
fully selected problems. These are intended to help the reader in better 
understanding the text and developing skill and intuition in functional 
analysis and its applications. Some problems are very simple, to 
encourage the beginner. Answers to odd-numbered problems are given 
in Appendix 2. Actually, for many problems, Appendix 2 contains 
complete solutions. 
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The text of the book is self-contained, that is, proofs of theorems 
and lemmas in the text are given in the text, not in the problem set. 
Hence the development of the material does not depend on the 
problems and omission of some or all of them does not destroy the 
continuity of the presentation. 

Reference material is included in APRendix 1, which contains some 
elementary facts about sets, mappings, families, etc. 

References to literature consisting of books and papers are collected in 
Appendix 3, to help the reader in further study of the text material and 
some related topics. All the papers and most of the books are quoted 
in the text. A quotation consists of a name and a year. Here ate two 
examples. "There are separable Banach spaces without Schauder 
bases; d. P. Enflo (1973)." The reader will then find a corresponding 
paper listed in Appendix 3 under Enflo, P. (1973). "The theorem was 
generalized to complex vector spaces by H. F. Bohnenblust and A. 
Sobczyk (1938)." This indicates that Appendix 3 lists a paper by these 
authors which appeared in 1938. 

Notations are explained in a list included after the table of contents. 
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stria), Gordon E. Latta (University of Virginia), Hwang-Wen Pu 
(Texas A and M University), Paul V. Reichelderfer (Ohio University), 
Hanno Rund (University of Arizona), Donald Sherbert (University of 
Illinois) and Tim E. Traynor (University of Windsor) as well as many 
of my former and present students for helpful comments and construc
tive criticism. 

I thank also John Wiley and Sons for their effective cooperation 
and great care in preparing this edition of the book. 
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CHAPTER -L 

METRIC SPACES 

Functional analysis is an abstract branch of mathematics that origi
nated from classical analysis. Its development started about eighty 
years ago, and nowadays functional analytic methods and results are 
important in various fields of mathematics and its applications. The 
impetus came from linear algebra, linear ordinary and partial differen
tial equations, calculus of variations, approximation theory and, in 
particular, linear integral equations, whose theory had the greatest 
effect on the development and promotion of the modern ideas. 
Mathematicians observed that problems from different fields often 
enjoy related features and properties. This fact was used for an 
effective unifying approach towards such problems, the unification 
being obtained by the omission of unessential details. Hence the 
advantage of s~ch an abstract approach is that it concentrates on the 
essential facts, so that these facts become clearly visible since the 
investigator's attention is not disturbed by unimportant details. In this 
respect the abstract method is the simplest and most economical 
method for treating mathematical systems. Since any such abstract 
system will, in general, have various concrete realizations (concrete 
models), we see that the abstract method is quite versatile in its 
application to concrete situations. It helps to free the problem from 
isolation and creates relations and transitions between fields which 
have at first no contact with one another. 

In the abstract approach, one usually starts from a set of elements 
satisfying certain axioms. The nature of the elements is left unspecified. 
This is done on purpose. The theory then consists of logical conse
quences which result from the axioms and are derived as theorems once 
and for all. This means that in this axiomatic fashion one obtains a 
mathematical structure whose theory is developed in an abstract way. 
Those general theorems can then later be applied to various special 
sets satisfying those axioms. 

For example, in algebra this approach is used in connection with 
fields, rings and groups. In functional analysis we use it in connection 
with abstract spaces; these are of basic importance, and we shall 
consider some of them (Banach spaces, Hilbert spaces) in great detail. 
We shall see that in this connection the concept of a "space" is used in 
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a very wide and surprisingly general sensc. An abstract space will hc a 
set of (unspecified) elements satisfying certain axioms. And by choos
ing different sets of axioms we shall obtain different types of ahstract 
spaces. 

The idea of using abstract spaces in a systematic fashion goes back 
to M. Frechet (1906)1 and is justified by its great success. 

In this chapter we consider metric spaces. These are fundamental 
in functional analysis because they playa role similar to that of the real 
line R in calculus. In fact, they generalize R and have been created in 
order to provide a basis for a unified treatment of important problems 
from various branches of analysis. 

We first define metric spaces and related concepts and illustrate 
them with typical examples. Special spaces of practical importance are 
discussed in detail. Much attention is paid to the concept of complete
ness, a property which a metric space mayor may not have. Complete
ness will playa key role throughout the book. 

Important concepts, brief orientation about main content 
A metric space (cf. 1.1-1) is a set X with a metric on it. The metric 

associates with any pair of elements (points) of X a distance. The 
metric is defined axiomatically, the axioms being suggested by certain 
simple properties of the familiar distance between points on the real 
line R and the complex plane C. Basic examples (1.1-2 to 1.2-3) show 
that the concept of a metric space is remarkably general. A very 
important additional property which a metric space may have is 
completeness (cf. 1.4-3), which is discussed in detail in Secs. 1.5 and 
1.6. Another concept of theoretical and practical interest is separability 
of a metric space (cf. 1.3-5). Separable metric spaces are simpler than 
nonseparable ones. 

1.1 Metric Space 

In calculus we study functions defined on the real line R. A little 
reflection shows that in limit processes and many other considerations 
we use the fact that on R we have available a distance function, call it 
d, which associates a distance d(x, y) = Ix - yl with every pair of points 

I References are given in Appendix 3, and we shall refer to books and papers listed 
in Appendix 3 as is shown here. 
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II-< ... O------5---i::>~1 
I I 
3 8 

d(3, 8) = 13 - 8 I = 5 

~4.2~ 
I I I 

-2.5 o 1.7 

d(1.7, - 2.5) = 11.7 - (-2.5) 1= 4.2 

Fig. 2. Distance on R 

3 

x, Y E R. Figure 2 illustrates the notation. In the plane and in "ordi
nary;' three-dimensional space the situation is similar. 

In functional analysis we shall study more general "spaces" and 
"functions" defined on them. We arrive at a sufficiently general and 
flexible concept of a "space" as follows. We replace the set of real 
numbers underlying R by an abstract set X (set of elements whose 
nature is left unspecified) and introduce on X a "distance function" 
which has only a few of the most fundamental properties of the 
distance function on R. But what do we mean by "most fundamental"? 
This question is far from being trivial. In fact, the choice and formula
tion of axioms in a definition always needs experience, familiarity with 
practical problems and a clear idea of the goal to be reached. In the 
present case, a development of over sixty years has led to the following 
concept which is basic and very useful in functional analysis and its 
applications. 

1.1-1 Definition (Metric space, metric). A metric space is a pair 
(X, d), where X is a set and d is a metric on X (or distance function on 
X), that is, a function defined2 on X x X such that for all x, y, z E X we 
have: 

(M1) d is real-valued, finite and nonnegative. 

(M2) 

(M3) 

(M4) 

d(x, y)=O if and only if 

d(x, y) = dey, x) 

d(x, y)~d(x, z)+d(z, y) 

x=y. 

(Symmetry). 

(Triangle inequality). • 

1 The symbol x denotes the Cartesian product of sets: A xB is the set of all order~d 
pairs (a, b), where a E A and be B. Hence X x X is the set of all ordered pairs of 
clements of X. 
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A few related terms are as follows. X is usually called the 
underlying set of (X, d). Its elements are called points. For fixed x, y we 
call the nonnegative number d(x, y) the distance from x to y. Proper
ties (Ml) to (M4) are the axioms of a metric. The name "triangle 
inequality" is motivated by elementary geometry as shown in Fig. 3. 

x 

Fig. 3. Triangle inequality in the plane 

From (M4) we obtain by induction the generalized triangle in
equality 

Instead of (X, d) we may simply write X if there is no danger of 
confusion. 

A subspace (Y, d) of (X, d) is obtained if we take a subset Y eX 
and restrict d to Y x Y; thus the metric on Y is the restriction3 

d is called the metric induced on Y by d. 
We shall now list examples of metric spaces, some of which are 

already familiar to the reader. To prove that these are metric spaces, 
we must verify in each case that the axioms (Ml) to (M4) are satisfied. 
Ordinarily, for (M4) this requires more work than for (Ml) to (M3). 
However, in our present examples this will not be difficult, so that we 
can leave it to the reader (cf. the problem set). More sophisticated 

3 Appendix 1 contains a review on mappings which also includes the concept of a 
restriction. . 
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metric spaces for which (M4) is not so easily verified are included in 
the nex~ section. 

Examples 

1.1-2 Real line R. This is the set of all real numbers, taken with the 
usual metric defined by 

(2) d(x, y) = Ix - YI· 

1.1-3 Euclidean plane R2. The metric space R2, called the Euclidean 
plane, is obtained if we take the set of ordered pairs of real numbers, 
written4 x = (~I> ~2)' Y = (TIl> Tl2), etc., and the Euclidean metric 
defined by 

(3) (~O). 

See Fig. 4. 
Another metric space is obtained if we choose the same set as 

before but another metric d 1 defined by 

(4) 

I 
I 

y = (171' 172) 

I 1~2 - 172 I 
I 
I ___________ ...J 

I ~1 - 171 I 

~1 

Fig. 4. Euclidean metric on the plane 

.. 

4 We do not write x = (XI> X2) since x" X2, ••• are needed later in connection with 
sequences (starting in Sec. 1.4). 
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This illustrates the important fact that from a given set (having more 
than one element) we can obtain various metric spaces by choosing 
different metrics. (The metric space with metric d 1 does not have a 
standard name. d1 is sometimes called the taxicab metric. Why? R2 is 
sometimes denoted by E2.) 

1.1-4 Three-dimensional Euclidean space R3. This metric space con
sists of the set of ordered triples of real numbers x = (~h ~2' 6), 
y = ('1/1> '1/2, '1/3)' etc., and the Euclidean metric defined by 

(5) (~O). 

1.1-5 Euclidean space Rn, unitary space cn, complex plane C. The 
previous examples are special cases of n-dimensional Euclidean space 
Rn. This space is obtained if we take the set of all ordered n-tuples of 
real numbers, written' 

etc., and the Euclidean metric defined by 

(6) (~O). 

n-dimensional unitary space C n is the space of all ordered n
tuples of complex numbers with metric defined by 

(7) (~O). 

When n = 1 this is the complex plane C with the usual metric defined 
by 

(8) d(x, y)=lx-yl. 
, 

(Cn is sometimes called complex Euclidean n-space.) 

1.1-6 Sequence space l"'. This example and the next one give a first 
impression of how surprisingly general the concept of a metric spa<;:e is. 
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As a set X we take the set of all bounded sequences of complex 
numbers; that is, every element of X is a complex sequence 

briefly 

such that for all j = 1, 2, ... we have 

where c" is a real number which may depend on x, but does not 
depend on j. We choose the metric defined by 

(9) d(x, y) = sup I~j - Tljl 
jEN 

where y = (Tlj) E X and N = {1, 2, ... }, and sup denotes the supremum 
(least upper bound).5 The metric space thus obtained is generally 
denoted by ["'. (This somewhat strange notation will be motivated by 
1.2-3 in the next section.) ['" is a sequence space because each element 
of X (each point of X) is a sequence. 

1.1-7 Function space C[a, b]. As a set X we take the set of all 
real-valued functions x, y, ... which are functions of an independeIit 
real variable t and are defined and continuous on a given closed interval 
J = [a, b]. Choosing the metric defined by 

(10) d(x, y) = max Ix(t) - y(t)l, 
tEJ 

where max denotes the maximum, we obtain a metric space which is 
denoted by C[ a, b]. (The letter C suggests "continuous.") This is a 
function space because every point of C[a, b] is a function. 

The reader should realize the great difference between calculus, 
where one ordinarily considers a single function or a few functions at a 
time, and the present approach where a function becomes merely a 
single point in a large space. 

5 The reader may wish to look at the review of sup and inf given in A1.6; cf. 
Appendix 1. 
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1.1-8 Discrete metric space. We take any set X and on it the 
so-called discrete metric for X, defined by 

d(x, x) = 0, d(x,y)=1 (x;6 y). 

This space ex, d) is called a discrete metric space. It rarely occurs in 
applications. However, we shall use it in examples for illustrating 
certain concepts (and traps for the unwary). • 

From 1.1-1 we see that a metric is defined in terms of axioms, and 
we want to mention that axiomatic definitions are nowadays used in 
many branches of mathematics. Their usefulness was generally recog
nized after the publication of Hilbert's work about the foundations of 
geometry, and it is interesting to note that an investigation of one of 
the oldest and simplest parts of mathematics had one of the most 
important impacts on modem mathematics. 

Problems 

1. Show that the real line is a metric space. 

2. Does d (x, y) = (x - y)2 define a metric on the set of all real numbers? 

3. Show that d(x, y) = Jlx - y I defines a metric on the set of all real 
numbers. 

4. Find all metrics on a set X consisting of two points. Consisting of one 
point. 

5. Let d be a metric on X. Determine all constants k such that (i) kd, 
(ii) d + k is a metric on X. 

6. Show that d in 1.1-6 satisfies the triangle inequality. 

7. If A is the subspace of tOO consisting of all sequences of zeros and ones, 
what is the induced metric on A? 

8. Show that another metric d on the set X in 1.1-7 is defined by 

d(x, y) = f1x(t)- y(t)1 dt. 

9. Show that d in 1.1-8 is a metric. 
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10. (Hamming distance) Let X be the set of all ordered triples of zeros 
and ones. Show that X consists of eight elements and a metric d on X 
is defined by d(x, y) = number of places where x and y have different 
entries. (This space and similar spaces of n-tuples play a role in 
switching and automata theory and coding. d(x, y) is called the Ham
ming distance between x and y; cf. the paper by R. W. Hamming 
(1950) listed in Appendix 3.) 

11. Prove (1). 

12. (Triangle inequality) The triangle inequality has several useful conse
quences. For instance, using (1), show that 

Id(x, y)-d(z, w)l~d(x, z)+d(y, w). 

13. Using the triangle inequality, show that 

Id(x, z)- dey, z)1 ~ d(x, y). 

14. (Axioms of a metric) (M1) to (M4) could be replaced by other axioms 
(without changing the definition). For instance, show that (M3) and 
(M4) could be obtained from (M2) and 

d(x, y) ~ d(z, x)+ d(z, y). 

15. Show that nonnegativity of a metric follows from (M2) to (M4). 

1.2 Further Examples of Metric Spaces 

To illustrate the concept of a metric space and the process of verifying 
the axioms of a metric, in particular the triangle inequality (M4), we 
give three more examples. The last example (space IP) is the most 
important one of them in applications. 

1.2-1 Sequence space s. This space consists of the set of all (bounded 
or unbounded) sequences of complex numbers and the metric d 
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defined by 

where x = (~j) and y = ( 1'/j). Note that the metric in Example 1.1-6 
would not be suitable in the present case. (Why?) 

Axioms (M1) to (M3) are satisfied, as we readily see. Let us verify 
(M4). For this purpose we use the auxiliary function [ defined on R by 

t 
[(t) =-1 -. 

+t 

Differentiation gives !'(t) = 1/(1 + tf, which is positive. Hence [ is 
monotone increasing. Consequently, 

la + bl ~ lal + Ibl 
implies 

[(Ia + bl)~ [(Ial + Ibl). 

Writing this out and applying the triangle inequality for numbers, we 
have 

I a + b I <: --=-1 a,'-I +..,..:.I...,:b 1-,-
1 +Ia + bl 1 +Ial +Ibl 

lal + Ibl 
l+lal+lbl l+lal+lbl 

lal Ibl 
::::;--+--
-l+lal l+lbl· 

In this inequality we let a = ~j - {;j and b = {;j -1'/jo where Z = ({;j). Then 
a + b = ~j -1'/j and we have 

I~j -1'/jl <: I~j - {;jl + I{;j -1'/jl 
1 +I~j -1'/d 1 + I~j -{;jl 1 + I{;; -1'/il· 
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If we multiply both sides by l/2i and sum over j from 1 to 00, we obtain 
d(x, y) on the left and the sum of d(x, z) and d(z, y) on the right: 

d(x, y)~d(x, z)+d(z, y). 

This establishes (M4) and proves that s is a metric space. 

1.2-2 Space B(A) of bounded functions. By definition, each element 
x E B'(A) is a function defined and bounded on a given set A, and the 
metric is defined by 

d(x, y)=sup Ix(t)-y(t)l, 
tEA 

where sup denotes the supremum (cf. the footnote in 1.1-6). We write 
B[a, b] for B(A) in the case of an interval A = [a, b]cR. 

Let us show that B(A) is a metric space. Clearly, (M1) and (M3) 
hold. Also, d(x, x) = 0 is obvious. Conversely, d(x, y) = 0 implies 
x(t) - y(t) = 0 for all tEA, so that x = y. This gives (M2). Furthermore, 
for every tEA we have 

Ix(t) - y(t)1 ~ Ix(t) - z(t)1 + I z(t) - y(t)1 

~ sup Ix(t) - z(t)1 + sup Iz(t) - y(t)l. 
tEA tEA 

This shows that x - y is bounded on A. Since the bound given by the 
expression in the second line does not depend on t, we may take the 
supremum on the left and obtain (M4). 

1.2-3 Space IV, HObert sequence space f, Holder and Minkowski 
inequalities for sums. Let p ~ 1 be a fixed real number. By definition, 
each element in the space IV is a sequence x = (~i) = (~h ~2' ... ) of 
numbers such that l~llv + 1~21v + ... converges; thus 

(1) (p ~ 1, fixed) 

and the metric is defined by 

(2) 
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where y = (1jj) and II1jjIP < 00. If we take only real sequences [satisfying 
(1)], we get the real space lP, and if we take complex sequences 
[satisfying (1)], we get the complex space lP. (Whenever the distinction 
is essential, we can indicate it by a subscript R or C, respectively.) 

In the case p = 2 we have the famous Hilbert sequence space f 
with metric defined by 

(3) 

This space was introduced and studied by D. Hilbert (1912) in connec
tion with integral equations and is the earliest example of what is now 
called a Hilbert space. (We shall consider Hilbert spaces in great detail, 
starting in Chap. 3.) 

We prove that lP is a metric space. Clearly, (2) satisfies (Ml) to 
(M3) provided the series on the right converges. We shall prove that it 
does converge and that (M4) is satisfied. Proceeding stepwise, we shall 
derive 

(a) an auxiliary inequality, 
(b) the Holder inequality from (a), 
(c) the Minkowski inequality from (b), 
(d) the triangle inequality (M4) from (c). 

The details are as follows. 

(4) 

(a) Let p> 1 and define q by 

1 1 -+-= 1. 
p q 

p and q are then called conjugate exponents. This is a standard term. 
From (4) we have 

(5) I=P+q 
pq , pq = p+q, 

Hence 1/(p -1) = q -1, so that 

implies 

(p-l)(q-l)= 1. 
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Let a and {3 be any positive numbers. Since a{3 is the area of the 
rectangle in Fig. 5, we thus obtain by integration the inequality 

(6) 

Note that this inequality is trivially true if a = 0 or {3 = O. 

Fig. S. Inequality (6), where CD corresponds to the first integral in (6) and (2) to the 
second 

(b) Let (~) and (fjj) be such that 

(7) 

Setting a = Itjl and (3 = lihl, we have from (6) the inequality 

If we sum over j and use (7) and (4), we obtain 

(8) 

We now take any nonzero x = (~j) E lP and y = ( T/j) E lq and set 

(9) 
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Then (7) is satisfied, so that we may apply (8). Substituting (9) into (8) 
and multiplying the resulting inequality by the product of the de
nominators in (9), we arrive at the Holder inequality for sums 

(10) 

where p> 1 and l/p + l/q = 1. This inequality was given by O. Holder 
(1889). 

If p = 2, then q = 2 and (10) yields the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
for sums 

(11) 

It is too early to say much about this' case p = q = 2 in which p equals 
its conjugate q, but we want to make at least the brief remark that this 
case will playa particular role in some of our later chapters and lead to 
a space (a Hilbert space) which is "nicer" than spaces with p~ 2. 

(c) We now prove the Minkowski inequality for sums 

where x = (~) E IV and y = ('T/j) E IV, and p ~ 1. For finite sums this 
inequality was given by H. Minkowski (1896). 

For p = 1 the inequality follows readily from the triangle inequal
ity for numbers. Let p> 1. To simplify the formulas we shall 
write ~j + 'T/j = Wj. The triangle inequality for numbers gives 

IWjlV = I~j + 'T/jIIWjIV-l , 

~ (I~I + l'T/jl)IWjIV-l. 

Summing over j from 1 to any fixed n, we obtain 

(13) 

To the first sum on the right we apply the HOlder inequality, finding 
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On the right we simply have 

(p-1)q = P 

because pq = p + q; see (5). Treating the last sum in (13) in a similar 
fashion, we obtain 

Together, 

Dividing by the last factor on the right and noting that l-l/q = IIp, 
we obtain (12) with n instead of 00. We now let n ~ 00. On the right 
this yields two series which converge because x, YElP. Hence the series 
on the left also converges, and (12) is proved. 

(d) From (12) it follows that for x and Y in IP the series in 
(2) converges. (12) also yields the triangle inequality. In fact, taking 
any x, y, Z E IP, writing z = (~j) and using the triangle inequality for 
numbers and then (12), we obtain 

= d(x, z)+d(z, y). 

This completes the proof that IP is a metric space. • 

The inequalities (10) to (12) obtained in this proof are of general 
importance as indispensable tools in various theoretical and practical 
problems, and we shall apply them a number of times in our further 
work. 
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Problems 

1. Show that in 1.2-1 we can obtain another metric by replacing 1/2; with 
IL; > 0 such that L IL; converges. 

2. Using (6), show that the geometric mean of two positive numbers does 
not exceed the arithmetic mean. 

3. Show that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (11) implies 

4. (Space IP) Find a sequence which converges to 0, but is not in any 
space {P, where 1 ~ P < +00. 

5. Find a sequence x which is in {P with p> 1 but x E!: 11. 

6. (Diameter, bounded set)" The diameter 8(A) of a nonempty set A in a 
metric space (X, d) is defined to be 

8(A) = sup d(x, y). 
x.yeA 

A is said to be bounded if 8(A)<00. Show that AcB implies 
8(A)~8(B). 

7. Show that 8(A) = 0 (cf. Prob. 6) if and only if A consists of a single 
point. 

8. (Distance between sets) The distance D(A, B) between two 
nonempty subsets A and B of a metric space (X, d) is defined to be 

D(A, B) = inf d(a, b). 
aEA 

bEB 

Show that D does not define a metric on the power set of X. (For this 
reason we use another symbol, D, but one that still reminds us of d.) 

9. If An B # cP, show that D(A, B) = 0 in Prob. 8. What about the 
converse? 

10. The distance D(x, B) from a point x to a non-empty subset B of (X, d) 
is defined to be 

D(x, B)= inf d(x, b), 
h£.!.B 
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in agreement with Prob. 8. Show that for any x, y EX, 

ID(x, B) - D(y, B)I;;; d(x, y). 

11. If (X, d) is any metric space, show that another metric on X is defined 
by 

d(x y)= d(x,y) 
, 1+d(x,y) 

and X is bounded in the metric d. 

12. Show that the union of two bounded sets A and B in a metric space is 
a bounded set. (Definition in Prob. 6.) , 

13. (Product of metric spaces) The Cartesian product X = Xl X X2 of two 
metric spaces (Xl> d l ) and (X2 , dz) can be made into a metric space 
(X, d) in many ways. For instance, show that a metric d is defined by 

14. Show that another metric on X in Prob. 13 is defined by 

15. Show that a third metric on X in Prob. 13 is defined by 

(The metrics in Probs. 13 to 15 are of practical importance, and other metrics 
on X are possible.) 

I . :J Open Set, Closed Set, Neighborhood 

There is a considerable number of auxiliary concepts which playa role 
in connection with metric spaces. Those which we shall need are 
included in this section. Hence the section contains many concepts 
(more than any other section of the book), but the reader will notice 
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that several of them become quite familiar when applied to Euclidean 
space. Of course this is a great convenience and shows the advantage 
of the terminology which is inspired by classical geometry. 

We first consider important types of subsets of a given metric 
space X = (X, d). 

1.3-1 Definition (Ball and sphere). Given a point XoE X and a real 
number r> 0, we define6 three types of sets: 

(a) 

(1) (b) 

(c) 

B(xo; r) = {x E X I d(x, xo) < r} 

B(xo; r) = {x E X I d(x, xo) ~ r} 

S(xo; r) = {x E X I d(x, xo) = r} 

(Open ball) 

(Closed ball) 

(Sphere) 

In all three cases, Xo is called the center and r the radius. • 

We see that an open ball of radius r is the set of all points in X 
whose distance from the center of the ball is less than r. Furthermore, 
the definition immediately implies that 

(2) S(xo; r)=B(xo; r)-B(xo; r). 

Warning. In working with metric spaces, it is a great advantage 
that we use a terminology which is analogous to that of Euclidean 
geometry. However, we should beware of a danger, namely, of assum
ing that balls and spheres in an arbitrary metric space enjoy the same 
properties as balls and spheres in R3. This is not so. An unusual 
property is that a sphere can be empty. For example, in a discrete 
metric space 1.1-8 we have S(xo; r) = 0 if reF-I. (What about spheres of 
radius 1 in this case?) Another unusual property will be mentioned 
later. 

Let us proceed to the next two concepts, which are related. 

1.3-2 Definition (Open set, closed set). A subset M of a metric space 
X is said to be open if it contains a ball about each of its points. A 
subset K of X is said to be closed if its complement (in X) is open, that 
is, K C = X - K is open. • 

The reader will easily see from this definition that an open ball is 
an open set and a closed ball is a closed set. 

6 Some familiarity with the usual set-theoretic notations is assumed, but a review is 
included in Appendix 1. 
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An open ball B(xo; e) of radius e is often called an e
neighborhood of Xo. (Here, e > 0, by Def. 1.3-1.) By a neighborhood7 

of Xo we mean any subset of X which contains an e-neighborhood of 
Xo· 

We see directly from the definition that every neighborhood of Xo 

contains Xo; in other words, Xo is a point of each of its neighborhoods. 
And if N is a neighborhood of Xo and N eM, then M is also a 
neighborhood of Xo. 

We call Xo an interior point of a set Me X if M is a neighborhood 
of Xo. The interior of M is the set of all interior points of M and may 
be denoted by ~ or Int (M), but there is no generally accepted 
notation. Int (M) is open and is the largest open set contained in M. 

It is not difficult to show that the collection of all open subsets of 
X, call it fT, has the follpwing properties: 

(Tl) 0 E <Y, XE <Yo 

(T2) The union of any members of fJ is a member of fl: 

(T3) The intersection of finitely many members of fJ is a member 
of fl: 

Proof (Tl) follows by noting that' 0 is open since 0 has no 
elements and, obviously, X is open. We prove (T2). Any point x of the 
union U of open sets belongs to (at least) one of these sets, call it M, 
and M contains a ball B about x since M is open. Then B c U, by the 
definition of a union. This proves (T2). Finally, if y is any point of the 
intersection of open sets M b ' •• ,Mm then each ~ contains a ball 
about y and a smallest of these balls is contained in that intersection. 
This proves (T3). • 

We mention that the properties (Tl) to (T3) are so fundamental 
that one wants to retain them in a more general setting. Accordingly, 
one defines a topological space (X, fJ) to be a set X and a collection fJ 
of sUbsets of X such that fJ satisfies the axioms (Tl) to (T3). The set fJ 
is called a topology for X. From this definition we have: 

A metric space is a topological space. 

I In the older literature, neighborhoods used to be open sets, but this requirement 
hus heen dropped from the definition. 
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Open sets also play a role in connection with continuous map
pings, where continuity is :;I. natural generalization of the continuity 
known from calculus and is defined as follows. 

1.3-3 Definition (Continnous mapping). Let X = (X, d) and Y = (Y, d) 
be metric spaces. A mapping T: X ~ Y is said to be continuous at 
a point Xo E X if for every E > 0 there is a 8> 0 such that8 (see Fig. 6) 

d(Tx, Txo) < E for all x satisfying d(x, xo)< 8. 

T is said to be continuous if it is continuous at every point of X. • 

Fig. 6. Inequalities in Del. 1.3-3 illustrated in the case of Euclidean planes X = R2 and 
¥=R2 -

It is important and interesting that continuous mappings can be 
characterized in terms of open sets as follows. 

1.3-4 Theorem (Continuous mapping). A mapping T of a metric 
space X into a metric space Y is continuous if and only if the inverse 
image of any open subset of Y is an open subset of X. 

Proof (a) Suppose that T is continuous. Let S c Y be open and 
So the inverse image of S. If So = 0, it is open. Let So ¥- 0. For any 
Xo E So let Yo = Txo. Since S is open, it contains an E -neighborhood N 
of Yo; see Fig. 7. Since T is continuous, Xo has a 8-neighborhood No 
which is mapped into N. Since N c S, we have No c So, so that So is 
open because XoE So was arbitrary. 

(b) Conversely, assume that the inverse image of every 
open set in Y is an open set in X. Then for every Xo E X and any 

8 In calculus we usually write y = [(x). A corresponding notation for the image of x 
under T would be T(x}. However, to simplify formulas in functional analysis, it is 
customary to omit the parentheses and write Tx. A review of the definition of a mapping 
is included in A1.2; cf. Appendix 1. 
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(Space Xl (Space Yl 

Fig. 7. Notation in part (a) of the proof of Theorem 1.3-4 

e -neighborhood N of Txo, the inverse image No of N is open, since N 
is open, and No contains Xo. Hence No also contains a 5-neighborhood 
of xo, which is mapped into N because No is mapped into N. Conse
quently, by the definitjon, T is continuous at Xo. Since XoE X was 
arbitrary, T is continuous. • 

We shall now introduce two more concepts, which are related. Let 
M be a subset of a metric space X. Then a point Xo of X (which mayor 
may not be a point of M) is called an accumulation point of M (or limit 
point of M) if every neighborhood of Xo contains at least one point 
Y E M distinct from Xo. The set consisting of the points of M and the 
accumulation points of M is called the closure of M and is denoted by 

M. 

It is the smallest closed set containing M. 
Before we go on, we mention another unusual property of balls in 

a metric space. Whereas in R3 the closure B(xo; r) of an open ball 
B(xo; r) is the closed ball B(xo; r), this may not hold in a general 
metric space. We invite the reader to illustrate this with an example. 

Using the concept of the closure, let us give a definition which will 
be of particular importance in our further work: 

1.3-5 Definition (Dense set, separable space). A subset M of a 
metric space X is said to be dense in X if 

M=X. 

X is said to be separable if it has a countable subset which is dense in 
X. (For the definition of a countable set, see A1.1 in Appendix I if 
necessary.) • 
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Hence if M is dense in X, then every ball in X, no matter how 
small, will contain points of M; or, in other words, in this case there is 
no point x E X which has a neighborhood that does not contain points 
of M. 

We shall see later that separable metric spaces are somewhat 
simpler than nonseparable ones. For the time being, let us consider 
some important examples of separable and nonseparable spaces, so 
that we may become familiar with these basic concepts. 

Examples 

1.3-6 Real line R. The real line R is separable. 

Proof. The set Q of all rational numbers is countable and IS 

dense in R. 

1.3-7 Complex plane C. The complex plane C is separable. 

Proof. A countable dense subset of C is the set of all complex 
numbers whose real and imaginary parts are both rational._ 

1.3-8 Discrete metric space. A discrete metric space X is separable if 
and only if X is countable. (Cf. 1.1-8.) 

Proof. The kind of metric implies that no proper subset of X can 
be dense in X. Hence the only dense set in X is X itself, and the 
statement follows. 

1.3-9 Space l"". The space I"" is not separable. (Cf. 1.1-6.) 

Proof. Let y = (TJl. TJz, TJ3, ••• ) be a sequence of zeros and ones. 
Then y E I"". With Y we associate the real number y whose binary 
representation is 

We now use the facts that the set of points in the interval [0,1] is 
uncountable, each y E [0, 1] has a binary representation, and different 
fs have different binary representations. Hence there are uncountably 
many sequences of zeros and ones. The metric on I"" shows that any 
two of them which are not equal must be of distance 1 apart. If we let 
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each of these sequences be the center of a small ball, say, of radius 1/3, 
these balls do not intersect and we have uncountably many of them. If 
M is any dense set in I"", each of these nonintersecting balls must 
contain an element of M. Hence M cannot be countable. Since M was 
an arbitrary dense set, this shows that 100 cannot have dense subsets 
which are countable. Consequently, 100 is not separable. 

1.3-10 Space IP. The space IP with 1 ~ P < +00 is separable. (Cf. 
1.2-3.) 

Proof. Let M be the set of all sequences y of the form 

y = ('1/10 '1/2, ... , '1/m 0, 0, ... ) 

where n is any positive integer and the '1//s are rational. M is 
countable. We show that M is dense in IP. Let x = (g) E lP be arbitrary. 
Then for every 8> ° there is an n (depending on 8) such that 

because on the left we have the remainder of a converging series. Since 
the rationals are dense in R, for each ~j there is a rational '1/j close to it. 
Hence we can find ayE M satisfying 

It follows that 

[d(x,y)]p=tl~j-'1/jIP+ f l~jIP<8P. 
j=l j=n+l 

We thus have d(x, y)<8 and see that M is dense in IP. 

Problems 

I. Justify the terms "open ball" and "closed ball" by proving that (a) any 
open ball is an open set, (b) any closed ball is a closed set. 

2. What is an open ball B(xo; 1) on R? In C? (a. 1.1-5.) In era, b]? (a. 
I. 1-7.) Explain Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Region containing the graphs of all x E C[ -1, 1] which constitute the 6-

neighborhood, with 6 ~ 1/2, of XoE C[ -1,1] given by xo{t) = t2 

3. Consider C[O, 2'lT] and determine the smallest r such that y E R(x; r), 

where x(t) = sin t and y(t) = cos t. 

4. Show that any nonempty set A c (X, d) is open if and only if it is a 
union of open balls. 

5. It is important to realize that certain sets may be open and closed at 
the same time. (a) Show that this is always the case for X and 0. 
(b) Show that in a discrete metric space X (cf. 1.1-8), every subset is 
open and closed. 

6. If Xo is an accumulation point of a set A c (X, d), show that any 
neighborhood of Xo contains infinitely many points of A. 

7. Describe the closure of each of the following subsets. (a) The integers 
on R, (b) the rational numbers on R, (c) the complex numbers with 
rational real and imagin~ parts in C, (d) the disk {z Ilzl<l}cC. 

8. Show that the closure B(xo; r) of an open ball B(xo; r) in a metric 
space can differ from the closed ball R(xo; r). 

9. Show that A c A, A = A, A U B = A U 13, A nBc A n B. 

10. A point x not belonging to a closed set Me (X, d) always has a 
nonzero distance from M. To prove this, show that x E A if and only if 
vex, A) = ° (cf. Prob. 10, Sec. 1.2); here A is any nonempty subset of 
X. 

11. (Boundary) A boundary point x of a set A c (X, d) is a point of X 
(which mayor may not belong to A) such that every neighborhood of x 
contains points of A as well as points not belonging to A; and the 
boundary (or frontier) of A is the set of all boundary points of A. 
Describe the boundary of (a) the intervals (-1,1), [--1,1), [-1,1] on 
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R; (b) the set of all rational numbers onR; (c) the disks {z Ilzl< l}cC 
and {z Ilzl~ l}cC. 

12. (Space B[a, b]) Show that B[a, b], a < b, is not separable. (Cf. 
1.2-2.) 

13. Show that a metric space X is separable if and only if X has a 
countable subset Y with the following property. For every E > 0 and 
every x E X there is ayE Y such that d(x, y) < E. 

14. (Continuous mapping) Show that a mapping T: X ---- Y is continu
ous if and only if the inverse image of any closed set Me Y is a closed 
set in X. 

15. Show that the image of an open set under a continuous mapping need 
not be open. 

1.4 Convergence, Cauchy Sequence, Completeness 

We know that sequences of real numbers play an important role in 
calculus, and it is the metric on R which enables us to define the basic 
concept of convergence of such a sequence. The same holds for 
sequences of complex numbers; in this case we have to use the metric 
on the complex plane. In an arbitrary metric space X = (X, d) the 
situation is quite similar, that is, we may consider a sequence (x,.) of 
elements Xl, X2, ••• of X and use the metric d to define convergence in 
a fashion analogous to that in calculus: 

1.4-1 Definition (Convergence of a sequence, limit). A sequence (x,.) 
in a metric space X = (X, d) is said to converge or to be convergent if 
there is an X E X such that 

lim d(x,., x) = o. 
n~= 

x is called the limit of (xn) and we write 

limx,.=x 
n-->= 

or, simply, 
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We say that (x,.) converges to x or has the limit x. If (xn) is not 
convergent, it is said to be divergent. I 

How is the metric d being used in this definition? We see that d 
yields the sequence of real numbers an = d(xm x) whose convergence 
defines that of (x,.). Hence if Xn - x, an 13 > ° being given, there is an 
N = N(e) such that all Xn with n > N lie in the 13 -neighborhood B(x; e) 
of x. 

To avoid trivial misunderstandings, we note that the limit of a 
convergent sequence must be a point of the space X in 1.4-1. For 
instance, let X be the open interval (0,1) on R with the usual metric 
defined by d(x, y)=lx-yl. Then the sequence (!, ~, t, ... ) is not 
convergent since 0, the point to which the sequence "wants to con
verge," is not in X. We shall return to this and similar situations later 
in the present section. 

Let us first show that two familiar properties of a convergent 
sequence (uniqueness of the limit and boundedness) carryover from 
calculus to our present much more general setting. 

We call a nonempty subset Me X a bounded set if its diameter 

5(M) = sup d(x, y) 
x,yeM 

is finite. And we call a sequence (x,.) in X a bounded sequence if the 
corresponding point set is a bounded subset of X. 

Obviously, if M is bounded, then McB(xo; r), where XoEX is 
any point and r is a (sufficiently large) real number, and conversely. 

Our assertion is now as follows. 

1.4-2 Lemma (Boundedness, limit). Let X = (X, d) be a metric space. 
Then: 

(a) A convergent sequence in X is bounded and its limit is unique. 

(b) If Xn - x and Yn - Y in X, then d(x,., Yn)- d(x, y). 

Proof. (a) Suppose that Xn - x. Then, taking 13 = 1, we can 
find an N such that d(x", x)< 1 for all n > N Hence by the triangle 
inequality (M4), Sec. 1.1, for all n we have d(xn , x)<l+a where 

a =max{d(xl, x),",, d(XN, x)}. 
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This shows that (xn) is bounded. Assuming that Xn - x and 
Xn - z, we obtain from (M4) 

O~ d(x, z)~ d(x, xn)+d(Xn, z)- 0+0 

and the uniqueness x = Z of the limit follows from (M2). 

(b) By (1), Sec. 1.1, we have 

d(Xn, yn)~d(xm x)+d(x, y)+d(y, Yn). 

Hence we obtain 

and a similar inequality by interchanging Xn and x as well as Yn and y 
and multiplying by -1. Together, 

as n_oo .• 

We shall now define the concept of completeness of a metric space, 
which will be basic in our further work. We shall see that completeness 
does not follow from (M1) to (M4) in Sec. 1.1, since there are 
incomplete (not complete) metric spaces. In other words, completeness 
is an additional property which a metric space mayor may not have. It 
has various consequences which make complete metric spaces "much 
nicer and simpler" than incomplete ones-what this means will be
come clearer and clearer as we proceed. 

Let us first remember from calculus that a sequence (Xn) of real or 
complex numbers converges on the real line R or in the complex plane 
C, respectively, if and only if it satisfies the Cauchy convergence 
criterion, that is, if and only if for every given e > 0 there is an 
N = N(e) such that 

for all m, n > N. 

(A proof is included in A1.7; cf. Appendix 1.) Here IXm - Xnl is the 
distance d(x"" Xn) from Xm to Xn on the real line R or in the complex 
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plane C. Hence we can write the inequality of the Cauchy criterion in 
the form 

(m,n>N). 

And if a sequence (x,,) satisfies the condition of the Cauchy criterion, 
we may call it a Cauchy sequence. Then the Cauchy criterion simply 
says that a sequence of real or complex numbers converges on R or in 
C if and only if it is a Cauchy sequence. This refers to the situation in 
R or C. Unfortunately, in more general spaces the situation may be 
more complicated, and there may be Cauchy sequences which do not 
converge. Such a space is then lacking a property which is so important 
that it deserves a name, namely, completeness. This consideration 
motivates the following definition, which was first given by M. Frechet 
(1906). 

1.4-3 Definition (Cauchy sequence, completeness). A sequence (x,,) 
in a metric space X = (X, d) is said to be-Cauchy (or fundamental) if 
for every e>O there is an N=N(e) such that 

(1) for every m, n > N. 

The space X is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence in X 
converges (that is, has a limit which is an element of X). • 

Expressed in terms of completeness, the Cauchy convergence 
criterion implies the following. 

1.4-4 Theorem (Real line, complex plane). The real line and the 
complex plane are complete metric spaces. 

More generally, we now see directly from the definition that 
complete metric spaces are precisely those in which the Cauchy condi
tion (1) continues to be necessary and sufficient for convergence. 

Complete and incomplete metric spaces that are important in 
applications will be considered in the next section in a systematic 
fashion. 

For the time being let us mention a few simple incomplete spaces 
which we can readily obtain. Omission of a point a from the real line 
yields the incomplete space R -{a}. More drastically, by the omission 
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of all irrational numbers we have the rational line Q, which is incom
plete. An open interval (a, b) with the metric induced from R is 
another incomplete metric space, and so on. 

lt is clear from the definition that in an arbitrary metric space, 
condition (1) may no longer be sufficient for convergence since the 
space may be incomplete. A good understanding of the whole situation 
is important; so let us consider a simple example. We take X = (0, 1], 
with the usual metric defined by d(x, y) = Ix - yl, and the sequence 
(x,,), where Xn = lIn and n = 1, 2, .... This is a Cauchy sequence, but 
it does not converge, because the point ° (to which it "wants to 
converge") is not a point of X. This also illustrates that the concept of 
convergence is not an intrinsic property of the sequence itself but also 
depends on the space in which the sequence lies. In other ·words, a 
convergent sequence is not convergent "on its own" but it must 
converge to some point in the space. 

Although condition (1) is no longer sufficient for convergence, it is 
worth noting that it continues to be necessary for convergence. In fact, 
we readily obtain the following result. 

1.4-5 Theorem (Convergent sequence). Every convergent sequence in 
a metric space is a Cauchy sequence. 

Proof. If Xn ~ x, then for every e > ° there is an N = N(e) such 
that 

e 
d(x", x)<2 for all n > N. 

Hence by the triangle inequality we obtain for m, n > N 

This shows that (xn) is Cauchy. • 

We shall see that quite a number of basic results, for instance in 
the theory of linear operators, will depend on the completeness of the 
corresponding spaces. Completeness of the real line R is also the main 
reason why in calculus we use R rather than the rational line Q (the set 
of all rational numbers with the metric induced from R). 

Let us continue and finish this section with three theorems that are 
related to convergence and completeness and will be needed later. 
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1.4-6 Theorem (Closure, closed set). Let M be a nonempty subset of 
a metric space (X, d) and M its closure as defined in the previous section. 
Then: 

(8) x EM if and only if there is a sequence (xn ) in M such that 
Xn~X. 

(b) M is closed if and only if the situation Xn EM, Xn ~ x implies 
that XEM. 

Proof. (a) Let x EM. If x E M, a sequence of that type is 
(x, x, ... ). If x $ M, it is a point of accumulation of M Hence for each 
n = 1, 2,··· the ball B(x; lin) contains an xn EM, and Xn ~ x 
because lin ~ 0 as n ~ 00. 

Conversely, if (Xn) is in M and Xn ~ x, then x EM or every 
neighborhood of x contains points xn,p x, so that x is a point of 
accumulation of M. Hence x EM, by the definition of the closure. 

(b) M is closed if and only if M = M, so that (b) follows 
readily from (a). I 

1.4-7 Theorem (Complete subspace). A subspace M of a complete 
metric space X is itself complete if and only if the set M is closed in X. 

Proof. Let M be complete. By 1.4-6(a), for every x EM there is 
a sequence (Xn) in M which converges to x. Since (Xn) is Cauchy by 
1.4-5 and M is complete, (Xn) converges in M, the limit being unique 
by 1.4-2. Hence x EM. This proves that M is closed because x EM was 
arbitrary. 

Conversely, let M be closed and (xn) Cauchy in M. Then 
Xn ~ X E X, which implies x E M by 1.4-6(a), and x EM since 
M = M by assumption. Hence the arbitrary Cauchy sequence (xn) con
verges in M, which proves completeness of M .• 

This theorem is very useful, and we shall need it quite often. 
Example 1.5-3 in the next section includes the first application, which 
is typical. 

The last of our present three theorems shows the importance of 
convergence of sequences in connection with the continuity of a 
mapping. 

1.4-8 Theorem (Continuous mapping). A mapping T: X ~ Y of a 
metric space (X, d) into a metric space (Y, d) is continuous at a point 
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Xo E X if and only if 

Xn ------i> Xo implies 

Proof Assume T to be continuous at Xo; cf. Def. 1.3-3. Then for 
a given E > 0 there is a l) > 0 such that 

d(x, xo) < l) implies d(Tx, Txo) < E. 

Let Xn ------i> Xo. Then there is an N such that for all n > N we have 

Hence for all n > N, 

By definition this means that TXn ------i> Txo. 
Conversely, we assume that 

implies 

and prove that then T is continuous at Xo. Suppose this is false. Then 
there is an E > 0 such that for every l) > 0 there is an x oF- Xo satisfying 

d(x, xo) < l) but d(Tx, Txo)"?;' E. 

In particular, for l) = lin there is an Xn satisfying 

1 
d(xm xo)<

n 
but 

Clearly Xn ------i> Xo but (TXn) does not converge to Txo. This contradicts 
TXn ------i> Txo and proves the theorem. I 

Problems 

1. (Subsequence) If a sequence (x..) in a metric space X is convergent 
and has limit x, show that every subsequence (x...) of (xn) is convergent 
and has the same limit x. 
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2. If (x,.) is Cauchy and has a convergent subsequence, say, x... --- x, 
show that (x,.) is convergent with the limit x. 

3. Show that x,. --- x if and only if for every neighborhood V of x there 
is an integer no such that Xn E V for all n > no. 

4. (Boundedness) Show that a Cauchy sequence is bounded. 

5. Is boundedness of a sequence in a metric space sufficient for the 
sequence to be Cauchy? Convergent? 

6. If (x,.) and (Yn) are Cauchy sequences in a metric space (X, d), show 
that (an), where an = d(x,., Yn), converges. Give illustrative examples. 

7. Give an indirect proof of Lemma 1.4-2(b). 

8. If d1 and d2 are metrics on the same set X and there are positive 
numbers a and b such that for all x, Y E X, 

ad1 (x, y);a d2(x, y);a bd1 (x, Y), 

show that the Cauchy sequences in (X, d1) and (X, dz) are the same. 

9. Using Prob. 8, show that the metric spaces in Probs. 13 to 15, Sec. 1.2, 
have the same Cauchy sequences. 

10. Using the completeness of R, prove completeness of C. 

1.5 Examples. Completeness Proofs 

In various applications a set X is given (for instance, a set of sequences 
or a set of functions), and X is made into a metric space. This we do by 
choosing a metric d on X. The remaining task is then to find out 
whether (X, d) has the desirable property of being complete. To prove 
completeness, we take an arbitrary Cauchy sequence (xn) in X and 
show that it converges in X. For different spaces, such proofs may vary 
in complexity, but they have approximately the same general pattern: 

(i) Construct an element x (to be used as a limit). 
(ii) Prove that x is in the space considered. 

(iii) Prove convergence Xn ~ x (in the sense of the metric). 

We shall present completeness proofs for some metric spaces 
which occur quite frequently in theoretical and practical investigations. 
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The reader will notice that in these cases (Examples 1.5-1 to 1.5-5) we 
get help from the completeness of the real line or the complex plane 
(Theorem 1.4-4). This is typical. 

Examples 

1.5-1 Completeness of Rn and Cn• Euclidean space Rn and unitary 
space Cn are complete. (Cf. 1.1-5.) 

Proof. We first consider Rn. We remember that the metric on R n 

(the Euclidean metric) is defined by 

( 
n )112 

d(x, y)= i~ (~i-TJi? 

where x = (~) and y = (TJi); cf. (6) in Sec. 1.1. We consider any Cauchy 
sequence (xm ) in Rn, writing Xm = (~iml, ... , ~~m»). Since (xm ) is 
Cauchy, for every e > 0 there is an N such that 

(1) (m, r>N). 

Squaring, we have for m, r> Nand j = 1,· .. , n 

and 

This shows that for each fixed j, (1 ~j~ n), the sequence (~?l, ~~2l, ... ) 
is a Cauchy sequence of real numbers. It converges by Theorem 1.4-4, 
say, ~~m) ~ ~i as m ~ 00. Using these n limits, we define 
x = (~l> ... , ~n). Clearly, x ERn. From (1), with r ~ 00, 

(m>N). 

This shows that x is the limit of (xm) and proves completeness of R n 

bccause (xm) was an arbitrary Cauchy sequence. Completeness of Cn 

follows from Theorem 1.4-4 by the same method of proof. 

1.5-2 Completeness of l"". The space ,00 is complete. (Cf. 1.1-6.) 
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Proof. Let (xm) be any Cauchy sequence in the space 1'''', where 
Xm = (~lm>, ~~m>, ... ). Since the metric on I"" is given by 

d(x, y) = sup I{;j - 'fjjl 
j 

[where x = ({;j) and y = ('fjj)] and (xm) is Cauchy, for any 8> 0 there is 
an N such that for all m, n > N, 

d(xm, xn) = sup I{;~m) - {;n < 8. 
j 

A fortiori, for every fixed j, 

(2) (m,n>N). 

Hence for every fixed j, the sequence ({;p), {;?>, ... ) is a Cauchy 
sequence of numbers. It converges by Theorem 1.4-4, say, ~jm) ~ {;; 
as m ~ 00. Using these infinitely many limits {;], {;2,· .. , we define 
x = ({;b {;2, ... ) and show that x E 100 and Xm ~ x. From (2) with 
n~oo we have 

(2*) (m>N). 

Sincexm = (~Jm)) E 100 , there is areal number k.n suchthatl~Jm)1 ~ km forallj. 
Hence by the triangle inequality 

(m>N). 

This inequality holds for every j, and the right-hand side does not 
involve j. Hence ({;j) is a bounded sequence of numbers. This implies 
that x = ({;j) E 100. Also, from (2*) we obtain 

d(xm, x) = sup I {;jm) - {;jl ~ 8 
j 

(m>N). 

This shows that Xm ~ x. Since (xm) was an arbitrary Cauchy se
quence, 100 is complete. 

1.5-3 Completeness of c. The space c consists of all convergent 
sequences x = ({;j) of complex numbers, with the metric induced from 
the space 100• 
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The space c is complete. 

Proof. c is a subspace of I'" and we show that c is closed in I"', so 
that completeness then follows from Theorem 1.4-7. 

We consider any x = (~i)E c, the closure of c. By 1.4-6(a) there are 
Xn = (~~n)) E C such that Xn ~ x. Hence, given any E > 0, there is an N 
such that for n ~ N and all j we have 

in particular, for n = N and all j. Since XN E C, its terms ~~N) form a 
convergent sequence. Such a sequence is Cauchy. Hence there is an Nl 
such that 

The triangle inequality now yields for all j, k ~ Nl the following 
inequality: 

This shows that the sequence x = (~i) is convergent. Hence x E c. Since 
x E C was arbitrary, this proves closed ness of c in I"', and completeness 
of c follows from 1.4-7. • 

1.5-4 Completeness of ,p. The space [P is complete; here p is fixed and 
1 ~ p < +00. (Cf. 1.2-3.) 

Proof. Let (xn) be any Cauchy sequence in the space [P, where 
Xm = (~im), ~~m\ •• '). Then for every E > 0 there is an N such that for all 
m, n>N, 

(3) 

J t' follows that for every j = 1, 2, ... we have 

(4) (m, n>N). 

We choose a fixed j. From (4) we see that (~?\ ~F), ... ) is a Cauchy 
sequence of numbers. It converges since Rand C are complete (cf. 
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1.4-4), say, ~;m) _ ~J as m _ 00. Using these limits, we define 
x = (~}, ~2' ... ) and show that x E lV and Xm - x. 

From (3) we have for all m, n> N 
k L I~im) - ~in)IV < eV (k=1,2,· .. ). 

J~l 

Letting n - 00, we obtain for m > N 

k 

L I~;m) - ~jlV ~ eV (k=1,2,·· .). 
j~l 

We may now let k - 00; then for m > N 

00 

(5) L I~im) - ~jlV ~ eP • 

j~l 

This shows that Xm - x = (~im) - ~j) E lV. Since Xm E IV, it follows by 
means of the Minkowski inequality (12), Sec. 1.2, that 

Furthermore, the series in (5) represents [d(xm, x)]P, so that (5) implies 
that Xm - x. Since (xm) was an arbitrary Cauchy sequence in lV, this 
proves completeness of IV, where 1 ~ P < +00. • 

1.5-5 Completeness of C[ a, b]. The function space C[ a, b] is com
plete; here [a, b] is any given closed interval on R. (Cf. 1.1-7.) 

Proof. Let (Xm) be any Cauchy sequence in C[a, b]. Then, given 
any e > 0, there is an N such that for all m, n> N we have 

(6) 

where J = [a, b]. Hence for any fixed t = to E J, 

(m,n>N). 

This shows that (Xl(tO), X2(tO)'· .. ) is a Cauchy sequence of real num
bers. Since R is complete (cf. 1.4-4), the sequence converges, say, 
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xm(to) ~ x (to) as m ~ 00. In this way we can associate with each 
t E J a unique real number x(t). This defines (pointwise) a function x 
on J, and we show that XE C[a, b] and Xm ~ x. 

From (6) with n ~ 00 we have 

max IXm(t)-x(t)l~ e 
tEl 

(m>N). 

Hence for every t E J, 

IXm (t) - x(t)1 ~ e (m>N). 

This shows that (xm(t)) converges to x(t) uniformly on J. Since the xm's 
are continuous on J and the convergence is uniform, the limit function 
x is continuous on J, as is well known from calculus (cf. also Prob. 9). 
Hence x E C[a, b]. Also Xm ~ x. This proves completeness of 
C[a, b]. • 

In 1.1-7 as well as here we assumed the functions x to be 
real-valued, for simplicity. We may call this space the real C[a, b]. 
Similarly, we obtain the complex C[a, b] if we take complex-valued 
continuous functions defined on [a, b] c R. This space is complete, too. 
The proof is almost the same as before. 

Furthermore, that proof also shows the following fact. 

1.5-6 Theorem (Uniform convergence). Convergence Xm ~ x in the 
space C[a, b] is uniform convergence, that is, (Xm) converges uniformly 
on [a, b] to x. 

Hence the metric on C[a, b] describes uniform convergence on 
[a, b] and, for this reason, is sometimes called the uniform metric. 

To gain a good understanding of completeness and related con
cepts, let us finally look at some 

Examples of Incomplete Metric Spaces 

1.5-7 Space Q. This is the set of all rational numbers with the usual 
metric given by d(x, y)=lx-yl, where x, YEQ, and is called the 
rational line. Q is not complete. (Proof?) 

1.5-8 Polynomials. Let X be the set of all polynomials considered as 
functions of t on some finite closed interval J = [a, b] and define a 
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metric d on X by 

d(x, y) = max \x(t)-y(t)\. 
tEI 

This metric space (X, d) is not complete. In fact, an example of a 
Cauchy sequence without limit in X is given by any sequence of polyno
mials which converges uniformly on J to a continuous function, not a 
polynomial. 

1.5-9 Continnous functions. Let X be the set of all continuous 
real-valued functions on J = [0, 1], and let 

d(x, y) = f \x(t)- y(t)\ dt. 

This metric space (X, d) is not complete. 

Proof. The functions Xm in Fig. 9 form a Cauchy sequence 
because d(xm , xn ) is the area of the triangle in Fig. 10, and for every 
given 8 >0, 

when m, n> 1/8. 

Let us show that this Cauchy sequence does not converge. We have 

Xm(t) = ° if tE [0, n 

o 

f<--'!'-J 
1 m 1 
1 I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

t~ 

Fig. 9. Example 1.5-9 

Xm(t) = 1 if tE[~, 1] 

o 

t_ 

Fig. 10. Example 1.5-9 
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where a", = 1/2 + l/m. Hence for every x EX, 

d(x,.., x) ~ f1x,..(t)- x(t)1 dt 

11/2 ia il = Ix(t)1 dt+ ~1x,..(t)-x(t)1 dt+ 11-x(t)1 dt. 
o 1/2 ~ 

Since the integrands are nonnegative, so is each integral on the right. 
Hence d(x,.., x) ~ 0 would imply that each integral approaches zero 
and, since x is continuous, we should have 

x(t) = 0 if t E [0, t), x(t) = 1 if t E (!. 1]. 

But this is impossible for a continuous function. Hence (x,..) does not 
converge, that is, does not have a limit in X. This proves that X is not 
complete .• 

Problems 

1. Let a, bE R and a < b. Show that the open interval (a, b) is an 
incomplete subspace of R, whereas the clOsed interval [a, b] is com
plete. 

2. Let X be the space of all ordered n-tuples x = (~h ... '~n) of real 
numbers and 

where y = ('1JJ. Show that (X, d) is complete. 

3. Let Me too be the subspace consisting of all sequences x = (~j) with at 
most finitely many nonzero terms. Find a Cauchy sequence in M which 
does not converge in M, so that M is not complete. 

4. Show that M in Prob. 3 is not complete by applying Theorem 1.4-7. 

5. Show that the set X of all integers with metric d defined by 
d(m, n) = 1m - nl is a complete metric space. 
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6. Show that the set of all real numbers constitutes an incomplete metric 
space if we choose 

d(x, y) = larc tan x - arc tan yl. 

7. Let X be the set of all positive integers and d(m, n)=lm-1-n-11. 
Show that (X, d) is not complete. 

8. (Space C[a, b]) Show that the subspace Y c C[a, b] consisting of all 
x E C[a, b] such that x(a) = x(b) is complete. 

9. In 1.5-5 we referred to the following theorem of calculus. If a sequence 
(xm ) of continuous functions on [a, b] converges on [a, b] and the 
convergence is uniform on [a, b], then the limit function x is continu
ous on [a, b]. Prove this theorem. 

10. (Discrete metric) Show that a discrete metric space (cf. 1.1-8) is 
complete. 

11. (Space s) Show that in the space s (cf. 1.2-1) we have Xn ---+ x if and 
only if I;jn) ---+ I;j for all j = 1, 2, ... , where Xn = (l;)n») and x = (I;j). 

12. Using Prob. 11, show that the sequence space s in 1.2-1 is complete. 

13. Show that in 1.5-9, another Cauchy sequence is (xn ), where 

14. Show that the Cauchy sequence in Prob. 13 does not converge. 

15. Let X be the metric space of all real sequences x = (1;1) each of which 

has only finitely many nonzero terms, and d(x, y) = L I§ - '1}jl, where 
y = ('1}). Note that this is a finite sum but the number of terms depends 
on x and y. Show that (xn ) with Xn = (I;jn)), 

..-(n)_ ·-2 
<;;j - ] for j = 1,· .. , n and for j> n 

is Cauchy but does not converge. 
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I. 6 Completion of Metric Spaces 

We know that the rational line Q is not complete (cf. 1.5-7) but can be 
"enlarged" to the real line R which is complete. And this "comple
tion" R of Q is such that Q is dense (cf. 1.3-5) in R. It is quite 
important that an arbitrary incomplete metric space can be "com
pleted" in a similar fashion, as we shall see. For a convenient precise 
formulation we use the following two related concepts, which also have 
various other applications. 

1.6-1 Definition (Isometric mapping, isometric spaces). Let 
X = (X, d) and X = (X, d) be metric spaces. Then: 

(a) A mapping T of X into X is said to be isometric or an 
isometry if T preserves distances, that is, if for all x, y E X, 

d(Tx, Ty) = d(x, y), 

where Tx and Ty are the images of x and y, respectively. 

(b) The space X is said to be isometric with the space X if there 
exists a bijective9 isometry of X onto X. The spaces X and X are then 
called isometric spaces. • 

Hence isometric spaces may differ at most by the nature of their 
points but are indistinguishable from the viewpoint of metric. And in 
any study in which the nature of the points does not matter, we may 
regard the two spaces as identical-as two copies of the same "ab
stract" space. 

We can now state and prove the theorem that every metric space 
can be completed. The space X occurring in this theorem is called the 
completion of the given space X. 

1.6-2 Theorem (Completion). For a metric space X = (X, d) there 
exists a complete metric space X = (X, d) which has a subspace W that is 
isometric with X and is dense in X. This space X is unique except for 
isometries, that is, if X is any complete metric space having a dense 
subspace W isometric with X, then X and X are isometric. 

9 One-to-one and onto. For a review of some elementary concepts related to 
mappings, scc A1.2 in Appendix 1. Note that an isometric mapping is always injective. 
(Why?) 
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Proof. The proof is somewhat lengthy but straightforward. We 
subdivide it into four steps (a) to (d). We construct: 

(a) X=(X, d) 
(b) an isometry T of X onto W, where W=X. 

Then we prove: 
(c) completeness of X, 
(d) uniqueness of X, except for isometries. 

Roughly speaking, our task will be the assignment of suitable limi~s to 
Cauchy sequences in X that do not converge. However, we should not 
introduce "too many" limits, but take into account that certain se
quences "may want to converge with the same limit" since the terms of 
those sequences "ultimately come arbitrarily close to each other." This 
intuitive idea can be expressed mathematically in terms of a suitable 
equivalence relation [see (1), below]' This is not artificial but is 
suggested by the process of completion of the rational line mentioned 
at the beginning of the section. The details of the proof are as follows. 

(a) Construction of X = (X, d). Let (x,,) and (x,,') be 
Cauchy sequences in X. Define (x,,) to be equivalent10 to (x,,'), written 
(x,,) ~ (x,..'), if 

(1) lim d(x", x,,') = O. 
n~oo 

Let X be the set of all equivalence classes x, Y,'" of Cauchy 
sequences thus obtained. We write (x,,) E X to mean that (xn) is a 
member of x (a representative of the class x). We now set 

(2) 

where (xn) E X and (Yn) E y. We show that this limit exists. We have 

hence we obtain 

and a similar inequality with m and n interchanged. Together, 

(3) 

10 For a review of the concept of equivalence, see A 1.4 in Appendix 1. 
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Since (x,,) and (Yn) are Cauchy, we can make the right side as small as 
we please. This implies that the limit in (2) exists because R is 
complete. 

We must also show that the limit in (2) is independent of the 
particular choice of representatives. In fact, if (xn) - (xn') and 
(Yn)-(Yn'), then by (1), 

Id(xm Yn)- d(x,,', Yn')1 ~ d(x", x,,')+ d(Ym Yn') ~ 0 

as n ~ 00, which implies the assertion 

lim d(x", Yn) = lim d(x,,', Yn'). 
n----;..OXl n--"'OO 

We prove that d in (2) is a metric on X. Obviously, d satisfies 
(Ml) in Sec. 1.1 as well as d(i, i) = 0 and (M3). Furthermore, 

d(i, y)=O i=y 

gives (M2), 'and (M4) for d follows from 

by letting n ~ 00. 

(b) Construction of an isometry T: X ~ We X. With 
each b E X we associate the class bE X which contains the constant 
Cauchy sequence (b, b, .. '). This defines a mapping T: X ~ W onto 
the subspace W = T(X) c X. The mapping T is given by b ~ b = Tb, 
where (b, b,' . ')E 6. We see that T is an isometry since (2) becomes 
simply 

d(b, e) = deb, c); 

here e is the class of (Yn) where Yn = c for all n. Any isometry is 
injective, and T: X ~ W is surjective since T(X) = W. Hence W 
and X are isometric; cf. Def. 1.6-1 (b). 

We show that W is dense in X. We consider any i EX. Let 
(xn) E" i. For every 8> 0 there is an N such that 

(n> N). 
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This shows that every e-neighborhood of the arbitrary x E X contains an 
element of W. Hence W is dense in X. 

(c) Completeness of X. Let (x,,) be any Cauchy sequence 
in X. Since W is dense in X, for every xn there is a zn E W such that 

(4) dA
( A A) 1 x,., Zn <-. 

n 

Hence by the triangle inequality, 

1 A( A A) 1 <-+d Xm, Xn +-
m n 

and this is less than any given e > 0 for sufficiently large m and n 
because (xm) is Cauchy. Hence (zm) is Cauchy. Since T: X ~ W is 
isometric and zm E W, the sequence (zm), where Zm = T- 1 zm, is Cauchy 
in X. Let x E X be the class to which (zm) belongs. We show that x is 
the limit of (xn). By (4), 

d(xm x) ~ d(x", Zn) + dUm x) 
(5) 

1 dA(A A) <-+ ZmX. 
n 

Since (Zm)E x (see right before) and zn E W, so that (zm Zm Zm· •• ) E zm 

the inequality (5) becomes 

dA
( A A) 1 1· d( ) x,., x <-+ 1m Zm Zm 

n m---+ 1Xl 

and the right side is smaller than any given e > 0 for sufficiently large 
n. Hence the arbitrary Cauchy sequence (in) in X has the limit x E X, 
and X is complete. 
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_ A 

W=X 

Fig. 11. Notations in part (d) of the proof of Theorem 1.6-2 

(d) Uniqueness of X except for isometries. If (X, d) is 
another complete metric space with a subspace W dense in X and 
isometric with X, then for any i, Y E X we have sequences (x,,), (Yn) in 
W such that in - i and Yn - Y; hence 

follows from 

o 

[the inequality being similar to (3)]. Since W is isometric with We X 
and W = X, the distances on X and X must be the same. Hence X and 
X are isometric. • 

We shall see in the next two chapters (in particular in 2.3-2,3.1-5 
and 3.2-3) that this theorem has basic applications to individual 
incomplete spaces as well as to whole classes of such spaces. 

Problems 

1. Show that if a subspace Y of a metric space consists of finitely many 
points, then Y is complete. 

2. What is the completion of (X, d), where X is the set of all rational 
numbers and d(x, y)=lx-yl? 
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3. What is the completion of a discrete metric space X? (Cf. 1.1-8.) 

4. If Xl and X2 are isometric and Xl is complete, show that X2 is 
complete. 

5. (Homeomorphism) A homeomorphism is a continuous bijective map
ping T: X ~ Y whose inverse is continuous; the metric spaces X 
and Yare then said to be homeomorphic. (a) Show that if X and Yare 
isometric, they are homeomorphic. (b) Illustrate with an example that 
a complete and an incomplete metric space may be homeomorphic. 

6. Show that C[O, 1] and C[a, b] are isometric. 

7. If (X, d) is complete, show that (X, d), where d = dl(l + d), is complete. 

8. Show that in Prob. 7, completeness of (X, d) implies completeness of 
(X,d). 

9. If (xn) and (xn') in (X, d) are such that (1) holds and Xn ~ I, show 
that (xn ') converges and has the limit I. 

10. If (Xn) and (xn ') are convergent sequences in a metric space (X, d) and 
have the same limit I, show that they satisfy (1). 

11. Show that (1) defines an equivalence relation on the set of all Cauchy 
sequences of elements of X. 

12. If (xn) is Cauchy in (X, d) and (Xn') in X satisfies (1), show that (xn') is 
Cauchy in X. 

13. (pseudometric) A finite pseudometric on a set X is a function 
d: X x X ~ R satisfying (Ml), (M3), (M4), Sec. 1.1, and 

(M2*) d(x,x)=O. 

What is the difference between a metric and a pseudometric? Show 
that d(x, y) = 1{;1 - Till defines a pseudometric on the set of all ordered 
pairs of real numbers, where x = ({;1. {;2), y = (1)1. 1)2)' (We mention that 
some authors use the term semimetric instead of pseudometric.) 

14. Does 

d(x, y)= fIX(t)-y(t)1 dt 
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define a metric or pseudometric on X if X is (i) the set of all 
real-valued continuous functions on [a, b], (ii) the set of all real-valued 
Riemann integrable functions on [a, b]? 

15. If (X, d) is a pseudometric space, we call a set 

B(xo; r) = {x E X I d(x, xo) < r} (r>O) 

an open ball in X with center Xo and radius r. (Note that this is 
analogous to 1.3-1.) What are open balls of radius 1 in Prob. 13? 





CHAPTER ~ 

NORMED SPACES. 
BANACH SPACES 

Particularly useful and important metric spaces are obtained if we take 
a vector space and define on it a metric by means of a norm. The 
resulting space is called a normed space. If it is a complete metric 
space, it is called a Banach space. The theory of normed spaces, in 
particular Banach spaces, and the theory of linear operators defined on 
them are the most highly developed parts of functional analysis. The 
present chapter is devoted to the basic ideas of those theories. 

Important concepts, brief orientation about main content 

A normed space (cf. 2.2-1) is a vector space (cf. 2.1-1) with a 
metric defined by a norm (cf: 2.2-1); the latter generalizes the length of 
a vector in the plane or in three-dimensional space. A Banach space 
(cf. 2.2-1) is a normed space which is a complete metric space. A 
normed space has a completion which is a Banach space (cf. 2.3-2). In 
a normed space we can also define and use infinite series (cf. Sec. 2.3). 

A mapping from a normed space X into a normed space Y is 
called an operator. A mapping from X into the scalar field R or C is 
called a functional. Of particular importance are so-called bounded 
linear operators (cf. 2.7-1) and bounded linear functionals (cf. 2.8-2) 
since they are continuous and take advantage of the vector space 
structure. In fact, Theorem 2.7-9 states that a linear operator is 
continuous if and only if it is bounded. This is a fundamental result. 
And vector spaces are of importance here mainly because of the linear 
operators and functionals they carry. 

It is basic that the set of all bounded linear operators from a given 
normed space X into a given normed space Y can be made into a 
normed space (cf. 2.10-1), which is denoted by B(X, Y). Similarly, the 
set of all bounded linear functionals on X becomes a normed space, 
which is called the dual space X' of X (cf. 2.10-3). 

In analysis, infinite dimensional normed spaces are more impor
tant than finite dimensional ones. The latter are simpler (cf. Sees. 2.4, 
2.5), and operators on them can be represented by matrices (cf. Sec. 
2.9). 
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Remark on notation 
We denote spaces by X and Y, operators by capital letters 

(preferably T), the image of an x under T by Tx (without paren
theses), functionals by lowercase letters (preferably f) and the value of f 
at an x by f(x) (with parentheses). This is a widely used practice. 

2.1 Vector Space 

Vector spaces playa role in many branches of mathematics and its 
applications. In fact, in various practical (and theoretical) problems we 
have a set X whose elements may be vectors in three-dimensional 
space, or sequences of numbers, or functions, and these elements can 
be added and multiplied by constants (numbers) in a natural way, the 
result being again an element of X. Such concrete situations suggest 
the concept of a vector space as defined below. The definition will 
involve a general field K, but in functional analysis, K will be R or C. 
The elements of K are called scalars; hence in our case they will be 
r.eal or complex numbers. 

2.1-1 Definition (Vector space). A vector space (or linear space) over 
a field K is a nonempty set X of elements x, y, ... (called vectors) 
together with two algebraic operations. These operations are called 
vector addition and multiplication of vectors by scalars, that is, by 
elements of K. 

Vector addition associates with every ordered pair (x, y) of vectors 
a vector x + y, called the sum of x and y, in such a way that the following 
properties hold.! Vector addition is commutative and associative, that 
is, for all vectors we have 

x+y=y+x 

x+(y+z)=(x+y)+z; 

furthermore, there exists a vector 0, called the zero vector, and for 
every vector x there exists a vector -x, such that for all vectors we 

1 Readers familiar with groups will notice that we can summarize the defining 
properties of vector addition by saying that X is an additive abelian group. 
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have 

x+O=x 

x+(-x)=O. 

Multiplication by scalars associates with every vector x and scalar 
a a vector ax (also written xa), called the product of a and x, in such a 
way that for all vectors x, y and scalars a, (3 we have 

a({3x) = (a{3)x 

Ix =x 

and the distributive laws 

a(x+y)=ax+ay 

(a + (3)x = ax + {3x. I 

From the definition we see that vector addition is a mapping 
XXX~X, whereas multiplication by scalars is a mapping 
KxX~X. 

K is called the scalar field (or coefficient field) of the vector space 
X, and X is called a real vector space if K = R (the field of real 
numbers), and a complex vector space if K = C (the field of complex 
numbers2 ). 

The use of 0 for the scalar 0 as well as for the zero vector should 
cause no confusion, in general. If desirable for clarity, we can denote 
the zero vector by (J. 

The reader may prove that for all vectors and scalars, 

(la) Ox = (J 

(I b) a(J = (J 

and 

(2) (-I)x=-x. 

l Remember that Rand C also denote the real line and the complex plane, 
respectively (cf. 1.1-2 and 1.1-5), but we need not use other letters here since there is 
little unnllcr of confusion. 
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Examples 

2.1-2 Space Rn. This is the Euclidean space introduced in 1.1-5, the 
underlying set being the set of all n-tuples of real numbers, written 
x = (~1. ... , ~n)' Y = (Tl1. ... , TIn), etc., and we now see that this is a real 
vector space with the two algebraic operations defined in the usual 
fashion 

x + Y = (~l + TIl, ... , ~n + TIn) 

ax = (a~h ... , a~n) (a ER). 

The next examples are of a similar nature because in each of them we 
shall recognize a previously defined space as a vector space. 

2.1-3 Space Cn. This space was defined in 1.1-5. It consists of 
all ordered n-tuples of complex numbers x = (~h ... , ~n)' 
y = (TIl, ... ,TIn), etc., and is a complex vector space with the 
algebraic operations defined as in the previous example, where now 
aEC. 

2.1-4 Spal;e C[a, b]. This space was defined in 1.1-7. Each point of 
this space is a continuous real-valued function on [a, b]. The set of all 
these functions forms a real vector space with the algebraic operations 
defined in the usual way: 

(x + y)(t) = x(t)+ y(t) 

(ax )(t) = ax(t) (a ER). 

In fact, x + y and ax are continuous real-valued functions defined on 
[a, b] if x and yare such functions and a is real. 

Other important vector spaces of functions are (a) the vector 
space B(A) in 1.2-2, (b) the vector space of all differentiable functions 
on R, and (c) the vector space of all real-valued functions on [a, b] 
which are integrable in some sense. 

2.1-5 Space JZ. This space was introduced in 1.2-3. It is a vector 
space with the algebraic operations defined as usual in connection with 
sequences, that is, 

(~1. ~2'· .. )+ (TIl> Tl2,· .. ) = (~1 + TIl> ~2+ Tl2,· .. ) 

a(~1> ~2' ... ) = (a~h a~2' ... ). 
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In fact, x = (~j) E f and y = ('Y/j) E f implies x + y E f, as follows readily 
from the Minkowski inequality (12) in Sec. 1.2; also ax E f. 

Other vector spaces whose points are sequences are I"" in 1.1-6, IV in 
1.2-3, where 1 ~ p < +00, and s in 1.2-1. • 

A subspace of a vector space X is a nonempty subset Y of X such 
that for all Yl, Y2 E Y and all scalars a, {3 we have aYl + {3Y2 E Y. Hence 
Y is itself a vector space, the two algebraic operations being those 
induced from X. 

A special subspace of X is the improper subspace Y = X. Every 
other subspace of X (,",{On is called proper. 

Another special subspace of any vector space X is Y={O}. 
A linear combination of vectors XI. ... , Xm of a vector space X is 

an expression of the form 

where the coefficients al. ... , am are any scalars. 
For any nonempty subset Me X the set of all linear combinations 

of vectors of M is called the span of M, written 

spanM. 

Obviously, this is a subspace Yof X, and we say that Y is spanned or 
generated by M. 

We shall now introduce two important related concepts which will 
be used over and over again. 

2.1-6 Definition (Linear independence, linear dependence). Linear 
independence and dependence of a given set M of vectors Xl. ... , Xr 

(r ~ 1) in a vector space X are defined by means of the equation 

(3) 

where ab···, a r are scalars. Clearly, equation (3) holds for 
al = a2 = ... = a r = o. If this is the only r-tuple of scalars for which (3) 
holds, the set M is said to be linearly independent. M is said to be lin
early dependent if M is not linearly independent, that is, if (3) also holds 
for some r-tuple of scalars, not all zero. 

An arbitrary subset M of X is said to be linearly independent if 
every nonempty finite subset of M is linearly independent. M is said to 
he linearly dependent if M is not linearly independent. • 
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A motivation for this terminology results from the fact that if 
M={x,,···, xr } is linearly dependent, at least one vector of M can 
be written as a linear combination of the others; for instance, if (3) 
holds with an O!r"l:- 0, then M is linearly dependent and we may solve 
(3) for Xr to get 

We can use the concepts of linear dependence and independence 
to define the dimension of a vector space, starting as follows. 

2.1-7 Definition (Finite and infinite dimensional vector spaces). A 
vector space X is said to be finite dimensional if there is a positive 
integer n such that X contains a linearly independent set of n vectors 
whereas any set of n + 1 or more vectors of X is linearly dependent. n 
is called the dimension of X, written n = dim X. By definition, X = {O} 
is finite dimensional and dim X = 0. If X is not finite dimensional, it is 
said to be infinite dimensional. I 

In analysis, infinite dimensional vector spaces are of greater inter
est than finite dimensional ones. For instance, C[ a, b] and 12 are 
infinite dimensional, whereas Rn and en are n-dimensional. 

If dim X = n, a linearly independent n-tuple of vectors of X is 
called a basis for X (or a basis in X). If {et, ... , en} is a basis for X, 
every x E X has a unique representation as a linear combination of the 
basis vectors: 

For instance, a basis for R n is 

el = (1,0,0, ... ,0), 

e2 = (0, 1,0, ... ,0), 

en = (0, 0,0, ... , 1). 

This is sometimes called the canonical basis for Rn. 
More generally, if X is any vector space, not necessarily finite 

dimensional, and B is a linearly independent subset of X which spans 
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X, then B is called a basis (or Hamel basis) for X. Hence if B is a basis 
for X, then every nonzero x E X has a unique representation as a linear 
combination of (finitely many!) elements of B with nonzero scalars as 
coefficients. 

Every vector space Xi:- {O} has a basis. 

In the finite dimensional case this is clear. For arbitrary infinite 
dimensional vector spaces an existence proof will be given by the use 
of Zorn's lemma. This lemma involves several concepts whose expla
nation would take us some time and, since at present a number of 
other thin~s are more important to us, we do not pause but postpone 
that existence proof to Sec. 4.1, where we must introduce Zorn's 
lemma for another purpose. 

We mention that all bases for a given (finite or infinite' dimen
sional) vector space X have the same cardinal number. (A proof would 
require somewhat more advanced tools from set theory; ct. M. M. Day 
(1973), p. 3.) This number is called the dimension of X. Note that this 
includes and extends Def. 2.1-7. 

Later we shall need the following simple 

2.1-8 Theorem (Dimension of a subspace). Let X be an n
dimensional vector space. Then any proper subspace Y of X has dimen
sion less than n. 

Proof. If n = 0, then X = {O} and has no proper subspace. If 
dim Y=O, then Y={O}, and Xi:- Y implies dimX~l. Clearly, 
dim Y ~ dim X = n. If dim Y were n, then Y would have a basis of n 
elements, which would also be a basis for X since dim X = n, so that 
X = Y. This shows that any linearly independent set of vectors in Y 
must have fewer than n elements, and dim Y < n. I 

Problems 

1. Show that the set of all real numbers, with the usual addition and 
multiplication, constitutes a one-dimensional real vector space, and the 
set of all complex numbers constitutes a one-dimensional complex 
vector space. 

2. Prove (1) and (2). 
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3. Describe the span of M = {( 1, I, 1), (0, 0, 2)} in R '. 

4. Which of the following subsets of R3 constitute a subspace of R3? 

[Here, x = (~I> ~2' ~3)'] 
(a) All x with ~l =~2 and ~3=O. 
(b) All x with·~I=~+1. 
(c) All x with positive ~h ~2' ~3' 
(d) All x with ~1-~2+~3=k=const. 

s. Show that {Xl>"', xn }, where xj(t) = tj, is a linearly independent set 
in the space C[ a, b]. 

6. Show that in an n-dimensional vector space X, the representation of 
any x as a linear combination of given basis vectors eh"', en is 
unique. 

7. Let {eI> ... ,en} be a basis for a complex vector space X. Find a basis 
for X regarded as a real vector space. What is the dimension of X in 
either case? 

8. If M is a linearly dependent set in a complex vector space X, is M 
linearly dependent in X, regarded as a real vector space? 

9. On a fixed interval [a, b] c: R, consider the set X consisting of all 
polynomials with real coefficients and of degree not exceeding a given 
n, and the polynomial x = 0 (for which a degree is not defined in the 
usual discussion of degree). Show that X, with the usual addition and 
the usual mUltiplication by real numbers, is a real vector space of 
dimension n + 1. Find a basis for X. Show that we can obtain a 
complex vector space X in a similar fashion if we let those coefficients 
be complex. Is X a subspace of X? 

10. If Y and Z are subspaces of a vector space X, show that Y n Z is a 
subspace of X, but Y U Z need not be one. Give examples. 

11. If M;6 0 is any subset of a vector space X, show that span M is a 
subspace of X. 

12. Show that the set of all real two-rowed square matrices forms a vector 
space X. What is the zero vector in X? Determine dim X. Find a basis 
for X. Give examples of subspaces of X. Do the symmetric matrices 
x E X form a subspace? The singular matrices? 

13. (Product) Show that the Cartesian product X = Xl X X2 of two vector 
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spaces over the same field becomes a vector space if. we define the two 
algebraic operations by 

(xt. X2) +(Yt. Y2) = (Xl + Yt. X2 + Y2), 

a(xt. X2) = (axt. aX2). 

14. (Quotient space, codimension) Let Y be a subspace of a vector 
space X. The coset of an element X E X with respect to Y is denoted by 
X + Y and is defined to be the set (see Fig. 12) 

x+Y={vlv=X+y,YEY}. 

Show that the distinct cosets form a partition of X. Show that under 
ldgebraic operations defined by (see Figs. 13, 14) 

(w+ y)+(x+ Y)=(w+x)+ Y 

a(x+y)=ax+Y 

these cosets constitute the elements of a vector space. This space 
is called the quotient space (or sometimes factor space) of X by Y 
(or modulo Y) and is denoted by X/Yo Its dimension is called the 
codimension of Y and is denoted by codim Y, that is, 

codim Y=dim(X/Y). 

15. Let X=R3 and Y=Ut.O, 0) I ~l ER}. Find X/¥, XiX, XI{O}. 

Y 

Fig. 12. Illustration of the notation 
x + Y in Prob. 14 

(w + Y) + (x + Y) = (w + x) + Y 

x+Y 

w+Y 

Y 

Fig. 13. Illustration of vector addition in a 
quotient space (d. Prob. 14) 
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2 (x ~ Y) ~ 2x + I' 

x+Y 

1 (x + YJ = 1 x + Y 
2 2 

Y 

Fig. 14. Illustration of multiplication by scalars in a quotient space (cf. Prob. 14) 

2.2 Normed Space. Banach Space 

The examples in the last section illustrate that in many cases a vector 
space X may at the same time be a metric space because a metric d is 
defined on X. However, if there is no relation between the algebraic 
structure and the metric, we cannot expect a useful and applicable 
theory that combines algebraic and metric concepts. To guarantee such 
a relation between "algebraic" and "geometric" properties of X we 
define on X a metric d in a special way as follows. We first introduce 
an auxiliary concept, the norm (definition below), which uses the 
algebraic operations of vector space. Then we employ the norm to 
obtain a metric d that is of the desired kind. This idea leads to the 
concept of a normed space. It turns out that normed spaces are special 
enough to provide a basis for a rich and interesting theory, but general 
enough to include many concrete models of practical importance. In 
fact, a large number of metric spaces in analysis can be regarded as 
normed spaces, so that a normed space is probably the most important 
kind of space in functional analysis, at least from the viewpoint of 
present-day applications. Here are the definitions: 

2.2-1 Definition (Normed space, Banach space). A normed space 3 X 
is a vector space with a norm defined on it, A Banach space is a 

3 Also called a normed vector space or normed linear space. The definition was given 
(independently) by S. Banach (1922), H. Hahn (1922) and N. Wiener (1922). The theory 
developed rapidly, as can be seen from the treatise by S. Banach (1932) published only 
ten years later. 
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complete normed space (complete in the metric defined by the norm; 
see (1), below). Here a nonn on a (real or complex) vector space X is a 
real-valued function on X whose value at an x E X is denoted by 

"xii (read "norm of x") 

and which has the properties 

(Nl) 

(N2) 

(N3) 

(N4) 

Ilxll~O 

Ilxll=O ~ x=O 

Ilaxll = la'lllxll 

Ilx + yll ~ Ilxll + Ilyll (Triangle inequality); 

here x and yare arbitrary vectors in X and a is any scalar. 
A norm on X defines a metric d on X which is given by 

(1) d(x, y) = Ilx - yll (x, y EX) 

and is called the metric induced by the norm. The normed space just 
defined is denoted by (X, II . II) or simply by X. • 

The defining properties (Nl) to (N4) of a norm are suggested 
and motivated by the length Ixl of a vector x in elementary vector 
algebra, so that in this case we can write Ilxll = Ixl. In fact, (Nl) and 
(N2) state that all vectors have positive lengths except the zero vector 
which has length zero. (N3) means that when a vector is multiplied by 
a scalar, its length is multiplied by the absolute value of the scalar. 
(N4) is illustrated in Fig. 15. It means that the length of one side of a 
triangle cannot exceed the sum of the lengths of the two other sides. 

It is not difficult to conclude from (Nl) to (N4) that (1) does define 
a metric. Hence normed spaces and Banach spaces are metric spaces. 

Fig. 15. Illustration of the triangle inequality (N4) 
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Banach spaces are important because they enjoy certain proper
ties (to be discussed in Chap 4) which are not shared by incomplete 
normed spaces. 

For later use we notice that (N4) implies 

(2) Illy" -llxlll ~ Ily - xii, 

as the reader may readily prove (cf. Prob. 3). Formula (2) implies an 
important property of the norm: 

The norm is continuous, that is, x ~ Ilxll is a continuous mapping 
of (X, 11·11) into R. (Cf. 1.3-3.) 

Prototypes of normed spaces are the familiar spaces of all vectors 
in the plane and in three dimensional space. Further examples result 
from Secs. 1.1 and 1.2 since some of the metric spaces in those sections 
can be made into normed spaces in a natural way. However, we shall 
see later in this section that not every metric on a vector space can be 
obtained from a norm. 

Examples 

2.2-2 Euclidean space Rn and unitary space en. These spaces were 
defined in 1.1-5. They are Banach spaces with norm defined by 

(3) 

In fact, R n and en are complete (cf. 1.5-1), and (3) yields the metric 
(7) in Sec. 1.1: / 

We note in particular that in R3 we have 

This confirms our previous remark that the norm generaliz~s the 
elementary notion of the length Ixl of a vector. 
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2.2-3 Space IP. This space was defined in 1.2-3. It is a Banach space 
with norm given by 

(4) 

In fact, this norm induces the metric in 1.2-3: 

Completeness was shown in 1.5-4. 

2.2-4 Space t=. This space was defined in 1.1-6 and is a Banach 
space since its metric is obtained from the norm defined by 

Ilxll = s~p Igj I 
J 

and completeness was shown in 1.5-2. 

2.2-5 Space e[a, b]. This space was defined in 1.1-7 and is a Banach 
space with norm given by 

(5) Ilxll = max Ix(t)1 
tEI 

where J = [a, b]. Completeness was shown in 1.5-5. 

2.2-6 Incomplete normed spaces. From the incomplete metric spaces 
in 1.5-7, 1.5-8 and 1.5-9 we may readily obtain incomplete normed 
spaces. For instance, the metric in 1.5-9 is induced by the norm 
defined by 

(6) Ilxll = r Ix(t)1 dt. 

Can every incomplete normed space be completed? As a metric space 
certainly by 1.6-2. But what about extending the operations of a vector 
space and the norm to the completion? We shall see in the next section 
that the extension is indeed possible. 
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2.2-7 An incomplete normed space and its completion L2[a, b). The 
vector space of all continuous real-valued functions on [a, b] forms a 
normed space X with norm defined by 

(7) ( rb )112 Ilxll = 1 X(t)2 dt . 

This space is not complete. For instance, if [a, b] = [0, 1], the sequence 
in 1.5-9 is also Cauchy in the present space X; this is almost obvious 
from Fig. 10, Sec. 1.5, and results formally by integration because for 
n > m we obtain 

This Cauchy sequence does not converge. The proof is the same as in 
1.5-9, with the metric in 1.5-9 replaced by the present metric. For a 
general interval [a, b] we can construct a similar'" Cauchy sequence 
which does not converge in X. 

The space X can be completed by Theorem 1.6-2. The completion 
is denoted by L 2[a, b]. This is a Banach space. In fact, the norm on X 
and the operations of vector space can be extended to the completion 
of X, as we shall see from Theorem 2.3-2 in the next section. 

More generally, for any fixed real number p ~ 1, the Banach space 

is the completion of the normed space which consists of all continuous 
real-valued functions on [a, b], as before, and the norm defined by 

(8) ( rb )l/P Ilxllp = 1 Ix(t)iP dt . 
/ 

The sUbscript p is supposed to remind us that this norm depends on 
the choice of p, which is kept fixed. Note that for p = 2 this equals (7). 

For readers familiar with the Lebesgue integral we want to men
tion that the space LP[a, b] can also be obtained in a direct way by the 
use of the Lebesgue integral and Lebesgue measurable functions x on 
[a, b] such that the Lebesgue integral of IxlP over [a, b] exists and is 
finite. The elements of LP[a, b] are equivalence classes of those 
functions, where x is equivalent to y if the Lebesgue integral of Ix - yiP 
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over [a, b] is zero. [Note that this guarantees the validity of axiom 
(N2).] 

Readers without that background should not be disturbed. In fact, 
this example is not essential to the later development. At any rate, the 
example illustrates that completion may lead to a new kind of elements 
and one may have to find out what their nature is. 

2.2-8 Space s. Can every metric on a vector space be obtained from 
a norm? The answer is no. A counterexample is the space s in 1.2-1. 
In fact, s is a vector space, but its metric d defined by 

cannot be obtained from a norm. This may immediately be seen from 
the following lemma which states two basic properties of a metric d 
obtained from a norm. The first property, as expressed by (9a), is 
called the translation invariance of d. 

2.2-9 Lemma (Translation invariance). A metric d induced by a norm 
on a normed space X satisfies . 

(9) 
(a) 

(b) 

d(x+a, y+a)=d(x, y) 

d(ax, ay) = lal d(x, y) 

for all x, y, a E X and every scalar a. 

and 

Proof. We have 

d(x+a, y+a)=llx+a-(y+a)II=llx-yll=d(x, y) 

d(ax, ay) = Ilax -ayll = lallix - yll = lal d(x, y). • 

Problems 

1. Show that the norm Ilxll of x is the distance from x to O. 

2. Verify that the usual length of a vector in the plane or in three 
dimensional space has the properties (Nt) to (N4) of a norm. 
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3. Prove (2). 

4. Show that we may replace (N2) by 

Ilxll=O x=O 

without altering the concept of a norm. Show that nonnegativity of a 
norm also follows from (N3) and (N4). 

5. Show that (3) defines a norm. 

6. Let X be the vector space of all ordered pairs x = (g1> g2), 
y = (111) 112), ... of real numbers. Show that norms on X are defined by 

7. Verify that (4) satisfies (N1) to (N4). 

8. There are several norms of practical importance on the vector space of 
ordered n-tuples of numbers (cf. 2.2-2), notably those defined by 

Ilxlll = IgII + Ig21 + ... + Ignl 

Ilxllp = (lgIIP + Ig21P + ... + IgnIP)I/p (l<p<+oo) 

In each case, verify that (N1) to (N4) are satisfied. 

9. Verify that (5) defines a norm. / 

10. (Unit sphere) The sphere 

S(O; 1) ={x E X Illxll = 1} 

in a normed space X is called the unit sphere. Show that for the norms 
in Prob. 6 and for the norm defined by 

the unit spheres look as shown in Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16. Unit spheres in Prob. 10 

IIXII.,= 1 

IIxl~ = 1 

IIXII2 = 1 

IIxll1 = 1 

6S 

11. (Convex set, segment) A subset A of a vector space X is said to be 
convex if x, YEA implies 

M={ZEXlz=ax+(1-a)y, O~a~1}cA. 

M is called a closed segment with boundary points x and y; any other 
Z E M is called an interior point of M. Show that the closed unit ball 

B(O; 1) ={x E X Illxll~ 1} 

in a normed space X is convex. 

(a) Convex (b) Not convex 

FlI.17. Illustrative examples of convex and nonconvex sets (d. Prob. 11) 
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12. Using Prob. 11, show that 

does not define a norm on the vector space of all ordered pairs 
x = (gl> g2), ... of real nwnbers. Sketch the curve cp(x) = 1 and com
pare it with Fig. 18. 

-1 

Fig. 18. Curve rp(x) = 1 in Prob. 12 

13. Show that the discrete metric on a vector space X¢. {O} cannot be 
obtained from a norm. (Cf. 1.1-8.) 

14. If d is a metric on a vector space X¢.{O} which is obtained from a 
norm, and d is defined by 

d(x, x) = 0, d(x, y)=d(x, y)+l (x¢. y), 

show that d cannot be obtained from a norm. 

15. (Bounded set) Show that a subset M in a normed space X is bounded 
if and only if there is a positive nwnber c such that Ilxll ~ c for every 
x EM. (For the definition, see Prob. 6 in Sec. 1.2.) 
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2.3 Further Properties of Normed Spaces 

By definition, a subspace Yof a normed space X is a subspace of X 
considered as a vector space, with the norm obtained by restricting the 
norm on X to the subset Y. This norm on Y is said to be induced by 
the norm on X. If Y is closed in X, then Y is called a closed subspace 
of X. 

By definition, a subspace Y of a Banach space X is a subspace of 
X considered as a normed space. Hence we do not require Y to be 
complete. (Some writers do, so be careful when comparing books.) 

In this connection, Theorem 1.4-7 is useful since it yields im
mediately the following 

2.3-1 Theorem (Subspace of a Banach space). A subspace Y of a 
Banach space X is complete if and only if the set Y is ciosed in X. 

Convergence of sequences and related concepts in normed spaces 
follow readily from the corresponding definitions 1.4-1 and 1.4-3 for 
metric spaces and the fact that now d(x, y) = Ilx - yll: 

(1) 

(i) A sequence (x,.) in a normed space X is convergent if X 
contains an x such that 

lim IIxn-xll=O. n __ 
OO 

Then we write Xn ~ x and call x the limit of (x,,). 

(ii) A sequence (x,,) in a normed space X is Cauchy if for every 
e > 0 there is an N such that 

for all m, n > N 

Sequences were available to us even in a general metric space. In 
a narmed space we may go an important step further and use series as 
fu~~. J 

Infinite series can now be defined in a way similar to that in 
calculus. In fact, if (Xk) is a sequence in a normed space X, we can 
associate with (Xk) the sequence (sn) of partial sums 

sn = Xl + X2 + ... + Xn 
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where n = 1, 2, .... If (sn) is convergent, say, 

sn~s, that is, \\Sn - s\\ ~ 0, 

then the infinite series or, briefly, series 

(2) 
00 

L Xk = Xl + X2 + ... 
k~l 

is said to converge or to be convergent, s is called the sum of the series 
and we write 

00 

s = L Xk = Xl + X2 + .... 
k~l 

If \\XI\\ + \\X2\\ + ... converges, the series (2) is said to be absolutely 
convergent. However, we warn the reader that in a normed space X, 
absolute convergence implies convergence if and only if X is complete 
(cf. Probs. 7 to 9). 

The concept of convergence of a series can be used to define a 
"basis" as follows. If a normed space X contains a sequence (en) with 
the property that for every X E X there is a unique sequence of scalars 
(un) such that 

(3) (as n~oo) 

then (en) is called a Schauder basis (or basis) for X. The series 

which has the sum X is then called the expansion of x with respect to 
(en), and we write 

For example, IP in 2.2-3 has a Schauder basis, namely (en), where 
en = (8,.j), that is, en is the sequence whose nth term is 1 and all other 
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terms are zero; thus 

el =(1, 0, 0, 0,···) 

(4) e2 = (0,1,0,0, ... ) 

e3 = (0, 0, 1,0, ... ) 
etc. 

If a normed space X has a Schauder basis, then X is separable (cf. 
Def. 1.3-5). The proof is simple, so that we can leave it to the reader 
(Prob. 10). Conversely, does every separable Banach space have a 
Schauder basis? This is a famous question raised by Banach himself 
about forty years ago. Almost all known separable Banach spaces had 
been shown to possess a Schauder basis. Nevertheless, the surprising 
answer to the question is no. It was given only quite recently, by P. 
Enflo (1973) who was able to construct a separable Banach space 
which has no Schauder basis. 

Let us finally turn to the problem of completing a normed space, 
which was briefly mentioned in the last section. 

2.3-2 Theorem (Completion). Let X = (X, 11·11) be a normed space. 
Then there is a Banach space X and an isometry A from X onto a 
subspace W of X which is dense in X. The space X is unique, except for 
isometries. 

Proof. Theorem 1.6-2 implies the existence of a complete metric 
space X = (x, d) and an isometry A: X - W = A (X), where W is 
dense in X and X is unique, except for isometries. (We write A, not T 
as in 1.6-2, to free the letter T for later applications of the theorem in 
Sec. 8.2) Consequently, to prove the present theorem, we must make 
X into a vector space and then introduce on X a suitable norm. 

To define on X the two algebraic operations of a vector space, we 
consider any X, y E X and any representatives (x..) E X and (Yn) E y. 
Remember that x and yare equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences 
in X. We set Zn = Xn + Yn' Then (zn) is Cauchy in X since 

We define the sumz = x + y of x and y to be the equivalence class for 
which (zn) is a representative; thus (zn) E Z. This definition isjndepend ... 
ent of the particular choice of Cauchy sequences belonging to x and 
y. In fact, (1) in Sec. 1.6 shows that if (x..)-(x..') and (Yn)-(Yn'), then 
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Similarly we define the product ax E X of a scalar a and x to be the 
equivalence class for which (axn) is a representative. Again, this 
definition is independent of the particular choice of a representative of 
x. The zero element of X is the equivalence class containing all Cauchy 
sequences which converge to zero. It is not difficult to see that those 
two algebraic operations have all the properties required by the 
definition, so that X is a vector space. From the definition it follows 
that on W the operations of vector space induced from X agree with 
those induced from X by means of A. 

Furthermore, A induces on W a norm "·IIt. whose value at every 
9 = Ax E W is 11911t = Ilxll. The corresponding metric on W is the restric
tion of d to W since A is isometric. We can extend the norm 11·111 to X 
by setting Ilxllz = d(O, x) for every X EX. In fact, it is obvious that II· liz 
satisfies (Nl) and (N2) in Sec. 2.2, and the other two axioms (N3) and 
(N4) follow from those for 11·111 by a limit process. • 

Problems 

1. Show that C c [00 is a vector subspace of [00 (cf. 1.5-3) and so is Co, the 
space of all sequences of scalars converging to zero. 

2. Show that Co in Prob. 1 is a closed subspace of [00, so that Co is complete 
by 1.5-2 and 1.4-7. 

3. In [00, let Y be the subset of all sequences with only finitely many 
nonzero terms. Show that Y is a subspace of [00 but not a closed 
subspace. 

4. (Continuity of vector space operations) Show that in a normed space 
X, vector addition and multiplication by scalars are continuous opera
tions with respect to the norm; that is, the mappings defined by 
(x, y) ~ x+y and (a, x) ~ ax are continuous. 

5. Show that x" ~ x and Yn ~ Y implies Xn + Yn ~ X + y. Show that 
an ~ a and Xn ~ x implies anx" ~ ax. 

6. Show that the closure Y of a subspace Y of a normed space X is again 
a vector subspace. 
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7. (Absolute convergence) Show that convergence of IIYIII + IIY211 + IIY311 + ... 
may not imply convergence of YI + Y2 + Y3 + .... Hint. Consider Y in 
Prob. 3 and (Yn), where Yn = ('Y/jn», 'Y/~n) = l/n2, 'Y/jn) = 0 for all j¥ n. 

8. If in a normed space X, absolute convergence of any series always 
implies convergence of that series, show that X is complete. 

9. Show that in a Banach space, an absolutely convergent series is 
convergent. 

10. (Schauder basis) Show that if a normed space has a Schauder basis, it 
is separable. 

11. Show that (en), where en = (c'>nj), is a Schauder basis for IP, where 
1 ~p<+oo. 

12. (Seminonn) A seminorm on a vector space X is a mapping 
p: X~R satisfying (N1), (N3), (N4) in Sec. 2.2. (Some authors 
call this a pseudonorm.) Show that 

p(O}= 0, 

Ip(y}- p(x}1 ~p(y - x}. 

(Hence if p(x) = 0 implies x = 0, then p is a norm.) 

13. Show that in Prob. 12, the ele~ents x E X such that p(x) = 0 form a 
subspace N of X and a norm on X/N (cf. Prob. 14, Sec. 2.1) is defined 
by Ilxllo=p(x), where XEX and x EXIN. 

14. (Quotient space) Let Y be a closed subspace of a normed space 
(X, 11·11). Show that a norm 11·110 on XIY (cf. Prob. 14, Sec. 2.1) is defined 
by 

Ilxllo = inf Ilxll 
xeX 

where x E XI Y, that is, x is any coset of Y. 

15. (Product of nonned spaces) If (Xl> II· III) and (X2 , II· liz) are normed 
spaces, show that the product vector space X = Xl X X2 (cf. Prob. 13, 
Sec. 2.1) becomes a normed space if we define 
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2.4 Finite Dimensional Normed Spaces 
and Suhspaces 

Are finite dimensional normed spaces simpler than infinite dimensional 
ones? In what respect? These questions are rather natural. They are 
important since finite dimensional spaces and subspaces play a role in 
various considerations (for instance, in approximation theory and 
spectral theory). Quite a number of interesting things can be said in 
this connection. Hence it is worthwhile to collect some relevant facts, 
for their own sake and as tools for our further work. This is our 
program in this section and the next one. 

A source for results of the desired type is the following lemma. 
Very roughly speaking it states that in the case of linear independence 
of vectors we cannot find a linear combination that involves large 
scalars but represents a small vector. 

2.4-1 Lemma (Linear combinations). Let {Xl, ... ,x,.} be a linearly 
independent set of vectors in a normed space X (of any dimension). 
Then there is a number c > 0 such that for every choice of scalars 
al> .•. , an we have 

(1) (c > 0). 

Proof. We write s = lall + ... + Ian I. If s = 0, all aj are zero, so 
that (1) holds for any c. Let s > O. Then (1) is equivalent to the 
inequality which we obtain from (1) by dividing by s and writing 
~j = ais, that is, 

(2) 

I 

Hence it suffices to prove the existence of a c > 0 such that (2) holds 
for every n-tuple of scalars ~h •.• , ~n with L I~jl = 1. 

Suppose that this is false. Then there exists a sequence (Ym) of 
vectors 

such that 

as m~oo. 
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Now we reason as follows. Since L 1~~m)1 = 1, we have 1~~m)1 ~ 1. Hence 
for each fixed j the sequence 

is bounded. Consequently, by the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, (~~m») 
has a convergent subsequence. Let ~l denote the limit of that subse
quence, and let (Yl,m) denote the corresponding subsequence of (Ym). By 
the same argument, (Yl,m) has a subsequence (Y2,m) for which the 
corresponding subsequence of scalars ~~m) converges; let ~2 denote the 
limit. Continuing in this way, after n steps we obtain a subsequence 
(Yn,m) = (Yn,I, Yn,2, ... ) of (Ym) whose terms are of the form 

with scalars 1'~m) satisfying 1'}m) ~ ~j as m ~ 00. Hence, as 
m~oo, 

n 

Yn,m ~ Y = L ~jXi 
j=l 

where L I~il = 1, so that not all ~i can be zero. Since {XI, ..• ,xn } is a 
linearly independent set, we thus have Y -F O. On the other hand, 
Yn,m ~ Y implies IIYn,ml1 ~ IIYII, by the continuity of the norm. Since 
IIYml1 ~ 0 by assumption and (Yn,m) is a subsequence of (Ym), we must 
have IIYn,ml1 ~ O. Hence IIYII = 0, so that Y = 0 by (N2) in Sec. 2.2. 
This contradicts Y -F 0, and the lemma is proved. • 

/ 

As a first application of this lemma, let us prove the basic 

2.4-2 Theorem (Completeness). Every finite dimensional subspace Y 
of a normed space X is complete. In particular, every finite dimensional 
normed space is complete. 

Proof We consider an arbitrary Cauchy sequence (Ym) in Yand 
show that it is convergent in Y; the limit will be denoted by y. Let 
dim Y = nand {e" ... , en} any basis for Y. Then each Ym has a unique 
representation of the form 
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Since (Ym) is a Cauchy sequence, for every E > 0 there is an N such that 
IIYm - Yrll < B when m, r> N. From this and Lemma 2.4-1 we have for 
some c>O 

where m, r> N. Division by c > 0 gives 

(m, r>N). 

This shows that each of the n sequences 

j= 1,···, n 

is Cauchy in R or C. Hence it converges; let aj denote the limit. Using 
these n limits aI, ... , a,,, we define 

Clearly, Y E Y. Furthermore, 

On the right, a jm)-----+aj. Hence IIYm - yll---+O, that is, Ym ------y. 
This shows that (Ym) is convergent in Y. Since (Ym) was an arbitrary 
Cauchy sequence in Y, this proves that Y is complete. • 

"-
From this theorem and Theorem 1.4-7 we have 

2.4-3 Theorem (Closedness). Every finite dimensional subspace Y of 
a normel1 space X is closed in X. 

We shall need this theorem at several occasions in our further 
work. 

Note that infinite dimensional subspaces need not be close'd. 
Example. Let X=C[O,1] and Y=span(xo,xl,···), where Xj(t)=ti, 

so that Y is the set of all polynomials. Y is not closed in X. (Why?) 
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Another interesting property of a finite dimensional vector space 
X is that all norms on X lead to the same topology for X (d. Sec. 1.3), 
that is, the open subsets of X are the same, regardless of the particular 
choice of a norm on X. The details are as follows. 

2.4-4 Definition (Equivalent norms). A norm 11·11 on a vector space 
X is said to be equivalent to a norm II . 110 on X if there are positive 
numbers a and b such that for all x E X we have 

(3) allxllo ~ Ilxll ~ bllxllo. 

This concept is motivated by the following fact. 

Equivalent norms on X define the same topology for X. 

I 

Indeed, this follows from (3) and the fact that every nonempty 
open set is a union of open balls (d. Prob. 4, Sec. 1.3). We leave the 
details of a formal proof to the reader (Prob. 4), who may also show 
that the Cauchy sequences in (X, 11·11) and (X, II· 110) are the same (Prob. 
5). 

Using Lemma 2.4-1, we can now prove the following theorem 
(which does not hold for infinite dimensional spaces). 

2.4-5 Theorem (Equivalent norms). On a finite dimensional vector 
space X, any norm II . II is equivalent to any other norm II . 110' 

Proof. Let dim X = nand {el, ... , en} any basis for X. Then every 
x E X has a unique representation 

By Lemma 2.4-1 there is a positive constant c such that 

On the other hand the triangle inequality gives 

" n 

Ilxllo~ L la}llleillo~k L lail, 
}=l }=1 

k = m!1x Ilejllo. 
I 

Together, allxllo~llxll where a=c/k>O. The other inequality in (3) is 
now obtained by an interchange of the roles of II· II and II . 110 in the 
preceding argument. I 
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This theorem is of considerable practical importance. For instance, 
it implies that convergence or divergence of a sequence in a finite 
dimensional vector space does not depend on the particular choice of a 
norm on that space. 

Problems 

1. Give examples of subspaces of [00 and e which are not closed. 

2. What is the largest possible c in (1) if X = R2 and Xl = (1, 0), 
X2 = (0, I)? If X = R3 and Xl = (1, 0, 0), X2 = (0, 1,0), X3 = (0, 0, I)? 

3. Show that in Def. 2.4-4 the axioms of an equivalence relation hold (d. 
Al.4 in Appendix 1). 

4. Show that equivalent norms on a vector space X induce the same 
topology for X. 

5. If II· II and II· lin are equivalent norms on X, show that the Cauchy 
sequences in (X, II ·11) and (X, 11·110) are the same. 

6. Theorem 2.4-5 implies that II . liz and 11·1100 in Prob. 8, Sec. 2.2, are 
equivalent. Give a direct proof of this fact. 

7. Let II· liz be as in Prob. 8, Sec. 2.2, and let 11·11 be any norm on that 
vector space, call it X. Show directly (without using 2.4-5) that there is 

a b > ° such that Ilxll ~ b Ilxllz for all x. 

8. Show that the norms II ·111 and II· liz in Prob. 8, Sec. 2.2, satisfy 

1 
~ Ilxllt ~ 114 ~ Ilxlb· 

9. If two norms II . II and II . 110 on a vector space X are equivalent, show 
that (i) Ilxn - xll---- 0 implies (ii) Ilxn - xllo ---- ° (and vice versa, of 
course). 

10. Show that all complex m x n matrices A = (ajk) with fixed m and n 

constitute an mn-dimensional vector space Z. Show that all norms on 
Z are equivalent. What would be the analogues of II· III> II . 112 and II . 1100 

in Prob. 8, Sec. 2.2, for the present space Z? 
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2.5 Compactness and Finite Dimension 

A few other basic properties of finite dimensional normed spaces and 
subspaces are related to the concept of compactness. The latter is 
defined as follows. 

2.5-1 Definition (Compactness). A metric space X is said to be 
compact4 if every sequence in X has a convergent subsequence. A 
subset M of X is said to be compact if M is compact considered as a 
subspace of X, that is, if every sequence in M has a convergent 
subsequence whose limit is an element of M. • 

A general property of compact sets is expressed in 

2.5-2 Lemma (Compactness). A compact subset M of a metric space 
is closed and bounded. 

Proof. For every x E M there is a sequence (x..) in M such that 
Xn - x; cf. 1.4-6(a). Since M is compact, x E M Hence M is closed 
because x EM was arbitrary. We prove that M is bounded. If M were 
unbounded, it would contain an unbounded sequence (Yn) such that 
d(Yn, b» n, where b is any fixed element. This sequence could not 
have a convergent subsequence since a convergent subsequence must 
be bounded, by Lemma 1.4-2 .• 

The converse of this lemma is in general false. 

Proof. To prove this important fact, we consider the sequence 
(en) in 12 , where en = (i>nj) has the nth term 1 and all other terms 0; cf. 
(4), Sec. 2.3. This sequence is bounded since Ilenll = 1. Its terms 
constitute a point set which is closed because it has no point of 
accumulation. For the same reason, that point set is not compact. • 

However, for a finite dimensional normed space we have 

2.5-3 Theorem (Compactness). In a finite dimensional normed space 
X, any subset M c X is compact if and only if M is closed and bounded. 

4 More precisely, sequentially compact; this is the most important kind of compact
ness in analysis. We mention that there are two other kinds of compactness, but for 
metric spaces the three concepts become identical, so that the distinction does not matter 
in our work. (The interested reader will find some further remarks in A 1.5. Appendix 1.) 
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Proof'. Compactness implies closed ness and boundedness by 
Lemma 2.5-2, and we prove the converse. Let M be closed and 
bounded. Let dim X = nand {et, ... , en} a basis for X. We consider 
any sequence (xm) in M. Each Xm has a representation 

Since M is bounded, so is (xm), say, Ilxmll::;;; k for all m. By Lemma 
2.4-1, 

where c > o. Hence the sequence of numbers (~jm) (j fixed) is 
bounded and, by the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, has a point of 
accumulation ~;; here 1::;;; i::;;; n. As in the proof of Lemma 2.4-1 we 
conclude that (Xm) has a subsequence (zm) which converges to 
z = L ~jl1. Since M is closed, Z E M. This shows that the arbitrary sequence 
(xm) in M has a subsequence which converges in M. Hence M is 
compact. I 

\ 

Our discussion shows the following. In R n (dr in any other finite 
dimensional normed space) the compact subse~ are precisely the 
closed and bounded subsets, so that this property (closedness and 
boundedness) can be used for defining compactness. However, this can 
no longer be done in the case of an infinite dimensional normed space. 

A source of other interesting results is the following lemma by 
F. Riesz (1918, pp. 75-76). 

2.5-4 F. Riesz's Lemma. Let Y and Z be subspaces of a normed space 
X (of any dimension), and suppose that Y is closed and is a proper 
subset of Z. Then for every real number (J in the interval (0,1) there is a 
Z E Z such that 

Ilzll= 1, liz - yll ~ (J for all y E Y. 

Proof. We consider any v E Z - Y and denote its distance from 
Y by a, that is (Fig. 19), 

a = inf Ilv - yll. 
YE¥ 
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z 
x 

Fig. 19. Notations in the proof of Riesz's lemma 

Clearly, a> 0 since Y is closed. We now take any 6 E (0, 1). By the 
definition of an infimum there is a Yo E Y such that 

"'" en 
(note that a/6 > a since 0 < 6 < 1). Let 

1 
where c = :-:----:: 

Ilv-Yoll· 

Then Ilzll = 1, and we show that liz - YII ~ 6 for every Y E Y. We have 

liz - YII = 11c( v - Yo) - YII 
= c IIv - Yo- c-1ylI 

=c Ilv-Ylll 
where 

The form of Yl shows that Yl E Y. Hence Ilv - Ylil ~ a, by the definition 
of a. Writing c out and using (1), we obtain 

a a 
Ilz-YII= c IIV-Y111~ca =11 11>-/ = 6. v - Yo a 6 

Since Y E Y was arbitrary, this completes the proof. I 
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In a finite dimensional normed space the closed unit ball is 
compact by Theorem 2.5-3. Conversely, Riesz's lemma gives the 
following useful and remarkable 

2.5-5 Theorem (Finite dimension). If a normed space X has the 
property that the closed unit ball M = {x Illxll ~ I} is compact, then X is 
finite dimensional. 

Proof. We assume that M is compact but dim X = 00, and show 
that this leads to a contradiction. We choose any Xl of norm 1. This Xl 

generates a one dimensional subspace Xl of X, which is closed (cf. 
2.4-3) and is a proper subspace of X since dim X = 00. By Riesz's 
lemma there is an X2 E X of norm 1 such that 

The elements X" X2 generate a two dimensional proper closed sub
space X2 of X. By Riesz's lemma there is an X3 of norm 1 such that for 
all X E X2 we have 

In particular, 

1 IIx3 - xii ~-. 
, 2 

'~'J 
IIx3 - Xlii ~2' 

1 
IIx3 - x211 ~2· 

Proceeding by induction, we obtain a sequence (xn) of elements Xn E M 
soch that 

(mi= n). 

Obviously, (Xn) cannot have a convergent subsequence. This con
tradicts the compactness of M. Hence our assumption dim X = 00 is 
false, and dim X < 00. • 

This theorem has various applications. We shall use it in Chap. 8 
as a basic tool in connection with so-called compact operators. 
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Compact sets are important since they are "well-behaved": they 
have several basic properties similar to those of finite sets and not 
shared by noncompact sets. In connection with continuous mappings a 
fundamental property is that compact sets have compact images, as 
follows. 

2.5-6 Theorem (Continuous mapping). Let X and Y be metric spaces 
and T: X - Ya continuous mapping (cf. 1.3-3). Then the image of 
a compact subset M of X under T is compact. 

Proof. By the definition of compactness it suffices to show that 
every sequence (Yn) in the image T(M) c Y contains a subsequence 
which converges in T(M). Since Yn E T(M), we have Yn = Tx,. for some 
Xn EM Since M is compact, (xn) contains a subsequence (xn,J which 
converges in M. The image of (xn.) is a subsequence of (Yn) which 
converges in~(M) by 1.4-8 because T is continuous. Hence T(M) is 
compact. I 

From this theorem we conclude that the following property, 
well-known from calculus for continuous functions, carries over to 
metric spaces. 

2.5-7 Corollary (Maximum and minimum). A continuous mapping T 
of a compact subset M of a metric space X into R assumes a maximum 
and a minimum at some points of M. 

Proof. T(M) c R is compact by Theorem 2.5-6 and closed and 
bounded by Lemma 2.5-2 [applied to T(M)], so that inf T(M)E T(M), 
sup T(M) E T(M), and the inverse images of these two points consist of 
points of M at which Tx is minimum or maximum, respectively. I 

Problems 

1. Show that Rn and en are not compact. 

2. Show that a discrete metric space X (cf. 1.1-8) consisting of infinitely 
many points is not compact. 

3. Give examples of compact and noncompact curves in the plane R2. 
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4. Show that for an infinite subset M in Ihe space s (d. 2.2-8) to be 
compact, it is necessary that there arc numhers 1'1,1'2, ... such that for 
all X=(~k(X»EM we have l~k(X)I~1'k. (II can he shown that the 
condition is also sufficient for the compactness of M.l 

S. (Local compactness) A metric space X is said to be locally compact if 
every point of X has a compact neighborhood. Show that Rand C and, 
more generally, R" and C" are locally compact. 

6. Show that a compact metric space X is locally compact. 

7. If dim Y < 00 in Riesz's lemma 2.5-4, show that one can even choose 
8 = 1. 

8. In Prob. 7, Sec. 2.4, show directly (without using 2.4-5) that there is an 
a> 0 such that a Ilxlb:;;;; Ilxll. (Use 2.5-7.) 

9. If X is a compact metric space and Me X is closed, show that M is 
compact. 

10. Let X and Y be metric spaces, X compact, and T: X ~ Y bijective 
and continuous. Show that T is a homeomorphism (d. Prob. 5, Sec. 
1.6). 

2. 6 Linear Operators 

In calculus we consi~~ the real line R and real-valued functions on R 
(or on a subset of R).~oi;viously, any such function is a mapping5 of its 
domain into R. In functiohal analysis we consider more general spaces, 
such as metric spaces and normed spaces, and mappings of these 
spaces. 

In the case of vector spaces and, in particular, normed spaces, a 
mapping is called an operator. 

Of special interest are operators which "preserve" the two alge
braic operations of vector space, in the sense of the following definition. 

2.6-1 Definition (Linear operator). A linear operator T is an 
operator such that 

(i) the domain qjJ(T) of T is a vector space and the range !!1i(T) 
lies in a vector space over the same field, 

5 Some familiarity with the concept of a mapping and simple related concepts is 
assumed, but a review is included in A1.2; d. Appendix 1. 
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(ii) for all x, y E 2lJ( T) and scalars a, 

(1) 
T(x+y) = Tx + Ty 

T(ax)=aTx. 

83 

• 
Observe the notation; we write Tx instead of T(x); this simplifica

tion is standard in functional analysis. Furthermore, for the remainder 
of the book we shall use the following notations. 

2lJ(T) denotes the domain of T. 
<Jt(T) denotes the range of T. 
j{(T) denotes the null space of T. 

By definition, the null space of T is the set of all x E 2lJ(T) such that 
Tx = O. (Another word for null space is "kernel." We shall not adopt 
this term since we must reserve the word "kernel" for another purpose 
in the theory of integral equations.) 

We should also say sOnlclhing about the use of arrows in con
nection with operators. Let !?lJ(T) c X and [Jlt(T) c Y, where X and Yare 
vector spaces, both real or both complex. Then T is an operator from 
(or mapping of) CllJ(T) onto QR(T), written 

or from 2lJ(T) into Y, written 

T: 2lJ(T)~ Y. 

If 2lJ(T) is the whole space X, then-and only then-we write 

T:X~Y. 

Clearly, (1) is equivalent to 

(2) T(ax + (3y) = aTx + {3Ty. 

By taking a = 0 in (1) we obtain the following formula which we 
shall need many times in our further work: 

(3) TO=O. 
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Formula (1) expresses the fact that a linear operator T is a 
homomorphism of a vector space (its domain) into another vector 
space, that is, T preserves the two operations of vector space, in the 
following sense. In (1) on the left we first apply a vector space 
operation (addition or multiplication by scalars) and then map the 
resulting vector into Y, whereas on the right we first map x and y into 
Y and then perform the vector space operations in Y, the outcome 
being the same. This property makes linear operators important. In 
turn, vector spaces are important in functional analysis mainly because 
of the linear operators defined on them. 

We shall now consider some basic examples of linear operators 
and invite the reader to verify the linearity of the operator in each 
case. 

Examples 

2.6-2 Identity operator. The identity operator Ix: X ~ X is defined 
by Ixx = x for all x E X. We also write simply I for Ix; thus, Ix = x. 

2.6-3 Zero operator. The zero operator 0: X ~ Y is defined by 
Ox.= 0 for all x EX. 

2.6-4 Differentiation. Let X be the vector space of all polynomials 
on [a, b]. We may define a linear operator T on X by setting 

Tx(t) = x'(t) 

for every x E X, where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 
t. This operator T maps X onto itself. 

2.6-5 Integration. A linear operator T from C[a, b] into itself can be 
defined by 

Tx(t) = f X(T) dT tE[a,b]. 

2.6-6 Multiplication by t. Another linear operator from C[ a, b] into 
itself is defined by 

Tx(t) = tx(t). 

T plays a role in physics (quantum theory), as we shall see in Chap. 11. 
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2.6-7 Elementary vector algebra. The cross product with one factor 
kept fixed defines a linear operator T 1 : R3 _ R3. Similarly, the dot 
product with one fixed factor defines a linear operator T 2 : R3 - R, 
say, 

where a =(aj)ER3 is fixed. 

2.6-8 Matrices. A real matrix A = (ajk) with r rows and n columns 
defines an operator T: R n _ R r by means of 

y=Ax 

where x = (~j) has n components and y = ( 'Y/J) has r components and 
both vectors are written as column vectors because of the usual 
convention of matrix multiplication; writing y = Ax out, we have 

711 

712 

'Y/r arl a r 2 

T is linear because matrix multiplication is a linear operation. If A 
were complex, it would define a linear operator from en into cr. A 
detailed discussion of the role of matrices in connection with linear 
operators follows in Sec. 2.9. I 

In these examples we can easily verify that the ranges and null 
spaces of the linear operators are vector spaces. This fact is typical. Let 
us prove it, thereby observing how the linearity is used in simple 
proofs. The theorem itself will have various applications in our further 
work. 

2.6-9 Theorem (Range and null space). Let T be a linear operator. 
Then: 

(a) The range ffi,(T) is a vector space. 

(b) If dim21l(T)=n<oo, then dimffi,(T)~n. 

(c) The null space X(T) is a vector space. 
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Proof. (a)Wetakeanyyl. Y2 E ~(T)andshowthataYl + {3Y2 E ~(T) 

for any scalars a, (3. Since Yt. Y2 E ~(T), we have Yl = TXh 
Y2 ~_ry2 for some Xl. X2 E 27J(T), and aXl + (3X2 E 27J(T) because 27J(T) is a 
vec? space. The linearity of T yields 

Hence aYl + (3Y2 E <Jt(T). Since Yl. Y2 E <Jt(T) were arbitrary and so were 
the scalars, this proves that <Jt(T) is a vector space. 

(b) We choose n+l elements Yl,"', Yn+l of <Jt(T) in an 
arbitrary fashion. Then we have Yl = TXl. ... , Yn+l = TXn+1 for some 
Xl. ... ,Xn+l in g)(T). Since dim g)(T) = n, this set {Xl."', Xn+l} 
must be linearly dependent. Hence 

for some scalars al."', a n +1. not all zero. Since T is linear and 
TO = 0, application of T on both sides gives 

This shows that {Yl. ... , Yn+l} is a linearly dependent set because the 
a/s are not all zero. Remembering that this subset of rJft(T) W3.S chosen 
in an arbitrary fashion, we conclude that ~(T) has no linearly independ
ent subsets of n + 1 or more elements. By the definition this means 
that dim <Jt(T)~ n. 

(c) We take any Xl. X2 E N(T). Then TXl = TX2 = O. Since 
T is linear, for any scalars a, {3 we have 

This shows that aXl + (3X2 E N(T). Hence N(T) is a vector space. • 

An immediate consequence of part (b) of the proof is worth 
noting: 

Linear operators preserve linear dependence. 

Let us turn to the inverse of a linear operator. We first remember 
that a mapping T: 27J(T) ~ Y is said to be injective or one-to-one if 
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different points in the domain have different images, that is, if for any 
XI. X2 E 2/)(T), 

(4) 

equivalently, 

(4*) 

In this case there exists the mapping 

(5) 
Yo~Xo 

which maps every Yo E <!Jt(T) onto that Xo E 2/)(T) for which Txo = Yo. See 
Fig. 20. The mapping 11 is called the inverse6 of T. 

T-1 

x y 

Fig. 20. Notations in connection with the inverse of a mapping; d. (5) 

From (5) we clearly have 

for all X E 2/)(T) 

for all y E ffi,(T). 

In connection with linear operators on vector spaces the situation 
is as follows. The inverse of a linear operator exists if and only if the 
null space of the operator consists of the zero vector only. More 

(, The reader may wish to review the terms "surjective" and "bijective" in A1.2, 
Appendix 1. which also contains a remark on the use of the term "inverse." 
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precisely, we have the following useful criterion which we shall apply 
quite often. 

2.6-10 Theorem (Inverse operator). Let X, Y be vector spaces, both 
real or both complex. Let T: QJJ( T) - Y be a linear operator with 
domain QJJ(T) c X and range 1Jt(T) c Y. Then: 

(8) The inverse 11: m(T) - QJJ(T) exists if and only if 

Tx=O x=O. 

(b) If 11 exists, it is a linear operator. 

(c) If dim QJJ(T) = n < 00 and 11 exists, then dim m(T) = dim QJJ(T). 

Proof. (a) Suppose that Tx = 0 implies x = O. Let TX1 = TX2. 
Since T is linear, 

so that Xl - X2 = 0 by the hypothesis. Hence TX1 = TX2 implies Xl = X2, 
and 11 exists by (4*). Conversely, if 11 exists, then (4*) holds. From 
(4*) with X2 = 0 and (3) we obtain 

TX1 = TO=O 

This completes the proof of (a). 

(b) We assume that 11 exists and show that 11 is linear. 
The domain of 11 is m(T) and is a vector space by Theorem 2.6-9(a). 
We consider any Xl, X2 E QJJ(T) and their images 

and Y2= TX2. 

Then 

and 

T is linear, so that for any scalars a and {3 we have 
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and proves that 11 is linear. 

(c) We have dimm(T)~dim~(T) by Theorem 2.6-9(b), 
and dim ~(T) ~ dim m(T) by the same theorem applied to 11. I 

We finally mention a useful formula for the inverse of the compos
ite of linear operators. (The reader may perhaps know this formula 
for the case of square matrices.) 

2.6-11 Lemma (Inverse of product). Let T: X --+ Y and S: Y --+ Z 
be bijective linear operators, where X, Y, Z are vector spaces (see 
Fig. 21). Then the inverse (ST)-I: Z _ X of the product (the compos
ite) ST exists. and 

(6) 

Proof. The operator ST: X - Z is bijective, so that (ST)-1 
exists. We thus have 

ST(ST)-1 = lz 

where 1z is the identity operator on Z. Applying S-1 and using 
S-1 S = 1y (the identity operator on y), we obtain 

S-1 ST(ST)-1 = T(ST)-1 = S-11z = S-1. 

ST 

o~ 
~ 

(ST)-l 

Fig. 21. Notations in Lemma 2.6-11 
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Applying T 1 and using TIT = lx, we uhluin the desired result 

r 1 T(sn-1 = (ST)- 1 = TiS I. 

This completes the proof. • 

Problems 

1. Show that the operators in 2.6-2, 2.6-3 and 2.6-4 are linear. 

2. Show that the operators Tt. ... , T4 from R2 into R2 defined by 

(gh g2) ~ (gh 0) 

(gh gJ~ (0, g2) 

(glo g2)~ (g2, gl) 

respectively, are linear, and interpret these operators geometrically. 

3. What. are the domain, range and null space of Th T2 , T3 in Prob. 2? 

4. What is the null space of T4 in Prob. 2? Of Tl and T2 in 2.6-7? Of T in 
2.6-4? . 

5. Let T: X --7 Y be a linear operator. Show that the image of a 
subspace V of X is a vector space, and so is the inverse image of a 
subspace W of Y. 

6. If the product (the composite) of two linear operators exists, show that 
it is linear. 

7. (Commutativity) Let X be any vector space and S: X --7 X and 
T: X --7 X any operators. S and T are said to commute if ST = TS, 
that is, (ST)x = (TS)x for all x E X. Do Tl and T, in Prob. 2 commute? 

8. Write the operators in Prob. 2 using 2 x 2 matrices. 

9. In 2.6-8, write y = Ax in terms of components, show that T is linear 
and give examples. 

10. Formulate the condition in 2.6-1O(a) in terms of the null space of T. 
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11. Let X be the vector space of all complex 2 x 2 matrices and define 
T: X ~ X by Tx = bx, where b E X is fixed and bx denotes the usual 
product of matrices. Show that T is linear. Under what condition does 
T- 1 exist? 

12. Does the inverse of T in 2.6-4 exist? 

13. Let T: 2ll( T) ~ Y be a linear operator whose inverse exists. If 
{Xl' ... , xn } is a linearly independent set in ~(T), show that the set 
{TXb' .. , Txn } is linearly independent. 

14. Let T: X ~ Y be a linear operator and dim X = dim Y = n < 00. 

Show that m(T) = Y if and only if 11 exists. 

15. Consider the vector space X of all real-valued functions which are 
defined on R and have derivatives of all orders everywhere on R. 
Define T: X ~ X by y(t) = Tx(t) = x'(t). Show that m(T) is all of X 
but 11 does not exist. Compare with Prob. 14 and comment. 

2. 7 Bounded and Continuous Linear Operators 

The reader may have noticed that in the whole last section we did not 
make any use of norms. We shall now again take norms into account, 
in the following basic definition. 

2.7-1 Definition (Bounded linear operator). Let X and Y be normed 
spaces and T: q}J(T) ~ Y a linear operator, where q}J(T) c X. The 
operator T is said to be bounded if there is a real number c such that 
for all x E q}J(T), 

(1) IITxll;;;icllxll· • 
In (1) the norm on the left is that on Y, and the norm on the right 

is that on X. For simplicity we have denoted both norms by the same 
symbol II ·11, without danger of confusion. Distinction by subscripts 
(lixlio, IITxlib etc.) seems unnecessary here. Formula (1) shows that a 
bounded linear operator maps bounded sets in q}J(T) onto bounded sets 
in Y. This motivates the term "bounded operator." 

Warning. Note that our present use of the word "bounded" is 
different from that in calculus. where a bounded function is one whose 
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range is a bounded set. Unfortunately. both terms are standard. But 
there is little danger of confusion. 

What is the smallest possible c such that (1) still holds for all 
nonzero x E fl1J(T)? [We can leave out x = 0 since Tx = 0 for x = 0 by 
(3), Sec. 2.6.] By division, 

;' 

/ IITxll$C 
Ilxll-

(x¥O) 

and this shows that c mQst be at least as big as the supremum of the 
expression on the left taken over fl1J(T)-{0}. Hence the answer to our 
question is that the smallest possible c in (1) is that supremum. This 
quantity is denoted by IITII; thus 

(2) IITxl1 
IITII = sup -II-II 

xE2IJ(T) x 
x7"O 

/lTII is called the norm of the operator T. If ~(T) = {O}, we define 
/lTII = 0; in this (relatively uninteresting) case, T = 0 since TO = 0 
by (3), Sec. 2.6. 

Note that (1) with c = IITII is 

(3) IITxll~ IITllllxll· 

This formula will be applied quite frequently. 
Of course, we should justify the use of the term "norm" in the 

present context. This will be done in the following lemma. 

2.7-2 Lemma (Norm). Let T be a bounded linear operator as defined 
in 2.7-1. Then: 

(4) 

(8) An alternative formula for the norm of T is 

IITII = sup IITxll· 
XE2IJ(T) 
IIxlI~l 

(b) The norm defined by (2) satisfies (Nl) to (N4) in Sec. 2.2. 
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Proof. (8) We write Ilxll = a and set y = (1/a)x, where x¥- O. Then 
Ilyll = Ilxlll a = 1, and since T is linear, (2) gives 

IITII= sup -.!:.IITxll= sup IIT(-.!:.X)\\= sup IITyll· 
XE~(T) a XE~(T) a YE~(T) 

x .. o x .. o IIYII=1 

Writing x for y on the right, we have (4). 

(b) (Nl) is obvious, and so is 11011 = O. From IITII= 0 we 
have Tx = 0 for all x E 9J(T), so that T = O. Hence (N2) holds. Further
more, (N3) is obtained from 

sup IlaTxll= sup lalllTxll=lal sup IITxl1 
IIxll=1 IIxll=1 IIxll=1 

where x E9J(T). Finally, (N4) follows from 

sup II(T1 + T2)xll = sup IIT1x + T2Xli ~ sup IIT1Xli + sup IIT2XII; 
IIxll=1 IIxll=1 IIx II = 1 IIxl\=1 

here, x E 9J(T). • 

Before we consider general properties of bounded linear 
operators, let us take a look at some typical examples, so that we get a 
better feeling for the concept of a bounded linear operator. 

Examples 

2.7-3 Identity operator. The identity operator I: X ~ X on a 
normed space X¥- {O} is bounded and has norm IIIlI = 1. Cf. 2.6-2. 

2.7-4 Zero operator. The zero operator 0: X ~ Y on a normed 
space X is bounded and has norm 11011 = o. Cf. 2.6-3. 

2.7-5 Differentiation operator. Let X be the normed space of all 
polynomials on J = [0, 1] with norm given Ilxll = max Ix(t)l, t E J. A 
differentiation operator T is defined on X by 

Tx(t) = x'(t) 
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where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to t. This operator 
is linear but not bounded. Indeed, let x" (0 = t", where n EN. Then 
II x.. II = 1 and 

Tx..(t) = x..'(t) = ntn - l 

so that II TXn II = n and II Tx..II/II.,. II = n. Since n EN is arbitrary, this shows 
that there is no fixed number c such that IITx..ll/llx..11 ~ c. From this and 
(1) we conclude that T is not bounded. 

Since differentiation is an important operation, our result seems to 
indicate that unbounded operators are also of practical importance. 
This is indeed the case, as we shall see in Chaps. 10 and 11, after a 
detailed study of the theory and application of bounded operators, 
which are simpler than unbounded ones. 

2.7-6 Integral operator. We can define an integral operator 
T: CEO, l]~C[O, 1] by 

y= Tx where yet) = f k(t, T)X(T) dT. 

Here k is a given function, which is called the kernel of T and is 
assumed to be continuous on the closed square G = J x J in the 
tT-plane, where J = [0, 1]. This operator is linear. 

T is bounded. 
To prove this, we first note that the continuity of k on the closed 

square implies that k is bounded, say, Ik(t,T)I~ko for all (t,T)EG, 
where ko is a real number. Furthermore, 

Ix(t)1 ~ max Ix(t)1 ='llxll. 
tEI 

Hence 

Ilyll=IITxll=max If 1 
k(t, T)X(T) dTI 

tEI 0 

~max fl Ik(t, T)llx(T)1 dT 
tEI 0 
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The result is IITxl1 ~ ko IIxli. This is (1) with c = ko. Hence T is bounded. . . 

2.7-7 Matrix. A real matrix A = (ajk) with r rows and n columns 
defines an operator T: R n ~ R r by means of 

(5) y=Ax 

where x = (~j) and y = (TJj) are column vectors with nand r compo
nents, respectively, and we used matrix multiplication, as in 2.6-8. In 
terms of components, (5) becomes 

(5') (j = 1, ... , r). 

T is linear because matrix multiplication is a linear operation. 
T is bounded. 
To prove this, we first remember from 2.2-2 that the norm on R n 

is given by 

similarly for y ERr. From (5') and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (11) 
in Sec. 1.2 we thus obtain 

Noting that the double sum in the last line does not depend on x, we 
can write our result in the form 

where 

This gives (1) and completes the proof that T is bounded. • 
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The role of matrices in connection with linear operators will be 
studied in a separate section (Sec. 2.9). Boundedness is typical; it is an 
essential simplification which we always have in the finite dimensional 
case, as follows. 

2.7-8 Theorem (Finite dimension). If a normed space X is finite 
dimensional, then every linear operator on X is bounded. 

Proof. Let dim X = nand {et,· .. , en} a basis for X. We take any 
x = I ~jej and consider any Jinear operator T on X. Since T is linear, 

(summations from 1 to n). To the last sum we apply Lemma 2.4-1 with 
(Xj = ~j and Xj = ej. Then we obtain 

Together, 

II Txll ~ 'Y Ilxll where 

From this and (1) we see that T is bounded. • 

We shall now consider important general properties of bounded 
linear operators. 

Operators are mappings, so that the definition of continuity (d. 
1.3-3) applies to them. It is a fundamental fact that for a linear 
operator, continuity and boundedness become equivalent concepts. 
The details are as follows. 

Let T: 0J(T) - Y be any operator, not necessarily linear, where 
0J(T) c X and X and Yare normed spaces. By Def. 1.3-3, the 
operator T is continuous at an Xo E 0J( T) if for every 13 > 0 there is a 
8> 0 such that 

IITx-Txoll<e for all x E 0J( T) satisfying Ilx - xoll < 8. 

T is continuous if T is continuous at every x E0J(T). 
Now, if T is linear, we have the remarkable 
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2.7-9 Theorem (Continuity and boundedness). Let T: q}J(1) ~ y 
be a linear7 operator, where q}J(T) c X and X, Yare normed spaces. 
Then: 

(8) T is continuous if and only if T is bounded. 

(b) If T is continuous at a single point, it is continuous. 

Proof (8) For T = 0 the statement is trivial. Let Top O. Then 
IITllopo. We assume T to be bounded and consider any XoEq}J(1). Let 
any 8> 0 be given. Then, since T is linear, for every x E q}J(1) such that 

Ilx-xoll<8 where 
8 

8 =iiTil 

we obtain 

II Tx - Txoll = II T(x - xo)11 ~ IITllllx - xoll < II TI18 = 8. 

Since Xo E q}J(1) was arbitrary, this shows that T is continuous. 

Conversely, assume that T is continuous at an arbitrary Xo E q}J( 1'). 
Then, given any 8 > 0, there is a 8> 0 such that 

(6) JITx - Txoll~ 8 for all x E q}J( 1) satisfying Ilx - xoll ~ 8. 

We now take any yop 0 in q}J( 1') and set 

8 8 
x = Xo +iiYTI y. Then x - Xo = iiYTI y. 

Hence Ilx - xoll = 8, so that we may use (6). Since T is linear, we have 

IITx - Txoll = IIT(x - xo)1I = /IT(II:11 y)/I = 11:IIIITyll 

7 Warning. Unfortunately, continuous linear operators are called "linear 
operators" by some authors. We shall not adopt this terminology; in fact, there are linear 
operators of practical importance which are not continuous. A first example is given in 
2.7-5 and further operators of that type will be considered in Chaps. 10 and 11. 
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and (6) implies 

8 
MIITYII~e. Thus IITyII~~ Ilyll· 

This can be written IITYII~ clIYII, where c = e/8, and shows that T is 
bounded. 

(b) Continuity of T at a point implies boundedness of T 
by the second part of the proof of (a), which in turn implies continuity 
of T by (a). I 

2.7-10 Corollary (Continuity, null space). Let T be a bounded linear 
operator. Then: 

(a) Xn - x [where Xm X E21l(T)] implies TXn - Tx. 

(b) The null space .N'(T) is closed. 

Proof. (8) follows from Theorems 2.7-9(a) and 1.4-8 or directly 
from (3) because, as n _ 00, 

IITxn - Txll =IIT(xn -x)II~IITIIIIXn -xll- O. 

(b) For every x E .N'(T) there is a sequence (Xn) in .N'(T) 
such that Xn - x; cf. 1.4-6(a). Hence TXn - Tx by part (a) of this 
Corollary. Also Tx = 0 since TXn = 0, so that x E .N'(T). Since x E .N'(T) 
was arbitrary, .N'(T) is closed. I 

It is worth noting that the range of a bounded linear operator may 
not be closed. Cf. Prob. 6. 

The reader may give the simple proof of another useful formula, 
namely, 

(7) (nEN) 

valid for bounded linear operators T 2 : X - Y, T 1 : Y - Z and 
T: X - X, where X, Y, Z are normed spaces. 

Operators are mappings, and some concepts related to mappings8 

have been discussed, notably the domain, range and null space of an 

8 A review of some of these concepts is given in A1.2; d. Appendix 1. 
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operator. Two further concepts (restriction and extension) will now be 
added. We could have done this earlier, but we prefer to do it here, 
where we can immediately give an interesting application (Theorem 
2.7-11, below). Let us begin by defining equality of operators as 
follows. 

Two operators Tl and T2 are defined to be equal, written 

if they have the same domain 27J(T1) = 27J(T2) and if T1x = T2 x for all 
x E 27J(T1) = 27J(T2)' 

The restriction of an operator T: g)(7)-Y to a subset 
Be g)(7) is denoted by 

and is the operator defined by 

TIB: B~ Y, TIBX = Tx for all x E B. 

An extension of T to a set M:=J27J(7) is an operator 

f:M~Y such that fl2b(T) = T, 

that is, fx = Tx for all x E 27J(7). [Hence T is the restriction of f to 
27J(7).J 

-If 27J(1) is a proper subset of M, then a given T has many 
extensions. Of practical interest are usually those extensions which 
preserve some basic property, for instance linearity (if T happens to be 
linear) or boundedness (if 27J(7) lies in a nonned space and T is 
bounded). The following important theorem is typical in that respect. 
It concerns an extension of a bounded linear operator T to the closure 
27J(7) of the domain such that the extended operator is again bounded 
and linear, and even has the same norm. This includes the case of an 
extension from a dense set in a nonned space X to all of X. It also 
includes the case of an extension from a normed space X to its 
completion (d. 2.3-2). 
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2.7-11 Theorem (Bounded linear extension). Let 

T: ~(T)- Y 

be a bounded linear operator, where QJJ(T) lies in a normed space X and 
Y is a Banach space. Then T has an extension 

T: ~(T)- Y 

where T is a bounded linear operator of norm 

IITII=IITII. 

Proof. We consider any x E QJJ(T). By Theorem 1.4-6(a) there is a 
seguence (x,.) in ~(T) such that x,. ~ x. Since T is linear and 
bounded, we have 

This shows that (Tx,:.) is Cauchy because (xn ) converges. By assump
tion, Y is complete, so that (Tx,.) ·converges, say, 

TXn-YE Y. 

We define T by 

Tx=y. 

We show that this definition is independent of the particular choice of 
a sequence in QJJ(T) converging to x. Suppose that x,. - x and 
Zn - x. Then Vm - x, where (vm ) is the sequence 

Hence (Tvm ) converges by 2.7-10(a), and the two subsequences (Tx,.) 
and (Tzn) of (Tvm ) must have the same limit. This proves that T is 
uniquely defined at every x E ~(T). 

Clearly, T is linear and Tx = Tx for every x E QJJ(T), so that T is an 
extension of T. We now use 

II Tx,.11 ~ IITllllxnl1 
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and let n ~ 00. Then TXn ~ Y = Tx. Since x ~ Ilxll defines a 
continuous mapping (cf. Sec. 2.2), we thus obtain 

IITxll~IITlIllxll. 

Hence T is bounded and Iltll~IITII. Of course, IITII~IITII because the 
nonn, being defined by a supremum, cannot decrease in an extension. 
Together we have IltlL= IITII· I 

Problems 

1. Prove (7). 

2. Let X and .y be nonned spaces. Show that a linear operator 
T: X~ Y is bounded if and only if T'maps bounded sets in X into 
bounded sets in Y. 

3. If Tot- 0 is a bounded linear operator, show that for any x E~(T) such 
that Ilxll < 1 we have the strict inequality IITxl1 < IITII. 

4. Give a direct proof of 2.7-9(b), without using 2.7-9(a). 

5. Show that the operator T: r ~ r defined by y = ('1Ji) = Tx, '1Ji = Q/ j, 
x = (gj), is linear and bounded. 

6. (Range) Show that the range meT) of a bounded linear operator 
T: X ~ Y need not be closed in Y. Hint. Use Tin Prob. 5. 

7. (Inverse operator) Let T be a bounded linear operator from a nonned 
space X onto a nonned space Y. If there is a positive b such that 

IITxll;;;;bllxll for all x EX, 

show that then r1: Y ~ X exists and is bounded. 

8. Show that the inverse rl: meT) ~ X of a bounded linear operator 
T: X ~ Y need not be bounded. Hint. Use Tin Prob. 5. 

9. Let T: C[O, 1] ~C[O, 1] be defined by 

yet) = f X(T) dT. 

Find meT) and r1: m(T)~ C[O, 1]. Is r 1 linear and bounded? 
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10. On C[O, 1] define Sand T by 

yes) = s I xU) dt, yes) = sx(s), 

respectively. Do Sand T commute? Find IISII, IITII, IISTII and IITSII· 

11. Let X be the normed space of all bounded real-valued functions on K 
with norm defined by 

Ilxll = sup Ix(t)l, 
tER 

and let T: X ~ X be defined by 

yet) = Tx(tl = x(t-~) 

where ~ > 0 is a constant. (This is a model of a delay line, which is an 
electric device whose output y is a delayed version of the input x, the 
time delay being ~; see Fig. 22.) Is T linear? Bounded? 

x(t) qL.._D_I~_~:_Y--,p yW 0 .(, -OJ 

x 

y 

Fig. 22. Electric delay line 

12. (Matrices) From 2.7-7 we know that an rX n matrix A = (ajk) defines 
a linear operator from the vector space X of all ordered n-tuples of 
numbers into the vector space Y of all ordered r-tuples of numbers. 
Suppose that any norm 11·111 is given on X and any norm 11·lb is given on 
Y. Remember from Prob. 10, Sec. 2.4, that there are various norms on 
the space Z of all those matrices (r and n fixed). A norm 11·11 on Z is 

said to be compatible with 11·111 and 11·lb if 

IIAx 112;a IIAllllxlb· 
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Show that the nonn defined by 

IIA II = sup IIAxlb 
xeX Ilxlll 
x#o 

103 

is compatible with 11-11, and II· liz. This norm is often called the natural 
norm defined by 11·lb and II· lb· If we choose Ilxlb = max IgJ I 
and IIYIIz = max l'I)jl, show that the natural norm is J 

J 

n 

IIAII = max I la/kl· 
J k~1 

13. Show that in 2.7-7 with r = n, a compatible nonn is defined by 

but for n > 1 this is not the natural norm defined by the Euclidean norm 
on an. 

14. If in Prob. 12 we choose 

n r 

Ilxlll = I Igkl, Ilylb= I 1'1)/1, 
k~1 /~I 

show that a compatible nonn is defined by 

r 

IIAII=max I lajkl· 
k j~1 

15. Show that for r = n, the norm in Prob. 14 is the natural norm corre
sponding to 11·lb and II· liz as defined in that problem. 

2.8 Linear Functionals 

A functional is an operator whose range lies on the real line R or in 
the complex plane C. And functional analysis was initially the analysis 
of functionals. The latter appear so frequently that special notations 
are used. We denote functionals by lowercase letters f, g, h,· .. , the 
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domain of I by C!JJ(f), the range by m(f) and the value of I at an x E 9J(f) 
by I(x), with parentheses. 

Functionals are operators, so that previous definitions apply. We 
shall need in particular the following two definitions because most of 
the 'functionals to be considered will be linear and bounded. 

2.8-1 Definition (Linear functional). A linear lunctional I is a linear 
operator with domain in a vector space X and range in the scalar field 
K of X; thus, 

I: 9J(f)~K, 

where K = R if X is real and K = C if X is complex. I 

2.8-2 Definition (Bounded linear functional). A bounded linear 
lunctional I is a bounded linear operator (ef. Def. 2.7-1) with range in 
the scalar field of the normed space X in which the domain 9J(f) lies. 
Thus there exists a real number c such that for all x E 9J(f), 

(1) II(x)1 ~ c Ilxll· 

Furthermore, the norm of I is [ef. (2) in Sec. 2.7] 

(2a) 

or 

(2b) 

(3) 

IIIII = sup II(x)1 
XE9J(j) Ilxll 

X '""0 

IIIII = sup II(x)l· 
XE9J(j) 
IIxlI=1 

Formula (3) in Sec. 2.7 now implies 

II(x)1 ~ 1111111xll, 

and a special case of Theorem 2.7-9 is 

I 

2.8-3 Theorem (Continuity and boundedness). A linear lunctional I 
with domain CZ/;(f) in a normed space is continuous il and only il I is 
bounded. I 
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Examples 

2.8-4 Norm. The norm 11·11: X ~ R on a normed space (X, 11·11) is a 
functional on X which is not linear. 

2.8-5 Dot product. The familiar dot product with one factor kept 
fixed defines a functional I: R3 ~ R by means of 

where a = (Uj) ER3 is fixed. 
I is linear. I is bounded. In fact, 

I/(x)I=lx· al~llxllllall, 

so that IIIII ~ Iiall follows from (2b) if we take the supremum over all x 
of norm one. On the other hand, by taking x = a and using (3) we 
obtain 

IIIII ~1/(a)1 =ME=llall 
- Iiall Iiall . 

Hence the norm of I is· IIIII = Iiali. 

2.8-6 Definite iiltegral. The definite integral is a number if we con
sider it for a single function, as we do in calculus most of the time. 
However, the situation changes completely if We consider that integral 
for all functions in a certain function space. Then the integral becomes 
a functional on that space, call it f As a space let us choose C[a, b]; cf. 
2 .. 2-5. Then I is defined by 

I(x) = r x(t) dt X E C[a, b]. 

I is linear. We prove that I is bounded and has norm IIIII = b - a. 
In fact, writing J = [a, b] and remembering the norm on C[a, b], 

we obtain 

I/(x)1 = I fb x(t) dtl ~ (b - a) max Ix(t)1 = (b - a) Ilxll. Ja tEJ 
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Taking the supremum over all x of norm 1, we obtain IIfll ~ b - a. To 
get Ilfll ~ b - a, we choose the particular x = Xo = 1, note that Ilxoll = 1 
and use (3): 

:>If(xo)l_ _ ib __ 
Ilfll= Ilxoll -If(xo)l- a dt - b a. 

2.8-7 Space e[a, b]. Another practically important functional on 
C[a, b J is obtained if we choose a fixed to E J = [a, b J and set 

X E C[a, bJ. 

f1 is linear. ft is bounded and has norm Ilftll = 1. In fact, we have 

and this implies Ilftll ~ 1 by (2). On the other hand, for Xo = 1 we have 
Ilxoll·= 1 and obtain from (3) 

2.8-8 Space 12. We can obtain a linear functional f on the Hilbert 
space [2 (cf. 1.2-3) by choosing a fixed a = (aj) E [2 and setting 

00 

f(x) = L ~jaj 
j=l 

where x = (~) E [2. This series converges absolutely and f is bounded, 
since the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (11) in Sec. 1.2 gives (summation 
over j from 1 to :xl) 

It is of basic importance that the set of all linear functionals 
defined on a vector space X can itself be made into a vector space. 
This space is denoted by X* and is called the algebraic9 dual space of 
X. Its algebraic operations of vector space are defined in a natural way 

9 Note that this definition does not involve a norm. ':)he so-called dual space X' 
consisting of all bounded linear functionals on X will be considered in Sec. 2.10. 
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as follows. The sum 11 + 12 of two functionals 11 and 12 is the functional 
s whose value at every x E X is 

s(x) = (11 + 12)(X) = 11(X) + Mx); 

the product 01.1 of a scalar a and a functional I is the functional p 
whose value at x E X is 

p(x) = (OI.f)(x) = OI./(x). 

Note that this agrees with the usual way of adding functions and 
multiplying them by constants. 

We may go a step further and consider the algebraic dual (X*)* of 
X*, whose elements are the linear functionals defined on X*. We 
denote (X*)* by X** and call it the second algebraic dual space of X. 

Why do we consider X**? The point is that we can obtain an 
interesting and important relation between X and X,.,., as follows. We 
choose the notations: 

Space General element Value at a point 

x 
x* 
x** 

x 
{ 
g 

{(xl 
g(fl 

We can obtain agE X**, which is a linear functional defined on X*, 
by choosing a fixed x E X and setting 

(4) g(f) = gx(f) = I(x) (x E X fixed, IE X* variable). 

The SUbscript x is a little reminder that we got g by the use of a certain 
x E X. The reader should observe carefully that here I is the variable 
whereas x is fixed. Keeping this in mind, he should not have difficulties 
in understanding our present consideration. 

&, as defined by (4) is linear. This can be seen from 

Hence gx is an element of X**, by the definition of X**. 
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To each x E X there corresponds a g" E X**. This defines a map
ping 

c: X~X** 

C is called the canonical mapping of X into X**. 
C is linear since its domain is a vector space and we have 

( C( ax + (3y»(f) = g.."+I3Y (f) 

= f(ax + (3y) 

= af(x) + (3f(y) 

= a&c(f) + (3gy(f) 

= a( Cx)(f) + (3( Cy)(f). 

C is also called the canonical embedding of X into X**. To 
understand and motivate this term, we first explain the concept of 
"isomorphism," which is of general interest. 

In our work we are concerned with various spaces. Common to 
all of them is that they consist of a set, call it X, and a "structure" 
defined on X. For a metric space, this is the metric. For a vector space, 
the two algebraic operations form the structure. And for a normed 
space the structure consists of those two algebraic operations and the 
norm. 

Given two spaces X and X of the same kind (for instance, two 
vector spaces), it is of interest to know whether X and X are "essen
tially identical," that is, whether they differ at most by the nature of 
their points. Then we can regard X and X as identical-as two copies 
of the same "abstract" space-whenever the structure is the primary 
object of study, whereas the nature of the points does not matter. This 
situation occurs quite often. It suggests the concept of an isomorphism. 
By definition, this is a bijective mapping of X onto X which preserves 
the structure. 

Accordingly, an isomorphism T of a metric space X = (X, d) onto a 
metric space X = (X, d) is a bijective mapping which preserves dis
tance, that is, for all x, y E X, 

d(Tx, Ty) = d(x, y). 
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X is then called isomorphic with X. This is nothing new to us but 
merely another name for a bijective isometry as introduced in Def. 
1.6-1. New is the following. 

An isomorphism T of a vector space X onto a vector space X over 
the same field is a bijective mapping which preserves the two algebraic 
operations of vector space; thus, for all x, y E X and scalars a, 

T(x +y) = Tx + Ty, T(ax)=aTx, 

that is, T: X ~ X is a bijective linear operator. X is then called 
isomorphic with X, and X and X are called isomorphic vector spaces. 

Isomorphisms for normed spaces are vector space isomorphisms 
which also preserve norms. Details follow in Sec. 2.10 where we need 
such isomorphisms. At present we can apply vector space isomor
phisms as follows. 

It can be shown that the canonical mapping C is injective. Since C 
is linear (see before), it is an isomorphism of X onto the range 
~(C)cX**. 

If X is isomorphic with a subspace of a vector space Y, we say that 
X is embeddable in Y. Hence X is embeddable in X**, and C is also 
called the canonical embedding of X into X**. 

If C is surjective (hence bijective), so that ~(C) = X**, then X is 
said to be algebraically reflexive. We shall prove in the next section 
that if X is finite dimensional, then X is algebraically reflexive. 

A similar discussion involving norms and leading to the concept of 
reflexivity of a normed space will be presented later (in Sec. 4/6), after 
the development of suitable tools (in particular, the famo,Ps Hahn
Banach theorem). 

Problems 

1. Show that the functionals in 2.8-7 and 2.8-8 are linear. 

2. Show that the functionals defined on C[ a, b] by 

Mx) = r x (t)yo(t) dt 

fz(x) = ax(a)+ (3x(b) 

are linear and bounded. 

(Yo E C[a, b]) 

(a, (3 fixed) 
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3. Find the norm of the linear functional f defined on C[ -1,1] by 

f(x) = r x(t) dt - f x(t) dt. 

4. Show that 

fl(x) = max x(t) 
'eJ 

J=[a, b] 

f2(X) = min X(t) 
tel ' 

define functionals on C[a, b]. Are they linear? Bounded? 

5. Show that on any sequence space X we can define a linear functional f 
by setting f(x) = ~n (n fixed), where x = (~i)' Is f bounded if X = ZOO? 

6. (Space e'[a, b]) The space Cl[a, b] or C[a, b] is the normed space of all 
continuously differentiable functions on J = [a, b] with norm defined by 

Ilxll = max Ix(t)1 + max Ix'(t)l. 
teJ teJ 

Show that the axioms of a norm are satisfied. Show that f(x) = x'(c), 

c = (a + b )/2, defines a bounded linear functional on C[ a, b]. Show 
that f is not bounded, considered as a functional on the subspace of 
C[ a, b] which consists of all continuously differentiable functions. 

7. If f is a bounded linear functional on a complex normed space, is f 
bounded? Linear? (The bar denotes the complex conjugate.) 

8. (Null space) The. null space N(M*) of a set M* c X* is defined to be 
the set of all x E X such that f(x) = 0 for all f E M*. Show that N(M*) is 
a vector space. 

9. Let f¥- 0 be any linear functional on a vector space X and Xo any fixed 
element of X - .N'(f), where .N'(f) is the null space of f. Show that any 
x E X has a unique representation x = axo + y, where y E .N'(!). 

10. Show that in Prob. 9, two elements Xl> X2 E X belong to the same 
element of the quotient space X/.N'(f) if and only if f(Xl) = f(X2); show 
that codim.N'(f) = 1. (Cf. Sec. 2.1, Prob. 14.) . 

11. Show that two linear functionals fl ¥- 0 and f2 ¥- 0 which are defined on 
the same vector space and have the same null space are proportional. 
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12. (Hyperplane) If Y is a subspace of a vector space X and codim Y = 1 
(cf. Sec. 2.1, Prob. 14), then every element of X/Y is called a 
hyperplane parallel to Y. Show that for any linear functional f¥- 0 on X, 
the set HI = {x E X I f(x) = I} is a hyperplane parallel to the null space 
.N(fl of f. 

13. If Y is a subspace of a vector space X and f is a linear functional on X 
such that feY) is not the whole scalar field of X, show that f(y) = 0 for 
allYEY. 

14. Show that the norm Ilfll of a bounded linear functional f¥- 0 on a 
nor~ed space X oon be. interpreted geometrically as the recip
rocal of the distance a = inf {llxlll f(x) = I} of the hyperplane 
HI = {x E X I f(x) = If from the orgin. 

15. (HaH space) Let f¥- 0 be a bounded linear functional on a real 
normed space X. Then for any scalar c we have a hyperplane 
He = {x E X I f(x) = c}, and He determines the two half spaces 

and 

Show that the closed unit ball lies in x,,1 where c = Ilfll, but for no e > 0, 
the half space Xc! with c = Ilfll- e contains that ball. 

2.9 Linear Operators and Functionals on Finite 
Dimensional Spaces 

Finite dimensional vector spaces are simpler than infinite dimensional 
ones, and it is natural to ask what simplification this entails with 
respect to linear operators and functionals defined on such a spact;; 
This is the question to be considered, and the answer will clarify the 
role of (finite) matrices in connection with linear operators as well as 
t):1e structure .of the algebraic dual X* (Sec. 2.8) of a finite dimensional 
vector space X. 

Linear operators on finite dimensional vector spaces can be rep
resented in terms of matrices, as explained below. In this way, matrices 
become the most important tools for studying linear operators in the 
finite dimensional case. In this connection we should also remember 
Theorem 2.7-8 to understand the full significance of our present 
consideration. The details are as follows. 
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Let X and Y be finite dimensional vector spaces over the same 
field and T: X -+ Y a linear operator. We choose a basis 
.E = {eI, ... , en} for X and a basis B = {b I , ••• , br} for Y, with the vectors 
arranged in a definite order which we keep fixed. Then every x E X has 
a unique representation 

(1) 

Since T is linear, x has the image 

(2) 

Since the representation (1) is unique, we have our first result: 

T is uniquely determined if the images Yk = Tek of the n basis vectors 
e}, ... , en are prescribed. 

Since y and Yk = Tek are in Y, they have unique representations of 
the form 

(a) 
(3) 

(b) 

Substitution into (2) gives 

r 

Tek = L Tjkbj. 
j~l 

Since the bj's form a linearly independent set, the coefficients of each bj 
on the left and on the right must be the same, that is, 

(4) j= 1,···, r. 

This yields our next result: 

The image Y = Tx = l: T/JbJ of x = L ~kek ctm be obtained from (4). 
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Note the unusual position of the summation index j of 'Tjk in (3b), 
which is necessary in order to arrive at the usual position of the 
summation index in (4). 

The coefficients in (4) form a matrix 

with r rows and n columns. If a basis E for X and a basis B for Yare 
given, with the elements of E and B arranged in some definite order 
(which is arbitrary but fixed), then the matrix TEB is uniquely deter
mined by the linear operator T. We say that the matrix TEB represents 
the operator T with respect to those bases. 

By introducing the column vectors x = (9.:) and y = ('T/j) we can 
write (4) in matrix notation: 

(4') 

Similarly, (3b) can also be written- in matrix notation 

(3b') 

where Te is the column vector with components TeI.· .. , Ten (which 
are themselve·s vectors) and b is the column vector with components 
bh ••• , b" and we have to use the transpose TEB T of TEB because in 
(3b) we sum over}, which is the first subscript, whereas in (4) we· sum 
over k, which is the second subscript. 

Our consideration shows that a linear operator T determines a 
nniqe matrix representing T with respect to a given basis for X and a 
given basis for Y, where the vectors of each of the bases are assumed 
to be arranged in a fixed order. Conversely, any matrix with r rows and 
n columns determines a linear operator which it represents with 
respect to given bases for X and Y. (Cf. also 2.6-8 and 2.7-7.) 

Let us now turn to linear functionals on X, where dim X = nand 
{e\, ... , en} is a basis for X, as before. These functionals constitute the 
algebraic dual space X* of X, as we know from the previous section 
For every such functional f and every x = L ~jei E X we have 

(5a) 
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where 

(5b) j= 1,···, n, 

and f is uniquely determined by its values <Xj at the n basis vectors of 
X. 

Conversely, every n-tuple of scalars el1.···, a,. determines a 
linear functional on X by (5). In particular, let us take the n-tuples 

(1, 

(0, 

(0, 

0, 

1, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

0) 

0) 

1). 

By (5) this gives n functionals, which we denote by f1. ... , fm with 
values 

(6) 
if jf: k, 

ifj=k; 

that is, A has the value 1 at the kth basis vector and ° at the n - 1 
other basis vectors. 8jk is called the Kronecker delta. {fl. ... , fn} is 
called the dual basis of the basis {e1. ... , en} for X. This is justified by 
the following theorem. 

2.9-1 Theorem (Dimension of X*). Let X be an n~dimensional vector 
space and E = {e1. ... , en} a basis for X. Then F = {flo· .. , fn} given by 
(6) is a basis for the algebraic dual x* of X, and dim X* = dim X = n. 

Proof F is a linearly independent set since 

(7) (XEX) 

with x = ej gives 

n n 

L (3Jk(ej) = L {3k8jk = {3,'= 0, 
k=l k=l 
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so that all the 13k's in (7) are zero. We show that every fEX* can be 
represented as a linear combination of the elements of F in a unique 
way. We write f(ej) = aj as in (5b). By (Sa), 

n 

f(x) = L ~jaj 
j=l 

for every x E X. On the other hand, by (6) we obtain 

Together, 

f(x) = t ajh(x). 
j=l 

Hence the unique representation of the arbitrary linear functional f on 
X in terms of the functionals fI> ... ,fn is 

• 
To prepare for an interesting application of this theorem, we first 

prove the following lemma. (A similar lemma for arbitrary normed 
spaces will be given later, in 4.3-4.) 

2.9-2 Lemma· (Zero vector). Let X be a finite dimensional vector spaGe. 
If Xo E X has the property that f(xo) = 0 for all f E X*, then Xo = o. 

Proof. Let {el. ••• , en} be a basis for X and Xo = I ~Ojej. Then (5) 
becomes 

By assumption this is zero for every f E X*, that is, for every choice of 
al. ••• , an. Hence all ~Oj must be zero. • 

Using this lemma, we can now obtain 

2.9-3 Theorem (Algebraic re8exivity). A finite dimensional vector 
space is algebraically reflexive. 
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Proof. The canonital mapping C: X ~ X** considered in the 
previous section is linear. CXo = 0 means that for all f E X* we 
have 

(Cxo)(f) = g",,(f) = f(xo) = 0, 

by the definition of C. This implies Xo = 0 by Lemma 2.9-2. Hence 
from Theorem 2.6-10 it follows that the mapping C has an inverse 
C-1 : 9ft(C)--+X, where 9ft(C) is the range of C. We also have 
dim ~(C) = dim X by the same theorem. Now by Theorem 2.9-1, 

dim X** = dim X* = dim X. 

Together, dim (lit ( C) = dim X**. Hence m( C) = X** because m( C) is a 
vector space (cf. 2.6-9) and a proper subspace of X** has dimension 
less than dim X**, by Theorem 2.1-8. By the definition, this proves 
algebraic reflexivity. • 

Problems 

1. Determine the null space of the operator T: R3 ~ R2 represented 
by 

3 

1 

2. Let T: R3~R3 be defined by (~l' ~2' ~3)1----+(~1> ~2' -~l -~2). Find 
meT), .N(T) and a matrix 'which represents T. 

3. Find the dual basis of the basis {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)} for R3. 

4. Let {fl, f2' M be the dual basis of {eh e2, e3} for R3, where el = (1,1,1), 
e2 = (1,1, -1), e3 = (1, -1, -1). Find Mx), Mx), f3(x), where 
x =(1, 0, 0). 

5. If f is a linear functional on an n-dimensional vector space X, what 
dimension can the null space .N(f) have? 

6. Find a basis for the null space of the functional f defined on R3 by 
f(x) = ~l + ~2 - ~3, where x = (~l> ~2' ~3). 
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8. If Z is an {n -l)-dimensional subspace of an n-dimensional vector 
space X, show that Z is the null space of a suitable linear functional f 
on X, which is uniquely determined to within a scalar multiple. 

9. Let X be the vector space of all real polynomials of a real variable and 
of degree less than a given n, together with the polynomial x = 0 
(whose degree is left undefined in the usual discussion of degree). Let 
f{x) = x(k){a), the value of the kth derivative (k fixed) of x E X at a 
fixed a E R. Show that f is a linear functional on X. 

10. Let Z be a proper subspace of an n-dimensional vector space X, and 
let Xo E X - Z. Show that there is a linear functional f on X such that 
f(xo) = 1 and f(x) = 0 for all x E Z. 

11. If x and y are different vectors in a finite dimensional vector space X, 
show that there is a linear functional f on X such that f{x) oF f{y). 

12. If ft. ... , fp are linear functionals on an n-dimensional vector space 
X, where p < n, show that there is a vector x oF 0 in X such that 
fl(X) = 0, ... ,fp{x) = O. What consequences does this result have with 
respect to linear equations? 

13. (Linear extension) Let Z be a proper subspace of an n-dimensional 
vector space X, and let f be a linear functional on Z. 'Show that f can 
be extended linearly to X, that is, there is a linear functional I on X 
such that liz = f. 

14. Let the functional f on R2 be defined by f(x) = 4~1 - 3~2' where 
x = (~1' ~2). Regard R2 as the subspace of R3 given by ~3 = O. Deter
mine all linear extensions lof f from R2 to R3. 

15. Let Z c R3 be the subspace represented by ~2 = 0 and let f on Z be 
defined by f(x) = (~1 - ~3)/2. Find a linear extension I of f to R3 such 
that f(xo) = k (a given constant), where Xo = (1, 1, 1). Is f unique? 

2.10 Normed Spaces of Operators. Dual Space 

In Sec. 2.7 we defined the concept of a bounded linear operator and 
illustrated it by basic examples which gave the reader a first impression 
of the importance of these operators. In the present section our goal is 
as follows. We take any two normed spaces X and Y (both real or 
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both complex) and consider the set 

B(X, Y) 

consisting of all bounded linear operators from X into Y, that is, each 
such operator is defined on all of X.and its range lies in Y. We want to 
show that B (X, Y) can itself be made into a normed space. lO 

The whole matter is quite simple. First of all, B(X, Y) becomes a 
vector space if we define the sum Tl + T2 of two operators Tl, 
T2 E B (X, Y) in a natural way by 

and the product aT of TE B(X, Y) and a scalar a by 

(aT)x = aTx. 

Now we remember Lemma 2.7-2(b) and have at once the desired 
result: 

2.10-1 Theorem (Space B(X, Y». The vector space B(X, Y) of all 
bounded linear operators from a normed space X into a normed space Y 
is itself a normed space with norm defined by 

(1) IITxl1 
IITII=suP-II-11 = sup IITxll. 

xeX X xeX 
x .. o IIxll=l 

In what case will B(X, Y) be a Banach space? This is a central 
question, which is answered in the following theorem. It is remarkable 
that the condition in the theorem does not involve X; that is, X mayor 
may not be complete: 

2.10-2 Theorem (Completeness). If Y is a Banach space, then 
B(X, Y) is a Banach space. 

Proof. We consider an arbitrary Cauchy sequence (Tn) in 
B(X, Y) and show that (Tn) converges to an operator TE B(X, Y). 

10 B in B(X, Y) suggests "bounded." Another notatr,m for B(X, Y) is L(X, Y), 
where L suggests "linear." Both notations are common. We use B(X, Y) throughout. 
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Since (Tn) is Cauchy, for every E > 0 there is an N such that 

(m,n>N). 

For all x E X and m, n > N we thus obtain [d. (3) in Sec. 2.7] 

Now for any fixed x and given 8 we may choose E = Ex so that 
Ex Ilxll < 8. Then from (2) we have IITnx - Tmxll < 8 and see that (Tnx) is 
Cauchy in Y. Since Y is complete, (Tnx) converges, say, Tnx ~ y. 
Clearly, the limit y E Y depends on the choice of x E X. This defines an 
operator T: X ~ Y, where y = Tx. The operator T is linear since 

We prove that T is bounded and Tn ----+ T, that is, IITn - TII----+O. 
Since (2) holds for every m > Nand Tmx ~ Tx, we may let 

m ~ 00. Using the continuity of the norm, we then obtain from (2) 
for every n > N and all x E X 

(3) IITnx-Txll=IITnx-lim Tmxll= lim IITnx-Tmxll~Ellxll. 
m-+oo m-+oo 

This shows that (Tn - T) with n> N is a bounded linear operator. 
Since Tn is bounded, T = Tn - (Tn - T) is bounded, that is, 
TEB(X, Y). Furthermore, if in (3) we take the supremum over all x 
of norm 1, we obtain 

(n>N). 

Hence II Tn - Til ~ O. • 

This theorem has an important consequence with respect to the 
dual space X' of X, which is defined as follows. 

2.10-3 Definition (Dual space X'). Let X be a normed space. Then 
the set of all bounded linear functionals on X constitutes a normed 
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space with nonn defined by 

(4) Ilfll = sup If(x)1 = sup If(x)1 
XEX Ilxll XEX 

x+o JlxJI=l 

[ef. (2) in Sec. 2.8] which is called the dual spacell of X and is denoted 
by X' .• 

Since a linear functional on X maps X into R or C (the scalar field 
of X), and since R or C, taken with the usual metric, is complete, we 
see that X' is B(X, Y) with the complete space ¥=R or C. Hence 
Theorem 2.10-2 is applicable and implies the basic. 

2.10-4 Theorem (Dual space). The dual space X' of a normed space 
X is a Banach space (whether or not X is). 

It is a fundamental principle of functional analysis that investiga
tions of spaces are often combined with those of the dual spaces. For 
this reason it is worthwhile to consider some of the more frequently 
occurring spaces and find out what their duals look like. In this 
connection the concept of an isomorphism will be helpful in under
standing the present discussion. Remembering our consideration in 
Sec. 2.8, we give the following definition. 

An isomorphism of a normed space X onto a nonned space X is a 
bijective linear operator T: X ~ X which preserves the nonn, that 
is, for all x E X, 

IITxll=llxll· 

(Hence T is isometric.) X is then called isomorphic with X, and X and 
X are called isomorphic normed spaces.-From an abstract point of 
view, X and X are then identical, the isomorphism merely amounting 
to renaming of the elements (attaching a "tag" T to each point). 

Our first example shows that the dual space of R n is isomorphic 
with Rn; we express this more briefly by saying that the dual space of 
R n is Rn; similarly for the other examples. 

11 Other terms are dual, adjoint space and conjugate space. Remember from Sec. 2.8 
that the algebraic dual space X* of X is the vector space of 'all linear functionals on X. 
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Examples 

2.10-5 Space Rn. The dual space of R n is Rn. 

Proof. We have Rn'=Rn* by Theorem 2.7-8, and every fERn* 
has a representation (5), Sec. 2.9: 

f(x) = L 6c'Yk 

(sum from 1 to n). By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (Sec. 1.2), 

Taking the supremum over all x of norm 1 we obtain 

"fll~ L 1'/ . 
( )

112 

However, since for x = (1'1, ... , 'Yn) equality is achieved in the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality, we must in fact have 

( 
n )1/2 

Ilfll = k~l 'Yk2 . 

This proves that the norm of f is the Euclidean norm, and Ilfll = llell, 
where c = ('Yk) ERn. Hence the mapping of R n, onto R n defined by 
f ~ c = ('Yk), 'Yk = f(ek), is norm preserving and, since it is linear and 
bijective, it is an isomorphism. • 

2.10-6 Space II. The dual space of [1 is [00. 

Proof. A Schauder basis (Sec. 2.3) for [1 is (ek), where ek = (Skj) 
has 1 in the kth place and zeros otherwise. Then every x E [I has a 
unique representation 

(51 

We consider any f E [V, where [v is the dual space of [1. Since f is 
linear and bounded, 

(6) f(x) = f 6c'Yk 
k~1 
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where the numbers 'Yk = f(ek) are uniquely determined by f Also 
Ilekll = 1 and 

(7) 1'Yk1 = If(ek)1 ~llfllllekll = Ilfll, sup l'Ykl ~ Ilfll· 
k 

Hence ('Yk) E r'. 
On the other hand, for every b = (13k) E 1'X> we can obtain a corre

sponding bounded linear functional g on ll. In fact, we may define g on 
II by 

where x = (6c) Ell. Then g is linear, and boundedness follows from 

Ig(x)1 ~ L 16c(3kl ~ sup l(3il L 16c1 = Ilxll sup l(3il 
j j 

(sum from 1 to 00). Hence g E lll. 
We finally show that the norm of f is the norm on the space loo. 

From (6) we have 

Taking the supremum over all x of norm 1, we see that 

From this and (7), 

(8) 

Ilfll~sup l'YiI-
j 

Ilfll = sup l'Yjl, 
j 

which is the norm on loo. Hence this formula can be written Ilf II = Ilclloo, where 
c = ('Yj) E loo. It shows that the bijective linear mapping of [11 onto ["" 
defined by fl-----+c = ('Yj) is an isomorphism. I 

2.10-7 Space ,p. The dual space of lP is lq; here, 1 < P < +00 and q is the 
conjugate of p, that is, lip + 1/q = 1. • 
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Proof. A Schauder basis for IP is (ek), where ek = (Skj) as in the 
preceding example. Then every x E IP has a unique representation 

(9) 

We consider any f E [P', where [P' is the dual space of [P. Since f is 
linear and bounded, 

00 

(10) f(x) = L 9.:'Yk 
k~l 

Let q be the conjugate of p (cf. 1.2-3) and consider Xn = (~n)) with 

(11) 
if k ~ nand 'Yk,e 0, 

if k > n or 'Yk = O. 

By substituting this into (10) we obtain 

00 n 

f(xn) = L ~~n)'Yk = L l'Yklq • 
k~l k~l 

We also have, using (11) and (q -1)p = q, 

(sum from 1 to n). Together, 

Dividing by the last factor and using 1-l/p = l/q, we get 
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Since n is arbitrary, letting n ~ 00, we obtain 

(12) 

Hence ('Yk)E lq. 
Conversely, for any b = ((3k) E lq we can get a corresponding 

bounded linear functional g on IP. In fact, we may define g on IP by 
setting 

00 

g(x) = L ~k{3k 
k=l 

where x = (9.:) E IP. Then g is linear, and boundedness follows from the 
HOlder inequality (10), Sec. 1.2. Hence gE IP'. 

We finally prove that the norm of I is the norm on the space lq. 
From (10) and the HOlder inequality we have 

(sum from 1 to 00); hence by taking the supremum over all x of norm 1 
we obtain 

Ilfll~ L 1'Yklq . ( )
l/q 

From (12) we see that the equality sign must hold, that is, 

(13) 

This can be writtell IIIII = Ilcllq, where c = ('Yk) E lq and 'Yk = I(ek)' The 
mapping of IP' onto lq defined by I~ c is linear and bijective, and 
from (13) we see that it is norm preserving, so that it is an 
isomorphism. I 

What is the significance of these and similar examples? In applica
tions it is frequently quite useful to know the gen'eral form of bounded 
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linear functionals on spaces of practical importance, and many spaces 
have been investigated in that respect. Our examples give general 
representations of bounded linear functionals on R n , 11 and IP with 
p> 1. The space era, b] will be considered later, in Sec. 4.4, since this 
will require additional tools (in particular the so-called Hahn-Banach 
theorem). 

Furthermore, remembering the discussion of the second algebraic 
dual space X** in Sec. 2.8, we may ask whether it is worthwhile to 
consider X" = (X')" the second dual space of X. The answer is in the 
affirmative, but we have to postpone this discussion until Sec. 4.6 
where we develop suitable tools for obtaining substantial results in that 
direction. At present let us turn to matters which are somewhat 
simpler, namely, to inner product and Hilbert spaces. We shall see that 
these are special normed spaces which are of great importance in 
applications. 

Problems 

1. What is the zero element of the vector space B(X, Y)? The inverse of a 
TE B(X, Y) in the sense of Def. 2.1-1? 

2. The operators and functionals considered in the text are defined on the 
entire space X. Show that without that assumption, in the case of 
functionals we still have the following theorem. If f and g are bounded 
linear functionals with domains in a normed space X, then for any 
nonzero scalars a and {3 the linear combination h = af + (3g is a 
bounded linear functional with domain 2ll(h) =211(f) n~(g). 

3. Extend the theorem in Prob. 2 to bounded linear operators Tl and T2 • 

4. Let X and Y be normed spaces and Tn: X ~ Y (n = 1, 2,"') 
bounded linear operators. Show that convergence Tn ~ T implies 
that for every e > 0 there is an N such that for all n > N and all x in any 
given closed ball we have IITnx - Txll < e. 

5. Show that 2.8-5 is in agreement with 2.10-5. 

6. If X is the space of ordered n-tuples of real numbers and Ilxll = max I~jl, 
J 

where x = (~], ... , ~"), what is the corresponding norm on the dual 
space X'? 

7. What conclusion can we draw from 2.10-6 with respect to the space X 
of all ordered n-tuples of real numbers? 
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8. Show that the dual space of the space Co is II. (a. Prob. 1 in Sec. 2.3.) 

9. Show that a linear functional f on a vector space X is uniquely 
determined by its values on a Hamel basis for X. (a. Sec. 2.1.) 

10. Let X and Y;io{O} be normed spaces, where dimX=oo. Show that 
there is at least one unbounded linear operator T: X ~ Y. (Use a 
Hamel basis.) 

11. If X is a normed space and dim X = 00, show that the dual space X' is 
not identical with the algebraic dual space X*. 

12. (Completeness) The examples in the text can be used to prove 
completeness of certain spaces. How? For what spaces? 

1~ (Annihilator) Let M;io 0 be any subset of a normed space X. The 
annihilator M a of M is defined to be the set of all bounded linear 
functionals on X which are zero everywhere on M. Thus M a is a subset 
of the dual space X' of X. Show that M a is a vector subspace of X' and 
is closed. What are xa and {o}a? 

14. If M is an m-dimensional subspace of an n-dimensional normed space 
X, show that M a is an (n - m)-dimensional subspace of X'. Formulate 
this as a theorem about solutions of a system of linear equations. 

15. Let M={(1, 0, -1), (1, -1, 0), (0, 1, -1)}cR3 • Find a basis for M a • 



CHAPTER t..I 

INNER PRODUCT SPACES. 
HILBERT SPACES 

In a normed space we can add vectors and mUltiply vectors by scalars, 
just as in elementary vector algebra. Furthermore, the norm on such a 
space generalizes the elementary concept of the length of a vector. 
However, what is still missing in a general normed space, and what we 
would like to have if possible, is an analogue of the familiar dot 
product 

and resulting formulas, notably 

and the condition for orthogonality (perpendicularity) 

a· b=O 

which are important tools in many applications. Hence the question 
arises whether the dot product and orthogonality can be generalized to 
arbitrary vector spaces. In fact, this can be done and leads to inner 
product spaces and complete inner product spaces, called Hilbert 
spaces. 

Inner product spaces are special normed spaces, as we shall see. 
Historically they are older than general normed spaces. Their theory is 
richer and retains many features of Euclidean space, a central concept 
being orthogonality. In fact, inner product spaces are probably the 
most natural generalization of Euclidean space, and the reader should 
note the great harmony and beauty of the concepts and proofs in this 
field. The whole theory was initiated by the work of D. Hilbert (1912) 
on integral equations. The currently used geometrical notation and 
terminology is analogous to that of Euclidean geometry and was 
coined by E. Schmidt (1908), who followed a suggestion of G. Ko
walewski (as he mentioned on p. 56 of his paper). These spaces have 
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been, up to now, the most useful spaces in practical applications of 
functional analysis. 

Important concepts, brief orientation about main content 
An inner product space X (Def. 3.1-1) is a vector space with an 

inner product (x, y) defined on it. The latter generalizes the dot product 
of vectors in three dimensional space and is used to define 

(I) a norm 11·11 by Ilxll=(x, X)1/2, 

(II) orthogonality by (x, y) = O. 
A Hilbert space H is a complete inner product space. The theory of 
inner product ap.d Hilbert spaces is richer than that of general normed 
and Banach spaces. Distinguishing features are 

(i) representations of H as a direct sum of a closed subspace and 
its orthogonal complement (d. 3.3-4), 

(ii) orthonormal sets and sequences and corresponding representa
tions of elements of H (d. Secs. 3.4, 3.5), 

(iii) the Riesz representation 3.8-1 of bounded linear functionals 
by inner products, 

(iv) the Hilbert-adjoint operator T* of a bounded linear operator 
T (d. 3.9-1). 

Orthonormal sets and sequences are truly interesting only if they 
are total (Sec. 3.6). Hilbert-adjoint operators can be used to define 
classes of operators (self-adjoint, unitary, normal; d. Sec. 3.10) which 
are of great impor~ance in applications. 

3.1 Inner Product Space. Hilbert Space 

The spaces to be considered in this chapter are defined as follows. 

3.1-1 Definition (Inner product space, Hllbert space). An inner prod
uct space (or pre-Hilbert space) is a vector space X with an inner 
product defined on X. A Hilbert space is a complete inner product 
space (complete in the metric defined by the inner product; d. (2), 
below). Here, an inner product on X is a mapping of XxX into the 
scalar field K of X; that is, with every pair of vectors x and y there is 
associated a scalar which is written 

(x, y) 
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and is called the inner product l of x and y, such that for all vectors x, y, 
z and scalars a we have 

(lPl) (x+y, z)=(x, z)+(y, z) 

(lP2) (ax, y)=a(x, y) 

(IP3) (x, y)=(y, x) 

(x,x)~O 
(IP4) 

(x, x) = 0 ¢::? x=O. 

An inner product on X defines a norm on X given by 

(1) IIxll = v'(x, x) (~O) 

and a metric on X given by 

(2) d(x, y) = Ilx - yll = v'(x - y, x - y). I 

Hence inner product spaces are normed spaces, and Hilbert spaces 
are Banach spaces. 

In (IP3), the bar denotes complex conjugation. Consequently, if X 
is a real vector space, we simply have 

(x, y) = (y, x) (Symmetry). 

The proof that (1) satisfies the axioms (Nl) to (N4) of a norm (cf. 
Sec. 2.2) will be given at the beginning of the next section. 

From (IP1) to (IP3) we obtain the formula 

(a) 

(3) (b) 

(c) 

(ax + {3y, z) = a(x, z)+ {3(y, z) 

(x, ay) = a(x, y) 

(x, ay + {3z) = a(x, y)+ jj(x, z) 

1 Or scalar product, but this must not be confused with the product of a vector by a 
scalar in a vector space. 

The notation ( , ) for the inner product is quite common. In an elementary text such 
as the present one it may have the advantage over another popular notation, ( , ), that it 
excludes confusion with ordered pairs (components of a vector, elements of a product 
space, arguments of functions depending on two variables, etc.). 
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which we shall use quite often. (3a) shows that the inner product is 
linear in the first factor. Since in (3c) we have complex conjugates ii 
and Ii on the right, we say that the inner product is conjugate linear in 
the second factor. Expressing both properties together, we say that the 
inner product is sesquilinear. This means "1~ times linear" and is 
motivated by the fact that "conjugate linear" is also known as 
"semilinear" (meaning "halftinear"), a less suggestive term which we 
shall not use. 

The reader may show by a simple straightforward calculation that 
a norm on an inner product space satisfies the important parallelogram 
equality 

(4) 

This name is suggested by elementary geometry, as we see from Fig. 
23 if we remember that the norm generalizes the elementary concept 
of the length of a vector (cf. Sec. 2.2). It is quite remarkable that such 
an equation continues to hold in our present much more general 
setting. 

We conclude that if a norm does not satisfy (4), it cannot be 
obtained from an inner product by the use of (1). Such norms do exist; 
examples will be given below. Without risking misunderstandings we 
may thus say: 

Not all normed spaces are inner product spaces. 

Before we consider examples, let us define the concept of or
thogonality, which is basic in the whole theory. We know that if the 
dot product of two vectors in three dimensional spaces is· zero, the 
vectors are orthogonal, that is, they are perpendicular or at least one of 
them is the zero vector. This suggests and motivates the following 

Fig. 23. Parallelogram with sides x arid y in the plane 
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3.1-2 Definition (Orthogonality). An element x of an inner product 
space X is said to be orthogonal to an element y E X if 

(x, y)=O. 

We also say that x and yare orthogonal, and we write X.ly. Similarly, 
for subsets A, B c X we write x.l A if x.i a for all a E A, and A.l B if 
a.l b for all a E A and all b E B. I 

Examples 

3.1-3 Euclidean space Rn. The space an is a Hilbert space with inner 
product defined by 

(5) (x, y) = ~1 TIl + ... + ~nTln 

where x ='(~j) = (6, ... , ~n) and y = (Tlj) = (1)1. ... , TIn). 
In fact, from (5) we obtain 

and from this the Euclidean metric defined by 

cf. 2.2-2. Completeness was shown in 1.5~1. 
If n = 3, formula (5) gives the usual dot product 

of x = (~1. ~2' ~3J and y = (TIl. Tl2, Tl3), and the orthogonality 

(x, y) = x • y = 0 

agrees with the elementary concept of perpendicularity. 

3.1-4 Unitary space en. The space en defined in 2.2-2 is a Hilbert 
space with inner product given by 

(6) 
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In fact, from (6) we obtain the norm defined by 

Here we also see why we have to take complex conjugates ijj in (6); 
this entails (y, x) = (x, y), which is (IP3) , so that (x, x) is real. 

3.1-5 Space e[a, b]. The norm in Example 2.2-7 is defined by 

(1 b )1/2 
\ IIxll = a X(t)2 dt 

and can be obtained from the inner product defined by 

(7) (x, y)= f X(t)y(t) dt. 

In Example 2.2-7 the functions were assumed to be real-valued, 
for simplicity. In connection with certain applications it is advanta
geous to remove that restriction and consider complex-valued functions 
(keeping tE[a, b] real, as before). These functions form a complex 
vector space, which becomes an inner product space if we define 

(7*) (x,y)= fX(t)y(t)dt. 

Here the bar denotes the complex conjugate. It has the effect that 
(IP3) holds, so that (x, x) is still real. This property is again needed in 
connection with the norm, which is now defined by 

(1 b )1/2 
IIxll = a Ix(tW dt 

because x(t)x(t) = Ix(tW. 
The completion of the metric space corresponding to (7) is the real 

space L2[a, b]; cf. 2.2-7. Similarly, the completion of the metric space 
corresponding to (7*) is called the complex space L2[a, b]. We shall see 
in the next section that the inner product can be extended from an 
inner product space to its completion. Together with our present 
discussion this implies that L2[a, b] is a Hilbert'space. 
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3.1-6 Hilbert sequence space e. The space e (cf. 2.2-3) is a Hilbert 
space with inner product defined by 

00 

(8) (x, y) = L ~jijj. 
j=1 

Convergence of this series follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
(11), Sec. 1.2, and the fact that x, y E l2, by assumption. We see that (8) 
generalizes (6). The norm is defined by 

( 

00 )1/2 
Ilxll = (x, X)1/2 = j~1 I~l . 

Completeness was shown in 1.5-4. 
e is the prototype of a Hilbert space. It was introduced and 

investigated by D. Hilbert (1912) in his work on integral equations. An 
axiomatic definition of Hilbert space was not given until much later, by 
J. von Neumann (1927), pp. 15-17, in a paper on the mathematical 
foundation of quantum mechanics. Cf. also J. von Neumann (1929-
30), pp. 63-66, and M. H. Stone (1932), pp. 3-4. That definition 
included separability, a condition which was later dropped from the 
definition when H. LOwig (1934), F. Rellich (1934) and F. Riesz 
(1934) showed that for most parts of the theory that condition was an 
unnecessary restriction. (These papers are listed in Appendix 3.) 

3.1-7 Space ip. The space lP with p~ 2 is not an inner product space, 
hence not a Hilbert space. 

Proof. Our statement means that the norm of lP with p ~ 2 
cannot be obtained from an inner product. We prove this by showing 
that the norm does not satisfy the parallelogram equality (4). In fact, 
let us take x = (1,1,0,0,· . ·)E lP and y = (1, -1, 0, 0,· . ·)E lP and 
calculate 

IIx + yll=lIx - yll = 2. 

We now see that (4) is not satisfied if p ~ 2. 
lP is complete (cf. 1.5-4). Hence lP with p~ 2 is a Banach space 

which is not a Hilbert space. The same holds for the space in the next 
example. 
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3.1-8 Space C[a, b]. The space C[a, b] is not an inner product space, 
hence not a Hilbert spa·ce. 

Proof. We show that the norm defined by 

Ilxll = max Ix(t)1 '\ 
tEJ \) 

J=[a, b] 

cannot be obtained from an inner product since this norm does not 
satisfy the parallelogram equality (4). Indeed, if we take x(t) = 1 and 
y(t) = (t- a)/(b - a), we have Ilxll = 1, Ilyll = 1 and 

t-a 
x(t)+y(t)=I+ b _a 

t-a 
x(t) - y(t) = 1---. 

b-a 

Hence Ilx + yll = 2, Ilx - yll = 1 and 

Ilx + YI12+llx_ Ylf= 5 but 

This completes the proof. • 

We finally mention the following interesting fact. We know that to 
an inner product there corresponds a norm which is given by (1). It is 
remarkable that, conversely, we can "rediscover" the inner product 
from the corresponding norm. In fact, the reader may verify by 
straightforward calculation that for a real inner product space we have 

(9) (x, y) =i(llx + ylf-Ilx - Y1l2) 

and for a complex inner product space we have 

(10) 
Re (x, y) = i(lIx + Yl12 -llx _ Y112) 
1m (x, y) = i(lIx + iyjI2 -llx _ iyjI2). 

Formula (10) is sometimes called the polarizatitJn identity. 
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Problems 

1. Prove (4). 

2. (Pythagorean theorem) If x.L y in an inner product space X, show 
that (Fig. 24) 

Extend the formula to m mutually orthogonal vectors. 

Fig. 24. Illustration of the Pythagorean theorem in the plane 

3. If X in Prob. 2 is real, show that, conversely, the given relation implies 
that x.L y. Show that this may not hold if X is complex. Give examples. 

4. If an inner product space X is real, show that the condition Ilxll = Ilyll 
implies (x + y, x - y) = O. What does this mean geometrically if X = R2? 
What does the condition imply if X is complex? 

5. (Appolonius' identity) Verify by direct calculation that for any ele
ments in an inner product space, 

Show that this identity can also be obtained from the parallelogram 
equality. 

6. Let x~ 0 and y~ O. (a) If x.L y, show that {x, y} is a linearly independ
ent set. (b) Extend the result to mutually orthogonal nonzero vectors 

7. If in an inner product space, (x, u)=(x, v) for all x, show that u = v. 

8. Prove (9). 

9. Prove (10). 
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10. Let Zl and Z2 denote complex numbers. Show that (Zl> Z2) = ZlZ2 

defines an inner product, which yields the usual metric on the complex 
plane. Under what condition do we have orthogonality? 

11. Let X be the vector space of all ordered pairs of complex numbers. 
Can we obtain the norm defined on -X by 

(' 

Ilxll = Ig{1 + Ig21 

from an inner product? 

12. What is Ilxll in 3.1-6 if x = (gh g2, ... ), where (a) gn = Z-n/2, 
(b) gn = lIn? 

13. Verify that for continuous functions the inner product in 3.1-5 satisfies 
(IP1) to (IP4). 

14. Show that the norm on C[a, b] is invariant under a linear transforma
tion t = aT + (3. Use this to prove the statement in 3.1-8 by mapping 

[a, b] onto [0, 1] and then consldermg the functions defined by 
X(T) = 1, Y(T) = T, where T E [0,1]' 

15. If X is a finite dimensional vector space and (ei) is a basis for X, show 
that an inner product on X is completely determined by its values 
'Yik = (ei' ek). Can we choose such scalars 'Yik in a completely arbitrary 
fashion? 

3.2 Further Properties of Inner Product Spaces 

First of all, we should verify that (1) in the preceding section defines a 
norm: 

(Nl) and (N2) in Sec. 2.2 follow from (IP4). Furthermore, (N3) is 
obtained by the use of (IP2) and (IP3); in fact, 

IIaxl12 = (ax, ax) = aa(x, x} = la 1211xlf· 

Finally, (N4) is included in 

3.2·1 Lemma (Schwarz inequality, triangle inequality). An inner prod
uct and the co"esponding norm satisfy the Schwarz inequality and the 
triangle inequality as follows. 
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(1) 

(2) 

(a) We have 

I(x, y)1 ~ Ilx1111Y11 (Schwarz inequality) 

where the equality sign holds if and only if {x, y} is a linearly 
dependent set. 

(b) That norm also satisfies 

Ilx + yll ~ Ilxll + IIYII (Triangle inequality) 

where the equality sign holds if and only it y = 0 or x = cy 
(c real and ~O). 

Proof. (a) If y = 0, then (1) holds since (x, 0) = O. Let y'" O. For 
every scalar a we have 

O~ Ilx _aY112 = (x -ay, x -ay) 

=(x, x)-li(x, y)-a[(y, x)-li(y, y)]. 

We see that the expression in the brackets [ ... ] is zero if we choose 
Ii = (y, x)/(y, y). The remaining inequality is 

0 « ) (y,x)( )_11112 l(x,yW. 
= x, x - (y, y) x, y - x - IIyl12 , 

here we used (y, x) = (x, y). Multiplying by Ily112, transferring the last 
term to the left and taking square roots, we obtain (1). 

Equality holds in this derivation if and only if y = 0 or 
0= Ilx - ay112, hence x - ay = 0, so that x = ay, which shows linear 
dependence. 

(b) We prove (2). We have 

By the Schwarz inequality, 

I(x, y)1 = I(y, x)1 ~ Ilxllllyll· 

.2 Note that this condition for equality is perfectly "symmetric" in x and y since 
x = 0 is included in x = ey (for c = 0) and so is y = kx, k = lIe (for e > 0), 
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By the triangle inequality for numbers we thus obtain 

Ilx+yIl2~llxI12+21(x, y)I+llyI12 

~llxIl2+21Ixllllyll+llyI12 

= (1lxli + IlylV 
Taking square roots on both sides, we have (2). 

Equality holds in this derivation if and only if 

(x, y) + (y: ~) = 211xllllyll. 
The left-hand side is 2 Re (x, y), where Re denotes the real part. From 
this and (1), 

(3) Re (x, y) = IlxlIIIYII~ I(x, Y)I· 
Since the real part of a complex number cannot exceed the absolute 
value, we must have equality, which implies linear dependence by part 
(a), say, y = 0 or x = cy. We show that c is real and ~ O. From (3) with 
the equality sign we have Re(x, y)=I(x, y)l. But if the real part of a 
complex number equals the absolute value, the imaginary part must be 
zero. Hence (x, y)=Re(x, y)~O by (3), and c~O follows from 

O~(x, y)=(cy, y)= c IIYI12. I 

The Schwarz inequality (1) is quite important and will be used in 
proofs over and over again. Another frequently used property is the 
continuity of the inner product: 

3.2-2 Lemma (Continuity of inner product). If in an inner product 
space, Xn - x and Yn - y, then (xn, Yn)- (x, y). 

Proof. Subtracting and adding a term, using the triangle inequal
ity for numbers and, finally, the Schwarz inequality, we obtain 

I(xm Yn)-(x, y)1 = I(xn, Yn)-(Xn, y)+(xn, y)-(x, y)1 

~ I(xn, Yn - y)1 + I(xn - x, y)1 

~ IlxnllllYn - yll + Ilxn - xlillyll 

since Yn - Y - 0 and Xn - x - 0 as n _ OJ. I 

o 
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As a first application of this lemma, let us prove that every inner 
product space can be completed. The completion is a Hilbert space and 
is unique except for isomorphisms. Here the definition of an isomor
phism is as follows (as suggested by our discussion in Sec. 2.8). 

An isomorphism T of an inner product space X onto an inner 
product space X over the same field is a bijective linear operator 
T: X ~ X which preserves the inner product, that is, for all 
X,YEX, 

(Tx, Ty) = (x, y), 

where we denoted inner products on X and X by the same symbol, for 
simplicity. X is then called isomorphic with X, and X and X are called 
isomorphic inner product spaces. Note that the bijectivity and linearity 
guarantees that T is a vector space isomorphism of X onto X, so that T 
preserves the whole structure of inner product space. T is also an 
isometry of X onto X because distances in X and X are determined by 
the norms defined by the inner products on X and X. 

The theorem about the completion of an inner product space can 
now be stated as follows. 

3.2-3 Theorem (Completion). For any inner product space X there 
exists a Hilbert space H and an isomorphism A from X onto a dense 
subspace We H. The space H is unique except for isomorphisms. 

Proof. By Theorem 2.3-2 there exists a Banach space H and an 
isometry A from X onto a subspace W of H which is dense in H. For 
reasons of continuity, under such an isometry, sums and scalar multi
ples of elements in X and W correspond to each other, so that A is 
even an isomorphism of X onto W, both regarded as normed spaces. 
Lemma 3.2-2 shows that we can define an inner product on H by 
setting 

the notations being as in Theorem 2.3-2 (and 1.6-2), that is, (xn) and 
(Yn) are representatives of x E Hand Y E H, respectively. Taking (9) 
and (10), Sec. 3.1, into account, we see that A is an isomorphism of X 
onto W, both regarded as inner product spaces. 

. Theorem 2.3-2 also guarantees that H is unique except for 
isometries, that is, two completions Hand fI of X are related by an 
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isometry T: H -- H. Reasoning as in the case of A, we conclude 
that T must be an isomorphism of the Hilbert space H onto the 
Hilbert space H. • 

A subspace Y of an inner product space X is defined to be a 
vector subspace of X (cf. Sec. 2.1) taken with the inner product on X 
restricted to Y x Y. \ " 

Similarly, a subspace Y of a Hilbert space H is defined to be a 
subspace of H, regarded as an inner product space. Note that Y need 
not be a Hilbert space because Y may not be complete. In fact, from 
Theorems 2.3-1 and 2.4-2 we immediately have the statements (a) and 
(b) in the following theorem. 

3.2-4 Theorem (Subspace). Let Y be a subspace of a Hilbert space H. 
Then: 

(a) Y is complete if and only if Y is closed in H. 

(b) If Y is finite dimensional, then Y is complete. 

(c) If H is separable, so is Y. More generally, every subset of a 
separable inner product space is separable. 

The simple proof of (c) is left to the reader. 

Problems 

1. What is the Schwarz inequality in a 2 or a 3 ? Give another proof of it in 
these cases. 

2. Give examples of subspaces of f. 

3. Let X be the inner product space consisting of the polynomial x = 0 
(cf. the remark in Prob. 9, Sec. 2.9) and all real polynomials in t, of 
degree not exceeding 2, considered for real t E [a, b], with inner product 
defined by (7), Sec. 3.1. Show that X is complete. Let Y consist of all 
x E X such that x(a) = O. Is Y a subspace of X? Do all x E X of degree 
2 form a subspace of X? 

4. Show that y.Lx" and x" -- x together imply x.Ly. 

S. Show that for a sequence (x,,) in an inner product space the conditions 
Ilx"II--llxll and (x"' x) -- (x, x) imply convergence x. -- x. 
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6. Prove the statement in Prob. 5 for the special case of the complex 
plane. 

7. Show that in an inner product space, x.l.. y if and only if we have 
Ilx + ayll = Ilx - ayll for all scalars a. (See Fig. 25.) 

x + O'y 

y 

~ _____ ~x 

x - O'y 

I x + O'y I '* I x - O'y I 

Fig. 25. Illustration of Prob. 7 in the Euclidean plane R2 

8. Show that in an inner product space, x.l.. y if and only if Ilx + ay II ~ Ilx II 
for all scalars a. 

9. Let V be the vector space of all continuous complex-valued functions 

on J = [a, b]. Let Xl = (V, 11·1100), where Ilxlloo = max Ix(t)l; and let 
tEJ 

X 2 = (V, 11·11z), where 

b 

(x, y) = L x(t)y(t) dt. 

Show that the identity mapping x ~ x of Xl onto X2 is continuous. 
(It is not a homeomorphism. X2 is not complete.) 

10. (Zero operator) Let T: X - X be a bounded linear operator on a 
complex inner product space X. If (Tx, x) = 0 for all x E X, show that 
T=O. 

Show that this does not hold in the case of a real inner product 
space. Hint. Consider a rotation of the Euclidean plane. 
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3.3 Orthogonal Complements and Direct Sums 

In a metric space X, the distance 8 from an element x E X to a 
nonempty subset Me X is defined to be 

8 = inf d(x, :9) (M#-0). 
yeM 

In a normed space this becomes 

(1) 8 = inf IIx -:911 (M#-0). 
yeM 

A simple illustrative example is shown in Fig. 26. 
We shall see that it is important to know whether there is ayE M 

such that 

(2) 8=lIx-yll, 

that is, intuitively speaking, a point y E M which is closest to the given 
x, and if such an element exists, whether it is unique. This is an 
existence and uniqueness problem. It is of fundamental importance, 
theoretically as well as in applications, for instance, in connection with 
approximations of functions. 

Figure 27 illustrates that even in a very simple space such as the 
Euclidean plane R2, there may be no y satisfying (2), or precisely one 
such y, or more than one y. And we may expect that other spaces, in 
particular infinite dimensional ones, will be much more complicated in 
that respect. For general normed spaces this is the case (as we shall see 
in Chap. 6), but for Hilbert spaces the situation remains relatively 

Il / 
/ 

/ 
/ 

M 

px 
I 

Fig. 26. Illustration of (1) in the case of tile plane R2 
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,\x yx ~x 

\ I I I' 
\Il 16 rd 61 \6 
\ I 11\ 

M ~ M £. I ,j...M 

(No y) (A unique y) (Infinitely many y's) 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 27. Existence and uniqueness of points y E M satisfying (2), where the given Me R2 

is an open segment [in (a) and (b)] and a circular arc [in (c)] 

simple. This fact is surprising and has various theoretical and practical 
consequences. It is one of the main reasons why the theory of Hilbert 
spaces is simpler than that of general Banach spaces. 

To consider that existence and uniqueness problem for Hilbert 
spaces and to formulate the key theorem (3.3-1, below), we need two 
related concepts, which are of general interest, as follows. 

The segment joining two given elements x and y of a vector space 
X is defined to be the set of all Z E X of the form 

z=exx+(l-ex)y (ex E R, O~ ex ~ 1). 

A subset M of X is said to be convex if for every x, y E M the segment 
joining x and y is contained in M. Figure 28 shows a simple example. 

For instance, every subspace Y of X is convex, and the intersec
tion of convex sets is a convex set. 

We can now provide the main tool in this section: 

Fig. 28. Illustrative example of a segment in a convex set 
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3.3-1 Theorem (Minimizing vector). Let X be an inner product space 
and M"t 0 a convex subset which is complete (in the metric induced by 
the inner product). Then for every given x E X there exists a unique Y E M 
such that 

(3) l> = inf IIx - yll = Ilx - YII· 
yEM 

Proof. (a) Existence. By the definition of an infimum there is'''a 
sequence (Yn) in M such that c ' 

(4) where 

We show that (Yn) is Cauchy. Writing Yn - X = v", we have IIvnll = l>n and 

Ilvn + vmll = llYn + Ym -2xll =211!(Yn + Ym)-xll~2l> 

because M is convex, so that !(Yn + Ym) EM. Furthermore, we have 
Yn - Ym = Vn - Vm. Hence by the parallelogram equality, 

llYn - Yml12 = Ilvn - vml12 = -llvn + vmI12+2(llvnI12+llvmI12) 
~ _(2l»2 + 2 (l>n2 + l>m2), 

and (4) implies that (Yn) is Cauchy. Since M is complete, (Yn) con
verges, say, Yn - Y E M. Since Y E M, we have Ilx - YII ~ l>. Also, by 
(4), 

Ilx - YII ~ Ilx - Ynll + llYn - YII = l>n + llYn - YII - 8. 

This shows that Ilx - YII = 8. 
(b) Uniqueness. We assume that Y E M and YoE M both 

satisfy 

Ilx-YII= 8 and Ilx-Yoll = 8 

and show that then Yo = y. By the parallelogram equality, 

IIY - Yol12 = II(y - x) - (Yo- x)112 

= 211Y - xI12+21IYo- xI12-II(Y - x)+ (Yo- x)112 

= 282 + 282 - 2211!(y + Yo) - x112. 
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On the right, ~(y + Yo) E M, so that 

II~(Y + Yo) - xii ~ 8. 

This implies that the right-hand side is less than or equal to 
282+282-482=0. Hence we have the inequality IIY-Yoll~O. Clearly, 
IIY - Yoll ~ 0, so that we must have equality, and Yo = y. I 

Turning from arbitrary convex sets to subspaces, we obtain a 
lemma which generalizes the familiar idea of elementary geometry that 
the unique point Y in a given subspace Y closest to a given x is found 
by "dropping a perpendicular from x to Y." 

3.3-2 Lemma (Orthogonality). In Theorem 3.3-1, let M be a com
plete subspace Y and x E X fixed. Then z = x - Y is orthogonal to Y. 

Proof. If z.L Y were false, there would be a YI E Y such that 

(5) 

Clearly, }II -F- 0 since otherwise (z, Yl) = O. Furthermore, for any scalar 0:, 

liz - aYll12 = (z - aYI, z - aYI) 

=(z, z)-a(z, YI)-a[(Yb z)-a(Yb YI)] 

=(z, z)-a(3-a[~-a(Yb YI)]. 

The expression in' the brackets [ ... ] is zero if we choose 

- (3 a=---
(Yb YI) . 

From (3) we have Ilzll = Ilx - YII = 8, so that our equation now yields 

Ilz-aYI1l2=llzI12_( 1(31
2 

)<82. 
Yb YI 

But this is impossible because we have 

where 

so- that liz - aYIl1 ~ 8 by the definition of 8. Hence (5) cannot hold, and 
the lemma is proved. I 
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Our goal is a representation of a Hilbert space as a direct sum 
which is particularly simple and suitable because it makes use of 
orthogonality. To understand the situation and the problem, let us first 
introduce the concept of a direct sum. This concept makes sense for 
any vector space and is defined as follows. 

3.3-3 Definition (Direct sum). A vector space X is said to be the 
direct sum of two subs paces Y and Z of X, written 

X= YESZ, 

if each x E X has a unique representation 

x=y+Z YEY,ZEZ. 

Then Z is called an algebraic complement of Y in X and vice versa, 
and Y, Z is called a complementary pair of subspaces in X. • 

For example, Y = R is a subspace of the Euclidean plane R2. 
Clearly, Y has infinitely many algebraic complements in R2, each of 
which is a real line. But most convenient is a complement that is 
perpendicular. We make use of this fact when we choose a Cartesian 
coordinate system. In R3 the situation is the same in principle. 

Similarly, in the case of a general Hilbert space H, the main 
interest concerns representations of H as a direct sum of a closed 
subspace Y and its orthogonal complement 

which is the set of all vectors orthogonal to Y. This gives our main 
result in this section, which is sometimes called the projection theorem, 
for reasons to be explained after the proof. 

3.3-4 Theorem (Direct sum). Let Y be any closed subspace of a 
Hilbert space H. Then 

(6) H=YESZ 

Proof. Since H is' complete and Y is closed, Y is complete by 
Theorem 1.4-7. Since Y is convex, Theorem ~.3-1 and Lemma 3.3-2 
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imply that for every x E H there is ayE Y such that 

(7) x=y+Z 

To prove uniqueness, we assume that 

x = y + Z = Yl + Zt 

where y, Yl E Y and z, Zl E Z. Then y - Yl = Zl - z. Since y - Yl E Y 
whereas Zl - Z E Z = y.L, we see that y - Yl E Y n y-1. = {O}. This implies 
Y = Yl' Hence also Z = Zl' • 

y in (7) is caned the orthogonal projection of x on Y.(or, briefly, 
the projection of x on Y). This term is motivated by elementary 
geometry. [For instance, we can take H = R2 and project any point 
x = «(;1, (;2) on the (;l-axis, which then plays the role of Y; the projec
tion is y = «(;1, 0).] 

Equation (7) defines a mapping 

P:H~Y 

x~y=Px. 

P is called the (orthogonal) projection (or projection operator) of H 
onto Y. See Fig. 29. Obviously, P is a bounded linear operator. P 

Fig. 29. Notation in connection with Theorem 3.3-4 and formula (9) 
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maps 
H onto Y, 
Y onto itself, 
Z = y.L onto {O}, 

and is idempotent, that is, 

p 2 =p; 

thus, for every x E H, 

p2X = P(Px) = Px. 

Hence ply is the identity operator on Y. And for Z = y.L our discus
sion yields 

3.3-5 Lemma (Null space). The orthogonal complement y.L of a 
closed subspace Y of a Hilbert space H is the null space ,N'(P) of the 
orthogonal projection P of H onto Y. 

An orthogonal complement is a special annihilator, where, by 
definition, the annihilator M.L of a set M#- 0 in an inner product space 
X is the see 

M.L={x EX I x.LM}. 

Thus, x E M.L if and only if (x, v) = 0 for all v E M. This explains the 
name. 

Note that M.L is a vector space since x, y E M.L implies for all v EM 
and all scalars a, {3 

(ax + (3y, v) = a(x, v) + (3(y, v) = 0, 

hence aX + {3y E M.L. 

(8*) 

M.L is closed, as the reader may prove (Prob. 8). 
(M.L).L is written M H , etc. In general we have 

3 This causes no conflict with Prob. 13, Sec. 2.10, as we shall see later (in Sec. 3.8). 
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because 

xEM ~ 

But for closed subspaces we even have 

3.3-6 Lemma (Closed subspace). If Y is a closed subspace of a 
Hilbert space H, then 

(8) 

Proof. Yc y.Ll. by (8*). We show Y=> y.Ll.. Let x E y.Ll.. Then 
x = y + z by 3.3-4, where y EYe y.Ll. by (8*). Since y.Ll. is a vector 
space and x E y.Ll. by assumption, we also have z = x - Y E y.Ll., hence 
z.L y.L. But z E y.L by 3.3-4. Together z .Lz, hence z = 0, so that x = y, 
that is, x E Y. Since x E y.Ll. was arbitrary, this proves Y=> y.Ll.. I 

(8) is the main reason for the use of closed subspaces in the 
present context. Since Z.L = y.Ll. = Y, formula (6) can also be written 

It follows that x I----? z defines a projection (Fig. 29) 

(9) Pz : H~Z 

of H onto Z, whose properties are quite similar to those of the 
projection P considered before. 

Theorem 3.3-4 readily implies a characterization of sets in Hilbert 
spaces whose span is dense, as follows. 

3.3-7 Lemma (Dense set). For any subset M;6. 0 of a Hilbert space 
H, the span of M is dense in H if and only if M.L = {O}. 

Proof. (a) Let x E M.L and assume V = span M to be dense in H. 
Then x E V = H. By Theorem 1.4-6( a) there is a sequence (xn ) in V 
such that Xn ~ x. Since x E M.L and M.L .L V, we have (xn , x) = O. The 
continuity of the inner product (d. Lemma 3.2-2) implies that 
(xn, x)--+(x, x). Together, (x, x) = IIxll2 = 0, so that x = o. Since 
x E M.L was arbitrary, this shows that M.L = {O}. 
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(b) Conversely, suppose that M.L= {O}. If x.L V, then 
x.L M, so that x E M.L and x = O. Hence V.L = {O}. Noting that V is a 
subspace of H, we thus obtain V = H from 3.3-4 with Y = V. • 

Problems 

1. Let H be a Hilbert space, Me H a convex subset, and (xn) a sequence 
in M such that Ilxnll- d, where d = inf Ilxll. Show that (xn) converges 

xEM 

in H. Give an illustrative example in R2 or R3. 

2. Show that the subset M = {y = ('TIt) I L 'TIj = 1} of complex space en (cf. 
3.1-4) is complete and convex. Find the vector of minimum norm in M. 

3. (a) Show that the vector space X of all real-valued continuous func
tions on [-1, 1] is the direct sum of the set of all even continuous 
functions and the set of all odd continuous functions on [-1, 1]. 
(b) Give examples of representations of R3 as a direct sum (i) of a 
subspace and its orthogonal complement, (ii) of any complementary 
pair of subspaces. 

4. (a) Show that the conclusion of Theorem 3.3-1 also holds if X is a 
Hilbert space and Me X is a closed subspace. (b) How could we use 
Appolonius' identity (Sec. 3.1, Prob. 5) in the proof of Theorem 3.3-1? 

5. Let X=R2. Find M-'- if M is (a) {x}, where X=(gl,g2)~0, (b) a 
linearly independent set {Xl' X2} c x. 

6. Show that Y = {x I x = (Q) E e, g2n = 0, n E N} is a closed subspace of e 
and find y-'-. What is Y-'- if Y=span{el,·· ., en}c e, where ej = (8jk )? 

7. Let A and B ~ A be nonempty subsets of an inner product space X. 
Show that 

8. Show that the annihilator M-'- of a set M ~ 0 in an inner product space 
X is a closed subspace of X. 

9. Show that a subspace Y of a Hilbert space H is closed in H if and only 
if Y= yll. 

10. If M ~ 0 is any subset of a Hilbert space H, show that Mil is the 
smallest closed subspace of H which contains M, that is, Mil is 
contained in any closed subspace Y c H such that Y ~ M. 
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3.4 Orthonormal Sets and Sequences 

Orthogonality of elements as defined in Sec. 3.1 plays a basic role in 
inner product and Hilbert spaces. A first impression of this fact was 
given in the preceding section. Of particular interest are sets whose 
elements are orthogonal in pairs. To understand this, let us remember 
a familiar situation in'Euclidean space R3. In the space R 3, a set of that 
kind is the set of the three unit vectors in the positive directions of the 
axes of a rectangular coordinate system; call these vectors el, e2, e3. 
These vectors form a basis for R 3, so that every x E R3 has a unique 
representation (Fig. 30) 

Now we see a great advantage of the orthogonality. Given x, we can 
readily determine the unknown coefficients al, a2, a3 by taking inner 
products (dot products). In fact, to obtain al, we must multiply that 
representation of x by el, that is, 

and so on. In more general inner product spaces there are similar and 
other possibilities for the use of orthogonal and orthonormal sets and 
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sequences, as we shall explain. In fact, the application of such sets and 
sequences makes up quite a substantial part of the whole theory of 
inner product and Hilbert spaces. Let us begin our study of this 
situation by introducing the necessary concepts. 

3.4-1 Definition (Orthonormal sets and sequences). An orthogonal 
set M in an inner product space X is a subset Me X whose elements 
are pairwise orthogonal. An orthonormal set Me X is an orthogonal 
set in X whose elements have norm 1, that is, for all x, y EM, 

(1) (x, y)= {~ ifx;iy 

if x = y. 

If an orthogonal or orthonormal set M is countable, we can 
arrange it in a sequence (xn ) and call it an orthogonal or orthonormal 
sequence, respectively. 

More generally, an indexed set, or family, (Xa ), a E I, is called 
orthogonal if xa.l xf3 for all a, ~ E I, a;i~. The family is called 
orthonormal if it is orthogonal and all Xa have norm 1, so that for all 
a, ~ E I we have 

(2) (Xa, Xf3) = 8af3 = {~ if a;i~, 
if a =~. 

Here, 8af3 is the Kronecker delta, as in Sec. 2.9. • 

If the reader needs help with families and related concepts, he 
should look up A1.3 in Appendix 1. He will note that the concepts in 
our present definition are closely related. The reason is that to any 
subset M of X we can always find a family of elements of X such that 
the set of the elements of the family is M. In particular, we may take 
the family defined by the natural injection of M into X, that is, the 
restriction to M of the identity mapping x ~ x on X. 

We shall now consider some simple properties and examples of 
orthogonal and orthonormal sets. 

For orthogonal elements x, y we have (x, y) = 0, so that we readily 
obtain the Pythagorean relation 

(3) 
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I 

Fig. 31. Pythagorean relation (3) in R2 
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Figure 31 shows a familiar example.-More generally, if {Xl. ... ,x..} 
is an orthogonal set, then 

(4) 

In fact, (Xj, Xk)=O if jf:. k; consequently, 

II~ Xjr = (~Xj, ~ Xk)= ~ ~ (Xj, Xk)= ~ (xjo x)= ~ IIxjl12 

(summations from 1 to n). We also note 

3.4-2 Lemma (Linear independence). An orthonormal set is linearly 
independent. 

Proof. Let {el. .. : ,en} be orthonormal and consider the equa
tion 

Multiplication by a fixed ej gives 

and proves linear independence for any finite orthonormal set. This 
also implies linear independence if the given orthonormal set is in
finite, by the definition of linear independence in Sec. 2.1. • 

Examples 

3.4-3 Euclidean space R3. In the space R3 , the three unit vectors 
(I, 0, 0), (0, 1,0), (0,0, 1) in the direction of the three axes of a 
rectangular coordinate system form an orthonormal set. See Fig. 30. 
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3.4-4 Space e. In the space 12, an orthonormal sequence is (en), 
where en = (llni) has the nth element 1 and all others zero. (Cf. 3.1-6.) 

3.4-5 Continuous functions. Let X be the inner product space of all 
real-valued continuous functions on [0, 21T] with inner product defined 
by 

121T 

(x, y) = 0 x(t)y(t) dt 

(d. 3.1-5). An orthogonal sequence in X is (Un), where 

un(t) = cos nt n=O, 1,···. 

Another orthogonal sequence in X is (vn ), where 

Vn(t) = sin nt 

In fact, by integration we obtain 

(5) (Urn, un) = rw 
cos mt cos nt dt = { : 

21T 

n= 1,2,···. 

if mf: n 

if m = n = 1, 2,' .. 

ifm=n=O 

and similarly for (vn). Hence an orthonormal sequence is (en), where 

1 
eo(t) = I ' 

V21T 
(n=1,2,' "). 

From (vn) we obtain the orthonormal sequence (en), where 

(n=1,2,"')' 

Note that we even have um..l Vn for all m and n. (Proof?) These 
sequences appear in Fourier series, as we shall discuss in the next 
section. Our examples are sufficient to give us a first impression of 
what is going on. Further orthonormal sequences of practical impor'
tance are included in a later section (Sec. 3.7). • 
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A great advantage of orthonormal sequences over arbitrary 
linearly iadependent sequences is the following. If we know that a 
given x can be represented as a linear combination of some elements 
of an orthonormal sequence, then the orthonormality makes the actual 
determination of the coefficients very easy. In fact, if (eh e2, ... ) is an 
orthonormal sequence in an inner product space X and we have 
x E span {e1. ... , en}, where n is fixed, then by the definition of the 
span (Sec. 2.1), 

(6) 

and if we take the inner product by a fixed ej> we obtain 

With these coefficients, (6) becomes 

(7) 

This shows that the determination of the unknown coefficients in (6) is 
simple. Another advantage of orthonormality becomes apparent if in 
(6) and (7) we want to add another term £In+len+h to take care of an 

then we need to calculate only one more coefficient since the other 
coefficients remain unchanged. 

More generally, if we consider any x E X, not necessarily in 
Yn = span {el,' .. ,en}, we can define Y E Yn by setting 

(8a) 

where n is fixed, as before, and then define z by setting 

(8b) x = y +z, 
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that is, Z = x - y. We want to show that z.l y. To really understand 
what is going on, note the following. Every y E Y n is a linear combina
tion 

Here Ilk = (y, ek), as follows from what we discussed right before. Our 
claim is that for the particular choice Ilk = (x, ek), k = 1, ... , n, we 
shall obtain a y such that z = x - y.l y. 

To prove this, we first note that, by the orthonormality, 

(9) 

Using this, we can now show that z.l y: 

(z, y)=(x-y, y)=(x, y)-(y, y) 

= \ x, L (x, ek)ek)-lIyI12 

= L (x, ek)(x, ek) - L I(x, ekW 

=0. 

Hence the Pythagorean relation (3) gives 

(10) IIxl12 = IIYI12+llzI12. 

By (9) it follows that 

(11) 

Since IIzll~O, we have for every n = 1, 2,· .. 

(12*) 

These sums have nonnegative terms, so that they form a monotone 
increasing sequence. This sequence converges because it is bounded by 
Ilx112. This is the sequence of the partial sums of an infinite series, which 
thus converges. Hence (12*) implies 
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3.4-6 Theorem (Bessel inequality). Let (ek) be an orthonormal se
quence in an inner product space X. Then for every x E X 

00 

(12) L I(x, ekW~llxl12 (Bessel inequality). 
k=l 

The inner products (x, ek) in (12) are called the Fourier coeffi
cients of x with respect to the orthonormal sequence (ek). 

Note that if X is finite dimensional, then every orthonormal set in 
X must be finite because it is linearly independent by 3.4-2. Hence in 
(12) we then have a finite sum. 

We have seen that orthonormal sequences are very convenient to 
work with. The remaining practical problem is how to obtain an 
orthonormal sequence if an arbitrary linearly independent sequence is 
given. This is accomplished by a constructive procedure, the Gram
Schmidt process for orthonormalizing a linearly independent sequence 
(Xi) in an inner product space. The resulting orthonormal sequence (ei) 
has the property that for every n, 

The process is as follows. 

1st step. The first element of (ek) is 

2nd step. X2 can be written 

Then (Fig. 32) 

is not the zero vector since (Xi) is lineaI'ly independent; also v2.l el 
since (V2, el) = 0, so that we can take 
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- <X:z, e1 > e1 

e1 

Fig. 32. Gram-Schmidt process, 2nd step Fig. 33. Gram-Schmidt process, nth step 

3rd step. The vector 

is not the zero vector, and V3.l el as well as V3.l e2. We take 

(13) 

nth step. The vector (see Fig. 33) 

n-I 

Vn = xn - L (xno ek)ek 
k-I 

is not the zero vector and is orthogonal to et, ... , en-I. From it we 
obtain 

(14) 

These are the general formulas for the Gram-Schmidt process, 
which was designed by E. Schmidt (1907). Cf. also J. P. Gram (1883). 
Note that the sum which is subtracted on the right-hand side of (13) is 
the projection of Xn on span {el. ... ,en-I}. In other words, in each 
step we subtract from Xn its "components" in the directions of the 
previously orthogonalized vectors. This gives Vn , which is then multi~ 
plied by 1I11VnII. so that we get a vector of norm one. Vn cannot be the 
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zero vector for any n. In fact, if n were the smallest subscript for which 
Vn = 0, then (13) shows that Xn would be a linear combination of 
el, ... , en-l, hence a linear combination of x!, ... , Xn-l, contradicting 
the assumption that {Xl. ... , Xn} is linearly independent. 

Problems 

1. Show that an inner product space of finite dimension n has a basis 
{b lo ' •• ,bn } of orthonormal vectors. (The infinite dimensional case 
will be considered in Sec. 3.6.) 

2. How can we interpret (12*) geometrically in R', where r~ n? 

3. Obtain the Schwarz inequality (Sec. 3.2) from (12*). 

4. Give an example of an x E e such that we have strict inequality in (12). 

5. If (ek) is an orthonormal sequence in an inner product space X, and 
x E X, show that x - y with y given by 

is orthogonal to the subspace Yn = span {elo ... en}. 

6. (Minimum property of Fourier coefficients) Let {elo"', en} be an 
orthonormal set in an inner product space X, where n is fixed. Let 
x E X be any fixed element and y = ~lel + ... + ~nen' Then IIx - yll 
depends on ~lo"', ~n' Show by direct calculation that Ilx - yll is 
minimum if and only if ~j = (x, e), where j = 1, ... , n. 

7. Let (ek) be any orthonormal sequence in an inner product space X. 
Show that for any x, y E X, 

= 

L I(x, ek)(y, ek)l;;a Ilxllllyll. 
k=l 

8. Show that an element x of an inner product space X cannot have "too 
many" Fourier coefficients (x, ek) which are "big"; here, (ek) is a given 
orthonormal sequence; more precisely, show that the number n". of 
(x, ek) such that I(x, ek)1 > 11m must satisfy n". < m2 11x112 • 
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9. Orthonormalize the first three terms of the sequence (xo, Xl, X2, ... ), 
where xi(t) = ti, on the interval [-1,1], where 

(X, y) = r x(t)y(t) dt. 

10. Let Xl(t) = t2, X2(t) = t and x3(t) = 1. Orthonormalize Xl> X2, X3, in this 
order, on the interval [-1, 1] with respect to the inner product given in 
Prob. 9. Compare with Prob. 9 and comment. 

3.5 Series Related to Orthonormal Sequences 
and Sets 

There are some facts and questions that arise in connection with the 
Bessel inequality. In this section we first motivate the term "Fourier 
coefficients," then consider infinite series related to orthonormal se
quences, and finally take a first look at orthonormal sets which are 
uncountable. 

3.5-1 Example (Fourier series). A trigonometric series is a series of 
the form 

(1 *) 
00 

ao + L (ak cos kt + bk sin kt). 
k=l 

A real-valued function x on R is said to be periodic if there is a 
positive number p (called a period of x) such that x(t+ p) = x(t) for all 
tER. 

Let x be of period 27T and continuous. By definition, the Fourier 
series of x is the trigonometric series (1*) with coefficients ak and bk 
given by the Euler formulas 

1 f2 ... 
ao = 27T 0 x(t) dt 

(2) 
1 f2 ... 

ak=- x(t)cosktdt 
7T 0 

k=1, 2,···, 

1 f2 ... 
bk = - x(t) sin kt dt 

7T 0 
k= 1, 2,···. 

These coefficients are called the Fourier coefficients of x. 
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If the Fourier series of x converges for each t and has the sum 
x(t), then we write 

(1) 
00 

x(t) = ao + L (ak cos kt + bk sin kt). 
k=l 

Since x is periodic of period 2'lT, in (2) we may replace the interval 
of integration [0,2'lT] by any other interval of length 2'lT, for instance 
[ - 'IT, 'IT]. 

Fourier series first arose in connection with physical problems 
considered by D. Bernoulli (vibrating string, 1753) and J. Fourier (heat 
conduction, 1822). These series help to represent complicated periodic 
phenomena in terms of simple periodic functions (cosine and sine). 
They have various physical applications in connection with differential 
equations (vibrations, heat conduction, potential problems, etc.). 

From (2) we see that the determination of Fourier coefficients 
requires integration. To help those readers who have not seen Fourier 
series before, we consider as an illustration (see Fig. 34) 

X(t)={ t 
'IT - t 

if - 'IT/2 ~ t < 'IT/2 

if 'IT/2 ~ t < 3 'IT/2 

and x(t+2'lT) = x(t). From (2) we obtain ak = ° for k = 0,1, ... and, 
chopsing [-'IT/2, 3'lT/2] as a convenient interval of integration and 
integrating by parts, 

1 1 w/2 1 i 3w/2 
bk=- tsinktdt+- ('IT-t)sinktdt 

'IT -w/2 'IT w/2 

1 IW/2 1 1W/2 

= --k [t cos kt] +-k cos ktdt 
'IT -w/2 'IT -w/2 

1 13W/2 1 i 3w/2 
--[('IT-t)coskt] -- cosktdt 

'lTk JIT/2 'lTk w/2 

4 . k'lT 
= 'lTk 2 SIn 2 ' k= 1,2,···. 
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Fig. 34. Graph of the periodic function x, of period 211", given by x(t) = t 
if t E [ -11"/2, 11"/2) and x(t) = 11" - tift E [11"/2,311"/2) 

Hence (1) takes the form 

() 4(. 1. 1. 5 ) x t =- smt--sm3t+-sm t-+··· 
7T 32 52 • 

The reader may graph the first three partial sums and compare them 
with the graph of x in Fig. 34. 

Returning to general Fourier series, we may ask how these series 
fit into our terminology and formalism introduced in the preceding 
section. Obviously, the cosine and sine functions in (1) are those of the 
sequences (Uk) and (Vk) in 3.4-5, that is 

udt) = cos kt, vdt) = sin kt. 

Hence we may write (1) in the form 

00 

(3) x(t) = aouo(t) + L [akuk(t) + bkvdt)]. 
k=l 

We multiply (3) by a fixed Uj and integrate over t from 0 to 27T. This 
means that we take the inner product by Uj as defined in 3.4-5. We 
assume that term wise integration is permissible (uniform convergence 
would suffice) and use the orthogonality of (Uk) and (Vk) as well as the 
fact that Uj .L Vk for all j, k. Then we obtain 

(x, Uj) = ao(uo, Uj) + L [ak(uk, Uj) + bk(vk, Uj)] 

if j= 0 

if j = 1,2, ... , 
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cf. (5), Sec. 3.4. Similarly, if we multiply (3) by Vj and proceed as 
before, we arrive at 

where j = 1, 2, .... Solving for aj and bj and using the orthonormal 
sequences (ej) and (ej), where ej = II Uj 11-1 Uj and ej = IIvjll-1vjo we obtain 

(4) 

1 1 
aj = IIujl12 (x, Uj) = Ilujll (x, ej), 

bj = Ilv~112 (x, Vj) = lI~jll (x, ej). 

This is identical with (2). It shows that in (3), 

and similarly for bkvdt). Hence we may write the Fourier series (1) in 
the form 

(5) 
00 

x = (x, eo)eo + L [(x, ek)ek + (x, ek)·ek]. 
k=l 

This justifies the term "Fourier coefficients" in the preceding section. 
Concluding this example, we mention that the reader can find an 

introduction to Fourier series in W. Rogosinski (1959); cf. also R. V. 
Churchill (1963), pp. 77-112 and E. Kreyszig (1972), pp. 377-407. I 

, 
Our example concerns infinite series and raises the question how 

we can extend the consideration to other orthonormal sequences and 
what we can say about the convergence of corresponding series. 

Given any orthonormal sequence (ek) in a Hilbert space H, we 
may consider series of the form 

(6) 

where 0: 1, 0:2, ..• are any scalars. As defined in Sec. 2.3, such a series 
converges and has the sum s if there exists an s E H such that the 
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sequence (sn) of the partial sums 

converges to s, that is, Iisn - sll ~ 0 as n ~ 00. 

3.5-2 Theorem (Convergence). Let (ek) be an orthonormal se
quence in a Hilbert space H. Then: 

(7) 

(8) 

(a) The series (6) converges (in the norm on H) if and only if the 
following series converges: 

(b) If (6) converges, then the coefficients ak are the Fourier 
coefficients (x, ek), where x denotes the sum of (6); hence in this 
case, (6) can be written 

00 

x = L (x, ek)ek. 
k=l 

(c) For any x E H, the series (6) with ak = (x, ek) converges (in the 
norm of H). 

Proof. (a) Let 

and 

Then, because of the orthonormality, for any m and n> m, 

Iisn - sml12 = Ilam+1em+l + ... + anenl12 

= lam +112 + ... + Ian 12 = Un - U m • 

Hence (sn) is Cauchy in H if and only if (un) is Cauchy in R. Since H 
and R are complete, the first statement of the theorem follows. 

(b) Taking the inner product of Sn and ej and using the 
orthonormality, we have 

(k ~ n and fixed). 
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By assumption, Sn ~ x. Since the inner product is continuous (cf. 
Lemma 3.2-2), 

(j~ k). 

Here we can take k (~n) as large as we please because n ~ 00, so 
that we have aj = (x, ej) for every j = 1,2, .... 

(c) From the Bessel inequality in Theorem 3.4-6 we see 
that the series 

converges. From this and (a) we conclude that (c) must hold. • 

If an orthonormal family (eK ), K E I, in an inner product space X 
is uncountable (since the index set I is uncountable), we can still form 
the Fourier coefficients (x, eK ) of an x E X, where K E 1. Now we use 
(12*), Sec. 3.4, to conclude that for each fixed m = 1, 2, . .. the 
number of Fourier coefficients such that I(x; eK)1 > 11m must be finite. 
This proves the remarkable 

3.5-3 Lemma (Fourier coefficients). Any x in an inner product space 
X can have at most countably many nonzero Fourier coefficients (x, eK ) 

with respect to an orthonormal family (eK ), K E I, in X. 

Hence with any fixed x E H we can associate a series similar to (8), 

" ' 
(9) 

and we can arrange the eK with (x, eK ) ~ 0 in a sequence (el, e2, ... ), so 
that (9) takes the form (8). Convergence follows from Theorem 3.5-2. 
We show that the sum does not depend on the order in which those eK 

are arranged in a sequence. 

Proof. Let (wm ) be a rearrangement of (en). By definition this 
means that there is a bijective mapping n ~ m(n) of N onto itself 
such that corresponding terms of the two sequences are equal, that is, 
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Wm(n) = en· We set 

and 

Then by Theorem 3.5-2(b), 

Since en = wm(n), we thus obtain 

and similarly (Xl - X2, wm ) = O. This implies 

Consequently, Xl - X2 = 0 and Xl = X2. Since the rearrangement (wm ) of 
(en) was arbitrary, this completes the proof. I 

Problems 

1. If (6) converges with sum x, show that (7) has the sum Ilx112. 

2. Derive from (1) and (2) a Fourier series representation of a function x 
(function of 'T) of arbitrary period p. 

3. Illustrate with an example that a convergent series L (x, ek)ek need not 
have the sum x. 

4. If (xJ ) is a sequence in an inner product space X such that the series 
Ilxlll + IIx211 + ... converges, show that (sn) is a Cauchy sequence, where 
Sn = Xl + ... + xn• 
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5. Show that in a Hilbert space H, convergence of L Ilxjll implies con
vergence of L Xj. 

6. Let (ej) be an orthonormal sequence in a Hilbert space H. Show that if 

= = 

y = L f3j ej , 
j=l 

then (x, y) = L aiij , 

j=l 

the series being absolutely convergent. 

7. Let (e,J be an orthonormal sequence in a Hilbert space H. Show that 
for every x E H, the vector 

exists in H and x - y is orthogonal to every ek. 

8. Let (ek) be an orthonormal sequence in a Hilbert space H, and let 
M = span-(ed. Show that for any x E H we have x EM if and only if x 
can be represented by (6) with coefficients ak = (x, ek). 

9. Let (en) and (en) be orthonormal sequences in a Hilbert space H, and 
let Ml = span (en) and M2 = span (en). Using Prob. 8, show that 
M! = M2 if and only if 

(a) 
= 

en = L Ctnmem , 

m=l 

(b) 
= 

en = L amnem , 

m=t 

10. Work out the details of the proof of Lemma 3.5-3. 

3.6 Total Orthonormal Sets and Sequences 

The truly interesting orthonormal sets in inner product spaces and 
Hilbert spaces are those which consist of "sufficiently many" elements 
so that every element in space can be represented or sufficiently 
accurately approximated by the use of those orthonormal sets. In finite 
dimensional (n-dimensional) spaces the situation is simple; all we need 
is an orthonormal set of n elements. The question is what can be done 
to take care of infinite dimensional spaces, too. Relevant concepts are 
as follows. 
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3.6-1 Definition (Total orthonormal set). A total set (or fundamental 
set) in a normed space X is a subset Me X whose span is dense in X 
(cf. 1.3-5). Accordingly, an orthonormal set (or sequence or family) in 
an inner product space X which is total in X is called a total 
orthonormal set4 (or sequence or family, respectively) in X. I 

M is total in X if and only if 

spanM=X. 

This is obvious from the definition. 
A total orthonormal family in X is sometimes called an orthonor

mal basis for X. However, it is important to note that this is not a 
basis, in the sense of algebra, for X as a vector space, unless X is finite 
dimensional. 

In every Hilbert space H -:I- {O} there exists a total orthonormal set. 

For a finite dimensional H this is clear. For an infinite dimensional 
separable H (d. 1.3-5) it follows from the Gram-Schmidt process by 
(ordinary) induction. For a nonseparable H a (nonconstructive) proof 
results from Zorn's lemma, as we shall see in Sec. 4.1 where we 
introduce and explain the lemma for another purpose. 

All total orthonormal sets in a given Hilbert space H -:I- {O} have the 
same cardinality. The latter is called the Hilbert dimension or or
thogonal dimension of H. (If H = {O}, this dimension is defined to be 0.) 

For a finite dimensional H the statement is clear since then the 
Hilbert dimension is the dimension in the sense of algebra. For an 
infinite dimensional separable H the statement will readily follow from 
Theorem 3.6-4 (below) and for a general H the proof would require 
somewhat more advanced tools from set theory; cf. E. Hewitt and K. 
Stromberg (1969), p. 246. 

4 Sometimes a complete orthonormal set, but we use "complete" only in the sense of 
Def. 1.4-3; this is preferable since we then avoid the use of the same word in connection 
with two entirely different concepts. [Moreover, some authors mean by "completeness" 
of an orthonormal set M the property expressed by (1) in Theorem 3.6-2. We do not 
adopt this terminology either.] 
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The following theorem shows that a total orthonormal set cannot 
be augmented to a more extensive orthonormal set by the adjunction 
of new elements. 

3.6-2 Theorem (Totality). Let M be a subset of an inner product space 
X. Then: 

(1) 

(a) If M is total in X, then there does not exist a nonzero x E X 
which is orthogonal to every element of M; briefly, 

x1.M x=O. 

(b) If X is complete, that condition is also sufficient for the totality 
of M in X. 

Proof. (a) Let H be the completion of X; cf. 3.2-3. Then X, 
regarded as a subspace of H, is dense in H. By assumption, M is total 
in X, so that span M is dense in X, hence dense in H. Lemma 3.3-7 
now implies that the orthogonal complement of M in H is {O}. A 
fortiori, if x E X and x 1. M, then x = O. 

(b) If X is a Hilbert space and M satisfies that condition, 
so that M.L = {O}, then Lemma 3.3-7 implies that M is total in X. I 

The completeness of X in (b) is essential. If X is not complete, 
there may not exist an orthonormal set Me X such that M is total in 
X. An example was given by J. Dixmier (1953). Cf. also N. Bourbaki 
(1955), p. 155. 

Another important criterion for totality can be obtained from the 
Bessel inequality (cf. 3.4-6). For this purpose we consider any given 
orthonormal set M in a Hilbert<,space H. From Lemma 3.5-3 we know 
that each fixed x E H has at most countably many nonzero Fourier 
coefficients, so that we can arrange these coefficients in a sequence, 
r.ay, (x, el), (x, e2), .... The Bessel inequality is (cf. 3.4-6) 

(2) (Bessel inequality) 

where the left-hand side is an infinite series or a finite sum. With the 
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equality sign this becomes 

(3) (Parseval relation) 

and yields another criterion for totality: 

3.6-3 Theorem (Totality). An orthonormal set M in a Hilbert space H 
is total in H if and only if for all x E H the Parseval relation (3) holds 
(summation over all nonzero Fourier coefficients of x with respect to M). 

Proof. (a) If M is not total, by Theorem 3.6-2 there is a nonzero 
x .i M in H. Since x .i M, in (3) we have (x, ek) = 0 for all k, so that 
the left-hand side in (3) is zero, whereas IIxl12 -F- O. This shows that (3) 
does not hold. Hence if (3) holds for all x E H, then M must be total 
in H. 

(b) Conversely, assume M to be total in H. Consider any 
x E H and its nonzero Fourier coefficients (cf. 3.5-3) arranged in a 
sequence (x, el), (x, e2), ... , or written in some definite order if there 
are only finitely many of them. We now define y by 

(4) 

noting that in the case of an infinite series, convergence follows from 
Theorem 3.5-2. Let us show that x - y .i M. For every ej occurring 
in (4) we have, using the orthonormality, 

And for every v EM not contained in (4) we have (x, v) = 0, so that 

(x - y, v)=(x, v)- L (x, ek)(ek, v)= 0-0= O. 
k 

Hence x - y .i M, that is, x - Y E ML. Since M is total in H, we have 
ML={O} from 3.3-7. Together, x-y=O, that is, x=y. Using (4) aQd 
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again the orthonormality, we thus obtain (3) from 

This completes the proof. I 

Let us turn to Hilbert spaces which are separable. By Def. 1.3-5 
such a space has a countable subset which is dense in the space. 
Separable Hilbert spaces are simpler than nonseparable ones since 
they cannot contain uncountable orthonormal sets: 

3.6-4 Theorem (Separable HUbert. spaces). Let H be a Hilbert space. 
Then: 

(a) If H is separable, every orthonormal set in H is countable. 

(b) If H contains an orthonormal sequence which is total in H, then 
H is separable. 

Proof. (a) Let H be separable, B any dense set in Hand Many 
orthonormal set. Then any two distinct elements x and y of M have 
distance .J2 since 

Ilx - Yl12 = (x - y, x - y) == (x, x)+(y, y) = 2. 

Hence spherical neighborhoods N" of x and Ny of y of radius h/3 are 
disjoint. Since B is dense in H, there is abE Bin N" and a fj E B in Ny 
and b'fi fj since N" n Ny = 0. Hence if M were uncountable, we would 
have uncountably many such pairwise disjoint spherical neighborhoods 
(for each x E M one of them), so that B would be uncountable. Since B 
was any dense set, this means that H would not contain a dense set 
which is countable, contradicting ~eparability. From this we conclude 
that M must be' countable. 

(b) Let (ek) be a total orthonormal sequence in H and A 
the set of all linear combinations 

n= 1,2,'" 

where 'Y~n) = a~n) + ib~n) and a~n) and b~n) are rational (and Mn) = 0 if .H 
is real). Clearly, A is countable. We prove that A is dense in H by 
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showing that for every x E Hand e > 0 there is a v E A such that 
Ilx-vll<e. 

Since the sequence (ek) is total in H, there is an n such that 
Y n = span {el, ... , en} contains a point whose distance from x is less 
than el2. In particular, Ilx - yll < el2 for the orthogonal projection y of 
x on Yn, which is given by [d. (8), Sec. 3.4] 

Hence we have 

Since the rationals are dense on R, for each (x, ek) there is a 'Ykn) 
(with rational real and imaginary parts) such that 

Hence v E A defined by 

satisfies 

Ilx-vll=llx-L 'Ykn)ekll 

~ Ilx - L (x, ek)ekll + IlL (x, ek)ek - L 'Y\:') ekll 
e e 

<-+-=e. 
2 2 

This proves that A is dense in H, and since A is countable, H is 
separable. • 

For using Hilbert spaces in applications one must know what total 
orthonormal set or sets to choose in a specific situation and how to 
investigate properties of the elements of such sets. For certain function 
spaces this problem will be considered in the next section, Which 
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includes special functions of practical interest that arise in this context 
and have been investigated in very great detail. To conclude this 
section, let us point out that Ol1r pres.ent discussion has some further 
consequences which are of basic importance and can be formulated in 
terms of isomorphisms of Hilbert spaces. For this purpose we first 
remember from Sec. 3.2 the following. 

An isomorphism of a Hilbert space H onto a Hilbert space fl over 
the same field is a bijective linear operator T: H ~ fl such that for 
all x, YEH, 

(5) (Tx, Ty) = (x, y). 

Hand fl are then called isomorphic Hilbert spaces. Since T is linear, it 
preserves the vector space structure, and (5) shows that T is isometric. 
From this and the bijectivity of T it follows that Hand fl are 
algebraically as well as metrically indistinguishable; they are essentially 
the same, except for the nature of their ~lements, so that we may think 
of fl as being essentially H with a "tag" T attached to each vector x. 
Or we may regard Hand fl as two copies (models) of the same 
abstract space, just as we often do in the case of n-dimensional 
Euclidean space. 

Most exciting in this discussion is the fact that for each Hilbert 
dimension (d. at the beginning of this section) there is just one abstract 
real Hilbert space and just one abstract complex Hilbert space. In other 
words, two abstract Hilbert spaces over the same field are distinguished 
only by their Hilbert dimension, a situation which generalizes that in the 
case of Euclidean spaces. This is the meaning of the following theorem. 

3.6-5 Theorem (Isomorphism and Hilbert dimension). Two Hilbert 
spaces Hand fl, both real or both complex, are isomorphic if and only if 
they have the same Hilbert dimension. 

Proof. (a) If H is isomorphic with fr and T: H ~ fl is an 
isomorphism, then (5) shows that orth~n~rmal elements in H have 
orthonormal images under T. Since T is bijective, we thus conclude 
that T maps every total orthonormal set in H onto a total orthonormal 
set in fl. Hence Hand fl have the same Hilbert dImension. 

(b) Conversely, suppose that Hand fl have the same 
Hilbert dimension. The case H={O} and fl={O} is trivial. Let H~{O}. 
Then fl ~ {O}, and any total orthonormal sets Min Hand M in fl have 
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the same cardinality, so that we can index them by the same index set 
{k} and write M = (ek) and M = (ek). 

To show that Hand fl are isomorphic, we construct an isomor
phism of H onto fl. For every x E H we have 

(6) 

where the right-hand side is a finite sum or an infinite series (d. 3.5-3), 
and L I(x, ekW < 00 by the Bessel inequality. Defining 

k 

(7) 

we thus have convergence by 3.5-2, so that x E fl. The operator T is 
linear since the inner product is linear with respect to the first factor. 
T is isometric, because by first using (7) and then (6) we obtain 

IIxl12 = II Txl12 = L I(x, ekW = Ilx112 • 
k 

From this and (9), (10) in Sec. 3.1 we see that T preserves the inner 
product. Furthermore, isometry implies injectivity. In fact, if Tx = Ty, 
then 

Ilx - yll = IIT(x - y)ll = IITx - Tyll = 0, 

so that x = y and T is injective by 2.6-10. 
We finally show that T is surjective. Given any 

in fl, we have L lakl2 <00 by the Bessel inequality. Hence 

is a finite sum or a series which converges to an x E H by 3.5-2, and 
ak = (x, ek) by the same theorem. We thus have x = Tx by (7). Since 
x E fl was arbitrary, this shows that T is surjective., I 
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Problems 

1. If F is an orthonormal basis in an inner product space X, can we 
represent every x E X as a linear combination of elements of F? (By 
definition, a linear combination consists of finitely many terms.) 

2. Show that if the orthogonal dimension of a Hilbert space H is finite, it 
equals the dimension of H regarded as a vector space; conversely, if 
the latter is finite, show that so is the former. 

3. From what theorem of elementary geometry does (3) follow in the case 
of Euclidean n-space? 

4. Derive from (3) the following formula (which is often called the 
Parseval relation). 

(x, y) = L (x, ek)(Y, ek). 
k 

s. Show that an orthonormal family (e.), K E I, in a Hilbert space H is 
total if and only if the relation in Prob. 4 holds for every x and Y in H. 

6. Let H 'be a separable Hilbert space and M a countable dense subset of 
H. Show that H contains a total orthonormal sequence which can be 
obtained from M by. the Gram-Schmidt process. 

7. Show that if a Hilbert space H is separable, the existence of a total 
orthonormal set in H can be proved without the use of Zorn's lemma. 

8. Show that for any orthonormal sequence F in a separable Hilbert space 
H there is a total orthonormal sequence P which contains F. 

9. Let M be a total set in an inner product space X. If (v, x) = (w, x) for 
all x E M, show that v = w. 

'10. Let M be a subset of a Hilbert space H, and let v, w E H. Suppose that 
(v, x) = (w, x) for all x E M implies v = w. If this holds for all v, wE H, 
show that M is total in H. 

3.7 Legendre, Hermite and Laguerre Polynomials 

The theory of Hilbert spaces has applications to various solid topics in 
analysis. In the present section we discuss some total orthogonal and 
orthonormal sequences which are used quite frequently in connection 
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with practical problems (for instance, in quantum mechanics, as we 
shall see in Chap. 11). Properties of these sequences have been 
investigated in great detail. A standard reference is A. Erd6lyi et al. 
(1953-55) listed in Appendix 3. 

The present section is optional. 

3.7-1 Legendre polynomials. The inner product space X of all con
tinuous real-valued functions on [-1,1] with inner product defined by 

(x, y)= fl x(t)y(t) dt 

can be completed according to Theorem 3.2-3. This gives a Hilbert 
space which is denoted by L 2[-1,1]; cf. also Example 3.1-5. 

We want to obtain a total orthonormal sequence in L 2[ -1, 1] which 
consists of functions that are easy to handle. Polynomials are of this 
type, and we shall succeed by a very simple idea. We start from the 
powers xo, Xl, X2, ••• where 

(1) xo(t) = 1, tE[-I,I]. 

This sequence is linearly independent. (Proof?) Applying the Gram
Schmidt process (Sec. 3.4), we obtain an orthonormal sequence (en). 
Each en is a polynomial since in the process we take linear combina
tions of the Xj's. The degree of en is n, as we shall see. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.2-3 the set W = A(X) is dense in 
e[-I, 1]. Hence for any fixed xEe[-I, 1] and given 8>0 there is a 
continuous function y defined on [-1, 1] such that 

8 
Ilx-yll<-2' 

For this y there is a polynomial z such that for all t E [-1, 1], 

8 
Iy(t) - z(t)1 < r= . 

2v2 
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This follows from the Weierstrass approximation theorem to be proved 
in Sec. 4.11 and implies 

lIy_zI12=r l 
ly(t}-Z(tWdt<2( 8r;::)2=82. Lt 2v2 4 

Together, by the triangle inequality, 

Ilx- zll~llx - yll+lly - zll< 8. 

The definition of the Gram-Schmidt process shows that, by (I), we 
have z E span {eo, ... , em} for sufficiently large m. Since x E L 2[ -1, 1] 
and 8 >0 were arbitrary, this proves totality of (en). I 

For practical purposes one needs explicit formulas. We claim that 

(2a) n=O, 1,··· 

where 

(2b) 

Pn is called the Legendre polynomial of order n. Formula (2b) is called 
Rodrigues' formula. The square root in (2a) has the effect that 
Pn (l} = 1, a property which we shall not prove since we do not need it. 

By applying the binomial theorem to (t2 -1)" and differentiating 
the result n times term by term we obtain from (2b) 

(2c) () ~ (}i (2n-2j)! n-2i 
Pn t ="t... -1 2n., ( _ .)' ( -2")' t 

)=0 J. n J. n J. 

where N = nl2 if n is even and N = (n -1}/2 if n is odd. Hence (Fig. 
35) 

Po(t)= 1 Pl(t} = t 

(2*) P2(t} = t(3t2 -1} P3(t} = t(5 t3 - 3 t} 

P4 (t} =i(35t4 - 30t2 + 3} Ps(t} = i(63tS -70t3 + 1St} 

etc. 
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Fig. 35. Legendre polynomials 

Proof of (2a) and (2b). In part (a) we show that (2b) implies 

(3) [r1 ]1/2 ~ 
IIPnll= L1 p/(t) dt = 'Jz;;+i 

so that en in (2a) comes out with the correct norm, which is 1. In part 
(b) we prove that (Pn) is an orthogonal sequence in the space 
L 2[ -1, 1]. This suffices to establish (2a) and (2b) for the following 
reason. We denote the right-hand side of (2a) at first by Yn(t). Then Yn 
is a polynomial of degree n, and those parts (a) and (b) imply that (Yn) 
is an orthonormal sequence in L 2[ -1, 1]. Let 

Yn = span {eo, ... , en} = span {xo, ... , xn} = span {Yo, ... , Yn}; 

here the second equality sign follows from the algorithm of the 
Gram-Schmidt process and the last equality sign from dim Y n = n + 1 
together with the linear independence of {Yo, ... , Yn} stated in 3.4-2. 
Hence Yn has a representation 

(4) 

Now by the orthogonality, 

Yn 1. Yn-1 = span {Yo, ... , Yn-1} = span {eo, ... , en-I}. 
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This implies that for k = 0, ... , n - 1 we have 

n 

0= (Yn> ek) = L aj(ej, ek) = ak· 
j~O 

179 

Hence (4) reduces to Yn=anen. Here lanl=l since IIYnll=llenll=1. 
Actually, an = + 1 or -1 since both Yn and en are real. Now Yn (t) > 0 
for sufficiently large t since the coefficient of t n in (2c) is positive. Also 
en(t) > 0 for sufficiently large t, as can be seen from xn(t) = tn and (13) 
and (14) in Sec. 3.4. Hence a = + 1 and Yn = en> which establishes (2a) 
with Pn given by (2b). 

This altogether shows that after the presentation of the aforemen
tioned parts (a) and (b) the proof will be complete. 

(a) We derive (3) from (2b). We write u = t2 -1. The 
function un and its derivatives (un)" ... , (u")(n-l) are zero at t = ± 1, 
and (u")(2n) = (2n)l. Integrating n times by parts, we thus obtain from (2b) 

(2"n!)21IP"112 = f1 (un)(n)(un)(n) dt 

= (u")(n-1)(u")(") [1 -f1 (u n)("-1)(u")(n+1) dt 

=(-1)"(2n)!L: u"dt 

= 2(2n)! r (1- t2)" dt 

1",/2 

= 2(2n)! 0 COS2n+ 1 T dT 

22n+1(n!)2 

2n+1 

Division by (2"n!)2 yields (3). 

(t=sinT) 

(b) We show that (Pm, p") = 0 where O~ m < n. Since Pm 
is a polynomial, it suffices to prove that (xm , Pn ) = 0 for m < n, where 
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Xm is defined by (1). This result is obtained by m integrations by parts: 

2nn! (xm , Pn)= f1 tm(un)(n) dt 

= tm (U n)(n-1) 11 - m J 1 tm -\Un)(n-1) dt 
-1 -1 

= (-l)mm! fl (Un)(n-m) dt 

= (-l)mm! (U n)(n-m-1) 11 = O. 
-1 

This completes the proof of (2a) and (2b). • 

The Legendre polynomials are solutions of the important 
Legendre differential equation 

(5) 

and (2c) can also be obtained by applying the power series method to 
(5). 

Furthermore, a total orthonormal sequence in the space L2[a, b] is 
(qn), where 

(6) 
t-b 

s=1+2--. 
b-a 

The proof follows if we note that a ~ t ~ b corresponds to -1 ~ s ~ 1 
and the orthogonality is preserved under this linear transformation 
t~s. 

We thus have a total orthonormal sequence in L 2[a, b] for any 
compact interval.[a, b]. Theorem 3.6-4 thus implies: 

The real space L 2[a, b] is separable. 

3.7-2 Hermite polynomials. Further spaces of practical interest are 
L 2(_00, +00), L2[a, +00) and L 2(-00, b]. These are not taken care of by 
3.7-1. Since the intervals of integration are ip.finite, the powers 
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xo, Xl.· •• in 3.7-1 alone would not help. But if we multiply each of 
them by a simple function which decreases sufficiently rapidly, we can 
hope to obtain integrals which are finite. Exponential functions with a 
suitable exponent seem to be a natural choice. 

We consider the real.space L 2( -00, +(0). The inner product is given 
by 

(x, y) = [:00 x(t)y(t) dt. 

We apply the Gram-Schmidt process to the sequence of functions 
defined by 

tw(t), 

The factor 1/2 in the ~xponent is purely conventional and has no 
deeper meaning. These functions are elements of L\-oo, +(0). In fact, 
they are bounded on R, say, Itnw(t)l~ kn for all t; thus, 

The Gram-Schmidt process gives the orthonormal sequence (en), 
where (Fig. 36) 

(7a) ( ) _ 1 -,'/2 H ( ) en t - ~1/2 e n t 
(2 nn! "7T) 

Mg. 36. Functions en in (7a) involving Hermite polynomials 
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and 

(7b) Ho(t) = 1, n=I,2,'" . 

Hn is called the Hermite polynomial of order n. 
Performing the differentiations indicated in (7b), we obtain 

(7,c) 
N 2n-2i 

H ( ) ,,", ( l)i n-2j 
n t =n .. ~ - "( -2')' t 

J~O J, n J. 

where N = n/2 if n is even and N = (n -1)/2 if n is odd. Note that this 
can also be written 

(7c') 
N (-I)j ~ 

Hn(t) = L -'-I n(n -1)' .. (n - 2j + 1)(2tr-2J• 

j~O J. 

Explicit expressions for the first few Hermite polynomials are 

(7*) 

(8) 

Ho(t) = 1 

H 2(t) = 4t2 - 2 

H 4 (t) = 16t4 - 48t2 + 12 

H 1(t) = 2t 

H 3(t)=8t 3 -12t 

H 5(t) = 32t5 -160t3 + 120t, 

The sequence (en) defined by (7a) and (7b) is orthonormal. 

Proof. (7a) and (7b) show that we must prove 

if m~ n 

if m = n. 

Differentiating (7c'), we obtain for n ~ 1 

Hn '(t) = 2n ~, (-.~)j (n -1)(n - 2) ... (n - 2j)(2tr-1- 2j 
j~O J. 

where M = (n - 2)/2 if n is even and M = (n -1)/2 if n is odd. We 
apply this formula to H m , assume m ~ n, denote the exponentiaf 
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function in (8) by v; for simplicity, and integrate m times by parts. 
Then, by (7b), 

r+oo 
= -2m Loo Hm_J(t)v(n-l) dt 

Here Ho(t) = 1. If m < n, integrating once more, we obtain 0 since v 
and its derivatives approach zero as t ~ +00 or t ~ -00. This 
proves orthogonality of (en). We prove (8) for m = n, which entails 
Ilenll = 1 by (7a). If m = n, for the last integral, call it 1, we obtain 

r+oo 
1 = Loo e- t2 dt = J;. 

This is a familiar result. To verify it, consider 12 , use polar coordinates 
r, e and ds dt = r dr de, finding 

r +00 r +00 r +00 r +00 

12 = Loo e -s' ds Loo e -t' dt = Loe Loo e -(s'+t') ds dt 

127T 1+00 
= e-" r dr de 

= 27T .! = 7T. 

This proves (8), hence the orthonormality of (en). • 

Classically speaking, one often expresses (8) by saying that the 
Hn's form an orthogonal sequence with respect to the weight function 
w2 , where w is the function defined at the beginning. 
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It can be shown that (en) defined by (7a), (7b) is total in the real 
space L 2(-00, +(0). Hence this space is separable. (Cf. 3.6-4.) 

We finally mention that the Hermite polynomials Hn satisfy the 
Hermite differential equation 

(9) 

Warning. Unfortunately, the terminology in the literature is not 
unique. In fact, the functions Hen defined by 

Heo(t) = 1, n= 1,2,'" 

are also called "Hermite polynomials" and, to make things worse, are 
sometimes denoted by Hn. 

An application of Hermite polynomials in quantum mechanics will 
be considered in Sec. 11.3. 

3.7-3 Laguerre polynomials. A total orthonormal sequence in 
L2(-00, b] or L2[a, +(0) can be obtained from such a sequence in 
L 2[0, +(0) by the transformations t = b - sand t = s + a, respectively. 

We consider L 2[0, +(0). Applying the Gram-Schmidt process to 
the sequence defined by 

-t/2 e , 2 -t/2 t e , 

we obtain an orthonormal sequence (en). It can be shown that (en) is 
total in L 2[0, +(0) and is given by (Fig. 37) 

(lOa) 

where the Laguerre polynomial of order n is defined by 

(lOb) LoU) = 1, 

that is, 

(lOc) 

e' d n n-, 
Ln(t)='-dn(te) n. t 

Ln(t) = ! (-.~)j(~)tj. )' 
j=O J. ] . 

n=O, 1,'" 

n= 1,2,"', 
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1.0 

-0.5 

Fig. 37. Functions en in (lOa) involving Laguerre polynomials 

Explicit expressions for the first few Laguerre polynomials are 

Lo(t) = 1 

(10*) 

The Laguerre polynomials Ln are solutions of the Laguerre 
differential equation 

(11) tLn" + (1- t)Ln' + nLn = O. 

For further details, see A. Erdelyi et al. (1953-55); cf. also R. 
Courant and D. Hilbert (1953-62), vol. I. 

Problems 

1. Show that the Legendre differential equation can be written 

Multiply this by P "'. Multiply the corresponding equation for Pm by 
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- Pn and add the two equations. Integrating the resulting equation 
from -1 to 1, show that (Pn ) is an orthogonal sequence in the space 
L 2 [-1,1]' 

2. Deriye (2c) from (2b). 

3. (Generating f~ction) Show that 

The function on the left is called a generating function of the Legendre 
polynomials. Generating functions are useful in connection with vari
ous special functions; cf. R. Courant and D. Hilbert (1953-62), A. 
ErdeIyi et al. (1953-55). 

4. Show that 

where r is the distance between given points Al and A2 in R 3 , as 
shown in Fig. 38, and r2 >0. (This formula is useful in potential 
theory.) 

o£-~----------------~ Fig. 38. Problem 4 

5. Obtain the Legendre polynomials by the power series method as 
follows. Substitute x(t) = Co + C1 t + c2 t2 + ... into Legendre's equation 
and show that by determining. the coefficients one obtains the solution 
x = COXI + CIX2, where 

( ) n(n + 1) 2 (n - 2)n(n + l)(n + 3) 4 
Xl t = 1- t + t - + ... 

2! 4! 
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and 

(n-1)(n+2) 3 (n-3)(n-1)(n+2)(n+4) 5 
X2 = t- t + t - + ... 

3! 5! . 

Show that for n EN, one of these two functions reduces to a polynomial, 
which agrees with Pn if one chooses Cn = (2n)!/2n(n!)2 as the coefficient 
of tn. 

6. (Generating function) Show that 

The function on the left is called a generating function of the Hermite 
polynomials. 

7. Using (7b), show that 

8. Differentiating the generating function in Prob. 6 with respect to t, 
show that 

(n~ 1) 

and, using Prob. 7, show that Hn satisfies the Hermite differential 
equation. 

9. Solve the differential equation y" + (2n + 1- t2 )y = 0 in terms of Her
mite polynomials. 

10. Using Prob. 8, show that 

Using this and the method explained in Prob. 1, show that the 
functions defined by (7a) are orthogonal on R. 

11. (Generating function) Using (lOc), show that 

o/(t, w)=--exp --- = L Ln(t)wn. 1 [tw] 00 

1- w 1- w n-O 
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12. Differentiating t/I in Prob. 11 with respect to w, show that 

(a) (n + l)L,.+l(t)- (2n + 1- t)Ln(t) + nLn_1(t) = 0. 

Differentiating t/I with respect to t, show that 

(b) 

13. Using Prob. 12, show that 

(c) tL~(t) = nL,.(t)- nLn- 1(t). 

Using this and (b) in Prob. 12, show that Ln satisfies Laguerre's 
differential equation (11). 

14. Show that the functions in (lOa) have norm 1. 

15. Show that the functions in (lOa) constitute an orthogonal sequence in 
the space L 2[0, +00). 

3.8 Representation of Functionals on Hilbert Spaces 

It is of practical importance to know the general form of bounded 
linear functionals on various spaces. This was pointed out and ex
plained in Sec. 2.10. For general Banach spaces such formulas and their 
derivation can sometimes be complicated. However, for a Hilbert 
space the situation is surprisingly simple: 

3.8-1 Riesz's Theorem (Functionals on HDbert spaces). Every 
bounded linear functional f on a Hilbert space H can be represented in 
terms of the inner product, namely, 

(1) f(x) = (x, z) 

where z depends on f, is uniquely determined by f and has norm 

(2) Ilzll=llfll· 
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Proof. We prove that 
(a) f has a representation (1), 
(b) z in (1) is unique, 
(c) formula (2) holds. 

The details are as follows. 
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(a) If f = 0, then (1) and (2) hold if we take z = O. Let 
f~ O. To motivate the idea of the proof, let us ask what properties z 
must have if a representation (1) exists. First of all, z ~ 0 since 
otherwise f = O. Second, (x, z) = 0 for all x for which f(x) = 0, that is, 
for all x in the null space .N"(f) of f. Hence z .L .N"(f). This suggests that 
we consider .N'(f) and its orthogonal complement .N'(f).L . 

.N"(f) is a vector space by 2.6-9 and is closed by 2.7-10. Further
more, f~ 0 implies .N"(f) ~ H, so that .N"(f).L ~ {O} by the projection 
theorem 3.3-4. Hence .N"(f).L contains a Zo ~ o. We ~et 

v = f(x)zo - f(zo)x 

where x E H is arbitrary. Applying f, we obtain 

f(v) = f(x)f(zo)- f(zo)f(x) = O. 

This show that v E .N"(f). Since Zo .L .N"(f), we have 

0= (v, zo) = (f(x)zo- f(zo)x, zo) 

= f(x)(zo, zo)- f(zo)(x, zo). 

Noting that (zo, zo) = IIzoll2 ~ 0, we can solve for f(x). The result is 

f(zo) 
f(x) =-( --) (x, zo). 

zo, Zo 

This can be written in the form (1), where 

f(zo) 
Z=--Zo· 

(zo, zo) 

Since x E H was arbitrary, (1) is proved. 
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(b) We prove that z in (1) is unique. Suppose that for all 
xEH, 

f(x) = (x, ZI) = (x, Z2). 

Then (x, Z 1- Z2) = 0 for all x. Choosing the particular x = z I - Z2, we 
have 

Hence Zl- Z2 = 0, so that ZI = Z2, the uniqueness. 

(c) We finally prove (2). If f = 0, then Z = 0 and (2) holds. 
Let f~ O. Then z ~ O. From (1) with x = z and (3) in Sec. 2.8 we obtain 

IIzll2 = (z, z) = f(z) ~ Ilfllllzll. 

Division by Ilzll ~ 0 yields Ilzll ~ IlfII. It remains to show that Ilfll ~ Ilzll. 
From (1) and the Schwarz inequality (Sec. 3.2) we see that 

If(x)1 = I(x, z)1 ~ Ilxllllzll· 

This implies 

IIfll = sup I(x, z)1 ~ liz II· 
11,,11=1 

I 

The idea of the uniqueness proof in part (b) is worth noting for 
later use: 

3.8-2 Lemma (Equality). If (Vb W) = (V2, W) for all W in an inner 
product space X, then VI = V2. In particular, (VI. w) = 0 for all W EX 
implies VI = O. 

Proof. By assumption, for all w, 

(VI - V2, W) = (Vb W)-(V2' W) = O. 

For W = VI - V2 this gives Ilvl - v2112 = O. Hence VI - V2 = 0, so that 
VI = V2. In particular, (VI. w) = 0 with W = VI gives IIvll12 = 0, so that 
VI = o. I 
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The practical usefulness of bounded linear functionals on Hilbert 
spaces results to a large extent from the simplicity of the Riesz 
representation (1). 

Furthermore, (1) is quite important in the theory of operators on 
Hilbert spaces. In particular, this refers to the Hilbert-adjoint operator 
T* of a bounded linear operator T which we shall define in. the next 
section. For this purpose we need a preparation which is of general 
interest, too. We begin with the following definition. 

3.8-3 Definition (SesquiIinear form). Let X and Y be vector spaces 
over the same field K (=R or C). Then a sesquilinear form (or 
sesquilinear functional) h on X X Y is a mapping 

such that for all x, Xl, X2 E X and y, Yh Y2 E Y and all scalars a, ~, 

(a) h(Xl+X2, y)= h(xl, y)+h(X2, y) 

(b) h(x, Yl + Y2) = h(x, Yl) + h(x, Y2) 
(3) 

(c) h(ax, y) = ah(x, Y) 

(d) h(x, ~y) = ;ih(x, y). 

Hence h is linear in the first argument and conjugate linear in the 
second one. If X and Yare real (K = R), then (3d) is simply 

h(x, ~y) = ~h(x, y) 

and h is called bilinear since it is linear in both arguments. 
If X and Yare normed spaces and if there is a real number c such 

that for all X, y 

(4) Ih(x, y)1 ~ c IIxlillylI, 

then h is said to be bounded, and the number 

(5) 

is called the norm of h. I 

sup Ih(x, y)1 
1I"1I~1 
IIYII~l 
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(6) 
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For example, the inner product is sesquilinear and bounded. 
Note that from (4) and (5) we have 

Ih(x, y)1 ~ IIhllllxllllyll· 

The term "sesquilinear" was motivated in Sec. 3.1. In Def. 3.8-3, 
both words "form" and "functional" are common, the usage of one or 
the other being largely a matter of individual taste. Perhaps it is 
slightly preferable to use "form" in this two-variable case and reserve 
the word "functional" to one-variable cases such as that in Theorem 
3.8-1. This is what we shall do. 

lt is quite interesting that from Theorem 3.8-1 we can obtain a 
general representation of sesquilinear forms on Hilbert spaces as 
follows. 

3.8-4 Theorem (Riesz representation). Let HI> H2 be Hilbert spaces 
and I::-:II ,V'-/, 

Ji: HIXH2~K 

a bounded sesquilinear form. Then h has a representation 

(7) Ax, I=y[./?~ 
/ u -+-/ :II r 

where S: HI ~ H2 is a bourrded lirWar operator. S is uniquely deter-
mined by h and has norm 

(8) 

Proof. We consider h(x, y). This is linear in y, because of the bar. 
To make Theorem 3.8-1 applicable, we keep x fixed. Then that 
theorem yields a representation in which y is variable, say, 

h(x, y)=(y, z). 

Hence 

(9) h(x, y)=(z, y). 

Here z E H2 is unique but, of course, depends on our fixed x E H t • It 
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follows that (9) with variable x defines an operator 

given by z=Sx. 

Substituting z = Sx in (9), we have (7). 
S is linear. In fact, its domain is the vector space HI. and from (7) 

and the sesquilinearity we obtain 

(S(axi + {3X2), y)= h(axi + {3X2' y) 

= ah(xl. y) + {3h(X2, y) 

= a(Sxl. y)+ {3(SX2, y) 

= (aSxI + {3SX2, y) 

for all y in H 2 , so that by Lemma 3.8-2, 

S is bounded. Indeed, leaving aside the trivial case S = 0, we have 
from (5) and (7) 

_ I(Sx, y)1 :> I(Sx, Sx)l_ IISxll_ 
IIhll- ~~~ IIxlillyll = ~~~ IIxllllSxll - ~~~ IIxll -IISII· 

y"O Sx"O 

This proves boundedness. Moreover, IIhll~IISIi. 
We now obtain (8) by noting that IIhll ~ IISII follows by an applica

tion of the Schwarz inequality: 

S is unique. In fact, assuming that there is a linear operator 
T: HI ~ H2 such that for all x E HI and y E H2 we have 

h(x, y) = (Sx, y) = (Tx, y), 

we see that Sx = Tx by Lemma 3.8-2 for all x E Hi. Hence S = T by 
definition. • 
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Problems 

1. (Space R3) Show that any linear functional f on R3 can be represented 
by a dot product: 

2. (Space f) Show that every bounded linear functional f on 12 can be 
represented in the fonn 

~ 

f(x) = L gj~ 
j=1 

3. If z is any fixed element of an inner product space X, show that 
f(x) = (x, z) defines a bounded linear functional f on X, of norm Ilzll. 

4. Consider Prob. 3. If the mapping X ~ X' given by z 1---+ f is 
surjective, show that X must be a Hilbert space. 

5. Show that the dual space of the real space e is f. (Use 3.8-1.) 

6. Show that Theorem 3.8-1 defines an isometric bijection T: H ~ H', 
z 1---+ f. = (-, z) which is not linear but conjugate linear, that is, 

az + f3v 1---+ iif. + iifv' 

7. Show that the dual space H' of a Hilbert space H is a Hilbert space 
with inner product (', ')1 defined by 

(f .. fV)1 = (z, v)= (v, z), 

where f.(x) = (x, z), etc. 

8. Show that any Hilbert space H is isomorphic (d. Sec. 3.6) with its 
second dual space H" = (H')'. (This property is called reflexivity of H. 
It will be considered in more detail for nonned spaces in Sec. 4.6.) 

9. (AnnihDator) Explain the relation between M" in Prob. 13, Sec. 2.10, 
and M-'- in Sec. 3.3 in the case of a subset Mtf 0 of a Hilbert space H. 

10. Show that the inner product (', .) on an inner product space X is a 
bounded sesquilinear form h. What is Ilkll in this .case? 
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11. If X is a vector space and h a sesquilinear form on X x X, show that 
fl(x) = h(x, Yo) with fixed Yo defines a linear functional fl on X, and so 
does fz(y) = h(xo, y) with fixed Xo. 

12. Let X and Y be normed spaces. Show that a bounded sesquilinear 
form h on X x Y is jointly continuous in both variables. 

13. (Hennitian fonn) Let X be a vector space over a field K. A Hermitian 
sesquilinear form or, simply, Hermitian form h on X x X is a mapping 
h: X x X ~ K such that for all x, y, Z E X and a E K, 

h(x + y, z) = h(x, z) + h(y, z) 

h(ax, y) = ah(x, y) 

h(x, y) = h(y, x). 

What is the last condition if K = R? What condition must be added for 
h to be an inner product on X? 

14. (Schwarz inequality) Let X be a vector space and h a Hermitian form 
on X x X. This form is said to be positive semidefinite if h(x, x) !i;;; 0 for 
all x E X. Show that then h satisfies the Schwarz inequality 

Ih(x, yW~ h(x, x)h(y, y). 

IS. (Seminonn) If h satisfies the conditions in Prob. 14, show that 

p(x) = .Jh(x, x) (!i;;;O) 

defines a seminorm on X. (Cf. Prob. 12, Sec. 2.3.) 

3.9 Hilbert-Adjoint Operator 

The results of the previous section will now enable us to introduce the 
Hilbert-adjoint operator of a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert 
space. This operator was suggested by problems in matrices and linear 
differential and integral equations. We shall see that it also helps to 
define three important classes of operators (called self-adjoint, unitary 
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and normal operators) which have been studied extensively because 
they play a key role in various applications. 

3.9-1 Definition (Hilbert-adjoint operator T*). Let T: Hl ~ H2 be 
a bounded linear operator, where Hl and H2 are Hilbert spaces. Then 
the Hilbert-adjoint operator T* of T is the operator 

such thatS for all x E Hl and y E H 2 , 

(1) (Tx, y)=(x, T*y). I 

Of course, we should first show that this definition makes sense, 
that is, we should prove that for a given T such a T* does exist: 

3.9-2 Theorem (Existence). The Hilbert-adjoint operator T* of T in 
Def. 3.9-1 exists, is unique and is a bounded linear operator with norm 

(2) IIT*II=IITII· 

Proof. The formula 

(3) h(y, x) = (y, Tx) 

defines a sesquilinear form on H2 X HI because the inner product is 
sesquilinear and T is linear. In fact, conjugate linearity of the form is 
seen from 

h(y, aXl + (3X2) = (y, T(axl + (3X2) 

= (y, aTxl + (3 TX2) 

= ii(y, TXl) + ji(y, TX2) 

= iih(y, Xl) + jih(y, X2). 

h is bounded. Indeed, by the Schwarz inequality, 

Ih(y, x)1 = I(y, Tx)1 ~ IlyllllTxll~ IITllllxllllyll. 

5 We may denote inner products on Hi and H2 by the same symbol since the factors 
show to which space an inner product refers. 
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This also implies Ilhll~IITlI. Moreover we have Ilhll~IITlI from 

I(y, Tx)1 I(Tx, Tx)1 
Ilhll = ~~~ Ilyllllxll > ~~~ IITxllllxl1 = IITII· 

y#O Tx"O 

Together, 

(4) Ilhll = IITII· 

Theorem 3.8-4 gives a Riesz representation for h; writing T* for S, 
we have 

(5) h(y, x) = (T*y, x), 

and we know from that theorem that T*: H2 ~ HI is a uniquely 
determined bounded linear operator with norm [cf. (4)] 

IIT*II = Ilhll = IITII· 

This proves (2). Also (y, Tx) = (T*y, x) by comparing (3) and (5), so 
that we have (1) by taking conjugates, and we now see that T* is in 
fact the operator we are looking for. I 

In our study of properties of Hilbert-adjoint operators it will be 
convenient to make use of the following lemma. 

3.9-3 Lemma (Zero operator). Let X and Y be inner product spaces 
and 0: X ~ Y a bounded linear operator. Then: 

(a) 0 = 0 if and only if (Ox, y) = 0 for all x E X and y E Y. 

(b) If 0: X~X, where X is complex, and (Ox,x)=O for all 
XEX, then 0=0. 

Proof. (a) 0 = 0 means Ox = 0 for all x and implies 

(Ox, y)=(O, y)=O(w, y)=O. 

Conversely, (Ox, y) = 0 for all x and y implies Ox = 0 for all x by 
3.8-2, so that 0 = 0 by definition. 

(b) By assumption, (Ov, v) = 0 for every v = ax + y EX, 
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that is, 

0= (O(ax + y), ax+ y) 

= lal2 (Ox, x)+(Oy, y)+a(Ox, y)+a(Oy, x). 

The first two terms on the right are zero by assumption. a = 1 gives 

(Ox, y)+(Oy, x)= o. 

a = i gives a = -i and 

(Ox, y)-(Oy, x)=O. 

By addition, (Ox, y)=O, and 0=0 follows from (a). I 

In part (b) of this lemma, it is essential that X be complex. 
Indeed, the conclusion may not hold if X is real. A counterexample is 
a rotation 0 of the plane R2 through a right angle. 0 is linear, and 
Ox .i x, hence (Ox, x) = 0 for all x E R 2 , but 0;6- O. (What about such a 
rotation in the complex plane?) 

We can now list and prove some general properties of Hilbert
adjoint operators which one uses quite frequently in applying these 
operators. 

3.9-4 Theorem (Properties of Hilbert-adjoint operators). Let HI. H2 
be Hilbert spaces, S: HI ----+ H2 and T: HI ----+ H2 bounded linear 
operators and a any scalar. Then we have 

(a) (T*y, x) = (y, Tx) (xEHh y EH2) 

(b) (S + T)* = S* + T* 

(c) (aT)* = aT* 

(6) (d) (T*)*= T 

(e) IIT*TII = IIIT*II = IITII2 

(f) T*T=O ~ T=O 

(g) (ST)*= T*S* (~ssuming H2 = HI)' 
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Proof. (a) From (1) we have (6a): 

(T*y, x)=(x, T*y)=(Tx, y)=(y, Tx). 

(b) By (1), for all x and y, 

(x, (S+ T)*y)= «S + T)x, y) 

= (Sx, y)+(Tx, y) 

=(x, S*y)+(x, T*y) 

= (x, (S* + T*)y). 
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Hence (S + T)*y = (S* + T*)y for all y by 3.8-2, which is (6b) by 
definition. 

(c) Formula (6c) must not be confused with the formula 
T*(ax) = aT*x. It is obtained from the following calculation and 
subsequent application of Lemma 3.9-3(a) to Q = (aT)* - aT*. 

«aT)*y, x)= (y, (aT)x) 

= (y, a(Tx) 

= a(y, Tx) 

= a(T*y, x) 

= (aT*y, x). 

(d) (T*)* is written T** and equals T since for all x E Hl 
and y E H2 we have from (6a) and (1) 

«T*)*x, y)=(x, T*y)=(Tx, y) 

and (6d) follows from Lemma 3.9-3(a) with Q = (T*)* - T. 

(e) We see that T*T: Hl ~ Hb but TT*: H2~ H 2. 
By the Schwarz inequality, 

IITxl12 = (Tx, Tx) = (T*Tx, x)~IIT*Txllllxll~IIT*TllllxI12. 
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Taking the supremum over all x of norm 1, we obtain IITII2~IIT*TII. 
Applying (7), Sec. 2.7, and (2), we thus have 

Hence II T* Til = II T1I2. Replacing T by T* and using again (2), we also 
have 

Here T** = T by (6d), so that (6e) is proved. 

(f) From (6e) we immediately obtain (6f). 

(g) Repeated application of (1) gives 

(x, (ST)*y) = «ST)x, y)=(Tx, S*y)=(x, T*S*y). 

Hence (ST)*y = T* S*y by 3.8-2, which is (6g) by definition. • 

Problems 

1. Show that 0* = 0, 1* = I. 

2. Let H be a Hilbert space and T: H ~ H a bijective bounded linear 
operator whose inverse is bounded. Show that (T*r1 exists and 

3. If (Tn) is a sequence of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space 
and Tn ~ T, show that Tn * ~ T*. 

4. Let HI and H2 be Hilbert spaces and T: HI ~ M2 a bounded linear 
operator. If Ml c HI and M2 c H2 are such that T(MI) c M 2 , show that 
M/ => T*(M/). 

5. Let Ml and M2 in Prob. 4 be closed subspaces. Show that then 
T(MI) c M2 if and only if MIl. => T*(M2.1.). 

6. If MI = .N'(T) = {x I Tx = O} in Prob. 4, show that 

(a) T*(H2)cM/, (b) [T(HI)fc.N'(T*), 
I) 
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7. Let T1 and T2 be bounded linear operators on a complex Hilbert space 
H into itself. If (T1x, x) = (T2x, x) for all x E H, show that T1 = T2. 

8. Let S = 1+ T*T: H ~ H, where T is linear and bounded. Show that 
S-1: S(H)~ H exists. 

9. Show that a bounded linear operator T: H ~ H on a Hilbert space 
H has a finite dimensional range if and only if T can be represented in 
the form 

n 

Tx = L (x, Vj}Wj 
j~1 

10. (Right shift operator) Let (en) be a total orthonormal sequence in a 
separable Hilbert space H and define the right shift operator to be the 
linear operator T: H ~ H such that Ten = en+1 for n = 1, 2,· ... 
Explain the name. Find the range, null space, norm and Hilbert
adjoint operator of T. 

3.10 Self-Adjoint, Unitary and Normal Operators 

Classes of bounded linear operators of great practical importance can 
be defined by the use of the Hilbert-adjoint operator as follows. 

3.10-1 De6nition (Self-adjoint, unitary and normal operators). A 
bounded linear operator T: H ~ H on a Hilbert space H is said to 
be 

self-adjoint or Hermitian if 
unitary if T is bijective and 
normal if 

T*=T, 
T*=l\ 

TT*= T*T. • 
The Hilbert-adjoint operator T* of T is defined by (1), Sec. 3.9, 

that is, 

(Tx, y) = (x, T*y). 

If T is self-adjoint, we see that the formula becomes 

(1) (Tx, y) = (x, Ty). 

If T i.~ self-adjoint or unitary, T is normal. 
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This can immediately be seen from the definition. Of course, a 
normal operator need not be self-adjoint or unitary. For example, if 
I: H --+ H is the identity operator, then T = 2iI is normal since 
T*=-2iI (cf. 3.9-4), so that TT*=T*T=4I but T*~T as well as 
T* ~ T- 1 = -~iI. 

Operators which are not normal will easily result from the next 
example. Another operator which is not normal is Tin Prob. 10, Sec. 
3.9, as the reader may prove. 

The terms in Def. 3.10-1 are also used in connection with ma
trices. We want to explain the reason for this and mention some 
important relations, as follows. 

3.10-2 Example (Matrices). We consider en with the inner product 
defined by (cf. 3.1-4) 

(2) 

where x and yare written as column vectors, and T means transposi
tion; thus x T = (gh ... , gn), and we use the ordinary matrix multiplica
tion. 

Let T: en --+ en be a linear operator (which is bounded by 
Theorem 2.7-8). A basis for en being given, we can represent T and 
its Hilbert-adjoint operator T* by two n-rowed square matrices, say, 
A and B, respectively. 

Using (2) and the familiar rule (BX)T = x TBT for the transposition 
of a product, we obtain 

and 

T* T-
(x, y)=x By. 

By (1), Sec. 3.9, the left-hand sides are equal for all x, y E en. Hence 
T -we must have A = B. Consequently, 

B=.,P. 

Our result is as follows. 

If a basis for en is given and a linear operator on en is represented 
by a certain matrix, then its Hilbert-adjoint operator is represented by the 
complex conjugate transpose of that matrix. 
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Consequently, representing matrices are 

Hermitian if T is self-adjoint (Hermitian), 
unitary if T is unitary, 
normal if T is normal. 

Similarly, for a linear operator T: R n ~ R n , representing ma
trices are: 

Real symmetric if T is self-adjoint, 
orthogonal if T is unitary. 

In this connection, remember the following definitions. A square 
matrix A = (ajk) is said to be: 

Hermitian if .iF = A 
" skew-Hermitian if .iF =-A 

unitary if .iF = A-I 
normal if AAT = AT A. 

A real square matrix A = (ajk) is said to be: 

(Real) symmetric if AT = A 
(real) skew-symmetric if AT =-A 
orthogonal if AT = A-I. 

(hence tikj = ajk) 
(henceakj = -ajk) 

(hence akj = ajk) 
(hence akj = -ajk) 

Hence a real Hermitian matrix is a (real) symmetric matrix. A real 
skew-Hermitian matrix is a (real) skew-symmetric matrix. A real 
unitary matrix is an orthogonal matrix. (Hermitian matrices are named 
after the French mathematician, Charles Hermite, 1822-1901.) I 

Let us return to linear operators on arbitrary Hilbert spaces and 
state an important and rather simple criterion for self-adjointness. 

3.10-3 Theorem (SeH-adjointness). Let T: H ~ H be a bounded 
linear operator on a Hilbert space H. Then: 

(a) If T is self-adjoint, (Tx, x) is real for all x E H. 

(b) If H is complex and (Tx, x) is real for all x E H, the operator T 
is self-adjoint. 
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Proof. (a) If T is self-adjoint, then for all x, 

(Tx, x) = (x, Tx) = (Tx, x). 

Hence (Tx, x) is equal to its complex conjugate, so that it is real. 

(b) If (Tx, x) is real for all x, then 

(Tx, x) = (Tx, x) = (x, T*x) = (T*x, x). 
Hence 

0= (Tx, x)-(T*x, x) = «T- T*)x, x) 

and T- T* = 0 by Lemma 3.9-3(b) since H is complex. I 

In part (b) of the theorem it is essential that H be complex. This is 
clear since for a real H the inner product is real-valued, which makes 
(Tx, x) real without any further assumptions about the linear operator 
T. 

Products (composites6 ) of self-adjoint operators appear quite 
often in applications, so that the following theorem will be useful. 

3.10-4 Theorem (SeH-adjointness of product). The product of two 
bounded self-adjoint linear operators Sand T on a Hilbert space H is 
self-adjoint if and only if the operators commute, 

ST=TS. 

Proof. By (6g) in the last section and by the assumption, 

(ST)* = T* S* = TS. 

Hence 

ST= (ST)* ST=TS. 

This completes the proof. I 

Sequences of self-adjoint operators occur in various problems, and 
for them we have 

6 A review of terms and notations in connection with the composition of mappings is 
included in A1.2, Appendix l. 
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3.10-5 Theorem (Sequences of self-adjoint operators). Let (Tn) be 
a sequence of bounded self-adjoint linear operators Tn: H - H on a 
Hilbert space H. Suppose that (Tn) converges, say, 

that is, IITn-TII-O, 

where 11·11 is the norm on the space B(H, H); ct. Sec. 2.10. Then the limit 
operator T is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator on H. 

Proof. We must show that T* = T. This follows from IIT- T*II = O. 
To prove the latter, we use that, by 3.9-4 and 3.9-2, 

II Tn *- T*II= II(Tn - T)*II = II Tn - Til 

and obtain by the triangle inequality in B(H, H) 

IIT- T*II~IIT- Tn II + II Tn -Tn *11 + II Tn *- T*II 

=IIT-Tnll+O+IITn -Til 

=2 II Tn -Til - 0 (n- 00). 

Hence IIT- T*II = 0 and T* = T. • 

These theorems give us some idea about basic properties of 
self-adjoint linear operators. They will also be helpful in our further 
work, in particular in the spectral theory of these operators (Chap. 9), 
where further properties will be discussed. 

We now turn to unitary operators and consider some of their basic 
properties. 

3.10-6 Theorem (Unitary operator). Let the operators U: H - H 
and v: H - H be unitary; here, H is a Hilbert space. Then: 

(a) U is isometric (d. 1.6-1); thus IIUxll = IIxll for all x E H; 

(b) lIulI= 1, provided H~{O}, 

(c) U-\= U*) is unitary, 

(d) UV is unitary, 

(e) U is normal. 
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Furthermore: 

(I) A bounded linear operator T on a complex Hilbert space H is 
unitary if and only if T is isometric and surjective. 

Proof. (a) can be seen from 

IIUxIl2 =(Ux, Ux)=(x, U*Ux)=(x, Ix)=llxI12 • 

(b) follows immediately from (a). 

(c) Since U is bijective, so is U-\ and by 3.9-4, 

(U- 1)*= U**= U=(U- 1)-I. 

(d) UV is bijective, and 3.9-4 and 2.6-11 yield 

(UV)*= V*U*= y-1 U- 1 =(UV)-I. 

(e) follows from U- 1 = U* and UU- 1 = U- 1 U = 1. 

(I) Suppose that T is isometric and surjective. Isometry 
implies injectivity, so that T is bijective. We show that T* = 11. By 
the isometry, 

(T*Tx, x) = (Tx, Tx) = (x, x) = (Ix, x). 

Hence 

«T*T- I) x, x) = 0 

and T*T-I=O by Lemma 3.9-3(b), so that T*T=1. From this, 

Together, T*T= TJ'* = 1. Hence T* = 1\ so that T is unitary. The 
converse is clear since T is isometric by (a) and surjective by 
definition. I 

Note that an isometric operator need not be unitary since it may 
fail to be surjective. An example is the right shift operator T: 12 ~ 12 
given by 
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Problems 

1. If Sand T are bounded self-adjoint linear operators on a Hilbert space 
H and a and f3 are real, show that f = as + f3T is self-adjoint. 

2. How could we use Theorem 3.10-3 to prove Theorem 3.10-5 for a 
complex Hilbert space H? 

3. Show that if T: H ---- H is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator, so 
is Tn, where n is a positive integer. 

4. Show that for any bounded linear operator T on H, the operators 

1 
Tl =2: (T+ T*) 

are self-adjoint. Show that 

and 
1 

T =-(T-T*) 
2 2i 

Show uniqueness, that is, Tl + iT2 = SI + iS2 implies SI = Tl and 
.82 = T2 ; here, SI and S2 are self-adjoint by assumption. 

5. On e2 (cf. 3.1-4) let the operator T: e2 ____ e2 be defined by 
Tx = (gl + ig2, gl - ig2), where x = (gl, g2)' Find T*. Show that we 
have T*T= TT* = 2I. Find TI and T2 as defined in Prob. 4. 

6. If T: H ---- H is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator and T'" 0, 
then Tn", O. Prove this (a) for n = 2,4,8, 16, ... , (b) for every n EN. 

7. Show that the column vectors of a unitary matrix constitute an or
thonormal set with respect to the inner product on en. 

8. Show that an isometric linear operator T: H ---- H satisfies T* T = [, 

where [ is the identity operator on H. 

9. Show that an isometric linear operator T: H ---- H which is not 
unitary maps the Hilbert space H onto a proper closed subspace of H. 

10. Let X be an inner product space and T: X ---- X an isometric linear 
operator. If dim X < 00, show that T is unitary. 

11. (Unitary equivalence) Let Sand T be linear operators on a Hilbert 
space H. The operator S is said to be unitarily equivalent to T if there 
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is a unitary operator U on H such that 

S = UTU- 1 = UTU*. 

If T is self-adjoint, show that S is self-adjoint. 

12. Show that T is normal if and only if Tl and T2 in Prob. 4 commute. 
IlIustrate part of the situation by two-rowed normal matrices. 

13. If Tn: H ~ H (n = 1,2,···) are normal linear operators and 
Tn ~ T, show that T is a normal linear operator. 

14. If Sand T are normal linear operators satisfying ST* = T* Sand 
TS* = S* T, show that their sum S + T and product ST are normal. 

15. Show that a bounded linear operator T: H ~ H on a complex 
Hilbert space H is normal if and only if IIT*xll = IITxl1 for all x E H. 
Using this, show that for a normal linear operator, 



CHAPTER -r 
FUNDAMENTAL 
THEOREMS FOR 
NORMED AND BANACH 
SPACES 

This chapter contains, roughly speaking, the basis of the more ad
vanced theory of normed and Banach spaces without which the useful
ness of these spaces and their applications would be rather limited. The 
four important theorems in the chapter are the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
the uniform bounded ness theorem, the open mapping theorem, and 
the closed graph theorem. These are the cornerstones of the theory of 
Banach spaces. (The first theorem holds for any normed space.) 

Brief orientation about main content 
1. Hahn-Banach theorem 4.2-1 (variants 4.3-1, 4.3-2). This is an 

extension theorem for linear functionals on vector spaces. It guaran
tees that a normed space is richly supplied with linear functionals, so 
that one obtains an adequate theory of dual spaces as well as a 
satisfactory theory of adjoint operators (Secs. 4.5, 4.6). 

2. Uniform boundedness theorem 4.7-3 by Banach and Steinhaus. 
This theorem gives conditions sufficient for (1ITnll) to be bounded, 
where the Tn's are bounded linear operators from a Banach into a 
normed space. It has various (simple and deeper) applications in 
analysis, for instance in connection with Fourier series (cf. 4.7-5), weak 
convergence (Secs. 4.8, 4.9), summability of sequences (Sec. 4.10), 
numerical integration (Sec. 4.11), etc. 

3. Open mapping theorem 4.12-2. This theorem states that a 
bounded linear operator T from a Banach space onto a Banach space 
is an open mapping, that is, maps open sets onto open sets. Hence if T 
is bijective, T- 1 is continuous ("bounded inverse theorem "). 

4. Closed graph theorem 4.13-2. This theorem gives conditions 
under which a closed linear operator (cf. 4.13-1) is bounded. Closed 
linear operators are of importance in physical and other applications. 
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4.1 Zorn's Lemma 

We shall need Zorn's lemma in the proof of the fundamental Hahn
Banach theorem, which is an extension theorem for linear functionals 
and is important for reasons which we shall state when we formulate 
the theorem. Zorn's lemma has various applications. Two of them will 
be shown later in this section. The setting for the lemma is a partially 
ordered set: 

4.1-1 Definition (Partially ordered set, chain). A partially ordered set 
is a set M on which there is defined a partial ordering, that is, a binary 
relation which is written ~ and satisfies the conditions 

(POl) 

(P02) 

(P03) 

a ~ a for every a EM. 

If a ~ band b ~ a, then a = b. 

If a ~ band b ~ c, then a ~ c. 

(Reflexivity) 

(Antisymmetry) 

(Transitivity) 

"Partially"emphasizes that M may contain elements a and b for which 
neither a ~ b nor b ~ a holds. Then a and b are called incomparable 
elements. In contrast, two elements a and b are called comparable 
elements if tqey satisfy a ~ b or b ~ a (or both). 

A totally ordered set or chain is a partially ordered set such that 
every two elements of the set are comparable. In other words, a chain 
is a partially ordered set that has no incomparable elements. 

An upper bound of a subset W of a partially ordered set M is an 
element u E M such that 

x~u for every x E W. 

(Depending on M and W, such a u mayor may not exist.) A maximal 
element of M is an mE M such that 

m~x implies m=x. 

(Again, M mayor may not have maximal elements. Note further that a 
maximal element need not be an upper bound.) • 

Examples 

4.1-2 Real numbers. Let M be the set of all real numbers and let 
x ~ y have its usual meaning. M is totally ordered. M has no maximal 
elements. 
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4.1-3 Power set. Let @l(X) be the power set (set of all subsets) of a 
given set X and let A ~ B mean A c B, that is, A is a subset of B. 
Then @l(X) is partially ordered. The only maximal element of @l(X) is 
X. 

4.1-4 n-tuples of numbers. Let M be the set of all ordered n-tuples 
x = (6, .. " ~n), y = (1}1, ••• , 1}n), ... of real numbers and let x ~ y 
mean ~j ~ 1}j for every j = 1, ... , n, where ~j ~ 1}j has its usual meaning. 
This defines a partial ordering on M. 

4.1-5 Positive integers. Let M = N, the set of all positive integers. 
Let m ~ n mean that m divides n. This defines a partial ordering on N. 

Some further examples are given in the problem set. See also G. 
Birkhoff (1967). 

Using the concepts defined in 4.1-1, we can now formulate Zorn's 
lemma, which we regard as an axiom. 1 

4.1-6 Zorn's lemma. Let M>'= 0 be a partially ordered set. Suppose 
that every chain C c M has an upper bound. Then M has at least one 
maximal element. 

Applications 

4.1-7 Hamel basis. Every vector space X>'= {O} has a Hamel basis. (Cf. 
Sec. 2.1.) 

Proof. Let M be the set of all linearly independent subsets of X. 
Since X>'={O}, it has an element x>'=O and {x}EM, so that M>'= 0. Set 
inclusion defines a partial ordering on M; cf. 4.1-3. Every chain Cc M 
has an upper bound, namely, the union of all subsets of X which are 
elements of C. By Zorn's lemma, M has a maximal element B. We 
show that B is a Hamel basis for X. Let Y = span B. Then Y is a 
subspace of X, and Y = X since otherwise B U {z}, Z E X, z4: Y, would 
be a linearly independent set containing B as a proper subset, contrary 
to the maximality of B. • 

I The name "lemma" is for historical reasons. Zorn's lemma can be derived from the 
axiom of choice, which states that for any given set E, there exists a mapping c ("choice 
function") from the power set @l(E) into E such that if BeE, B¢ 0, then c(B)eB. 
Conversely, this axiom follows from Zorn's lemma, so that Zorn's lemma and the axiom 
of choice can be regarded as equivalent axioms. 
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4.1-8 Total orthonormal set. In every Hilbert space H.e{O} there 
exists a total orthonormal set. (Cf. Sec. 3.6.) 

Proof. Let M be the set of all orthonormal subsets of H. Since 
H~ {O}, it has an element x~ 0, and an orthonormal subset of H is {y}, 
where y = IIxll- 1 x. Hence M ~ 0. Set inclusion defines a partial ordering 
on M. Every chain C c M has an upper bound, namely, the union of 
all subsets of X which are elements of C. By Zorn's lemma, M has a 
maximal element F. We prove that F is total in H. Suppose that this is 
false. Then by Theorem 3.6-2 there exists a nonzero Z E H such that 
z .iF. Hence Fl = FU{e}, where e = Ilzll-lz. is orthonormal, and F is a 
proper subset of Fl' This contradicts the maximality of F. I 

Problems 

1. Verify the statements in Example 4.1-3. 

2. Let X be the set of all real-valued functions x on the interval [0,1], 
and let x;a y mean that x(t);a y(t) for all t E [0, 1]. Show that this 
defines a partial ordering. Is it a total ordering? Does X have maximal 
elements? 

3. Show that the set of all complex numbers z = x + iy, w = u + iv, ... can 
be partially ordered by defining z;a w to mean x;a u and y ;a v, where 
for real numbers, ;a has its usual meaning. 

4. Find all maximal elements of M with respect to the partial ordering in 
Example 4.1-5, where M is (a) {2, 3,4, 8}, (b) the set of all prime 
numbers. 

5. Prove that a finite partially ordered set A has at least one maximal 
element. 

6. (Least element, greatest element) Show that a partially ordered set M 
can have at most one element a such that a;a x for all x E M and at 
most one element b such that x;a b for all x E M. [If such an a (or b) 
exists, it is called the least element (greatest element, respectively) of 
M.] 

7. (Lower bound) A lower bound of a subset A ~ 0 of a partially 
ordered set M is an x E M such that x ;a y for all YEA. Find upper and 
lower bounds of the subset A = {4, 6} in Example 4.1-5. 
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8. A greatest lower bound of a subset A;f:. 0 of a partially ordered set M 
is a lower bound x of A such that I ~ x for any lower bound I of A; we 
write x = g.l.b.A = inf A. Similarly, a least upper bound y of A, written 
y = l.u.b.A = sup A, is an upper bound y of A such that y ~ u for any 
upper bound u of A. (a) If A has a g.l.b., show that it is unique. 
(b) What are g.l.b. {A, B} and l.u.b. {A, B} in Example 4.1-3? 

9. (Lattice) A lattice is a partially ordered set M such that any two 
elements x, y of M have a g.l.b. (written X" y) and a l.u.b. (written 
x v y). Show that the partially ordered set in Example 4.1-3 is a lattice, 
where A"B=AnB and AvB=AUB. 

10. A minimal element of a partially ordered set M is an x E M such that 
y ~ x implies y = x. Find all minimal elements in Prob. 4(a). 

4.2 Hahn-Banach Theorem 

The Hahn-Banach theorem is an extension theorem for linear func
tionals. We shall see in the next section that the theorem guarantees 
that a normed space is richly supplied with bounded linear functionals 
and makes possible an adequate theory of dual spaces, which is an 
essential part of the general theory of normed spaces. In this way the 
Hahn-Banach theorem becomes one of the most important theorems 
in connection with bounded linear operators. Furthermore, our discus
sion will show that the theorem also characterizes the extent to which 
values of a linear functional can be preassigned. The theorem was 
discovered by H. Hahn (1927), rediscovered in its present more 
general form (Theorem 4.2-1) by S. Banach (1929) and generalized to 
complex vector spaces (Theorem 4.3-1) by H. F. Bohnenblust and A. 
Sobczyk (1938); cf. the references in Appendix 3. 

Generally speaking, in an extension problem one considers a 
mathematical object (for example, a mapping) defined on a subset Z of 
h given set X and one wants to extend the object from Z to the entire 
set X in such a way that certain basic properties of the object continue 
to hold for the extended object. 

In the Hahn-Banach theorem, the object to be extended is a linear 
functional f which is defined on a subspace Z of a vector space X and 
has a certain boundedness property which will be formulated in terms 
of a sublinear functional. By definition, this is a real-valued functional 
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p on a vector space X which is subadditive, that is, 

(1) p(x + y) ~ p(x) + p(y) for all x, y E X, 

and positive-homogeneous, that is, 

(2) p(ax) = ap(x) for all a ~ 0 in R and x E X. 

(Note that the norm on a normed space is such a functional.) 
We shall assume that the functional f to be extended is majorized 

on Z by such a functional p defined on X, and we shall extend f from 
Z to X without losing the linearity and the majorization, so that the 
extended functional i on X is still linear and still majorized by p. This 
is the crux of the theorem. X will be real; a generalization of the 
theorem that includes complex vector spaces follows in the next 
section. 

4.2-1 Hahn-Banach Theorem (Extension of linear functionals). Let 
X be a real vector space and p a sub linear functional on X. Furthermore, 
let f be a linear functional which is defined on a subspace Z of X and 
satisfies 

(3) f(x)~p(x) for all x E Z. 

Then f has a linear extension i from Z to X satisfying 

(3*) i(x)~p(x) for all x EX, 

that is, f is a linear functional on X, satisfies (3*) on X and f(x) = f(x) 
for every x E Z. 

Proof. Proceeding stepwise, we shall prove: 
(a) The set E of all linear extensions g of f satisfying 

g(x) ~ p(x) on their domain g,(g) can be partially ordered and Zorn's 
lemma yields a maximal element i of E. 

(b) .f is defined on the entire space X. 
(c) An auxiliary relation which was used in (b). 

We start with part 

(a) Let E be the set of all linear extensions g of f which 
satisfy the condition 

g(x) ~ p(x) for all x E g,(g) 
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Clearly, E;I= 0 since fEE. On E we can define a partial ordering by 

meaning h is an extension of g, 

that is, by definition, g,(h) :::>g,(g) and h(x) = g(x) for every x Eg,(g). 
For any chain C c E we now define g by 

g(x) = g(x) if x Eg,(g) (gE C). 

g is a linear functional, the domain being 

g,(g) = U g,(g), 
geC 

which is a vector space since C is a chain. The definition of g is 
unambiguous. Indeed, for an x E g,(gl) n g,(g2) with gb g2 E C we have 
gl(X) = g2(X) since C is a chain, so that gl ~ g2 or g2 ~ gl. Clearly, g ~ g 
for all g E C. Hence g is an upper bound of C. Since C c E was 
arbitrary, Zorn's lemma thus implies that E has a maximal element f 
By the definition of E, this is a linear extension of f which satisfies 

(4) /(x)~p(x) 

(b) We now show that g,(/) is all of X. Suppose that this is 
false. Then we can choose a Yl E X -g,(/) and consider the subspace Yl 
of X spanned by g,(j) and Yl. Note that Yl;l= 0 since 0 E g,(/). Any 
x E Yl can be written 

x = y+aYl 

This representation is unique. In fact, Y + aYl = Y + ~Yl with Y E g,(/) 
implies y-y=(~-a)Yb where Y-YEg,(j) whereas YlE!:~(/), so that 
the only solution js Y - Y = 0 and ~ - a = O. This means uniqueness. 

A functional gl on Yl is defined by 

(5) 

where c is any real constant. It is not difficult to see that gl is linear. 
Furthermore, for a = 0 we have gl(Y) = /(Y). Hence gl is a proper 
extension of 1. that is, an extension such that g,(/) is a proper subset of 
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2lJ(gl)' Consequently, if we can prove that gl E E by showing that 

(6) 

this will contradict the maximality of f, so that 2lJ(/) ~ X is false and 
2lJ(/) = X is true. 

(c) Accordingly, we must finally show that gl with a 
suitable c in (5) satisfies (6). 

We consider any Y and z in 2lJ(/). From (4) and (1) we obtain 

f(y)- f(z) = /(y- z)~p(y - z) 

= p(y + Yl- YI- z) 

~ p(y + Yl) + P(-Yl - z). 

Taking the last term to the left and the term f(y) to the right, we have 

(7) -P(-YI - z) - f(z) ~ p(y + YI) -/(Y), 

where YI is fixed. Since Y does not appear on the left and z not on the 
right, the inequality continues to hold if we take the supremum over 
z E2lJ(/) on the left (call it rno) and the infimum over Y E2lJ(/) on the 
right, call it mI' 'F'hen rno~ ml and for a c with mo~ c ~ ml we have 
from (7) 

(8a) 

(8b) 

-P(-YI - z) -/(z) ~ c 

c ~ p(y + YI) -/(Y) 

for all z E 2lJ(/) 

for all Y E 2lJ(/). 

We prove (6) first for negative a in (5) and then for positive a. For 
a <0 we use (8a) with z replaced by a-1y, that is, 

Multiplication by -a> 0 gives 
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From this and (5), using y + aYl = x (see above), we obtain the desired 
inequality 

For a = 0 we have x E ~ (/) and nothing to prove. For a > 0 we use (8b) 
with y replaced by a -1 y to get 

Multiplication by a> 0 gives 

( 1 ) - -ac~ap ~y+Yl -f(y)=p(x)-f(y)· 

From this and (5), 

g1(X) = l(y) + ac ~ p(x). • 
Could we get away without Zorn's lemma? This question is of 

interest, in particular since the lemma does not give a method of 
construction. If in (5) we take f instead of 1. we obtain for each real c a 
linear extension gl· of f to the subspace Zl spanned by ~(f) U {Yl}, and 
we can choose c so that gl(X)~P(x) for all XEZI, as may be seen 
from part (c) of the proof with 1 replaced by f. If X = ZI, we are done. 
If X;6. ZI, we may take a Y2 E X - Z1 and repeat the process to extend f 
to Z2 spanned by Z1 and Y2, etc. This gives a sequence of subspaces ~ 
each containing the preceding, and such that f can be extended linearly 
from one to the next and the extension gj satisfies gj (x) ~ p(x) for all 
XE~. If 

n 

X=U ~, 
j=1 

we are done after n steps, and if 

X=U ~, 
j=1 
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we can use ordinary induction. However, if X has no such representa
tion, we do need Zorn's lemma in the proof presented here. 

Of course, for special spaces the whole situation may become 
simpler. Hilbert spaces are of this type, because of the Riesz represen
tation 3.8-1. We shall discuss this fact in the next section. 

Problems 
1. Show that the absolute value of a linear functional has the properties 

expressed in (1) and (2). 

2. Show that a norm on a vector space X is a sub linear functional on X. 

3. Show that p(x) = lim ~n' where x = (~n) E r, ~n real, defines a sublinear 
functional on l~. n-->~ 

4. Show that a sublinear functional p satisfies p(O)=O and p(-x)~-p(x). 

5. (Convex set) If p is a sub linear functional on a vector space X, show 
that M={x Ip(x)~y, y>O fixed}, is a convex set. (Cf. Sec. 3.3.) 

6. If a sub additive functional p on a normed space X is continuous at 0 
and p(O) = 0, show that p is continuous for all x E X. 

7. If Pi and P2 are sublinear functionals on a vector space X and Ci and C2 

are positive constants, show that p = CiPi + C2P2 is sublinear on X. 

8. If a sub additive functional defined on a normed space X is nonnegative 
outside a sphere {x Illxll = r}, show that it is nonnegative for all x E X. 

9. Let p be a sublinear functional on a real vector space X. Let f be 
defined on Z = {x E X I x = axo, a E R} by f(x) = ap(xo) with fixed 
Xo E X. Show that f is a linear functional on Z satisfying 
f(x)~p(x). 

10. If p is a sublinear functional on a real vector space X, show that there 
exists a linear functional f on X such that -p(-x)~f(x)~p(x). 

4.3 Hahn-Banach Theorem for Complex Vector 
Spaces and Normed Spaces 

The Hahn-Banach theorem 4.2-1 concerns real vector spaces. A 
generalization that includes complex vector spaces was obtained by H. 
F. Bohnenblust and A. Sobczyk (1938): 
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4.3-1 Hahn-Banach Theorem (Generalized). Let X be a real or com
plex vector space and p a real-valued functional on X which is subaddi
tive, that is, for all x, y EX, 

(1) p(x+y)~p(x)+p(y) 

(as in Theorem 4.2-1), and for every scalar a satisfies 

(2) p(ax) = lal p(x). 

Furthermore, let f be a linear functional which is defined on a subspace Z 
of X and satisfies 

(3) If(x)1 ~ p(x) for all x E Z. 

Then f has a linear extension 1 from Z to X satisfying 

(3*) 11(x)l~p(x) for all x EX. 

Proof. (a) Real vector space. If X is real, the situation is simple. 
Then (3) implies f(x)~p(x) for all xEZ. Hence by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem 4.2-1 there is a linear extension 1 from Z to X such that 

(4) l(x) ~ p(x) for all x EX. 

From this and (2) we obtain 

-l(x) = l(-x)~p(-x) = 1-1Ip(x) = p(X), 

that is, l(x) ~ -p(x). Together with (4) this proves (3*). 

(b) Complex vector space. Let X be complex. Then Z is 
a complex vector space, too. Hence f is complex-valued, and we can 
write 

XEZ 

where f1 and f2 are real-valued. For a moment we regard X and Z as 
real vector spaces and denote them by Xr and Zr, respectively; this 
simply means that we restrict multiplication by scalars to real numbers 
(instead of complex numbers). Since f is linear on Z and f1 and f2 are 
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real-valued, It and h are linear functionals on 2,.. Also f1(X) ~ If(x)1 
because the real part of a complex number cannot exceed the absolute 
value. Hence by (3), 

for all x E 2,.. 

By the Hahn-Banach theorem 4.2-1 there is a linear extension 11 of /1 
from Zr to Xr such that 

(5) for all x E X r • 

This takes care of f1 and we now turn to f2. Returning to Z and using 
/ = /1 + if2' we have for every x E Z 

The real parts on both sides must be equal: 

(6) XEZ. 

Hence if for all x E X we set 

(7) XEX, 

we see from (6) that j(x) = /(x) on Z. This shows that 1 is an extension 
of / from Z to X. Our remaining task is to prove that 

(i) 1 is a linear functional on the complex vector space X, 
(ii) 1 satisfies (3*) on X. 

That (i) holds can be seen from the following calculation which uses (7) 
and the linearity of 11 on the real vector space X r ; here a + ib with real 
a and b is any complex scalar: 

1«a + ib )x) = 11(ax + ibx) - il1(iax - bx) 

= aI1(x) + bI1(ix) - i[aI1(ix) - b!1(X)] 

= (a + ib )[f1(X) - i!1(iX)] 

= (a + ib )!(x). 

We prove (ii). For any x such that j(x) = 0 this holds since 
p(x) ~ 0 by (1) and (2); cf. also Prob. 1. Let x be such that j(x) c/- 0, 
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Then we can write, using the polar form of complex quantities, 

thus 

Since 1!(x)1 is real, the last expression is real and thus equal to its real 
part. Hence by (2), 

This completes the proof. I 

Although the Hahn-Banach theorem says nothing directly about 
continuity, a principal application of the theorem deals with bounded 
linear functionals. This brings us back to normed spaces, which is our 
main concern. In fact, Theorem 4.3-1 implies the basic 

4.3-2 Hahn-Banach Theorem (Normed spaces). Let f be a bounded 
linear functional on a subspace Z of a normed space X. Then there exists 
a bounded linear functional! on X which is an extension of f to X and 
has the same norm, 

(8) 11!llx = Ilfllz 

where 

fl!llx = sup 1!(x)l, Ilfllz = SUp If(x)1 
"eX 

11,,11=1 

(and Ilfllz = 0 in the trivial case Z = {O}). 

"eZ 
11"11=1 

Proof. If Z = {O}, then f = 0, and the extension is ! = O. Let 
Z~ {O}. We want to use Theorem 4.3-1. Hence we must first discover a 
suitable p. For all x E Z we have 

If(x)1 ~ Ilfllz Ilxll· 

This is of the form (3), where 

(9) p(x) = Ilfllz Ilxll· 
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We see that p is defined on all of X. Furthermore, p satisfies (1) on X 
since by the triangle inequality, 

p(x + y) = 1IIIIz Ilx + YII~ 1IIIIz(llxll+llyID = p(x)+ p(y). 

p also satisfies (2) on X because 

p(ax) = 1IIIIz Ilaxll = lallllliz Ilxll = lal p(x). 

Hence we can now apply Theorem 4.3-1 and conclude that there exists 
a linear functional 1 on X which is an extension of I and satisfies 

l/(x)1 ~ p(x) = 1IIIIz Ilxll XEX. 

Taking the supremum over all x E X of norm 1, we obtain the 
inequality 

11111x = sup l/(x)1 ~ 11111z. 
xeX 
IIxll=l 

Since under an extension the norm cannot decrease, we also have 
Ilnlx 6:;; 11111z. Together we obtain (8) and the theorem is proved. I 

In special cases the situation may become very simple. Hilbert 
spaces are of this type. Indeed, if Z is a closed subspace of a Hilbert 
space X = H, then I has a Riesz representation 3.8-1, say, 

I(x) = (x, z) ZEZ 

where Ilzll = 11111. Of course, since the inner product is defined on all of 
H, this gives at once a linear extension 1 of I from Z to H, and 1 has 
the same norm as I because 11111 = Ilzll = IIIII by Theorem 3.8-1. Hence in 
this case the extension is immediate. 

From Theorem 4.3-2 we shall now derive another useful result 
which, roughly speaking, shows that the dual space X' of a normed 
space X consists of sufficiently many bounded linear functionals to 
distinguish between the points of X. This will become essential in 
connection with adjoint operators (Sec. 4.5) and so-called weak con
vergence (Sec. 4.8). 
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4.3-3 Theorem (Bounded linear functionals). Let X be a normed 
space and let xo of: 0 be any element of X. Then there exists a bounded 
linear functional I on X such that 

11/11= 1, 

Proof. We consider the subspace Z of X consisting of all ele
ments x = axo where a is a scalar. On Z we define a linear functional f 
by 

(10) f(x} = f(axo} = a Ilxoll. 

f is bounded and has norm Ilfll = 1 because 

If(x}1 = If(axo}1 = la Illxoll = Ilaxoll = Ilxll· 

Theorem 4.3-2 implies that f has a linear extension I from Z to X, of 
norm II1II = Ilfll = 1. From (10) we see that I(xo} = f(xo} = Ilxoll. I 

4.3-4 Corollary (Norm, zero vector). For every x in a normed space 
X we have 

(11) 
If(x}1 

Ilxll = :~E, lif· 
f+O 

Hence if xo is such that f(xo} = 0 for all f EX', then xo = O. 

Proof. From Theorem 4.3-3 we have, writing x for xo, 

sup If(x}1 ~ l/(x}1 = I!.:.!! = Ilxll 
feX' Ilfll - Ilnl 1 ' 
f+O 

and from If(x}1 ~ Ilfllllxll we obtain 

I 
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Problems 

1. (Seminorm) Show that (1) and (2) imply p(O) = 0 and p(x) E;; 0, so that 
p is a seminorm (cf. Prob. 12, Sec. 2.3). 

2. Show that (1) and (2) imply Ip(x)-p(y)l~p(x-y). 

3. It was shown that f defined by (7) is a linear functional on the complex 

vector space X. Show that for this purpose it suffices to prove that 
f(ix) = if(x). 

4. Let p be defined on a vector space X and satisfy (1) and (2). Show that 
for any given Xo E X there is a linear functional f on X such that 
f(xo) = p(xo) and If(x)1 ~ p(x) for all x EX. 

5. If X in Theorem 4.3-1 is a normed space and p(x)~ k Ilxll for some 
k > 0, show that Ilnl ~ k. 

6. To illustrate Theorem 4.3-2, consider a functional f on the Euclidean 
plane R2 defined by f(x) = !rl€l + !r2€2' X = (€h €2), its linear extensions 
f to R 3 and the corresponding norms. 

7. Give another proof of Theorem 4.3-3 in the case of a Hilbert space. 

8. Let X be a normed space and X' its dual space. If X¢{O}, show that X' 
cannot be {O}. 

9. Show that for a separable normed space X, Theorem 4.3-2 can be 
proved directly, without the use of Zorn's lemma (which was used 
indirectly, namely, in the proof of Theorem 4.2-1). 

10. Obtain the second statement in 4.3-4 directly from 4.3-3. 

11. If f(x) = f(y) for every bounded linear functional f on a normed space 
X, show that x = y. 

12. To illustrate Theorem 4.3-3, let X be the Euclidean plane R2 and find 
the functional 1. 

13. Show that under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3-3 there is a bounded 
linear functional! on X such that II!II = IIxolI-1 and !(xo) = 1. 

14. (Hyperplane) Show that for any sphere S(O; r) in a normed space X 
and any point XoES(O;r) there is a hyperplane Ho3Xo such that the 
ball B(O; r) lies entirely in one of the two half spaces determined by 
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Ho. (Cf. Probs. 12, 15, Sec. 2.8.) A simple illustration is shown in Fig. 
39. 

15. If Xo in a normed space X is such that If(xo)1 ~ c for all f E X' of norm 
1, show that Ilxoll ~ c. 

Ho 

Fig. 39. lllustration of Frob. 14 in the case of the Euclidean plane R2 

4.4 Application to Bounded Linear 
Functionals on C[a, b] 

The Hahn-Banach theorem 4.3-2 has many important applications. 
One of them was considered in the preceding section. Another one will 
be presented in this section.2 In fact, we shall use Theorem 4.3-2 for 
obtaining a general representation formula for bounded linear func
tionals on C[a, b], where [a, b] is a fixed compact interval. The 
significance of such general representations of functionals on special 
spaces was explained at the end of Sec. 2.10. In the present case the 
representation will be in terms of a Riemann-Stieltjes integral. So let 
us recall the definition and a few properties of this integral, which is a 
generalization of the familiar Riemann integral. We begin with the 
following concept. 

A function w defined on [a, b] is said to be of bounded variation 
on [a, b] if its total variation Var(w) on [a, b] is finite, where 

(1) 
n 

Var(w) = sup L Iw(tj)-w(tj-I)I, 
j-I 

2 This section is optional. It will be needed only once (namely, in Sec. 9.9). 
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the supremum being taken over all partitions 

(2) a=to<h<··· <tn=b 

of the interval [a, b]; here, n EN is arbitrary and so is the choice of 
values h, ... , tn - 1 in [a, b] which, however, must satisfy (2). 

Obviously, all functions of bounded variation on [a, b] form a 
vector space. A norm on this space is given by 

(3) Ilwll= Iw(a)l+ Var(w). 

The normed space thus defined is denoted by BV[a, b], where BV 
suggests "bounded variation." 

We now obtain the concept of a Riemann-Stieltjes integral as 
follows. Let x E C[a, b] and WE BV[a, b]. Let Pn be any partition of 
[a, b] given by (2) and denote by 'I'/(Pn ) the length of a largest interval 
[tj-t. tj], that is, 

For every partition Pn of [a, b] we consider the sum 

n 

(4) s(Pn ) = L x(tj)[ w(tj) - W(tj-l)]. 
j=l 

There exists a number .1 with the property that for every e > 0 there is 
a 8>0 such that 

(5) 

implies 

(6) 

.1 is called the Riemann-Stieltjes integral of x over [a, b] with respect 
to wand is denoted by 

(7) r x(t) dw(t). 

Hence we can obtain (7) as the limit of the sums (4) for a sequence 
(Pn ) of partitions of [a, b] satisfying 'I'/(Pn ) ~ 0 as n ~ 00; cf. (5). 
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Note that for w(t) = t, the integral (7) is the familiar Riemann 
integral of x over [a, b]. 

Also, if x is continuous on [a, b] and w has a derivative which is 
integrable on [a, b], then 

(8) r x(t) dw(t) = r x(t)w'(t) dt 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to t. 
The integral (7) depends linearly on x E C[a, b], that is, for all 

Xl> X2 E C[a, b] and scalars a and (3 we have 

The integral also depends linearly on wEB V[ a, b]; that is, for all 
Wl> W2 E BV[a, b] and scalars 'Y and [) we have 

We shall also need the inequality 

(9) I r b x(t) dw(t) I ~ max Ix(t)1 Var( w), Ja teJ 

where J = [a, b]. We note that this generalizes a familiar formula from 
calculus. In fact, if w(t) = t, then Var( w) = b - a and (9) takes the form 

I rb x(t) dtl ~ max Ix(t)1 (b - a). Ja teJ 

The representation theorem for bounded linear functionals on 
qa, b] by F. Riesz (1909) can now be stated as follows. 

4.4-1 Riesz's Theorem (Functionals on C[a, b]). Every bounded 
linear functional f on qa, b] can be represented by a Riemann-Stieltjes 
integral 

(10) f(x) = r x(t) dw(t) 
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where w is of bounded variation on [a, b] and has the total variation 

(11) Var(w)=llfll· 

Proof. From the Hahn-Banach theorem 4.3-2 for normed spaces 
we see that f has an extension f from C[a, b] to the normed space 
B [a, b] consisting of all bounded functions on [a, b] with norm defined 
by 

Ilxll = sup Ix(t)1 J=[a,b]. 
tEI 

Furthermore, by that theorem, the linear functional f is bounded and 
has the same norm as f, that is, 

Ilnl=llfll. 

We define the function w needed in (10). For this purpose we 
consider the function Xt shown in Fig. 40. This function is defined on 
[a, b] and, by definition, is 1 on [a, t] and 0 otherwise. Clearly, 
Xt E B[a, b]. We mention that Xt is called the characteristic function of 
the interval [a, t]. Using Xt and the functional f, we define w on [a, b] 
by 

w(a)= 0 tE(a,b]. 

We show that this function w is of bounded variation and Var(w)~llfll. 
For a complex quantity we can use the polar form. In fact, setting 

() = arg (, we may write 

(= 1(1 e«() where {
1 if (= 0 

e«()= . 
e,a if (¥= O. 

t 
a b 

Fig. 40. The function x, 
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We see that if e~ 0, then lei = e/e i8 = ee- i8• Hence for any e, zero or 
not, we have 

(12) lei = e e(e), 

where the bar indicates complex conjugation, as usual. For simplifying 
our subsequent formulas we also write 

and XII = Xj. In this way we avoid subscripts of sUbscripts. Then, by (12), 
for any partition (2) we obtain 

n n 

L Iw(tj ) - w(tj-I)I = 1!(xI)1 + L I!<xj) -!(xj-I)I 
j=1 j=2 

n 

= et!(XI)+ L el!(xj)-!<Xj-I)] 
j=2 

On the right, II~I =; IIIII (see before) and the other factor II· . ·11 equals 1 
because lejl = 1 and from the definition of the x/s we see that for each 
t E [a, b] only one of the terms Xl. X2 - Xl. ... is not zero (and its norm 
is 1). On the left we can now take the supremum over all partitions of 
[a, b]. Then we have 

(13) Var(w)~II/II· 

Hence w is of bounded variation on [a, b]. 
We prove (10), where X E C[a, b]. For every partition Pn of the 

form (2) we define a function, which we denote simply by Zn [instead 
of z(Pn ) or zPn ' say], keeping in mind that Zn depends on Pn, not merely 
on n. The defining formula is 

(14) 
n 

Zn = X(tO)XI + L X(;-I)[Xj - Xj-I]. 
j=2 
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Then Zn E B[a, b]. By the definition of w, 

(15) 

n 

!(zn) = x(tO)!(XI) + L X(tj-I)[!(Xj) -!(Xj-I)] 
j=2 

= x(tO)W(tI) + ! X(tj-I)[ w(tj ) - w(tj- I )] 
j=2 

n 

= L X(tj-I)[ w(tj ) - w(tj- I )], 
j=1 

where the last equality follows from w(to) = w(a) = O. We now choose 
any sequence (Pn ) of partitions of [a, b] such that .,,(Pn ) ~ 0; cf. (5). 
(Note that the tj in (15) depend on Pm a fact which we keep in mind 
without expressing it by a bulkier notation such as tj,n') As n ~ ClO, 

the sum on the right-hand side of (15) approaches the integral in (10), 
and (10) follows, provided /(zn) ~ /(x), which equals f(x) since 
x E qa, b]. 

We prove that /(Zn) ~ /(x). Remembering the definition of XI 
(see Fig. 40), we see that (14) yields zn(a) = x(a)' 1 since the sum in 
(14) is zero at t = a. Hence zn(a) - x(a) = O. Furthermore, by (14), if 
tj-I < t ~ tj, then we obtain zn(t) = X(tj-I) . 1; see Fig. 40. It follows that 
for those t, 

Consequently, if .,,(Pn ) ~ 0, then Ilzn - xii ~ 0 because x is con
tinuous on [a, b], hence uniformly continuous on [a, b], since [a, b] 
is compact. The continuity of ! now implies that /(Zn) ~ !(x), and 
/(x) = f(x), so that (10) is established. 

We finally prove (11). From (10) and (9) we have 

If(x)1 ~max Ix(t)1 Var(w) = Ilxll Var(w). 
IEJ 

Taking the supremum over all x E C[a, b] of norm one, we obtain 
Ilfll~Var(w). Together with (13) this yields (11). I 

We note that w in the theorem is not unique, but can be made 
unique by imposing the normalizing conditions that w be zero at a and 
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continuous from the right: 

w(a) = 0, wet + 0) = w(t) (a<t<b). 

For details, see A. E. Taylor (1958), pp. 197-200. Cf. also F. Riesz 
and B. Sz.-Nagy (1955), p. 111. 

It is interesting that Riesz's theorem also served later as a starting 
point of the modern theory of integration. For further historical 
remarks, see N. Bourbaki (1955), p. 169. 

4.5 Adjoint Operator 

With a bounded linear operator T: X ~ Y on a normed space X we 
can associate the so-called adjoint operator TX of T. A motivation for 
TX comes from its usefulness in the solution of equations involving 
operators, as we shall see in Sec. 8.5; such equations arise, for 
instance, in physics and other applications. In the present section we 
define the adjoint operator T X and consider some of its properties, 
including its relation to the Hilbert-adjoine operator T* defined in 
Sec. 3.9. It is important to note that our present discussion depends on 
the Hahn-Banach theorem (via Theorem 4.3-3), and we would not get 
very far without it. 

We consider a bounded linear operator T: X ~ Y, where X 
and Yare normed. spaces, and want to define the adjoint operator T X 

of T. For this purpose we start from any bounded "linear functional g 
on Y. Clearly, g is defined for all Y E Y. Setting y = Tx, we obtain a 
functional on X, call it f: 

(1) f(x) = g(Tx) xEX. 

I is linear since g and T are linear. I is bounded because 

II(x)1 = Ig(Tx)1 ~ IlgllllTxl1 ~ IlgllllTllllxll· 

3 In the case of Hilbert spaces the adjoint operator T X is not identical with the 
Hilbert-adjoint operator T* of T (although T X and T* are then related as explained 
later in this section). The asterisk for the Hilbert-adjoint operator is almost standard. 
Hence one should not denote the adjoint operator by T*, because it is troublesome to 
have a notation mean one thing in a Hilbert space and another thing in the theory of 
general normed spaces. We use T X for the adjoint operator. We prefer this over the less 
perspicuous T' which is also used in the literature. 
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Taking the supremum over all x E X of norm one, we obtain the 
inequality 

(2) Ilfll~llgIIIITII· 

This shows that f EX', where X' is the dual space of X defined in 
2.10-3. By assumption, gE Y'. Consequently, for variable gE Y', for
mula (1) defines an operator from Y' into X', which is called the 
adjoint operator of T and is denoted by TX. Thus we have 

(3) 

X'~Y' 

Note carefully that T X is an operator defined on Y' whereas the given 
operator T is defined on X. We summarize: 

4.5-1 Definition (Adjoint operator T X ). Let T: X -----+ Y be a 
bounded linear operator, where X and Yare normed spaces. Then the 
adjoint operator T X: Y' -----+ X' of T is defined by 

(4) f(x) = (TX g)(x) = g(Tx) (gE Y') 

where X' and Y' are the dual spaces of X and Y, respectively. 

Our tirst goal is to prove that the adjoint operator has the same 
norm as the operator itself. This property is basic, as we shall see later. 
In the proof we shall need Theorem 4.3-3, which resulted from the 
Hahn-Banach theorem. In this way the Hahn-Banach theorem is vital 
for establishing a satisfactory theory of adjoint operators, which in turn 
is an essential part of the general theory of linear operators. 

4.5-2 Theorem (Norm of the adjoint operator). The adjoint operator 
T X in Def. 4.5-1 is linear and bounded, and 

(5) 
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Proof. The operator T X is linear since its domain Y' is a vector 
space and we readily obtain 

(TX(agl + {3g2»(X) = (agl + {3g2)(Tx) 

= agl(Tx)+ {3g2(Tx) 

= a(TX gl)(X) + {3(TX g2)(X). 

We prove (5). From (4) we have f= TXg, and by (2) it follows that 

IITX gil = Ilfll ~ IlglIIITII· 

Taking the supremum over all g E Y' of norm one, we obtain the 
inequality 

(6) 

Hence to get (5), we must now prove IITxll~IITII. Theorem 4.3-3 
implies that for every nonzero Xo E X there is a go E Y' such that 

and 

Here, 80(Txo) = (TXgo)(xo) by the definition of the adjoint operator TX 

Writing fo = TX go, we thus obtain 

II Txoll = go(Txo) = fo(xo) 

~ Ilfolllixoll 
= II TX golllixoll 
~ IITXllllgollllxoll· 

Since Ilgoll = 1, we thus have for every XoE X 

(This includes Xo = 0 since TO = 0.) But always 

II Txoll ~ II Tlllixoll, 
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and here c = II Til is the smallest constant c such that II Txoll ~ cllxoll holds 
for all XoE X. Hence IITxl1 cannot be smaller than IITII, that is, we must 
have IITxll~IITII. This and (6) imply (5). I 

Let us illustrate the present discussion by matrices representing 
operators. This will also help the reader in setting up examples of his 
own. 

4.5-3 Example (Matrix). In n-dimensional Euclidean space R n a 
linear operator T: R n ~ R n can be represented by matrices, (cf. Sec. 
2.9) where such a matrix TE = (Tjk) depends on the choice of a basis 
E = {e1o .' •. , en} for R n , whose elements are arranged in some order 
which is kept fixed. We choose a basis E, regard x = (~1o· .. , ~n)' 
y = (1/10· .. , 1/n) as column vectors and employ the usual notation for 
matrix multiplication. Then 

n 

(7) in components 1/j = L Tjk9., 
k=l 

where j = 1, ... , n. Let F = {f1o ... , In} be the dual basis of E (cf. Sec. 
2.9). This is a basis for R n , (which is also Euclidean n-space, by 2.10-5). 
Then every gER n , has a representation 

Now by the definition of the dual basis we have h(y) = f/r. 1/kek) = 1/j. 

Hence by (7) we obtain 

n n n 

g(y) = g(TEx) = L aj1/j = L L ajTjk~k. 
j=l j=l k=l 

Interchanging the order of summation, we can write this in the form 

n 

(8) g(TEx) = L f3k~k 
k=l 

where 
n 

13k = L Tjkaj. 
j=l 

We may regard this as the definition of a functional I on X in terms of 
g, that is, 

n 

I(x) = g(TEx) = L f3k~k. 
k=l 
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Remembering the definition of the adjoint operator, we can write this 

in components, 
n 

{3k = L Tjkaj. 
j=l 

Noting that in {3k we sum with respect to the first subscript (so that we 
sum over all elements of a column of TE ), we have the following 
result. 

If T is represented by a matrix TE , then the adjoint operat~r T X is 
represented by the transpose of TE • 

We mention that this also holds if T is a linear operator from en 
into en. I 

In working with the adjoint operator, the subsequent formulas (9) 
to (12) are helpful; the corresponding proofs are left to the reader. Let 
S, TE B(X, Y); cf. Sec. 2.10. Then 

(9) 

(10) 

Let X, Y, Z be normed spaces and TE B(X, Y) and S E B(Y, Z). 
Then for the adjoint operator of the product ST we have (see Fig. 41) 

(11) 

TXSX 

Fig. 41. I~lustration of formula (11) 
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If TEB(X, Y) and T-I exists and T-IEB(Y,X), then (TXrI also 
exists, (TX)-I E B(X', Y') and 

(12) 

Relation between the adjoint operator T X and the Hllbert-adjoint 
operator T*. (Cf. Sec. 3.9.) We show that such a relation exists in the 
case of a bounded linear operator T: X ~ Y if X and Yare Hilbert 
spaces, say X = HI and Y = H 2 • In this case we first have (Fig. 42) 

(13) 

where, as before, the adjoint operator T X of the given operator Tis 
defined by 

(14) 
(a) 

(b) 

TXg=1 

g(Tx) = I(x) 

The new feature is that since I and g are functionals on Hilbert spaces, 
they have Riesz representations (cf. 3.8-1), say, 

(15) 
(a) 

(b) 

I(x) = (x, xo) 

g(y)=(y, Yo) 

and from Theorem 3.8-1 we also know that Xo and Yo are uniquely 
determined by I and g, respectively. This defines operators 

by 

by 

Ad=xo, 

From Theorem 3.8-1 we see that Al and A2 are bijective and 
isometric since IIAdl1 = Ilxoll = 11111, and similarly for A 2 • Furthermore, 
the operators Al and A2 are conjugate linear (cf. Sec. 3.1). In fact, if 
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0) T 0) ~ 

E 
T* 

Alt tA2 

G T X G E 

Fig. 42. Operators in formulas (13) and (17) 

we write fl(x) = (x, Xl) and !2(X) = (x, X2), we have for all x and scalars 
a,f3 

(16) 

(afl + f3f2)(x) = afl(x) + f3f2(x) 

= a(x, Xl)+ f3(x, X2) 

= (x, aXl + jiX2). 

By the definition of Al this shows conjugate linearity 

For A2 the proof is similar. 
Composition gives the operator (see Fig. 42) 

defined by T*yo= Xo· 

T* is linear since it involves two conjugate linear mappings, in 
addition to the linear operator TX. We prove that T* is indeed the 
Hilbert-adjoint operator of T. This is simple since from (14) to (16) we 
immediately have 

(Tx, Yo) = g(Tx) = f(x) = (x, xo) = (x, T*yo), 

which is (1) in Sec. 3.9, except for the notation. Our result is: 

Formula (17) represents the Hilbert-adjoint operator T* of a linear 
operator T on a Hilbert space in terms of the adjoint operator TX of T. 

Note further that IIT*II = IITII (Theorem 3.9-2) now follows im
mediately from (5) and the isometry of Al and A 2 • I 
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To complete this discussion, we should also list some of the main 
differences between the adjoint operator T X of T: X ~ Y and the 
Hilbert-adjoint operator T* of T: Hi ~ H2 , where X, Yare 
normed spaces and Hi> H2 are Hilbert spaces. 

T X is defined on the dual of the space which contains the range of 
T, whereas T* is defined directly on the space which contains the range 
of T. This property of T* enabled us to define important classes of 
operators by the use of their Hilbert-adjoint operators (cf. 3.10-1). 

For T X we have by (10) 

(aTt=aTX 

but for T* we have by 3.9-4 

(aT)* = iiT*. 

In the finite dimensional case, T X is represented by the transpose 
of the matrix representing T, whereas T* is represented by the 
complex conjugate transpose of that matrix (for details, see 4.5-3 and 
3.10-2). 

Problems 

1. Show that the functional defined by (1) is linear. 

2. What are the adjoints of a zero operator 0 and an identity operator I? 

3. Prove (9). 

4. Prove (10). 

5. Prove (11). 

6. Show that (T"r =: (TXt. 

7. What formula for matrices do we obtain by combining (11) and 
Example 4.5-3? 

8. Prove (12). 

9. (Annihllator) Let X and Y be normed spaces, T: X - Y a 
bounded linear operator and -M = (¥t( T), the closure of the range of T. 
Show that (cf. Prob. 13, Sec. 2.10) 
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10. (Annihilator) Let B be a subset of the dual space X' of a normed 
space X. The annihilator aB of B is defined to be 

aB = {x E X I f(x) = 0 for all fEB}. 

Show that in Prob. 9, 

What does this mean with respect to the task of solving an equation 
Tx=y? 

4.6 Reflexive Spaces 

Algebraic reflexivity of vector spaces was discussed in Sec. 2.8. Reflex
ivity of normed spaces will be the topic of the present section. But let 
us first recall what we did in Sec. 2.8. We remember that a vector 
space X is said to be algebraically reflexive if the canonical mapping 
c: X -----+ X** is surjective. Here X** = (X*)* is the second algebraic 
dual space of X and the mapping C is defined by x ~ &: where 

(1) g,,(j) = f(x) ([ E X* variable); 

that is, for any x E X the image is the linear functional gx defined by 
(1). If X is finite dimensional, then X is algebraically reflexive. This 
was shown in Theorem 2.9-3. 

Let us now turn to our actual task. We consider a normed space 
X, its dual space X' as defined in 2.10-3 and, moreover, the dual space 
(X'), of X'. This space is denoted by X" and is called the second dual 
space of X (or bidual space of X). 

We define a functional 8x on X' by choosing a fixed x E X and 
setting 

(2) g,,(f) = f(x) (fE X' variable). 

This looks like (1), but note that now f is bounded. And 8x turns out to 
be bounded, too, since we have the basic 
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4.6-1 Lemma (Norm. of Ix). For every fixed x in a normed space X, 
the functional gx defined by (2) is a bounded linear functional on X', so 
that &x E X", and has the norm 

(3) 11&x11=llxll· 

Proof. Linearity of gx is known from Sec. 2.8, and (3) follows 
from (2) and Corollary 4.3-4: 

(4) I 

To every x E X there corresponds a unique bounded linear func
tional gx E X" given by (2). This defines a mapping 

C:X~X" 
(5) 

C is called the canonical mapping of X into X". We show that C is 
linear and injective and preserves the norm. This can be expressed in 
terms of an isomorphism of normed spaces as defined in Sec. 2.10: 

4.6-2 Lemma (Canonical mapping). The canonical mapping C given 
by (5) is an isomorphism of the normed space X onto the normed space 
Wt( C), the range of C. 

Proof. Linearity of C is seen as in Sec. 2.8 because 

gax+/3y(f) = f(ax + (3y) = af(x) + (3f(y) = a&x(f) + (3gy(f). 

In particular, &x - gy = &x-yo Hence by (3) we obtain 

This shows that C is isometric; it preserves the norm. Isometry implies 
injectivity. We can also see this directly from our formula. Indeed, if 
x ~ y, then &x ~ gy by axiom (N2) in Sec. 2.2. Hence C is bijective, 
regarded as a mapping onto its range. I 
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X is said to be embeddable in a normed space Z if X is 
isomorphic with a subspace of Z. This is similar to Sec. 2.8, but note 
that here we are dealing with isomorphisms of normed spaces, that is, 
vector space isomorphisms which preserve norm (cf. Sec. 2.10). 
Lemma 4.6-2 shows that X is embeddable in X", and C is also called 
the canonical embedding of X into X". 

In general, C will not be surjective, so that the range ~(C) will be 
a proper subspace of X". The surjective case when ~(C) is all of X" is 
important enough to give it a name: 

4.6-3 Definition (Reflexivity). A normed space X is said to be 
reflexive if 

~(C)=X" 

where C: X -----+ X" is the canonical mapping given by (5) and (2). I 

This concept was introduced by H. Hahn (1927) and called "re
flexivity" by E. R. Lorch (1939). Hahn recognized the importance of 
reflexivity in his study of linear equations in normed spaces which was 
motivated by integral equations and also contains the Hahn-Banach 
theorem as well as the earliest investigation of dual spaces. 

If X is reflexive, it is isomorphic (hence isometric) with X", by 
Lemma 4.6-2. It is interesting that the converse does not generally 
hold, as R. C. James (1950, 1951) has shown. 

Furthermore, completeness does not imply reflexivity, but con
versely we have 

4.6-4 Theorem (Completeness). If a normed space X is reflexive, it is 
complete (hence a Banach space). 

Proof. Since X" is the dual space of X', it is complete by 
Theorem 2.10-4. Reflexivity of X means that ~(C) = X". Complete
ness of X now follows from that of X" by Lemma 4.6-2. I 

R n is reflexive. This follows directly from 2.10-5. It is typical of 
any finite dimensional normed space X. Indeed, if dim X < 00, then 
every linear functional on X is bounded (cf. 2.7-8), so that X' = X* 
and algebraic reflexivity of X (cf. 2.9-3) thus implies 

4.6-5 Theorem (Finite dimension). Every finite dimensional normed 
space is reflexive. 
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IP with 1 < P < +00 is reflexive. This follows from 2.10-7. Similarly, 
L P [a, b] with 1 < P < +00 is reflexive, as can be shown. It can also be 
proved that nonreflexive spaces are C[a, b] (cf. 2.2-5), ,1 (proof 
below), L 1[a, b], l'" (cf. 2.2-4) and the subspaces c and Co of 1=, where 
c is the space of all convergent sequences of scalars and Co is the space 
of all sequences of scalars converging to zero. 

4.6-6 Theorem (HUbert space). Every Hilbert space H is reflexive. 

Proof. We shall prove surjectivity of the canonical mapping 
C: H -----+ H" by showing that for every g E H" there is an x E H such 
that g = Cx. As a preparation we define A: H' -----+ H by Af = z, 
where z is given by the Riesz representation f(x) = (x, z) in 3.8-1. 
From 3.8-1 we know that A is bijective and isometric. A is conjugate 
linear, as we see from (16), Sec. 4.5. Now H' is complete by 2.10-4 
and a Hilbert space with inner product defined by 

Note the order of fb f2 on both sides. (IP1) to (IP4) in Sec. 3.1 is 
readily verified. In particular, (IP2) follows from the conjugate linear
ity of A: 

Let g E H" be arbitrary. Let its Riesz representation be 

g(f) = (f, fO)1 = (Afo, Af). 

We now remember that f(x) = (x, z) where z = Af. Writing Afo = x, we 
thus have 

(Afo, At> = (x, z) = f(x). 

Together, g(f) = f(x), that is, g = Cx by the definition of C. Since 
g E H" was arbitrary, C is surjective, so that H is reflexive. I 

Sometimes separability and nonseparabili~y (cf. 1.3-5) can playa 
role in proofs that certain spaces are not reflexive. This connection 
between reflexivity and separability is interesting and quite simple. The 
key is Theorem 4.6-8 (below), which states tha~ separability of X' 
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implies separability of X (the converse not being generally true). 
Hence if a normed space X is reflexive, X" is isomorphic with X by 
4.6-2, so that in this case, separability of X implies separability of X" 
and, by 4.6-8, the space X' is also separable. From this we have the 
following result. 

A separable normed space X with a nonseparable dual space X' can
not be reflexive. 

Example. [1 is not reflexive. 
Proof. [1 is separable by 1.3-10, but [11 = [OO is not; cf. 2.10-6 and 

1.3-9. 

The desired Theorem 4.6-8 will be obtained from the following 
lemma. A simple illustration of the lemma is shown in Fig. 43. 

4.6-7 Lemma (Existence of a functional). Let Y be a proper closed 
subspace of a normed space X. Let Xo E X - Y be arbitrary and 

(6) l) = !of 119 - xoll 
yeY 

the distance from Xo to Y. Then there exists an 1 E X' such that 

(7) 11/11= 1, I(y) = 0 for all y E Y, 

Proof. The idea of the proof is simple. We consider the subspace 
Z c X spanned by Y and xo, define on Z a bounded linear functional f 
by 

(8) f(z) = f(y + axo) = al) yE Y, 

show that f satisfies (7) and extend f to X by 4.3-2. The details are as 
follows. 

Every Z E Z = span (Y U {xo}) has a unique representation 

z = y+axo yE Y. 

This is used in (8). Linearity of f is readily seen. Also, since Y is 
closed, l) > 0, so that f#- O. Now a = 0 gives f(y) = 0 for all y E Y. For 
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3 
Xo 

'\ 
\ Il 
\ 
\ 

y 

2 ~1 

Fig. 43. Illustration of Lemma 4.6-7 for the Euclidean space X = R3, where Y is 
represented by /;2=/;,/2, /;3=0 and xo=(l, 3, 0), so that 8=.J5, Z=span(YU{xo}) is 

the /;'/;2-piane and f(z) = (-/;, +2/;2)/.J5. 

a = 1 and Y = 0 we have f(xo) = l>. 
We show that I is bounded. a = 0 gives I(z) = O. Let a¥- O. Using 

(6) and noting that -(l/a)YE Y, we obtain 

I/(z)I=lall>=lal !nf Ily-xoll 
ye¥ 

1 
~Ialll- - y-xoll 

a 

= Ily + axoll, 

that is, If(z)1 ~ liz II· Hence I is bounded and IIIII ~ 1. 
We show that IIIII ~ 1. By the definition of an infimum, Y contains 

a sequence (Yn) such that llYn - xoll ~ l>. Let Zn = Yn - Xo. Then we 
have I(zn) = -l> by (8) with a = -1. Also 

I/(z)1 I/(zn)1 8 
11/11=~~gW~TzJ=llznll 

z+o 

~=1 
8 

as n ~ 00. Hence 11/116: 1, so that Ilfll = 1. By the Hahn-Banach 
theorem 4.3-2 for normed spaces we can extend I to X without 
increasing the norm. I 
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Using this lemma, we shall now obtain the desired 

4.6-8 Theorem (Separability). If the dual space X' of a normed space 
X is separable, then X itself is separable. 

Proof. We assume that X' is separable. Then the unit sphere 
u'={fillfll= l}cX' also contains a countable dense subset, say, (fn). 
Since fn E U', we have 

Ilfnll = sup Ifn(x)1 = 1. 
IIxll=l 

By the definition of a supremum we can find points Xn E X of norm 1 
such that 

Let Y be the closure of span (xn). Then Y is separable because Y has a 
countable dense subset, namely, the set of all linear combinations of 
the xn's with coefficients whose real and imaginary parts are rational. 

We show that Y = X. Suppose Y ¢ X. Then, since Y is closed, by 
Lemma 4.6-7 there exists an I E X' with 11/11= 1 and f(y) = 0 for all 
y E Y. Since Xn E Y, we have /(Xn) = 0 and for all n, 

1 -
2~ Ifn(xn)1 = Ifn(xn)- f(xn)1 

= I(fn - l)(xn)1 

~ Ilfn - fllllxnll, 

where Ilxnll = 1. Hence Ilfn - III ~~, but this contradicts the assumption 
that (fn) is dense in U' because I is itself in U'; in fact, 11/11=1. I 

Problems 

1. What are the functionals f and gx in (2) if X = R n? 

2. Give a simpler proof of Lemma 4.6-7 for the case that X is a Hilbert 
space. 

3. If a normed space X is reflexive, show that X' is reflexive. 
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4. Show that a Banach space X is reflexive if and only if its dual space X' 
is reflexive. (Hint. It can be shown that a closed subspace of a reflexive 
Banach space is reflexive. Use this fact, without proving it.) 

5. Show that under the assumptions of Lemma 4.6-7 there exists a 
bounded linear functional h on X such that 

Ilhll = 1/8, h(y) = 0 for all y E Y, 

6. Show that different closed subspaces Y1 and Y 2 of a normed space X 
have different annihilators. (Cf. Sec. 2.10, Prob. 13.) 

7. Let Y be a closed subspace of a normed space X such that every f E X' 
which is zero everywhere on Y is zero everywhere on the whole space 
X. Show that then Y = x. 

8. Let M be any subset of a normed space X. Show that an Xo E X is an 
element of A = span M if and only if f(xo) = 0 for every f E X' such that 

fIM=O. 

9. (Total set) Show that a subset M of a normed space X is total in X if 
and only if every f E X' which is zero everywhere on M is zero 
everywhere on X. 

10. Show that if a normed space X has a linearly independent subset of n 
elements, so does the dual space X'. 

4.7 Category Theorem. 

Uniform Boundedness Theorem 

The uniform boundedness theorem (or uniform boundedness principle) 
by S. Banach and H. Steinhaus (1927) is of great importance. In fact, 
throughout analysis there are many instances of results related to this 
theorem, the earliest being an investigation by H. Lebesgue (1909). 
The uniform boundedness theorem is often regarded as one of the 
corner stones of functional analysis in normed spaces, the others being 
the Hahn-Banach theorem (Sees. 4.2,4.3), the open mapping theorem 
(Sec. 4.12) and the closed graph theorem (Sec. 4.l3). Unlike the 
Hahn-Banach theorem, the other three of these four theorems require 
completeness. Indeed, they characterize some of tl1e most important-
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properties of Banach spaces which normed spaces in general may not 
have. 

It is quite interesting to note that we shall obtain all three 
theorems from a common source. More precisely, we shall prove the 
so-called Baire's category theorem and derive from it the uniform 
boundedness theorem (in this section) as well as the open mapping 
theorem (in Sec. 4.12). The latter will then readily entail the closed 
graph theorem (in Sec. 4.13). 

Baire's category theorem has various other applications in func
tional- analysis and is the main reason why category enters into numer
ous proofs; cf., for instance, the more advanced books by R. E. 
Edwards (1965) and J. L. Kelley and I. Namioka (1963). 

In Def. 4.7-1 we state the concepts needed for Baire's theorem 
4.7-2. Each concept has two names, a new name and an old one given 
in parentheses. The latter is on the way out because "category" is now 
being used for an entirely different mathematical purpose (which will 
not occur in this book). 

4.7-1 Definition (Category). A subset M of a metric space X is said 
to be 

(a) rare (or nowhere dense) in X if its closure !VI has no interior 
points (cf. Sec. 1.3), 

(b) meager (or of the first category) in X if M is the union of 
countably many sets each of which is rare in X, 

(c) nonmeager (or of the second category) in X if M is not meager 
in X. I 

4.7-2 Baire's Category Theorem (Complete metric spaces). If a met
ric space X ¥ 0 is complete, it is nonmeager in itself. 

Hence if X ¥ 0 is complete and 

00 

(1) X= U Ak (Ak closed) 
k=l 

then at least one Ak contains a nonempty open subset. 

Proof. The idea of the proof is simple. Suppose the complete 
metric space X ¥ 0 were meager in itself. Then 

(1 *) X= U Mk 
k=l 
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with each Mk rare in X. We shall construct a Cauchy sequence (Pk) 
whose limit p (which exists by completeness) is in no M k , thereby 
contradicting the representation (1*). 

By assumption, Ml is rare in X, so that, by definition, Ml does not 
contain a nonempty open set. But X does (for instance, X itse,1f). This 
implies Ml -F X. Hence the complement M1C = X - Ml of Ml is not 
empty and open. We may thus choose a point PI in M1C and an open 
ball about it, say, 

By assumption, M2 is rare in X, so that M2 does not contain a 
nonempty open set. Hence it does not contain the open ball B(Pl; !Bl). 
This implies that M2c n B(Pl; !Bl) is not empty and open, so that we 
may choose an open ball in this set, say, 

By induction we thus obtain a sequence of balls 

such that Bk n Mk = 0 and 

k= 1,2,···. 

Since Bk < Tk, the sequence (Pk) of the centers is Cauchy and con
verges, say, Pk ~ P E X because X is complete by assumption. Also, 
for every m and n> m we have Bn c B(Pm; !em), so that 

as n ~ 00. Hence P E Bm for every m. Since Bm c Mm c, we now see 
that P t Mm for every m, so that P t U Mm = X. This contradicts P E X. 
Baire's theorem is proved. I 

We note that the converse of Baire's theorem is not generally 
true. An example of an incomplete normed space which is nonmeager 
in itself is given in N. Bourbaki (1955), Ex. 6, pp. 3-4. 
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From Baire's theorem we shall now readily obtain the desired 
uniform boundedness theorem. This theorem states that if X is a 
Banach space and a sequence of operators Tn E B(X, Y) is bounded at 
every point x E X, then the sequence is uniformly bounded. In other 
words, pointwise boundedness implies boundedness in some stronger 
sense, namely, uniform boundedness. (The real number Cx in (2), 
below, will vary in general with x, a fact which we indicate by the 
subscript x; the essential point is that Cx does not depend on n.) 

4.7-3 Uniform Boundedness Theorem. Let (Tn) be a sequence of 
bounded linear operators Tn: X ---l> Y from a Banach space X into a 
normed space Y such that (1lTnxll> is bounded for every x E X, say, 

(2) n=1,2,··· , 

where Cx is a real number. Then the sequence of the norms IITnl1 is 
bounded, that is, there is a c such that 

(3) n=1,2,··· . 

Proof. For every kEN, let Ak c X be the set of all x such that 

for all n. 

Ak is closed. Indeed, for any x E Ak there is a sequence (Xj) in Ak 
converging to x. This means that for every fixed n we have II Tnxjll ~ k 
and obtain IITnxll~ k because Tn is continuous and so is the norm (cf. 
Sec. 2.2). Hence x E A k, and Ak is closed. 

By (2), each x E X belongs to some A k • Hence 

X= U A k • 
k=l 

Since X is complete, Baire's theorem implies that some Ak contains an 
open ball, say, 

(4) Bo=B(xo; r)cAko. 

Let x E X be arbitrary, not zero. We set 

(5) z =xo+-Yx 
r 

-Y=21Ixll· 
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Then Ilz-xoll<r, so that zEBo. By (4) and from the definition of Ako 
we thus have IITnzll~ ko for all n. Also IITnxoll~ ko since XoE Bo. From 
(5) we obtain 

1 
x =- (z-xo). 

'Y 

This yields for all n 

114 
IITnxl1 =-IITn(z - xo)II~- (1ITnzll+IITnxoID ~-llxll ko. 

'Y 'Y r 

Hence for all n, 

which is of the form (3) with c = 4ko/r. I 

Applications 

4.7-4 Space of polynomials. The normed space X of all polynomials 
with norm defined by 

(6) Ilxll = max lail 
i 

is not complete. 

(ao, ab ... the coefficients of x) 

Proof. We construct a sequence of bounded linear operators on 
X which satisfies (2) but not (3), so that X cannot be complete. 

We may write a polynomial x f:: 0 of degree Nx in the form 

00 

x(t)= L a/ 
i=O 

(For x = 0 the degree is not defined in the usual discussion of degree, 
but this does not matter here.) As a sequence of operators on X we 
take the sequence of functionals Tn = fn defined by 

(7) 
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fn is linear. fn is bounded since lail ~ Ilxll by (6), so that Ifn(x)1 ~ n Ilxll. 
Furthermore, for each fixed x E X the sequence (lfn(x)1) satisfies (2) 
because a polynomial x of degree Nx has Nx + 1 coefficients, so that by 
(7) we have 

Ifn(x)1 ~ (Nx + 1) max lail = Cx 
i 

which is of the form (2). 
We now show that (in) does not satisfy (3), that is, there is no C 

such that II Tn II = Ilfn II ~ c for all n. This we do by choosing particularly 
disadvantageous polynomials. For fn we choose x defined by 

x(t) = 1 + t + ... + tn. 

Then Ilxll = 1 by (6) and 

fn(x) = 1 + 1 + ... + 1 = n = n Ilxll. 

Hence Ilfnll ~ Ifn(x)l!llxll = n, so that (1Ifnll) is unbounded. I 

4.7-5 Fourier series. From 3.5-1 we remember that the Fourier series 
of a given periodic function x of period 217' is of the form 

00 

(8) !ao + L (am cos mt + bm sin mt) 
m=l 

with the Fourier coefficients of x given by the Euler formulas 

(9) 1 1Z"'-am = - x(t) cos mt dt, 
17' 0 

1iZ
",-bm = 17' x(t) sin mt dt. 

[We wrote ao/2 in (8) to have only two formulas in (9), whereas in 
3.5-1 we wrote ao and needed three Euler formulas.] 

It is well-known that the series (8) may converge even at points 
where x is discontinuous. (Problem 15 gives a simple example.) This 
shows that continuity is not necessary for convergence. Surprising 
enough, continuity is not sufficient either.4 Indeed, using the uniform 
boundedness theorem, we can show the following. 

4 Continuity and the existence of the right-hand and left-hand derivatives at a point 
t" is sufficient for convergence at to. Cf. W. Rogosinski (1959), p. 70. 
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There exist real-valued continuous functions whose Fourier series 
diverge at a given point to. 

Proof. Let X be the normed space of all real-valued continuous 
functions of period 217" with norm defined by 

(10) Ilxll = max Ix(t)l· 

X is a Banach space, as follows from 1.5-5 with a = 0 and b = 217". We 
may take to = 0, without restricting generality. To prove our statement, 
we shall !lpply the uniform boundedness theorem 4.7-3 to Tn = fn 
where fn (x) is the value at t = 0 of the nth partial sum of the Fourier 
series of x. Since for t = 0 the sine terms are zero and the cosine is one, 
we see from (8) and (9) that 

fn(x) =~ao+ t am 
m=l 

1 i2
.". [1 n ] =- x(t) -2+ Leos mt dt. 

17" 0 m=1 

We want to determine the function represented by the sum under the 
integral sign. For this purpose we calculate 

n n 

2 sin h Leos mt = L 2 sin ~t cos mt 
m=l m=l 

= ! [-sin(m-~)t+sin(m+~)t] 
m=1 

= -sin ~t + sin (n +~)t, 

where the last expression follows by noting that most of the terms drop 
out in pairs. Dividing this by sin ~t and adding 1 on both sides, we have 

f sin (n+~)t 
1 + 2 t... cos mt = . 1 • 

m=1 Sill 2,t 

Consequently, the formula for fn(x) can be written in the simple form 

(11) 
1 r2.". 

fn(x) = 217" Jo X(t)qn(t) dt, ( ) _ sin (n +~)t 
qn t - ·1· 

. SIll2,t 
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Using this, we can show that the linear functional fn is bounded. In 
fact, by (10) and (11), 

From this we see that fn is bounded. Furthermore, by taking the 
supremum over all x of norm one we obtain 

Actually, the equality sign holds, as we shall now prove. For this 
purpose let us first write 

where y(t) = + 1 at every t at which qn (t) ~ 0 and y(t) = -1 elsewhere. y 
is not continuous, but for any given e > 0 it may be modified to a 
continuous x of norm 1 such that for this x we have 

Writing this as two integrals and using (11), we obtain 

Since e > 0 was arbitrary and Ilxll = 1, this proves the desired formula 

(12) 

We finally show that the sequence (1lfnll) is unbounded. Substitut
ing into (12) the expression for qn from (11), using the fact that 
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Isin ~tl < ~t for t E (0, 2 'IT ] and setting (n +~)t = v, we obtain 

Ilfnll = ~ f 2"1 sin ~n ;~)t 1 dt 
2'IT Jo sm 2t 

1 l2"lsin (n +~)tl d >- t 
'IT t 

1 l(2n+l)"ISin vi 
=- --dv 

'IT v 

=- L -dv 
1 2n i(k+l)"lsin vi 
'IT k=O k" V 

1 2n 1 i (k+l)" 
~- L (k 1) Isin vi dv 

'IT k=O + 'IT k" 

00 as n -----+ 00 

since the harmonic series diverges. Hence (1Ifnll) is unbounded, so that 
(3) (with Tn = fn) does not hold. Since X is complete, this implies that 
(2) cannot hold for all x. Hence there must be an x E X such that 
(lfn(x)1) is unbounded. But by the definition of the fn's this means that 
the Fourier series of that x diverges at t = O. I 

Note that our existence proof does not tell us how to find such a 
continuous function x whose Fourier series diverges at a to. Examples 
of such functions were given by L. Fejer (1910); one is reproduced in 
W. Rogosinski (1959), pp. 76-77. 

Problems 

1. Of what category is the set of all rational numbers (a) in R, (b) in itself 
(taken with the usual metric)? 

2. Of what category is the set of all integers (a) in R, (b) in itself (taken 
with the metric induced from R)? 

3. Find all rare sets in a discrete metric space X. (Cf. 1.1-8.) 

4. Find a meager dense subset in R2. 
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5. Show that a subset M of a metric space X is rare in X if and only if 
(M)c is dense in X. 

6. Show that the complement ~ of a meager subset M of a complete 
metric space X is nonmeager. 

7. (Resonance) Let X be a Banach space, Y a normed space and 
Tn E B{X, Y), n = 1, 2, ... , such that sup IITnl1 = +00. Show that there is 

n 

an Xo E X such that sup IITnxo11 = +00. [The point Xo is often called a point 
n 

of resonance, and our problem motivates the term resonance theorem 
for the uniform boundedness theorem.] 

8. Show that completeness of X is essential in Theorem 4.7-3 and cannot 
be omitted. [Consider the subspace Xc 1= consisting of all x = (~j) such 
that ~j = 0 for j;;;' J EN, where J depends on x, and let Tn be defined by 
Tnx = fn{x) = n~n.] 

9. Let Tn = sn, where the operator s: ZZ_12 is defined by 
(~1' ~2' ~3' ... )~ (~3' ~4' ~5' ... ). Find a bound for IITnxll; find 
lim IITnxll, IITnl1 and lim IITnll. 

10. (Space co) Let y = (11), 1Ij E C, be such that I ~j1li converges for every 
x = (~i) E co, where Co c 1= is the subspace of all complex sequences 
converging to zero. Show that I 111/1<00. (Use 4.7-3.) 

11. Let X be a Banach space, Y a normed space and Tn E B(X, Y) such 
that (Tnx) is Cauchy in Y for every x E X. Show that (1ITnl!) is bounded. 

12. If, in addition, Y in Prob. 11 is complete, show that Tnx - Tx, 
where TE B(X, Y). 

13. If (Xn) in a Banach space X is such that (f{Xn)) is bounded for all fEX', 
show that (1IXnI!) is bounded. 

14. If X and Yare Banach spaces and Tn E B(X, Y), n = 1, 2, ... , show 
that equivalent statements are: 
(a) {II Tn I!) is bounded, 
(b) (IITnxll) is bounded for all x EX, 
(c) (lg(Tnx)l) is bounded for all XEX and all gE Y'. 

15. To illustrate that a Fourier series of a function x may converge even at 
a point where x is discontinuous, find the Fourier series of 

x(t) = {~ if -'7T~ t<O 

if O~t<'7T 
and 

"--

x(t + 2'7T) = x(t). 
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Graph x and the partial sums So, s" S2, S3, and compare with Fig. 44. 
Show that at t = ±n7T the series has the value 1/2, the arithmetic mean 
of the right and left limits of x; this behavior is typical of Fourier 
series. 

Fig. 44. First three partial sums s" S2, S3 in Prob. 15 

4.8 Strong and Weak Convergence 

We know that in calculus one defines different types of convergence 
(ordinary, conditional, absolute and uniform convergence). This yields 
greater flexibility m the theory and application of sequences and series. 
In functional analysis the situation is similar, and one has an even 
greater variety of possibilities that turn out to be of practical interest. 
In the present section we are primarily concerned with "weak con
vergence". This is a basic concept. We present it now since its theory 
makes essential use of the uniform boundedness theorem discussed in 
the previous section. In fact, this is one of the major applications of 
that theorem. 

Convergence of sequences of elements in a normed space was 
defined in Sec. 2.3 and, from now on, will be called strong convergence, 
to distinguish it from "weak convergence" to be introduced shortly. 
Hence we first state 

4.8-1 Definition (Strong convergence). A sequence (xn) in a normed 
space X is said to be strongly convergent (or convergent in the norm) if 
there is an x E X such that 

lim Ilxn - xii = O. 
n-+oo 
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This is written 

limxn=X 
n~oo 

or simply 

x is called the strong limit of (xn), and we say that (xn) converges 
strongly to x. I 

Weak convergence is defined in terms of bounded linear function
als on X as follows. 

4.8-2 Definition (Weak convergence). A sequence (xn) in a normed 
space X is said to be weakly convergent if there is an x E X such that 
for every f E X', 

lim f(xn) = f(x). 
n--+oo 

This is written 

or Xn --'" x. The element x is called the weak limit of (xn), and we say 
that (xn) converges weakly to x. I 

Note that weak convergence means convergence of the sequence 
of numbers an = f(xn) for every f E X'. 

Weak convergence has various applications throughout analysis 
(for instance, in the calculus of variations and the general theory of 
differential equations). The concept illustrates a basic principle of 
functional analysis, namely, the fact that the investigation of spaces is 
often related to that of their dual spaces. 

For applying weak convergence one needs to know certain basic 
properties, which we state in the following lemma. The reader will note 
that in the proof we use the Hahn-Banach theorem (via 4.3-4 as well 
as 4.6-1) and the uniform bounded ness theorem. This demonstrates 
the importance of these theorems in connection with weak con
vergence. 
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4.8-3 Lemma (Weak convergence). Let (xn) be a weakly convergent 
sequence in a normed space X, say, Xn ~ x. Then: 

(a) The weak limit x of (xn) is unique. 

(b) Every subsequence of (Xn) converges weakly to x. 

(c) The sequence (1Ixnl!) is bounded. 

Proof. (a) Suppose that Xn ~ x as well as Xn ~ y. Then 
f(xn)~ f(x) as well as f(xn)~ f{y). Since (f(xn» is a sequence of 
numbers, its limit is unique. Hence f{x) = f{y), that is, for every f EX' 
we have 

f(x) - f{y) = f(x - y) = O. 

This implies x - y = 0 by Corollary 4.3-4 and shows that the weak 
limit is unique. 

(b) follows from the fact that (f(xn» is a convergent 
sequence of numbers, so that every subsequence of (f(Xn» converges 
and has the same limit as the sequence. 

(c) Since (f{xn» is a convergent sequence of numbers, it 
is bounded, say, If{xn)1 ~ cf for all n, where cf is a constant depending 
on f but not on n. Using the canonical mapping C: X ~ X" (Sec. 
4.6), we can define gn E X" by 

fEX'. 

(We write gn instead of gx,., to avoid subscripts of subscripts.) Then for 
all n, 

that is, the sequence (Ign(f)!) is bounded for every fEX'. Since X' is 
complete by 2.10-4, the uniform boundedness theorem 4.7-3 is appli
cable and implies that (1Ignll) is bounded. Now Ilgnll = Ilxnll by 4.6-1, so 
that (c) is proved. I 

The reader may perhaps wonder why weak convergence does not 
playa role in calculus. The simple reason is that in finite dimensional 
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normed spaces the distinction between strong and weak convergence 
disappears completely. Let us prove this fact and also justify the terms 
"strong" and "weak." 

4.8-4 Theorem (Strong and weak convergence). Let (xn ) be a se
quence in a normed space X. Then: 

(a) Strong convergence implies weak convergence with the same 
limit. 

(b) The converse of (a) is not generally true. 

(c) If dim X < 00, then weak convergence implies strong con
vergence. 

Proof. (a) By definition, Xn ~ x means Ilxn - xii ~ 0 and im
plies that for every f E X', 

If(xn ) - f(x)1 = If(xn - x)1 ~ Ilfllllxn - xii ~ o. 

This shows that Xn ~ x. 

(b) can be seen from an orthonormal sequence (en) in a 
Hilbert space H. In fact, every f E H' has a Riesz representation 
f(x) = (x, z). Hence f(en) = (en, z). Now the Bessel inequality is (cf. 
3.4-6) 

'" L I(en> zW~llzI12. 
n=l 

Hence the series on the left converges, so that its terms must approach 
zero as n ~ 00. This implies 

Since fE H' was arbitrary, we see that en ~ O. However, (en) does 
not converge strongly because 

(m¢ n). 
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(c) Suppose that Xn ~ x and dim X = k. Let 
{eh· .. ,ed be any basis for X and, say, 

and 

By assumption, f(xn)~ f(x) for every fEX'. We take in particular 
fh· .. ,It defined by 

(m¢ j). 

(We mention that this is the dual basis of {eh ... ,ek}; cf. Sec. 2.9.) 
Then 

I( ) _ (n) Jixn -aj, 

Hence t(xn)~ t(x) implies a~n) ~ aj. From this we readily obtain 

k 

~ L la~n)-ajillejil o 
j=l 

as n ~ 00. This shows that (xn) converges strongly to x. I 

It is interesting to note that there also exist infinite dimensional 
spaces such that strong and weak convergence are equivalent concepts. 
An example is 1\ as was shown by 1. Schur (1921). 

In conclusion let us take a look at weak convergence in two 
particularly important types of spaces. 

Examples 

4.8-5 Hilbert space. In a Hilbert space, Xn ~ x if and only if 
(xn , z) ~ (x, z) for all z in the space. 

Proof. Clear by 3.8-l. 
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4.8-6 Space ,p. In the space IP, where 1 < p < +00, we have Xn ~ x 
if and only if: 

(A) The sequence (1lxnlD is bounded. 

(B) For every fixed j we have ~~n) ~ § as n -----+ 00; here, 
Xn = (~~n» and x = (~j). 

Proof. The dual space of IP is lq; cf. 2.10-7. A Schauder basis of 
lq is (en), where en = (l>nj) has 1 in the nth place and zeros elsewhere. 
Span (en) is dense in lq, so that the conclusion results from the 
following lemma. 

4.8-7 Lemma (Weak convergence). In a normed space X we have 
Xn ~ x if and only if: 

(A) The sequence (1lxnlD is bounded. 

(B) For every element f of a total subset Me X' we have 
f(xn) -----+ f(x). 

Proof. In the case of weak convergence, (A) follows from 
Lemma 4.8-3 and (B) is trivial. 

Conversely, suppose that (A) and (B) hold. Let us consider any 
f E X' and show that f(xn) -----+ f(x), which means weak convergence, 
by the definition. 

By (A) we have Ilxnll~c for all n and Ilxll~c, where c is suffi
ciently large. Since M is total in X', for every f E X' there is a 
sequence <t) in span M such that t -----+ f. Hence for any given B > 0 
we can find a j such that 

B 

lit - fll < 3 c . 

Moreover, since t E span M, by assumption (B) there is an N such that 
for all n>N, 

Using these two inequalities and applying the triangle inequality, we 
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obtain for n> N 

e 
<11/- tillllxnll+3+llti - 1IIIIxii 

e e e 
<-c+-+-c=e. 

3c 3 3c 

Since I E X' was arbitrary, this shows that the sequence (xn ) converges 
weakly to x. I 

Problems 

1. (Pointwise convergence) If Xn E C[a, b] and Xn ~ x E C[a, b], 
show that (Xn) is pointwise convergent on [a, b], that is, (Xn(t)) con
verges for every t E [a, b]. 

2. Let X and Y be normed spaces, TE B(X, Y) and (Xn) a sequence in X. 
If Xn ~ Xo, show that TXn ~ Txo· 

3. If (Xn) and (Yn) are sequences in the same normed space X, show that 
xn~x and Yn~Y implies Xn+Yn~x+y as well as 
aXn ~ ax, where a is any scalar. 

4. Show that Xn ~ Xo implies lim Ilxnll ~ Ilxoll. (Use Theorem 4.3-3.) 
n_~ 

5. If Xn ~ Xo in a normed space X, show that Xo E Y, where 
Y = span (Xn). (Use Lemma 4.6-7.) 

6. If (xn) is a weakly convergent sequence in a normed space X, say, 
Xn ~ Xo, show that there is a sequence (Ym) of linear combinations 
of elements of (Xn) which converges strongly to Xo. 

7. Show that any closed subspace Y of a normed space X contains the 
limits of all weakly convergent sequences of its elements. 

8. (Weak Cauchy sequence) A weak Cauchy sequence in a real or 
complex normed space X is a sequence (xn) in X such that for every 
f E X' the sequence (f(xn)) is Cauchy in R or C, respectively. [Note that 
then lim f(xn) exists.] Show that a weak Cauchy sequence is bounded. 

n_~ . 
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9. Let A be a set in a normed space X such that every nonempty subset 
of A contains a weak Cauchy sequence. Show that A is bounded. 

10. (Weak completeness) A normed space X is said to be weakly com
plete if each weak Cauchy sequence in X converges weakly in X. If X 
is reflexive, show that X is weakly complete. 

4.9 Convergence of Sequences of Operators 

and Functionals 

Sequences of bounded linear operators and functionals arise frequently 
in the abstract formulation of concrete situations, for instance in 
connection with convergence problems of Fourier series or sequences 
of interpolation polynomials or methods of numerical integration, to 
name just a few. In such cases one is usually concerned with the 
convergence of those sequences of operators or functionals, with 
boundedness of corresponding sequences of norms or with similar 
properties. 

Experience shows that for sequences of elements in a normed 
space, strong and weak convergence as defined in the previous section 
are useful concepts. For sequences of operators Tn E B(X, Y) three 
types of convergence turn out to be of theoretical as well as practical 
value. These are 

(1) Convergence in the norm on B(X, Y), 
(2) Strong convergence of (Tnx) in Y, 
(3) Weak convergence of (Tnx) in Y. 

The definitions and terminology are as follows; they were introduced 
by J. von Neumann (1929-30b). 

4.9-1 Definition (Convergence of sequences of operators). Let X 
and Y be normed spaces. A sequence (Tn) of operators Tn E B(X, Y) 
is said to be: 

(1) uniformly operator convergent5 if (Tn) converges in the norm 
on B(X, Y) 

~ "Operator" is often omitted from each of the three terms. We retain it for clarity. 
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(2) strongly operator convergent if (Tnx) converges strongly in Y 
for every x E X, 

(3) weakly operator convergent if (Tnx) converges weakly in Y 
for every x E X. 

In formulas this means that there is an operator T: X ~ Y such that 

(2) 

(3) 

IITnx - Txll ~ 0 

If(Tnx) - f(Tx)1 ~ 0 

for all XE X 

for all x E X and all fEY' 

respectively. T is called the uniform, strong and weak operator limit of 
(Tn), respectively. I 

We pointed out in the previous section that even in calculuS", in a 
much simpler situation, the use of several concepts of convergence 
gives greater flexibility. Nevertheless the reader may still be bewil
dered by the many concepts of convergence we have just introduced. 
He may ask why it is necessary to have three kinds of convergence for 
sequences of operators. The answer is that many of the operators that 
appear in practical problems are given as some sort of limit of simpler 
operators. And it is important to know what is meant by "some sort" 
and to know what properties of the limiting operator are implied by 
the properties of the sequence. Also, at the beginning of an investiga
tion, one does not always know in what sense limits will exist; hence it 
is useful to have a variety of possibilities. Perhaps in a specific problem 
one is at first able to establish convergence only in a very "mild" sense, 
so that one has at least something to start from, and then later develop 
tools for proving convergence in a stronger sense, which guarantees 
"better" properties of the limit operator. This is a typical situation, for 
example in partial differential equations. 

It is not difficult to show that 

(1) (2) (3) 

(the limit being the same), but the converse is not generally true, as can 
be seen from the following examples. 
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Examples 

4.9-2 (Space e). In the space [2 we consider a sequence (Tn), where 
Tn: f ~ [2 is defined by 

Tnx = (0, 0, ... , 0, ~n+b ~n+2' ~n+3, ... ); 
'--v--J 

(n zeros) 

here, x = (~b ~2' ... ) E [2. This operator Tn is linear and bounded. 
Clearly, (Tn) is strongly operator convergent to 0 since Tnx ~ 0 = Ox. 
However, (Tn) is not uniformly operator convergent since we have 
IITn -011 = IITnl1 = 1. 

4.9-3 (Space e). Another sequence (Tn) of operators Tn: [2 ~ [2 

is defined by 

Tnx = (0,0, ... ,0, ~b ~2' ~3, ••• ) 
~ 

(n zeros) 

where x = (~b ~2' ... ) E f. This operator Tn is linear and bounded. We 
show that (Tn) is weakly operator convergent to 0 but not strongly. 

Every bounded linear functional f on [2 has a Riesz representation 
3.8-1, that is, by 3.1-6, 

= 

f(x) = (x, z) = L ~j~ 
j=l 

where z = «(j) E f. Hence, setting j = n + k and using the definition of 
Tn, we have 

= = 
f(Tn x ) = (Tnx, z) = L ~j-n~ = L ~k'n+k. 

j=n+l k=l 

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in 1.2-3, 

= = 
If(TnxW=I(Tnx,zW~ L l~kl2 L l(mI2. 

k=l m=n+l 

The last series is the remainder of a convergent series. Hence the 
right-hand side approaches 0 as n ~ 00; thus f(Tnx) ~ 0 = f(Ox). 
Consequently, (T.,) is weakly operator convergent to O. 
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However, (Tn) is not strongly operator convergent because for 
x = (1, 0, 0, ... ) we have 

(m~ n). I 

Linear functionals are linear operators (with range in the scalar 
field R or C), so that (1), (2) and (3) apply immediately. However, (2) 
and (3) now become equivalent, for the following reason. We had 
Tnx E Y, but we now have fn(x) E R (or C). Hence convergence in (2) 
and (3) now takes place in the finite dimensional (one-dimensional) 
space R (or C) and equivalence of (2) and (3) follows from Theorem 
4.8-4(c). The two remaining concepts are called strong and weak* 
convergence (read "weak star convergence"): 

4.9-4 Definition (Strong and weak* convergence of a sequence of 
functionals). Let (fn) be a sequence of bounded linear functionals on 
a normed space X. Then: 

(a) Strong convergence of (fn) means that there is an f E X' such 
that Ilfn - fll ~ 0. This is written 

(b) Weak* convergence of (fn) means that there is an f E X' such 
that fn(x) ~ f(x) for all x E X. This is written6 

w· 
fn~f. 

f in (a) and (b) is called the strong limit and weak* limit of (fn), 
respectively. I 

Returning to operators Tn E B(X, Y), we ask what can be said 
about the limit operator T: X ~ Y in (1), (2) and (3). 

If the convergence is uniform, TE B(X, Y); otherwise IITn - Til 
would not make sense. If the convergence is strong or weak, T is still 
linear but may be unbounded if X is not complete. 

6 This concept is somewhat more important than weak convergence of (In), which, 
by 4.8-2, means that g(fn) --- g(f) for all g E X". Weak convergence implies weak* 
convergence, as can be seen by the use of the canonical mapping defined in Sec. 4.6. (a. 
Prob.4.) 
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Example. The space X of all sequences x = (~j) in 12 with only 
finitely many nonzero terms, taken with the metric on f, is not 
complete. A sequence of bounded linear operators Tn on X is defined 
by 

so that Tnx has terms j~j if j ~ n and ~j if j> n. This sequence (Tn) 
converges strongly to the unbounded linear operator T defined by 
Tx = (1/j), where 1/j = j~j. 

However, if X is complete, the situation illustrated by this exam
ple cannot occur since then we have the basic 

4.9-5 Lemma (Strong operator convergence). Let Tn E B(X, Y), 
where X is a Banach space and Ya normed space. If (Tn) is strongly 
operator convergent with limit T, then TE B(X, Y). 

Proof. Linearity of T follows readily from that of Tn. Since 
Tnx ~ Tx for every x E X, the sequence (Tnx) is bounded for every 
x; cf. 1.4-2. Since X is complete, (1ITnl!) is bounded by the uniform 
boundedness theorem, say, IITnll~ c for all n. From this, it follows that 
II Tnxll ~ II Tn 1IIIxii ~ c Ilxll· This implies II Txll ~ c Ilxll· • 

A useful criterion for strong operator convergence is 

4.9-6 Theorem (Strong operator convergence). A sequence (Tn) of 
operators Tn E B(X, Y), where X and Yare Banach spaces, is strongly 
operator convergent if and only if: 

(A) The sequence (1ITnl!) is bounded. 
(B) The sequence (Tnx) is Cauchy in Y for every x in a total subset 

MofX. 

Proof If Tnx ~ Tx for every x E X, then (A) follows from the 
uniform boundedness theorem (since X is complete) and (B) is trivial. 

Conversely, suppose that (A) and (B) hold, so that, say, IITnl1 ~ c 
for all n. We consider any x E X and show that (Tnx) converges 
strongly in Y. Let e > 0 be given. Since span M is dense in X, there is a 
y E span M such that 
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Since y E span M, the sequence (TnY) is Cauchy by (B). Hence there is 
an N such that 

(m, n>N). 

Using these two inequalities and applying the triangle inequality, we 
readily see that (Tnx) is Cauchy in Y because for m, n > N we obtain 

B 
<IITnllllx-YII+"3+IITmllllx-YII 

B B B 
<C-+-+C-=B. 

3c 3 3c 

Since Y is complete, (Tnx) converges in Y. Since x E X was arbitrary, 
this proves strong operator convergence of (Tn). I 

4.9-7 Corollary (Functionals). A sequence (fn) of bounded linear 
functionals on a Banach space X is weak* convergent, the limit being a 
bounded linear functional on X, if and only if: 

(A) The sequence (1Ifnll) is bounded. 
(B) The sequence (fn(x» is Cauchy for every x in a total subset M 

of X. 

This has interesting applications. Two of them will be discussed in the 
next sections. 

Problems 

1. Show that uniform operator convergence Tn ~ T, Tn E B(X, Y), 

implies strong operator convergence with the same limit T. 

2. If S", Tn E B(X, Y), and (Sn) and (Tn) are strongly operator convergent 
with limits Sand T, show that (Sn + Tn) is strongly operator convergent 
with the limit S + T. 

3. Show that strong operator convergence in B(X, Y) implies weak 
operator convergence with the same limit. 
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4. Show that weak convergence in footnote 6 implies weak* convergence. 
Show that the converse holds if X is reflexive. 

5. Strong operator convergence does not imply uniform operator con
vergence. Illustrate this by considering Tn = In: 11 -- R, where 
In(x) = ~n and x = (~n)' 

6. Let Tn E B(X, Y), where n = 1, 2,···. To motivate the term 
"uniform" in Def. 4.9-1, show that Tn -- T if and only if for every 
e > 0 there is an N, depending only -on e, such that for all n > N and all 
x E X of norm 1 we have 

7. Let Tn EB(X, Y), where X is a Banach space. If (Tn) is strongly 
operator convergent, show that (lITnll) is bounded. 

8. Let Tn -- T, where Tn E B(X, Y). Show that for every e > 0 and 
every closed ball K c: X there is an N such that IITnx - Txll < e for all 
n>N and all xEK. 

9. Show that IITII ~ lim IITnll in Lemma 4.9-5. 
n-+ oo 

10. Let X be a separable Banach space and M c: X' a bounded set. Show 
that every sequence of elements of M contains a subsequence which is 
weak* convergent to an element of X'. 

4.10 Application to Summability of Sequences 

Weak* convergence has important applications in the theory of di
vergent sequences (and series). A divergent sequence has no limit in 
the usual sense. In that theory, one aims at associating with certain 
divergent sequences a "limit" in a generalized sense. A procedure for 
that purpose is called a summability method. 

For instance, a divergent sequence x = (~k) being given, we may 
calculate the sequence y = (TIn) of the arithmetic means 
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This is an example of a summability method. If y converges with limit 
11 (in the usual sense), we say that x is summable by the present 
method and has the generalized limit 11. For instance, if 

x=(0,1,0,1,0,· .. ) then (0 1 1 1 2 ) Y = ,2,3,2,5,··· 

and x has the generalized limit !. 
A sumII!ability method is called a matrix method if it can be 

represented in the form 

y=Ax 

where x = (~k) and y = (lIn) are written as infinite column vectors and 
A = (ank) is an infinite matrix; here, n, k = 1, 2, .... In the formula 
y = Ax we used matrix multiplication, that is, y has the terms 

(1) n= 1,2,···. 

The above example illustrates a matrix method. (What is the 
matrix?) 

Relevant terms are as follows. The method given by (1) is briefly 
called an A-method because the corresponding matrix is denoted by 
A. If the series in (1) all converge and y = (lIn) converges in the usual 
sense, its limit is called the A-limit of x, and x is said to be A
summable. The set of all A -summable sequences is called the range of 
the A-method. 

An A-method is said to be regular (or permanent) if its range 
includes all convergent sequences and if for every such sequence the 
A -limit equals the usual limit, that is, if 

implies 

Obviously, regularity is a rather natural requirement. In fact, a 
method which is not applicable to certain convergent sequences or 
alters their limit would be of no practical use. A basic criterion for 
regularity is as follows. 

4.10-1 Toeplitz Limit Theorem (Regular summability methods). 
An A-summability method with matrix A = (ank). is regular if and 
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only if 

(2) lim ank = 0 for k = 1, 2, ... 
n-'" 

'" 
(3) lim Lank = 1 

n~oo k=l 

(4) for n = 1,2, ... 

where 'Y is a constant which does not depend on n. 

Proof. We show that 
(a) (2) to (4) are necessary for regularity, 
(b) (2) to (4) are sufficient for regularity. 

The details are as follows. 

(a) Suppose that the A-method is regular. Let Xk have 1 
as the kth term and all other terms zero. For Xk we have 7jn = ank in 
(1). Since Xk is convergent and has the limit 0, this shows that (2) must 
hold. 

Furthermore, x = (1,1,1, ... ) has the limit 1. And from (1) we see 
that 7jn now equals the series in (3). Consequently, (3) must hold. 

We prove that (4) is necessary for regularity. Let c be the Banach 
space of all convergent sequences with norm defined by 

jjxjj = sup jgjj, 
j 

cf. 1.5-3. Linear functionals fnm on c are defined by 

(5) 

Each fnm is boundeu since 

m, n = 1,2, ... 

Regularity implies the convergence of the series in (1) for all x E C. 
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Hence (1) defines linear functionals flo f2' ... on c given by 

00 

(6) 1/n = fn(x) = L ank~k n = 1,2,···. 
k=l 

From (5) we see that fnm(x) ~ fn(x) as m ~ 00 for all x E c. This is 
weak* convergence, and fn is bounded by Lemma 4.9-5 (with T = fn). 
Also, (fn(x» converges for all x E c, and (1Ifnll) is bounded by Corollary 
4.9-7, say, 

(7) 

For an arbitrary fixed mEN define 

( ) {
Iankl/ank 

l:. n,m _ 
."k -

o 

for all n. 

if k ~ m and ank:F 0 

if k> m or ank = O. 

Then we have Xnm = (~~n,m» E c. Also Ilxnmll = 1 if Xnm:F 0 and Ilxnmll = 0 
if Xnm = O. Furthermore, 

for all m. Hence 

(a) 

(8) 
00 

(b) L lankl ~ Ilfnll· 
k=l 

This shows that the series in (4) converges, and (4) follows from (7). 

(b) We prove that (2) to (4) is sufficient for regularity. We 
define a linear functional f on c by 

f(x)=~= lim ~k 
k-+oo 
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where x = (gk) E c. Boundedness of f can be seen from 

If(x)1 = Igl ~ sup Igil = IIxll· 
j 

Let Me c be the set of all sequences whose terms are equal from some 
term on, say, x = (gk) where 

and j depends on x. Then f(x) = g, as above, and in (1) and (6) we 
obtain 

i-I = 

1/n = fn(x) = L Clnkgk + g L Clnk 
k=I k=i 

j-I = 

= L Clnd6. - g) + g L Clnk· 
k=I k=I 

Hence by (2) and (3), 

(9) 

for every x E M. 
We want to use Corollary 4.9-7 again. Hence we show next that 

the set M on which we have the convergence expressed in (9) is dense 
in c. Let x = (gk) E c with gk ~ f Then for every B > 0 there is an N 
such that 

for k ~N. 

Clearly, 

and 

It follows that IIx - xII ~ B. Since x E c was arbitrary, this shows that M 
is dense in c. 
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Finally, by (4), 

00 

Ifn(x)I~llxll L lankl~'Yllxll 
k=l 

for every x E c and all n. Hence IIfnll ~ 'Y, that is, (lIfnll) is bounded. 
Furthermore, (9) means convergence fn(x) ~ f(x) for all x in the 
dense set M. By Corollary 4.9-7 this implies weak* convergence 
fn ~ f. Thus we have shown that if g = lim gk exists, it follows that 
1/n ~ g. By definition, this means regularity and the theorem is 
proved. I 

Problems 

1. Cesaro's summability method CI is defined by 

n= 1,2,"', 

that is, one takes arithmetic means. Find the corresponding matrix A. 

2. Apply the method CI in Prob. 1 to the sequences 

(1,0,1,0,1,0,' .. ) and ( 1 ° -! -~ -~ -~ ... ) , , 4' 8' 16' 32' . 

3. In Prob. 1, express (~n) in terms of ('I1n). Find (~n) such that 

('I1n) = (lIn). 

4. Use the formula in Prob. 3 for obtaining a sequence which is not 
CI-summable. 

5. Holder's summability methods Hp are defined as follows. HI is identi
cal with CI in Prob. 1. The method H2 consists of two successive 
applications of HI> that is, we first take the arithmetic means and then 
again the arithmetic means of those means. H3 consists of three 
successive applications of HI> etc. Apply HI and H2 to the sequence 
(1, -3, 5, -7, 9, -11,' .. ). Comment. 

6. (Series) An infinite series is said to be A-summable if the sequence 
of its partial sums is A-summable, and the A-limit of that sequence is 
called the A-sum of the series. Show that 1+Z+Z2+ ... is C1-

summable for Izl= 1, z¢ 1, and the C.-sum is lI(l-z). 
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(k ~ 1, n = 0,1,2, ... ). 

If for a fixed kEN we have 1/~k) = u~k)/(ntk} ~ 1/, we say that (gn) is 
Ck-summable and has the Ck-limit 1/. Show that the method has the 
advantage that U~k) can be represented in terms of the gj'S in a very 
simple fashion, namely 

(k) = f (n + k - 1- V) 
Un L.J k _ 1 gv' 

v=Q 

8. Euler's method for series associates with a given series 

the transformed series 

where 

j= 1,2,' ", 

and (-1)1 is written for convenience (hence the a) need not be 
positive}. It can be shown that the method is regular, so that the 
convergence of t1J.e given series implies that of the transformed series, 
the sum being the same. Show that the method gives 

111 1111 
In2= 1--+---+ - ... =--+--+--+--+ .... 

2 3 4 1 . 21 2· 22 3.23 4· 24 

9. Show that Euler's method in Prob. 8 yields 

10. Show that Euler's method yields the following result. Comment. 

~ (-1)" 1 ~ (3)n L -n =- L - . 
n-O 4 2n_0 8 
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4.11 Numerical Integration and Weak* Convergence 

Weak* convergence has useful applications to numerical integration, 
differentiation and interpolation. In this section we consider numerical 
integration, that is, the problem of obtaining approximate values for a 
given integral 

r x(t) dt. 

Since the problem is important in applications, various methods have 
been developed for that purpose, for example the trapezoidal rule, 
Simpson's rule and more complicated formulas by Newton-Cotes and 
Gauss. (For a review of some elementary facts, see the problem set at 
the end of the section.) 

The common feature of those and other methods is that we first 
choose points in [a, b], called nodes, and then approximate the un
known value of the integral by a linear combination of the values of x 
at the nodes. The nodes and the coefficients of that linear combination 
depend on the method but not on the integrand x. Of course, the 
usefulness of a method is largely determined by its accuracy, and one 
may want the accuracy to increase as the number of nodes gets larger. 

In this section we shall see that functional analysis can offer help 
in that respect. In fact, we shall describe a general setting for those 
methods and consider the problem of convergence as the number of 
nodes increases. 

We shall be concerned with continuous functions. This suggests 
introducing the Banach space X = C[a, b] of all continuous real-valued 
functions on J=[a, b], with norm defined by 

Ilxll = max Ix(t)l· 
tEl 

Then the above definite integral defines a linear functional f on X by 
means of 

(1) f(x) = r x(t) dt. 

To obtain a formula for numerical integration, we may proceed as in 
those aforementioned methods. Thus, for each po~itive integer n Wf:: 
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choose n + 1 real numbers 

(called nodes) 

such that 

(2) 

Then we choose n + 1 real numbers 

(called coefficients) 

and define linear functionals fn on X by setting 

(3) fn(x) = ! a~n)x(t~n» n= 1,2,···. 
k=O 

This defines a numerical process of integration, the value In (x) 
being an approximation to I(x), where x is given. To find out 
about the accuracy of the process, we consider the In's as follows. 

Each fn is bounded since Ix(t~n»1 ~ Ilxll by the definition of the 
norm. Consequently, 

(4) 

For later use we show that fn has the norm 

(5) 

Indeed, (4) shows that Ilfnll cannot exceed the right-hand side of (5), 
and equality follows if we take an Xo E X such that Ixo(t)1 ~ 1 on J and 

since then Ilxoll = 1 and 

In(xo)= i: akn)sgna~n)=! la~n)l. 
k-O k=O 
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For a given x E X, formula (3) yields an approximate value fn (x) of 
f(x) in (1). Of course, we are interested in the accuracy, as was 
mentioned before, and we want it to increase with increasing n. This 
suggests the following concept. 

4.11-1 Definition (Convergence). The numerical process of integra
tion defined by (3) is said to be convergent for an x E X if for that x, 

(6) (n~oo), 

where f is defined by (1). I 

Furthermore, since exact integration of polynomials is easy, it is 
natural to make the following 

4.11-2 Requirement. For every n, if x is a polynomial of degree not 
exceeding n, then 

(7) I 

Since the fn's are linear, it suffices to require (7) for the n + 1 
powers defined by 

xo(t) = 1, 

In fact, then for a polynomial of degree n given by x(t) = L f3/ we 
obtain 

We see that we thus have the n + 1 conditions 

(8) j=o,···, n. 

We show that these conditions can be fulfilled. 2n + 2 parameters 
are available, namely, n + 1 nodes and n + 1 coefficients. Hence we can 
choose some of them in an arbitrary fashion. Let us choose the nodes 
t\en), and let us prove that we can then determine those coefficients 
uniquely. 
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In (8) we now have Xi (t\cn» = (t\cn»j so that (8) takes the form 

(9) 

where j = 0, ... , n. For each fixed n this is a nonhomogeneous system 
of n + 1 linear equations in the n + 1 unknowns a~n), ••• , a~n). A 
unique solution exists if the corresponding homogeneous system 

(j=O,"',n) 

has only the trivial solution 'Yo = 0, ... , 'Yn = ° or, equally well, if the 
same holds for the system 

(10) t (t\cn»j'Yj = ° 
j=O 

(k = 0,' .. , n) 

whose coefficient matrix is the transpose of the coefficient matrix of the 
previous system. This holds, since (10) means that the polynomial 

which is of degree n, is zero at the n + 1 nodes, hence it must be 
identically zero, that is, all its coefficients 'Yj are zero. I 

Our result is that for every choice of nodes satisfying (2) there are 
uniquely determined coefficients such that 4.11-2 holds; hence the 
corresponding process is convergent for all polynomials. And we ask 
what additional conditions we should impose in order that the process 
is convergent for all real-valued continuous functions on [a, b J. A 
corresponding criterion was given by G. P6lya (1933): 

4.11-3 Polya Convergence Theorem (Numerical integration). A pro
cess of numerical integration (3) which satisfies 4.11-2 converges for all 
real- valued continuous functions on [a, b J if and only if there is a 
number c such that 

(11) ! la\cn)l~c for all n. 
k=O 
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Proof. The set W of all polynomials with real coefficients is dense 
in the real space X = C[ a, b], by the Weierstrass approximation 
theorem (proof below), and for every x E W we have convergence by 
4.11-2. From (5) we see that (1Ifnll) is bounded if and only if (11) holds 
for some real number c. The theorem now follows from Corollary 
4.9-7, since convergence fn(x)~ f(x) for all XEX is weak* con-

w* 
vergence fn ~ f. I 

It is trivial that in this theorem we may replace the polynomials by 
any other set which is dense in the real space C[a, b]. 

Furthermore, in most integration methods the coefficients are all 
nonnegative. Taking x = 1, we then have by 4.11-2 

so that (11) holds. This proves 

4.11-4 Steklov's Theorem (Numerical integration). A process of 
numerical integration (3) which satisfies 4.11-2 and has nonnegative 
coefficients a~n' converges for every continuous function. 

In the proof of 4.11-3 we used the 

4.11-5 Weierstrass Approximation Theorem (Polynomials). The set 
W of all polynomials with real coefficients is dense in the real space 
C[a, b]. 

Hence for every x E C[a, b] and given e > 0 there exists a polyno
mial p such that Ix(t) - p(t)1 < e for all t E [a, b]. 

Proof. Every x E C[a, b] is uniformly continuous on J = [a, b] 
since J is compact. Hence for any e > 0 there is a y whose graph is an 
arc of a polygon such that 

(12) 
e 

max Ix(t) - y(t)1 < -3. 
tEl 

We first assume that x(a) = x(b) and y(a) = y(b). Since y is piecewise 
linear and continuous, its Fourier coefficients have bounds of the form 
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laol < k, laml < k/m2, Ibml < k/m2. This can be seen by applying integra
tion by parts to the formulas for am and bm (cf. 3.5-1 where we have 
[a, b] = [0, 27T ]). (Cf. also Prob. 10 at the end of this section.) Hence 
for the Fourier series of y (representing the periodic extension of y, of 
period b - a), we have, writing K = 27T/(b - a) for simplicity, 

(13) lao + m~l (am cos Kmt + bm sin Kmt) I 

This shows that the series converges uniformly on J. Consequently, for 
the nth partial sum Sn with sufficiently large n, 

(14) 
e 

max Iy(t) - sn(t)1 <-3· 
tEl 

The Taylor series of the cosine and sine functions in Sn also converge 
uniformly on J, so that there is a polynomial p (obtained, for instance, 
from suitable partial sums of those series) such that 

e 
max ISn (t) - p(t)1 < -3. 

tEl 

From this, (12), (14) and 

Ix(t) - p(t)1 ~ Ix(t) - y(t)1 + Iy(t) - Sn (t)1 + ISn (t) - p(t)1 

we have 

(15) max Ix(t) - p(t)1 < e. 
tEl 

This takes care of every xEC[a,b] such that x(a)=x(b). If 
x(a);i:x(b), take u(t)=x(t)-'Y(t-a) with 'Y such that u(a)=u(b). 
Then for u there is a pOlynomial q satisfying lu(t)-q(t)l<e on J. 
Hence p(t)=q(t)+'Y(t-a) satisfies (15) because x-p=u-q. Since 
F >0 was arbitrary, we have shown that W is dense in C[a, b]. I 
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The first proof of the theorem was given by K. Weierstrass (1885), 
and there are many other proofs, for instance, one by S. N. Bernstein 
(1912), which yields a uniformly convergent sequence of polynomials 
("Bernstein polynomials") explicitly in terms of x. Bernstein's proof 
can be found in K. Yo sid a (1971), pp. 8-9. 

x 

Problems 

1. The rectangular rule is (Fig. 45) 

r x(t) dt = h[X(tl *) + ... + x(tn *)], 
b-a 

h=
n 

where tk * = a + (k -i)h. How is this formula obtained? What are the 
nodes and the coefficients? How can we obtain error bounds for the 
approximate value given by the formula? 

2. The trapezoidal role is (Fig. 46) 

i" h 
x(t) dt=-(XO+Xl), 

'0 2 
or 

x 

Fig. 45. Rectangular rule 

x 

b-a 
h=

n 

x 

Fig. 46. Trapezoidal rule 
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where Xk = x(tk) and tk = a + kh. Explain how the formulas are obtained 
if we approximate x by a piecewise linear function. 

3. Simpson's rule is (Fig. 47) 

or 

fb h 
x(t) dt =- (xo +4Xl + 2X2 + ... + 4x,,-1 + x,,) 

a 3 

b-a 
h=

n 

where n is even, Xk = x(tk) and tk = a + kh. Show that these formulas are 
obtained if we approximate x on [to, t2] by a quadratic polynomial with 
values at to, t}, t2 equal to those of x; similarly on [t2, t4], etc. 

4. Let f(x) = fn (x) - En (x) where fn is the approximation obtained by the 
trapezoidal rule. Show that for any twice continuously differentiable 
function x we have the error bounds 

where 

and m2 and m2 * are the maximum and minimum of x" on [a, b]. 

x 

x 

Fig. 47. Simpson's rule 
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5. Simpson's rule is widely used in practice. To 
get a feeling for the increase in accuracy, 
apply both the trapezoidal rule and Simp
son's rule with n = 10 to the integral 

t 

0 

0.1 

e t 2 

1.000000 

0.990050 
0.2 0.960789 
0.3 0.913 931 
0.4 0.852144 

0.5 0.778801 

and compare the values 0.6 0.697676 
0.7 0.612626 

0.746211 0.746825 and 
0.8 0.527292 
0.9 0.444858 

with the actual value 0.746824 (exact to 6D). 1.0 0.367879 

6. Using Prob. 4, show that bounds for the error of 0.746211 in Prob. 5 
are -0.001667 and 0.000614, so that 

0.745 597~I~0.747 878. 

7. The three-eights mle is 

where Xk = x{tk) and tk = a + kh. Show that this formula is obtained if we 
approximate x on [to, t3 ) by a cubical polynomial which equals x at the 
nodes to, th t2 , t3' (The rules in Probs. 2, 3, 7 are the first members of 
the sequence of Newton-Cotes formulas.) 

8. Consider the integration formula 

[ x{t)dt=2hx{0)+r{x) 

where r is the error. Assume that x E C1[ -h, h), that is, x is continu
ously differentiable on J = [ - h, h]. Show that then the error can be 
estimated 

where 

p{x) = max Ix'(t)I. 
tEJ 
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Show that p is a seminorm on the vector space of those functions. (Cf. 
Prob. 12, Sec. 2.3.) 

9. If x is real analytic, show that 

(16) 

Assume for the integral an approximate expression of the form 
2h(a_lx(-h)+aox(O)+alx(h» and determine a_I> ao, al so that as 
many powers h, h2 , ••• as possible agree with (16). Show that this gives 
Simpson's rule 

ih h 
x(t) dt=-(x(-h)+4x(O)+x(h». 

-h 3 

Why does this derivation show that the rule is exact for cubical 
polynomials? 

10. In the proof of the Weierstrass approximation theorem we used 
bounds for the Fourier coefficients of a continuous and piecewise linear 
function. How can those bounds be obtained? 

4.12 Open Mapping Theorem 

We have discussed the Hahn-Banach theorem and the uniform bound
edness theorem and shall now approach the third "big" theorem in this 
chapter, the open mapping theorem. It will be concerned with open 
mappings. These are mappings such that the image of every open set is 
an open set (definition below). Remembering our discussion of the 
importance of open sets (cf. Sec. 1.3), we understand that open 
mappings are of general interest. More specifically, the open mapping 
theorem states conditions under which a bounded linear operator is an 
open mapping. As in the uniform boundedness theorem we again need 
completeness, and the present theorem exhibits another reason why 
Banach spaces are more satisfactory than incomplete normed spaces. 
The theorem also gives conditions under which the inverse of a 
hounded linear operator is bounded. The proof of the open mapping 
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theorem will be based on Baire's category theorem stated and ex
plained in Sec. 4.7. 

Let us begin by introducing the concept of an open mapping. 

4.12-1 Definition (Open mapping). Let X and Y be metric spaces. 
Then T: 21J(T) ~ Y with domain 21J(T) c X is called an open map
ping if for every open set in 21J(T) the image is an open set in Y. I 

Note that if a mapping is not surjective, one must take care to 
distinguish between the assertions that the mapping is open as a 
mapping from its domain 

(a) into Y, 
(b) onto its range. 

(b) is weaker than (a). For instance, if Xc Y, the mapping x ~ x of 
X into Y is open if and only if X is an open subset of Y, whereas the 
mapping x ~ x of X onto its range (which is X) is open in any case. 

Furthermore, to avoid confusion, we should remember that, by 
Theorem 1.3-4, a continuous mapping T: X ~ Y has the property 
that for every open set in Y the inverse image is an open set in X. This 
does not imply that T maps open sets in X onto open sets in Y. For 
example, the mapping R ~ R given by t ~ sin t is continuous but 
maps (0,27T) onto [-1,1]. 

4.12-2 Open Mapping Theorem, Bounded Inverse Theorem. A 
bounded linear operator T from a Banach space X onto a Banach space 
Y is an open mapping. Hence if T is bijective, T-1 is continuous and 
thus bounded. 

The proof will readily follow from 

4.12-3 Lemma (Open unit ball). A bounded linear operator T from a 
Banach space X onto a Banach space Y has the property that the image 
T(Bo) of the open unit ball Bo = B(O; 1) c X contains an open ball about 
OE Y. 

Proof. Proceeding stepwise, we prove: 
(a) The closure of the image of the open ball Bl = B(O;!) 

contains an open ball B*. 
(b) T(Bn) contains an open ball Vn about OE Y, where 

Bn = B(O; Tn) eX. 
(c) T(Bo) contains an open ball about 0 E Y. 

The details are as follows. 
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(a) In connection with subsets A c X we shall write 
aA (a a scalar) and A + W (w E X) to mean 

(1) 

(2) 

aA = {x E X I x = aa, a E A} 

A +W ={XEX I x = a+w, aEA} 

and similarly for subsets of Y. 

(01 = 2) 

(Fig. 48) 

(Fig. 49) 

Fig. 48. Illustration of formula (1) Fig. 49. Illustration of formula (2) 

We consider the open ball Bl = B(O;t) c X. Any fixed x E X is in 
kBl with real k sufficiently large (k > 211xll). Hence 

X= U kBl • 
k=l 

Since T is surjective and linear, 

Note that by taking closures we did not add further points to the union 
since that union was already the whole space Y. Since Y is complete, it 
is nonmeager in itself, by Baire's category theorem 4.7-2. Hence, 
noting that (3) is similar to (1) in 4.7-2, we conclude that a kT(B l ) 

must contain some open ball. This implies that T(B l ) also contains an 
open ball, say, B* = B(yo; B) c T(Bl ). It follows that 

(4) 
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(b) We prove that B* - Yo c T(Bo), where Bo is given in 
the theorem. This we do by showing that [cf. (4)] 

(5) 

Let y E T(BI ) - Yo. Then y + Yo E T(B I), and we remember that 
Yo E T(BI ), too. By 1.4-6(a) there are 

un = TWn E T(BI ) 

Vn = TZn E T(B I) 

such that 

such that 

Since Wn, Zn E BI and BI has radius!, it follows that 

so that Wn - Zn E Bo. From 

we see that y E T(Bo). Since y E T(BI) - Yo was arbitrary, this proves 
(5). From (4) we thus have 

(6) B*-yo=B(O; e)c T(Bo). 

Let Bn = B(O; 2-n) c X. Since T is linear, T(Bn) = Tn T(Bo). From (6) 
we thus obtain 

(7) 

(c) We finally prove that 

VI =B(OJe)c T(Bo) 

by showing that ev~ VI is in T(Bo). So let y E VI. From (7) with 
n = 1 we have VI c T(BI ). Hence y E T(BI ). By 1.4-6(a) there must be 
a v E T(BI ) close to y, say, Ily - vii < e/4. Now v E T(B I) implies v = TXI 
for some Xl E BI . Hence 
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From this and (7) with n = 2 we see that y - TXI E Vz C T(Bz). As 
before we conclude that there is an Xz E Bz such that 

Hence y - TXI - Txz E V3 C T(B3 ), and so on. In the nth step we can 
choose an Xn E Bn such that 

(8) (n=I,2,···). 

Let Zn = Xl + ... + Xn. Since Xk E B k, we have Ilxkll < 1/2k. This yields for 
n>m 

o 

as m ~ 00. Hence (zn) is Cauchy. (zn) converges, say, Zn ~ X 
because X is complete. Also X E Bo since Bo has radius 1 and 

(9) 

Since T is continuous, TZn ~ Tx, and (8) shows that Tx = y. Hence 
y E T(Bo). I 

Proof of Theorem 4.12-2. We prove that for every open set 
A c X the image T(A) is open in Y. This we do by showing that for 
every y = Tx E T(A) the set T(A) contains an open ball about y = Tx. 

Let y = Tx E T(A). Since A is open, it contains an open ball with 
center x. Hence A - X contains an open ball with center 0; let the 
radius of the ball be r and set k = llr, so that r = 11k. Then k(A - x) 
contains the open unit ball B(O; 1). Lemma 4.12-3 now implies that 
T(k(A - x» = k[T(A) - Tx] contains an open ball about 0, and so does 
T(A) - Tx. Hence T(A) contains an open ball about Tx = y. Since 
y E T(A) was arbitrary, T(A) is open. 

Finally, if T-1 : Y ~ X exists, it is continuous by Theorem 
1.3-4 because T is open. Since T-1 is linear by Theorem 2.6-10, it is 
bounded by Theorem 2.7-9. I 
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Problems 

1. Show that T: R 2 - R defined by (~l' ~2) t---+ (~l) is open. Is the 
mapping R2~ R2 given by (~1o ~2)~ (~l' 0) an open mapping? 

2. Show that an open mapping need not map closed sets onto closed sets. 

3. Extending (1) and (2), we can define 

A+B ={XEX I x = a+b, a EA, bE B}, 

where A, B c X. To become familiar with this notation find uA, A + w, 
A + A, where A = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Explain Fig. 50. 

Fig. 50. Sets A, B and A + B in the plane 

4. Show that in (9) the inequality is strict. 

5. Let X be the normed space whose points are sequences of complex 
numbers x = (~j) with only finitely many nonzero terms and norm 
defined by Ilxll = sup I~jl. Let T: X - X be defined by 

j 

y = Tx = (~1o ~ ~2' ~ ~3' ••• ). 

Show that T is linear and bounded but T-1 is unbounded. Does this 
contradict 4.12-2? 

6. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and T: X - Y an injective bounded 
linear operator. Show that T-1 : ~(T) _ X is bounded if and only if 
~(T) is closed in Y. 
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7. Let T: X - Y be a bounded linear operator, where X and Yare 
Banach spaces. If T is bijective, show that there are positive real 
numbers a and b such that a Ilxll ~ II Txll ~ b Ilxll for all x E X. 

8. (Equivalent norms) Let 11·111 and 11·112 be norms on a vector space X 
such that Xl = (X, 11·111) and X2 = (X, 11·lb) are complete. If 11x" 111 - 0 
always implies Ilxnlb - 0, show that convergence in Xl implies con
vergence in X2 and conversely, and there are positive numbers a and b 

such that for all x E X, 

(Note that then these norms are equivalent; cf. Def. 2.4-4.) 

9. Let Xl = (X, 11·111) and X2 = (X, 11·lb) be Banach spaces. If there is a 
constant c such that Ilx111;;; c Ilxlb for all x E X, show that there is a 
constant k such that Ilxlb;;; k IIxl11 for all x E X (so that the two norms 
are equivalent; cf. Def. 2.4-4). 

10. From Sec. 1.3 we know that the set fJ of all open subsets of a metric 
space X is called a topology for X. Consequently, each norm on a 
vector space X defines a topology for X. If we have two norms on X 
such that Xl = (X, 11·111) and X2 = (X, 11·lb) are Banach spaces and the 
topologies fJ1 and fJ2 defined by II· 111 and 11·112 satisfy fJ1 ~ fJ2 , show 
that fJ1 = fJ2 • 

4.13 Closed Linear Operators. 
Closed Graph Theorem 

Not all linear operators of practical importance are bounded. For 
instance, the differential operator in 2.7-5 is unbounded, and in 
quantum mechanics and other applications one needs unbounded 
operators quite frequently. However, practically all of the linear 
operators which the analyst is likely to use are so-called closed linear 
operators. This makes it worthwhile to give an introduction to these 
operators. In this section we define closed linear operators on normed 
spaces and consider some of their properties, in particular in connec
tion with the important closed graph theorem which states sufficient 
conditions under which a closed linear operator on a Banach space is 
bounded. 
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A more detailed study of closed and other unbounded operators 
in Hilbert spaces will be presented in Chap. 10 and applications to 
quantum mechanics in Chap. 11. 

Let us begin with the definition. 

4.13-1 Definition (Closed Hnear operator). Let X and Y be normed 
spaces and T: !2tJ(T) -----+ Y a linear operator with domain !2tJ(T) eX. 
Then .T is called a closed linear operator if its graph 

C§(T)={(x,y)lxE!2tJ(T), y=Tx} 

is closed in the normed space X x Y, where the two algebraic opera
tions of a vector space in X x Yare defined as usual, that is 

a(x, y)= (ax, ay) 

(a a scalar) and the norm on X x Y is defined by7 

(1) II(x, y)II=llxll+llyll· I 

Under what conditions will a closed linear operator be bounded? 
An answer is given by the important 

4.13-2 Closed Graph Theorem. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and 
T: !2tJ(T) -----+ Ya closed linear operator, where !2tJ(T) c X. Then if !2tJ(T) 
is closed in X, the operator T is bounded. 

Proof. We first show that Xx Y with norm defined by (1) is 
complete. Let (zn) be Cauchy in Xx Y, where Zn = (xno Yn). Then for 
every e > 0 there is an N such that 

(2) (m, n>N). 

Hence (xn) and (Yn) are Cauchy in X and Y, respectively, and 
converge, say, Xn -----+ x and Yn -----+ y, because X and Yare complete. 
This implies that Zn -----+ Z = (x, y) since from (2) with m -----+ co we 
have Ilzn - Z II ~ e for n > N. Since the Cauchy sequence (zn) was 
arbitrary, X x Y is complete. 

7 For other norms. see Prob. 2. 
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By assumption, '9(T) is closed in Xx Y and 2Zl(T) is closed in X. 
Hence '9(T) and 2Zl(T) are complete by 1.4-7. We now consider the 
mapping 

P: '9(T) ~ 2Zl(T) 

(x, Tx)~x. 

P is linear. P is bounded because 

IIP(x, Tx)11 = Ilxll~llxll+IITxll = II(x, Tx)ll· 

P is bijective; in fact the inverse mapping is 

x~(x, Tx). 

Since '9(T) and 2Zl(T) are complete, we can apply the bounded inverse 
theorem 4.12-2 and see that p- 1 is bounded, say, II(x, Tx)ll~ bllxll for 
some b and all x E2Zl(T). Hence T is bounded because 

II Txll ~ IITxl1 + Ilxll = II(x, Tx )11 ~ b Ilxll 
for all x E 2Zl( T). I 

By definition, '9(T) is closed if and only if z = (x, y) E '9(T) implies 
Z E '9(T). From Theorem 1.4-6(a) we see that·z E '9(T) if and only if 
there are Zn = (xn, Txn) E '9(T) such that Zn ~ z, hence 

(3) xn~x, 

and Z = (x, y) E '9( T) if and only if x E 2Zl( T) and y = Tx. This proves the 
following useful criterion which expresses a property that is often 
taken as a definition of closedness of a linear operator. 

4.13-3 Theorem (Closed linear operator). Let T: 2Zl(T) ~ Y be a 
linear operator, where 2Zl(T) c X and X and Yare normed spaces. Then 
T is closed if and only if it has the following property. If Xn ~ x, where 
Xn E ~(T), and TXn ~ y, then x E 2Zl(T) and Tx = y. 

Note well that this property is different from the following prop
erty of a bounded linear operator. If a linear operator T is bounded 
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and thus continuous, and if (xn) is a sequence in 2Zl(T) which converges 
in 2Zl(T), then (Txn) also converges; cf. 1.4-8. This need not hold for a 
closed linear operator. However, if T is closed and two sequences (xn) 
and (in) in the domain of T converge with the same limit and if the 
corresponding sequences (Txn) and (Tin) both converge, then the 
latter have the same limit (cf. Prob. 6). 

4.13-4 Example (Ditlerential operator). Let X = C[O, 1] and 

T: 2Zl(T)~X 

X~X' 

where the prime denotes differentiation and 2Zl(T) is the subspace of 
functions x E X which have a continuous derivative. Then T is not 
bounded, but is closed. 

Proof. We see from 2.7-5 that T is not bounded. We prove that 
T is closed by applying Theorem 4.13-3. Let (xn) in 2Zl(T) be such that 
both (xn) and (Txn) converge, say, 

and 

Since convergence in the norm of C[O, 1] is uniform convergence on 
[0,1], from xn ' ~ y we have 

f 'Y(T)dT=f' lim xn'(T)dT=lim f'Xn'(T)dT=X(t)-X(O), 
o 0 n---+ oc n-+ OO 0 

that is, 

X(t)=X(O)+ I Y(T) dT. 

This shows that x E ~(T) and x' = y. Theorem 4.13-3 now implies that 
T is closed. I 

It is worth noting that in this example, ~(T) is not closed in X 
since T would then be bounded by the closed graph theorem. 

Closed ness does not imply boundedness of a linear operator. Con
versely, boundedness does not imply closedness. 
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Proof. The first statement is illustrated by 4.13-4 and the second 
one by the following example. Let T: ~(T) ~ ~(T) c X be the 
identity operator on ~(T), where ~(T) is a proper dense subspace of a 
normed space X. Then it is trivial that T is linear and bounded. 
However, T is not closed. This follows immediately from Theorem 
4.13-3 if we take an x E X -~(T) and a sequence (xn) in ~(T) which 
converges to x. I 

Our present discussion seems to indicate that in connection with 
unbounded operators the determination of domains and extension 
problems may play a basic role. This is in fact so, as we shall see in 
more detail in Chap. 10. The statement which we have just proved is 
rather negative in spirit. On the positive side we have 

4.13-5 Lemma (Closed operator). Let T: 2Zl(T) ~ Y be a bounded 
linear operator with domain 2Zl(T) c X, where X and Yare normed 
spaces. Then: 

(a) If ~(T) is a closed subset of X, then T is closed. 

(b) If T is closed and Y is complete, then ~(T) is a closed subset of 
X. 

Proof. (a) If (xn) is in 2Zl(T) and converges, say, Xn ~ x, and is 
such that (Txn) also converges, then x E 2Zl( T) = ~(T) since ~(T) is 
closed, and TXn ~ Tx since T is continuous. Hence T is closed by 
Theorem 4.13-3. 

(b) For x E2Zl(T) there is a sequence (xn) in 2Zl(T) such 
that Xn ~ x; cf. 1.4-6. Since T is bounded, 

This shows that (Txn) is Cauchy. (Txn) converges, say, TXn ~ Y E Y 
because Y is complete. Since T is closed, x E ~(T) by 4.13-3 (and 
Tx = y). Hence ~(T) is closed because x E 2Zl(T) was arbitrary. I 

Problems 

1. Prove that (1) defines a norm on X x Y. 

2. Other frequently used norms on the product X x Y of normed spaces 
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X and Yare defined by 

11{x, y)11 = max {llxll, Ilyll} 
and 

Verify that thege are norms. 

3. Show that the graph C§{T) of a linear operator T: X - Y is a vector 
subspace of X x Y. 

4. If X and Y in Def. 4.13-1 are Banach spaces, show that V = X x Y 
with norm defined by (1) is a Banach space. 

5. (Inverse) If the inverse T- 1 of a closed linear operator exists, show 
that T- 1 is a closed linear operator. 

6. Let T be a closed linear operator. If two sequences (x,.) and (in) in 
~(T) converge with the same limit x and if (Tx,.) and (Tin) both 
converge, show that (Tx,.) and (Tin) have the same limit. 

7. Obtain the second statement in Theorem 4.12-2 from the closed graph 
theorem. 

8. Let X and Y be normed spaces and let T: X - Y be a closed linear 
operator. (a) Show that the image A of a compact subset C c X is 
closed in Y. (b) Show that the inverse image B of a compact subset 
KeY is closed in X. (Cf. Def. 2.5-1.) 

9. If T: X - Y is a closed linear operator, where X and Yare normed 
spaces and Y is compact, show that T is bounded. 

10. Let X and Y be normed spaces and X compact. If T: X - Y is a 
bijective closed linear operator, show that T- 1 is bounded. 

11. (Null space) Show that the null space X{T) of a closed linear 
operator T: X - Y is a closed subspace of X. 

12. Let X and Y be normed spaces. If T 1 : X - Y is a closed linear 
operator and T2 E B{X, Y), show that Tl + T2 is a closed linear 
operator. 

13. Let T be a closed linear operator with domain ~(T) in a Banach space 
X and range IYI.{T) in a normed space Y. If T- 1 exists and is bounded; 
show that IYI.{T) is closed. 
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14. Assume that the terms of the series u! + U2 +. .. are continuously 
differentiable functions on the interval J = [0, 1] and that the series is 
uniformly convergent on J and has the sum x. Furthermore, suppose 
that u!' + U2' + ... also converges uniformly on J. Show that then x is 
continuously differentiable on (0, 1) and x' = u!' + U2' + .... 

15. (Closed extension) Let T: !?1J(T) - Y be a linear operator with 
graph '!j(T), where !?1J(T) c X and X and Yare Banach spaces. Show 
that T has an extension f which is a closed linear operator with graph 
'!j(T) if and only if '!j(T) does not contain an element of the form (0, y), 
where y¢o. 





CHAPTER U 

FURTHER APPLICATIONS: 
BANACH FIXED POINT 
THEOREM 

This chapter is optional. Its material will not be used in the re
maining chapters. 

Prerequisite is Chap. 1 (but not Chaps. 2 to 4), so that the present 
chapter can also be studied immediately after Chap. 1 if so desired. 

The Banach fixed point theorem is important as a source of 
existence and uniqueness theorems in different branches of analysis. In 
this way the theorem provides an impressive illustration of the unifying 
power of functional analytic methods and of the usefulness of fixed 
point theorems in analysis. 

Brief orientation about main content 
The Banach fixed point theorem or contraction theorem 5.1-2 

concerns certain mappings (contractions, cf. 5.1-1) of a complete metric 
space into itself. It states conditions sufficient for the existence and 
uniqueness of a fixed point (point that is mapped onto itself). The 
theorem also gives an iterative process by which we can obtain 
approximations to the fixed point and error bounds (cf. 5.1-3). We 
consider three important fields of application of the theorem, namely, 

linear algebraic equations (Sec. 5.2), 
ordinary differential equations (Sec. 5.3), 
integral equations (Sec. 5.4). 

There are other applications (for instance, partial differential equa
tions) whose discussion would require more prerequisites. 

5.1 Banach Fixed Point Theorem 

A fixed point of a mapping T: X ~ X of a set X into itself is an 
x E X which is mapped onto itself (is "kept fixed" by T), that is, 

Tx=x, 

the image Tx coincides with x. 
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For example, a translation has no fixed points, a rotation of the 
plane has a single fixed point (the center of rotation), the mapping 
x ~ x2 of R into itself has two fixed points (0 and 1) and the 
projection (gb g2)~ gl of R2 onto the gl-axis has infinitely many 
fixed points (all points of the gl-axis). 

The Banach fixed point theorem to be stated below is an existence 
and uniqueness theorem for fixed points of certain mappings, and it 
also gives a constructive procedure for obtaining better and better 
approximations to the fixed point (the solution of the practical prob
lem). This procedure is called an iteration. By definition, this is a 
method such that we choose an arbitrary Xo in a given set and calculate 
recursively a sequence xo, xl. X2, ... from a relation of the form 

n = 0,1,2,"'; 

that is, we choose an arbitrary Xo and determine successively 
Xl = Txo, X2 = TXb .... 

Iteration procedures are used in nearly every branch of applied 
mathematics, and convergence proofs and error estimates are very 
often obtained by an application of Banach's fixed point theorem (or 
more difficult fixed point theorems). Banach's theorem gives sufficient 
conditions for the existence (and uniqueness) of a fixed point for a cla.ss 
of mappings, called contractions. The definition is as follows. 

5.1-1 Definition (Contraction). Let X = (X, d) be a metric space. A 
mapping T: X ~ X is called a contraction on X if there is a positive 
real number a < 1 such that for all x, y E X 

(1) d(Tx, Ty)~ad(x, y) (a < 1). 

Geometrically this means that any points X and y have images that 
are closer together than those points x and y; more precisely, the 
ratio d(Tx, Ty)/d(x, y) does not exceed a constant a which is strictly 
less than 1. 

5.1-2 Banach Fixed Point Theorem (Contraction Theorem). 
Consider a metric space X = (X, d), where X¥-0. Suppose that X is 
complete and let T: X ~ X be a contraction on X. Then T has pre
cisely one fixed point. 

Proof. We construct a sequence (xn ) and show that it is Cauchy, 
so that it converges in the complete space X, and then we prove that it~ 
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limit x is a fixed point of T and T has no further fixed points. This is 
the idea of the proof. 

We choose any Xo E X and define the "iterative sequence" (xn) by 

(2) 

Clearly, this is the sequence of the images of Xo under repeated 
application of T. We show that (xn) is Cauchy. By (1) and (2), 

(3) 

... ~ amd(xI, xo). 

Hence by the triangle inequality and the formula for the sum of a 
geometric progression we obtain for n > m 

d(xm, xn) ~ d(xm' Xm+l) + d(Xm+b Xm+Z) + ... + d(Xn-b xn) 

~ (am +a m + l + ... +an-l)d(xo, Xl) 

Since 0< a < 1, in the numerator we have 1_a n - m < 1. Consequently, 

(4) (n> m). 

On the right, 0< a < 1 and d(xo, Xl) is fixed, so that we can make the 
right-hand side as small as we please by taking m sufficiently large (and 
n> m). This proves that (xm) is Cauchy. Since X is complete, (xm) 
converges, say, Xm ~ x. We show that this limit X is a fixed point of 
the mapping T. 

From the triangle inequality and (1) we have 

d(x, Tx)~d(x,xm)+d(xm' Tx) 

~ d(x, xm)+ad(xm-b x) 
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and can make the sum in the second line smaller than any preassigned 
B > 0 because Xm ~ x. We conclude that d(x, Tx) = 0, so that x = Tx 
by (M2), Sec. 1.1. This shows that x is a fixed point of T. 

x is the only fixed point of T because from Tx = x and Ti = i we 
obtain by (1) 

d(x, i) = d(Tx, Ti);::;; ad(x, i) 

which implies d(x, i) = 0 since a < 1. Hence x = i by (M2) and the 
theorem is proved. I 

5.1-3 Corollary (Iteration, error bounds). Under the conditions of 
Theorem 5.1-2 the iterative sequence (2) with arbitrary XoE X converges 
to the unique fixed point x of T. Error estimates are the prior estimate 

(5) 

and the posterior estimate 

(6) 

Proof. The first statement is obvious from the previous proof. 
Inequality (5) follows from (4) by letting n ~ 00. We derive (6). 
Taking m = 1 and writing Yo for Xo and Yl for Xl, we have from (5) 

Setting Yo = Xm-b we have Yl = Tyo = Xm and obtain (6). I 

The prior error bound (5) can be used at the beginning of a 
calculation for estimating the number of steps necessary to obtain a 
given accuracy. (6) can be used at intermediate stages or at the end of 
a calculation. It is at least as accurate as (5) and may be better; cf. 
Prob.8. 

From the viewpoint of applied mathematics the situation is not yet 
completely satisfactory because it frequently happens that a mapping T 
is a contraction not on the entire space X but merely on a subset Y of 
X. However, if Y is closed, it is complete by Theor~m 1.4-7, so that T 
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has a fixed point x in Y, and Xm ~ x as before, provided we impose 
a suitable restriction on the choice of xo, so that the xm's remain in Y. 
A typical and practically useful result of this kind is as follows. 

5.1-4 Theorem (Contraction on a ball). Let T be a mapping of a 
complete metric space X = (X, d) into itself. Suppose T is a contraction 
on a closed ball Y = {x I d(x, xo) ~ r}, that is, T satisfies (1) for all 
x, y E Y. Moreover, assume that 

(7) d(xo, Txo) < (1-a)r. 

Then the iterative sequence (2) converges to an x E Y. This x is a fixed 
point of T and is the only fixed point of T in Y. 

Proof. We merely have to show that all xm's as well as x lie in Y. 
We put m = 0 in (4), change n to m and use (7) to get 

Hence all xm's are in Y. Also x E Y since Xm ~ x and Y is closed. 
The assertion of the theorem now follows from the proof of Banach's 
theorem 5.1-2. I 

For later use the reader may give the simple proof of 

5.1-5 Lemma (Continuity). A contraction T on a metric space X is a 
continuous mapping. 

Problems 

1. Give further examples of mappings in elementary geometry which have 
(a) a single fixed point, (b) infinitely many fixed points. 

2. Let X={xERlx~1}cR and let the mapping T: x-x be de
fined by Tx=x/2+x- 1• Show that T is a contraction and find the 
smallest a. 

3. Illustrate with an example that in Theorem 5.1-2, completeness is 
essential and cannot be omitted. 

4. It is important that in Banach's theorem 5.1-2 the condition (1) cannot 
be replaced by d(Tx, Ty)<d(x, y) when x~y. To see this, consider 
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x = {x 11 ~ x < + co}, taken with the usual metric of the real line, and 
T: X _ X defined by x ~ x + X-I. Show that ITx - Tyl < Ix - yl 
when x # y, but the mapping has no fixed points. 

5. If T: X-X satisfies d(Tx,Ty}<d(x,y} when x#y and T has a 
fixed point, show that the fixed point is unique; here, (X, d) is a metric 
space. 

6. If T is a contraction, show that Tn (n E N) is a contraction. If T" is a 
contraction for an n> 1, show that T need not be a contraction. 

7. Prove Lemma 5.1-5. 

8. Show that the error bounds given by (5) form a proper monotone 
decreasing sequence. Show that (6) is at least as good as (5). 

9. Show that in the case of Theorem 5.1-4 we have the prior error 
estimate d(x"" x} < amr and the posterior estimate (6). 

10. In analysis, a usual sufficient condition for the convergence of an 
iteration Xn = g(xn -,} is that g be continuously differentiable and 

Ig'(x}1 ~ a < 1. 

Verify· this by the use of Banach's fixed point theorem. 

11. To find approximate numerical solutions of a given equation f(x} = 0, 
we may convert the equation to the form x = g(x}, choose an initial 
value Xo and compute 

n= 1,2,···. 

Suppose that g is continuously differentiable on some interval 
]=[xo-r,xo+r] and satisfies Ig'(x}l~a< Ion] as well as 

Ig(xo} - xol < (1- a}r. 

Show that then x = g(x) has a unique solution x on ], the iterative 
sequence (x",) converges to that solution, and one has the error 
estimates 
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12. Using Banach's theorem 5.1-2, set up an iteration process for solving 
{(x) = 0 if { is continuously differentiable on an interval J = [a, b], 
f(a)<O,f(b»O and 0<k1;a/'(x);ak2 (XEJ); use g(x)=x-Af(x) 

with a suitable A. 

13. Consider an iteration process for solving {(x) = x 3 + x-I = 0; proceed 
as follows. (a) Show that one possibility is 

Choose Xo = 1 and perform three steps. Is Ig/(x)1 < 1? (Cf. Prob. 10.) 
Show that the iteration can be illustrated by Fig. 51. (b) Estimate the 
errors by (5). (c) We can write {(x)=O in the form x=1-x3 • Is this 
form suitable for iteration? Try Xo = 1, Xo = 0.5, Xo = 2 and see what 
happens. 

x~ 

Fig. 51. Iteration in Prob. 13(a) 

14. Show that another iteration process for the equation in Prob. 13 is 

Choose Xo = 1. Determine Xl> X2, X3. What is the reason for the rapid 
convergence? (The real root is 0.682328, 6D.) 

15. (Newton's method) Let { be real-valued and twice continuously 
differentiable on an interval [a, b], and let x be a simple zero of { in 
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(a, b). Show that Newton's method defined by 

f(x,,) 
g(x,,) = Xn - f'(x,,) 

is a contraction in some neighborhood of i (so that the iterative 
sequence. converges to i for any Xo sufficiently close to i). 

16. (Square root) Show that an iteration for calculating the square root of 
a given positive number c is 

where n = 0, 1, .... What condition do we get from Prob. 1O? Starting 
from Xo = 1, calculate approximations Xl> ••• , X4 for ../2. 

17. Let T: X -----+ X be a contraction on a complete metric space, so that 
(1) holds. Because of rounding errors and for other reasons, instead of 
T one often has to take a mapping S: X -----+ X such that for all x E X, 

d(Tx,Sx)~1'/ (1'/ > 0, suitable). 

Using induction, show that then for any x E X, 

(m = 1,2,' . '). 

18. The mapping S in Prob. 17 may not have a fixed point; but in practice, 
sn often has a fixed point y for some n. Using Prob. 17, show that then 
for the distance from y to the fixed point x of T we have 

d(x, Y)~-11'/ . 
-0( 

19. In Prob. 17, let x = Tx and Ym = smyo. Using (5) and Prob. 17, show 
that 

What is the significance of this formula in appJications? 
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20. (Lipschitz condition) A mapping T: [a, b]- [a, b) is said to satisfy 
a Lipschitz condition with a Lipschitz constant k on [a, b) if there is a 
constant k such that for all x, y E [a, b), 

ITx-TYI~k Ix-yl· 

(a) Is T a contraction? (b) If T is continuously differentiable, show that 
T satisfies a Lipschitz condition. (c) Does the converse of (b) hold? 

5.2 Application of Banach's Theorem to 
Linear Equations 

Banach's fixed point theorem has important applications to iteration 
methods for solving systems of linear algebraic equations and yields 
sufficient conditions for convergence and error bounds. 

To understand the situation, we first remember that for solving 
such a system there are various direct methods (methods that would 
yield the exact solution after finitely many arithmetical operations if 
the precision-the word length of our computer-were unlimited); a 
familiar example is Gauss' elimination method (roughly, a systematic 
version of the elimination taught in school). However, an iteration, or 
indirect method, may be more efficient if the system is special, for 
instance, if it is sparse, that is, if it consists of many equations but has 
only a small number of nonzero coefficients. (Vibrational problems, 
networks and difference approximations of partial differential equa
tions often lead to sparse systems.) Moreover, the usual direct methods 
require about n3 /3 arithmetical operations (n = number of equations = 
number of unknowns), and for large n, rounding errors may become 
quite large, whereas in an iteration, errors due to roundoff (or even 
blunders) may be damped out eventually. In fact, iteration methods are 
frequently used to improve "solutions" obtained by direct methods. 

To apply Banach's theorem, we need a complete metric space and 
a contraction mapping on it. We take the set X of all ordered n-tuples 
of real numbers, written 

y = (1/10· •. ,1/n), 
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etc. On X we define a metric d by 

(1) 

X = (X, d) is complete; the simple proof is similar to that in Example 
1.5-1. 

On X we define T: X~X by 

(2) y= Tx=Cx+b 

where C = (Cjk) is a fixed real n x n matrix and bE X a fixed vector. 
Here and later in this section, all vectors are column vectors, because of 
the usual conventions of matrix multiplication. 

Under what condition will T be a contraction? Writing (2) in 
components, we have 

j= 1,"', n, 

where b = ((3j). Setting w = (Wj) = Tz, we thus obtain from (1) and (2) 

= d(x, z) m!lx t ICjk I. 
I k=l 

We see that this can be written d(y, w) ~ ad(x, z), where 

(3) 

Banach's theorem 5.1-2 thus yields 
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5.2-1 Theorem (Linear equations). If a system 

(4) x = Cx+b (C = (Cjk), b given) 

of n linear equations in n unknowns ~l> ••• , ~n (the components of x) 
satisfies 

(5) (j = 1, ... , n), 

it has precisely one solution x. This solution can be obtained as the limit 
of the iterative sequence (x(O), x(1), X(2), • •• ), where x(O) is arbitrary and 

(6) m=O,l,··· . 

Error bounds are [cf. (3)] 

Condition (5) is sufficient for convergence. It is a row sum criterion 
because it involves row sums obtained by summing the absolute values 
of the elements in a row of C. If we replaced (1) by other metrics, we 
would obtain other conditions. Two cases of practical importance are 
included in Probs. 7 and 8. 

How is Theorem 5.2-1 related to methods used in practice? A 
system of n linear equations in n unknowns is usually written 

(8) Ax=c, 

where A is an n-rowed square matrix. Many iterative methods for (8) 
with det A ¥= 0 are such that one writes A = B - G with a suitable 
nonsingular matrix B. Then (8) becomes 

Bx = Gx+c 

or 
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This suggests the iteration (6) where 

(9) 

Let us illustrate this by two standard methods, the Jacobi itera
tion, which is largely of theoretical interest, and the Gauss-Seidel 
iteration, which is widely used in applied mathematics. 

5.2-2 Jacobi iteration. This iteration method is defined by 

(10) j= 1,"', n, 

where c=('Yi) in (8) and we assume ajj-FO for j=l,···,n. This 
iteration is suggested by solving the jth equation in (8) for gi' It is not 
difficult to verify that (10) can be written in the form (6) with 

(11) c= -D-1(A-D), 

where D = diag (ajj) is the diagonal matrix whose nonzero elements are 
those of the principal diagonal of A. 

Condition (5) applied to C in (I 1) is sufficient for the convergence 
of the Jacobi iteration. Since C in (I 1) is relatively simple, we can 
express (5) directly in terms of the elements of A. The result is the row 
sum criterion for the Jacobi iteration 

(12) f laikl 
k~l ajj 

<1 j=l, .. ·,n, 

k"i 
or 

(12*) f laikl < laiil j=l,···,n. 
k~l 

k "i 

This shows that, roughly speaking, convergence is guaranteed if the 
elements in the principal diagonal of A are sufficiently large. 

Note that in the Jacobi iteration some components of x(m+l) may 
already be available at a certain instant but are not used while the 
computation of the remaining components is still.in progress, that is, 
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all the components of a new approximation are introduced simultane
ously at the end of an iterative cycle. We express this fact by saying 
that the Jacobi iteration is a method of simultaneous corrections. 

5.2-3 Gauss-Seidel iteration. This is a method of successive correc
tions, in which at every instant all of the latest known components are 
used. The method is defined by 

where j = 1, ... , n and we again assume ajj;i 0 for all j. 
We obtain a matrix form of (13) by writing (Fig. 52) 

A=-L+D-U 

where D is as in the Jacobi iteration and Land U are lower and upper 
triangular, respectively, with principal diagonal elements all zero, the 
minus signs being a matter of convention and convenience. We now 
imagine that each equation in (13) is multiplied by aJj. Then we can 
write the resulting system in the form 

Dx(m+l) = C + Lx(m+l) + Ux(m) 

or 

(D - L)x(m+l) = C + Ux(m). 

" "-"-
" 

Formula (13) Decomposition of A 

Fill. 52. Explanation of the Gauss-Seidel formulas (13) and (14) 
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~ultiplication by (D - Lr1 gives (6) with 

(14) C=(D-Lr1U, 

Condition (5) applied to C in (14) is sufficient for the convergence 
of the Gauss-Seidel iteration. Since C is complicated, the remaining 
practical problem is to get simpler conditions sufficient for the validity 
of (5). We mention without proof that (12) is sufficient, but there are 
better conditions, which the interested reader can find in J. Todd 
(1962), pp. 494, 495, 500. 

1. Verify (11) and (14). 

2. Consider the system 

Problems 

5g1 - g2= 7 

-3g1 + 10g2 = 24. 

(a) Determine the exact solution. (b) Apply the Jacobi iteration. Does 
C satisfy (5)? Starting from x(O) with components 1, 1, calculate x(1), 

X(2) and the error bounds (7) for x(2). Compare these bounds with the 
actual error of x(2). (c) Apply the Gauss-Seidel iteration, performing 
the same tasks as in (b). 

3. Consider the system 

=0.50 

-0.25g4 = 0.50 

+ g3 - 0.25g4 = 0.25 

g4=0.25. 

(Equations of this form arise in the numerical solution of partial 
differential equations.) (a) Apply the Jacobi iteration, starting from x(O) 

with components 1, 1, 1, 1 and performing three steps. Compare the 
approximations with the exact values gl = g2 = 0.875, g3 = g4 = 0.625. 
(b) Apply the Gauss-Seidel iteration, performing the same tasks as in 
(a). 
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4. Gershgorin's theorem states that if A is an eigenvalue of a square 
matrix e = (Cjk), then for some j, where 1 ~ j ~ n, 

n 

Icii-AI~ L Icjkl· 
k-l 

k"'j 

(An eigenvalue of e is a number A such that ex = AX for some x¢ 0.) 
(a) Show that (4) can be written Kx = b, where K = I - e, and 
Gershgorin's theorem and (5) together imply that K cannot have an 
eigenvalue 0 (so that K is nonsingular, that is, det K ¢ 0, and Kx = b 
has a unique solution). (b) Show that (5) and Gershgorin's theorem 
imply that e in (6) has spectral radius less than 1. (It can be shown that 
this is necessary and sufficient for the convergence of the iteration. The 
spectral radius of e is max IAII, where A" ... ,An are the eigenvalues of 

J 

c.) 

5. An example of a system for which the Jacobi iteration diverges 
whereas the Gauss-Seidel iteration converges is 

Starting" from x(O) = 0, verify divergence of the Jacobi iteration and 
perform the first few steps of the Gauss-Seidel iteration to obtain the 
impression that the iteration seems to converge to the exact solution 
~l = ~2 = ~3 = 1. 

6. It is plausible to think that the Gauss-Seidel iteration is better than the 
Jacobi iteration in all cases. Actually, the two methods are not compa
rable. This is surprising. For example, in the case of the system 

the Jacobi iteration converges whereas the Gauss-Seidel iteration 
diverges. Derive these two facts from the necessary and sufficient 
conditions stated in Prob. 4(b). 
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7. (Column sum criterion) To the metric in (1) there corresponds the 
condition (5). If we use on X the metric d l defined by 

n 

dl(x, z) = L I~i - 'ii, 
i-I 

show that instead of (5) we obtain the condition 

(15) (k=I,···,n). 

8. (Square sum criterion) To the metric in (1) there corresponds the 
condition (5). If we use on X the Euclidean metric d2 defined by 

show that instead of (5) we obtain the condition 

n n 

(16) L L Cik2 < 1. 
j-I k=1 

9. (Jacobi iteration) Show that for the Jacobi iteration the sufficient 
convergence conditions (5), (15) and (16) take the form 

n n 2 

L L aik
2 < 1. 

j=1 k=1 ajj 

i"k 

10. Find a matrix C which satisfies (5) but neither (15) nor (16). 

5.3 Application of Banach's Theorem to 

Differential Equations 

The most interesting applications of Banach's fixed point theorem arise 
in connection with function spaces. The theorem then yields existence 
and uniqueness theorems for differential and integral equations, as we 
shall see. 
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In fact, in this section let us consider an explicit ordinary differen
tial equation of the first order 

(1a) x' = f(t, x) (' = dldt). 

An initial value problem for such an equation consists of the equation 
and an initial condition 

(1b) x(to) = Xo 

where to and Xo are given real numbers. 
We shall use Banach's theorem to prove the famous Picard's 

theorem which, while not the strongest of its type that is known, plays 
a vital role in the theory of ordinary differential equations. The idea of 
approach is quite simple: (1) will be converted to an integral equation, 
which defines a mapping T, and the conditions of the theorem will 
imply that T is a contraction such that its fixed point becomes the 
solution of our problem. 

5.3-1 Picard's Existence and Uniqueness Theorem (Ordinary difteren
tial equations). Let f be continuous on a rectangle (Fig. 53) 

R = {(t, x) Ilt- tol ~ a, Ix - xol ~ b~ 

and thus bounded on R, say (see Fig. 54) 

(2) If(t, x)1 ~ c for all (t, x) E R 

Suppose that f satisfies a Lipschitz condition on R with respect to its 
second argument, that is, there is a constant k (Lipschitz constant) such 

t 
x --f---l 

I 

R 

xo - b 

t ___ 

Fig. 53. The rectangle R 
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b 
(B) a > C 

Fig. 54. Geometric illustration of inequality (2) for (A) relatively small c, (B) relatively 
large c. The solution curve must remain in the shaded region bounded by straight lines 

with slopes ± c. 

that for (t, x), (t, V)E R 

(3) If(t, x)- f(t, v)l~ k Ix- vi· 
Then the initial value problem (1) has a unique solution. This solution 
exists on an interval [to -/3, to + /3], where l 

(4) . { b I} /3 <mID a'~'k . 

Proof. Let C(J) be the metric space of all real-valued continuous 
functions on the interval J = [to -/3, to + /3] with metric d defined by 

d(x, y) = max Ix(t) - y(t)l. 
tEI 

C(J) is complete, as we know from 1.5-5. Let C be the subspace of 
C(J) consisting of all those functions x E C(J) that satisfy 

(5) Ix(t) - xol ~ c/3. 

It is not difficult to see that C is closed in C(J) (cf. Prob. 6), so that C 
is complete by 1.4-7. 

By integration we see that (1) can be written x = Tx, where 
T: C ----+ C is defined by 

Tx(t) = Xo+ it f( T, X(T» dT. 
to 

(6) 

1 In the classical proof, f3 <min {a, b/c}, which is better. This could also be obtained 
by a modification of the present proof (by the use of a more complicated metric); cf. A. 
Bielecki (1956) in the references in Appendix 3. 
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Indeed, T is defined for all x E C, because c{3 < b by (4), so that if 
x E C, then T E J and (T, x( T» E R, and the integral in (6) exists since f is 
continuous on R. To see that T maps C into itself, we can use (6) and 
(2), obtaining 

ITx(t)- xol = I I: {(T, X(T» d+~ c It- tol ~ c{3. 

We show that T is a contraction on C. By the Lipschitz condition (3), 

ITx(t)- Tv(t)1 = II: [{(T, X(T»- {(T, V(T))] dTI 

~ It- tol max k IX(T) - v(T)1 
'rEI 

~ k{3 d(x, V). 

Since the last expression does not depend on t, we can take the 
maximum on the left and have 

d(Tx, Tv)~ ad(x, v) where a = k{3. 

From (4) we see that a = k{3 < 1, so that T is indeed a contraction on 
C. Theorem 5.1-2 thus implies that T has a unique fixed point x E C, 
that is, a continuous function x on J satisfying x = Tx. Writing x = Tx 
out, we have by (6) 

(7) x(t) = xo+ rt {(T, X(T» dT. 
Jo 

Since (T, x( T» E R where { is continuous, (7) may be differentiated. 
Hence x is even differentiable and satisfies (1). Conversely, every 
solution of (1) must satisfy (7). This completes the proof. I 

Banach's theorem also implies that the solution x of (1) is the limit 
of the sequence (xo, Xl, ... ) obtained by the Picard iteration 

(8) Xn +l(t)=XO+ rl 
{(T,Xn(T»dT t 
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where n = 0,1, .... However, the practical usefulness of this way of 
obtaining approximations to the solution of (1) and corresponding 
error bounds is rather limited because of the integrations involved. 

We finally mention the following. It can be shown that continuity 
of f is sufficient (but not necessary) for the existence of a solution of 
the problem (1), but is not sufficient for uniqueness. A Lipschitz 
condition is sufficient (as Picard's theorem shows), but not necessary. 
For details, see the book by E. L. Ince (1956), which also contains 
historical remarks about Picard's theorem (on p. 63) as well as a 
classical proof, so that the reader may compare our present approach 
with the classical one. 

Problems 

1. If the partial derivative af/ax of f exists and is continuous on the 
rectangle R (cf. Picard's theorem), show that f satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition on R with respect to its second argument. 

2. Show that f defined by f( t, x) = Isin x 1+ t satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
on the whole tx-plane with respect to its second argument, but af/ax 
does not exist when x = O. What fact does this illustrate? 

3. Does f defined by f(t, x) = Ixll/2 satisfy a Lipschitz condition? 

4. Find all initial conditions such that the initial value problem 
tx' = 2x, x(to) = xo, has (a) no solutions, (b) more than one solution, 
(c) precisely one solution. 

5. Explain the reasons for the restrictions (3 < b/c and (3 < 1/k in (4). 

6. Show that in the proof of Picard's theorem, C is closed in C(J). 

7. Show that in Picard's theorem, instead of the constant Xo we can take 
any other function Yo E C, yo(to) = xo, as the initial function of the 
iteration. 

8. Apply the Picard iteration (8) to x' = 1 + x2 , x(O) = O. Verify that for X3, 

the terms involving t, t2 , ••• , t5 are the same as those of the exact 
solution. 

9. Show that x'=3x 2i3 , x(O)=O, has infinitely many solutions x, given 
by 

x(t)=O if t< c, x(t) = (t- C)3 if tE: c, 
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where c > 0 is any constant. Does 3X2/3 on the right satisfy a Lipschitz 
condition? 

10. Show that solutions of the initial value problem 

X'= Ix11/2, X(O) = 0 

are Xl = 0 and X2, where X2(t) = t Itl/4. Does this contradict Picard's 
theorem? Find further solutions. 

5.4 Application of Banach's Theorem to 
Integral Equations 

We finally consider the Banach fixed point theorem as a source of 
existence and uniqueness theorems for integral equations. An integral 
equation of the form 

(1) X(t)-IL r k(t, T)X(T) dT = v(t) 

is called a Fredholm equation of the second kind.2 Here, [a, b] is a 
given interval. x is a function on [a, b] which is unknown. IL is a 
parameter. The kernel k of the equation is a given function on the 
square G = [a, b] x [a, b] shown in Fig. 55, and v is a given function on 
[a, b]. 

Integral equations can be considered on various function spaces. 
In this section we consider (1) on C[a, b], the space of all continuous 
functions defined on the interval J = [a, b] with metric d given by 

(2) d(x, y) = max Ix(t)- y(t)l; 
tEJ 

2 The presence of the term x(t) enables us to apply iteration, as Theorem 5.4-1 
shows. An equation without that term is of the form 

r k(t,T)X(T)dT=V(t) 

and is said to be of the first kind. 
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T 

a 

b 

[J 
Fig. 55. Domain of definition G of the kernel k in the integral equation (1) in the case 

of positive a and b 

cf. 1.5-5. For the proposed application of Banach's theorem it is 
important to note that C[a, b] is complete. We assume that v E C[a, b] 
and k is continuous on G. Then k is a bounded function on G, say, 

(3) Ik(t,T)I~c for all (t, T)E G. 

Obviously, (1) can be written x = Tx where 

(4) Tx(t) = v(t)+ IL r k(t, T)X(T) dT. 

Since v and k are continuous, formula (4) defines an operator 
T: C[ a, b] ~ C[ a, b]. We now impose a restriction on IL such that 
T becomes a contraction. From (2) to (4) we have 

d(Tx, Ty) = max ITx(t)- Ty(t)1 
tEJ 

= IILI max I rb 
k(t, T)[X(T)- y(T)] dTI 

teJ Ja 

~ IILI c max Ix(u)- y(u)1 rb 
dT 

ueJ Ja 

=IILI cd(x, y)(b-a). 
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This can be written d(Tx, Ty)~ a d(x, y), where 

a = IILI c(b - a). 

We see that T becomes a contraction (a < 1) if 

(5) 
1 

IILI< c(b-a)· 

Banach's fixed point theorem 5.1-2 now gives 
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5.4-1 Theorem (Fredholm integral equation). Suppose k and v in (1) 
to be continuous on J x J and J = [a, b], respectively, and assume that IL 
satisfies (5) with c defined in (3). Then (1) has a unique solution x on J. 
This function x is the limit of the iterative sequence (xo, Xl> ••• ), where 
Xo is any continuous function on J and for n = 0,1, ... , 

(6) 

Fredholm's famous theory of integral equations will be discussed 
in Chap. 8. 

We now consider the Volterra integral equation 

(7) 

The difference between (1) and (7) is that in (1) the upper limit of 
integration b is constant, whereas here in (7) it is variable. This is 
essential. In fact, without any restriction on IL we now get the follow
ing existence and uniqueness theorem. 

5.4-2 Theorem (Volterra integral equation). Suppose that v in (7) is 
continuous on [a, b] and the kernel k is continuous on the triangular 
region R in the tT-plane given by a ~ T ~ t, a ~ t ~ b; see Fig. 56. Then 
(7) has a unique solution x on [a, b] for every IL. 

Proof. We see that equation (7) can be written x = Tx with 
T: C[a, b]~ C[a, b] defined by 

(8) Tx(t) = v(t)+ f.L r k(t, T)X(T) dT. 
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T 

b 

a 

Fig. 56. Triangular region R in Theorem 5.4-2 in the case of positive a and b 

Since k is continuous on Rand R is closed and bounded, k is a 
bounded function on R, say, 

Ik(t,T)I~c for all (t, T) E R. 

Using (2), we thus obtain for all x, y E C[a, b] 

(9) 

ITx(t)- Ty(t)1 = 1~llr k(t, T)[X(T)- Y(T)] dTI 

~I~I cd(x, y) [ dT 

= I~I c(t-a) d(x, y). 

We show by induction that 

(10) ITmx(t)-Tmy(t)I~I~lmcm (t_~)m d(x, y). 
m. 

For m = 1 this is (9). Assuming that (10) holds for any m, we obtain 
from (8) 

ITm+1x(t)- Tm + 1 y(t)1 = 1~llr k(t, T)[Tmx(T)- TmY(T)] dTI 

I I r'1 1m m(T-a)m d ( ) 
~ ~ c Ja ~ em! T d x, y 

( )m+l 
= I Im+l m+l t - a d( ) 
~ c (m + 1)! x, y , 

which completes the inductive proof of (10). 
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Using t- a ~ b - a on the right-hand side of (10) and then taking 
the maximum over t E J on the left, we obtain from (10) 

where 

-11m m(b-a)m 
am-I.L c I. 

m. 

For any fixed I.L and sufficiently large m we have am < 1. Hence the 
corresponding Tm is a contraction on era, b], and the assertipn of 
our theorem follows from 

5.4-3 Lemma (Fixed point). Let T: X ~ X be a continuous map
ping (cf. 1.3-3) on a complete metric space X = (X, d), and suppose that 
Tm is a contraction on X for some positive integer m. Then T has a 
unique fixed point. 

Proof. By assumption, B = Tm is a contraction on X, that is, 
d(Bx,By)~ad(x,y) for all X!YEX; here a<1. Hence for every 
XoEX, 

(11) 
o (n~oo). 

Banach's theorem 5.1-2 implies that B has a unique fixed point, call it 
x, and Bnxo~ x. Since the mapping T is continuous, this implies 
BnTxo= TBnxo~ Tx. Hence by 1.4-2(b), 

so that d(Tx, x) = 0 by (11). This shows that x is a fixed point of T. 
Since every fixed point of T is also a fixed point of B, we see that T 
cannot have more than one fixed point. I 

We finally note that a Volterra equation can be regarded as a 
special Fredholm equation whose kernel k is zero in the part of the 
square [a, b] x [a, b] where T> t (see Figs. 55 and 56) and may not be 
continuous at points on the diagonal (T = t). 
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Problems 

1. Solve by iteration, choosing Xo = v: 

2. (Nonlinear integral equation) If v and k are continuous on [a, b] 
and C=[a, b]x[a, b]xR, respectively, and k satisfies on G a 
Lipschitz condition of the form 

show that the nonlinear integral equation 

has a unique solution x for any IL such that IILI < 1/1(b - a). 

3. It is important to understand that integral equations also arise from 
problems in differential equations. (a) For example, write the initial 
value problem 

dx 
dt = f(t, x), 

as an integral equation and indicate what kind of equation it is. 
(b) Show that an initial value problem 

involving a second order differential equation can be transformed into 
a Volterra integral equation. 

4. (Neumann series) Defining an operator S by 

Sx(t) = r k(t, 'T)x( 'T) d'T 
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and setting Zn = Xn - Xn-h show that (6) implies 

Choosing Xo = v, show that (6) yields the Neumann series 

x = lim Xn = v + /LSV + /L 2 S2 V + /L 3 S3 V + .... 
n~~ 

5. Solve the following integral equation (a) by a Neumann series, (b) by a 
direct approach. 

X(t) -/L r x(-r) dT = 1. 

6. Solve 

X(t)-/L r CX(T) dT = v(t) 

where C is a constant, and indicate how the corresponding Neumann 
series can be used to obtain the convergence condition (5) for the 
Neumann series of (1). 

7. (Iterated kernel, resolvent kernel) Show that in the Neumann series in 
Prob. 4 we can write 

(snv)(t) = r k(n)(t, T)V(T) dT n=2,3,'" , 

where the iterated kernel k(n) is given by 

so that the Neumann series can be written 
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or, by the use of the resolvent kernel k defined by 

it can be written 

~ 

k(t, T, IL) = L lLik(j+llt, T) 
i-O 

x(t) = v(t)+ IL r k(t, T, IL)V(T) dT. 

(k(l) = k) 

8. It is of interest that the Neumann series in Prob. 4 can also be obtained 
by substituting a power series in IL, 

into (1), integrating termwise and comparing coefficients. Show that 
this gives 

vo(t) = v(t), n= 1,2,···. 

Assuming that Iv(t)1 ~ Co and Ik(t, T)I~ c, show that 

so that (5) implies convergence. 

9. Using Prob. 7, solve (1), where a = 0, b = 27T and 

N 

k(t, T) = L an sin nt cos nT. 
n=1 

10. In (1), let a = 0, b = 7T and 

k(t, T) = al sin t sin 2T + a2 sin 2t sin 3T. 

Write the solution in terms of the resolvent kernel (d. Prob. 7). 



CHAPTER '-' 

FURTHER APPLICATIONS: 
APPROXIMATION THEORY 

This chapter is optional; the material included in it will not be used in 
the remaining chapters. 

The theory of approximation is a very extensive field which has 
various applications. In this chapter we give an introduction to funda
mental ideas and aspects of approximation theory in normed and 
Hilbert spaces. 

Important concepts, brief orientation about main content 
In Sec. 6.1 we define best approximations. Thlt existence of best 

approximations is discussed in the same section and the uniqueness in 
Sec. 6.2. If a normed space is strictly convex (cf. 6.2-2), we have 
uniqueness of best approximations. For Hilbert spaces this holds (cf. 
6.2-4 and Sec. 6.5). For general normed spaces one may need addi
tional conditions to guarantee uniqueness of best approximations, for 
instance a Haar condition in C[a, b]; cf. 6.3-2 and 6.3-4. Depending 
on the choice of a norm, one gets different types of approximations. 
Standard types include 

(i) uniform approximation in C[a, b] (Sec. 6.3), 
(ii) approximation in Hilbert space (Sec. 6.5). 

Practical aspects of uniform approximation lead to the famous 
Chebyshev' polynomials (Sec. 6.4). Approximation in Hilbert space 
includes least squares approximation in L2[a, b] as a particular case. 
We shall also give a brief discussion of cubic splines (Sec. 6.6). 

6.1 Approximation in Normed Spaces 

Approximation theory is concerned with the approximation of func
tions of a certain kind (for instance, continuous functions on some 
interval) by other (probably simpler) functions (for example, polyno
mials). Such a situation already arises in calculus: if a function has a 
Taylor series, we may regard and use the partial sums of the series as 
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approximations. To get information about the quality of such approxi
mations, we would have to estimate the corresponding remainders. 

More generally, one may want to set up practically useful criteria 
for the quality of approximations. Given a set X of functions to be 
approximated and a set Y of functions by which the elements of X are 
to be approximated, one may consider the problems of existence, 
uniqueness, and construction of a "best approximation" in the sense of 
such a criterion. A natural setting for the problem of approximation is 
as follows. 

Let X = (X, 11·11) be a normed space and suppose that any given 
x E X is to be approximated by ayE Y, where Y is a fixed subspace of 
X. We let [) denote the distance from x to Y. By definition, 

(1) [) = [)(x, Y) = inf Ilx - yll 
yEY 

(cf. Sec. 3.3). Clearly, [) depends on both x and Y, which we keep 
fixed, so that the simple notation [) is in order. 

If there exists a Yo E Y such that 

(2) Ilx- yoll= [) 

then Yo is called a best approximation to x out of Y. 
We see that a best approximation Yo is an element of minimum 

distance from the given x. Such a Yo E Y mayor may not exist; this 
raises the problem of existence. The problem of uniqueness is of practical 
interest, too, since for given x and Y there may be more than one best 
approximation, as we shall see. 

In many applications, Y will be finite dimensional. Then we have 
the following 

6.1-1 Existence Theorem (Best approximations). If Y is a finite 
dimensional subspace of a normed space X = (X, 11'11), then for each 
x E X there exists a best approximation to x out of Y. 

Proof. Let x E X be given. Consider the closed ball 

E = {y E Y Illyll ~ 21Ixll}. 

Then 0 E E, so that for the distance from x to E we obtain 

[)(x, E) = inf Ilx - 911 ~ Ilx - 011 = Ilxll· 
jiEB 
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Now if y El: E, then Ilyll> 211xll and 

(3) Ilx- YII~llyll-llxll>llxll~8(x, E). 

This shows that 8(x, E) = 8(x, Y) = 8, and this value cannot be assumed 
by ayE Y - E, because of > in (3). Hence if a best approximation to x 
exists, it must lie in E. We now see the reason for the use of E. Instead 
of the whole subspace Y we may now consider the compact subset E, 
where compactness follows from 2.5-3 since E is closed and bounded 
and Y is finite dimensional. The norm is continuous by (2), Sec. 2.2. 
Corollary 2.5-7 thus implies that there is a Yo E E such that Ilx - yll 
assumes a minimum at y = Yo. By definition, Yo is a best approximation 
to x out of Y. I 

Examples 

6.1-2 Space C[a, b]. A finite dimensional subspace of the space 
C[a, b] is 

Y = span {xo,· .. ,xn }, (n fixed). 

This is the set of all polynomials of degree at most n, together with 
x = 0 (for which no degree is defined in the usual discussion of 
degree). Theorem 6.1-1 implies that for a given continuous function x 
on [a, b] there exists a polynomial pn of degree at most n such that for 
every y E Y, 

. max Ix(t)'- Pn(t)1 ~ max Ix(t) - y(t)1 
teJ tEJ 

where J=[a, b]. Approximation in C[a, b] is called uniform approx
imation and will be considered in detail in the next sections. 

6.1-3 Polynomials. Finite dimensionality of Y in Theorem 6.1-1 is 
essential. In fact, let Y be the set of all polynomials on [O,!J of any 
degree, considered as a subspace of C[O, n Then dim Y = 00. Let 
x(t) = (1- t)-i. Then for every e > 0 there is an N such that, setting 

we have Ilx - Yn II < e for all n > N. Hence 8(x, Y) = o. However, since x 
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is not a polynomial, we see that there is no Yo E Y satisfying 
8 = 8(x, Y) = Ilx - Yoll = O. I 

Problems will be included at the end of the next section. 

6.2 Uniqueness" Strict Convexity 
In this section we consider the problem of uniqueness of best approxi
mations. To understand what is going on, let us start with two simple 
examples. 

If X = R3 and Y is the ~l~z-plane (6 = 0), then we know that for a 
given point Xo = (~10' ~20, ~30) a best approximation out of Y is the 
point Yo = (~1O' ~20, 0), the distance from Xo to Y is 8 = 1~3ol and that 
best approximation Yo is unique. These simple facts are well known 
from elementary geometry. 

In other spaces, uniqueness of best approximations may not hold, 
even if the spaces are relatively simple. 

For instance, let X = (X, 11·111) be the vector space of ordered pairs 
x = (~1o ~2)' ... of real numbers with norm defined by 

(1) 

Let us take the point x = (1, - J) and the subspace Y shown in Fig. 57, 

1 
I 
I 
I 

-- -1 -----1 
x 

y 

Fig. 57. Best approximations to x out of Y in the norm defined by (1) 
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that is, Y = {y = (11, 11) 111 real}. Then for all y E Y we clearly have 

Ilx - yilt = 11-111+1-1-111 ~2. 

The distance from x to Y is 8(x, Y) = 2, and all y = (11,11) with 1111 ~ 1 
are best approximations to x out of Y. This illustrates that even in such 
a simple space, for given x and Y we may have several best approxi
mations, even infinitely many of them. We observe that in the present 
case the set of best approximations is convex, and we claim that this is 
typical. We also assert that convexity will be helpful in connection with 
our present uniqueness problem. So let us first state the definition and 
then find out how we can apply the concept. 

A subset M of a vector space X is said to be convex if y, Z E M 
implies that the set 

W={v = ay +(1-a)z I O~a ~ 1} 

is a subset of M. This set W is called a closed segment. (Why?) y and z 
are called the boundary points of the segment W. Any other point of W 
is called an interior point of W. See Fig. 58. 

Convex Not convex 

Fig. 58. Convex and not convex sets 

6.2-1 Lemma (Convexity). In a normed space (X,II'ID the set M of 
best approximations to a given point x out of a subspace Y of X is 
convex. 

Proof. Let 8 denote the distance from x to Y, as before. The 
statement holds if M is empty or has just one point. Suppose that M 
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has more than one point. Then for y, Z E M we have, by definition, 

Ilx - yll = Ilx-zll= 8. 

We show that this implies 

(2) w=ay+(1-a)zEM 

Indeed, IIx - wll ~ 8 since WE Y, and IIx - wll ~ 8 since 

Ilx - wll = Ila(x- y)+(1-a)(x -z)11 

~ a Ilx- yll+(1-a) Ilx- zll 
=a8+(1-a) 8 

=8; 

(O~a~1). 

here we used that a ~ 0 as well as 1-a ~ O. Together, Ilx - wll = 8. 
Hence w E M. Since y, z E M were arbitrary, this proves that M is 
convex. I 

Consequently, if there are several best approximations to x out of 
Y, then each of them lies in Y, of course, and has distance 8 from x, by 
definition. And from the lemma it follows that Y and the closed ball 

B(x; 8)={v Illv-xll~8} 

must have a segment W in common. Obviously, W lies on the 
boundary sphere S(x; 8) of that closed ball. Every WE W has distance 
Ilw - xii = 8 from x. Furthermore, to each WE W there corresponds a 
unique v = 8-1 ( w - x) of norm Ilvll = Ilw - xl1/8 = 1. This means that to 
each best approximation w E W given by (2) there corresponds a unique 
v on the unit sphere {x Illxll = 1}. 

From this we see that for obtaining uniqueness of best approxima
tions, we must exclude norms for which the unit sphere can contain 
segments of straight lines. This suggests the following 

6.2-2 Definition (Strict convexity). A strictly convex norm is a norm 
such that for all x, y of norm 1, 

Ilx+yll<2 (x;c y). 
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A normed space with such a norm is called a strictly convex normed 
space. I 

Note that for Ilxll = Ilyll = 1 the triangle inequality gives 

Ilx + yll ~ Ilxll + II yll = 2 

and strict convexity excludes the equality sign, except when x = y. We 
may summarize our result as follows. 

6.2-3 Uniqueness Theorem (Best approximation). In a strictly con
vex normed space X there is at most one best approximation to an x E X 
out of a given subspace Y. 

This theorem mayor may not be of help in practical problems, 
depending on what space we use. We list two very important cases. 

6.2-4 Lemma (Strict convexity). We have: 

(a) Hilbert space is strictly convex. 

(b) The space C[a, b] is not strictly convex. 

Proof. (a) For all x and y ¥- x of norm one we have, say, 
Ilx - yll = a, where a> 0, and the parallelogram equality (Sec. 3.1) 
gives 

hence Ilx + yll < 2. 

Ilx + y 112 = -llx - Yl12 + 2(IIxl12 + II Y112) 

= -a2 +2(1 + 1)<4, 

(b) We consider Xl and X2 defined by 

t-a 
x2(t)=-b

-a 

where t E [a, b]. Clearly, Xl> X2 E C[a, b] and Xl ¥- X2' We also have 
IlxI11 = IIx211 = 1, and 

I t-a I Ilxl+x211=max 1+-b- =2 
tEl -a 

where J = [a. b]. This shows that C[a, b] is not strictly convex. I 
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The first statement of this lemma had to be expected, because 
Theorem 3.3-1 and Lemma 3.3-2 together imply 

6.2-5 Theorem (Hilbert space). For every given x in a Hilbert space H 
and every given closed subspace Y of H there is a unique best approx
imation to x out of Y (namely, y = Px, where P is the projection of H 
onto Y). 

From the second statement in Lemma 6.2-4 we see that in 
uniform approximation, additional effort will be necessary to guarantee 
uniqueness. 

Problems 

1. Let Y in (1) and (2), Sec. 6.1, be finite dimensional. Under what 
conditions is Ilx - yoll = 0 in (2)? 

2. We shall confine our attention to normed spaces, but want to mention 
that certain discussions could be extended to general metric spaces. For 
instance, show that if (X, d) is a metric space and Y a compact subset, 
then every x E X has a best approximation y out of Y. 

3. If Y is a finite dimensional subspace of a normed space X and we want 
to approximate an x E X out of Y, it is natural to choose a basis 
{el' ... , en} for Y and approximate x by a linear combination L Cl!jej. 
Show that the corresponding function f defined by 

depends continuously on the Cl!j's. 

4. (Convex function) Show that f in Prob. 3 has the interesting prop
erty of being convex. A function f: R n -- R is said to be convex if its 
domain CJiJ(f) is a convex set and for every u, v E CJiJ(f), 

f(AU + (1- A)V) ~ Af(u) + (1- A)f(v), 

\ 
where O~ A ~ 1. (An example for n = 1 is shown in Fig. 59. Convex 
functions are useful in various minimization problems.) . 

5. The norm defined by (1) is not strictly convex. Prove this directly, 
without using 6.2-3. 
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u v 

Fig. 59. Convex function f depending on a single variable t. The dashed straight 
line segment represents Af(u}+ (1- A)f(v}, where 0;,;;; A;';;; 1. 

6. Consider (1). Determine all points y of the closed unit ball B whose 
distance from x = (2, 0) is minimum. Determine that minimum value 8. 

7. Show that the vector space of ordered pairs of real numbers with norm 
defined by 

is not strictly convex. Graph the unit sphere. 

8. Consider all ordered pairs of real numbers x = (~" ~2)' Find all the 
points which have distance .fi from (0,0) as well as from (2, 0) if the 
distance is (a) Euclidean, (b) obtained from the norm in Prob. 7. 

9. Consider the vector space of all ordered pairs of real numbers. Let 
Xl = (-1,0) and X2 = (1, 0). Determine the intersection of the two 
spheres defined by Ilx - xlii = 1 and Ilx - x211 = 1 if the norm is (a) the 
Euclidean norm, (b) the norm defined in Prob. 7, (c) the norm given by 
(1). 

10. It can be shown that IP with p> 1 is strictly convex whereas 11 is not. 
Prove that 11 is not strictly convex. 

11. If in a normed space, the best approximation to an x out of a subspace 
Y is not unique, show that x has infinitely many such best approxima
tions. 

12. Show that if a norm is strictly convex, then Ilxll = II yll = 1 and x.,i y 
together imply that for all a such that 0 < a < 1 one has 

Ilax + (1- a)yll < 1. 

Show that this condition is also sufficient for strict convexity. 
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13. Show that if a normed space X is strictly convex, then 

Ilx + yll=llxll+llyll 

implies that x = cy for some positive real c. 

14. Show that the condition in Prob. 13 is not only necessary but also 
sufficient for strict convexity, that is, if that condition holds for all 
nonzero x and y in X, then X is strictly convex. 

15. An extreme point of a convex set M in a vector space X is a point 
x EM which is not an interior point of a segment We M. Show that if 
X is a strictly convex normed space, then every point of the unit sphere 
in X is an extreme point of the closed unit ball in X. 

6.3 Uniform Approximation 

Depending on the choice of a norm, we get different types of approxi
mations. The choice depends on the purpose. Two common types are 
as follows. 

(A) Uniform approximation uses the norm on C[a, b] defined by 

Ilxll = max Ix(t)1 J=[a,b]. 
tEl 

(B) Least squares approximation uses the norm on e[a, b] 
defined by (cf. 3.1-5) 

(1 b )1/2 Ilxll = (x, X)1/2 = a Ix(tW dt . 

This section is devoted to uniform approximation (also known as 
Chebyshev approximation). We consider the real space X = C[a, b] and 
an n-dimensional subspace Y c C[a, b]. Then the occurring functions 
are real-valued and continuous on [a, b]. For every function x EX, 
Theorem 6.1-1 guarantees the existence of a best approximation to x 
out of Y. However, since C[a, b] is not strictly convex (cf. 6.2-4), the 
problem of uniqueness requires a special investigation. For this pur
pose the following concept will be of interest and importance. 
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6.3-1 Definition (Extremal point). An extremal point of an x in 
C[a, b] is a to E [a, b] such that Ix(to)1 = Ilxll. I 

Hence at an extremal point to of x we have either x(to) = + IIxll or 
x(to) = -lIxll, and the definition of the norm on C[a, b] shows that such 
a point is a to E [a, b] at which Ix(t)1 has a maximum. 

The central concept of our present discussion is the following 
condition by A. Haar (1918) which will turn out to be necessary and 
sufficient for the uniqueness of approximations in C[a, b]. 

6.3-2 Definition (Haar condition). A finite dimensional subspace Y 
of the real space C[a, b] is said to satisfy the Haar condition if every 
Y E Y, Y:F 0, has at most n -1 zeros in [a, b], where n = dim Y. I 

For instance, an n-dimensional subspace Y of C[a, b] is given by 
the polynomial Y = 0 (for which one does not define a degree in the 
usual discussion of degree) and all polynomials of degree not exceeding 
n -1 and with real coefficients. Since any such polynomial Y:F 0 has at 
most n -1 zeros, Y satisfies the Haar condition. Actually, this is the 
model case which suggested Def. 6.3-2. We shall return to this case 
after we proved that the Haar condition is necessary and sufficient for 
the uniqueness of best approximations in C[a, b]. 

To gain flexibility in our further work, let us first prove the 
following. 

The Haar condition is equivalent to the condition that for every basis 
{Yh· .. ,Yn}c Y and every n-tuple of distinct points th· .. ,tn in the 
interval J = [a, b], 

(1) 

Yn(tn) 

Proof. Every Y E Y has a representation Y = L (lkYk. The subspace 
Y satisfies the Haar condition if and only if every Y = L (lkYk E Y with n 
or more zeros h, t2 ,· •• , tn,· •• in J = [a, b] is identically zero. This 
means that the n conditions 

n 

(2) y(tj ) = L (lkydtj ) = 0 j= 1,···, n 
k=l 
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should imply al = ... = an = O. But this happens if and only if the 
determinant in (1) of the system (2) is not zero. I 

The fact that the Haar condition is sufficient for the uniqueness of 
best approximations will be proved by the use of the following lemma. 

6.3-3 Lemma (Extremal points). Suppose a subspace Y of the real 
space C[ a, b] satisfies the Haar condition. If for a given x E C[ a, b] and 
ayE Y the function x - y has less than n + 1 extremal points, then y is 
not a best approximation to x out of Y; here, n = dim Y. 

Proof. By assumption the function v = x - y has m ~ n extremal 
points t1>···, tm. If m < n, we choose any additional points tj in 
J = [a, b] until we have n distinct points ft, ... , tn. Using these points 
and a basis {Y1> ... , Yn} for Y, we consider the nonhomogeneous system 
of linear equations 

(3) j= 1,···, n 

in the unknowns {31> ... , {3n. Since Y satisfies the Haar condition, (1) 
holds. Hence (3) has a unique solution. We use this solution to define 

Yo = {31Yl + ... + {3nYn 

as well as 

(8 >0). 

We show that for a sufficiently small 8 the function v = x - y satisfies 

(4) Ilvll<llvll, 

so that y cannot be a best approximation to x out of Y. 
To obtain (4), we estimate v, breaking J=[a, b] up into two sets N 

and K = J - N where N contains the extremal points t1> ••• , tm of v. 
At the extremal points, Iv(tdl = II vii, and Ilvll> 0 since v = x - Y i= O. 

Also yo(t;) = v(ti ) by (3) and the definition of Yo. Hence, by continuity, 
for each ti there is a neighborhood Ni such that in N = Nl U ... U N m 

we have 

(5) IL = inf Iv(t)l> 0, 
tEN 

inf IYo(t)1 ~dllvll· 
tEN 
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Since yo(t;) = v(t;) f' 0, for all tEN we have yo(t)/v(t) > 0 by (5), and (5) 
also yields 

yo(t) I yo(t)1 inf I yo(t) I 1 
--=--> >-
v(t) Iv(t)1 - Ilvll - 2 . 

Let Mo = sup I yo(t)I. Then for every positive e < /LIMo and every tEN 
teN 

we obtain 

Since v = x-51 = x - y - eyo = v - eyo, using these inequalities, we see 
that for all tEN and 0 < e < /LIMo, 

(6) 

Iv(t)1 = Iv(t) - eyo(t)1 

= Iv(t)1 (1- eYo(t») 
v(t) 

~llvll( 1-~) 

<llvll· 

We turn to the complement K = J - N and define 

M! = sup I yo(t)I, M2 = sup Iv(t)l. 
tEK 'EK 

Since N contains all the extremal points of v, we have M2 < Ilvll and 
may write 

Ilvll =M2+ 11 where 11 >0. 

Choosing a positive e < 111 Mlo we have eM! < 11 and thus obtain for all 
tEK 

Iv(t)1 ~ Iv(t)1 + e I yo(t) I 

<llvll· 
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We see that Iv(t)1 does not exceed a bound which is independent of 
t E K and strictly less than Ilvll; similarly in (6), where tEN and e > 0 is 
sufficiently small. Choosing e <min {/LIMo, TjIMl } and taking the su
premum, we thus have Ilvll < Ilvll. This is (4) and completes the proof. 

Using this lemma, we shall now obtain the basic 

6.3-4 Haar Uniqueness Theorem (Best approximation). Let Y be a 
finite dimensional subspace of the real space C[a, b]. Then the best 
approximation out of Y is unique for every x E C[a, b] if and only if Y 
satisfies the Haar condition. 

Proof. (a) Sufficiency. Suppose Y satisfies the Haar condition, 
but both Yl E Y and Y2 E Yare best approximations to some fixed 
x E C[a, b]. Then, setting 

Vl=X-Y1. V2= X-Y2, 

we have Ilvlll = IIv211 = 8, where 8 is the distance from x to Y, as before. 
Lemma 6.2-1 implies that y = !(Yl + Y2) is also a best approximation to 
x. By Lemma 6.3-3 the function 

(7) 

has at least n + 1 extremal points t1.· .. , tn+l. At such a point we have 
Iv(tj)1 = Ilvll = 8. From this and (7) we obtain 

Now IVl(tj)1 ~ Ilvlll = 8 (see before) and similarly for V2. Hence there is 
only one way in which the equation can hold, namely, both terms must 
have the same sign and the maximum possible absolute value, that is, 

where j = 1,. .. , n + 1. But this implies that Yl - Y2 = V2 - Vl has n + 1 
zeros in [a, b]. Hence Yl - Y2 = 0 by the Haar condition. Thus Yl = Y2, 
the uniqueness. 

(b) Necessity. We assume that Y does not satisfy the 
Haar condition and show that then we do not have uniqueness of best 
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approximations for all x E C[a, b]. As we have shown in connection 
with 6.3-2, under our present assumption there is a basis for Y and n 
values ti in [a, b] such that the determinant in (1) is zero. Hence the 
homogeneous system 

(k = 1, ... , n) has a nontrivial solution 'Y1o ••• , 'Yn. Using this solution 
and any y = L (lkYk E Y, we have 

(8) 

Furthermore, the transposed system 

(j = 1,· .. , n) also has a nontrivial solution {3h···, {3n. Using this 
solution, we define Yo = L (3kYk. Then Yo -F 0, and Yo is zero at tlo ... , t". 
Let A be such that IIAyol1 ~ 1. Let z E C[a, b] be such that Ilzll = 1 and 

Define x E C[a, b] by 

if 'Yi <0 

if 'Yi ~o. 

x(t) = z(t)(I-IAYo(t)I). 

Then x(tj) = z(tj ) = sgn 'Yj since yo(tj ) = O. Also Ilxl'l = 1. We show that 
this function x has infinitely many best approximations out of Y. 

Using Iz(t)1 ~ Ilzll = 1 and IAYo(t)1 ~ IIAyol1 ~ 1, for every e E [ -1,1] 
we obtain 

Ix(t) - eAYo(t)1 ~ Ix(t)1 + leAYo(t)1 

= Iz(t)1 (1-IAYo(t)l) + leAYo(t)1 

~ l-IAYo(t)1 + leAYo(t)1 

= 1-(I-lel) IAYo(t)1 

~l. 
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Hence every BAYo, -1 ~ B ~ 1, is a best approximation to x, provided 

(9) Ilx-YII~1 for all Y E Y. 

We prove (9) for an arbitrary Y = L C¥kYk E Y. The proof is indirect. 
Suppose that Ilx - yll < 1 for ayE Y. Then the conditions 

X(ti) = sgn 'Yi = ±1, 

Ix(ti ) - y(ti)1 ~ Ilx - yll < 1 

together imply that for all 'Yi'# 0, 

But this contradicts (8) with Y = Y because 'Yi'# 0 for some j, so that 

n n n 

L 'Yiy(ti ) = L 'Yi sgn 'Yi = L l'Yil '# o. 
i=l i=l i=l 

Hence (9) must hold. I 

Note that if Y is the set of all real polynomials of degree not 
exceeding n, together with the polynomial Y = 0 (for which a degree is 
not defined in the usual discussion of degree), then dim Y = n + 1 and 
Y satisfies the Haar condition. (Why?) This yields 

6.3-5 Theorem (Polynomials). The best approximation to an x in the 
real space C[a, b] out of Yn is unique; here Yn is the subspace consisting 
of Y = 0 and all polynomials of degree not exceeding a fixed given n. 

In this theorem, it is worthwhile to compare the approximation!\ 
for various n and see what happens as n ~ 00. Let l)n = Ilx - Pnll, 
where Pn E Yn is the best approximation to a fixed given x. Since 
Yo c Y1 C ••• , we have the monotonicity 

(10) 

and the Weierstrass approximation theorem 4.11-5 implies that 

(11) lim 8n =0. 
n--->oo 
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It goes almost without saying that Theorem 6.3-5 characterizes 
the prototype of problems that initiated Haar's work. In fact, one may 
wonder why in general one cannot expect uniqueness of best approxi
mations but still has uniqueness if one approximates by polynomials. 
Hence one may ask for the property which causes polynomials to be so 
"exceptionally well-behaved." The answer is that they satisfy the Haar 
condition defined in 6.3-2. 

Problems 

1. If Y c C[a, b] is a subspace of dimension n and satisfies the Haar 
condition, show that the restrictions of the elements of Y to any subset 
of [a, b] consisting of n points constitute a vector space which still has 
dimension n (whereas ordinarily the dimension would decrease under 
such a restriction). 

2. Let xl(t)=1 and X2(t)=t2. Does Y=span{x1,x2} satisfy the Haar 
condition if Y is regarded as a subspace (a) of C[O, 1], (b) of C[ -1, 1]? 
(To understand what is going on, approximate x defined by x(t) = t3 in 
both cases.) 

3. Show that Y = span {Yl> ••• , Yn} c C[a, b] satisfies, the Haar condition 
if and only if, for every n-tuple {t1 ···, t,.} c [a, b] consisting of n 

different points, the n vectors Vj = (Yl(~)' ... , Yn(~»' j = 1, ... , n, 
form a linearly independent set 

4. (Vandermonde's determinant) Write the determinant in (1) for 

Y2(t) = t, 

This determinant is called Vandermonde's determinant (or Cauchy's 

determinant). It can be shown that it equals the product of all factors 
(tk - tj ), where j and k satisfy 0;2; j < k;2; n. Prove that this implies the 
existence of a unique polynomial of degree not exceeding n -1 which 
assumes prescribed values at n distinct points. 

5. (De la Vallee-Poussin theorem) Let Yc C[a, b] satisfy the Haar 
condition and consider any x E C[a, b]. If Y E Y is such that x - Y has 
alternately positive and negative values at n + 1 consecutive points in 
[a, b], where n = dim Y, show that the distance 13 of the best approxi
mation to x out of Y is at least equal to the smallest of the absolute 
values of those n + 1 values of x - y. 
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6. In C[O, 1] find the best approximation to x defined by x(t) = e' out of 
Y = span {Ylo Y2}, where YI (t) = 1, Y2(t) = t. Compare the approximation 
with that by the linear Taylor polynomial given by 1 + t. 

7. Same task as in Prob. 6, when x(t) = sin (7Tt/2). 

8. Probs. 6 and 7 are concerned with the approximation of a function x 

on [a, b] whose second derivative does not change sign on [a, b]. Show 
that in this case the best approximating linear function Y is given by 
y(t) = 0:1 + 0:2t, where 

x(a) + x(c) 

2 

x(b) - x(a) 
0:2 = b-a 

a+c 
0: 2 - 2-' 

and c is the solution of x/(t) - y/(t) = O. Interpret the formula geometri
cally. 

9. (Inconsistent linear equations) If a system of r> n linear equations in 
n unknowns 

(j = 1, ... , r) 

is inconsistent, it does not have a solution w = (WI' ••• , wn ), but we can 
look for an 'approximate solution' z = «(I, ... , (n) such that 

is as small as possible. How does this problem fit into our present 
consideration and what form does the Haar condition take in this case? 

10. To get a better feeling for what is going on in Prob. 9, the reader may 
wish to consider a system which is so simple that he can graph 
(3j - ~ 'Yjk(k and find the approximate solution, say, the system 

w=1 

4w=2. 
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Graph fW = m!lx 1f3/- 'Y/~l Notice that f is convex (cf. Prob. 4, Sec. 
/ 

6.2). Find the approximate solution ( as defined by the condition in 
Prob.9. 

6.4 Chebyshev Polynomials 

The preceding section was devoted to the theoretical aspects of uni
form approximation. The remaining practical problem is the determi
nation of best approximations in terms of explicit formulas which we 
can use for calculations and other purposes. This is not easy, in 
general, and explicit solutions of the problem are known for relatively 
few functions x E C[a, b]. In this connection, a useful tool is the 
following. 

6.4-1 Definition (Alternating set). Let x E C[a, b] and y E Y, where 
Y is a subspace of the real space C[a, b]. A set of points to, ... , tk in 
[a, b], where to < tt < ... < tk, is called an alternating set for x - y if 
x(tj)-y(tj) has alternately the values +llx-yll and -llx-yll at consecu
tive points tj • I 

We see that these k + 1 points in the definition are extremal points 
of x - y as defined in 6.3-1 and the values of x - y at these points are 
alternating positive and negative. 

The importance of alternating sets is shown to some extent by the 
following lemma, which states that the existence of a sufficiently large 
alternating set for x - y implies that y is the best approximation to x. 
Actually, this condition is also necessary for y to be the best approxi
mation to x; but since we shall not need this fact, we do not prove it. 
[The proof would be somewhat more difficult than our next proof; cf. 
e.g., E. W. Cheney (1966), p. 75.] 

6.4-2 Lemma (Best approximation). Let Y be a subspace of the real 
space C[a, b] satisfying the Haar condition 6.3-2. Given x E C[a, b], let 
y E Y be such that for x - y there exists an alternating set of n + 1 points, 
where n = dim Y. Then y is the best uniform approximation to x out of Y. 

Proof. By 6.1-1 and 6.3-4 there is a unique best approximation 
to x out of Y. If this is not y, it is some other Yo E Y and then 

Ilx - yll > Ilx - yoll· 
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This inequality implies that at those n + 1 extremal points the function 

Yo- Y = (x - y)-(x - Yo) 

has the same sign as x - y, because x - y equals ± Ilx - yll at such a 
point whereas the other term on the right, x - Yo, can never exceed 
Ilx - Yoll in absolute value, which is strictly less than Ilx - yll. This shows 
that Yo - Y is alternating positive and negative at those n + 1 points, so 
that it must have at least n zeros in [a, b]. But this is impossible unless 
Yo - Y = 0, since Yo - Y E Y and Y satisfies the Haar condition. Hence y 
must be the best approximation to x out of Y. I 

A very important classical problem and application of this lemma 
is the approximation of x E C[ -1, 1] defined by 

(1) x(t) = t" n EN fixed 

out of Y = span {Yo, ... , Yn-l}, where 

(2) j =0,···, n-l. 

Obviously, this means that we want to approximate x on [-1,1] by a 
real polynomial y of degree less than n. Such a polynomial is of the 
form 

Hence for z = x - y we have 

and we want to find y such that Ilzll becomes as small as possible. Note 
that Ilzll = Ilx - yll is the distance from x to y. We see from the last 
formula that z is a polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient 1. 
Hence our original problem is equivalent to the following one. 

Find the polynomial z which, among all polynomials of degree n 
and with leading coefficient 1, has the smallest maximum deviation 
from ° on the interval [-1, 1] under consideration. 

If we set 

(3) t=cos 8 
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~ ~ ~ 
" = 1 " = 2 n = 3 

Fig. 60. The n + 1 extremal points of cos n8 on the interval [0, 7r] 

and let 8 vary from 0 to 7T, then t varies on our interval [-1, 1]. On 
[0, 7T] the function defined by cos n8 has n + 1 extremal points, the 
values being ± 1 in alternating order (see Fig. 60). Because of Lemma 
6.4-2 we may hope that cos n8 will help to solve our problem, 
provided we are able to write cos n8 as a polynomial in t = cos 8. 
Indeed, this can be done: we prove by induction that there is a 
representation of the form 

n-l 

(4) cos n8 = 2n- 1 cosn 8 + L {3ni cosi 8 
i=O 

(n = 1 2 ... ) " , 

where the {3nj'S are constants. 

Proof. This is true for n = 1 (take (31O = 0). Assuming it to be true 
for any n, we show that it holds for n + 1. The addition formula for the 
cosine gives 

cos (n + 1)8 = cos n8 cos 8 -sin n8 sin 8, 

cos (n -1)8 = cos n8 cos 8 +sin n8 sin 8. 

Adding on both sides, we have 

(5) cos (n + 1)8 + cos (n -1)8 = 2 cos n8 cos 8. 

Consequently, by the induction hypothesis, 

cos (n + 1)8 = 2 cos 8 cos n8 -cos (n -1)8 

( 
n-l ) 

= 2 cos 8 2n - 1 cosn 8 + .L {3nj cosj 8 
J=O 

n-2 

2n-2 n-l ~ Q i - cos (J - t... ,.,n-l,i cos (J. 
i=O 
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We see that this can be written in the desired form 

n 

cos (n + 1)e = 2n cosn+1 e + L /3n+1,j cos j e, 
j=O 

and the proof is complete. I 

Our problem is practically solved, but before we summarize our 
result, let us introduce a standard notation and terminology. 

The functions defined by 

(6) Tn(t) = cos ne, e = arc cos t (n=O,1,···) 

are called Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind 1 of order n. They 
have various interesting properties, some of which are mentioned in 
the problem set at the end of the section. For more details, see G. 
Szego (1967). 

The leading coefficient in (4) is not 1, as we want it, but 2n - 1 • 

Keeping this in mind, we obtain the following formulation of our 
result, which expresses the famous minimum property of the 
Chebyshev polynomials. 

6.4-3 Theorem (Chebyshev polynomials). The polynomial defined by 

(7) (n~ 1) 

has the smallest maximum deviation from 0 on the interval [-1, 1], 
among all real polynomials considered on [-1, 1] which have degree n 
and leading coefficient 1. 

Remembering the approximation problem from which we started 
in this section, we can also formulate this result as follows. 

The best uniform approximation to the function x E C[ -1,1] 
defined by x(t) = tn, out of Y = span {Yo, ... , Yn-1} with y/ given by (2) 

1 T is suggested by Tchebichef, another transliteration of 4eoblwcB. Chebyshev 
polynomials of the second kind are defined by 

Un (t) = sin nO (n=1,2,···). 
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(that is, the approximation by a real polynomial of degree less than n) 
is y defined by 

(8) 
1 

y(t) = x(t)- 2n - 1 Tn(t) (n ~ 1). 

Note that in (8) the highest power tn drops out, so that the degree 
of y in t does not exceed n -1, as required. 

Theorem 6.4-3 also helps in more general problems if a real 
polynomial x of degree n with leading term {3ntn is given and we are 
looking for the best approximation y to x on [-1, 1], where y is a 
polynomial of lower degree, at most n -1. Then we may write 

x = {3nx 

and see that x has the leading term tn. From Theorem 6.4-3 we 
conclude that y must satisfy 

The solution is 

(9) (n ~ 1). 

This generalizes (8). 
Explicit expressions of the first few Chebyshev polynomials can be 

readily obtained as follows. We see that To(t) = cos 0 = 1 and, further
more, T1(t) = cos (J = t. Formula (6) shows that (5) can be written 

This recursion formula 

(10) 

yields successively (Fig. 61) 

To(t)= 1, 

(11*) T 2(t) = 2t2 -1, 

T4 (t) = 8t4 - 8t2 + 1, 

T1(t) = t 

T 3(t)=4t3 -3t 

(n= 1, 2,"') 

Ts(t) = 16tS - 20t3 + St, 
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Fig. 61. Chebyshev polynomials T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 

etc. The general formula is 

(11) 
[n/Z] (- . -1)' 

Tn(t)=~ L (_I)i.~ ] .; (2t)"-Zi 
2 i=O J.(n-2J). 

(n=I,2,"'), 

where [n/2] = n/2 for even nand [n/2] = (n -1)/2 for odd n. 

Problems 

1. Verify (11*) by the use of (a) formula (11), (b) formula (10). Obtain 

T6 • 

2. Find the best approximation to x defined by x(t) = t3 + t2 , t E [-1, 1] by 
a quadratic polynomial y. Graph the result. What is the maximum 
deviation? 

3. In certain applications, the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomials are of 
interest. Show that all the zeros of Tn are real and simple and lie in the 
interval [-1, 1]. 
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4. Between any two neighboring zeros of Tn there is precisely one zero of 
Tn-I' Prove this property. (This is called interlacing of zeros and also 
occurs in connection with other functions, for example, Bessel func
tions.) 

5. Show that Tn and Tn-I have no common zeros. 

6. Show that every real polynomial x E C[a, b) of degree n;;;; 1 with 
leading term f3ntn satisfies 

7. Show that Tn is a solution of the differential equation 

8. The hypergeometric differential equation is 

where a, b, c are constants. Application of the Frobenius method 
(extended power series method) shows that a solution is given by 

w(T)=F(a, b, c; T) 

~ a(a+1)'" (a+m-1)b(b+1)'" (b+m-1) 
= 1 + L. T m 

m~1 m! c(c + 1) ... (c + m -1) 

where CoF 0, -1, -2,···. The series on the right is called the 
hypergeometric series. Under what conditions does the series reduce to 
a finite sum? F(a, b, c; T) is called the hypergeometric function. It has 
been investigated in great detail. Many functions can be expressed in 
terms of this function. This includes the Chebyshev polynomials. In 
fact, show that 

T. (t)=F -n n - '---( 1 1 t) 
n , '2' 2 2' 
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9. (Orthogonality) Show that in the space e[-1, 1] (d. 2.2-7 and 3.1-5) 
the functions defined by (1- t2rl/4Tn(t) are orthogonal, that is, 

(m# n). 

Show that the integral has the value 7T if m = n = 0 and the value 7T/2 if 
m=n=1, 2,···. 

10. We want to mention that (3) suggests a relation between developments 
in terms of Chebyshev polynomials and Fourier series. As an example, 
represent x defined by x(9) = 191, -7T:2ii 9:2ii 7T, by a Fourier cosine series 
and write the result in terms of Chebyshev polynomials. Graph the 
function and the first few partial sums. 

6.5 Approximation in Hilbert Space 

, 

For any given x in a Hilbert space H and a closed subspace Y c H 
there exists a unique best approximation to x out of Y. Cf. 6.2-5. 

In fact, Theorem 3.3-4 gives 

(1 a) H=YffiZ 

so that for each x E H, 

(lb) x = y+z, 

where z = x - y.l y, hence (x - y, y) = O. 
If Y is finite dimensional, say, dim Y = n, we can determine y in 

terms of a basis {Yt. ... , Yn} for Y as follows. We have a unique 
representation 

(2) 

and x - y.l Y gives the n conditions 

that is, 

(3) 
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where j = 1, ... ,n. This is a nonhomogeneous system of n linear 
equations in n unknowns ah' .. ,an' The determinant of the coeffi
cients is 

(Yh Yl) 

(4) G(Yh ... , Yn) = (Yz, Yl) 

Since Y exists and is unique, that system has a unique solution. Hence 
G(Yh ... ,Yn) must be different from O. The determinant 
G(Yh' .. ,Yn) is called the Gram determinant of Yh' .. ,Yn. It was 
introduced by J. P. Gram (1883). For simplicity we shall also write G 
for G(Yh' .. , Yn) whenever it is clear to what functions we refer. 

Cramer's rule now yields aj = (i/G, where bars denote complex 
conjugates, G is given by (4) and Gj is obtained from G if we replace 
the jth column of G by the column with elements (Yh x), ... ,(y", x). 

We also note a useful criterion involving G: 

6.5-1 Theorem (Linear independence). Elements Yh"', Yn of a 
Hilbert space H constitute a linearly independent set in H if and only if 

Proof. Our preceding discussion shows that in the case of linear 
independence, G f' O. On the other hand, if {Yh ... ,Yn} is linearly 
dependent, one of the vectors, call it Yi> is a linear combination of the 
others. Then the jth column of G is a linear combination of the other 
columns, so that G = O. • 

It is interesting that the distance Ilzll = Ilx - YII between x and the 
best approximation Y to x can also be expressed by Gram determi
nants: 

6.5-2 Theorem (Distance). If dim Y <00 in (1) and {Yh' .. ,Yn} is 
an~' basis for Y, then 

(5) 
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Here, by the definition, 

(x, x) (x, Yl) (x, Yn) 

G(X, Yt. ... , Yn) = (Yt. x) (Yt. Yl) (Yt. Yn) 

(Yn, x) (Ym Yl) (Ym Yn) 

Proof. We have (y, z) = 0, where z = x - y, so that, by (2), we 
obtain 

, 

IIzl12 = (z, z)+(y, z) = (x, x - Y) = (x, x)-(x, L akYk). 

This can be written 

(6) 

We now remember the n equations (3): 

where j = 1, ... , n. Equations (6) and (3) together can be regarded as 
a homogeneous system of n + 1 linear equations in the n + 1 "un
knowns" 1, -ab ... ,-an. Since the system has a nontrivial solution, 
the determinant of its coefficients must be zero, that is, 

(7) 

(x, x)-llzI12 

(Yt. x)+O 

(Ym x)+O 

(x, Yn) 

(Yt. Yn) = O. 

We can write this determinant as the sum of two determinants. The 
first determinant is G(x, Yt. ... , Yn). The second determinant has the 
elements -llzI12, 0,· .. ,0 in its first column; developing it by that 
column, we see that we can write (7) in the form 

This gives (5) since G(yt.· .. , Yn);~ 0 by 6.5-1. I 
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If the basis {Yb"', Yn} in (5) is orthonormal, then 
G(Yb ... , Yn) = 1 (why?), and by developing G(x, Yl. ... ,Yn) by its 
first row and noting that (x, Yl)(Yb x)= I(x, YIW, etc., we obtain from 
(5) 

n 

(8) IlzI12=llxI12- L I(x, YkW, 
k=l 

in agreement with (11), Sec. 3.4, where Yk is denoted by ek. 

Problems 

1. Show that permuting Yl,"', Yn leaves the value of G(ylo"', Yn) 

unchanged. 

2. Show that 

where the Yk'S indicated by dots are the same on both sides. 

3. If G(ylo' . ·,Yn)T~ 0, show that G(ylo' .. , Yj) # 0 for j = 1, .. " n-1. 
Find a similar relation if G(ylo ... , Yn) = O. 

4. Express the Schwarz inequality in terms of a Gram determinant. Use 
Theorem 6.5-1 to obtain the condition under which the equality sign 
holds. (Cf. 3.2-1.) 

5. Show that G(ylo ... , Yn) E: O. Conclude from this that a finite subset of 
a Hilbert space is linearly independent if and only if the Gram 
determinant of its elements is positive. 

6. Show that 

(j<n) 

and indicate how this relation can be used to obtain Theorem 6.5-2. 

7. Let M = {Ylo ... , Yn} be a linearly independent set in a Hilbert space 
H. Show that for any subset {Yko ••• , Ym} (where k < m < n), 

G(Yk, ... ,Yn) <: G(Yk,' .. , Ym) 

G(Yk+h' .. , Yn) G(Yk+lo"', Ym)' 
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Why is this geometrically plausible? Show that 

8. Let {Yh ... , Yn} be a linearly independent set in a Hilbert space H. 
Show that for m = 1, . " . , n -1 we have 

and the equality sign holds if and only if each element of the set 
M, = {y" ... ,Ym} is orthogonal to each element of the set M2 = 
{Ym+', ... Yn}. (Use Prob. 7.) 

9. (Hadamard's determinant theorem) Show that in Prob. 8, 

and the equality sign holds if and only if the y/s are mutually 
orthogonal. Using this, show that the determinant of an n-rowed real 
square matrix A = (ajk) satisfies 

n 

where aj = L lajkl2 • 
k=, 

10. Show that a linearly independent set {x" x2 , ••• } is dense in a Hilbert 
space H if and only if for every x E H, 

G(x, x" ... , xn ) 

G(x" ... , xn ) - o as n_oo. 

6.6 Splines 

Spline approximation is piecewise polynomial approximation. This 
means that we approximate a given function x on an interval J = [a, b] 
by a function y which in the subintervals of a partition of [a, b] is given 
by polynomials, one polynomial per subinterval, and it is required that 
y be several times differentiable at the common endpoints of those 
subintervals. Hence, instead of approximating x by a single polynomial 
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on the entire interval [a, b], we now approximate x by n polynomials, 
where n is the number of subintervals of the partition. In this way we 
lose analyticity, but may obtain approximating functions y which are 
more suitable in many problems of approximation and interpolation. 
For instance, they may not be as oscillatory between nodes as a single 
polynomial on [a, b] oftentimes is. Since splines are of increasing 
practical importance, we want to give a short introduction to this field. 

The simplest continuous piecewise polynomial approximation 
would be by piecewise linear functions. But such functions are not 
differentiable at certain points (at the endpoints of those subintervals), 
and it is preferable to use functions which have a certain number of 
derivatives everywhere on [a, b]. 

We shall consider cubic splines on J=[a, b]. By definition, these 
are real-valued functions y which are twice continuously differentiable 
on [a, b]; this is written 

and in each subinterval of a given partition Pn : 

(1) a = to < tl < ... < tn = b 

of J, such a function y agrees with a polynomial of degree not 
exceeding 3. We call the t/s the nodes of Pn and denote the corre
sponding vector space of all these cubic splines by 

Let us now explain how a given real-valued function x on [a, b] 
can be approximated by splines. We first choose a partition Pn of 
J = [a, b] of the form (1). The desired approximation to x will be 
obtained by interpolation, which is one of the most important methods 
of effectively determining approximating functions. Interpolation of x 
by y means the construction of y such that at each of the nodes 
to, ... , tn the function y has the same value as x. Classical interpola
tion would mean that we use one of the interpolation formulas (for 
instance, by Lagrange, Newton or Everete) to obtain a single polyno
mial on [a, b] of degree n whose value at each node is the same as that 
of x. This polynomial approximates x quite well near the nodes but 

2 Most books on numerical analysis contain a chapter on interpolation. For a short 
introduction, see E. Kreyszig (1972), pp. 648-653. 
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may deviate considerably at points farther away from the nodes. In 
spline interpolation by cubic splines we take a spline y as just defined, 
whose value at each node agrees with the corresponding value of x. We 
prove that such a y exists and that we get a unique y if we prescribe 
the values of the derivative y' at the endpoints a and b of our interval. 
This is the content of the following theorem. 

6.6-1 Theorem (Spline interpolation). Let x be defined on J = [a, b] 
and real-valued. Let Pn be any partition of J of the form (1), and let ko' 
and kn ' be any two real numbers. Then there exists a unique cubic spline 
y E Y(Pn ) satisfying the n + 3 conditions 

(a) 
(2) 

(b) 

where j = 0, ... , n. 

Proof. In every subinterval ~ = [~, tj+l]c J, j = 0, ... , n -1, the 
spline y must agree with a cubic polynomial pj such that 

Pj(tj) = x(tj), 

We write l!(tj+1 - tj) = Tj and 

with given constants ko' and kn ', and kl ',· .. , k~-I to be determined 
later. By direct calculation we can verify that the unique cubic polyno
mial pj satisfying those four conditions is given by 

Pj(t) = x(tj)T/(t- tj+I)2[1 + 2Tj(t- tj)] 

+ x(tj+1) Tj2(t - tj)2[1- 2Tj(t - tj+I)] 

+ k/ Tj2(t - tj)(t - tj+I)2 

+ kj+l T/(t - tj )2(t - tj +1). 

Differentiating twice, we obtain 

(3) p/'(tj) = -6T/X(tj) +6Tj2 X(tj+l) -4Tjk/ - 2Tjkj+1 

(4) p/'(tj+l) = 6Tj2X(tj) - 6T/X(tj+1) + 2Tjk/ + 4Tjkj+l. 
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Since y E C2 [a, b], at the nodes the second derivatives of the two 
corresponding polynomials must agree: 

j = 1,' .. , n-1. 

Using (4), with j -1 instead of j, and (3), we see that these n-1 
equations take the form 

Tj-I kj-I + 2{ Tj-I + Tj) k/ + Tjkj+1 = 3[ TT-I dXj + T/ dXj+I], 

where dXj = x{tj) - X (tj-I) and dXj+1 = X{tj+l) - x{tj ) and j = 1, ... , 
n -1, as before. This system of n -1 linear equations has a unique 
solut~on k/,"', k~-I' In fact, this follows from Theorem 5.2-1 be
cause all the elements of the coefficient matrix are nonnegative, and 
each element in the principal diagonal is greater than the sum of the 
other elements in the same row. Hence we are able to determine 
unique values kl ',' . " k~-I of the first derivative of y at the nodes. 
This completes the proof. I 

We conclude this introduction to splines by deriving an interesting 
minimum property. Suppose in Theorem 6.6-1 we have x E C2 [a, b] 
and (2b) is of the form 

(5) y'{a) = x'{a), y'{b) = x'{b). 

Then x' - y' is zero at a and b. Integrating by parts, we thus obtain 

r y"{t)[x"{t) - y"(t)] dt = - r y"'{t)[x'{t) - y'(t)] dt. 

Since y'" is constant on each subinterval of the partition, the integral 
on the right is zero by (2a). This proves 

r [x"{t) - y"{t)]2 dt = r X"{t)2 dt - r y"{t)2 dt. 

The integrand on the left is nonnegative and so is the integral. Hence if 
x E C2[a, b] and y is the cubic spline corresponding to x and a partition 
Pn of [a, b] and satisfying (2a) and (5), we have 

(6) r X,,(t)2 dt ~ r y,,(t)2 dt. 
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And equality holds if and only if x is the cubic spline y. This is a 
minimum property of splines and explains the name, as follows. 
Engineers have for long times used thin rods called splines to fit curves 
through given points, and the strain energy minimized by such splines 
is proportional, approximately, to the integral of the square of the 
second derivative of the spline. 

For splines of higher order, splines in several variables, con
vergence problems, applications and other topics, see the references 
given by A. Sard and S. Weintraub (1971), pp. 107-119. 

Problems 

1. Show that all the cubic splines corresponding to a given partition Pn of 
an interval [a, b] form a vector space Y(Pn). What is the dimension of 
this space? 

2. Show that for a given partition Pn of the form (1) there exist n + 1 
unique splines Yo, .•. , Yn such that 

y/(a) = y/(b) = o. 

How can these be used to obtain a basis for Y(Pn )? 

3. Approximate x defined by x(t) = t4 on [-1,1] by a cubic spline 
corresponding to the partition P 2 = {-1, 0, 1} and satisfying (2a) and 
(5). First guess what y may look like, then calculate. 

4. Let x be defined on [-1,1] by x(t) = t4. Find the Chebyshev approxi
mation y to x out of the space of all polynomials of degree not 
exceeding 3. Does y satisfy (2a) and (5)? Graph and compare y with 
the spline approximation given in the answer to Prob. 3. 

5. Show that the Chebyshev approximation in Prob. 4 has a larger 
maximum deviation from x than the spline approximation in Prob. 3. 
Comment. 

6. If a cubic spline y on [a, b] is three times continuously differentiable, 
show that y must be a polynomial. 

7. It may sometimes happen that a spline function is represented by the 
same polynomial in adjacent subintervals of [a, b]. To illustrate this, 
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find the cubic spline y for the partition {-'IT/2, 0, 'IT/2} corresponding to 
x, where x(t) = sin t, and satisfying (2a) and (5). 

8. A possible geometric interpretation of (6) is that a cubic spline function 
minimizes the integral of the square of the curvature, at least approxi
mately. Explain. 

9. For x, y E C 2[a, b) define 

(x, yh = r x"(t)y"(t) dt, p(x) = (x, X)~/2, 

where the subscript 2 indicates that we use second derivatives. Show 
that p is a seminorm (cf. Sec. 2.3, Prob. 12), but not a norm. Write the 
derivation of (6), as given in the text, in terms of (x, Y)2 and p. 

10. Show that for any x E C 2[a, b) and its spline function y satisfying (2a) 
and (5) we can estimate the deviation in terms of p (cf. Prob. 9), 
independent of the particular choice of a partition: 

Ilx-ylh;;:;!p(x). 





CHAPTER • 

SPECTRAL 1JlEORY OF 
LINEAR OPERATORS IN 
NORMED SPACES 

Spectral theory is one of the main branches of modern functional 
analysis and its applications. Roughly speaking, it is concerned with 
certain inverse operators, their general properties and their relations to 
the original operators. Such inverse operators arise quite naturally in 
connection with the problem of solving equations (systems of linear 
algebraic equations, differential equations, integral equations). 
For instance, the investigations of boundary value problems by Sturm 
and Liouville and Fredholm's famous theory of integral equations were 
important to the development of the field. 

The spectral theory of operators is very important for an under
standing of the operators themselves, as we shall see. 

In Chaps. 7 to 9 we give an introduction to the spectral theory of 
bounded linear operators T: X ~ X on normed and inner product 
spaces. This includes the consideration of classes of operators which 
are of great ·practical interest, in particular, compact operators (Chap. 
8) and self-adjoint operators (Chap. 9). Spectral theory of unitary 
operators follows a little later (in Sec. 10.5, which can be read without 
reference to other sections in Chap. 10). 

Unbounded linear operators in Hilb,ert spaces will be considered 
in Chap. 10 and their application in quantum mechanics in Chap. 11. 

Brief orientation about main content of Chap. 7 
We begin with finite dimensional vector spaces. Spectral theory in 

this case is essentially matrix eigenvalue theory (Sec. 7.1) and is much 
simpler than that of operators in infinite dimensional spaces. Neverthe
less it is of great practical importance, and the number of research 
papers in the field is enormous, a good deal of them being in numerical 
analysis. Matrix eigenvalue problems also suggest part of the general 
setting and some of the concepts of spectral theory in infinite dimen
sional normed spaces as defined in Sec. 7.2, although the infinite 
dimensional case is much more complicated than the finite dimensional 
one. 
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Important properties of the spectrum of bounded linear operators 
on normed and Banach spaces are discussed in Secs. 7.3 and 7.4. 

Complex analysis is a valuable tool in spectral theory, but to 
maintain an elementary level, we shall give merely an introduction to 
some basic facts in that direction. The corresponding section (Sec. 7.5) 
can be omitted if students do not have the background. 

In Secs. 7.6 and 7.7 we show that some of the considerations can 
be generalized to Banach algebras. 

General assumption 
We exclude the trivial vector space {O} and assume all spaces to be 

complex unless otherwise stated, in order to obtain a satisfactory 
theory. 

7.1 Spectral Theory in Finite Dimensional 
Normed Spaces 

Let X be a finite dimensional normed space and T: X ----7 X a linear 
operator. Spectral theory of such operators is simpler than that of 
operators defined on infinite dimensional spaces. In fact, from Sec. 2.9 
we know that we can represent T by matrices (which depend on the 
choice of bases for X), and we shall see that spectral theory of T is 
essentially matrix eigenvalue theory. So let us begin with matrices. 

We note that the present section is algebraic, but we shall soon 
make use of the norm, starting in the next section. 

For a given (real or complex) n-rowed square matrix A = (erjk) the 
concepts of eigenvalues and eigenvectors are defined in terms of the 
equation 

(1) Ax=Ax 

as follows. 

7.1-1 Definition (Eigenvalues, eigenvectors, eigenspaces, spectrum, 
resolvent set of a matrix). An eigenvalue of a square matrix A = (erjk) 
is a number A such that (1) has a solution x~ O. This x is called an 
eigenvector of A corresponding to that eigenvalue A. The eigenvectors 
corresponding to that eigenvalue A and the zero vector form a vector 
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subspace of X which is called the eigenspace of A corresponding to 
that eigenvalue A. The set u(A) of all eigenvalues of A is called the 
spectrum of A. Its complement p(A) = C - u(A) in the complex plane 
is called the resolvent set of A. I 

For example, by direct calculation we can verify that 

are eigenvectors of A = [~ ~] 
corresponding to the eigenvalues Al = 6 and A2 = 1 of A, respectively. 
How did we obtain this result, and what can we say about the existence 
of eigenvalues of a matrix in general? 

To answer this question, let us first note that (1) can be written 

(2) (A -AI)x = 0 

where I is the n-rowed unit matrix. This is a homogeneous system of n 
linear equations in n unknowns ~1' ••• , ~n, the components of x. The 
determinant of the coefficients is det (A - AI) and must be zero in 
order that (2) have a solution x -F O. This gives the characteristic 
equation of A: 

all - A 

(3) det (A - AI) = a22 - A 
=0. 

det (A - AI) is called the characteristic determinant of A. By develop
ing it we obtain a polynomial in A of degree n, the characteristic 
polynomial of A. Equation (3) is called the characteristic equation of 
A. 

Our result is the basic 

7.1-2 Theorem (Eigenvalues of a matrix). The eigenvalues of an 
n-rowed square matrix A = (ajk) are given by the solutions of the 
characteristic equation (3) of A. Hence A has at least one eigenvalue 
(and at most n numerically different eigenvalues). 

The second statement holds since, by the so-called fundamental 
theorem of algebra and the factorization theorem, a polynomial of 
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positive degree n and with coefficients in C has a root in C (and at 
most n numerically different roots). Note that roots may be complex 
even if A is real. 

In our above example, 

IS-A 
det (A - AI) = 1 4 I =A2-7,\+6=0 

2-A ' 

the spectrum is {6, 1}, and eigenvectors of A corresponding to 6 and 1 
are obtained from 

-gl +4g2 =0 

gl-4g2=0 
and 

4g1 +4g2 =0 

gl + g2 = 0 

respectively. Observe that in each case we need only one of the two 
equations. (Why?) 

How can we apply our result to a linear operator T: X ~ X on 
a normed space X of dimension n? Let e = {el' .. " en} be any basis 
for X and Te = (ajk) the matrix representing T with respect to that 
basis (whose elements are kept in the given order). Then the eigen
values of the matrix Te are called the eigenvalues of the operator T, and 
similarly for the spectrum and the resolvent set. This is justified by 

7.1-3 Theorem (Eigenvalues of an operator). All matrices represent
ing a given linear operator T: X ~ X on a finite dimensional normed 
space X relative to various bases for X have the same eigenvalues. 

Proof. We must see what happens in the transition from one 
basis for X to another. Let e = (eI, .. " en) and e = (eI, .. " en) be any 
bases for X, written as row vectors. By the definition of a basis, each ej 

is a linear combination of the ek's and conversely. We can write this 

(4) e=eC or 

where C is a nonsingular n-rowed square matrix. Every x E X has a 
unique representation with respect to each of the two bases, say, 
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where Xl = (~j) and X2 = (~k) are column vectors. From this and (4) we 
have eXl = eX2 = eCx2. Hence 

(5) 

Similarly, for Tx = y = eYl = eY2 we have 

(6) 

Consequently, if Tl and T2 denote the matrices which represent T with 
respect to e and e, respectively, then 

and Y2 = T2 X 2, 

and from this and (5) and (6), 

CT2X2 = CY2 = Yl = TlXl = Tl CX2. 

Premultiplying by C- l we obtain the transformation law 

(7) 

with C determined by the bases according to (4) (and independent of 
T). Using (7) and det (C- l ) det C = 1, we can now show that the 
characteristic determinants of T2 and Tl are equal: 

(8) 

det (T2 - AI) = det (C-l Tl C - AC-l IC) 

= det (C-l(Tl - AI) C) 

= det (C- l ) det (Tl - AI) det C 

= det (Tl - AI). 

Equality of the eigenvalues of Tl and T2 now follows from Theorem 
7.1-2. I 

We mention in passing that we can also express our result in terms 
of the following concept, which is of general interest. An n x n matrix 
Tz is said to be similar to an n x n matrix Tl, if there exists a 
nonsingular matrix C such that (7) holds. TJ and T2 are then called 
similar matrices. In terms of this concept, our proof shows the 
following. 
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(i) Two matrices representing the same linear operator T on a finite 
dimensional normed space X relative to any two bases for X are similar. 

(ii) Similar matrices have the same eigenvalues. 

Furthermore, Theorems 7.1-2 and 7.1-3 imply 

7.1-4 Existence Theorem (Eigenvalues). A linear operator on a finite 
dimensional complex normed space Xi' {O} has at least one eigenvalue. 

In general we cannot say more (cf. Prob. 13). 
Furthermore, (8) with A = 0 gives det T2 = det T1 . Hence the value 

of the determinant represents an intrinsic property· of the operator T, 
so that we can speak unambiguo\lsly of the quantity det T. 

Problems 

1. Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the following matrices, where 
a and b are real and b;'; o. 

2. (Hermitian matrix) Show that the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix 
A = (ajk) are real. (Definition in Sec. 3.10.) 

3. (Skew-Hermitian matrix) Show that the eigenvalues of a skew
Hermitian matrix A = (ajk) are pure imaginary or zero. (Definition in 
Sec. 3.10.) 

4. (Unitary matrix) Show that the ~igenvalues of a unitary matrix have 
absolute value 1. (Definition in Sec. 3.10.) 

s. Let X be a finite dimensional inner product space and T: X - X a 
linear operator. If T is self-adjoint, show that its spectrum is real. If T 
is unitary, show that its eigenvalues have absolute value 1. 

6. (Trace) Let A1o • •• , An be the n eigenvalues of an n-rowed square 
matrix A = (ajk), where some or all of the Aj's may be equal. Show that 
the product of the eigenvalues equals det A and their sum equals the 
trace of A, that is, the sum of the elements of the principal diagonal: 
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7. (Inverse) Show that the inverse A -1 of a square matrix A exists if 
and only if all the eigenvalues Ai> ... , An of A are different from zero. 
If A -1 exists, show that it has the eigenvalues l/Ai>· .. , l/An. 

8. Show that a two-rowed nonsingular matrix 

has the inverse 

How does it follow from this formula that A -1 has the eigenvalues 
l/Ai> 1/A2, where Ai> A2 are the eigenvalues of A? 

9. If a square matrix A = (ajd has eigenvalues Aj' j = 1, ... , n, show that 
kA has the eigenvalues kAj and· A m(m EN) has the eigenvalues At. 

10. If A is a square matrix with eigenvalues Ai>· .. , An and p is any 
polynomial, show that the matrix p(A) has the eigenvalues p(Aj), 
j = 1,· .. , n. 

11. If Xj is an eigenvector of an n-rowed square matrix A corresponding to 
an eigenvalue Aj and C is any nonsingular n-rowed square matrix, 
show that Aj is an eigenvalue of A = C- 1 AC and a corresponding 
eigenvector is Yj = C- 1xj • 

12. Illustrate with a simple example that an n-rowed square matrix may 
not have eigenvectors which constitute a basis for R n (or en). For 
instance, consider 

A=[~ a 
13. (Multiplicity) The algebraic multiplicity of an eigenvalue A of a 

matrix A is the multiplicity of A as a root of the characteristic 
polynomial, and the dimension of the eigenspace of A corresponding to 
A may be called the geometric mUltiplicity of A. Find the eigenvalues 
and their multiplicities of the matrix corresponding to the following 
transformation and comment: 

'1)j = ~j + ~j+1 (j= 1, 2,···, n-1), 

14. Show that the geometric multiplicity of an eigenvalue cannot exceed 
the algebraic multiplicity (cf. Prob. 13). 
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15. Let T be the differential operator on the space X consisting of all 
polynomials of degree not exceeding n - 1 and the polynomial x = 0 
(for which the degree is not defined ~n the usual discussion of degree). 
Find all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of T and their algebraic and 
geometric multiplicities. 

7.2 Basic Concepts 

In the preceding section the spaces were finite dimensional. In this 
section we consider normed spaces of any dimension, and we shall see 
that in infinite dimensional spaces, spectral theory becomes more 
complicated. 

Let X~{O} be a complex normed space and T: !2lJ(T)~ X 
a linear operator with domain !2lJ(T) c X. With T we associate the 
operator 

(1) T>.. =T-AI 

where A is a complex number and I is the identity operator on 2Zl(T). If 
T>.. has an inverse, we denote it by R>.. (T), that is, 

(2) 

and call it the resolvent operator of T or, simply, the resolvent l of T. 
Instead of R>.. (T) we also write simply R>.. if it is clear to what operator 
T we refer in a specific discussion. 

The name "resolvent" is appropriate, since R>.. (T) helps to solve 
the equation T>..x = y. Thus, x = T>.. -ly = R>.. (T)y provided R>.. (T) exists. 

More important, the investigation of properties of R>.. will be basic 
for an understanding of the operator T itself. Naturally, many proper
ties of T>.. and R>.. depend on A. And spectral theory is concerned with 
those properties. For instance, we shall be interested in the set of all A 
in the complex plane such that R>.. exists. Boundedness of R>.. is 
another property that will be essential. We shall also ask for what A'S 
the domain of R>.. is dense in X, to name just a few aspects. 

1 Some authors define the resolvent by (AI - T)-l. In the older literature on integral 
equations the resolvent is defined by (1- f.LT)-1. Of course, the transition to (2) is 
elementary, but it is annoying, and the reader is advised to check on this point before 
making comparisons between different publications on spectral theory. 
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We further note that RA (T) is a linear operator by Theorem 
2.6-1O{b). 

For our investigation of T, TA and RA we shall need the following 
concepts which are basic in spectral theory. 

7.2-1 Definition (Regular value, resolvent set, spectrum). Let X¥- {O} 
be a complex normed space and T: !2tJ{T) ----7 X a linear operator with 
domain !2tJ{T) c X. A regular value A of T is a complex number such 
that 

(Rl) RA (T) exists, 

(R2) RA (T) is bounded, 

(R3) RA (T) is defined on a set which is dense in X. 

The resolvent set p{T) of T is the set of all regular values A of T. Its 
complement CT{T) = C - p{T) in the complex plane C is called the 
spectrum of T, and a A E CT{T) is called a spectral value of T. Further
more, the spectrum CT{T) is partitioned into three disjoint sets as 
follows. 

The point spectrum or discrete spectrum CTp{T) is the set such that 
RA (T) does not exist. A A E CTp{T) is called an eigenvalue of T. 

The continuous spectrum CTc{T) is the set such that RA (T) exists 
and satisfies (R3) but not (R2), that is, RA (T) is unbounded. 

The residual spectrum CTr{T) is the set such that RA (T) exists (and 
may be bounded or not) but does not satisfy (R3), that is, the domain 
of RA (T) is not dense in X. I 

To avoid trivial misunderstandings, let us say that some of the sets 
in this definition may be empty. This is an existence problem which we 
shall have to discuss. For instance, CTc{T) = CTr{T) = 0 in the finite 
dimensional case, as we know from Sec. 7.1. 

The conditions stated in Def. 7.2-1 can be summarized in the 
following table. 

Satisfied Not satisfied A belongs to: 

(RI), (R2), (R3) piT) 

(Rl) up(T) 
(RI) (R3) (R2) uc(T) 
(Rl) (R3) ur(T) 

". "~'" 
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To gain an understanding of these concepts, we begin with some 
general remarks as follows. 

We first note that the four sets in the table are disjoint and their 
union is the whole complex plane: 

c = p{nU CT{n 

= p{T) U CTp{T) U CTc{T) U CTr{T) 

Furthermore, if the resolvent R). (T) exists, it is linear by Theorem 
2.6-10, as was mentioned before. That theorem also shows that 
R).{T): ~(T).)--g;{T).) exists if and only if T).x=O implies x=O, 
that is, the null space of T). is {O}; here, 2lt{T).) denotes the range of T). 
(d. Sec. 2.6). 

Hence if T).x = {T-,u)x =0 for some x~O, then AECTp{n, by 
definition, that is, A is an eigenvalue of T. The vector x is then called 
an eigenvector of T (or eigenfunction of T if X is a function space) 
corresponding to the eigenvalue A. The subspace of ~(T) consisting of 
o and all eigenvectors of T corresponding to an eigenvalue A of T is 
called the eigenspace of T corresponding to that eigenvalue A. 

We see that our present definition of an eigenvalue is in harmony 
with that in the preceding section. We also see that the spectrum of a 
linear operator on a finite dimensional space is a pure point spectrum, 
that is, both the continuous spectrum and the residual spectrum are 
empty, as was mentioned before, so that every spectral value is an 
eigenvalue. 

A similar motivation for the partition of CT{T)-CTp{T) into CTc{T) 
and CTr{T) is given by the fact that CTr{T) = 0 for the important class of 
self-adjoint linear operators on Hilbert spaces (d. Def. 3.10-1); this 
will be proved in 9.2-4. 

If X is infinite dimensional, then T can have spectral values which 
are not eigenvalues: 

7.2-2 Example (Operator with a spectral value which is not an 
eigenvalue). On the Hilbert sequence space X= 12 (d. 3.1-6) we 
define a linear operator T: 12 __ 12 by 

(3) 

where x = (~j) E f. The operator T is called the right-shift operator. Tis 
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bounded (and IITII = 1) because 

= 

IITxI12= L IgjI2=llxI12. 
j=1 

The operator Ro(T) = T- 1 : T(X) -----7 X exists; in fact, it is the left
shift operator given by 

But Ro(T) does not satisfy (R3), because (3) shows that T(X) is not 
dense in X; indeed, T(X) is the subspace Y consisting of all y = (11j) 
with 111 = O. Hence, by definition, A = 0 is a spectral value of T. 
Furthermore, A = 0 is not an eigenvalue. We can see this directly from 
(3) since Tx = 0 implies x = 0 and the zero vector is not an 
eigenvector. I 

In our present discussion, the bounded inverse theorem 4.12-2 
contributes the following. If T: X -----7 X is bounded and linear and X 
is complete, and if for some A the resolvent R), (T) exists and is defined 
on the whole space X, then for that A the resolvent is bounded. 

Furthermore, the following facts (to be needed later) may also be 
helpful for a better understanding of the present concepts. 

7.2-3 Lemma (Domain of R),). Let X be a complex Banach space, 
T: X -----7 X a linear operator, and A E p(T). Assume that (a) T is 
closed or (b) T is bounded. Then R),(T) is defined on the whole space X 
and is bounded. 

Proof. (a) Since T is closed, so is T), by 4.13-3. Hence R), is 
closed. R), is bounded by (R2). Hence its domain !2tJ(R),) is closed by 
4.13-5(b) applied to R)" so that (R3) implies !2tJ(R),)=!2tJ(R),)=X. 

(b) Since !2tJ(T) = X is closed, T is closed by 4.13-5(a) and 
the statement follows from part (a) of this proof. I 

Problems 

1. (Identity operator) For the identity operator I on a normed space X, 
find the eigenvalues and eigenspaces as well as u(1) and RA (1). 
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2. Show that for a given linear operator T, the sets p(T), up(T), uc(T) and 
u,(T) are mutually disjoint and their union is the complex plane. 

3. (Invariant subspace) A subspace Y of a normed space X is said to be 
invariant under a linear operator T: X ~ X if T( Y) C Y. Show that 
an eigenspace of T is invariant under T. Give examples. 

4. If Y is an invariant subspace under a linear operator T on an 
n-dimensional normed space X, what can be said about a matrix 
representing T with respect to a basis {eh • •• , en} for X such that 
Y= span {eh • •• , em}? 

5. Let (ek) be a total orthonormal sequence in a separable Hilbert space 
H and let T: H ~ H be defined at ek by 

(k=1,2,···) 

and then linearly and continuously extended to H. Find invariant 
subspaces. Show that T has no eigenvalues. 

6. (Extension) The behavior of the various parts of the spectrum under 
extension of an operator is of practical interest. If T is a bounded 
linear operator and Tl is a linear extension of T, show that we have 
up (T1) ::::> up(T) and for any ,\ E up(T) the eigenspace of T is contained 
in the eigenspace of T 1 • 

7. Show that u,(T1)c u,(T) in Prob. 6. 

8. Show that uc(T) c uc(T1) U up (T1) in Prob. 6. 

9. Show directly (without using Probs. 6 and 8) that p(T1) c p(T) U u,(T) 
in Prob. 6. 

10. How does the statement in Prob. 9 follow from Probs. 6 and 8? 

7. 3 Spectral Properties of Bounded 

Linear Operators 

What general properties will the spectrum of a given operator have? 
This will depend on the kind of space on which the operator is defined 
(as a comparison of Sees. 7.1 and 7.2 illustrates) and on the kind of 
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operator we consider. This situation suggests separate investigations of 
large classes of operators with common spectral properties, and in this 
section we begin with bounded linear operators T on a complex 
Banach space X. Thus TE B(X, X), where X is complete; cf. Sec. 2.10. 

Our first theorem is a key to various parts of the theory, as we 
shall see. 

7.3-1 Theorem (Inverse). Let T E B(X, X), where X is a Banach 
space. If IITII < 1, then (I - T)-l exists as a bounded linear operator on 
the whole space X and 

00 

(1) 1 '\' . 2 (I - T)- = t... T J = I + T + T + ... 
j=O 

[where the series on the right is convergent in the norm on B(X, X)]. 

Proof. We have IITjll~IITW by (7), Sec.·2.7. We also remember 
that the geometric series L II TW converges for II Til < 1. Hence the series 
in (1) is absolutely convergent for IITII < 1. Since X is complete, so is 
B(X, X) by Theorem 2.10-2. Absolute convergence thus implies con
vergence, as we know from Sec. 2.3. 

We denote the sum of the series in (1) by S. It remains to show 
that S = (I - T)-l. For this purpose we calculate 

(I - T)(I + T + ... + Tn) 

(2) =(I + T+···+ Tn)(I- T) 

= I - Tn+l. 

We now let n ~ 00. Then T n + 1 ~ 0 because IITII < 1. We thus 
obtain 

(3) (I - T)S = S(I - T) = 1. 

This shows that S = (I - T)-l. I 

As a first application of this theorem, let us prove the important 
fact that the spectrum of a bounded linear operator is a closed set in 
the complex plane. (a-:/' 0 will be shown in 7.5-4.) 
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7.3-2 Theorem (Spectrum closed). The resolvent set p(T) of a 
bound.ed linear operator T on a complex Banach space X is open; hence 
the spectrum u(T) is closed. 

Proof. If p(T) = 0, it is open. (Actually, p(T) ~ 0 as we shall 
see in Theorem 7.3-4.) Let p(T)~0. For a fixed AoEp(T) and any 
A EC we have 

T - AI = T - AoI - (A - Ao)I 

= (T - AoI)[I - (A - Ao)(T- AoI)-l]. 

Denoting the operator in the brackets [ ... ] by V, we can write this in 
the form 

(4) where 

Since AoE p(T) and T is bounded, Lemma 7.2-3(b) implies that 
R>.o = T>'o-l E B(X, X). Furthermore, Theorem 7.3-1 shows that V has 
an inverse 

00 00 

(5a) y-l = L [(A - Ao)R>.oJi = L (A - Ao)iR>.oi 
i~O i~O 

in B(X, X) for all A such that IlfA - Ao)R>.oll < 1, that is, 

(5b) 

Since T>'o-l = R>.oE B(X, X), we see from this and (4) that for every A 
satisfying (5b) the operator T>. has an inverse 

(6) 

Hence (5b) represents a neighborhood of Ao consisting of regular 
values A of T. Since AoE p(T) was arbitrary, p(T) is open, so that its 
complement u(T) = C - p(T) is closed. I 

It is of great interest to note that in this proof we have also 
obtained a basic representation of the resolvent by a power series in 
powers of A. In fact, from (5) and (6) we immediately have the 
following 
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7.3-3 Representation Theorem (Resolvent). For X and T as in 
Theorem 7.3-2 and every Ao E peT) the resolvent R), (T) has the rep
resentation 

00 

(7) R), = L (A - Ao)fR~:\ 
j=O 

the series being absolutely convergent for every A in the open disk given 
by [cf. (Sb)] 

1 
IA - Aol < IIR)'QII 

in the complex plane. This disk is a subset of peT). 

This theorem will also provide a way of applying complex analysis 
to spectral theory, as we shall see in Sec. 7.S. 

As another consequence of Theorem 7.3-1, let us prove the 
important fact that for a bounded linear operator the spectrum is a 
bounded set in the complex plane. The precise statement is as follows. 

7.3-4 Theorem (Spectrum). The spectrum u(T) tJf a bounded linear 
operator T: X ~ X on a complex Banach space X is compact and lies 
in the disk given by . 

(8) 

Hence the resolvent set peT) of T is not empty. [u(T) ¥- 0 will be shown 
in 7.S-4.] 

Proof. Let A¥-O and K = 1/ A. From Theorem 7.3-1 we obtain the 
representation 

(9) R), = (T- U)-l = -- (I - KT)-l = -- L (KT)1 = -- L - T 
1 1 00 • 1 00 ( 1 )j 
A A j=O A j=O A 

where, by Theorem 7.3-1, the series converges for all A such that 

that is, IAI>IITII· 
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The same theorem also shows that any such A is in p(T). Hence the 
spectrum u(T) = C - p(T) must lie in the disk (8), so that u(T) is 
bounded. Furthermore, u(T) is closed by Theorem 7.3-2. Hence u(T) 
is compact. I 

Since from the theorem just proved we know that for a bounded 
linear operator T on a complex Banach space the spectrum is 
bounded, it seems natural to ask for the smallest disk about the origin 
which contains the whole spectrum. This question suggests the follow
ing concept. 

7.3-5 Definition (Spectral radius). The spectral radius r(J"(T) of an 
operator T E B (X, X) on a complex Banach space X is the radius 

r(J"(T) = sup IA 1 
AE(J"(T) 

of the smallest closed disk centered at the origin of the complex 
A-plane and containing u(T). I 

From (8) it is obvious that for the spectral radius of a bounded 
linear operator T on a complex Banach space we have 

(10) 

and in Sec. 7.5 we shall prove that 

(11) r(J"(T) = lim VII Tn II. 
n-->«> 

Problems 

1. Let X = C[O, 1] and define T: X ~ X by Tx = vx, where v E X is 
fixed. Find CT(T). Note that CT(T) is closed. 

2. Find a linear operator T: C[O, 1]~ C[O, 1] whose spectrum is a 
given interval [a, b]. 

3. If Y is the eigenspace corresponding to an eigenvalue A of an operator 
T, what is the spectrum of Tly? 
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4. Let T: [2----+ [2 be defined by y = Tx, x = (~j), y = ('T/j), 'T/j = aj~j, where 
(aj) is dense in [0,1]' Find CTp(T) and CT(T). 

5. If A E CT(T)-CTp(T) in Prob. 4, show that R>.(T) is unbounded. 

6. Extending Prob. 4, find a linear operator T: f ----+ f whose eigen
values are dense in a given compact set K c C and CT(T) = K. 

7. Let TEB(X,X). Show that IIR>.(T)II----+O as A----+oo. 

8. Let X= C[O, 'IT] and define T: (!])(T)----+ X by x ~ x", where 

(!])(T) ={x E X I x', X"E X, x(O) = X ('IT) = O}. 

Show that CT(T) is not compact. 

9. Let T: [~----+ [~be defined by x~ (~2' ~3'" .), where x is given by 
X=(~b~2' .. ·). (~) If IAI>1, show that AEp(T). (b) If IAI~1, show 
that A is an eigenvalue and find the eigenspace Y. 

10. Let T: [P ----+ [P be defined by x f----+ (~2' ~3' ••. ), where x is given by 
x = (~1' ~2' ... ) and 1 ~ P < +00. If IAI = 1, is A an eigenvalue of T (as in 
Prob. 9)? 

7.4 Further Properties of Resolvent 
and Spectrum 

Some further interesting and basic properties of the resolvent are 
expressed in the following 

7.4-1 Theorem (Resolvent equation, commutativity). Let X be a 
complex Banach space, TE B(X, X) and A, JL E peT) [cf. 7.2-1]. Then: 

(1) 

(a) The resolvent R>. of T satisfies the Hilbert relation or resolvent 
equation 

[A, JL E peT)]. 

(b) R>. commutes with any S E B(X, X) which commutes with T. 
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(c) We have 

(2) [A, IL E p(T)]. 

Proof. (a) By 7.2-3 the range of T). is all of X. Hence 1= T).R)., 
where I is the identity operator on X. Also 1= RIL TIL" Consequently, 

RIL -R). =RIL{T).R).)-{RILTIL)R). 

= RIL{T). - TIL)R). 

= RIL[T- AI - (T-ILI)]R). 

= (IL - A)RILR).. 

(b) By assumption, ST = TS. Hence ST). = T).S. Using 
1= T).R). :;= R). T)., we thus obtain 

R).S = R).ST).R). = R).T).SR). = SR).. 

(c) RIL commutes with T by (b). Hence R). commutes with 
RIL by (b). I 

Our next result will be the important spectral mapping theorem, 
and we start with a motivation suggested by matrix eigenvalue theory. 

If A is an eigenvalue of a square matrix A, then Ax = AX for some 
x:l' O. Application of A gives 

A 2 x = AAx = AAx = A2 X. 

Continuing in this way, we have for every positive integer m 

that is, if A is an eigenvalue of A, then A m is an eigenvalue of Am. 
More generally, then 

is an eigenvalue of the matrix 
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It is quite remarkable that this property extends to complex Banach 
spaces of any dimension, as we shall prove. In the proof we shall use 
the fact that a bounded linear operator has a nonempty spectrum. This 
will be shown later (in 7.5-4), by methods of complex analysis. 

A convenient notation for formulating the desired theorem is 

(3) p(u(T» = {IL E C IlL = p(A), A E u(T)}, 

that is, p(u(T» is the set of all complex numbers IL such that IL = p(A) 
for some A E u(T). We shall also use p(p(T» in a similar sense. 

7 .4-2 Spectral Mapping Theorem for Polynomials. Let X be a com
plex Banach space, T E B(X, X) and 

p(A) = anA n + an-1A n-l + ... + aD 

Then 

(4) u(p(T» = p(u(T»; 

that is, the spectrum u(p(T» of the operator 

p(T) = an Tn + an-l T n- 1 + ... + aol 

consists precisely of all those values which the polynomial p assumes on 
the spectrum u(T) of T. ., 

Proof. We assume that u(T) -j: 0; this will be proved in 7.5-4. 
The case n = 0 is trivial; then p(u(T» = {aD} = u(p(T». Let n > O. In 
part (a) we prove 

(4a) u(p(T» c p(u(T» 

and in part (b) we prove 

(4b) p(u(T» c u(p(T», 

so that we obtain (4). The details are as follows. 

(a) For simplicity we also write S = p(T) and 

S", = p(T) -ILl 
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Then if SI'--1 exists, the formula for SI'- shows that SI'--1 is the resolvent 
operator of p(T). We keep JL fixed. Since X is complex, the polyno
mial given by sl'- (,\) = p(,\) - JL must factor completely into linear terms, 
say, 

where 'Yl> ••• , 'Yn are the zeros of sl'- (which depend on JL, of course). 
Corresponding to (5) we have 

If each 'Yi is in p(T), then each T- 'YJ has a bounded inverse which, by 
7.2-3, is defined on all of X, and the same holds for SI'-; in fact, by (6) 
in Sec. 2.6, 

Hence in this case, JL E p(p(T». From this we conclude that 

JL E u(p(T» 'Yj E u(T) for some j. 

Now (5) gives 

thus 

Since JL E u(p(T» was arbitrary, this proves (4a): 

u(p(T» c p(u(T». 

(b) We prove (4b): 

p(u(T» c u(p(T». 

We do this by showing that 

(6) K E p(u(T» K E u(p(T». 
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Let K E p(u(T)). By definition this means that 

K = p({3) for some 

There are now two possibilities: 
(A) T- {31 has no inverse. 
(B) T- (31 has an inverse. 

(3 E u(T). 

We consider these cases one after the other. 
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(A) From K = p({3) we have p({3)- K = O. Hence (3 is a zero of the 
polynomial given by 

It follows that we can write 

sK(A) = p(A)- K = (A - (3)g(A), 

where g(A) denotes the product of the other n -1 linear factors and 
an. Corresponding to this representation we have 

(7) SK = p(T)- KI = (T- (3I)g(T). 

Since the factors of g(T) all commute with T- (3I, we also have 

(8) SK = g(T)(T- (3I). 

If SK had an inverse, (7) and (8) would yield 

which shows that T - (31 has an inverse, contradictory to our assump
tion. Hence for our present K the resolvent SK -1 of p(T) does not exist, 
so that K E u(p(T)). Since K E p(u(T)) was arbitrary, this proves (6) 
under the assumption that T- (31 has no inverse. 

(B) Suppose that K = p({3) for som~ (3 E u(T), as before, but now 
assume that the inverse (T- {3Ifl exists. Then for the range of T- (31 
we must have 

(9) ffi,(T- (3I) i' X 

because otherwise (T - (3I) -1 would be bounded by the bounded 
inverse theorem 4.12-2, applied to T- {3I, so that (3 E p(T), which 
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would contradict f3 E u(T). From (7) and (9) we obtain 

This shows that K E u(p(T)), since K E p(p(T)) would imply that 
m(SK)=X by Lemma 7.2-3(b), applied to p(T). This proves (6) under 
the assumption that T - f3I has an inverse. Theorem 7.4-2 is proved. I 

We finally consider a basic property of the eigenvectors. 

7.4-3 Theorem (Linear independence). Eigenvectors Xl> ... , Xn cor
responding to different eigenvalues A l> ... , An of a linear operator T on a 
vector space X constitute a linearly independent set. 

Proof. We assume, that {Xl>' .. , xn} is linearly dependent and 
derive a contradiction. Let Xm be the first of the vectors which is a 
linear combination of its predecessors, say, 

(10) 

Then {Xl> ... , Xm-l} is linearly independent. Applying T- AmI on both 
sides of (10), we obtain 

m-l 
(T-AmI)xm = L Q!j(T-AmI)xj 

j=l 

m-l 
= L Q!j(Aj - Am)xj. 

j=l 

Since Xm is an eigenvector corresponding to Am, the left side is zero. 
Since the vectors on the right form a linearly independent set, we must 
have 

hence (j=I,·· ·,m-l) 

since Aj - Am -j: O. But then Xm = 0 by (10). This contradicts the fact that 
Xm -j: 0 since Xm is an eigenvector and completes the proof. I 

Problems 

1. Prove (2) directly, without using (1) or 7 A-1(b). 

2. Obtain (2) from (1). 
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3. If S, T E B(X, X), show that for any A E p(S) n p(T), 

RA (S) - RA (T) = RA (S)(T - S)RA (T). 

4. Let X be a complex Banach space, T E B (X, X) and p a polynomial. 
Show that the equation 

p(T)x =y (x, y EX) 

has a unique solution x for every y E X if and only if p(A) ~ 0 for all 
A E u(T). 

5. Why is it necessary in Theorem 7.4-2 that X be complex? 

6. Using Theorem 7.4-3, find a sufficient condition in order that an 
n-rowed square matrix have n eigenvectors that span the whole space 
en (or an). 

7. Show that for any operator TE B(X, X) on a complex Banach space X, 

(k EN) 

where T" denotes the spectral radius (d. 7.3-5). 

8. Determine the eigenvalues of the following matrix (i) by direct calcula
tion, (ii) by showing that A 2 = 1. 

1 
o 
o 

9. (Idempotent operator). Let T be a bounded linear operator on a 
Banach space. T is said to be idempotent if T2 = T. (Cf. also Sec. 3.3.) 
Give examples. Show that if T~ 0, ~ I, then its spectrum is u(T) = 

{O, 1}; prove this (a) by means of (9) in Sec. 7.3, (b) by Theorem 7.4-2. 

10. Show that the matrix 

1/2 
1/2 
o ~] 
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represents an idempotent operator T: R3 _ R3 with respect to an 
orthonormal basis B. Determine the spectrum by the use of (i) Prob. 9, 
(in direct calculation. Find eigenvectors and the eigenspaces. 

Use of Complex Analysis 
Spectral Theory 

. 
In 

An important tool in spectral theory is complex analysis. Connections 
between the two areas can be obtained by means of complex line 
integrals or power series. We shall use power series only. In this way 
we shall be able to keep the discussion on a more elementary level and 
need only a few basic concepts and facts, as follows. 2 

A metric space is said to be connected if it is not the union of two 
disjoint nonempty open subsets. A subset of a metric space is said to 
be connected if it is connected regarded as a subspace. 

By a domain G in the complex plane C we mean an open 
connected subset G of c. 

It can be shown that an open subset G of C is connected if and 
only if every pair of points of G can be joined by a broken line 
consisting of finitely many straight line segments all points of which 
belong to G. (In most books on complex analysis this is used as a 
definition of connectedness.) 

A complex valued function h of a complex variable A is said to be 
holomorphie (or analytic) on a domain G of the complex A-plane if h 
is defined and differentiable on G, that is, the derivative h' of h, 
defined by 

h'(A) = lim h(A + ;1A) - h(A) 
,1.\--+0 ;1A 

exists for every A E G. The function h is said to be holomorphic at a 
point Ao E C if h is holomorphic on some e -neighborhood of Ao. 

h is holomorphic on G if and only if at every Ao E G it has a power 

2 Readers unfamiliar with the elements of complex analysis may just look at the 
main results (7.5-3, 7.5-4, 7.5-5), skipping the proofs, and then proceed to the next 
section. 

"Domain" of a mapping (e.g., of an operator) means domain of definition of the 
mapping, that is, the set of all points for which the mapping is defined; hence this is a 
different use of the term "domain." 
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series representation 

'" 
h(A) = L cj(A - Ao)j 

j=O 

with a nonzero radius of convergence. 
This and Theorem 7.3-3 will be the keys for the application of 

complex analysis to spectral theory. 
The resolvent RA is an operator which depends on the complex 

parameter A. This suggests the general setting of our present approach 
as follows. 

By a vector valued function or operator function we mean a 
mapping 

S: A----7 B(X, X) 
(1) 

where A is any subset of the complex A-plane. (We write SA instead of 
S(A), to have a notation similar to RA, because later we shall consider 
SA = RA and A = p(T).) 

S being given, we may choose any x E X, so that we get a mapping 

A----7 X 
(2) 

We may also choose x E X and any f EX' (cf. 2.10-3) to get a mapping 
of A into the complex plane, namely, 

A----7C 
(3) 

Formula (3) suggests the following 

7.5-1 Definition (Local holomorphy, holomorphy). Let A be an open 
subset of C and X a complex Banach space. Then S in (1) is said to be 
locally holomorphic on A if for every x E X and f E X' the function h 
defined by 
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is holomorphic at every '\0 E A in the usual sense (as stated at the 
beginning). S is said to be holomorphic on A if S is locally holomorphic 
on A and A is a domain. S is said to be holomorphic at a point '\0 E C if 
S is holomorphic on some e-neighborhood of '\0. I 

This definition takes care of the following situation. The resolvent 
set p(T) of a bounded linear operator T is open (by 7.3-2) but may not 
always be a domain, so that, in general, it is the union of disjoint 
domains (disjoint connected open sets). We shall see that the resolvent 
is holomorphic at every point of p(T). Hence in any case it is locally 
holomorphic on p(T) (thus defining holomorphic operator functions, 
one on each of those domains), and it is holomorphic on p(T) if and 
only if p(T) is connected, so that p(T) is a single domain. 

Before we discuss this matter in detail, let us include the following 
general 

Remark. Def. 7.5-1 is suitable, a fact which is by no means 
trivial and deserves an explanation as follows. From Sec. 4.9 we 
remember that we defined three kinds of convergence in connection 
with bounded linear operators. Accordingly, we can define three 
corresponding kinds of derivative SA' of SA with respect to ,\ by the 
formulas 

11l11,\ [SA+~A - SA] - S,.' II ----7 0 

II ~1,\ [SA+~AX - SAX] - SA' xii ----7 0 (XEX) 

1l11,\ [{(SA+~AX)- {(SAX)]- {(SA'X) I ----7 0 (XEX, {EX'). 

The existence of the derivative in the sense of the last formula for all ,\ 
in a domain A means that h defined by h('\) = {(SAX) is a holomorphic 
function on A in the usual sense; hence this is our definition of the 
derivative. It can be shown that the existence of this derivative (for 
every x E X and every {E X') implies the existence of the other two 
kinds of derivative; cf. E. Hille and R. S. Phillips (1957), p. 93 (listed 
in Appendix 3). This is quite remarkable and justifies Def. 7.5-1. It is 
also practically important, since holomorphy as defined in 7.5-1 is 
often much easier to check. • 
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As indicated before, our key to the application of complex 
analysis to spectral theory will be Theorem 7.3-3. The theorem states 
that for every value AoEp(n the resolvent R>..(n of an operator 
TE B(X, X) on a complex Banach space X has a power series repre-
sentation 

00 

(4) R>..(T) = L R>..o(Ty+l(A - Ao)j 
j=O 

which converges absolutely for each A in the disk (Fig. 62) 

(5) 
1 

IA - Aol < IIR>..ol!" 

Taking any x E X and f E X' and defining h by 

h(A) = f(R>..(T)x), 

we obtain from (4) the power series representation 

00 

h(A) = L Cj(A - Ao)j, 
j=O 

which is absolutely convergent on the disk (5). This proves 

7.5-2 Theorem (Holomorphy of H>..). The resolvent R>..(n of a 
bounded linear operator T: X ----7 X on a complex Banach space X is 

1 
r = -::-----,--:;-:;0 

II(T - AoIJ 111 

FlI.61. Open disk of radius r = l/IIRAoII in the complex A-plane represented by (5) 
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holomorphic at every point Ao of the resolvent set p(T) of T. Hence it is 
locally holomorphic on p(T). 

Furthermore, p(T) is the largest set on which the resolvent of Tis 
locally holomorphic. Indeed, the resolvent cannot be continued analyt
ically into points of the spectrum. This may be seen from (7) in the 
following 

7.5-3 Theorem (Resolvent). If TE B(X, X), where X is a complex 
Banach space, and A"E p(T), then 

(6) where 8(A) = inf IA - sl 
sEcr(T) 

is the distance from A to the spectrum u(T). Hence 

(7) as 

Proof. For every Ao E p(T) the disk (5) is a subset of p(T); d. 
7.3-3. Hence, assuming u(T) f' 0 (proof below), we see that the 
distance from Ao to the spectrum must at least equal the radius of the 
disk, that is, 8(Ao) ~ 1/1IR.\oll. This implies (6). I 

It is of great theoretical and practical importance that the spec
trum of a bounded linear operator T on a complex Banach space can 
never be the empty set: 

7.5-4 Theorem (Spectrum). If Xi' {OJ is a complex Banach space 
and T E B(X, X), then u(T) f' 0. 

Proof. By assumption, Xi' {OJ. If T = 0, then u(T) = {OJ f' 0. Let 
Tf' o. Then IITII f' o. The series (9), Sec. 7.3, is 

(8) 1 = (1 )j 
R.\= -- L -T 

A j=O A 
(IA I > IITII)· 

Since this series converges for 1IIAI < 1I11TII, it converges absolutely for 
lilA 1< 1/211TII, that is, IA I> 211TII. For these A, by the formula for the 
sum of a geometric series, 

(9) (IAI ~ 21ITII)· 
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We show that the assumption u(T) = 0 leads to a contradiction. 
u(T) = 0 implies p(T) = C. Hence RA is holomorphic for all A, by 
7.5-2. Consequently, for a fixed x E X and a fixed f E X' the function h 
defined by 

h(A) = f(RAx) 

is holomorphic on C, that is, h is an entire function. Since holomorphy 
implies continuity, h is continuous and thus bounded on the compact 
disk IA I ~ 211 Til· But h is also bounded for IA IE; 211 Til since liRA 11< 1111 Til 
by (9) and 

Ih(A)1 = If(RAx)l~ IlflIIIRAxll~llfllliRAllllxll 

~lIfllllxll/IITII· 

Hence h is bounded on C and thus constant, by Liouville's 
theorem, which states that an entire function which is bounded on the 
whole complex plane is a constant. Since x E X and f E X' in h were 
arbitrary, h = const implies that RA is independent of A, and so is 
RA -1 = T - AI. But this is impossible, and the theorem is proved. I 

Using (8), we finally prove the following result by I. Gelfand 
(1941). 

7.5-5 Theorem (Spectral radius). If T is a bounded linear operator on 
a complex Banach space, then for the spectral 'radius r<T(T) of T we have 

(10) r<T(T) = lim "'IITnll. 
n ..... oo 

Proof. We have u(rn) = [u(T)r by the spectral mapping 
theorem 7.4-2, so that 

(11) 

From (10) in Sec. 7.3, applied to rn i~stead of T, we see that 

Together, 
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for every n. Hence 

(12) r<T(T)~ lim ~IITnll~ lim ~llrll. 
n~oo n-+oo 

We show that the last expression equals r<T(T); then (12) implies (10). 
A power series L Cnl(n converges absolutely for II(I < r with radius 

of convergence r given by the well-known Hadamard formula 

(13) 

This formula is included and proved in many books on complex 
analysis, for instance, in E. Hille (1973), p. 118. 

Setting I( = 1/ A, we can write (8) in the form 

00 

R). = - I( L Tnl(n 

n=O 

Then, writing Icnl = IITnll, we obtain 

The Hadamard formula (13) shows that we have absolute convergence 
for I I( I < r, hence for 

1 1 __ 
IAI=-I 1>-= lim ~IITnll· 

K r n-+oo 

From Theorems 7.5-2 and 7.5-3 'we know that RA is locally 
holomorphic precisely on the resolvent set p(T) in the complex 
A -plane, as was mentioned before. To p(T) there corresponds a 
set in the complex I(-plane, call it M. Then it is known from complex 
analysis that the radius of convergence r is the radius of the largest 
open circular disk about I( = 0 which lies entirely in M. (For in
stance, see E. Hille (1973), p. 197; note that our power series has 
center I( = 0.) Hence 1/r is the radius of the smallest circle about A = 0 
in the A-plane whose exterior lies entirely in p(T). By definition this 
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means that l/r is the spectral radius of T. Hence by (13), 

1 _ 
ro-(T) =-= lim '~llrll. 

r n-+oo 

From this and (12) we obtain (10). I 

Problems 

1. (Nilpotent operator) A linear operator T is said to be nilpotent if 
there is a positive integer m such that Tm = 0, Find the spectrum of a 
nilpotent operator T: X ~ X on a complex Banach space X;'; {OJ. 

2. How does the result of Prob. 1 follow from (8)? 

3. Determine (A - ,\1)-1 from (8) where A is the following matrix. (Use 
A 2 = 1) 

4. Clearly, Theorem 7.3-4 implies that 

1 

o 
o 

r,,(T);;;;; IITII. 

How does this follow from Theorem 7.5-5? 

~] 

5. If X is a complex Banach space, S, TE B(X, X) and ST= TS, show that 

r,,(ST);;;;; r,,(S)r,,(T). 

6. Show that in Prob. 5, commutativity ST= TS cannot be dropped. 

7. It is worthwhile noting that the seque'nce (1ITnrn) in (10) need not be 
monotone, To illustrate this, consider T: e ~ /1 defined by 

8. (Schur's inequality) Let A = (ajk) be an n-rowed square matrix and 
let A I ••• '. A" he its eigenvalues, Then it can be shown that Schur's 
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inequality 

n n n 
L IAmI2 ;;;;; L L lajkl2 

m=l j=l k=l 

holds, where the equality sign is valid if and only if A is normal (d. 
3.10-2). Derive an upper bound for the spectral radius of A from this 
inequality. 

9. If T is a normal operator on a Hilbert space H, show that r,,(T) = IITII. 
(0. Def. 3.10-1.) 

10. Show that the existence of the limit in (10) already follows from 
Ilr+nll;;;;;llrllllT"ll; d. (7), Sec. 2.7. (Set an=IITnll, bn=lnam 

ex = inf (bnln) and show that bnln ----.-+ ex.) 

7.6 Banach Algebras 

It is interesting to note that spectra also occur in connection with 
Banach algebras; these are Banach spaces which are at the same time 
algebras. We shall explain this fact, beginning with some relevant 
concepts. 

An algebra A over a field K is a vector space A over K such that 
for each ordered pair of elements x, YEA a unique product xy E A is 
defined with the properties 

(1) (xy)z = x(yz) 

(2a) x(y+z)=xy+xz 

(2b) (x + y)z = xz + yz 

(3) a(xy) = (ax)y = x(ay) 

for all x, y, z E A and scalars a. 
If K = R or C, then A is said to be real or complex, respectively. 
A is said to be commutative (or abelian) if the multiplication is 

commutative, that is, if for all x, YEA, 

(4) xy = yx. 
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A is called an algebra with identity if A contains an element e 
such that for all x E A, 

(5) ex = xe = x. 

This element e is called an identity of A. 
If A has an identity, the identity is unique. 
In fact, if e' is another identity of A, then e' = e because 

ee'= e (since e' is an identity), 

ee'= e' (since e is an identity). 

7.6-1 Definition (Normed algebra, Banach algebra). A normed 
algebra A is a normed space which is an algebra such that for all 
x, yEA, 

(6) Ilxyll ~ Ilxllllyll 

and if A has an identity e, 

(7) Ilell= 1. 

A Banach algebra is a normed algebra which is complete, considered 
as a normed space. I 

Note that (6) relates multiplication and norm and makes the 
product a jointly continuous function of its factors. We can see this 
from 

~xy - xoyoll = Ilx(y - Yo) + (x - xo}Yoll 

~ Ilxlllly - yoll + Ilx - xollllyoll· 

The following examples illustrate th&t many spaces of importance 
are Banach algebras. 

Examples 

7.6-2 Spaces Rand C. The real line R and the complex plane Care 
commutative Banach algebras with identity e = 1. 
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7.6-3 Space e[a, b]. The space C[a, b] is a commutative Banach 
algebra with identity (e = 1), the product xy being defined as usual: 

(xy)(t) = x(t)y(t) tE[a,b]. 

Relation (6) is readily verified. 
The subspace of C[a, b] consisting of all polynomials is a com

mutative normed algebra with identity (e = 1). 

7.6-4 Matrices. The vector space X of all complex n x n matrices 
(n> 1, fixed) is a noncom mutative algebra with identity I (the n-rowed 
unit matrix), and by defining a norm on X we obtain a Banach algebra. 
(For such norms, see Sec. 2.7, Prob. 12.) 

7.6-5 Space B (X, X). The Banach space B (X, X) of all bounded 
linear operators on a complex Banach space X -F {O} is a Banach 
algebra with identity I (the identity operator on X), the multiplication 
being composition of operators, by definition. Relation (6) is (d. (7) in 
Sec. 2.7) 

B(X, X) is not commutative, unless dim X = 1. I 

Let A be an algebra with identity. An x E A is said to be 
invertible3 if it has an inverse in A, that is, if A contains an element, 
written x-I, such that 

(8) 

If x is invertible, the inverse is unique. Indeed, yx = e = xz implies 

y = ye = y(xz) = (yx)z = ez = z. 

Using these concepts, we can now formulate the following definition. 

7.6-6 Definition (Resolvent set, spectrum). Let A be a complex 
Banach algebra with identity. Then the resolvent set p(x) of an x E A is 
the set of all A in the complex plane such that x - Ae is invertible. The 

3 Some authors use the terms "regular" (for invertible) and "singular" (for nonin
vertible). 
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spectrum u(x) of x is the complement of p(x) in the complex plane; 
thus u(x) = C - p(x). Any A E u(x) is called a spectral value of x. I 

Hence the spectral values of x E A are those A for which x - Ae is 
not invertible. 

If X is a complex Banach space, then B(X, X) is a Banach 
algebra, so that Def. 7.6-6 is applicable. This immediately raises the 
question whether in this case, 7.6-6 agrees with our earlier Def. 7.2-l. 
We prove that this is so. 

Let T E B(X, X) and A in the resolvent set p(T) defined by 7.6-6. 
Then by the definition, RA (T) = (T - AI) -1 exists and is an element of 
B(X, X), that is, RA(T) is a bounded linear operator defined on X. 
Hence A E p(T) with p(T) defined by 7.2-l. 

Conversely, suppose that A E p(T) with p(T) defined by 7.2-l. 
Then RA (T) exists and is linear (by 2.6-10), bounded and defined on a 
dense subset of X. But since T is bounded, Lemma 7 .2-3(b) implies 
that RA (T) is defined on all of X. Hence A E p(T) with p(T) defined by 
7.6-6. This shows that 7.2-1 and 7.6-6 agree with respect to resolvent 
sets. Hence they also agree with respect to spectra since spectra are 
complements of resolvent sets. I 

Problems 

1. Why is X in Example 7.6-4 complete? 

2. Show that (6) holds in Example 7.6-3. 

3. How can we make the vector space of all ordered n-tuples of complex 
numbers into a Banach algebra? 

4. What are the invertible elements (a) in 7.6-2, (b) in 7.6-3, (c) in 7.6-4? 

5. Show that for the elements of X in 7.6-4, the definition of a spectrum 
in 7.6-6 agree~ith that in Def. 7.1-l. 

6. Find u(x) of x E c[O, 2'7T], where x(t) = sin t. Find u(x) for any 
x E C[a, b]. 

7. Show that the set of all linear operators on a vector space into itself 
forms an algebra. 

8. Let A be a complex Banach algebra with identity e. If for an x E A 
there are y, Z E A such that yx = e and xz = e, show that x is invertible 
and y=z=x- 1 • 
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9. If x E A is invertible and commutes with yEA, show that X-I and y 
also commute. 

10. A subset A, of an algebra A is called a subalgebra of A if the 
application of the algebraic operations to elements of A, yields again 
elements of A,. The center C of A is the set of those elements of A 
which commute with all elements of A. Give examples. Show that C is 
a commutative sub algebra of A. 

7.7 Further Properties of Banach Algebras 

We want to illustrate the interesting fact that certain results and proofs 
in the previous sections of this chapter can be generalized to Banach 
algebras. 

7.7-1 Theorem (Inverse). Let A be a complex Banach algebra with 
identity e. If x E A satisfies Ilxll < 1, then e - x is invertible, and 

(1) 

Proof. From (6) in the last section we have Ilxt~ IlxiV, so that 
L Ilxill converges since Ilxll < 1. Hence the series in (1) converges abso
lutely, so that it converges because A is complete (cf. Sec. 2.3). Let s 
denote its sum, and let us show that s = (e - x r 1. By direct calculation, 

(e-x)(e+x+" ·+xn) 

(2) = (e + x + ... + xn)(e - x) 

= e_xn + 1 • 

We now let n ~ 00. Then x n + 1 ~ 0 since Ilxll< 1, and (2) yields 

(e-x)s=s(e-x)=e 

since multiplication in A is continuous. Hence s = (e - xr1 and (1) 
holds. I 
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A complex Banach algebra A with identity e being given, we may 
consider the subset G of all invertible elements of A. We write G since 
G is a group. (Defi~ition in A1.8; cf. Appendix 1.) 

In fact, e E G. Also if x E G, then X-I exists and is in G since it 
has an inverse (x-l)-t = x. Furthermore, if x, y E G, then xy E G because 
y-1x- 1 is the inverse of xy: 

(xy)(y-1X- 1 ) = X(yy-l)X- 1 = xex- 1 = e 

and similarly (y- 1 x- 1)(xy)=e. 
We show that G is open: 

7.7-2 Theorem (Invertible elements). Let A be a complex Banach 
algebra with identity. Then the set G of all invertible elements of A is an 
open subset of A; hence the subset M= A - G of all non-invertible 
elements of A is closed. 

Proof. Let Xo E G. We have to show that every x E A sufficiently 
close to xo, say, 

1 
Ilx - xoll < Ilxo -111 

belongs to G. Let y = Xo -1 x and z = e - y. Then, using (6) in the last 
section, we obtain 

Ilzll = 11-zll = Ily - ell 

, 
= Ilxo -1 x - Xo -1 xoll 

= Ilxo -1(X_ xo)11 

~ Ilxo -lllllx - xoll < 1. 

Thus Ilzll<l, so that e-z is invertible by 7.7-1. Hence e-z=YEG. 
Since G is a group, also 

xoY = XOXO-IX = X E G. 

Since Xu E G was arbitrary, this proves that G is open, and the 
complcmcnt M is closed. I 
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Referring to Def. 7.6-6, we define the spectral radius r,,(x) of an 
xEA by 

(3) r,,(x)= sup IAI 
A E,,(X) 

and prove 

7.7-3 Theorem (Spectrum). Let A be a complex Banach algebra with 
identity e. Then for any x E A, the spectrum u(x) is compact, and the 
spectral radius satisfies 

(4) r,,(x) ~ Ilxll. 

Proof. If IA I> Ilxll, then IIA -1 xii < 1, so that e - A -1 X is invertible 
by 7.7-1. Hence - A (e - A -1 x) = x - Ae is invertible, too, so that we 
have A E p(x). This proves (4). 

Hence u(x) is bounded. We show that u(x) is closed by proving 
that p(x) = C - u(x) is open. 

If Ao E p(x), then x - Aoe is invertible, by definition. By 7.7 -2 there 
is a neighborhood N c A of x - Aoe consisting wholly of invertible 
elements. Now for a fixed x, the mapping A ~ x - Ae is continuous. 
Hence all x - Ae with A close to Ao, say, IA - Aol < 8, where 8> 0, lie 
in N, so that these x - Ae are invertible. This means that the corresponding 
A belong to p(x). Since AoE p(x) was arbitrary, we see that p(x) is open 
and u(x)=C-p(x) is closed. I 

The theorem shows that p(x):F 0. We also have 

7.7-4 Theorem (Spectrum). u(x):F 0 under the assumptions of the 
preceding theorem. 

Proof. Let A, IL E p(x) and let us write 

Then 

V(A) = (x - Aer\ w = (IL - A)V(A). 

x -lLe = x- Ae-(IL- A)e 

= (x - Ae)(e - w). 

Taking inverses, we have 

(5) 
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a formula to be used shortly. Suppose IL is so close to A that Ilwll<t. 
Then by (1), 

II(e-w)-l-e-wll=llf wjll~ f IlwW= 1~1I2 ~21IwI12. j=2 j=2 1 Ilwll 
From this and (5), 

Ilv(lL) - V(A) - (IL - A)V(A)211 = II(e - w )-lV(A) - (e + w)v(A)11 

~ Ilv(A)IIII(e - W)-l_ (e + w)11 

~ 21I wI121Iv(A)II, 

IIwl12 contains a factor IIL-AI2. Hence, dividing the inequality by IlL-AI 
and letting IL ~ A, we see that Ilw112/11L- AI ~O, so that on the left, 

(6) 
1 

-- [V(IL) - V(A)] 
IL-A 

This will be used as follows. 
Let f E A', where A' is the dual space of A, considered as a 

Banach space. We define h: p(x) ~ C by h(A) = f(V(A». Since f is 
continuous, so is h. Applying f to (6), we thus obtain 

lim h(IL)- h(A) = f(V(A)2). 
",--->). IL - A 

This shows t·hat h is holomorphic at every point of p(x). 
If u(x) were empty, then p(x) = C, so that h would be an entire 

function. Since V(A)=-A-1(e-A-1x)-1 and (e-A-lx)-l~e-l=e 
as IAI ~ 00, we obtain 

(7) Ih(A)I=lf(V(A))I~llfIIIIV(A)II=llflll~llI(e-±xrlll ~ 0 

as IAI ~ 00. This shol's that h would be bounded on C, hence a 
constant by Liouville's 'heorem (cf. Sec. 7.5), which is zero by (7). 
Since fE A' was arbitrary, h(A) = f(V(A»'= 0 implies V(A) = 0 by 4.3-4. 
But this is impossible since it would mean that 

Ilell = II(x - Ae)v(A)11 = 11011 = 0 

and contradict lie II = 1. Hence u(x) = 0 cannot hold. I 
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The existence of an identity e was vital to our discussion. In many 
applications, A will have an identity, but we should say a word about 
what can be done if A has no identity. In this case we can supply A 
with an identity in the following canonical fashion. 

Let A be the set of all ordered pairs (x, a), where x E A and a is a 
scalar. Define 

(x, a) + (y, (3) = (x + y, a + (3) 

(3(x, a) = ({3x, (3a) 

(x, a)(y, (3) = (xy + ay + (3x, a(3) 

II(x, a)11 = Ilxll + la I 
e = (0,1). 

Then A is a Banach algebra with identity e; in fact, (1) to (3) and (6), 
(7) of Sec. 7.6 are readily verified, and completeness follows from that 
of A and C. 

Furthermore, the mapping x I-~ (x, 0) is an isomorphism of A 
onto a subspace of A, both regarded as normed spaces. The subspace 
has codimension 1. If we identify x with (x, 0), then A is simply A 
plus the one-dimensional vector space generated bye. 

Problems 

1. If Ilx - ell < 1, show that x is invertible, and 

~ 

x-1=e+ L (e-x)i 
i~l 

2. Show that in Theorem 7.7-1, 

II( - )-1_ - II<~ 
e x e x = 1-llxll" 

3. If x is invertible and y is such that Ilyx-lll < 1, show that x - y is 
invertible and, writing a O = e for any a E A, 

~ 

(x - y)-l = L x-1(yx-1)1. 
i~O 
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4. Show that the set of all complex matrices of the form 

x = [~ 6] 
forms a subalgebra of the algebra of all complex 2 x 2 matrices and find 
u(x). 

5. It should be noted that the spectrum u(x) of an element x of a Banach 
algebra A depends on A. In fact, show that if B is a sub algebra of A, 
then u(x):::> u(x), where u(x) is the spectrum of x regarded as an 
element of B. 

6. Let A, /L E p(x). Prove the resolvent equation 

v(/L) - v(A) = (/L - A)v(/L)v(A), 

where v(A) = (x-Ae)-'. 

7. A division algebra is an algebra with identity such that every nonzero 
element is invertible. If a complex Banach algebra A is a division 
algebra, show that A is the set of all scalar multiples of the identity. 

8. Let G be defined as in 7.7-2. Show that the mapping G~ G given 
by x ~ x-' is continuous. 

9. A left inverse of an x E A is ayE A such that yx = e. Similarly, if 
xz = e, then z is called a right inverse of x. If every element x'" 0 of an 
algebra A has a left inverse, show that A is a division algebra. 

10. If (xn) and (Yn) are Cauchy sequences in a normed algebra A, show 
that (xnYn) is Cauchy in A. Moreover, if Xn ~ x and Yn ~ y, show 
that XnYn ~ xy. 

, 





CHAPTER '-I 

COMPACT LINEAR 
OPERATORS ON NORMED 
SPACES AND THEIR 
SPECTRUM 

Compact linear operators are very important in applications. For 
instance, they play a central J;"ole in the theory of integral equations 
and in various problems of mathematical physics. 

Their theory served as a model for the early work in functional 
analysis. Their properties closely resemble those of operators on finite 
dimensional spaces. For a compact linear operator, spectral theory can 
be treated fairly completely in the sense that Fredholm's famous 
theory of linear integral equations may be extended to linear func
tional equations Tx - Ax = y with a complex parameter A. This 
generalized theory is called the Riesz-Schauder theory; cf. F. Riesz 
(1918) and J. Schauder (1930). 

Brief orientation about main content 
Compactness of a linear operator (Def. 8.1-1) was suggested by 

integral equations. It was the property that was essential in Fredholm's 
theory. We shall discuss important general properties of compact linear 
operators in Secs. 8.1 and 8.2 and spectral properties in Secs. 8.3 and 
H.4. The Riesz-Schauder theory is based on Secs. 8.3 and 8.4, and the 
results about operator equations are presented in Sees. 8.5 to 8.7. This 
includes applications to integral equations in Sec. 8.7. 

8.1 Compact Lin.ear Operators on Normed Spaces 

"" 
('om pact linear operators are defined as follows. 

8.1-1 Definition (Compact linear operator). Let X and Y be normed 
spaces. An operator T: X ----7 Y is called a compact linear operator 
(or completely continuous linear operator) if T is linear and if for every 
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bounded subset M of X, the image T(M) is relatively compact, that is, 
the closure T(M) is compact. (Cf. Def. 2.5-1.) • 

Many linear operators in analysis are compact. A systematic 
theory of compact linear operators emerged from the theory of integral 
equations of the form 

(1) (T- H)x(s) = yes) where Tx(s) = r k(s, t)x(t) dt. 

Here, A E C is a parameter,l y and the kernel k are given functions 
(subject to certain conditions), and x is the unknown function. Such 
equations also play a role in the theory of ordinary and partial 
differential equations. D. Hilbert (1912) discovered the surprising fact 
that the essential results about the solvability of (1) ("Fredholm's 
theory") do not depend on the existence of the integral representation 
of T in (1) but only on the assumption that T in (1) is a compact linear 
operator. F. Riesz (1918) put Fredholm's theory in an abstract axio
matic form, in his famous paper of 1918. (We shall consider integral 
equations in Sec. 8.7.) 

The term "compact" is suggested by the definition. The older term 
"completely continuous" can be motivated by the following lemma, 
which shows that a compact linear operator is continuous, whereas the 
converse is not generally true. 

8.1-2 Lemma (Continuity). Let X and Y be normed spaces. Then: 

(a) Every compact linear operator T: X ~ Y is bounded, hence 
continuous. 

(b) If dim X = 00, the identity operator I: X ~ X (which is con
tinuous) is not compact. 

Proof. (a) The unit sphere U = {x E X Illxll = 1} is bounded. Since 
T is compact, T(U) is compact, and is bounded by 2.5-2, so that 

sup IITxll<oo. 
IIxll=l 

Hence T is bounded and 2.7-9 shows that it is continuous. 

1 We assume that A ic O. Then (1) is said to be of the second kmd. With A = 0 it i, said 
to be of the first kind. The two corresponding theories are quite different, for reason, 
which cannot be explained in a few words; see R. Courant and D. Hilbert (1953-62), 
vol. 1, p. 159.-The introduction of a variable parameter A was the idea of H. Poincare 
(1896). 
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(b) Of course, the closed unit ball M = {x E X Illxll ~ I} is 
bounded. If dim X = 00, then 2.5-5 implies that M cannot be compact; 
thus, I(M) = M = M is not relatively compact. • 

From the definition of compactness of a set (d. 2.5-1) we readily 
obtain a useful criterion for operators: 

8.1-3 Theorem (Compactness criterion). Let X and Y be normed 
spaces and T: X ----7 Y a linear operator. Then T is compact if and 
only if it maps every bounded sequence (xn) in X onto a sequence (Txn) 
in Y which has a convergent subsequence. 

Proof. If T is compact and (xn) is bounded, then the closure of 
(Txn) in Y is compact and Def. 2.5-1 shows that (Txn) contains a 
convergent subsequence. 

Conversely, assume that every bounded sequence (xn) contains a 
subsequence (xnk ) such that (Txnk ) converges in Y. Consider any 
bounded subset Be X, and let (Yn) be any sequence in T(B). Then 
Yn = TXn for some Xn E B, and (xn) is bounded since B is bounded. By 
assumption, (Txn) contains a convergent subsequence. Hence T(B) is 
compact by Def. 2.5-1 because (Yn) in T(B) was arbitrary. By defini
tion, this shows that T is compact. • 

From this theorem it is almost obvious that the sum Tl + T2 of two 
compact linear operators 11: X ----7 Y is compact. (Cf. Prob. 2.) 
Similarly, aTl is compact, where a is any scalar. Hence we have the 
following result. 

The compact linear operators from X into Y form a vector space. 

Furthermore, Theorem 8.1-3 also implies that certain simplifica
tions take place in the finite dimensional case: 

8.1-4 Theorem (Finite dimensional domain or range). Let X and Y 
/1(' normed spaces and T: X ----7 Y a linear operator. Then: 

(a) If T is bounded and dim T(X) <:: 00, the operator T is compact. 

(b) If dim X <00, the operator T is compact. 

Proof. (a) Let (xn) be any bounded sequence in X. Then the 
inequality IITx"II~IITllllxnll shows that (Txn) is bounded. Hence (Txn) is 
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relatively compact by 2.5-3 since dim T(X) < 00. It follows that (Txn ) 

has a convergent subsequence. Since (xn) was an arbitrary bounded 
sequence in X, the operator T is compact by 8.1-3. 

(b) follows from (a) by noting that dim X <00 implies 
boundedness of T by 2.7-8 and dim T(X)~dimX by 2.6-9(b) .• 

We mention that an operator TEB(X, y) with dim T(X) <00 [cf. 
8.1-4(a)] is often called an operator of finite rank. 

The following theorem states conditions under which the limit of a 
sequence of compact linear operators is compact. The theorem is also 
important as a tool for proving compactness of a given operator by 
exhibiting it as the uniform operator limit of a sequence of compact 
linear operators. 

8.1-5 Theorem (Sequence of compact linear operators). Let (Tn) be 
a sequence of compact linear operators from a normed space X into a 
Banach space Y. If (Tn) is uniformly operator convergent, say, 
IITn - Til ~ 0 (cf. Sec. 4.9), then the limit operator T is compact. 

Proof. Using a "diagonal method," we show that for any 
bounded sequence (xm) in X the image (Txm) has a convergent 
subsequence, and then apply Theorem 8.1-3. • 

Since Tl is compact, (xm) has a subsequence (Xl,m) such that 
(T1Xl,m) is Cauchy. Similarly, (Xl,m) has a subsequence (X2,m) such that 
(T2X2,m) is Cauchy. Continuing in this way we see that the "diagonal 
sequence" (Ym) = (xm,m) is a subsequence of (xm) such that for every 
fixed positive integer n the sequence (TnYm)mEN is Cauchy. (xm) is 
bounded, say, Ilxmll ~ c for all m. Hence IIYml1 ~ c for aU m. Let e > O. 
Since T m ~ T, there is an n = p such that liT - Tp II < e/3 c. Since 
(TpYm)mEN is Cauchy, there is an N such that 

Hence we obtain for j, k > N 

e e e 
<-c+-+-c=e. 

3c 3 3c 

(j, k> N). 
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This shows that (TYm) is Cauchy and converges since Y is complete. 
Remembering that (Ym) is a subsequence of the arbitrary bounded 
sequence (xm ), we see that Theorem 8.1-3 implies compactness of 
the operator T. I 

Note that the present theorem becomes false if we replace 
uniform operator convergence by strong operator convergence 
II Tnx - Tx 11- 0. This can be seen from Tn: 12 - 12 defined by 
Tnx = (~1o" " ~n' 0, 0," .), where x = (~j)E 12. Since Tn is linear and 
bounded, Tn is compact by 8.1-4(a). Clearly, Tnx - x = Ix, but I is 
not compact since dim 12 = 00; d. 8.1-2(b). 

The following example illustrates how the theorem can be used to 
prove compactness of an operator. 

8.1-6 Example (Space 12). Prove compactness of T: l2_12 
defined by Y = ('Y/i) = Tx where 'Y/j = §/i for i = 1, 2, .... 

Solution. T is linear. If x = (~j) E l2, then y = ('Y/j) E l2. Let 
Tn: l2 - z2 be defined by 

Tnx = (~1o ~ , ~ , ... , ;, 0, 0, ... ). 

Tn is linear and bounded, and is compact by 8.1-4(a). Furthermore, 

Taking the supremum over all x of norm 1, we see that 

1 
IIT- Tnll~-l . n+ 

Hence Tn - T, and T is compact by Theorem 8.1-5. I 

Another interesting and basic property of a compact linear 
operator is that it transforms weakly convergent sequences into 
strongly convergent sequences as follows. 
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8.1-7 Theorem (Weak convergence). Let X and Y be normed spaces 
and T: X ~ Y a compact linear operator. Suppose that (xn) in X is 
weakly convergent, say, Xn ~ x. Then (Txn) is strongly convergent 
in Y and has the limit y = Tx. 

Proof. We write Yn = TXn and y = Tx. First we show that 

(2) 

Then we show that 

(3) yn~y. 

Let g be any bounded linear functional on Y. We define a functional f 
on X by setting 

f(z) = g(Tz) (z EX). 

• 
f is linear. f is bounded because T is compact, hence bounded, and 

If(z)1 = Ig(Tz)1 ~ IIg111iTz11 ~ IlgllllTllllzll· 

By definition, Xn ~ x implies f(xn ) ~ f(x), hence by the definition, 
g(Txn)~ g(Tx), that is, g(Yn)~ g(y). Since g was arbitrary, this 
proves (2). 

We prove (3). Assume that (3) does not hold. Then (Yn) has a 
subsequence (YnJ such that 

(4) 

for some 1) > O. Since (xn) is weakly convergent, (xn) is bounded by 
4.8-3( c), and so is (xnJ. Compactness of T now implies by 8.1-3 that 
(TxnJ has a convergent subsequence, say, (y!). Let y! ~ y. A fortiori, 
y! ~ y. Hence y = y by (2) and 4.8-3(b). Consequently, 

IIYi - yll ~ O. But 

by (4). This contradicts, so that (3) must hold. I 
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Problems 

1. Show that the zero operator on any normed space is compact. 

2. If T, and T2 are compact linear operators from a normed space X into 
a normed space Y, show that T, + T2 is a compact linear operator. 
Show that the compact linear operators from X into Y constitute a 
subspace C(X, Y} of B(X, Y}. 

3. If Y is a Banach space, show that C(X, Y} in Prob. 2 is a closed subset 
of B(X, Y}. 

4. If Y is a Banach space, show that C(X, Y} in Prob. 2 is a Banach 
space. 

5. It was shown in the text that Theorem 8.1-5 becomes false if we 
replace uniform operator convergence by strong operator convergence. 
Prove that the operators Tn used for that purpose are bounded. 

6. It is worth noting that the condition in 8.1-1 could be weakened 
without altering the concept of a compact linear operator. In fact, show 
that a linear operator T: X ~ Y (X, Y normed spaces) is compact if 
and only if the image T(M) of the unit ball Me X is relatively compact 
in Y. 

7. Show that a linear operator T: X ~ X is compact if and only if for 
every sequence (xn) of vectors of norm not exceeding 1 the sequence 
(Txn ) has a convergent subsequence. 

8. If z is a fixed element of a normed space X and f E X', show that the 
operator T: X ~ X defined by Tx = f(x}z is compact. 

9. If X is an inner product space, show that Tx = (x, y)z with fixed y and 
z defines a compact linear operator on X. 

10. Let Y be a Banach space and let Tn: X ~ Y, n = 1, 2,···, be 
operators of finite rank. If (Tn) is uniformly operator convergent, show 
that the limit operator is compact. 

11. Show that the projection of a Hilbert space H onto a finite dimensional 
subspace of H is compact. 

12. Show that T: f ~ /2 defined by Tx = Y = ('I}j) , 'l}j = /;j/2 j, is compact. 

13. Show that T: /P ~ /P, 1 ~ p < +00, with T defined by y = ('I}j) = Tx, 
'l}1 = i;J/j, is compact. 
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14. Show that T: 100 _100 with T defined by y = ('I1j) = Tx, 'I1j = /;j/j, 
is compact. 

15. (Continuous mapping) If T: X - Y is a continuous mapping of a 
metric space X into a metric space Y, show that the image of a 
relatively compact set A c X is relatively compact. 

8.2 Further Properties of Compact 
Linear Operators 

In this section we prove that a compact linear operator on a normed 
space has a separable range and a compact adjoint operator. These 
properties will be needed in the study of the spectrum of compact 
linear operators, which starts in the next section. 

We base our consideration on two related concepts which are of 
general interest in connection with the compactness of sets: 

8.2-1 Definition (£-net, total boundedness). Let B be a subset of a 
metric space X and let B > 0 be given. A set Me C X is called an B - net 
for B if for every point Z E B there is a point of Me at a distance from Z 

less than B. The set B is said to be totally bounded if for every B > 0 
there is a finite B-net Me C X for B, where "finite" means that Me is a 
finite set (that is, consists of finitely many points). • 

Consequently, total boundedness of B means that for every given 
B > 0 the set B is contained in the union of finitely many open balls of 
radius B. 

We can see the significance and usefulness of the concepts just 
defined from the following lemma, which will also play the key role in 
the proofs in this section. 

8.2-2 Lemma (Total boundedness). Let B be a subset of a metric 
space X. Then: 

(a) If B is relatively compact, B is totally bounded. 

(b) If B is totally bounded and X is complete, B is relatively 
compact. 
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(c) If B is totally bounded, for every e > 0 it has a finite e-net 
MecB. 

(d) If B is totally bounded, B is separable. 

Proof. (a) We assume B to be relatively compact and sho"~' that, 
any fixed eo> 0 being given, there exists a finite eo-net for B. If B = 0, 
then 0 is an eo-net for B. If B ¥- 0, we pick any Xl E B. If d(Xl> z) < eo 
for all Z E B, then {Xl} is an eo-net for B. Otherwise, let X2 E B be such 
that d(xl> X2) ~ eo. If for all Z E B, 

(1) (j = 1 or 2) 

then {Xl> X2} is an eo-net for B. Otherwise let Z = X3 E B be a point 
not satisfying (1). If for all Z E B, 

d(Xj, z)< eo (j = 1,2. or 3) 

then {Xl> X2, X3} is an eo-net for B. Otherwise we continue by selecting 
an X4 E B, etc. We assert the existence of a positive integer n such that 
the set {Xl> ••• , xn} obtained after n such steps is an eo-net for B. In 
fact, if there were no such n, our construction would yield a sequence 
(Xj) satisfying 

for j¥- k. 

Obviously, (Xj) could not have a subsequence which is Cauchy. Hence 
(x,) could not have a subsequence which converges in X. But this 
contradicts the relative compactness of B because (Xj) lies in B, by the 
construction. Hence there must be a finite eo-net for B. Since eo> 0 
was arbitrary, we conclude that B is totally bounded. 

(b) Let B be totally bounded and X complete. We consider 
any sequence (xn) in B and show that it has a subsequence which 
converges in X, so that B will then be relatively compact. By assump
tion, B has a finite e-net for e = 1. Hence B is contained in the union 
of finitely many open balls of radius 1. From these balls we can pick a 
hall Bl which contains infinitely many terms of (xn) (counting repeti
tions). Let (Xl,n) be the subsequence of (xn) which lies in B l . Similarly, 
hy assumption, B is also contained in the union of finitely many balls 
of radius F. = t /2. From these balls we can pick a ball B2 which contains 
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a subsequence (X2,n) of the subsequence (Xl,n)' We continue induc
tively, choosing 8 = 1/3, 1/4,' .. and setting Yn = Xn,n. Then for every 
given 8 > 0 there is an N (depending on 8) such that all Yn with n > N 
lie in a ball of radius 8. Hence (Yn) is Cauchy. It converges in X, say, 
Yn ----7 Y E X, since X is complete. Also, Yn E B implies Y E E. This 
entails the following. By the definition of the closure, for every 
sequence (zn) in E there is a sequence (xn) in B which satisfies 
d(xm zn) ~ l/n for every n. Since (xn) is in B, it has a subsequence 
which converges in E, as we have just shown. Hence (zn) also has a 
subsequence which converges in E since d(xn, zn) ~ 1/n, so that E is 
compact and B is relatively compact. 

(e) The case B = 0 is obvious. Let B ¥- 0. By assump
tion, an 8> 0 being given, there is a-finite 8l-net Ms, C X for B, where 
81 = 8/2. Hence B is contained in the union of finitely many balls of 
radius 81 with the elements of MSl as centers. Let Bh .. " Bn be those 
balls which intersect B, and let Xl> .. " Xn be their centers. We select a 
point zjEBnBj. See Fig. 63. Then Ms={zl>"', z,,}cB is an 8-net 
for B, because for every Z E B there is a Bj containing z, and 

(d) Suppose B is totally bounded. Then by (c) the set B 
contains a finite 8'"net M 1/n for itself, where 8 = 8n = l/n, n = 1,2, .. '. 
The union M of all these nets is countable. M is dense in B. In fact, for 
any given 8> 0 there is an n such that l/n < 8; hence for any Z E B 
there is an a E M 1/n c M such that d(z, a) < 8. This shows that B is 
separable. I 

o 
x. 

] 

Fig. 63. Notation in the proof of Lemma 8.2-2, part (c) 
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Total bounded ness implies boundedness. The converse does not 
generally hold. 

Indeed, the first statement is almost obvious. The second one 
follows if we note that the closed unit ball U = {x Illxll ~ I} c ,2 is 
bounded but not totally bounded, because 12 is infinite dimensional 
and complete, so that U is not compact (cf. 2.5-5), hence not totally 
bounded by 8.2-2(b). 

Lemma 8.2-2 includes those properties which we need in our 
further work. Other properties which are of interest but not needed for 
our purpose are stated in the problem set; see, in particular, Probs. 2 
to 4. 

Using that lemma, we can now readily prove the following 

8.2-3 Theorem (Separability of range). The range ~(T) of a compact 
linear operator T: X ~ Y is separable; here, X and Yare normed 
spaces. 

Proof. Consider the ball Bn = B(O; n) c X. Since T is compact, 
the image Cn = T(Bn) is relatively compact. Cn is separable by Lemma 
8.2-2. The norm of any x E X is finite, so that Ilxll < n, hence x E Bn 
with n sufficiently large. Consequently, 

(2) (a) (b) 
n=l n=l 

Since Cn is separable, it has a countable dense subset Dn, and the 
union 

D= U Dn 
n=l 

is countable. (2b) shows that D is dense in the range ctJt(T) = T(X). I 

In the next theorem we show that a compact linear operator on a 
normed space X can be extended to the completion of X, the extended 
operator being linear and compact. 

8.2-4 Theorem (Compact extension). A compact linear operator 
'1': X ~ Y from a normed space X into a Banach space Y has a 
('On/pact linear extension T: X ~ Y, where X is the completion of X. 
(Cf. 2.3-2.) 
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Proof. We may regard X as a subspace of X; cf. Theorem 2.3-2. 
Since T is bounded (cf. 8.1-2), it has a bounded linear extension 
T: X ----7 Y; cf. 2.7-11. We show that the compactness of T implies 
that T is also compact. For this purpose we consider an arbitrary 
bounded sequence (xn) in X and show that (Txn) has a convergent 
subsequence. 

Since X is dense in X, there is a sequence (x,,) in X such that 
xn - Xn ----7 O. Clearly, (xn) is bounded, too. Since T is compact, (Txn) 
has a convergent subsequence (Txn.J; let 

(3) 

Now xn - Xn ----7 0 implies xn. - xn. ----7 O. Since T is linear and 
bounded, it is continuous. We thus obtain (cf. 1.4-8) 

TO=O. 

By (3) this implies that Txn. ----7 Yo. We have shown that the arbitrary 
bounded sequenc~ (xn) has a subsequence (Xn.) such that (Txn.) con
verges. This proves compactness of T by 8.1-3. I 

We shall see later in this chapter that compact linear operators 
occur in operator equations of great practical and theoretical impor
tance. A general theory of solvability of those equations will make 
essential use of adjoint operators. Most crucial in that connection will 
be the fact that the adjoint operator of a compact linear operator is 
itself compact. Let us prove this important property of compact linear 
operators and then, in the next section, begin with the discussion of the 
spectrum of those operators. 

8.2-5 Theorem (Adjoint operator). Let T: X----7 Y be a linear 
operator. If T is compact, so is its adjoint operator T X

: Y' ----7 X'; here 
X and Yare normed spaces and X' and Y' the dual spaces of X and 
Y (cf. 2.10-3). 

Proof. We consider any subset B of Y' which is bounded, say 

Ilgll~c for all gE B 

and show that the image TX(B) c X' is totally bounded, so that TX(B) 
is relatively compact by 8.2-2(b), since X' is complete (cf. 2.10-4). 
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Accordingly, we must prove that for any fixed Bo> 0 the image 
TX(B) has a finite Bo-net. Since T is compact, the image T(U) of the 
unit ball 

U={x EX Illxll~ 1} 

is relatively compact. Hence T( U) is totally bounded by 8.2-2(a). 
From 8.2-2(c) it follows that there is a finite B1-net Me T(U) for 
T( U), where B1 = Bo/4c. This means that U contains points XI. ••• , Xn 

such that each x E U satisfies 

(4) for some j. 

We define a linear operator A: y' ~ R n by 

(5) 

g is bounded by assumption and T is bounded by 8.1-2(a). Hence A is 
compact by 8.1-4. Since B is bounded, A(B) is relatively compact. 
Hence A(B) is totally bounded by 8.2-2(a). By 8.2-2(c) it contains a 
finite B2-net {Agb ••• , Agm } for itself, where B2 = Bo/4. This means 
that each g E B satisfies 

(6) IIAg - Agk 110 < 1 Bo for some k, 

where 11·110 is the norm on Rn. We shall show that {TXgb ... , TXgm } is 
the desired Bo-net for TX(B); this will then complete the proof. 

T'(B)CX'~FB 

Rn 

Fig. 64. Notations in the proof of Theorem 8.2-5 
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From (5) and (6) we see immediately that for every j and every 
g E B there is a k such that 

n 

Ig(Txj)- gdTxjW~ L Ig(Txj)- gdTxjW 
j~l 

(7) 

Let x E U be arbitrary. Then there' is a j for which (4) holds. Let g E B 
be arbitrary. Then there is a k such that (6) holds, and (7) holds for 
that k and every j. We thus obtain 

Ig(Tx)- gk(Tx)1 ~ Ig(Tx)- g(Txj)1 + Ig(Txj)- gdTxj)1 

+ Igk(Txj)- gk(Tx)1 

EO Eo Eo 
::5 c-+-+ c-< "0 
- 4c 4 4c'" 

Since this holds for every x E U and since by the definition of T X we 
have g(Tx) = (TX g) (x), etc., we finally obtain 

IITXg- TXgk11 = sup I(TX(g- gk))(x)1 
IIxll~l 

= sup Ig(Tx)-gk(Tx)I<Eo. 
IIxll=l 

This shows that {TXgt,"', TXgm } is an Eo-net for TX(B). Since Eo>O 
was arbitrary, TX(B) is totally bounded, hence relatively compact by 
8.2-2(b). Since B was any bounded subset of Y', this proves compact
ness of T X by De£. 8:1-1. I 

Problems 

1. Let X be a totally bounded metric space. Show that every infinite 
subset Y c X has an infinite subset Z of diameter less than a given 
8>0. 
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2. If a metric space X is compact, show that X is complete. Show that 
completeness does not imply compactness. 

3. Illustrate with an example that total boundedness is necessary for 
compactness but not sufficient. 

4. Show that a metric space X is compact if and only if it is complete and 
totally bounded. 

5. If a metric space (X, d) is compact, show that for any e > 0 the space X 
has a finite subset M such that every point x E X has distance 
8(x, M) = inf d(x, y) < e from M. 

YEM 

00 

'Y/j = L ajk~k' 
k~l 

Show that T is compact. (Use 8.1-5.) 

7. Show that the operators of the kind defined in Prob. 6 constitute a 
subspace of BW, [2). Illustrate with an example that the condition in 
Prob. 6 is sufficient for compactness but not necessary. 

8. Does there exist a surjective compact linear operator T: [00 ~ ZOO? 

9. If T E B (X, Y) is not compact, can the restriction of T to an infinite 
dimensional subspace of X be compact? 

10. Let (An) be a sequence of scalars such that An --4 0 as n ~ 00. 

Define T: 12 ~ f by Tx = Y = ('Y/j) where x = (~j) and 'Y/j = Aj~j. Show 
that T is compact. 

8.3 Spectral Properties of Compact Linear 
Operators on Normed Spaces 

I n this section and the next one we consider spectral properties of a 
compact linear operator T: X -- X on a normed space X. For this 
purpose we shall again use the operator 

(1) (,\ E C) 

and the hasic concepts of spectral theory as defined in Sec. 7.2. 
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The spectral theory of compact linear operators is a relatively 
simple generalization of the eigenvalue theory of finite matrices (Sec. 
7.1) and resembles that finite dimensional case in many ways. This can 
be seen from the following summary of Secs. 8.3 and 8.4 which we 
include here as an orientation for the reader, so that he can find his 
way through the details. In this summary we also give the numbers of 
corresponding theorems (whose order in the text is suggested by the 
dependence of the proofs upon one another). 

Summary. A compact linear operator T: X ~ X on a normed 
space X has the following properties. 

The set of the eigenvalues of T is countable (perhaps finite or even 
empty). (Cf. 8.3-1.) 

A = 0 is the only possible point of accumulation of that set. (Cf. 
8.3-1.) 

Every spectral value Ai' 0 is an eigenvalue. (Cf. 8.4-4.) If X is 
infinite dimensional, then 0 E O"(T). 

For Ai' 0 the dimension of any eigenspace of T is finite. (Cf. 8.3-3.) 
For A f' 0 the null spaces of TA, TA 2 , TA 3 , • • • are finite dimensional 

(d. 8.3-3, 8.3-4) and the ranges of these operators are closed (d. 8.3-5, 
8.3-6). 

There is a number r (depending on A, where Ai' 0) such that 

X=.N'(TA')E9 T/(X) 

(d. 8.4-5); furthermore, the null spaces satisfy 

and the ranges satisfy 

(d. 8.4-3); if r> 0, proper inclusions are (d. 8.4-3) 

c.N(T/) 

and 

:::> T/(X). I 
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Our first theorem is concerned with eigenvalues. It tells us that the 
point spectrum of a compact linear operator is not complicated. The 
theorem is even much more powerful as it looks at the moment. In 
fact, in the next section we shall see that every spectral value A:F 0 
which a compact linear operator may have (or may not have!) is an 
eigenvalue. This shows that the spectrum of a compact linear operator 
resembles that of an operator on a finite dimensional space to a large 
extent. 

8.3-1 Theorem (Eigenvalues). The set of eigenvalues of a compact 
linear operator T: X ----7 X on a normed space X is countable (perhaps 
finite or even empty), and the only possible point of accumulation is 
A = O. 

Proof. Obviously, it suffices to show that for every real k > 0 the 
set of all A E O"p(T) such that IAI~ k is finite. 

Suppose the contrary for some ko> O. Then there is a sequence 
(An) of infinitely many distinct eigenvalues such that IAnl ~ ko. Also 
TXn = AnXn for some Xn:F O. The set of all the xn's is linearly independ
ent, by Theorem 7.4-3. Let Mn = span {Xl, ... ,xn }. Then every 
x E Mn has a unique representation 

We see that Xn no longer occurs on the right. Hence 

(2) for all x E Mn. 

The Mn's are closed (cf. 2.4-3). By Riesz's lemma 2.5-4 there is a 
sequence (Yn) such that 

IIYnl1 = 1, llYn - xll~! for all x E Mn-lo 

Wc show that 

(3) (n> m) 
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so that (TYn) has no convergent subsequence because ko> O. This 
contradicts the compactness of T since (Yn) is bounded. 

By adding and subtracting a term we can write 

where 

Let m < n. We show that x E M n - I • Since m ~ n -1, we see that 
Ym E Mm c Mn- I = span {XI. ... , xn-J. Hence TYm E Mn- I since 
TXj = AjXj. By (2), 

Together, x E Mn - I . Thus also x = An-Ix E Mn - I. so that 

(5) 

because IAnl ~ ko. From this and (4) we have (3). Hence the assumption 
that there are infinitely many eigenvalues satisfying IAnl ~ ko for some 
ko> 0 must be false and the theorem is proved. I 

This theorem shows that if a compact linear operator on a normed 
space has infinitely many eigenvalues, we can arrange these eigenvalues 
in a sequence converging to zero. 

Composition of a compact linear operator and a bounded linear 
operator yields compact linear operators. This interesting fact is the 
content of the following lemma which has many applications and, at 
present, will be used to prove a basic property of compact linear 
operators (8.3-4, below). 

8.3-2 Lemma (Compactness of product). Let T: X-X be a com
pact linear operator and S: X - X a bounded linear operator on a 
normed space X. Then TS and ST are compact. 

Proof. Let B c X be any bounded set. Since S is a bounded 
operator, S(B) is a bounded set, and the set T(S(B)) = TS(B) is 
relatively compact because T is compact. Hence TS is a compact linear 
operator. 

We prove that ST is also compact. Let (xn) be any bounded 
sequence in X. Then (Txn ) has a convergent subsequence (Txnk ) by 
8.1-3, and (STxn.) converges by 1.4-8. Hence ST is compact by 
8.1-3. I 
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It was claimed at the beginning of the chapter that the spectral 
theory of compact linear operators is almost as simple as that of linear 
operators on finite dimensional spaces (which is essentially eigenvalue 
theory of finite matrices; d. Sec. 7.1). An important property support
ing that claim is as follows. For every nonzero eigenvalue which a 
compact linear operator may (or may not) have the eigenspace is finite 
dimensional. Indeed, this is implied by 

8.3-3 Theorem (Null space). Let T: X ~ X be a compact linear 
operator on a normed space X. Then for every Ai' 0 the null space .N'(T).) 
of T). = T - AI is finite dimensional. 

Proof. We show that the closed unit ball Min .N'(T).) is compact 
and then apply Theorem 2.5-5. 

Let (xn) be in M. Then (xn) is bounded (1lxnll~ 1), and (Txn) has a 
convergent subsequence (Txn.) by 8.1-3. Now Xn E Me .N'(T).) implies 
T).xn = TXn - AXn = 0, so that Xn = A-I TXn because Ai' O. Consequently, 
(xn.) = (A -1 Txn.) also converges. The limit is in M since M is closed. 
Hence M is compact by Def. 2.5-1 because (xn) was arbitrary in M. 
This proves dim .N'(T).) <00 by 2.5-5. I 

8.3-4 Corollary (Null spaces). In Theorem 8.3-3, 

(6) n= 1,2,··· 

and 

(7) 

Proof. Since T). is linear, it maps 0 onto 0 (d. (3), Sec. 2.6). 
Hence T). nx = 0 implies T~+l x = 0, and (7) follows. 

We prove (6). By the binomial theorem, 

This can be written 

IL = -(-At, 
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where W = TS = ST and S denotes the sum on the right. T is compact, 
and S is bounded since T is bounded by 8.1-2(a). Hence W is compact 
by Lemma 8.3-2, so that we obtain (6) by applying Theorem 8.3-3 to 
W-1l1. I 

We shall now consider the ranges of T)" T/,· .. for a compact 
linear operator T and any ,\ -F O. In this connection we should first 
remember that for a bounded linear operator the null space is always 
closed but the range need not be closed. [Cf. 2.7-10(b) and Prob. 6 in 
Sec. 2.7.] However, if T is compact, then T), has a closed range for 
every ,\ -F 0, and the same holds for T), 2, T/, .... Let us first prove this 
for T),. The extension of the result to T), n for any n EN will then be 
immediate. 

8.3-5 Theorem (Range). Let T: X ----7 X be a compact linear 
operator on a normed space X. Then for every ,\ -F 0 the range of 
T), = T - AI is closed. 

Proof. The proof is indirect. Thus we assume that the range 
T), (X) is not closed and derive from this a contradiction, proceediIig 
according to the following idea. 

(a) We consider a y in the closure of T),(X) but not in 
T), (X) and a sequence (T),xn ) converging to y. We show that Xn Et .N'(T),) 
but .N'(T),) contains a sequence (zn) such that Ilxn - znll < 28n, where 8n 

is the distance from Xn to .JV(T),). 
(b) We show that an ----7 00, where an = Ilxn - znll. 
(c) We obtain the anticipated contradiction by consider

ing the sequence (wn), where Wn = an -l(Xn - zn). 
The details are as follows. 

(a) Suppose that T), (X) is not closed. hen there is a 
y E T), (X), yEt T), (X) and a sequence (xn) in X such that 

(8) 

Since T),(X) is a vector space, OE T),(X). But yEt T),(X), so that y-F o. 
This implies Yn -F 0 and Xn Et .N'(T)') for all sufficiently large n. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that this holds for all n. Since .N'(T),) 
is closed, the distance 8n from Xn to .N(T),) is positive, that is, 

8n = inf Ilxn - zll > o. 
ze.J(T,) 
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By the definition of an infimum there is a sequence (zn) in X(TI\) such 
that 

(9) 

(b) We show that 

(10) (n~oo). 

Suppose (10) does not hold. Then (xn - zn) has a bounded subse
quence. Since T is compact, it follows from 8.1-3 that (T(xn - zn» has 
a convergent subsequence. Now from T>.. = T- AI and A f:. 0 we have 
I = A -\T- TI\). Using T>..zn = 0 [remember that Zn E X(TI\)], we thus 
obtain 

(T(xn - zn» has a convergent subsequence and (T>..xn) converges by (8); 
hence (xn - zn) has a convergent subsequence, say, xnk - znk ~ v. 
Since T is compact, T is continuous and so is TI\. Hence Theorem 
1.4-8 yields 

Here T>..znk = 0 because Zn E X(T>..), so that by (8) we also have 

hence TI\ v = y. Thus y E TI\ (X), which contradicts y EI: T>.. (X), d. at the 
beginning of part (a) of the proof. This contradiction resulted from our 
assumption that (10) does not hold, so that (10) is now proved. 

(e) Using again an as defined in (10) and setting 

(II) 
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we have Ilwnll = 1. Since an ~ 00 whereas TAzn = ° and (TAxn) con
verges, it follows that 

(12) 

Using again I=A- 1(T-TA ), we obtain 

(13) 

Since T is compact and (wn ) is bounded, (Twn ) has a convergent 
subsequence. Furthermore, (TA wn ) converges by (12). Hence (13) 
shows that (wn ) has a convergent subsequence, say 

(14) WnJ~W, 

A comparison with (12) implies that TAW = 0. Hence WE .N'(TA)' Since 
Zn E .N'(TA), also 

Hence for the distance from Xn to Un we must have 

Writing Un out and using (11) and (9), we thus obtain 

8n ~llxn - Zn - anwll 
= Ilanwn - anwll 
= an Ilwn - wll ~ 

Dividing by 28n >0, we have !<llwn - wll. This contradicts (14) and 
proves the theorem. I 

8.3-6 Coronary (Ranges). Under the assumptions in Theorem 8.3-5 
the range of TAnis closed for every n = 0, 1, 2, .. '. Furthermore, 
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Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem 8.3-5 by noting 
that W in the proof of 8.3-4 is compact. The second statement follows 
by induction. Indeed, we have T). o(X) = I(X) = X:::> T). (X), and appli
cation of TA to T~-l(X):::> T/'(X) gives TA "(X):::> T~+\X). I 

Problems 

1. Prove Theorem 8.3-1, assuming that T P is a compact linear operator 
for some positive integer p. 

2. Let X, Y and Z be normed spaces, and let T I : X----'>- Y and 
T 2: y----'>-z. If TI and T2 are compact linear operators, show that 
T2 TI : X----'>-Z is a compact linear operator. 

3. If T is a compact linear operator, show that for any given number k > 0 
there are at most finitely many linearly independent eigenvectors of T 
corresponding to eigenvalues of absolute value greater than k. 

4. Let ~: ~ ----'>- Xj + h j = 1, 2, 3, be bounded linear operators on 
normed spaces. If T2 is compact, show that T = T3 T2 TI : Xl ----'>- X4 is 
compact. 

5. Give a proof of compactness of TS in Lemma 8.3-2 based on the 
consideration of bounded sequences. 

6. Let H be a Hilbert space, T: H ----'>- H a bounded linear operator and 
T* the Hilbert-adjoint operator of T. Show that T is compact if and 
only if T*T is compact. 

7. If T in Prob. 6 is compact, show that T* is compact. 

8. If a compact linear operator T: X ----'>- X on an infinite dimensional 
normed space X has an inverse which is defined on all of X, show that 
the inverse cannot be bounded. 

9. Prove Theorem 8.3-3 by the use of Riesz's lemma 2.5-4 (instead of 
Theorem 2.5-5). 

10. Prove Theorem 8.3-3 under the weaker assumption that T P is a 
compact linear operator for a pEN. (Use .the proof in Prob. 9.) 

11. Show by simple examples that in Theorem 8.3-3 the conditions that T 
be compact and A ~ 0 cannot be omitted. 

12. Give an independent proof of Theorem 8.3-3 if X is a Hilbert space. 
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13. Prove Corollary 8.3-4 under the weaker assumption that TP is a 
compact linear operator for apE N. 

14. Let T: X-X be a compact linear operator on a normed 
space. If dim X = 00, show that 0 E o-(T). 

15. Let T: 12_12 be defined by y = (TI/) = Tx, x = (~/), Tl2k = ~2k and 
Tl2k-l = 0, where k = 1,2, .... Find .N"(TA "). Is T compact? 

8.4 Further Spectral Properties of Compact 
Linear ()perators 

From the preceding section we know that for a compact linear 
operator T on a normed space X and A¥-O the null spaces .N(TA n), 
n = 1, 2, ... , are finite dimensional and satisfy .N(TA n) c .N'(T~+l); and 
the ranges T,\ n (X) are closed and satisfy T,\ n (X):::> T~+l(X). 

We can say more, as follows. From some n = r on, these null 
spaces are all equal (Lemma 8.4-1, below); from an n = q on, those 
ranges are equal (Lemma 8.4-2), and q = r (Theorem 8.4-3; here, q 
and r are the smallest integers with those properties). Let us begin with 

8.4-1 Lemma (Null spaces). Let T: X ~ X be a compact linear 
operator on a normed space X, and let A¥-. Then there exists a smallest 
integer r (depending on A) such that from n r on, the null spaces 
.N'(T,\ n) are all equal, and if r> 0, the inclusions 

"'- ; 
.N'(T,\ 0) c .N(T,\) c ... c .N(T/) 

are all proper. 

Proof. Let us write .N' n = .N'(T,\ n), for simplicity. The idea of the 
proof is as follows. 

(a) We assume that .N m =.N m+l for no m and derive a 
contradiction. As an essential tool we use Riesz's lemma 2.5-4. 

(b) We show that .Nm =.Nm+1 implies .N'n =.N'n+l for all 
n>m. 

The details are as follows. 

(a) We know that .lfm c .lfm+l by 8.3-4. Suppose that 
.Nm =.lfm+l for no m. Then .lfn is a proper subspace of .JVn + 1 for 
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every n. Since these null spaces are closed, Riesz's lemma 2.5-4 thus 
implies the existence of a sequence (Yn) such that 

(1) Yn ENm IIYnll= 1, 

We show that 

(2) (m < n), 

so that (TYn) has no convergent subsequence because 1,\ I> O. This 
contradicts the compactness of T since (Yn) is bounded. 

From T>.. = T -,\l we have T = T>.. +,\l and 

where 

Let m < n. We show that x E .N"n-1. Since m ~ n -1 we clearly have 
'\Ym E}(m c }(n-1. Also Ym E.N"m implies 

that is, T>..Ym EN m-1 C N n-1' Similarly, Yn EN n implies T>..Yn EN n-1' 

Together, xENn - 1 • Also X=,\-1 XE Nn _ b so that by (1), 

II'\Yn - xii = 1,\ I llYn - xii ~ !I'\ I· 

From this and (3) we have (2). Hence our assumption that N m = N m+1 

for no m is false and we must have N m = N m+1 for some m. 

(b) We prove that N m = N m+1 implies N n = N n+1 for all 
n> m. Suppose this does not hold. Then N n is a proper subspace of 
N n+1 for some n> m. We consider an x EN n+1 - N n' By definition, 

but 

Since n> m, we have n - m > O. We set z = T~-mx. Then 

but 

Hence zEN m+1 but zE!: N m, so that N m is a proper subspace of N m+1. 

This contradicts N m = N m+1. The first statement is proved, where r is 
the smallest n such that N n = N n+1' Consequently, if r> 0, the inclu
sions stated in the lemma are proper. I 
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The lemma just proved concerns the null spaces of the operators 
T>.., T>.. 2 , ••• , where T is a compact linear operator and Ai' 0. Let us 
show that similar statements are true for the ranges of those operators: 

8.4-2 Lemma (Ranges). Under the assumptions of Lemma 8.4-1 
there exists a smallest integer q (depending on A) such that from n = q 
on, the ranges T>.. n (X) are all equal; and if q > 0, the inclusions 

T>.. O(X) ::> T>.. (X)::> ... ::> T>.. q (X) 

are all proper. 

Proof. The proof is again indirect and parallels the previous one. 
We write simply ~n = T>.. n (X). Suppose that '1its = '1its+l for no s. Then 
~n+l is a proper subspace of ~n for every n (d. 8.3-6). Since these 
ranges are closed by 8.3-6, Riesz's lemma 2.5-4 thus implies the 
existence of a sequence (Xn) such that 

(4) Xn E'1it n, 

Let m < n. Since T = T>.. + AI, we can write 

(5) 

On the right, AXm E ~m' Xm E ~m, so that T>..xm E'1itm+l and, since n> m, 
also T>..xn + AXn E'1itn c ~m+l. Hence (5) is of the form 

Consequently, by (4), 

(6) 

(Xn) is bounded and T is compact. Hence (Txn) has a convergent 
subsequence. This contradicts (6) and proves that ~s = '1itS+l for some 
s. Let q be the smallest s such that ~s = '1it s+1• Then, if q > 0, the 
inclusions stated in the lemma (which follow from 8.3-6) are proper. 

Furthermore, ~q+l = '1itq means that T>.. maps ~q onto itself. 
Hence repeated application ~!.I~~~V~~n+ 1 = ~n for every n > q. I 

"-
Combining Lemmas 8.4-1 and 8.4-2, we,now obtain the important 
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8.4-3 Theorem (Null spaces and ranges). Let T: X ~ X be a 
compact linear operator on a normed space X, and let A¥- O. Then there 
exists a smallest integer n = r (depending on A) such that 

(7) 

and 

(8) 

and if r > 0, the following inclusions are proper: 

(9) 

and 

(10) T), o(X) :::> T), (X) :::> ••• :::> T/ (X). 

Proof. Lemma 8.4-1 gives (7) and (9). Lemma 8.4-2 gives (8) and 
(10) with q instead of r. All we have to show is that q = r. We prove 
q ~ r in part (a) and q ~ r in part (b). As before we simply write 
Xn =X(T),n) and ~n = T),n(X). 

(a) We have \iftq+l = ~q by Lemma 8.4-2. This means that 
TA (\ift q ) =?R-q- Hence 

(11) y = TAx for some x E \iftqo 

We show: 

(12) X=o. 

Suppose (12) does not hold. Then TAXI = 0 for some nonzero Xl E \iftq. 

Now (11) with y = Xl gives Xl = T),X2 for some X2 E inqo Similarly, 
X2 = T),X3 for some X3 E inq , etc. For every n we thus obtain by 
su bstitution 

but 

lIence xnEEXn- 1 but XnEXn. We have Xn-1cXn by 8.4-1, and our 
present result shows that this inclusion is proper for every n since n 
was arbitrary. This contradicts 8.4-1 and proves (12). 
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Remembering that ~q+l = \lItq by 8.4-2, we prove that X q +1 = Xq ; 

this then implies q ~ r by 8.4-1 since r is the smallest integer for which 
we have equality. 

We have .Nq +1 :::J.Nq by 8.3-4. We prove that .Nq +1 eXq , that is, 
11+1X = 0 implies T"qx = O. Suppose this is false. Then for some Xo, 

but 

Hence y E flRq, yi: 0 and T"y = O. But this contradicts (12) with x = y 
and proves .Nq +1 e X'I" Hence X q +1 = .Nq , and q ~ r. 

(b) We prove that q ~ r. If q = 0, this holds. Let q ~ 1. We 
prove q ~ r by showing that .Nq - 1 is a proper subspace of .N q' This 
implies q ~ r since r is the smallest integer n such that X n = X n+l; cf. 
8.4-1. 

By the definition of q in 8.4-2 the inclusion ~q e flRq- 1 is proper. 
Let y E \lItq-l - ~'I" Then y E ~q-b so that y = 11-1 x for some x. Also 
T"y E ~q = flRq+l implies that T"y = T~+1 z for some z. Since T" qz E flRq 

but yt flRq, we have 

This proves that X q - 1 i:.N 'I' so that .Nq - 1 is a proper subspace of .N q' 

Hence q ~ r, and q = r since q ~ r was shown in part (a) of the 
proof. I 

An almost immediate consequence of this theorem is the following 
important characterization of the spectrum of a compact linear 
operator on a Banach space. (In 8.6-4 we shall see that the conclusion 
continues to hold even if the space is not complete.) 

8.4-4 Theorem (Eigenvalues). Let T: X ~ X be a compact linear 
operator on a Banach space X. Then every spectral value A i: 0 of T (if it 
exists2 ) is an eigenvalue of T. (This holds even for general normed 
spaces. Proof in 8.6-4.) 

2 Prob. 5 shows that T may not have eigenvalues. A self-adjoint compact linear 
operator T on a complex Hilbert space H'" {O} always has at least one eigenvalue, as we 
shaH see in Sec. 9.2. 
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Proof. If X(T.d ~ {O}, then A is an eigenvalue of T. Suppose that 
.N'(T.d = {O}, where A ~ O. Then TAX = 0 implies that X = 0 and 
TA- 1 : TA(X) ----7 X exists by 2.6-10. Since 

{O} = X(I) = X(TA 0) = X(TA), 

we have r=O by 8.4-3. Hence X= TAO(X)= TA(X), also by 8.4-3. It 
follows that TA is bijective, TA -1 is bounded by the bounded inverse 
theorem 4.12-2 since X is complete, and A E p(T) by definition. I 

The value A = 0 was excluded in many theorems of this chapter, so 
that it is natural to ask what we can say about A = 0 in the case of a 
compact operator T: X ----7 X on a complex normed space X. If X is 
finite dimensional, then T has representations by matrices and it is 
clear that 0 mayor may not belong to u(T) = up(T); that is, if 
dimX<oo, we may have OEEa(T); then OEp(T). However, if 
dim X = 00, then we must have 0 E u(T); cf. Prob. 14 in the previous 
section. And all three cases 

OE ur(T) 

are possible, as is illustrated by Probs. 4 and 5 of this section and Prob. 
7 of Sec. 9.2. I 

As another interesting and important application of Theorem 
8.4-3, let us establish a representation of X as the direct sum (Sec. 3.3) 
of two closed subspaces, namely, the null space and the range of T/: 

8.4-5 Theorem (Direct sum). Let X, T, A and r be as in Theorem 
8.4-3. Then 3 X can be represented in the form 

(13) X = .N'(T/)EB T/(X). 

Proof. We consider any x E X. We must show that x has a unique 
representation of the form 

x=y+z (y E.N'" Z E 9ft r ), 

3 If X is a vector space, then for any subspace Y c X there exists a subspace Z c X 
such that X= YffiZ; cf. Sec. 3.3. If X is a normed space (even a Banach space) and 
Y c X is a closed subspace, there may not exist a closed subspace Z c X such that 
X = Y ffi Z. (For examples, see F. J. Murray (1937) and A. Sobczyk (1941); cf. Appendix 
3.) If X is a Hilbert space, then for every closed subspace Yone always has X = Y ffi Z, 
where Z = Y I is closed (cf. 3.3-3 and 3.3-4). Note that the subspaces in (13) are closed. 
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where .N n = .N(T" n) and \lItn = T" n(X), as before. Let z = T/x. Then 
z E fllt,. Now fllt, = fllt2' by Theorem 8.4-3. Hence Z E fllt2" so that 
Z = T/' Xl for some Xl E X. Let Xo = T/ Xl. Then Xo E fllt" and 

T/xo = T,,2'Xl = Z = T/x. 

This shows that T,,' (x - xo) = o. Hence X - Xo E.N" and 

(14) 

This proves (13), provided (14) is unique. 
We show uniqueness. In addition to (14), let 

X = (x - xo) + Xo 

Let Vo = Xo - xo. Tlien Vo E fllt, since \lit, is a vector space. Hence Vo = T/ v 
for some v E X. Also 

hence Vo E J{" and T/ Vo = O. Together, 

T,,2,V = T/vo = 0, 

and v E.N 2, =.N, (cf. 8.4-3). This implies that 

Vo = T/v = 0, 

that is, Vo = Xo - Xo = 0, Xo = xo, the representation (14) is unique, and 
the sum .N, + \lit, is direct. I 

Problems 

1. Prove Lemma 8.4-1 under the weaker assumption th~t TP is compact 
for a pEN. 

2. In the proof of Lemma 8.4-1 it was shown that oN" m = oN" m+l implies 
oN" n = oN" n+! for all n> m. The proof was indirect. Give a direct proof. 

3. To obtain Theorem 8.4-4 for a general normed space, we could try to 
use the present proof for fin 8.2-4 and then make conclusions about 
T. What would be the difficulty? 
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4. Show that T: /2 ~ /2 defined by 

Tx = (.& §. ~4 ••• ) 
l' 2' 3 ' 

is compact and up(T) = {O}; here, x = (~l' ~2' ... ). 

5. In Theorem 8.4-4 we had to include the phrase "if it exists" since a 
compact linear operator may not have eigenvalues. Show that an 
operator of that kind is T: /2 ~ e defined by 

Tx = (0, ~1, ~, ~, ••• ) 

where x = (~h ~2' ... ). Show that u(T) = u,(T) = {O}. (Note that Prob. 
4 shows that 0 may belong to the point spectrum. 0 may also belong to 
the continuous spectrum, as we shall see in Sec. 9.2, Prob. 7.) 

6. Find the eigenvalues of Tn: R n ~ R n defined by 

T. = (0 .& .& . .. ~n-l) 
nX , 1 ' 2 ' 'n - 1 

where x = (~h· .. , ~n). Compare with Prob. 5 and explain what hap
pens as n ~ 00. 

7. Let T: e ~ e be defined by y = Tx, x = (~j), y = ('I1j), 'I1j = OIj~j' where 
(OIj) is dense on [0, 1]. Show that T is not compact. 

8. Let T: e ~ e be defined by 

Let m = mo and n = no be the smallest numbers such that we have 
X(T"') = X(Tm +1) and T"+1(X) = Tn(X). Find X(T"'). Does there exist 
a finite mo? Find no. 

9. Let T: C[O, 1] ~ qo, 1] be defined by Tx = vx, where v(t) = t. Show 
that T is not compact. 

10. Derive the representation (13) in the ~ase of the linear operator 
T: R2 ~ R2 represented by the matrix 

[ 1 -1]. 
-1 1 
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8.5 Operator Equations Involving Compact 
Linear Operators 

1. Fredholm (1903) investigated linear integral equations, and his 
famous work suggested a theory of solvability of certain equations 
involving a compact linear operator. We shall introduce the reader to 
this theory which was developed mainly by F. Riesz (1918) with an 
important contribution by J. Schauder (1930). 

We shall consider a compact linear operator T: X ~ X 
on a normed space X, the adjoint operator T X

: X' ~ X' as 
defined in 4.5-1, the equation 

(1) TX-Ax = Y (y E X given, ,\ ¥- 0), 

the corresponding homogeneous equation 

(2) TX-Ax =0 (,\ ¥- 0), 

and two similar equations involving the adjoint operator, namely 

(3) rf-'\f= g (g E X' given, ,\ ¥- 0) 

and the corresponding homogeneous equation 

(4) (,\ ¥- 0). 

Here ,\ E C is arbitrary and fixed, not zero, and we shall study the 
existence of solutions x and f, respectively. 

Why do we consider these four equations at the same time? The 
answer can be seen from the following summary of resu1ts, which 
shows the interrelation of the equations with respect to solvability. 
(Numbers in parentheses refer to corresponding theorems to be con
sidered.) 

Summary. Let T: X ~ X be a compact linear operator on a normed 
space X and T X : X' ~ X' the adjoint operator of T. Let ,\ ¥- O. Then: 

(1) is normally solvable, that is, (1) has a solution x if and only if 
f(y) = 0 for all solutions f of (4). Hence if f = 0 is the only solution of 
(4), then for every y the equation (1) is solvable. (Cf. 8.5-1.) 
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(3) has a solution f if and only if g(x) = 0 for all solutions x of (2). 
Hence if x = 0 is the only solution of (2), then for every g the equation 
(3) is solvable. (Cf. 8.5-3.) 

(1) has a solution x for every y E X if and only if x = 0 is the only 
solution of (2). (Cf. 8.6-1 a.) 

(3) has 'a solution f for every g E x' if and only if f = 0 is the only 
solution of (4). (Cf. 8.6-1b.) 

(2) and (4) have the same number of linearly independent solutions. 
(Cf. 8.6-3.) 

TA satisfies the Fredholm alternative. (Cf. 8.7-2.) I 

Our first theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
solvability of (1): 

8.5-1 Theorem (Solutions of (1». Let T: X ~ X be a compact 
linear operator on a normed space X and let ,\ f' O. Then (1) has a 
solution x if and only if y is such that 

(5) fey) = 0 

for all fEX' satisfying (4). 
Hence if (4) has only the trivial solution f= 0, then (1) with any 

given y E X is solvable. 

Proof. (a) Suppose (1) has a solution x = Xo, that is, 

Let f be any solution of (4). Then we first have 

Now f(Txo) = (Txf)(xo) by the definition of the adjoint operator (d. 
4.5-\, where g plays the role of our present f). Hence by (4), 

(b) Conversely, we assume that y in (1) satisfies (5) for 
every solution of (4) and show that then (1) has a solution. 

Suppose (1) has no solution. Then y = TAX for no x. Hence 
v 4- '/~ (X). Since TA (X) is closed by 8.3-5, the distance 5 from y to 
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TA (X) is positive. By Lemma 4.6-7 there exists an / E X' such that 
/(y) = 8 and /(z) = 0 for every ZETA (X). Since ZETA (X), we have 
Z = TAX for some X E X, so that /(z) = 0 becomes 

/(TAx) = /(Tx) - A/(X) 

= (T7)(x)- A/(X) = O. 

This holds for every x E X since zETA (X) was arbitrary. Hence / is a 
solution of (4). By assumption it satisfies (5), that is, /(y) = O. But this 
contradicts /(y) = 8> O. Consequently, (1) must have a solution. This 
proves the first statement of the theorem, which immediately implies 
the second one. I 

The situation characterized by this theorem suggests the following 
concept. Let 

(6) Ax=y (y given), 

where A: X ----7 X is a bounded linear operator on a normed space 
X. Suppose that (6) has a solution x E X if and only if y satisfies 
f(y) = 0 for every solution f E X' of the equation 

(7) 

where A x is the adjoint operator of A. Then (6) is said to be normally 
solvable. 

Theorem 8.5-1 shows that (1) with a compact linear operator T and 
A -F 0 is normally solvable. 

For equation (3) there is an analogue of Theorem 8.5-1 which we 
shall obtain from the following lemma. The positive real number c in 
the lemma may depend on A, which is given. Note well that (8) holds 
for some solution-call it a solution of minimum norm-but not neces
sarily for all solutions. Hence the lemma does not imply the existence 
of R). = T),-l (by Prob. 7 in Sec. 2.7). 

8.5-2 Lemma (Bound for certain solutions of (1». Let T: X ----7 X 
be a compact linear operator on a normed space and let A -F 0 be given. 
Then there exists a real number c > 0 which is independent of y in (1) 
and such that for every y for which (1) has a solution, at least one of 
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these solutions, call it x = X, satisfies 

(8) Ilxll~cllyll, 

where y = TAx. 

Proof. We subdivide the proof into two steps: 
(a) We show that if (1) with a given y has solutions at 

all, the set of these solutions contains a solution of minimum norm, call 
it x. 

(b) We show that there is a c >0 such that (8) holds for a 
solution x of minimum norm corresponding to any y = TAX for which 
(1) has solutions. 

The details are as follows. 

(a) Let Xo be a solution of (1). If x is any other solution of 
(1), the difference Z = x - Xo satisfies (2). Hence every solution of (1) 
can be written 

x = xo+z where Z E .N'(TA) 

and, conversely, for every zE.N'(TA) the sum xo+z is a solution of (1). 
For a fixed Xo the norm of x depends on z; let us write 

p(Z) = Ilxo+ zil and k = inf p(z). 
ze.N'(T.) 

By the definition of an infimum, .N'(TA) contains a sequence (zn) such 
that 

(9) 

Since (p(zn)) converges, it is bounded. Also (zn) is bounded because 

Since T is compact, (Tzn) has a convergent subsequence. But 
Z" E .N(T).) means that TAzn = 0, that is, Tz~ = Azn , where A"# O. Hence 
(zn) has a convergent subsequence, say, 
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where zoE.N'(TA) since .N'(TA ) is closed by 2.7-10. Also 

P(Zn) ----7 p(zo) 

since p is continuous. We thus obtain from (9) 

p(Zo) = Ilxo + zoll = k. 

This shows that if (1) with a given Y has solutions, the set of these 
solutions contains a solution i = Xo + Zo of minimum norm. 

(b) We prove that there is a c > 0 (independent of y) such 
that (8) holds for a solution x of minimum norm corresponding to any 
y = TAx for which (1) is solvable. 

Suppose our assertion does not hold. Then there is a sequence (Yn) 
such that 

(lO) (n ----7 00), 

~ 
where xn is of minimum norm and satisfies TAxn = Yn. Multiplication by 
an a shows that to aYn there corresponds aXn as a solution of 
minimum norm. Hence we may assume that Ilxnll = 1, without loss of 
generality. Then (10) implies IIYnll----7 O. Since T is compact and (xn) is 
bounded, (Txn) has a convergent subsequence, say, Txn, ----7 Vo or, if 
we write Vo = AXo for convenience, 

(11) (j ----7 00). 

Since Yn = TAxn = TXn - AXn, we have AXn = TXn - Yn. Using (11) and 
IIYnll----70, we thus obtain, noting that A¥- 0, 

(12) - 1 (T- ) -x n, = A Xn, - Ynj ----7 Xo· 

From this, since T is continuous, we have 

Hence Txo = AXo by .(11). Since TAxn = Yn, we see that x = xn - Xo 
satisfies TAx = Yn. Since xn is of minimum norm, 

Ilxll = Ilxn - xoll ~ Ilxnll = l. 
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But this contradicts the convergence in (12). Hence (10) cannot hold 
but the sequence of quotients in (10) must be bounded; that is, we 
must have 

c = sup Ilxll < 00 

YET,(X) Ilyll ' 

where y = TAX. This implies (8). I 

Using this lemma, we cab now give a characterization of the 
solvability of (3) similar to that for (1) given in Theorem 8.5-1: 

8.5-3 Theorem (Solutions of (3». Let T: X ~ X be a compact 
linear operator on a normed space X and let A -:F O. Then (3) has a 
solution f if and only if g is such that 

(13) g(x) = 0 

for all x E X which satisfy (2). 
Hence if (2) has only the trivial solution x = 0, then (3) with any 

given g E X' is solvable. 

Proof. (a) If (3) has a solution f and x satisfies (2), then (13) 
holds because 

g(x) = (Txf)(x) - Af(x) = f(Tx - Ax) = f(O) = o. 

(b) Conversely, assume that g satisfies (13) for every 
solution x of (2). We show that then (3) has a solution f. We consider 
any x E X and set y = TAX. Then y E TA (X). We may define a functional 
to on TA(X) by 

This definition is unambiguous because if TAXl = TAX2, then 
T). (XI - X2) = 0, so that Xl - X2 is a solution of (2); hence g(Xl - X2) = 0 
by assumption, that is, g(Xl) = g(X2)' 

J;) is linear since TA and g are linear. We show that fo is bounded. 
I.emma 8.5-2 implies that for every y E TA (X) at least one of the 
corresponding x's satisfies 

Ilxll~cllyll 
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where c does not depend on y. Boundedness of fo can now be seen 
from 

Ifo(y)1 = Ig(x)1 ~ Ilgllllxll~ cllgllllYl1 = cllyll, 

where c = cllgll. By the Hahn-Banach theorem 4.3-2 the functional fo 
has an extension f on X, which is a bounded linear functional defined 
on all of X. By the definition of fo, 

f(Tx - Ax) = f(TAx) = fo(TAx) = g(x). 

On the left, by the definition of the adjoint operator we have for all 
XEX, 

f(n: - Ax) = f(Tx) - Af(x) =.(Txf)(x) - Af(x). 

Together with the preceding formula this shows that f is a solution of 
(3) and proves the first statement of the theorem. The second state
ment follows readily from the first one. I 

The next section is an immediate c ation of the present one. 
A joint problem set for both sections is included a e end of the next 
section. 

8.6 Further Theorems of Fredholm Type 

In this section we present further results about the solvability of the 
operator equations 

(1) Tx-Ax = y (y given) 

(2) Tx-Ax = 0 

(3) TXf-Af= g (g given) 

(4) TXf-Af= O. 

The assumptions are literally the same as in the previous section, 
namely, T: X ~ X is a compact linear operator on a normed space 
X, the operator TX is the adjoint operator of T and A yI:. 0 is fixed. 
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The theory in the last section and in the present one generalizes 
Fredholm's famous theory of integral equations, as was mentioned 
before. 

The main results of the last section characterize the solvability of 
(1) in terms of (4) (Theorem 8.5-1) and that of (3) in terms of 
(2) (Theorem 8.5-3). It is natural to look for similar relations be
tween (1) and (2) and for relations between (3) and (4): 

8.6-1 Theorem (Solutions of (1». Let T: X ~ X be a compact 
linear operator on a normed space X and let ,\ f' O. Then: 

(a) Equation (1) has a solution x for every y E X if and only if the 
homogeneous equation (2) has only the trivial solution x = O. In this case 
the solution of (1) is unique, and T>, has a bounded inverse. 

(b) Equation (3) has a solution f for every g E x' if and only if (4) 
has only the trivial solution f = O. In this case the solution of (3) is 
unique. 

Proof. (a) We prove that if for every y E X the equation (1) is 
solvable, then x = 0 is the only solution of (2). 

Otherwise (2) would have a solution Xl f' O. Since (1) with any y is 
solvable, T>,x = y = Xl has a solution x = X2, that is, T>,X2 = Xl. For the 
same reason there is an X3 such that T>,X3 = X2, etc. By substitution we 
thus have for every k = 2, 3, ... 

and 

Hence Xk E.N(T/) but xkEl:.N(T~-l). This means that the null space 
.N'(T~-l) is a proper subspace of .N'(T>, k) for all k. But this contradicts 
Theorem 8.4-3. Hence x = 0 must be the only solution of (2). 

Conversely, suppose that x = 0 is the only solution of (2). Then (3) 
with any g is solvable, by Theorem 8.5-3. Now T X is compact (d. 
H.2-S), so that we can apply the first part of the present proof to T X 

and conclude that f= 0 must be the only solution of (4). Solvability of 
( 1) with any y now follows from Theorem 8.5-1. 

Uniqueness results from the fact that the difference of two solu
tions of (1) is a solution of (2). Clearly, such a unique solution 
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x = TA- 1 y is the solution of minimum norm, and boundedness of TA- 1 

follows from Lemma 8.5-2: 

Ilxll = IITA -1YII ~ cllyll· 
(b) is a consequence of (a) and the fact that T X is com

pact (cf. 8.2-5). I 

The homogeneous equations (2) and (4) are also related: we shall 
see that they have the same number of linearly independent solutions. 
For the proof of this fact we shall need the existence of certain sets in 
X and X' which are related by (5), below, and are often called a 
biorthogonal system. 

8.6-2 Lemma (Biorthogonal system). Given a linearly independent 
set {fb .. " 1m} in the dual space X' 01 a normed space X, there are 
elements Zb .. " Zm in X such that ~ 

{o (j~ k) 
(5) Ii(Zk)=8jk = 1 (j,k=l,···,m). 

(j = k) 

Proof. Since it does not matter how we order the Ii's, it suffices to 
prove that there exists a Zm such that 

(6) (j= 1,"', m-1). 

When m = 1 this holds since 11 ~ 0 by the linear independence, so that 
11(XO) ~ 0 for some Xo, and Z1 = axo with a = 1/11(xo) gives 11(Z1) = l. 

We now let m> 1 and make the induction hypothesis that the 
lemma holds for m -1, that is, X contains elements z], .. " Zm-! such 
that 

(7) (k, n = 1, .. " m - 1). 

We consider the set 

M= {x E X I Mx) = 0,' . " Im-1(X) = O} 

and show that M contains a zm such that 1m (Zm) = {3 ~ 0, which clearly 
yields (6), where Zm = {3-1 zm. 
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Otherwise fm(x) = 0 for all x E M. We now take any x E X and set 

m-l 

(8) i=x- L t(x)Zj' 
j~l 

Then, by (7), for k;;:'2 m -1, 

m-l 

fk(X) = fk(X)- L fj(x)fk(Zj) = fk(X)- fk(X) = O. 
j~l 

This shows that x E M, so that fm(x) = 0 by our assumption. From (8), 

(sum over j from 1 to m -1). Since x E X was arbitrary, this is a 
representation of fm as a linear combination of ft,···, fm-l and 
contradicts the linear independence of {ft" . " fm}. Hence fm(x) = 0 for 
all x E M is impossible, so that M must contain a Zm such that (6) 
holds, and the lemma is proved. I 

Using this lemma, we can now show that dim .N(T).) = dim .N(T). X), 
where T). x = (T- Aft = T X 

- AI. In terms of the operator equations 
under consideration, this equality of the dimensions means the 
following. 

8.6-3 Theorem (Null spaces of T). and T). X). Let T: X ----7 X be a 
compact linear operator on a normed space X, and let A -# O. Then 
equations (2) and (4) have the same number of linearly independent 
solutions. 

Proof. T and T X are compact (cf. 8.2~5), so that .N(T).) and 
.N('/~ .,) are finite dimensional by 8.3-3, say 

dim .N(TJ = n, 
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We subdivide the proof into three parts (a), (b), (c) which are devoted 
to 

(a) the case m = n = 0 and a preparation for m > 0, n > 0, 
(b) the proof that n < m is impossible, 
(c) the proof that n > m is impossible. 

The details are as follows. 

(a) If n = 0, the only solution of (2) is x = O. Then (3) with 
any given g is solvable; cf. 8.5-3. By 8.6-1(b) this implies that f= 0 is 
the only solution of (4). Hence m = O. Similarly, from m = 0 it follows 
that 1l = o. 

Suppose m > 0 and n > O. Let {XI, ... , xn} be a basis for .N(T).). 
Clearly, Xl t Yl = span {X2' ••. , xn }. By Lemma 4.6-7 there is a 81 E X' 
which is zero everywhere on Y1 and 81(Xl) = where 8> 0 is the 
distance from Xl to Y 1. Hence gl = 8-181 satis s gl(Xl) = 1 and 
gl(X2) = 0, ... , gl(Xn ) = O. Similarly, there is a g2 suc that g2(X2) = 1 
and g2(Xj) = 0 for j i: 2, etc. Hence X' contains gb· .. , n such that 

(9) (j, k= 1,···, n). 

Similarly, if {flo ... , fm} is a basis for .N(T),. X), then by Lemma 
8.6-2 there are elements Zb ... , Zm of X such that 

(10) (j, k= 1,···, m). 

(b) We show that n < m is impossible. Let n < m and 
define S: X ~ X by 

(11) 
n 

Sx = Tx + L gj(x)Zj. 
1~1 

S is compact since &(x)Zj represents a compact linear operator by 
8.1-4(a) and a sum of compact operators is compact. Let us prove that 

(12) (a) $),.Xo = SXo- Axo = 0 (b) Xo=O. 

By (12a) we have fk(S),.Xo)=fk(O)=O for k=l,···, m. Hence by (11) 
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and (10) we obtain 

0= fk(S"XO) = A( T"xo+ jtl &(XO)Zj) 

(13) 

n 

= fk(T"xo) + L &(XO)fk(Zj) 
j=l 

Since fk E .N"(T" X), we have T" xA = O. Hence (13) yields 

(14) 

447 

k= 1,···, m. 

This implies Sxo = Txo by (11) and T"xo = S"xo = 0 by (12a). Hence 
xoE.N"(T,,). Since {XI,·· ., xn} is a basis for .N(T,,), 

n 

Xo= L ajxj, 
j=l 

where the a/s are suitable scalars. Applying gk and using (14) and (9), 
we have 

n 

0= gk(XO) = L ajgk(Xj) = ak 
j=l 

(k= 1,···, n). 

Hence Xo = O. This proves (12). Theorem 8.6-1(a) now implies that 
S"X = Y with any y is solvable. We choose y = Zn+l. Let x = v be a 
corresponding solution, that is, S"V = Zn+l. As in (13) we calculate, 
using (10) and (11): 

.. 
= (T" xfn+l)(V) + L gj(V)fn+l(Zj) 

j=l 
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Since we assumed n < m, we have n + 1 ~ m and fn+l E .N'(T). X). Hence 
T). X fn+l = O. This gives a contradiction in the previous equation and 
shows that n < m is impossible. 

(c) We show that n > m is also impossible. The reasoning 
is similar to that in part (b). Let n > m and define S: X' ----7 X' by 

m 

(15) Sf= TXf+ L f(zj)gj. 
j=l 

T X is compact by 8.2-5, and S is compact si ce f(zj)gj represents a 
compact linear operator by 8.1-4(a). Instead of we now prove: 

(16) (a) (b) fo=O. 

Using (16a), then (15) with f= fo, then the definition of the adjoint 
operator and finally (9), we obtain for each k = 1, ... , m 

(17) 

0= (S).fO)(Xk) = (T). XfO)(Xk) + f fo(Zj)&(Xk) 
j=l 

Our assumption m < n implies that Xk E X(T).) for k = 1,· .. , m. [Re
member that {Xl,·· . ,xn } is a basis for X(T).).] Hence fo(T).Xk) = 
fo(O) = 0, so that (17) yields 

(18) (k = 1,· .. , m). 

Consequently, Sfo = TXfo by (15). From this and (16a) it follows that 
T). x fo = S).fo = O. Hence fo E X(T). X). Since {fl>· .. ,fm} is a basis for 
X(T). X), 

m 

fo = L {3jh, 
j=l 

where the {3/s are suitable scalars. Using (18) and (10), we thus obtain 
for each k = 1, ... , m 

m 

0= fo(zd = L {3jh(Zk) = 13k. 
j=l 
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Hence fo = O. This proves (16). Theorem 8.6-1(b) now implies that 
S;.f = g with any g is solvable. We choose g = gm+l. Let f = h be a 
corresponding solution, that is, S;.h = gm+l. Using (9), (15) and again 
(9), we obtain 

1 = gm+l(Xm+l) = (S;.h)(Xm+l) 

= (T;.xh)(xm+d+ I h(Zj)&(Zm+1) 
j=1 

Our assumption m < n implies m + 1 ~ n, so that Xm+1 E .N'(T;.). Hence 
h(T;,xm+1) = h(O) = O. This gives a contradiction in the previous equa
tion and shows that m < n is impossible. Since n < m is impossible, 
too, by part (b), we conclude that we must have n = m. I 

Theorem 8.6-1(a) can also be used to show that one of our earlier 
results for Banach spaces (Theorem 8.4-4) even holds for general 
normed spaces: 

8.6-4 Theorem (Eigenvalues). Let T: X ----7 X be a compact linear 
operator on a normed space X. Then if T has nonzero spectral values, 
every one of them must be an eigenvalue of T. 

Proof. If the resolvent R;. = T;. -1 does not exist, A E U'p(T) by 
definition. Let Ai:- 0 and assume that R;. = T;. -1 exists. Then T;.x = 0 
implies x = 0 by 2.6-10. This means that (2) has only the trivial 
solution. Theorem 8.6-1(a) now shows that (1) with any y is solvable, 
that is, R;. is defined on all of X and is bounded. Hence A E p(T). I 

Problems 

1. Show that the functional fa in the proof of Theorem 8.5-3 is linear. 

2. What does Theorem 8.5-1 imply in the case of a system of n linear 
algebraic equations in n unknowns? 
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3. Consider a system Ax = y consisting of n linear equations in n un
knowns. Assuming that the system has a solution x, show that y must 
satisfy a condition of the form (5), Sec. 8.5. 

4. A system Ax = y of n linear equations in n unknowns has a (unique) 
solution for any given y if and only if Ax = 0 has only the trivial 
solution x = O. How does this follow from one of our present 
theorems? 

.- ---5-.-- A system Ax = y consisting of n linear equations in n unknowns has a 
solution x if and only if the augmented matrix 

7J'J 
7J2 

7Jn 

has the same rank as the coefficient matrix A = (ajk); here y = (7Jj). 
Obtain this familiar criterion from Theorem 8.5-1. 

6. If (2) has a solution x ~ 0 and (1) is solvable, show that the solution of 
(1) cannot be unique; similarly, if (4) has a solution f~ 0 and (3) is 
solvable, show that the solution of (3) cannot be unique. 

7. Show that the first statement in Theorem 8.6-1 may also be formulated 
as follows. RA(T): X---+X with ,\~O exists if and only if Tx='\x 
implies x = o. 

8. Two sequences (z" Z2, ... ) in a normed space X and (f" f2' ... ) in the 
dual space X' are called a biorthogonal system if they satisfy t(Zk) = Sjb 
where j, k = 1,2, ... ; d. (5). Given (zd, show that there is a sequence 
(t) in X' such that (Zk), (t) is a biorthogonal system if and only if 
Zm t Am for all mEN, where 

Am =span{Zk I k = 1, 2,···; k~ m}. 

9. Show that for a finite biorthogonal system, as defined in the text, the 
condition stated in Prob. 8 is automatically satisfied. 

10. If two sets {z,,· .. , zn} and {y" ... , Yn} in an inner product space 
satisfy (Zk' Yj) = Skj, show that each one of them is linearly independent. 

11. What form does a biorthogonal system assume in a Hilbert space? 

12. State and prove Lemma 8.6-2 if X is a Hilbert space H. 
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13. What does Theorem 8.6-3 imply in the case of a system of n linear 
equation in n unknowns? 

14. If a linear operator T: X - Y on a normed space X has a finite 
dimensional range ~(T) = T(X), show that T has a representation of 
the form 

where {YI' ... , Yn} and {fl> ... , In} are linearly independent sets in Y 
and X' (the dual space of X), respectively. 

15. We may wonder what would happen to our present theorems if A = 0, 
so that (1) and (2) would be 

Tx=y and Tx=O, 

respectively. For these equations, Theorem 8.6-1 may no longer hold. 
To see this, consider T: C[O, 7T] - C[O, 7T] defined by 

Tx(s) = r k(s, t)x(t) dt, k(s, t) = t ~ sin ns sin nt. 
n=1 n 

8.7 Fredholm Alternative 

The preceding two sections were devoted to the study of the behavior 
of compact linear operators with respect to solvability of operator 
equations. The results obtained suggest the following concept. 

8.7-1 Definition (Fredholm alternative). A bounded linear operator 
A: X ~ X on a normed space X is said to satisfy the Fredholm 
alternative if A is such that either (I) or (II) holds: 

(I) The nonhomogeneous equations 

Ax=y, 

(A x: X' ~ X' the adjoint operator of A) have solutions x and t, 
respectively, for every given y E X and g E X', the solutions being 
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unique. The corresponding homogeneous equations 

Ax=O, 

have only the trivial solutions x = ° and f = 0, respectively. 

(ll) The hQmogeneous equations 
./ 

/ Ax=O, AXf=O 

have tie same number of linearly independent solutions 

and 

respectively. The nonhomogeneous equations 

Ax=y, 

(n ~ 1), 

are not solvable for all y and g, respectively; they have a solution if 
and only if y and g are such that 

A(y)=o, 

(k = 1, ... , n), respectively. I 

We see that this concept can be used for summarizing the results 
of the last two sections: 

8.7-2 Theorem (Fredholm alternative). Let T: X ~ X be a com
pact linear operator on a normed space X, and let ,\ -:F 0. Then 
TA = T - AI satisfies the Fredholm alternative. 

This statement of exclusive alternatives is particularly important 
for applications because, instead of showing the existence of a solution 
directly, it is often simpler to prove that the homogeneous equation 
has only the trivial solution. 

We have already mentioned (in Sec. 8.5) that Riesz's theory of 
compact linear operators was suggested by Fredholm's theory of 
integral equations of the second kind 

(1) x(s)-p, r k(s, t)x(t) dt= yes) 
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and generalizes Fredholm's famous results, which antedate the de
velopment of the theory of Hilbert and Banach spaces. We shall give a 
brief introduction to the application of the theory of compact linear 
operators to equations of the form (1). 

Setting 11-=1/A and y(s)=-Y(S)/A, where Ai'O, we have 

(2) Tx-Ax = Y (A i' 0); 

with T defined by 

(3) (Tx)(s) = r k(s, t)x(t) dt. 

Consequences of the general theory can now be interpreted for (2). In 
fact, we have 

8.7-3 Theorem (Fredholm alternative for integral equations). If k in 
(1) is such that T: X ----7 X in (2) and (3) is a compact linear operator 
on a normed space X, then the Fredholm alternative holds for T).; thus 
either (1) has a unique solution for all y E X or the homogeneous 
equation corresponding to (1) has finitely many linearly independent 
nontrivial solutions (that is, solutions xi' 0). 

Suppose that T in (2) is compact (conditions for this will be given 
below). Then if A is in the resolvent set p(T) of T, the resolvent 
R). (T) = (T - Al)-l exists, is defined on all of X, is bounded [cf. 
8.6-1(a)] and gives the unique solution 

x = R).(T)y 

of (2) for every Y·E X. Since R). (T) is linear, R). (T)O = 0, which implies 
that the homogeneous equation Tx - Ax = 0 has only the trivial solu
tion x = O. Hence A E p(T) yields case (I) of the Fredholm alternative. 

Let IA I> II Til· Assuming that X is a complex Banach space, we 
have A E p(T) by Theorem 7.3-4. Furthermore, (9) in Sec. 7.3 yields 

(4) 

Consequently, for the solution x = R). (T)y we have the representation 

(5) 

which is called a Neumann series. 
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Case (II) of the Fredholm alternative is obtained if we take a 
nonzero ,\ E u(T) (if such a ,\ exists), where u(T) is the spectrum of T. 
Theorem 8.6-4 implies that ,\ is an eigenvalue. The dimension of the 
corresponding eigenspace is finite, by Theorem 8.3-3, and equal to the 
dimension of the corresponding eigenspace of TAx, by Theorem 8.6-3. 

In connection with Theorem 8.7-3, two spaces of particular inter
est are 

and X= C[a, b]. 

To apply the theorem, one needs conditions for the kernel k in (1) 
which "are sufficient for T to be compact. 

If X = L 2[a, b], such a condition is that k be in L 2(J x J), where 
J= [a, b]. The proof would require measure theory and lies outside the 
scope of this book. 

In the case X = C[ a, b], where [a, b] is compact, continuity of k 
will imply compactness of T. 

We shall obtain this result by the use of a standard theorem 
(8.7-4, below) as follows. \ 

A sequence (xn) in C[a, b] is said to be equicontinuous if for every 
e > 0 there is a 8> 0, depending only on e, such that for all Xn and all 
Sh S2 E [a, b] satisfying lSI - s21 < 8 we have 

We see from this definition that each Xn is uniformly continuous on 
[a, b] and 8 does not depend on neither. 

8.7-4 Ascoli's Theorem (Equicontinuous sequence). A bounded 
equicontinuous sequence (xn) in C[a, b] has a subsequence which con
verges (in the norm on C[a, b]). 

For a proof, see e.g. E. J. McShane (1944), p. 336. Using this 
theorem, we shall obtain the desired result in the case of X = C[a, b], 
as follows. 

8.7-5 Theorem (Compact integral operator). Let J=[a, b] be any 
compact interval and suppose that k is continuous on J x J. Then the 
operator T: X ~ X defined by (3), where X = C[a, b], is a compact 
linear operator. 
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Proof. T is linear. Boundedness of T follows from 

IITxl1 = max lIb k(s, t)x(t) dtl ~ Ilxll max Ib Ik(s, t)1 dt, 
seJ a seJ a 

which is of the form IITxll~ c Ilxll. Let (xn ) be any bounded sequence in 
X, say, Ilxnll ~ c for all n. Let Yn = Txn. Then IIYnl1 ~ IITllllxnll. Hence (Yn) 
is also bounded. We show that (Yn) is equicontinuous. Since the kernel 
k is continuous on J x J by assumption and J x J is compact, k is 
uniformly continuous on J x J. Hence, given any B > 0, there is a [j > 0 
such that for all t E J and all Slo S2 E J satisfying lSI - s21 < [j we have 

Consequently, for Sh S2 as before and every n we obtain 

B 
< (b - a) (b _ a)c c = B. 

This proves equicontinuity of (Yn). Ascoli's theorem implies that (Yn) 
has a convergent subsequence. Since (xn ) was an arbitrary bounded 
sequence and Yn = Txn, compactness of T follows from Theorem 
8.1-3. I 

Problems 

1. Formulate the Fredholm alternative for a system of n linear algebraic 
equations in n unknowns. 

2. Show directly that (1) may not always have a solution. 

3. Give an example of a discontinuous kernel k in (3) such that for a 
continuous x, the image Tx is discontinuous. Comment. 

4. (Neumann series) Show that in terms of I.t = 1/11. and y in (1) the 
Neumann series (5) takes the form 
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Consider (1) in C[a, b]. If k is continuous on [a, b] x [a, b], so that, say, 
Ik(s, t)1<M, and if IILI< l/M(b-a), show that the Neumann series 
converges. 

5. Solve the fOllowing integral equation. Compare the result with the 
Neumann series in Prob. 4. 

X(S)-IL r x(t) dt= l. 

Find all solutions of the corresponding homogeneous equation. Com
ment. 

6. Solve the following equation and show that if IILI < l/ko(b - a), the 
corresponding Neumann series (d. Prob. 4) converges. 

x(s) -IL r kox(t) dt = y(s). 

Here, ko is a constant. 

7. (Iterated kernel, resolvent kernel) Show that in the Neumann series 
in Prob. 4 we can write 

where n = 2, 3, ... and the iterated kernel kn is given by 

so that the Neumann series in Prob. 4 can be written 

x(s) = Y(s) + IL r k(s, t)Y(t) dt+ IL 2 r k(2)(S, t)y(t) dt + .... 

Show that this representation can be written as an integral equation 

x(s) = Y(s) + IL r k(s, t, lL)y(t) dt 
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where the resolvent kernel4 I< is given by 
~ 

I«s, t, /-t) = I /-tjk(j+l)(S, t) 
j=O 

Show that the iterated kernels satisfy 

k..(s, t) = r k(n-l)(S, u)k(u, t) duo 

8. Determine the resolvent kernel for (1) with a = 0, b = 7T and 

k(s, t) = a1 sin s sin 2t + a2 sin 2s sin 3t. 

9. Using the Neumann series in Prob. 4, solve (1), where a = 0, b = 27T and 

~ 

k(s, t) = I ~ sin ns cos nt 
n=1 

10. In (1), let k(s, t) = s(1 + t) and a = 0, b = 1. Determine the eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions. Solve the equation when A = 1/ /-t is not an eigen
value. 

11. In (1), let k(s, t) = 2e'+t and Y(s) = eS , and a = 0, b = 1. Find the 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. 

12. Solve 

12". 

x(s) - /-t sin s cos t x(t) dt = ji(s). 

13. Ascoli's theorem 8.7-4 is concerned with subsequences which converge 
in the norm of C[a, b]. We know that this is uniform convergence on 
[a, b]; cf. 1.5-6. Illustrate with an example that a sequence of continu
ous functions may be convergent at each point of [a, b] but may fail to 
contain any subsequence whiCh converges uniformly on [a, b]. 

14. (Degenerate ke~el) A kernel k of the form 

n 

k(s, t) = I aj(s)bj(t) 
j=l 

4 The resolvent kernel must not be confused with the resolvent of an operator (d. 
Sec. 7.2). 
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is called a degenerate kernel. Here we may assume each of the two sets 
{ab· .. ,an} and {bb···, bn } to be linearly independent on [a, b], 
since otherwise the number of terms of the sum could be reduced. If an 
equation (1) with such a kernel has a solution x, show that it must be of 
the form 

n 

x(s' = ji(s) + lot L cjaj(s), 
j~l 

and the unknown constants must satisfy 

where 

n 

cj - lot L ajkCk = Yj' 
k~l 

j= 1,···, n. 

15. Consider 

x(s) -lot r (s + t)x(t) dt = ji(s). 

(a) Assuming 1ot2+121ot-12~O and using Prob. 14, solve the equa
tion. (b) Find the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. 



CHAPTER ./ 

SPECTRAL THEORY OF 
BOUNDED SELF-ADJOINT 
LINEAR OPERATORS 

Bounded self-adjoint linear operators on Hilbert spaces were defined 
and considered in Sec. 3.10. This chapter is devoted to their spectral 
theory, which is very highly developed since these operators are 
particularly important in applications. 

Important concepts, brief orientation about main content 
In Secs. 9.1 and 9.2 we discuss spectral properties of bounded 

self-adjoint linear operators. In Secs. 9.3 to 9.8 we develop material 
which is of interest in itself and will be needed for establishing 
"spectral representations" of those operators in Secs. 9.9 and 9.10. 

The spectrum of a bounded self-adjoint linear operator T is real 
(d. 9.1-3) and lies in the interval Em, M], where m and M are the 
infimum and supremum of (Tx, x), taken over all x of norm 1 (d. 
9.2-1), and eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues are 
orthogonal (d. 9.1-1). 

Such an operator T can be represented by an integral ("spectral 
theorems" 9.9-1 and 9.10-1) which involves a spectral family ~ as
sociated with T (d. 9.8-3), where a seectral family or decomposition of 
unity (d. 9.7-1) is a family of projection operators having certain 
properties. We remember that projection operators were used in Sec. 
3.3. However, for the present purpose we need various general proper
ties of these operators (Secs. 9.5, 9.6) as well as the concepts of a 
positive operator (Sec. 9.3) and its square roots (Sec. 9.4). 

In Sec. 9.11 we characterize the behavior of the spectral family of 
a bounded self-adjoint linear operator at points of the resolvent set, at 
the eigenvalues and at points of the continuous spectrum. (The residual 
spectrum of that operator is empty; d. 9.2-4.) 

459 
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9.1 Spectral Properties of Bounded Self-Adjoint 
Linear Operators 

Throughout this chapter we shall consider bounded linear operators 
which are defined on a complex Hilbert space H and map H into itself. 
Furthermore, these operators will be self-adjoint. It will take us only a 
minute to recall two relevant definitions from Chap. 3: 

Let T: H ~ H be a bounded linear operator on a complex 
Hilbert space H. Then the Hilbert-adjoint operator T*: H ~ H is 
defined to be the operator satisfying 

(Tx, y) = (x, T*y) for all x, y E H. 

This is Def. 3.9-1 (with Hl = H2 = H), and we know from 3.9-2 that 
T* exists as a bounded linear operator of norm IIT*II = IITII o~ 
unique. 

Furthermore, T is said to be self-adjoint or Hermitian l if 

T=T*. 

This is Def. 3.10-1. Then (Tx, y) = (x, T*y) becomes 

(1) (Tx, y) = (x, Ty). 

If T is self-adjoint, then (Tx, x) is real for all x E H. Conversely, this 
condition implies self-adjointness of T since H is complex. Cf. 3.10-3. 

This was our brief review, and we now begin our investigation of 
the spectrum of a bounded self-adjoint linear operator. We shall see 
that such a spectrum has several general properties of practical impor
tance. 

A bounded self-adjoint linear operator T may not have eigenvalues 
(d. Prob. 9), but if T has eigenvalues, the following basic facts can 
readily be established. 

1 A distinction is made between these two terms in the theory of unbounded 
operators.-We mention that boundedness of T follows automatically from (1) and our 
assumption that T is defined on all of H. (Cf. Prob. 10.) 
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9.1-1 Theorem (Eigenvalues, eigenvectors). Let T: H ~ H be a 
bounded self-adjoint linear operator on a complex Hilbert space H. 
Then: 

(a) All the eigenvalues of T (if they exist) are real. 

(b) Eigenvectors corresponding to (numerically) different eigen
values of T are orthogonal. 

Proof. (a) Let A be any eigenvalue of T and x a corresponding 
eigenvector. Then x¥-O and Tx = Ax. Using the self-adjointness of T, 
we obtain 

A(X, x) = (Ax, x) = (Tx, x) 

= (x, Tx) = (x, AX) = £(x, x). 

Here (x, x) = Ilx 112 ¥- 0 since x¥- 0, and division by (x, x) gives A = A. 
Hence A is real. 

(b) Let A and IL be eigenvalues of T, and let x and y be 
corresponding eigenvectors. Then Tx = Ax and Ty = ILY. Since T is 
self-adjoint and IL is real, 

A(X, Y)=(Ax, y)=(Tx, y) 

= (x, Ty) = (x, ILY) = IL(X, y). 

Since A¥- IL, we must have (x, y) = 0, which means orthogonality of x 
and y. I 

Even the whole spectrum of a bounded self-adjoint operator T is 
real. This remarkable result (Theorem 9.1-3, below) will be obtained 
from the following characterization of the resolvent set p(T) of T. 

9.1-2 Theorem (Resolvent set). Let T: H ~ H be a bounded self
adjoint linear operator on a complex Hilbert space H. Then a number A 
belongs to the resolvent set p(T) of T if and only if there exists a c > 0 
such that for every x E H, 

(2) (T,\ = T-AJ). 
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Proof. (a) If ,\ E p(T), then RA = TA- 1: H ~ H exists and is 
bounded (cf. 7.2-3), say, IIRAII = k, where k > 0 since RA;t' O. Now 
1= RA TA, so that for every x E H we have 

This gives IITAxl1 ~ c Ilxll, where c = 11k. 

(b) Conversely, suppose (2) with a c > 0 holds for all 
x E H. Let us prove that then: 

(a) TA: H ~ TA(H) is bijective; 
(f3) TA (H) is dense in H; 
( 1') TA (H) is closed in H, 

so that TA (H) = Hand RA = TA -1 is bounded by the bounded inverse 
theorem 4.12-2. 

(a) We must show that TAX! = TAX2 implies Xl = X2. But this 
follows from (2) since TA is linear and 

hence IIx1 - x211 = 0 because c > 0, and Xl = X2· Since Xl> X2 were arbi
trary, this shows that TA: H ~ TA (H) is bijective. 

(f3) We show that xo.l TA (H) implies Xo = 0, so that TA (H) = H by 
the projection theorem 3.3-4. Let xo.l TA(H). Then xo.l TA(H). Hence 
for all X E H we have 

Since T is self-adjoint, we thus obtain 

(x, Txo) = (Tx, xo) = (x, Axo), 

so that Txo = Axo by 3.8-2. A solution is Xo = 0, and xo;t' 0 is impossible 
since it would mean that A is an eigenvalue of T, so that A =,\ by 9.1-1 
and Txo- Axo = TAXO = 0, and (2) would yield the contradiction 

since c > O. The result is Xo = O. Thus TA (H).l. = {O} because Xo was any 
vector orthogonal to TA (H). Hence TA (H) = H by 3.3-4, that is, TA (H) 
is dense in H. 
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('Y) We finally prove that Y E T>.(H) implies Y E T>.(H), so that 
T>.(H) is closed, and T>.(H)=H by ((3). Let yE T>.(H). By 1.4-6(a) 
there is a sequence (Yn) in T>. (H) which converges to y. Since 
Yn E T>. (H), we have Yn = T>.xn for some Xn E H. By (2), 

Hence (xn) is Cauchy since (Yn) converges. H is complete, so that (xn) 
converges, say, Xn ~ x. Since T is continuous, so is T>., and 
Yn = T>.xn ~ T>.x by 1.4-8. By definition, T>.x E T>. (H). Since the limit 
is unique, T>.x = y, so that yET>. (H). Hence T>. (H) is closed because 
yET>. (H) was arbitrary. We thus have T>. (H) = H by ((3). This means 
that R>. = T>. -1 is defined on all of H, and is bounded, as follows from 
the bounded inverse theorem 4.12-2 or directly from (2). Hence 
A E p(T). I 

From this theorem we shall now immediately obtain the basic 

9.1-3 Theorem (Spectrum). The spectrum CT(T) of a bounded self
adjoint linear operator T: H ~ H on a complex Hilbert space H is 
real. 

Proof. Using Theorem 9.1-2, we show that a A = a + i{3 (a, (3 
real) with (3 ~ 0 must belong to p(T), so that CT(T) cR. 

For every x ~ 0 in H we have 

(T>.x, x) = (Tx, x)- A(X, x) 

and, since (x, x) and (Tx, x) are real (d. 3.10-3), 

(T>.x, x) = (Tx, x)- A(x, x). 

Here, A = a - i{3. By subtraction, 

The left side is - 2i 1m (TAx, x), where 1m denotes the imaginary part. 
The latter cannot exceed the absolute value, so that, dividing by 2, 
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taking absolute values and applying the Schwarz inequality, we obtain 

Division by Ilxll~O gives 1I3IIIxll~IITAXII. If 13~0, then AEp(T) by 
Theorem 9.1-2. Hence for A E u(T) we must have 13 = 0, that is, A is 
real. I 

Problems 

1. It was mentioned in the text that for a self-adjoint linear operator T 
the inner product (Tx, x) is real. What does this imply for matrices? 
What familiar theorem on matrices does Theorem 9.1-1 include as a 
special case? 

2. If in the finite dimensional case, a self-adjoint linear operator T is 
represented by a diagonal matrix, show that the matrix must be real. 
What is the spectrum of T? 

3. Show that in Theorem 9.1-2, boundedness of RA also follows from (2). 

4. Illustrate Theorem 9.1-2 by an operator whose spectrum consists of a 
single given value Ao. What is the largest c in this case? 

5. Let T: H - Hand W: H - H be bounded linear operators on a 
complex Hilbert space H. If T is self-adjoint, show that S = W*TW is 
self-adjoint. 

6. Let T: f - f be defined by (gl> g2, ... ) ~ (0, 0, gl> g2,· .. ). Is T 
bounded? Self-adjoint? Find S: /2 _ /2 such that T = S2. 

7. Let T: f-f be defined by Y=(1')j)=Tx, x=(gj), 1')1 = Ajgl' where 
(AI) is a bounded sequence on R, and a = inf Aj, b = sup Aj. Show tha'1 
each Aj is an eigenvalue of T. Under what condition will cr(T)::l [a, b]? 

8. Using Theorem 9.1-2, prove that the spectrum of the operator Tin 
Prob. 7 is the closure of the set of eigenvalues. 

9. From 2.2-7 and 3.1-5 we know that the Hilbert space L2[0, 1] is the 
completion of the inner product space X of all continuous functions on 
[0, 1] with inner product defined by 

1 

(x, y) = L x(t)y(t) dt. 
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Show that T: L2[O, 1] ----'; e[O, 1] defined by 

y(t) = Tx(t) = tx(t) 

is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator without eigenvalues. 

10. It is interesting to note that a linear operator T which is defined on all 
of a complex Hilbert space H and satisfies (1) for all x, Y E H must be 
bounded (so that our assumption of boundedness at the beginning of 
the text would not be necessary). Prove this fact. 

9. 2 Further Spectral Properties of Bounded 
Self-Adjoint Linear Operators 

The spectrum u(T) of a hounded self-adjoint linear operator T is real. 
This important fact was proved in the last section. We shall now see 
that the spectrum of such an operator can be characterized in more 
detail since it has a number of general properties which are mathemati
cally interesting and practically important. It is clear by 7.3-4 that 
u(T) must be compact, but in the present case we can say more: 

9.2-1 Theorem (Spectrum). The spectrum u(T) of a bounded self
adjoint linear operator T: H ~ H on a complex Hilbert space H lies 
in the closed interval [m, M] on the real axis, where 

(1) m = inf (Tx, x), 
IIxll=l 

M = sup (Tx, x). 
IIxll=~ 

Proof. u(T) lies on the real axis (by 9.1-3). We show that any 
real A = M + c with c > 0 belongs to the resolvent set p( T). For every 
x¥- 0 and v = IIxll-Ix we have x = Ilxll v and 

(Tx, x)=llxI12(Tv, v)~llxI12 sup (Tv, v)=(x, x)M. 
11_11=1 

Hence -(Tx, x)~ -(x, x)M, and by the Schwarz inequality we obtain 

IITAXllllxll~ -(TAX, x)= -(Tx, x)+A(x, x) 

~(-M+A)(~, x) 

= cllxl12, 
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where c =,\ - M> 0 by assumption. Division by Ilxll yields the inequality 
IITAXII~ cllxll· Hence A E p(T)by9.1-2. For areal ,\ < m the idea of proof is 
the same. I 

m and M in (1) are related to the norm of T in an interesting 
fashion: 

9.2-2 Theorem (Norm). For any bounded self-adjoint linear operator 
T on a complex Hilbert space H we have [d. (1)] 

(2) IITII = max (Iml, 1M!) = sup I(Tx, x)l. 
IIxll=1 

Proof. By the Schwarz inequality, 

sup I(Tx, x)1 ~ sup IITxllllxl1 = IITII, 
IIxll=1 IIxll=1 

that is, K ~ IITII, where K denotes the expression on the left. We show 
that IITII ~ K. If Tz = 0 for all z of norm 1, then T = 0 (why?) and we 
are done. Otherwise for any z of norm 1 such that Tz ~ 0, we set 
v = IITzll1l2Z and w = IITzll-1I2Tz. Then IIvl12 = IIwl12 = IITzll. We now set 
Yl = V + wand Y2 = V - w. Then by straightforward calculation, since a 
number of terms drop out and T is self-adjoint, 

(TYb Yl)-(TY2, Y2) = 2(Tv, w)+(Tw, v» 

(3) = 2(Tz, Tz)+(T 2 z, z» 
=41ITzI12. 

Now for every Y~ 0 and x = Ilyll- 1 y we have y = IIYII x and 

I(Ty, y)1 = IlyI121(Tx, x)1 ~ IIyI12 sup I(Tx, x)1 = K Ily112, 
11£11=1 

so that by the triangle inequality and straightforward calculation we 
obtain 

I(TYb Yl) - (TY2, Y2)1 ~ I(TYb Yl)1 + I(TY2, Y2)1 

~ K(IIYII12 + IIY2112) 

= 2K(llv112 + Ilw112) 

=4KIITzll· 
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From this and (3) we see that 41ITzI12~4KIITzll. Hence IITzll~K. 
Taking the supremum over all z of norm 1, we obtain IITII ~ K. 
Together with K ~ IITII this yields (2). I 

Actually, the bounds for CT(T) in Theorem 9.2-1 cannot be 
tightened. This may be seen from 

9.2-3 Theorem (m and M as spectral values). Let Hand T be as in 
Theorem 9.2-1 and H;e{O}. Then m and M deJined in (1) are spectral 
values of T. 

Proof. We show that ME CT(T). By the spectral mapping theorem 
7.4-2 the spectrum of T+ kI (k a real constant) is obtained from that 
of T by a translation, and 

ME CT(T) M + k E CT(T+ kI). 

Hence we may assume 0 ~ m ~ M without loss of generality. Then by 
the previous theorem we have 

M == sup (Tx, x) == IITII. 
11"11=1 

By the definition of a supremum there is a sequence (xn) such that 

IIXnl1 == 1, 

Then IITxnll~IITllllxnll==IITII==M, and since T is self-adjoint, 

IITXn - MXnl12 == (Txn - MXm TXn - Mxn ) 

== IITxnI12- 2M(Txm xn }+ M211xnl12 

~ M2 - 2M(M - 8n ) + M2 == 2M8n 

Hence there is no positive c such that 

O. 

(11Xnll == 1). 

Theorem 9.1-2 now shows that A == M cannot belong to the resolvent 
sct of T. Hence ME CT(T). For A == m the proof is similar. I 
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The subdivision of the spectrum of a linear operator into the point 
spectrum and another part seems natural since that "other part" is 
absent in finite dimensional spaces, as is well known from matrix 
theory (d. Sec. 7.1). A similar justification can now be given for the 
subdivision of that "other part" into the continuous and residual 
spectrum since the latter is absent for the large and important class of 
self-adjoint linear operators: 

9.2-4 Theorem (Residual spectrum). The residual spectrum ur(T) of 
a bounded self-adjoint linear operator T: H ~ H on a complex 
Hilbert space H is empty. 

Proof. We show that the assumption ur(T):j:. 0 leads to a con
tradiction. Let A E ur(T). By the definition of ur(T), the inverse of TA 

exists but its domain 2lJ(TA -1) is not dense in H. Hence, by the 
projection theorem 3.3-4 there is a y:j:. 0 in H which is orthogonal to 
2lJ(TA- 1). But 2lJ(TA- 1) is the range of T>.., hence 

(TAx, y) = 0 for all x E H. 

Since A is real (d. 9.1-3) and T is self-adjoint, we thus obtain 
(x, TAy) = 0 for all x. Taking x = TAy, we get IITA yl12 = 0, so that 

TAy = TY-AY = o. 

Since y:j:. 0, this shows that A is an eigenvalue of T. But this contradicts 
A E ur(T). Hence ur(T):j:. 0 is impossible and ur(T) = 0 follows. I 

Problems 

1. Give a proof of Theorem 9.2-1 for a A < m. 

2. What theorem about the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix A = (ajk) 
do we obtain from Theorem 9.2-1? 

3. Find m and M (cf. Theorem 9.2-1) if T is the projection operator of a 
Hilbert space H onto a proper subspace Y;06 {OJ of H. 

4. Prove that mE a(T) in Theorem 9.2-3. 

5. Show that the spectrum of a bounded self-adjoint linear operator on a 
complex Hilbert space H;06{O} is not empty, using one of the theorems 
of the present section. 
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6. Show that a compact self-adjoint linear operator T: H - H on a 
complex Hilbert space H cf:. {OJ has at least one eigenvalue. 

7. Consider the operator T: f- f defined by y = Tx, where x = (gj), 

Y=('T/j) and 'T/j = gj/j, j=1, 2,···. It was shown in 8.1-6 that Tis 
compact. Find the spectrum of T. Show that 0 E a c (T) and, actually, 
ac(T)={O}. (For compact operators with OEap(T) or OEa,(T), see 
Probs. 4, 5, Sec. 8.4.) 

8. (Rayleigh quotient) Show that (1) can be written 

a(T) C [inf q(x), sup q(X)], 
x"O x"O 

where 

is called the Rayleigh quotient. 

q(x) = (Tx, x) 
(x, x) 

9. If A1 ~ A2 ~ ••. ~ An are the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix A, show 

that 

A1 = max q(x), 
x"O 

An = min q(x) 
x"O 

Show that, furthermore, 

A· = max q(x) 
J xE¥j 

x .. O 

where 
.eAx 

q(x)=-_-. 
xTx 

j=2, 3," " n 

where Yj is the subspace of en consisting of all vectors that are 
orthogonal to the eigenvectors corresponding to A1> ••• , Aj - 1 • 

10. Show that a real symmetric square matrix A = (ajd with positive 
elements has a positive eigenvalue. (It can be shown that the statement 
holds even without the assumption of symmetry; this is part of a 
famous theorem by Perron and Frobenius; d. F. R. Gantmacher 
(1960), vol. II, p. 53.) 

() •• -> n .. 0 ,) rOSltIve perators 

If T is self-adjoint, (Tx, x) is real, as we know from Sec. 9.1. Hence we 
may consider the set of all bounded self-adjoint linear operators on a 
complex Hilbert space H and introduce on this set a partial ordering ~ 
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(d. Sec. 4.1) by defining 

(1) if and only if 

for all x E H. Instead of Tl ~ Tz we also write Tz ~ T1. 

An important particular case is the following one. A bounded 
self-adjoint linear operator T: H ~ H is said to be positive, written 

(2) T~O, if and only if (Tx, x)~O 

for all x E H. Instead of T ~ 0 we also write 0 ~ T. Actually, such an 
operator should be called "nonnegative", but "positive" is the usual 
term. 

Note the simple relation between (1) and (2), namely, 

that is, (1) holds if and only if Tz - Tl is positive. 
We devote this section and the next one to positive operators and 

their square roots, a topic which is interesting in itself and, moreover, 
will serve as a tool in the derivation of a spectral representation for 
bounded self-adjoint linear operators later in this chapter. 

The sum of positive operators is positive. 
This is obvious from the definition. Let us turn to products. From 

3.10-4 we know that a product (composite) of bounded self-adjoint 
linear operators is self-adjoint if and only if the operators commute, 
and we shall now see that in this case, positivity is preserved, too. This 
fact will be used quite often in our further work. 

9.3-1 Theorem (Product of positive operators). If two bounded self
adjoint linear operators Sand T on a Hilbert space H are positive and 
commute (ST= TS), then their product ST is positive. 

Proof. We must show that (STx, x) ~ 0 for all x E H. If S = 0, this 
holds. Let S;c O. We proceed in two steps (a) and (b): 

(a) We consider 

(3) (n=1,2,"') 
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and prove by induction that 

(4) 

(b) We prove that (STx,x)~O for all XEH. 
The details are as follows. 

(a) For n = 1 the inequality (4) holds. Indeed, the as
sumption 0 ~ S implies 0 ~ Sh and Sl ~ I is obtained by an application 
of the Schwarz inequality and the inequality IISxl1 ~ IISllllxll: 

(SIX, x) = II~II (Sx, x) ~ 1I~lIllsxllllxll ~ IIxl12 = (Ix, x). 

Suppose (4) holds for an n = k, that is, 

thus 

Then, since Sk is self-adjoint, for every x E Hand y = SkX we obtain 

(S/(I - Sk)X, x) = «(I - Sk)SkX, SkX) 

= «(I-Sk)Y, y)~O. 

By definition this proves 

Similarly, 

By addition and simplification, 

Hence 0 ~ Sk+l' And Sk+l ~ I follows from Sk2 ~ 0 and 1- Sk ~ 0 by 
addition; indeed, 

This completes the inductive proof of (4). 
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(b) We now show that (STx, x)~o for all xEH. From (3) 
we obtain successively 

Since Sn+l ~ 0, this implies 

(5) 

By the definition of ~ and the self-adjointness of Sj this means that 

n n n 

L IISjxI12= L (SjX, Sjx) = L (Sj2X, xh~(Slx, x). 
j=l j=l j=l 

Since n is arbitrary, the infinite series IISIXI12+IIS2XI12+ ... converges. 
Hence IISnxl1 ~ 0 and Snx ~ O. By (5), 

(6) (n~oo). 

All the Sj's commute with T since they are sums and products of 
Sl = IISII-1 S, and Sand T commute. Using S = IISII Sb formula (6), 
T ~ 0 and the continuity of the inner product, we thus obtain for every 
x E Hand Yl = SjX, 

(STx, x) = IISII(TS1x, x) 

n 

= IISlllim I (TS/x, x) 
n~CXlj=-l 

n 

= IISlllim L (TYj' yj)~O, 
n~oo j=l 

that is, (STx, x) ~ o. I 

The partial order relation defined by (2) also suggests the follow
ing concept. 
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9.3-2 Definition (Monotone sequence). A monotone sequence (Tn) of 
self-adjoint linear operators Tn on a Hilbert space H is a sequence 
(Tn) which is either monotone increasing, that is, 

or monotone decreasing, that is, 

I 

A monotone increasing sequence has the following remarkable 
property. (A similar theorem holds for a monotone decreasing se
quence.) 

9.3-3 Theorem (Monotone sequence). Let (Tn) be a sequence of 
bounded self-adjoint linear operators on a complex Hilbert space H such 
that 

(7) 

where K is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator on H. Suppose that 
any 1j commutes with K and with every Tm. Then (Tn) is strongly 
operator convergent (Tnx - Tx for all x E H) and the limit operator T 
is linear, bounded and self-adjoint and satisfies T ~ K. 

Proof. We consider Sn = K - Tn and prove: 
(a) The sequence (S/x, x» converges for every x E H. 
(b) Tnx - Tx, where T is linear and self-adjoint, and is 

bounded by the uniform boundedness theorem. 
The details are as follows. 

(a) Clearly, Sn is self-adjoint. We have 

I,ct m < n. Then Tn - T m and K - T m are positive by (7). Since these 
operators commute, their product is positive by Theorem 9.3-1. Hence 
on the left, S,/-SnSm?;;O, that is, Sm2?;;SnSm for m<n. Similarly, 
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(m < n). 

By definition, using the self-adjointness of Sn, we thus have 

This shows that «S/x, x» with fixed x is a monotone decreasing 
sequence of nonnegative numbers. Hence it converges. 

(b) We show that (Tnx) converges. By assumption, every 
Tn commutes with every T m and with K. Hence the S/s all commute. 
These operators are self-adjoint. Since -2(SmSnx, x) ~ -2(S/x, x) by 
(8), where m < n, we thus obtain 

IISmx - Snx l1 2 = «Sm - Sn)x, (Sm - Sn)x) 

= «Sm - Sn)2X, x) 

= (Sm2X, x)-2(SmSnx, x)+(S/x, x) 

From this and the convergence proved in part (a) we see that (Snx) is 
Cauchy. It converges since H is complete. Now Tn = K - Sn. Hence 
(Tnx) also converges. Clearly the limit depends on x, so that we can 
write Tnx~ Tx for every x E H. Hence this defines an operator 
T: H~Hwhichislinear. Tis self-adjoint because Tn is self-adjoint and 
the inner product is continuous. Since (Tnx) converges, it is bounded for 
every x E H. The uniform boundedness theorem 4.7 -3 now implies that T 
is bounded. Finally, T ~ K follows from Tn ~ K. I 

Problems 

1. Let Sand T be bounded self-adjoint linear operators on a complex 
Hilbert space. If S;;;; T and S s; T, show that S = T. 

2. Show that (1) defines a partial order relation (cf. Def. 4.1-1) on the set 
of all bounded self-adjoint linear operators on a complex Hilbert space 
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H, and for any such operator T, 

(a ~ 0). 

3. Let A, B, T be bounded self-adjoint linear operators on a complex 
Hilbert space H. If T ~ 0 and commutes with A and B, show that 

implies AT;;aBT. 

4. If T: H ~ H is a bounded linear operator on a complex Hilbert 
space H, show that TT* and T*T are self-adjoint and positive. Show 
that the spectra of TT* and T*T are real and cannot contain negative 
values. What are the consequences of the second statement for a 
square matrix A? 

5. Show that a bounded self-adjoint linear operator T on a complex 
Hilbert space H is positive if IMtd only if its spectrum consists of 
nonnegative real values only. What does this imply for a matrix? 

6. Let T: H ~ Hand W: H ~ H be bounded linear operators on a 
complex Hilbert space Hand S = W*TW. Show that if T is self
adjoint and positive, so is S. 

7. Let Tl and T2 be bounded self-adjoint linear operators on a complex 
Hilbert space H and suppose that Tl T2 = T2 T J and T2 ~ O. Show that 
then T12T2 is self-adjoint and positive. 

8. Let Sand T be bounded self-adjoint linear operators on a Hilbert 
space H. If S ~ 0, show that TST ~ O. 

9. Show that if T ~ 0, then (I + T)-l exists. 

10. Let T be any bounded linear operator on a complex Hilbert space. 
Show that the inverse of 1+ T*T exists. 

11. Show that an illustrative example for Theorem 9.3-3 is given by the 
sequence (Pn), where Pn is the projection of [2 onto the subspace 
consisting of all sequences x = (gj) E f such that gj = 0 for all j> n. 

12. If T is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator on a complex Hilbert 
space H, show that T2 is positive. What does this imply for a matrix? 
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13. If T is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator on a complex Hilbert 
space H, show that the spectrum of T2 cannot contain a negative value. 
What theorem on matrices does this generalize? 

14. If T: H --Hand S: H -- H are bounded linear operators and T 
is compact and S* S ~ T*T, show that S is compact. 

15. Let T: H -- H be a bounded linear operator on an infinite dimen
sional complex Hilbert space H. If there is a c > 0 such that we have 
IITxll;E; c Ilxll for all x E H, show that T is not compact. 

9. 4 Square Roots of a Positive Operator 

If T is self-adjoint, then T2 is positive since (T2x, x)=(Tx, Tx)~O. We 
consider the COnverse problem: given a positive operator T, find. a 
self-adjoint A such that A 2 = T. This suggests the following concept, 
which will be basic in connection with spectral representations. 

9.4-1 Definition (Positive square root). Let T: H - H be a posi
tive bounded self-adjoint linear operator On a complex Hilbert space 
H. Then a bounded self-adjoint linear operator A is called a square 
root of T if 

(1) 

If, in addition, A ~ 0, then A is called a positive square root of T and is 
denoted by 

I 
Tl/2 exists and is unique: 

9.4-2 Theorem (Positive square root). Every positive bounded self
adjoint linear operator T: H - H on a complex Hilbert space H has a 
positive square root A, which is unique. This operator A commutes with 
every bounded linear operator on H which commutes with T. 

Proof. We proceed in three steps: 
(a) We show that if the theorem holds under the addi

tional assumption T~ I, it also holds without that assumption. 
(b) We obtain the existence of the operator A = Tl/2 from 

Anx-Ax, where Ao = 0 and 

(2) n=O, 1,···, 
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and we also prove the commutativity stated in the theorem. 
(c) We prove uniqueness of the positive square root. 

The details are as follows. 

(a) If T = 0, we can take A = TI/2 = O. Let T,e O. By the 
Schwarz inequality, 

(Tx, x) ~ IITxllllxl1 ~ IITllllxl12. 

Dividing by IITII,e 0 and setting 0 = (l/IITIDT, we obtain 

(Ox, x)~llxI12=(Ix, x); 

that is, 0 ~ 1. Assuming that 0 has a unique positive square root 
B = 0 112, we have B2 = 0 and we see that a square root of T = IITII 0 
is IITIII/2B because 

(II TIII/2 B)2 = II Til B2 = II Til 0 = T. 

Also, it is not difficult to see that the uniqueness of 0 112 implies 
uniqueness of the positive square root of T. 

Hence if we can prove the theorem under the additional assump
tion T ~ I, we are done. 

(b) Existence. We consider (2). Since Ao = 0, we have 
Al = tT, A2 = T -iTZ, etc. Each An is a polynomial in T. Hence the 
An's are self-adjoint and all commute, and they also commute with 
every operator that T commutes with. We now prove 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) ST=TS ~ AS=SA 

where S is a bounded linear operator on H. 

Proof of (3): 

n=O, 1,···; 

n =0,1,···; 

We have Ao~1. Let n>O. Since I-An - I is self-adjoint, 
(I - A"-l? ;:::;; o. Also T ~ I implies 1- T;:::;; O. From this and (2) we 
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obtain (3): 

O~!(I -An-If+!(I - T) 

= 1- A n - I -!(T- A~-I) 

Proof of (4): 

We use induction. (2) gives 0 = Ao ~ Al = !T. We show that 
A n- I ~ An for any fixed n implies An ~ A n+l . From (2) we calculate 
directly 

Here An - A n- I ~ 0 by hypothesis and [ ... ] ~ 0 by (3). Hence 
An+1 - An ~ 0 by 9.3-1. 

Proof of (5): 

(An) is monotone by (4) and An ~ I by (3). Hence Theorem 9.3-3. 
implies the existence of a bounded self-adjoint linear operator A such 
that Anx ~ Ax for all x E H. SiAce (Anx) converges, (2) gives 

o 

as n~oo. Hence Tx-A 2x=O for all x, that is, T=A2. Also A~O 
because 0 = Ao ~ An by (4), that is, (Anx, x) ~ 0 for every x E H, which 
implies (Ax, x > ~ 0 for every x E H, by the continuity of the inner 
product (cf. 3.2-2). 

Proof of (6): 

From the line of text before (3) we know that ST= TS implies 
AnS = SAm that is, AnSx = SAnx for all x E H. Letting n ~ 00, we 
obtain (6). 

(c) Uniqueness. Let both A and B be positive square 
roots of T. Then A 2 = B2 = T. Also BT = BB2 = B2 B = TB, so that 
AB = BA by (6). Let x E H be arbitrary and y = (A - B)x. Then 
(Ay,y>~O and (By,y}~O because A~O and B~O. Using AB=BA 
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and A 2 = B2, we obtain 

(Ay, y)+(By, y)=«A+B)y,.y)=«A2-B2)x, y)=O. 

Hence (Ay, y) = (By, y) = O. Since A ~ 0 and A is self-adjoint, it has 
itself a positive square root C, that is, C2 = A and C is self-adjoint. We 
thus obtain 

0= (Ay, y) = (C2y, y) = (Cy, Cy) = IICyl12 

and Cy = O. Also Ay = C 2y = C(Cy) = O. Similarly, By = O. Hence 
(A - B)y = O. Using y = (A - B)x, we thus have for all x E H 

IIAx - Bxl12 = «A - B)2X, x) = «A - B)y, x) = o. 

This shows that Ax - Bx = 0 for all x E H and proves that A = B. I 

Applications of square roots will be considered in Sec. 9.8. In
deed, square roots will playa basic role in connection with the spectral 
representation of bounded self-adjoint linear operators. 

Problems 

1. Find operators T: R2 ~ R2 such that T2 = I, the identity operator. 
Indicate which of the square roots is the positive square root of I. 

2. Let T: L2[0, 1]~ L2[0, 1] be defined by (Tx)(t) = tx(t). (Cf. 3.1-5.) 
Show that T is self-adjoint and positive and find its positive square 
root. 

3. Let T: [2 ~ [2 be defined by (gh g2, g3,' .. )~ (0,0, flo g4,' .. ). Is 
T bounded? Self-adjoint? Positive? Find a square root of 'T 

4. Show that for the square root in Theorem 9.4-2 we have 

5. Let T: H ~ H be a bounded positive self-adjoint linear operator on 
a complex Hilbert space. Using the positive square root of T, show that 
for all x, y E H, 
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6. It is interesting to note that the statement in Prob. 5 can also be proved 
without the use of T1/2. Give such a proof (which is similar to that of the 
Schwarz inequality). 

7. Show that in Prob. 5, for all x E H, 

so that (Tx,x)=O if and only if Tx=O. 

8. Let B be a nonsingular n-rowed real square matrix and C = BBT. 
Show that C has a nonsingular positive square root A. 

9. Show that D = A -1 B with A and B given in Prob. 8 is an orthogonal 
matrix. (Cf. 3.10-2.) 

10. If Sand T are positive bounded self-adjoint linear operators on a 
complex Hilbert space Hand S2 = T2, show that S = T. 

9. 5 Projection Operators 

The concept of a projection operator P or, briefly, projection P, was 
defined in Sec. 3.3, where a Hilbert space H was represented as the 
direct sum of a closed subspace Y and its orthogonal complement y-\ 
thus 

H= Y$Y-L 
(1) 

x=y+z 

Since the sum is direct, y is unique for any given x E H. Hence (1) 
defines a linear operator 

P:H~H 
(2) 

x~y=Px. 

P is called an orthogonal projection or projection on H. More specifi
cally, P is called the projection of H onto Y. Hence a linear operator 
P: H ~ H is a projection on H if there is a closed subspace Y of H 
such that Y is the range of P and y-L is the null space of P and pi y is 
the identity operator on Y. 
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Note in passing that in (1) we can now write 

x = y + Z = Px+(I-P)x. 

This shows that the projection of H onto y-L is 1-P. 
There is another characterization of a projection on H, which is 

sometimes used as a definition: 

9.5-1 Theorem (Projection). A bounded linear operator P: H -- H 
on a Hilbert space H is a projection if and only if P is self-adjoint and 
idempotent (that is, p2 = P). 

Proof. (a) Suppose that P is a projection on H and denote 
P(H) by y. Then p2 = P because for every x E Hand Px = y E Y we have 

p2 X = Py = y = Px. 

Furthermore, let Xl = Y1 + Zl and X2 = Y2 + Z2, where Yb Y2 E Y and 
ZbZ2Ey-L. Then (YbZ2)=(Y2,Zl)=0 because Y.lY-L, and self
adjointness of P is seen from 

(b) Conversely, suppose that p2 = P = p* and denote 
P(H) by Y. Then for every x E H, 

x = Px + (I - P)x. 

Orthogonality Y = P(H).l (I - P)(H) follows from 

(Px, (I - P)v) = (x, P(I - P)v) = (x, Pv - P2 v) = (x, 0) = O. 

Y is the null space X(I - P) of 1-P, because Y c X(I - P) can be seen 
from 

(I - P)Px = Px- p2X = 0, 

and Y;:) X(I - P) follows if we note that (1- P)x = 0 implies x = Px. 
I-Ience Y is closed by 2.7-10(b). Finally, Ply is the identity operator 
on Y since. writing y = Px, we have Py = p2X = Px = y. I 
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Projections have relatively simple and perspicuous properties, as 
we shall see. This suggests the attempt of representing more compli
cated linear operators on Hilbert spaces in terms of such simple 
operators. The resulting representation is called a spectral represen
tation of the operator because we shall see that the projections 
employed for that purpose are related to the spectrum of the operator. 
Spectral representations account for the great importance of projec
tions. 

For bounded self-adjoint linear operators.a spectral representa
tion will be obtained in Sec. 9.9. The first step required to reach this 
goal is a thorough investigation of general .properties of projections. 
This will be done in this section and the next one. The second step is 
the definition of projections suitable for that purpose. These are 
one-parameter families of projections, called spectral families (Sec. 
9.7). In the third step we associate with a given bounded self-adjoint 
linear operator T a spectral family in a unique way (Sec. 9.8). This is 
called the spectral family associated with T. It is used in Sec. 9.9 for 
obtaining the desired spectral representation of T. A generalization of that 
representation is discussed in Sec. 9.10. The behavior of a spectral family at 
different points of the spectrum is considered in Sec. 9.11. This is our 
program for the remaining sections of this chapter. 

Let us start, as indicated, by discussing basic properties of projec
tions. In the firs,! place we show that projections are always positive 
operators: 

9.5-2 Theorem (Positivity, norm). For any projection P on a Hilbert 
space H, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(Px, x) = IIPxl12 

P~O 

IIPII~l; IIPII = 1 if P(H) ~ {O}. 

Proof. (3) and (4) follow from 

(Px, x) = (P2 x, x) = (Px, Px) = IIPxl12 ~ O. 

By the Schwarz inequality, 

IIPxl12 = (Px, x) ~ IIPxllllxll, 
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so that IIPx11/11x11 ~ 1 for every x ~ 0, and IIPII ~ 1. Also IIPx11/11x11 = 1 if 
x E P(H) and x ~ O. This proves (5). I 

The product of projections need not be a projection, but we have 
the basic 

9.5-3 Theorem (Product of projections). In connection with products 
(composites) of projections on a Hilbert space H, the following two 
statements hold. 

(a) P = Pl P2 is a projection on H if and only if the projections Pl 

and P2 commute, that is, Pl P2 = P2Pl • Then P projects H onto 
Y = Yl n Y 2 , where Yj = Pj(H). 

(b) Two closed subspaces Yand V of H are orthogonal if and only 
if the corresponding projections satisfy PyPv = o. 

Proof. (a) Suppose that Pl P2 = P2Pl • Then P is self-adjoint, by 
Theorem 3.10-4. P is idempotent since 

Hence P is a projection by 9.5-1, and for every x E H we have 

Since P l projects H onto Yb we must have Pl (P2 X) E Yl • Similarly, 
P2 (Pl X) E Y 2 • Together, Px E Yl n Y 2 • Since x E H was arbitrary, this 
shows that P projects H into Y = Yl n Y 2 • Actually, P projects H onto 
Y. Indeed, if y E Y, then y E Yb Y E Y 2 , and 

Conversely, if P = Pl P2 is a projection defined on H, then P is 
self-adjoint by 9.5-1, and Pl P2 = P2Pl follows from Theorem 3.10-4. 

(b) If Y..L V, then Y n V = {O} and PyPvx = 0 for all x E H 
by part (a), so that PyPv = O. 

Conversely, if PyPv = 0, then for every y E Yand v E V we obtain 

(y, v) = (Pyy, Pvv) = (y, PyPvv) = (y, 0) = o. 

Hence Y..L V. I 
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Similarly, a sum of projections need not be a projection, but we 
have 

9.5-4 Theorem (Sum of projections). Let PI and P2 be projections on 
a Hilbert space H. Then: 

out, 

(a) The sum P = PI + P2 is a projection on H if and only if 
YI = PI(H) and Y2 = P2 (H) are orthogonal. 

(b) If P = PI + P2 is a projection, P projects H onto Y = YI EB Y 2 • 

Proof. (a) If P=PI +P2 is a projection, p=p2 by 9.5-1, written 

On the right, p/ = PI and p/ = P2 by 9.5-1. There remains 

(6) 

MUltiplying by P2 from the left, we obtain 

(7) 

MUltiplying this by P2 from the right, we have 2P2P IP2 = 0, so that 
P2 P I = ° by (7) and Yd- Y2 by 9.S-3(b). 

Conversely, if Yd- Y 2 , then P IP2 = P2P I = 0, again by 9.S-3(b). 
This yields (6), which implies p2 = P. Since PI and P2 are self-adjoint, 
so is P = PI + P2 • Hence P is a projection by 9.5-1. 

(b) We determine the closed subspace Y c H onto which 
P projects. Since P = PI + P2 , for every x E H we have 

Here PIX E YI and P2 x E Y 2 • Hence y E YI EB Y 2 , so that Y c YI EB Y 2 • 

We show that Y => YI EB Y2 • Let v E YI EB Y2 be arbitrary. Then 
v = YI + Y2· Here, YI E YI and Y2 E Y 2 • Applying P and using YI1- Y 2 , 

we thus obtain 
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Problems 

1. Show that a projection P on a Hilbert space H satisfies 

O;;;ap;;;aI. 

Under what conditions will (i) P = 0, (ii) P = I? 

2. Let Q = S-lpS: H - H, where Sand P are bounded and linear. If 
P is a projection and S is unitary, show that Q is a projection. 

3. Find linear operators T: R2 _ R2 which are idempotent but not 
self-adjoint (so that they are not projections; cf. 9.5-1). 

4. Illustrate Theorem 9.5-3 with an example of projections Ph P2 in R3 
such that Pl P2 is neither Pl nor P2 • 

5. Extend Theorem 9.5-4 to sums P=Pl +·· ·+Pm • 

6. In Prob. 5, let Yj = Pj(H), j = 1, ... , m, and Y = P(H). Show that 
every x E Y has a representation 

and, conversely, if x E H can be represented in this form, then x E Y 
and the representation is unique. 

7. Give a simple example which illustrates that the sum of two projections 
need not be a projection. 

8. If a sum Pl + ... + Pk of projections PJ : H - H (H a Hilbert space) 
is a projection, show that 

9. How could we obtain the Bessel inequality (Sec. 3.4) from theorems of 
the present section? 

10. Let P l and P2 be projections of a Hilbert space H onto Yl and Y 2 , 

respectively, and Pl P2 = P2Pl • Show that 

is a projection, namely, the projection of H onto Yl + Y 2 • 
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9.6 Further Properties of Projections 

Let us consider some further properties of projections which we shall 
need later, for reasons explained at the beginning of the previous 
section. 

Our first theorem refers to the partial order relation which is 
defined by PI ~ P2 (cf. Sec. 9.3) on the set of all projections on a given 
Hilbert space. This theorem will be a basic tool in the next three sections. 

9.6-1 Theor,em (Partial order). Let PI and P2 be projections defined 
on a Hilbert space H. Denote by YI = PI(H) and Y2 = PiR) the 
subspaces onto which H is projected by PI and P2 , and let .N'(PI) and 
.N'(P2 ) be the null spaces of these projections. Then the following con
ditions are equivalent. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Proof. (1) ~ (4): 

.N'(PI):;) .N'(P2 ) 

IIPIxl1 ~ IIP2xli for all x E H 

We have IIPIII~ 1 by 9.5-2. Hence (1) yields for all x E H 

IIPIxl1 = IIPIP2 xli ~ IIPIIIIIP2 xli ~ IIP2 xll· 

(4)~ (5): 

From (3) in Sec. 9.5 and (4) in the present theorem we have for all 
XEH 

which shows that PI ~ P2 by definition. 

(5)~ (3): 

Let x E .N'(P2 ). Then P2 x = O. By (3) in Sec. 9.5 and (5) in the 
present theorem, 
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Hence PlX = 0, X E .N'(Pl) and .N'(Pl):::> .N'(P2 ) since x E .N'(P2 ) was 
arbitrary. 

(3)~ (2): 

This is clear since ,N'(Pj ) is the orthogonal complement of Yj in H, 
by Lemma 3.3-5. 

(2)~ (1): 

For every x E H we have PlX E Yl . Hence PlX E Y2 by (2), so that 
Pz(Plx) = PlX, that is, P 2 P l = Pl. Since P l is self-adjoint by 9.5-1, 
Theorem 3.10-4 implies that P l = P2 P l = P lP2 . I 

Sums of projections were considered in the previous section, and 
we can now turn to differences of projections. This will be a first 
application of the theorem just proved. 

9.6-2 Theorem (Difference of projections). Let P l and P2 be projec
tions on a Hilbert space H. Then: 

out, 

(a) The difference P = P2 - P 1 is a projection on H if and only if 
Y l C Y2 , where Yj = Pj(H). 

(b) If P = P 2 - P l is a projection, P projects H onto Y, where Y is 
the orthogonal complement of Yl in Y2 • 

Proof. (a) If P=P2 -Pl is a projection, p=p2 by 9.5-1, written 

P2 - P l = (P2 - P l)2 = p/ - P2P l - P lP2 + p/. 

On the right, P/=P2 and p/=Pl by 9.5-1. Hence 

(6) 

Multiplication by P 2 from the left and from the right gives 

(7) 

Y I C Y2 now follows from Theorem 9.6-1. 
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Conversely, if YI c Yz, Theorem 9.6-1 yields (7), which implies 
(6) and shows that P is idempotent. Since PI and P2 are self-adjoint, 
P = P2 - PI is self-adjoint, and P is a projection by 9.5-I. 

(b) Y = P(H) consists of all vectors of the form 

(8) (x EH). 

Since YI C Yz by part (a), we have PZPI = PI by (1) and thus obtain 
from (8) 

This shows that y E Yz. Also, from (8) and (1), 

This shows that y E .N'(PI) = YI-L; d. 3.3-5. Together, y E V where 
V= Yzn YI-L. Since yE Y was arbitrary, Yc V. 

We show that Y:::> V. Since the projection of H onto yl-L is I - PI 
(d. Sec. 9.5), every v E V is of the form 

(9) 

Using again PZPI = Pi> we obtain from (9), since Pzyz = Yz, 

Pv = (Pz - P1)(I - PI)yz 

= (Pz- PZPI - PI + PIZ)yz 

This shows that v E Y. Since v E V was arbitrary, Y:::> V. Together, 
Y=P(H)= V= Y2 n YI-L. I 

From this theorem and the preceding one we can now derive a 
basic result about the convergence of a monotone increasing sequence 
of projections. (A similar theorem holds for a monotone decreasing 
sequence of projections.) 

9.6-3 Theorem (Monotone increasing seqnence). Let (Pn ) be a 
monotone increasing sequence of projections Pn defined on a Hilbert 
space H. Then: 
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(a) (Pn) is strongly operator convergent, say, Pnx~ Px for every 
x E H, and the limit operator P is a projection defined on H. 

(b) P projects H onto 

00 

P(H) = U Pn(H). 
n=l 

(c) P has the null space 

.N'(P) = n .N'(Pn ). 
n=l 

Proof. (a) Let m < n. By assumption, Pm ~ Pm so that we have 
Pm(H)cPn(H) by 9.6-1 and Pn-Pm is a projection by 9.6-2. Hence 
for every fixed x E H we obtain by 9.5-2 

(10) 

IIPnx - P mxl12 = II(Pn - P m)x112 

= «Pn - Pm)x, x) 

= (Pnx, x)-(Pmx, x) 

= IIPnxI12-IIPmxI12. 

Now IlPnll ~ 1 by 9.5-2, so that IIPnxl1 ~ Ilxll for every n. Hence (1IPnxll) is 
a bounded sequence of numbers. (1IPnxll) is also monotone by 9.6-1 
since (Pn ) is monotone. Hence (1IPnxll) converges. From this and (10) 
we see that (Pnx) is Cauchy. Since H is complete, (Pnx) converges. The 
limit depends on x, say, Pnx ~ Px. This defines an operator P on H. 
Linearity of P is obvious. Since Pnx ~ Px and the Pn's are bounded, 
self-adjoint and idempotent, P has the same properties. Hence P is a 
projection by 9.5-I. 

(b) We determine P(H). Let m < n. Then Pm ~Pn> that is, 
Pn-Pm~O and «Pn-Pm)x,x)~O by definition. Letting n~oo, we 
obtain «P-Pm)x,x)~O by the continuity of the inner product (cf. 
3.2-2), that is, Pm ~P and 9.6-1 yields Pm(H)c P(H) for every m. 
Hence 

U Pm (H) c P(H). 
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Furthermore, for every m and for every x E H we have 

PmxEPm(H)c UPm(H). 

Since P mX ~ Px, we see from 1.4-6( a) that Px E U Pm (H). Hence 
P(H) c U Pm (H). Together, 

From 3.3-5 we have P(H) = ..N"(I - P), so that P(H) is closed by 
2.7-10(b). This proves (b). 

(c) We determine K(P). Using Lemma 3.3-5, we have 
..N"(P) = P(H)J. C Pn(H)J. for every n, since P(H)::> Pn(H) by part (b) 
of the proof. Hence 

On the other hand, if x E n..N"(Pn), then x E ..N"(Pn) for every n, so that 
Pnx = 0, and Pnx~ Px implies Px = 0, that is, x E X(P). Since 
x E n K(Pn) was arbitrary, n K(Pn) c K(P). Together we thus obtain 
..N"(P) = nX(Pn). I 

Problems 

1. Illustrate the various equivalent statements in Theorem 9.6-1 by simple 
examples of projections in Euclidean space R3. 

2. Show that the difference P = P2 - Pl of two projections on a Hilbert 
space H is a projection on H if and only if Pl;;;a P2 • 

3. For a better understanding of Theorem 9.6-2, consider H = R 3 , and let 
P2 be the projection onto the glg2-plane and P l the projection onto the 
straight line g2 = gl in the glg2-plane. Sketch Yl, Y 2 , Y/, Y/ and the 
orthogonal complement of Yl in Y 2 • Determine the coordinates of 
(P2-Pl )X, where X=(gh g2' g3). Is Pl +P2 a projection? 

4. (Limit of projections) If (Pn) is a sequence of projections defined on a 
Hilbert space H and Pn -- P, show that P is a projection defined on 
H. 

5. Let Pn(H) in Theorem 9.6-3 be finite dimensional for every n. Show 
that, nevertheless, P(H) may be infinite dimensional. 
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6. Let (Pn ) be strongly operator convergent with limit P, where the Pn's 
are projections on a Hilbert space H. Suppose that Pn (H) is infinite 
dimensional. Show by an example that, nevertheless, P(H) may be 
finite dimensional. (We mention that this irregularity as well as that in 
Prob. 5 cannot happen in the case of uniform operator convergence.) 

7. What is P(H) in Theorem 9.6-3 in the case of a monotone decreasing 
sequence (Pn )? 

8. If Q17 Q2' ... are projections on a Hilbert space H such that we have 
q (H) 1. QdH) (j i' k), show that for every x E H the series 

converges (in the norm on H) and Q is a projection. Onto what 
subspace of H does Q project? 

9. (Invariant snbspace) Let T: H ~ H be a bounded linear operator. 
Then a subspace Y cHis said to be invariant under T if T( Y) c Y. 
Show that a closed subspace Y of H is invariant under T if and only if 
y.L is invariant under T*. 

10. (Rednction of an operator) A closed subspace Y of a Hilbert space H 
is said to reduce a linear operator T: H ~ H if T(Y) c Y and 
T( y.L) c Y"-, that is, if both Yand y.L are invariant under T. (The point 
is that then the investigation of T can be facilitated by considering TI y 
and Tly.L separately.) If P1 is the projection of H onto Y and 
P1T= TP17 show that Y reduces T. 

11. If dim H <00 in Prob. 10 and Y reduces T, what can we say about a 
matrix representing T? 

12. Prove the converse of the statement in Prob. 10, that is, if Y reduces T, 
then P1T= TP1. 

13. If Y in Prob. 10 reduces T, show that TP2 = P2 T, where P2 is the 
projection of H onto y.L. 

14. Let (ek) be a total orthonormal sequence in a separable Hilbert space 
H. Let T: H - H be a linear operator defined at ek by Tek = ek+l, 
k = 1, 2,·· ., and then continuously extended to H. Let Yn be the 
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closure of span {em en + h ••• }, where n> 1. Show that T is not self
adjoint. Show that Yn does not reduce T; (a) use Prob. 12, (b) give a 
direct proof. 

15. Let T: H ~ H be a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H 
and Y a closed subspace of H such that T( Y) c Y. If T is self-adjoint, 
show that T( yL) c yL, so that in this case, Y reduces T. (Note that T 
in Prob. 14 is not self-adjoint.) 

9. 7 Spectral Family 

We recall from Sec. 9.5 that our present aim is a representation of 
bounded self-adjoint linear operators on a Hilbert space in terms of 
very simple operators (projections) whose properties we can readily 
investigate in order to obtain information about those more compli
cated operators. Such a representation will be called a spectral rep
resentation of the operator concerned. A bounded self-adjoint linear 
operator T: H ~ H being given, we shall obtain a spectral rep
resentation of T by the use of a suitable family of projections which is 
called the spectral family associated with T. In this section we motivate 
and define the concept of a spectral family in general, that is, without 
reference to a given operator T. The association of a suitable spectral 
family with a given operator T will be considered separately, in the 
next section, and the resulting spectral representation of T in Sec. 9.9. 

That motivation of a spectral family can be obtained from the 
finite dimensional case as follows. Let T: H ~ H be a self-adjoint 
linear operator on the unitary space H = en (d. 3.10-2). Then T is 
bounded (by 2.7-8), and we may choose a basis for H and represent T 
by a Hermitian matrix which we denote simply by T. The spectrum of 
the operator consists of the eigenvalues of that matrix (d. Secs. 7.1, 
7.2) which are real by 9.1-1. For simplicity let us assume that the 
matrix T has n different eigenvalues Al < A2 < ... < An. Then Theorem 
9.1-1(b) implies that T has an orthonormal set of n eigenvectors 

where Xj corresponds to Aj and we write these vectors as column 
vectors, for convenience. This is a basis for H, so that every x E H has 
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a unique representation 

(1) 

In (1) we obtain the second formula from the first one by taking the 
inner product (x, Xk), where Xk is fixed, and using the orthonormality. 
The essential fact in (1) is that Xj is an eigenvector of T, so that we have 
TXj = AjXj. Consequently, if we apply T to (1) we simply obtain 

(2) 
n 

Tx = L A(Yjxj. 
j=l 

Thus, whereas T may act on x in a complicated way, it acts on each 
term of the sum in (1) in a very simple fashion. This demonstrates the 
great advantage of the use of eigenvectors in connection with the 
investigation of a linear operator on H = en. 

Looking at (1) more closely, we see that we can define an operator 

(3) 

Obviously, Pj is the projection (orthogonal projection) of H onto the 
eigenspace of T corresponding to Aj • Formula (1) can now be written 

n 

(4) hence 1= L Pj 
j=l 

where I is the identity operator on H. Formula (2) becomes 

(5) 
n 

Tx= L AjPjx 
j=l 

hence 
n 

T= L AjPj . 
j=l 

This is a representation of T in terms of projections. It shows that the 
spectrum of T is employed to get a representation of T [namely, (5)] in 
terms of very simple operators. 

The use of the projections Pj seems quite natural and geometri
cally perspicuous. Unfortunately, our present formulas would not be 
suitable for immediate generalization to infinite dimensional Hilbert 
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spaces H since in that case, spectra of bounded self-adjoint linear 
operators may be more complicated, as we know. We shall now 
describe another approach, which is somewhat less perspicuous but has 
the advantage that it can be generalized to the infinite dimensional 
case. 

Instead of the projections P b •• " Pn themselves we take sums of 
such projections. More precisely, for any real A we define 

(6) (A ER). 

This is a one-parameter family of projections, A being the parameter. 
From (6) we see that for any A, the operator E>.. is the projection of H 
onto the subspace V>.. spanned by all those Xj for which Aj ~ A. It 
follows that 

Roughly speaking, as A traverses R in the positive sense, E>.. grows 
from 0 to I, the growth occurring at the eigenvalues of T and E>.. 
remaining unchanged for A in any interval that is free of eigenvalues. 
Hence we see that E>.. has the properties 

where IL ~ A + 0 means that we let IL approach A from the right. 
This suggests the following definition. 

9.7-1 Definition (Spectral family or decomposition of unity). A real 
spectral family (or real decomposition of unity) is a one-parameter 
family ~ = (E>..hER of projections E>.. defined on a Hilbert space H (of 
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any dimension) which depends on a real parameter A and is such that 

(7) hence (A < p,) 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(9) (x E H). I 

We see from this definition that a real spectral family can be 
regarded as a mapping 

R ~ B(H,H) 

to each A E R there corresponds a projection EA. E B (H, H), where 
B (H, H) is the space of all bounded linear operators from H into H. 

(8*) 

Note that the two conditions in (7) are equivalent, by 9.6-1. 
jg is called a spectral family on an interval [a, b] if 

EA. = 0 for A < a, 

Such families will be of particular interest to us since the spectrum of a 
bounded self-adjoint linear operator lies in a finite interval on the real 
line. Observe that (8*) implies (8). 

p, ~ A + 0 in (9) indicates that in this limit process we consider 
only values p, > A, and (9) means that A ~ EA. is strongly operator 
continuous from the right. As a matter of fact, continuity from the left 
would do equally well. We could even impose no such condition at all, 
but then we would have to work with limits EHO and EA.-o, which 
would be an unnecessary inconvenience. 

We shall see later (in the next two sections) that with any given 
bounded self-adjoint linear operator T on any Hilbert space we can 
associate a spectral family which may be used for representing T by a 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral. This is known as a spectral representation, as 
was mentioned before. 
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Then we shall also see that in the finite dimensional case consid
ered at the beginning of this section, that integral representation 
reduces to a finite sum, namely, (5) written in terms of the spectral 
family (6). For the time being, let us show how we can write (5) in 
terms of (6). As before we assume, for simplicity, that the eigenvalues 
AI> ... , An of T are all different, and A1 < A2 < ... < An. Then we have 

Hence, conversely, 

j= 2,"', n. 

Since E>.. remains the same for A in the interval [Aj-I> Aj), this can be 
written 

(4) now becomes 

x = t PjX = t (E>"I - E>"I-o)x 
j~l j~l 

and (5) becomes 

Tx = t AjPjX = t Aj(E>"J - E>"J-o)x, 
j~l j~l 

If we drop the x and write 

we arrive at 

(10) T= f A.i)£. L.. } At' 
j~l 
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This is the spectral representation of the self-adjoint linear operator T 
with eigenvalues A1 < A2 < ... < An on that n-dimensional Hilbert 
space H. The representation shows that for any x, y E H, 

(11) (Tx, y)= f Aj (8EAjx, y). 
j=1 

We note that this may be written as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral 

(12) (Tx, y)= L:'" Adw(A) 

where w(A) = (EAx, y). 
Our present discussion takes care of self-adjoint linear operators on 

spaces that are finite dimensional. It also paves the way for the case of 
arbi~rary Hilbert spaces to be considered in the next section. A joint 
problem set will be included at the end of the next section. 

9. 8 Spectral Family of a Bounded Self-Adjoint 
Linear Operator 

With a given bounded self-adjoint linear operator T: H ~ H on a 
complex Hilbert space H we can associate a spectral family ~ such that 
~ may be used for a spectral representation of T (to be obtained in the 
next section). 

To define ~ we need the operator 

(1) 

the positive square root of T/, which we denote2 by BA ; thus 

(2) 

and the operator 

(3) 

which is called the positive part of TA • 

2 Another notation for BA also used in the literature is ITAI. 
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The spectral family ~ of T is then defined by ~ = (E.l.heR, where 
E.I. is the projection of H onto the null space .N'( T.I. +) of T.I. +. 

Our task in the remainder of this section is to prove that ~ is 
indeed a spectral family, that is, has all the properties by which a 
spectral family is characterized in Def. 9.7-1. This will require some 
patience, but we shall be rewarded by the fact that the proofs will 
produce a basic tool (inequality (18), below) for the derivation of the 
spectral representation in the next section. 

We proceed stepwise and consider at first the operators 

B = (T2)1/2 

T+ =!(B + T) 

T- =!(B - T) 

(positive square root of T2) 

(positive part of T) 

(negative part of T) 

and the projection of H onto the null space of T+ which we denote by 
E, that is, 

By subtraction and addition we see that 

(4) 

(5) 

T=T+-r 

Furthermore we have 

9.8-1 Lemma (Operators related to T). The operators just defined 
have the following properties. 

(a) B, T+ and T- are bounded and self-adjoint. 

(b) B, T+ and T- commute with every bounded linear operator that 
T commutes with; in particular, 

(6) BT= TB 

(7) 

(c) E commutes with every bounded self-adjoint linear operator 
that T commutes with; in particular, 

ET=TE EB = BE. 
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(d) Furthermore, 

(8) T+T- = 0 T-T+=O 

(9) T+E= ET+=O T-E = ET- = y-

(lO) TE=-Y- T(I-E)= T+ 

(11) T+~O T-~O. 

Proof. (a) is clear since T and B are bounded and self-adjoint. 

(b) Suppose that TS = ST. Then T 2S = TST = ST2, and 
BS = SB follows from Theorem 9.4-2 applied to T2. Hence 

T+S =~(BS + TS) =~(SB + ST) = ST+. 

The proof of T-S = ST- is similar. 

(c) For every x E H we have y = Ex E Y = .N(T+). Hence 
T+y = 0 and ST+y = SO = O. From TS = ST and (b) we have 
ST+ = T+ S, and 

T+ SEx = T+ Sy = ST+ Y = o. 

Hence SEx E Y. Since E projects H onto Y, we thus have ESEx = SEx 
for every x E H, that is, ESE = SE. A projection is self-adjoint by 9.5-1 
and so is S by assumption. Using (6g), Sec. 3.9, we thus obtain 

ES = E* S* = (SE)* = (ESE)* = E* S* E* = ESE = SE. 

(d) We prove (8)-{l1). 

Proof of (8): 

From B = (T2) 1/2 we have B2 = T2. Also BT = TB by (6). Hence, 
again by (6), 

T+T- = T-T+ = !(B - T)!(B + T) =t{B2 + BT- TB - T2) = o. 

Proof of (9): 

By definition, Ex E JV(T+), so that T+ Ex = 0 for all x E H. Since 
T' is self-adjoint, we have ET+x = T+Ex,= 0 by (6) and (c), that is 
ETt::: T'E=O. 
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Furthermore, T+T-x=O by (8), so that T-xE.N'(T+). Hence 
ET-x = T-x. Since T- is self-adjoint, (c) yields T-Ex = ET-x = T-x 
for all x E H, that is, T-E = ET- = T-. 

Proof of (10): 

From (4) and (9) we have TE = (T+ - T-)E = -T- and from this, 
again by (4), 

T(I-E) = T- TE = T+ T-= T+. 

Proof of (11): 

By (9) and (5) and Theorem 9.3-1, 

since E and B are self-adjoint and commute, E ~ 0 by 9.5-2 and B ~ 0 
by definition. Similarly, again by Theorem 9.3-1, 

T+ = B - T- = B - EB = (I - E)B ~ 0 

because 1-E ~ 0 by 9.5-2. I 

This was the first step. In the second step, instead of T we 
consider T>.. = T - >..1. Instead of B, T+, T- and E we now have to take 
B>.. = (T>..2)1/2 [cf. (2)], the positive part and negative part of T>.., defined 
by 

[d. (3)] and the projection 

T>..+=t(B>.. +T>..) 

T>..- =t(B>.. - T>..) 

9.8-2 Lemma (Operators related to T>..). The previous lemma remains 
true if we replace 

T, B, T+, T-, E by 
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respectively, where A is real. Moreover, for any real K, A, /J-, v, T, the 
following operators all commute: 

E.,.. 

Proof. The first statement is obvious. To obtain the second 
statement, we note that IS = SI and 

(12) T>. = T-AJ= T- /J-I+(/J--A)I= T", +(/J--A)I. 

Hence 

ST = TS ~ ST", = T",S ~ ST>. = T>.S ~ SB>. = B>.S, SB", = B",S 

and so on. For S = TK this gives TKB>. = B>. TK, etc. I 

With this preparation we can now prove that for a given bounded 
self-adjoint linear operator T we may define a spectral family ~ = (E>.) 
in a unique fashion as explained in the subsequent theorem. This ~ is 
called the spectral family associated with the operator T. And in the 
next section we shall then see that we can use ~ to obtain the desired 
spectral representation of T, thereby reaching our actual goal. 

9.8-3 Theorem (Spectral family associated with an operator). Let 
T: H ~ H be a bounded self-adjoint linear operator on a complex 
Hilbert space H. Furthermore, let E>. (A real) be the projection of H onto 
the null space Y>. = N(T>. +) of the positive part T>. + of T>. = T - AI. Then 
~ = (E>.hER is a spectral family on the interval Em, M] c R, where m and 
M are given by (1) in Sec. 9.2. 

Proof. We shall prove 

(13) A</J- ~ E>.~E", 

(14) A<m ~ E>.=O 

(15) A?;M ~ E>.=I 

( 16) /J-~A+O ~ E",x~E>.x. 

In the proof we use part of Lemma 9.8-1 formulated for T>., T"" T>.+ 
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etc., instead of T, T+, etc., namely, 

(8*) 

(10*) T>..E>.. = -T>..-

(11*) 

Proof of (13): 

Let '\<1-1-. We have T>..=T>..+-T>..-~T>..+ because -T-~O by 
(11 *). Hence 

T>.. + - T,.. is self-adjoint and commutes with T,.. + by 9.8-2, and T/ ~ 0 
by (11*). Theorem 9.3-1 thus implies 

This shows that T>.. + x = 0 implies T,.. + x = O. Hence .N'(T>.. +) c X(T,.. +), so 
that E>.. ~ E,.. by 9.6-1. Here, ,\ < 1-1-. 

Proof of (14): 

Let ,\ < m but suppose that, nevertheless, E>..:/= O. Then E>..z:/= 0 for 
some z. We set x = E>..z. Then E>..x = E/z = E>..z = x, and we may 
assume Ilxll = 1 without loss of generality. It follows that 

(T>..E>..x, x) = (T>..x, x) 

= (Tx, x)-,\ 

~ inf (n, X)-,\ 
11>:11=1 

= m-'\ >0. 

But this contradicts T>..E>.. = -T>..-~O, which is obtained from (10*) and 
(11 *). 
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Proof of (15): 

Suppose that A > M but E>.. ~ 1, so that 1 - E>.. ~ O. Then 
(1- E>..)x = x for some x of norm Ilxll = 1. Hence 

(T>.. (1 - E>..)x, x) = (T>..x, x) 

= (Tx, x)-A 

~ sup (Tx, x)- A 
lIill=1 

=M-A<O. 

But this contradicts T>.. (1- E>..) = T>.. + ~ 0 which is obtained from (10*) 
and (11*). Also EM = 1 by the continuity from the right to be proved 
now. 

Proof of (16): 

With an interval II = (A, p,] we associate the operator 

Since A<p, we have E>..~E", by (13), hence E>..(H)cE",(H) by 9.6-1, 
and E(ll) is a projection by 9.6-2. Also E(ll) ~O by 9.5-2. Again by 
9.6-1, 

(17) 

Since E(ll), T", - and T>.. + are positive [cf. (11*)] and commute by 9.8-2, 
the products T",-E(ll) and T>..+E(ll) are positive by 9.3-1. Hence by 
(17) and (10*), 

T",E(ll) = T",E",E(ll) = -T", -E(ll)~ 0 

T>..E(ll) = T>..(1-E>..)E(ll) = T>..+E(ll)~O. 

This implies TE(ll) ~ p,E(ll) and TE(ll) ~ AE(ll), respectively. To
gether, 

(18) AE(ll) ~ TE(ll) ~ p,E(ll) E(ll) = E", - Ell. 
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This is an important inequality which we shall also need in the next 
section and in Sec. 9.1l. 

We keep A fixed and let I.t ~ A from the right in a monotone 
fashion. Then E(a)x ~ P(A)x by the analogue of Theorem 9.3-3 
for a decreasing sequence. Here P(A) is bounded and self-adjoint. 
Since E(a) is idempotent, so is P(A). Hence P(A) is a projection. Also 
AP(A) = TP(A) by (18), that is, TA.P(A) = O. From this, (10*) and 9.8-2, 

TA.+P(A) = TA.(I - EA.)P(A) = (I - EA.)TA.P(A) = o. 

Hence TA.+P(A)x=O for all xEH. This shows that P(A)XE.N'(TA.+)' By 
definition, EA. projects H onto K(TA. +). Consequently, we have 
EA.P(A)x = P(A)x, that is, EA.P(A) = P(A). On the other hand, if we let 
I.t~A+O in (17) then 

(I - EA.)P(A) = P(A). 

Together, P(A) = O. Remembering that E(a)x ~ P(A)x, we see that 
this proves (16); that is, ~ is continuous from the right. 

This completes the proof that ~ = (EA.r given in the theorem has all 
the properties by which a spectral family on Em, M] is defined. 

Problems 

1. In certain cases, left continuity of a spectral family is more convenient 
than right continuity (and some books even formulate the definition 
accordingly). To see that there is not much difference, obtain from EA in 
Def. 9.7-1 an FA which is continuous from the left. 

2. Suppose that EA satisfies all conditions Def. 9.7-1 except (9). Find EA 
satisfying all those conditions including (9). 

3. Prove that '1T= T'1 [d. (6)]. 

4. Find r, '1, (T2)1/2 and the other square roots of T2 if 

5. If in the finite dimensional case a linear operator T is represented by a 
real diagonal matrix f, what is the spectrum of T? How do we obtain 
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from f the matrix (a) f+ (representing T+), (b) f- (representing '1), 
(c) B (representing B)? 

6. In Prob. 5, how can we obtain the matrix representing the projection 
of H (a) onto .N"(r), (b) onto .N"(TA +)? 

7. Obtain from fin Prob. 5 the matrices representing (a) TA, (b) T/, 
(c) TA-, (d) B A• 

8. Show that if a bounded self-adjoint linear operator T: H ~ H is 
positive, then T = T+ and T- = O. 

9. Find the spectral family of the zero operator T = 0: H ~ H, where 
H;e{Q}. 

9. 9 Spectral Representation of Bounded 
Self-Adjoint Linear Operators 

From the preceding section we know that with a bounded self-adjoint 
linear operator T on a complex Hilbert space H we '€an associate a 
spectral family ~ = (Ell)' We want to show that ~ may be used to obtain 
a spectral representation of T; this is an integral representation (1) 
(below) which involves ~ and is such that (Tx, y) is represented by an 
ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral (d. Sec. 4.4). 

The notation m - 0 occurring in the theorem will be explained at 
the end of the theorem, before the proof. 

9.9-1 Spectral Theorem for Bounded Self-Adjoint Linear 
Operators. Let T: H ~ H be a bounded self-adjoint linear operator 
on a complex Hilbert space H. Then: 

(a) T has the spectral representation 

(1) T= 1M AdEll 
m-O 

where ~ = (Ell) is the spectral family associated with T (d. 9.8-3); the 
integral is to be understood in the sense of uniform operator convergence 
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[convergence in the norm on B(H, H)], and for all x, y E H, 

(1*) (Tx, y) = L~o Adw(A), w(A)= (EAx, y), 

where the integrul is an ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral (Sec. 4.4). 

(b) More generally, if p is. a polynomial in A with real coefficients, 
say, 

then the operator p(T) defined by 

has the spectral representation 

(2) 

and for all x, y E H, 

(2*) (p(T)x, y)= L~o p(A)dw(A), 

(Extension to continuous functions see later, in Theorem 9.10-1.) 

Remark. m - 0 is written to indicate that one must take into 
account a contribution at A = m which occurs if Em f' 0 (and mf' 0); 
thus, using any a < m, we can write 

Similarly, 
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Proof of Theorem 9.9-1. 

(a) We choose a sequence (!?l>n) of partitions of (a, b] 
where a < m and M < b. Here every !?l>n is a partition of (a, b] into 
intervals 

j= 1,···, n 

of length l(~nj) = I-tnj - Anj. Note that I-tnj = An,j+l for j = 1, ... , n-1. 
We assume the sequence (!?l>n.) to be such that 

(3) 7}(!?l>n) = max l(~nj) 
j 

o 

We use (18) in Sec. 9.8 with ~ = ~ni' that is, 

as n ~ 00. 

By summation over j from 1 to n we obtain for every n 

(4) 
n n n 
L AnjE(~nj);§; L TE(~nj);§; L I-tnjE(~nj). 
j~l j~l j=l 

Since I-tnj = An,j+1 for j = 1, ... , n -1, using (14) and (15) in Sec. 9.8, 
we simply have 

T f E(~ni) = T f (E ILn) - E A.,) = T(I - 0) = T. 
j~l j~l 

Formula (3) implies that for every 8> 0 there is an n such that 
7}(!?l>n) < 8; hence in (4) we then have 

n n n 
L I-tnjE (~nj) - L AnjE (~nj) = L (l-tnj - Ani)E (~ni) < 81. 
i~l j=l j~l 

From this and (4) it follows that, given any 8> 0, there is an N such 
that for every n > N and every choice of Ani E ~ni we have 

(5) 
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Since E>. is constant for A < m and for A ~ M, the particular choice of 
an a < m and a b > M is immaterial. This proves (1), where (5) shows 
that the integral is to be understood in the sense of uniform operator 
convergence. The latter implies strong operator convergence (d. Sec. 
4.9), the inner product is continuous and the sum in (5) is of Stieltjes 
type. Hence (1) implies (1*) for every choice of x and y in H. 

(b) We prove the theorem for polynomials, starting with 
p(A)=A', where rEN. For any K<A~I-t<v we have from (7) in 
Sec. 9.7, 

(E>. - E,J(E,.,. - Ev) = E>.E,.,. - E>.Ev - EI(E,.,. + EI(Ev 

~ 

= E>. - E>. - EI( + EI( = O. 

This shows that E(ilnj)E(ilnk ) = 0 for j¥- k. Also, since E(ilnj ) is a 
projection, E(ilnj )' = E(ilnj ) for every s = 1, 2, .... Consequently, we 
obtain 

(6) 

If the sum in (5) is close to T, the expression in (6) on the left will be 
close to T' because multiplication (composition) of bounded linear 
operators is continuous. Hence, by (6), given B > 0, there is an N such 
that for all n > N, 

This proves (2) and (2*) for p(A) = A'. From this the two formulas (2) 
and (2*) follow readily for an arbitrary polynomial with real 
coefficients. I 

We should mention that the actual determination of the spectral 
family for a given bounded self-adjoint linear operator is not easy, in 
general. In some relatively simple cases the family may be conjectured 
from (1). In other cases one can use a systematic approach which is 
based on more advanced methods; see N. Dunford and J. T. Schwartz 
(1958-71), Part 2, pp. 920-921. 

Let us conclude this section by listing some properties of operators 
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p(T) which are of interest in themselves and will be helpful in the 
extension of the spectral theorem to general continuous functions. 

9.9-2 Theorem (Properties of p(n). Let T be as in the previous 
theorem, and let p, PI and P2 be polynomials with real coefficients. Then: 

(a) p(T) is self-adjoint. 

(b) If p(A) = apI(A) + (3Pz(A), then p(T) = apI(T) + (3pz(T). 

(c) If p(A) = PI(A)P2(A), then p(T) = PI(T)P2(T). 

(d) If p(A) ~ 0 for all A E Em, M], then p(T) ~ o. 
(e) If PI(A)~P2(A) for all A E[m, M], then PI(T)~P2(T). 

(f) IIp(T)11 ~ max Ip(A)I, where J = Em, MJ. 
Jo.EJ 

(g) If a bounded linear operator commutes with T, it also commutes 
with p(T). 

Proof. (a) holds since T is self-adjoint and p has real coefficients, 
so that (ai Ti )* = ajTi. 

(b) is obvious from the definition. 

(c) is obvious from the definition. 

(d) Since p has real coefficients, complex zeros must 
occur in conjugate pairs if they occur at all. Since p changes sign.if A 
passes through a zero of odd multiplicity and p(A) ~ 0 on Em, M], zeros 
of p in (m, M) must be of even multiplicity. Hence we can write 

(7) p(A) = a II (A - (3j) II ("Yk - A) II [(A -ILl? + v/] 
i k I 

where {3j ~ m and "Yk ~ M and the quadratic factors correspond to 
complex conjugate zeros and to real zeros in (m, M). We show that 
a> 0 if p~ O. For all sufficiently large A, say, for all A ~ Ao, we have 

where n is the degree of p. Hence an > 0 implies p(Ao) > 0 and the 
number of the "Yk'S (each counted according to its multiplicity) must be 
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even, to make p(A) ~ 0 in (m, M). Then all three products in (7) are 
positive at Ao, hence we must have a > 0 in order that p(Ao) > O. If 
an < 0, then p(Ao) < 0, the number of the "Yk'S is odd, to make p(A) ~ 0 
on (m, M). It follows that the second product in (7) is negative at Ao, 
and a > 0, as before. 

We replace A by T. Then each of the factors in (7) is a positive 
operator. In fact, for every x;i: 0, setting v = Ilxll-1 x, we have x = Ilxllv 
and since - {3j ~ - m, 

«T- (3l)x, x) = (Tx, x) - {3j(x, ~ 

~ IIxl12 (Tv, v)- mllxl12 

~ IIxl12 inf (Tv, v) - m IIxl12 = 0, 
11611=1 

that is, T- (3l~O. Similarly, "YkI - T~O. Also, T-lLzI is self-adjoint, 
so that its square is positive and 

Since all those operators commute, their product is positive by 9.3-1, 
and p(T) ~ 0 because a> O. 

(e) follows immediately from (d). 

(I) Let k denote the maximum of Ip(A)1 on J. Then 
0~p(A)2~ e for A EJ. Hence (e) yields p(T)2~ eI, that is, since p(T) 
is self-adjoint, for all x, 

(p(T)x, p(T)x) = (p(T)2X, x)~ e(x, x). 

The inequality in (f) now follows if we take square roots and then the 
supremum over all x of norm 1. 

(g) follows immediately from the definition of p(T). I 

We shall use this theorem in the next section as an important tool 
for generalizing our present spectral theorem 9.9-1. 
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Problems 

1. Verify (1) for the zero operator T= 0: H - H. 

2. Consider real numbers A1 < A2 < ... < An and projections Ph •.• , Pn of 
a Hilbert space H onto n pairwise orthogonal subspaces of H. Assum
ing that P1 + ... + Pn = I, show that 

defines a spectral family and list some of the properties of the 
corresponding operator 

3. Verify (1) if T=I: H - H. 

4. If an operator T: R3 _ R3 is represented, with respect to an 
orthonormal basis, by a matrix 

[~ 
1 

o 
o 

what is the corresponding spectral family? Using the result, verify (1) 
for this operator. 

5. What spectral family (E.J corresponds to an n-rowed Hermitian ma
trix? Verify (1) for this case. 

6. If we make the additional assumption that the self-adjoint operator Tin 
(1) is compact, show that (1) takes the form of an infinite series or a 
finite sum. 

7. Consider the multiplication operator T: L 2[0,1] - L 2[0,1] defined 
by 

y(t) = Tx(t) = tx(t). 

Conclude from Prob. 9, Sec. 9.1, and Theorem 9.2-4 that a(T) = 

ar (T) = [0, 1]. Show that the corresponding spectral family is defined 
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by 

E.x=E 
if A <0 

ifO~A~1 

if A> 1 

where 

{ x(t) if~~t~A 
vA(t) = 0 

if A<t;al. 

(It may be helpful to sketch the projections in the case of simple 
examples, such as x(t) = t2 or x(t) = sin 21Tt.) 

8. Find the spectral family of the operator T: [2 -- f defined by 
(~l> ~2' ~3' ... ) ~ (~1/1, ~2/2, ~3/3, ... ). Find an orthonormal set of 
eigenvectors. What form does (1) take in this case? 

9. Prove that in Prob. 8, 

00 1 
T="'-P. L.. . } 

j-IJ 

where ~ is the projection of [2 onto the span of ej = (Sjn) and the series 
is convergent in the norm of B(f, [2). 

10. How could we use the idea of the proof given in the answer to Prob. 9 
in the case of an arbitrary compact self-adjoint linear operator T 
having infinitely many different nonzero eigenvalues? 

9. 10 Extension of the Spectral Theorem to 
Continuous Functions 

Theorem 9.9-1 holds for p(T), where T is a bounded self-adjoint 
linear operator and p is a polynomial with real coefficients. We want to 
extend the theorem to operators f(T), where T is as before and f is a 
continuous real-valued function. Clearly, we must first define what we 
mean by f(T). 

Let T: H - H be a bounded self-adjoint linear operator on a 
complex Hilbert space H. Let f be a continuous real-valued function 
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on Em, M], where 

(1) m = inf (Tx, x), 
IIxll~l 

M= sup (Tx, x), 
IIxll~l 
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as before. Then by the Weierstrass approximation theorem 4.11-5 
there is a sequence of polynomials (Pn) with real coefficients such that 

(2) 

uniformly on Em, M]. Corresponding to it we have a sequence of 
bounded self-adjoint linear operators Pn(T). By Theorem 9.9-2(f), 

IIPn(T) - Pr(T)11 ~ max IPn(A) - Pr(A)I, 
Jo.EJ 

where J = Em, M]. Since Pn(A) ~ f(A), given any e > 0, there is an N 
such that the right-hand side is smaller than e for all n, r> N. Hence 
(Pn(T)) is Cauchy and has a limit in B(H, H) since B(H, H) is 
complete (d. 2.10-2). We define f(T) to be that limit; thus 

(3) Pn(T) ~ f(T)· 

Of course, to justify this definition of f(T), we must prove that f(T) 
depends only on f (and T, of course) but not on the particular choice of 
a sequence of polynomials converging to f uniformly. 

Proof. Let (Pn) be another sequence of polynomials with real 
coefficients such that 

Pn(A) ~ f(A) 

uniformly on Em, M]. Then Pn(T) ~ /(T) by the previous argument, 
and we must show that !(T) = f(T). Clearly, 

hence 

again by 9.9-2(f). Consequently, given e > 0, there is an N such that 
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for n>N, 

B 
<-

3 

By the triangle inequality it follows that 

II/(T) - f(T)II~II/(T) - Pn(T)II+IIPn(T) - Pn(T)11+ IIPn(T) - f(T)11 < B. 

Since B > 0 was arbitrary, /(T) - f(T) = 0 and /(T) = f(T). I 

With these preparations we can now extend Theorem 9.9-1 from 
polynomials p to general continuous real-valued functions f, as follows. 

9.10-1 Spectral Theorem. Let T: H ----+ H be a bounded self
adjoint linear operator on a complex Hilbert space Hand f a continuous 
real-valued function on [m, M]; d. (1). Then f(T) has the spectral 
representation 3 

(4) 

where ~= (E>,) is the spectral family associated with T (d. 9.8-3); the 
integral is to be understood in the sense of uniform operator convergence, 
and for all x, y E H, 

(4*) (f(T)x, y) = L~o f(A) dW(A), 

where the integral is an ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral (Sec. 4.4). 

Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 
9.9-1. For every B > 0 there is a polynomial p with real coefficients 

3 The notation m -0 is explained in connection with Theorem 9.9-1. 
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such that for all A E Em, M] 

(5) 

and then 

Ilf(T) - p(T)11 ~~. 

Furthermore, noting that L E(ilnJ = I and using (5), for any partition 
we obtain 

It follows that 

Finally, since p(T) is represented by (2), Sec. 9.9, there is an N such 
that for every n > N 

Using these inequalities, we can now estimate the norm of the differ
ence between f(T) and the Riemann-Stieltjes sums corresponding to 
the integral 'in (4); for n > N we obtain by means of the triangle 
inequality 

IlitpAni)E(ilni)- f(T)11 ~ Ilit! [f(Ani) - p(Ani)]E(ilni )II 

+ tt!P(AnJE(ilni ) - p(T) /I 

+ IIp(T)- f(T)II~ B. 
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Since e >0 was arbitrary, this establishes (4) and (4*) and completes the 
proof. I 

We mention the following uniqueness property. 

~ = (EA) is the only spectral family on Em, M] that yields the 
representations (4) and (4*). 

This becomes plausible if we observe that (4*) hC?}ds for every 
continuous real-valued function f on Em, M] and the left hand side of 
(4*) is defined in a way which does not depend on ~. A proof follows 
from a uniqueness theorem for Stieltjes integrals [d. F. Riesz and B. 
Sz. -Nagy (1955), p. 111]; this theorem states that for any fixed x and 
y, the expression w(A) = (EAx, y) is determined, up to an additive 
constant, by (4*) at its points of continuity and at m - 0 and M. Since 
EM = I, hence (EMx, y) = (x, y), and (EA ) is continuous from the right, 
we conclude that w(A) is uniquely determined everywhere. 

It is not difficult to see that the properties of p(T) listed in 
Theorem 9.9-2 extend to f(T); for later use we formulate this simple 
fact as 

9.10-2 Theorem (Properties of f(T». Theorem 9.9-2 continues to 
hold if p, Pb P2 are replaced by continuous real-valued functions f, fb f2 
on Em, M]. 

9 . 11 Properties of the Spectral Family of a 
Bounded Self -Adjoint Linear Operator 

It is interesting that the spectral family ~ = (EA) of a bounded self
adjoint linear operator T on a Hilbert space H reflects properties <,>f 
the spectrum in a striking and simple fashion. We shall derive results of 
that kind from the definition of ~ (d. Sec. 9.8) in combination with the 
spectral representation in Sec. 9.9. 

From Sec. 9.7 we know that if H is finite dimensional, the spectral 
family ~ = (EA ) has "points of growth" (discontinuities, jumps) pre
cisely at the eigenvalues of T. In fact E>..o - E>..o-o ¥- 0 if and only if Ao is 
an eigenvalue of T. It is remarkable, although perhaps not unexpected, 
that this property carries over to the infinite dimensional case: 
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9.11-1 Theorem (Eigenvalues). Let T: H ~ H be a bounded self
adjoint linear operator on a complex Hilbert space H and ~ = (EA ) the 
corresponding spectral family. Then A ~ EA has a discontinuity at 
any A = Ao (that is, EAo ~ EAo- o) if and only if Ao is an eigenvalue of T. 
In this case, the corresponding eigenspace is 

(1) 

Proof. Ao is an eigenvalue of T if and only if ..N"(T- Aol) ~ {O}, so 
that the first statement of the theorem follows immediately from (1). 
Hence it sufficies to prove (1). We write simply 

and prove (1) by first showing that 

(2) Fo(H) c ..N"(T- Aol) 

and then 

(3) 

(4) 

Fo(H):::J ..N"(T- Aol). 

Proof of (2): 

Inequality (18) in Sec. 9.8 with A = Ao-! and p, = Ao is 
n 

where ~o = (Ao-lIn, Ao]. We.let n~oo. Then E(~o)~Fo, so that 
(4) yields 

Hence TFo = AoFo, that is, (T- Aol)Fo = O. This proves (2). 

Proof of (3): 

Let x E ..N"(T- Aol). We show that then x E Fo(H), that is, Fox = x 
since Po is a projection. 
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If AoHm, M], then AoE p(T) by 9.2-1. Hence in this case 
.J(T- Ao1) = {Ole Fo(H) since Fo(H) is a vector space. Let Ao E [m, M]. 
By assumption, (T- Ao1)x = O. This implies (T- Ao1)2x = 0, that is, by 
9.9-1, r (A - AO)2 dw(A) = 0, w(A) = (&,x, x) 

where a<m and b>M. Here (A-Ao)2~0 and A ~ (E>..x,x) is 
monotone increasing by 9.7-1. Hence the integral over any subinterval 
of positive length must be zero. In particular, for every 8> 0 we must 
have 

and 

ib 0-
AO+e 

(A - Ao)2 dw(A) ~ 8 2 rb 
dw(A) = 8 2(Ix, X)- 8 2(E>..o+£x, x). 

J~.o+£ 

Since 8> 0, from this and 9.5-2 we obtain 

hence 

and 

(x - E>..o+£x, x) = 0 hence 

We may thus write 

If we let 8 ~ 0, we obtain x = Fox because A ~ E>.. is continuous 
from the right. This implies (3), as was noted before. I 

We know that the spectrum of a bounded self-adjoint linear 
operator T lies on the real axis of the complex plane; d. 9.1-3. Of 
course, the real axis also contains points of the resolvent set p(T). For 
instance, A E p(T) if A is real and A < m or A> M; d. 9.2-1. It is quite 
remarkable that all real A E p(T) can be characterized by the behavior 
of the spectral family in a very simple fashion. This theorem will then 
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immediately yield a characterization of points of the continuous spec
trum of T and thus complete our present discussion since the residual 
spectrum of T is empty, by 9.2-4. 

9.11-2 Theorem (Resolvent set). Let T and ~ = (EA ) be as in 
Theorem 9.11-1. Then a real Ao belongs to the resolvent set p( T) of T if 
and only if there is a -y > 0 such that ~ = (EA ) is constant on the interval 
[Ao--Y, Ao+-y]. 

Proof. In part (a) we prove that the given condition is sufficient 
for AoE p(T) and in (b) that it is necessary. In the proof we use 
Theorem 9.1-2 which states that AoE p(T) if and only if there exists a 
-y > 0 such that for all x E H, 

(5) II(T- AoI)xll ~ -yllxll· 

(a) Suppose that Ao is real and such that ~ is constant on 
J=[Ao--Y, Ao+-y] for some -y>O. By Theorem 9.9-1, 

Since ~ is constant on J, integration over J yields the value zero, and 
for A ~ J we have (A - Ao? ~ -y2, so that (6) now implies 

Taking square roots, we obtain (5). Hence AoE p(T) by 9.1-2. 

(b) Conversely, suppose that AoE p(T). Then (5) with 
some -y > 0 holds for all x E H, so that by (6) and 9.9-1, 

(7) L~o (A - AO)2 d(EAx, x) ~ -y2 L~o d(EAx, x). 

We show that we obtain a contradiction if we assume that ~ is not 
constant on the interval [Ao - -y, Ao + 11]. In fact, then we can find a 
positive 1} < -y such that EAO+.,., - EAO-.,., ¥- 0 because EA ~ ElL for A < IL 
(d. 9.7-1). Hence there is a YEH such that 

x = (E>.o+.,., - E>.o-.,.,)Y ¥- O. 
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We use this x in (7). Then 

Formula (7) in Sec. 9.7 shows that this is (EA - EA)y = 0 when 
A < Ao-1/ and (EAo+ TJ - EAO-TJ)y when A> Ao+ 1/, hence independent of 
A. We may thus take K = [Ao -1/, Ao + 1/] as the interval of integration in 
(7). If A E K, then we obtain (EAx, x) = «EA - EAo-TJ)y, y) by straightfor
ward calculation, using again (7) in Sec. 9.7. Hence (7) gives 

But this impossible because the integral on the right is positive and 
(A - Ao? ~ 1/2 < 'l, where A E K. Hence our assumption that ~ is not 
constant on the interval [Ao -1', Ao + 1'] is false and the proof is 
complete. I 

This theorem also shows that Ao E u(T) if and only if ~ is not 
constant in any neighborhood of Ao on R. Since ur(T) = (/) by 9.2-4 and 
points of up(T) correspond to discontinuities of ~ (d. 9.11-1), we have 
the following theorem, which completes our discussion. 

9.11-3 Theorem (Continuous spectrum). Let T and ~ = (EA ) be as in 
Theorem 9.11-1. Then a real Ao belongs to the continuous spectrum 
uc(T) of T if and only if ~ is continuous at Ao (thus EAo = EAo- O) and is 
not constant in any neighborhood of Ao on R. 

Problems 

1. What can we conclude from Theorem 9.11-1 in the case of a Hermitian 
matrix? 

2. If T in Theorem 9.11-1 is compact and has infinitely many eigenvalues, 
what can we conclude about (EA ) from Theorems 9.11-1 and 9.11-2? 

3. Verify that the spectral family in Prob. 7, Sec. 9.9, satisfies the three 
theorems in the present section. 

4. We know that if m in Theorem 9.2-1 is positive then T is positive. 
How does this follow from the spectral representation (1), Sec. 9.9? 
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5. We know that the spectrum of a bounded self-adjoint linear operator is 
closed. How does this follow from theorems in this section? 

6. Let T: 12 ---'? 12 be defined by y = (TJj) = Tx where x = (gj), TJj = CXjgj 
and (CXj) is any real sequence in a finite interval [a, b]. Show that the 
corresponding spectral family (EA ) is defined by 

(EAX, y) = L gj'flJ· 
a,;::;;'\ 

7. (Pure point spectrum) A bounded self-adjoint linear operator T: H---'? 
H on a Hilbert space H f' {O} is said to have a pure point spectrum or 
purely discrete spectrum if T has an orthonormal set of eigenvectors 
which is total in H. Illustrate with an example that this does not imply 
ac(T) = 0 (so that this terminology, which is generally used, may 
confuse the beginner for a moment). 

8. Give examples of compact self-adjoint linear operators T: 12 ---'? 12 
having a pure point spectrum such that the set of the nonzero eigen
values (a) is a finite point set, (b) is an infinite point set and the 
corresponding eigenvectors form a dense set in e, (c) is an infinite 
point set and the corresponding eigenvectors span a subspace of e such 
that the orthogonal complement of the closure of that subspace is finite 
dimensional, (d) as in (c) but that complement is infinite dimensional. 
In each case find a total orthonormal set of eigenvectors. 

9. (Purely continuous spectrum) A bounded self-adjoint linear operator 
T: H ---'? H on a Hilbert space H f' {O} is said to have a purely 
continuous spectrum if T has no eigenvalues. If T is any bounded 
self-adjoint linear operator on H, show that there is a closed subspace 
Y c H which reduces T (cf. Sec. 9.6, Prob. 10) and is such that 
TJ = Tly has a pure point spectrum whereas T2 = Tlz. Z = Y\ has a 
purely continuous spectrum. (This reduction facilitates the investiga
tion of T; cf. also the remark in Sec. 9.6, Prob. 10.) 

10. What can we say about the spectral families (EAl) and (Eu) of Tl and 
T2 in Prob. 9 in terms of the spectral family (EA ) of T? 





CHAPTER -L '-' 

UNBOUNDED LINEAR 
OPERATORS IN 
HILBERT SPACE 

Unbounded linear operators occur in many applications, notably in 
connection with differential equations and in quantum mechanics. 
Their theory is more complicated than that of bounded operators. 

In this chapter we restrict ourselves to Hilbert spaces; this is the 
case of prime interest in physics. In fact, the theory of unbounded 
operators was stimulated by attempts in the late 1920's to put quantum 
mechanics on a rigorous mathematical foundation. A systematic de
velopment of the theory is due to J. von Neumann (1929-30, 1936) 
and M. H. Stone (1932). 

The application of that theory to differential equations yields a 
unified approach to diverse questions and also entails substantial 
simplification. 

The chapter is optional. 

Important concepts, brief orientation about main content 
For unbounded operators, considerations about domains and ex

tension problems become of prime importance. In order that the 
Hilbert-adjoint operator T* of a linear operator T exist, T must be 
densely defined in H, that is, its domain 9J(T) must be dense in H (cf. 
Sec. 10.1). On the other hand, if T satisfies the relation 

(Tx, y) = (x, Ty) 

identically and is unbounded, its domain cannot be all of H (cf. 
10.1-1). This relation is equivalent to Tc T* (provided T is densely 
defined in H) and T is called symmetric (Sec. 10.2). A self-adjoint 
linear operator (T = T*; cf. 10.2-5) is symmetric, but the converse is 
not generally true in the unbounded case. 

Most unbounded linear operators occurring in practical problems 
are closed or have closed linear extensions (Sec. 10.3). 
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The spectrum of a self-adjoint linear operator is real, also in the 
unbounded case (d. 10.4-2). A spectral representation (d. 10.6-3) of 
such an operator T is obtained by means of the Cayley transform 

U= (T- iI)(T+ iI)-1 

of T (d. Sec. 10.6) and the spectral theorem 10.5-4 for unitary 
operators. 

Section 10.7 is devoted to a multiplication operator and a 
differentiation operator, two unbounded linear operators of particular 
practical importance. (These operators playa key role in Chap. 11 on 
quantum mechanics.) 

In this chapter, the following will be convenient. We say that Tis 
an operator on H if its domain is all of H, and an operator in H if its 
domain lies in H but may not be all of H. Furthermore, the notation 

SeT 

will mean that T is an extension of S. 

10.1 Unbounded Linear Operators and 
their Hilbert-Adjoint Operators 

Throughout this chapter we shall consider linear operators 
T: qj)(T) ~ H whose domain qj)(T) lies in a complex Hilbert space 
H. We admit that such an operator T may be unbounded, that is, T 
may not be bounded. 

From Sec. 2.7 we remember that'T is bounded if and only if there 
is a real number c such that for all x E qj)(T), 

IITxl1 ~ cllxll· 

An important unbounded linear operator is the differentiation 
operator considered in Sec. 4.13. 

We expect an unbounded linear operator to differ from a bounded 
one in various ways, and the question arises on what properties we 
should focus attention. A famous result (Theorem 10.1-1, below) 
suggests that the domain of the operator and the problem of extending 
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the operator will playa particular role. In fact, we shall see that quite a 
number of properties of an operator depend on the domain and may 
change under extensions and restrictions. 

When that theorem was discovered by E. Hellinger and O. Toep
litz (1910) it aroused both admiration and puzzlement since the 
theorem establishes a relation between properties of two different 
kinds, namely, the properties of being defined everywhere and of being 
bounded. 

In the case of a bounded linear operator T on a Hilbert space H, 
self-adjointness of T was defined by 

(1) (Tx, y)=(x, Ty) 

(cf. 3.10-1). This is a very important property. And the theorem shows 
that an unbounded linear operator T satisfying (1) cannot be defined on 
all of H. 

10.1-1 Hellinger-Toeplitz Theorem (Boundedness). If a linear 
operator T is defined on all of a complex Hilbert space H and satisfies 
(1) for all x, y E H, then T is bounded. 

Proof. Otherwise H would contain a sequence (Yn) such that 

IIYnll= 1 and 

We consider the functional fn defined by 

where n = 1, 2, ... , and we used (1). Each fn is defined on all of H 
and is linear. For each fixed n the functional fn is bounded since the 
Schwarz inequality gives 

Moreover, for every fixed x E H, the sequence (fn (x» is bounded. 
Indeed, using the Schwarz inequality and IIYnl1 = 1, we have 
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From this and the uniform boundedness theorem 4.7-3 we conclude 
that (1Ifnll) is bounded, say, Ilfnll ~ k for all n. This implies that for every 
xEH we have 

and, taking x = TYm we arrive at 

Hence IITYnll~ k, which contradicts our initial assumption IITYnll-- 00 

and proves the theorem. I 

Since, by this theorem, 9J(T) = H is impossible for unbounded 
linear operators satisfying (1), we are confronted with the problem of 
determining suitable domains and with extension problems. We shall 
use the convenient notation 

SeT; 

by definition, this means that the operator T is an extension of the 
operator S; thus 

9J(S) e S!lJ(T) and S= TI~(s). 

We call an extension T of S a proper extension if S!lJ(S) is a proper 
subset of S!lJ(T), that is, S!lJ(T) - 9g(S) ~ 0. 

In the theory of bounded operators, the Hilbert-adjoint operator 
T* of an operator T plays a basic role. So let us first generalize this 
important concept to unbounded operators. 

In the bounded case the operator T* is defined by (d. 3.9-1) 

(Tx, y) = (x, T*y), 

which we can write 

(2) (a) (Tx,y)=(x,y*), (b) y* = T*y. 

T* exists on H and is a bounded linear operator with norm II T*II = II Til; 
d. 3.9-2. 
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In the general case we also want to use (2). Clearly, T* will then 
be defined for those y E H for which there is a y* such that (2) holds 
for all x E 9J(T). 

Now comes an important point .. In order that T* be an operator (a 
mapping), for each y which is supposed to belong to the domain qg(T*) 
of T* the corresponding y* = T*y must be unique. We claim that this 
holds if and only if: 

T is densely defined in H, that is, 9J(T) is dense in H. 

Indeed, if 9J(T) is not dense in H, then 9J(T);t. H, the orthogonal 
complement (Sec. 3.3) of 9J(T) in H contains a nonzero Yb and Yl..i x 
for every x E 9J(T), that is, (x, Yl) = O. But then in (2) we obtain 

(x, Y*) = (x, Y*)+ (x, Yl) = (x, Y* + Yl), 

which shows non-uniqueness. On the other hand, if 9J(T) is dense in H, 
then 9J(T).1. = {O} by 3.3-7. Hence (x, Yl) = 0 for all x E qg(T) now implies 
Yl = 0, so that Y* + Yl = y*, which is the desired uniqueness. I 

We agree to call T an operator on H if 9J(T) is all of H, and an 
operator in H if 9J(T) lies in H but may not be all of H. This is a 
convenient way of talking in this chapter. 

Our present situation motivates the following 

10.1-2 Definition (Hilbert-adjoint operator). Let T: 9J(T) ~ H be 
a (possibly unbounded) densely defined linear operator in a complex 
Hilbert space H. Then the Hilbert-adjoint operator T*: qg (T*) ~ H of 
T is defined as follows. The domain 9J(T*) of T* consists of all Y E H 
such that there is a Y* E H satisfying 

(2a) (Tx, y)=(x, Y*) 

for all x E 9J( T). For each such Y E 9lJ( T*) the Hilbert-adjoint operator 
T* is then defined in terms of that Y* by 

(2b) Y*= T*y. I 

In other words, an element y E H is in 9J(T*) if (and only if) for 
that y the inner product (Tx, y), considered as a function of x, can be 
represented in the form (Tx, y) = (x, y*) for all x E 9J(T). Also for that 
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y, formula (2) determines the corresponding y* uniquely since ~(T) i: 
dense in H, by assumption. 

The reader may show that T* is a linear operator. 
In our further work we shall need sums and products (composites 

of operators. We must be very careful b~cause different operators ma~ 
have different domains, in particular in the unbounded case. Hence WI 

must first define what we mean by sums and products in this mon 
general situation. This can be done in a rather natural fashion a: 
follows. 

Let S: ~(S) - Hand T: ~(T) - H be linear operators 
where ~(S) cHand 9J(T) c H. Then the sum S + T of Sand T is thl 
linear operator with domain 

9J(S + T) = ~(S) n ~(T) 

and for every x E ~(S + T) defined by 

(S + T)x = Sx + Tx. 

Note that IJil(S + T) is the largest set on which both Sand T mak( 
sense, and ~(S + T) is a vector space. 

Note further that always 0 E 9J(S + T), so that 9J(S + T) is neve 
empty; but it is clear that nontrivial results can be expected only i 
9J(S + T) also contains other elements. 

Let us define the product TS, where Sand T are as before. Let M 
be the largest subset of ~(S) whose image under S lies in ~(T); thus, 

S(M) = ~(S) n9J(T), 

where ~(S) is the range of S; cf. Fig. 65. Then the product TS ii 
defined to be the operator with domain 9J(TS) = M such that for al 
x E~(TS), 

(TS)x = T(Sx). 

Interchanging Sand T in this definition, we see that the produc 
ST is the operator such that for all x E 2lJ(ST), 

(ST)x = S(Tx), 

where ~(ST) = Nt is the largest subset of ~(T) whose image under 1 
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TS 

!?2(S) [J£(S) :»(T) [J£(T) 

Fig. 65. Product of linear operators 

lies in qg(S); thus, 

T(M) =9Jt(T) ng,(S). 

TS and ST are linear operators. This can be readily verified; note 
in particular that 9Jt(S) is a vector space by 2.6-9, so that SCM) is a 
vector space, which implies that M is a vector space since S is linear. 
And M is a vector space by the same argument. 

Problems 

t. Prove that the Hilbert-adjoint operator T* of a linear operator T is 
linear. 

2. Show that for a bounded linear operator, our present definition of the 
Hilbert-adjoint operator yields Def. 3.9-1 with Hl = H2 = H. 

3. Show that 

continues to hold for operators which may be unbounded. 

4. Show that 

I ,,,'e a condition sufficient for equality in the second formula. 
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5. Show that 

(aT)*= iiT* 

(S+ T)*::::> S*+ T*. 

What condition must we require for the second of these relations 
to be meaningful? 

6. Show that if S in Prob. 5 is defined on all of H and bounded, then 

(S + T)* = S*+ T*. 

7. Show that a bounded linear operator T: qjJ(T) ~ H whose domain 
is not dense in H always has a bounded linear extension to H whose 
norm equals IITII. 

8. Let T: qjJ(T) ~ f be defined by 

where qjJ(T) c [2 consists of all x = (gj) with only finitely many nonzero 
terms gj. (a) Show that T is unbounded. (b) Does T have proper linear 
extensions? (c) Can T be linearly extended to the whole space [2? 

9. If a linear operator T is defined everywhere on a complex Hilbert 
space H, show that its Hilbert-adjoint operator T* is bounded. 

10. Let Sand T be linear operators which are defined on all of Hand 
satisfy 

(Ty,x)=(y,Sx) for all x, y E H. 

Show that then T is bounded and S is its Hilbert-adjoint operator. 

10 . 2 Hilbert -Adjoint Operators, Symmetric 
and Self-Adjoint Linear Operators 

In the following two theorems we shall state some basic properties of 
the Hilbert-adjoint operator. Here, by definition, 

T** = (T*)*. 
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10.2-1 Theorem (Hilbert-adjoint operator). Let S: 21J(S) ---+ Hand 
T: 21J(T) ---+ H be linear operators which are densely defined in a 
complex Hilbert space H. Then: 

(a) If SeT, then T* e S*. 

(b) If 21J(T*) is dense in H, then Te T**. 

Proof. (a) By the definition of T*, 

(1) (Tx, y)=(x, T*y) 

for all xE21J(T) and all YE21J(T*). Since SeT, this implies 

(2) (Sx, y) = (x, T*y) 

for all x E ~(S) and y as before. By the definition of S*, 

(3) (Sx, y) = (x, S*y) 

for all x E 21J(S) and all y E 21J(S*). From this and (2) we want to 
conclude that 21J(T*) e 21J(S*). We explain this step in detail since 
similar conclusions will occur later. By the definition of the Hilbert
adjoint operator S* the domain 21J(S*) includes all y for which one has 
a representation (3) of (Sx, y) with x varying throughout 21J(S). Since 
(2) also represents (Sx, y) in the same form, with x varying throughout 
21J(S), the set of y's for which (2) is valid must be a (proper or 
improper) subset of the set of y's for which (3) holds, that is, we must 
have ~(T*) e ~(S*). From (2) and (3) we now readily conclude that 
S*y = T*y for all y E ~(T*), so that, by definition, T*e S*. 

(b) Taking complex conjugates in (1), we have 

(4) (T*y, x) = (y, Tx) 

for all y E ~(T*) and all x E ~(T). Since ~(T*) is dense in H, the 
operator T** exists and, by the definition, 

(T*y, x)=(y, T**x) 

for all y E 21J(T*) and all x E 21J(T**). From this and (4), reasoning as in 
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part (a), we see that an x E ~(T) also belongs to ~(T**), and we have 
T**x = Tx for such an x. This means that Tc T**. • 

Our second theorem concerns conditions under which the inverse 
of the adjoint equals the adjoint of the inverse. (Note that this extends 
Prob. 2 in Sec. 3.9 to linear operators which may be unbounded.) 

10.2-2 Theorem (Inverse of the HUbert-adjoint operator). Let T be 
as in the preceding theorem. Moreover, suppose that T is injective and its 
range ~(T) is dense in H. Then T* is injective and 

(5) 

Proof. T* exists since T is densely defined in H. Also T- 1 exists 
since T is injective. (T-1)* exists since !?lJ(jl) = 9Jt(T) is dense in H. 
We must show that (T*)-l exists and satisfies (5). 

Let y E21J(T*). Then for all x E21J(T- 1) we have T-1x E21J(T) and 

(6) (T-1x, T*y)=(TT-1x, y)=(x, y). 

On the other hand, by the definition of the Hilbert-adjoint operator of 
T-1 we have 

for all x E ~(T-l). This shows that T*y E ~«T-l)*). Furthermore, com
paring this and (6), we conclude that 

(7) Y E 21J(T*). 

We see that T*y = 0 implies y = O. Hence (T*)-l: 9Jt(T*) ~ ~(T*) 
exists by 2.6-10. Furthermore, since (T*)-lT* is the identity operator 
on 21J(T*), a comparison with (7) shows that 

(8) 

To establish (5), we merely have to show that 

(9) 

For this purpose we consider any x E 21J(T) and y E 21J«T-')*). Then 
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T\ E ~(T) = ~(T-l) and 

(10) (Tx, (T-1)*y) = (T-1Tx, y) = (x, y). 

On the other hand, by the definition of the Hilbert-adjoint operator of 
T we have 

for all x E ~(T). From this and (10) we conclude that (T-1)*y E ~(T*) 
and 

(11) 

Now, by the definition of an inverse, T*(T*r 1 is the identity operator 
on ~«T*)-l) =~(T*), and (T*)-l: ~(T*) ~ ~(T*) is surjective. 
Hence by comparison with (11) we obtain 2ll«T*)-1).=> ~«T-l)*), so 
that (T*)-l => (T- 1)*, which is (9). Together with (8) this gives (5). I 

In connection with bounded linear operators, the Hilbert-adjoint 
operator was used to define self-adjointness (d. Sec. 3.10). Since this is 
a very important concept in the theory as well as in applications, we 
wonder whether and how we can generalize it to include unbounded 
linear operators. For this purpose we first introduce the following 
concept. 

10.2-3 Definition (Symmetric linear operator). Let T: ~(T) ~ H 
be a linear operator which is densely defined in a complex Hilbert 
space H. Then T is called a symmetric linear operator if for all 
x, y E~(T), 

(Tx, y)=(x, Ty). I 

It is quite remarkable that symmetry can be expressed in terms of 
Hilbert-adjoint operators in a simple fashion. This will be helpful in 
our further work. It also motivates the assumption in Def. 10.2-3 that 
T be densely defined. 

10.2-4 Lemma (Symmetric operator). A densely defined linear oper
ator T in a complex Hilbert space H is symmetric if and only if 

( 12) TcT*. 
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Proof. The defining relation of T* is 

(13) (Tx, y)=(x, T*y), 

valid for all x ES!lJ(T) and all y E9J(T*). Assume that Tc T*. Then 
T* y = Ty for y E 9J(T), so that (13), for x, y E 9J(T), becomes 

(14) (Tx, y)= (x, Ty). 

Hence T is symmetric. 
Conversely, suppose that (14) holds for all x, y E9J(T). Then a 

comparison with (13) shows that 9J(T) c S!lJ(T*) and T = T*I!!IJ(T)' By 
definition this means that T* is an extension of T. I 

Self-adjointness may now be defined as follows. 

10.2-5 Definition (Self-adjoint linear operator). Let T: 9J(T) ----+ H 
be a linear operator which is densely defined in a complex Hilbert 
space H. Then T is called a self-adjoint linear operator if 

(15) T=T*. I 

Every self-adjoint linear operator is symmetric. 
On the other hand, a symmetric linear operator need not be 

self-adjoint. The reason is that T* may be a proper extension of T, that 
is, S!lJ(T) -j:. S!lJ(T*). Clearly, this cannot happen if 9J(T) is all of H. Hence 
we have: 

For a linear operator T: H ----+ H on a complex Hilbert space H, 
the concepts of symmetry and self-adjointness are identical. 

Note that in this case, T is bounded (d. 10.1-1), and this explains 
why the concept of symmetry did not occur earlier, say, in Sec. 3.10. 

Furthermore, there is an analogue of 3.10-3: 
A densely defined linear operator T in a complex Hilbert space H is 

symmetric if and only if (Tx, x) is real for all x E 9J(T). 

Problems 

1. Show that a self-adjoint linear operator is symmetric. 

2. If Sand T are such that ST is densely defined in H, show that 

(ST)*:::J T*S*, 
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~ 
and if S is defined on all of H and is bounded, then 

(ST)* = T*S*. 

3. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and T: ~(T) ~ H linear and 
densely defined in H. Show that T is symmetric if and only if (Tx, x) is 
real for all x E ~(T). 

4. If T is symmetric, show that T** is symmetric. 

5. If a linear operator T is densely defined in H and its adjoint is defined 
on all of H, show that T is bounded. 

6. Show that y = (TJj) = Tx = (I;j/i) defines a bounded self-adjoint linear 
operator T: [2 ~ [2 which has an unbounded self-adjoint inverse. 

7. Let T: gg (T) ~ H be a bounded symmetric linear operator. Show that 
T has a bounded symmetric linear extension f to gg(T). 

8. If T is symmetric and f is a symmetric extension of T, show that 
fcT*. 

9. A maximally symmetric linear operator is defined to be a symmetric 
linear operator which has no proper symmetric extensions. Show that a 
self-adjoint linear operator T is maximally symmetric. 

10. If a self-adjoint linear operator T: gg(T) ~ H is injective, show that 
(a) 91/,(T) = Hand (b) y-l is self-adjoint. 

10. 3 Closed Linear Operators and Closures 

Applications may lead to linear operators which are unbounded. But 
many of these operators are closed or at least have a linear extension 
which is closed. This explains the important role of closed linear 
operators in the theory of unbounded operators. In the present section 
we shall consider closed linear extensions and some of their properties. 

We start with a review of the definition of a closed linear operator 
and some results from Sec. 4.13, using formulations which are con
venient for Hilbert spaces. 

10.3·1 Definition (Closed linear operator). Let T: 2ll(T) -- H be a 
linear operator, where 2ll(T) cHand H is a complex Hilbert space. 
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Then T is called a closed linear operator if its graph 

C§(T) = {(x, y) I x E S7lJ(T), y = Tx} 

is closed in H x H, where the norm on H x H is defined by 

and results from the inner product defined by 

I 

10.3-2 Theorem (Closed linear operator). Let T: S7lJ(T) - H be a 
linear operator, where S7lJ(T) cHand H is a complex Hilbert space. 
Then: 

(a) T is closed if and only if 

[xn ES7lJ(T)] and 

together imply that x E 2lJ(T) and Tx = y. (Cf. 4.13-3.) 

(b) If T is closed and S7lJ(T) is closed, then T is bounded. (Cf. 
4.13-2.) 

(c) Let T be bounded. Then T is closed if and only if S7lJ(T) is 
closed. (Cf. 4.13-5.) 

Whether T is closed or not, we always have the remarkable 

10.3-3 Theorem (Hilbert-adjoint operator). The Hilbert-adjoint 
operator T* defined in 10.1-2 is closed. 

Proof. We prove the theorem by applying Theorem 10.3-2(a) to 
T*; that is, we consider any sequence (Yn) in 2lJ(T*) such that 

Yn-Yo and 

and show that YoE!](T*) and zo=T*yo. 
By the definition of T* we have for every y E 2lJ(T) 
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Since the inner product is continuous, by letting n ~ 00 we obtain 

(Ty, Yo) = (y, zo) 

for every y E 2lJ(T). By the definition of T* this shows that Yo E 2lJ(T*) 
and Zo = T*yo. Applying Theorem 1O.3-2(a) to T*, we conclude that 
T* is closed. I 

It frequently happens that an operator is not closed but has an 
extension which is closed. To discuss this situation, we first formulate 
some relevant concepts. 

10.3-4 Definition (Closable operator, closure). If a linear operator T 
has an extension Tl which is a closed linear operator, then T is said to 
be closable, and Tl is called a closed linear extension of T. 

A closed linear extension T of a closable linear operator T is said 
to be minimal if every closed linear extension Tl of T is a closed linear 
extension of T. This minimal extension T of T -if it exists-is called 
the closure of T. I 

If T exists, it is unique. (Why?) 
If T is not closed, the problem arises whether T has closed 

extensions. 
For instance, practically all unbounded linear operators in quan

tum mechanics are closable. 
For symmetric linear operators (d. 10.2-3) the situation is very 

simple, as follows. 

10.3-5 Theorem (Closure). Let T: 2lJ(T) ~ H be a linear operator, 
where H is a complex Hilbert space and 2lJ(T) is dense in H. Then if T is 
symmetric, its closure T exists and is unique. 

Proof. We define T by first defining the domain M = 2lJ(T) and 
then T itself. Then we show that T is indeed the closure of T. 

Let M be the set of all x E H for which there is a sequence (xn ) in 
2lJ(T) and ayE H such that 

(1) and 

It is not difficult to see that M is a vector space. Clearly, 2lJ( T) c M. On 
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M we define T by setting 

(2) y= Tx (xEM) 

with y given by (1). To show that T is the closure of T, we have to 
prove that T has all the properties by which the closure is defined. 

Obviously, T has the domain 2lJ(T) = M. Furthermore, we shall 
prove: 

(a) To each x E 2lJ( T) there corresponds a unique y. 
(b) T is a symmetric linear extension of T. 
(c) T is closed and is the closure of T. 

The details are as follows. 

(a) Uniqueness of y for every x E 2lJ(T). In addition to (xn) 
in (1) let (in) be another sequence in 2lJ(T) such that 

and 

Since T is linear, TXn - Tin = T(xn - in). Since T is symmetric, we thus 
have for every v E 2ll(T) 

We let n ~ 00. Then, using the continuity of the inner product, we 
obtain 

(v, y-y)=(Tv, x-x)=O, 

that is, y - Y 1. 2ll(T). Since 2ll(T) is dense in H, we have 2ll(T).L = {O} by 
3.3-7, and y-y=O. 

(b) Proof that T is a symmetric linear extension of T. Since 
T is linear, so is T by (1) and (2), which also shows that T is an 
extension of T. We show that the symmetry of T implies that of T. By 
(1) and (2), for all x, Z E2ll(T) there are sequences (xn) and (zn) in 2ll(T) 
such that 

Zn~Z, 

Since T is symmetric, (zm Txn) = (Tzm xn). We let n ~ 00. Then we 
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obtain (z, Tx) = (Tz, x) because the inner product is continuous. Since 
x, z E 2ll(T) were arbitrary, this shows that T is symmetric. 

(c) Proof that T is closed and is the closure of T. We prove 
closedness of T by means of Theorem lO.3-2(a), that is, by considering 
any sequence (wm ) in 2ll(T) such that 

(3) Wm ----+ X and 

and proving that x E 2ll(T) and Tx = y. 
Every Wm (m fixed) is in 2ll(T). By the definition of 2ll(T) there is a 

sequence in 2ll(T) which converges to Wm and whose image under T 
converges to Twm • Hence for every fixed m there is a Vm E 2ll(T) such 
that 

and 
- 1 IITwm - Tvmll<-· 

m 

From this and (3) we conclude that 

and 

By the definitions of 2ll(T) and T this shows that x E2ll(T) and y = Tx, 
the relationships we wanted to prove. Hence T is closed by 1O.3-2(a). 

From Theorem lO.3-2(a) and our definition of 2ll(T) we see that 
every point of 2ll(T) must also belong to the domain of every closed 
linear extension of T. This shows that T is the closure of T and, 
moreover, it implies that the closure of T is unique. I 

It is interesting and not difficult to see that the Hilbert-adjoint 
operator of the closure of a symmetric linear operator equals the 
Hilbert-adjoint operator of the operator itself: 

10.3-6 Theorem (Hllbert-adjoint of the closure). For a symmetric 
linear operator T as in the preceding theorem we have 

(4) (T)* = T*. 

Proof. Since Tc T, we have (T)*c T* by Theorem 1O.2-1(a). 
Hence 2ll«T)*) c 2ll(T*), and all we must show is 

(5) Y E 2ll(T*) Y E 2ll«T)*), 

hecause then we have 2ll«T)*) = ~(T*), which implies (4). 
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Let y E2Il(T*). By the definition of the Hilbert-adjoint operator, 
formula (5) means that we have to prove that for every x E 2Il(T), 

(6) (Tx, y) = (x, (T)*y) = (x, T*y), 

where the second equality follows from (T)* c T*. 
By the definitions of 2Il(T) and T in the previous proof [cf. (1), 

(2)], for each x E2Il(T) there is a sequence (xn ) in qg(T) such that 

and TXn ----+ Yo = Tx. 

Since y E 2Il(T*) by assumption and Xn E 2Il(T), by the definition of the 
Hilbert-adjoint operator we have 

If we let n ----+ 00 and use the continuity of the inner product, we 
obtain 

(Tx, y) = (x, T*y), x E 2Il(T), 

the relationship (6) which we wanted to prove. I 

Problems 

1. Let T: 2/)(T) ~ /2, where 2/)(T) c /2 consists of all x = (~j) with only 
finitely many nonzero terms ~j and y = (T'/j) = Tx = (j~j). This operator 
T is unbounded (d. Prob. 8, Sec. 10.1). Show that T is not closed. 

2. Clearly, the graph C§( T) of any linear operator T: 2/)( T) ~ H has a 
closure C§( T) c H x H. Why does this not imply that every linear 
operator is closable? 

3. Show that HxH with the inner product given in Def. 10.3-1 is a 
Hilbert space. 

4. Let T: 2/)(T) ~ H be a closed linear operator. If T is injective, show 
that T-1 is closed. 

5. Show that T in Prob. 1 has a closed linear extension Tl to 

defined by T1x = (jgJ (Use Prob. 4.) 
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6. If T is a symmetric linear operator, show that T** is a closed symmetric 
linea' extension of T. 

7. Show that the graph C§(T*) of the Hilbert-adjoint operator of a linear 
operator T is related to C§(T) by 

C§(T*) = [U(C§(T»Y 

where U: HxH~HxH is defined by (x,y)~(y,-x). 

8. If T: ~(T) ~ H is a densely defined closed linear operator, show that 
T* is densely defined and T** = T. (Use Prob. 7.) 

9. (Closed graph theorem) Show that a closed linear operator 
T: H ~ H on a complex Hilbert space H is bounded. (Use Prob. 
8. Of course, give an independent proof, without using 4.13-2.) 

10. If T is closed, show that TA = T - AI is closed, and if TA -1 exists, then 
TA -1 is closed. 

10.4 Spectral Properties of Self -Adjoint. 
Linear Operators 

General properties of the spectrum of bounded self-adjoint linear 
operators were considered in Sees. 9.1 and 9.2. Several of these 
properties continue to hold for unbounded self-adjoint linear opera
tors. In particular, the eigenvalues are real. The proof is the same as 
that of Theorem 9.1-I. 

More generally, the whole spectrum continues to be real and 
closed, although it will no longer be bounded. To prove the reality of 
the spectrum, let us first generalize Theorem 9.1-2 which characterizes 
the resolvent set p(T). The proof will be almost the same as before. 

10.4-1 Theorem (Regular values). Let T: 2ll(T) ~ H be a self
adjoint linear operator which is densely defined in a complex Hilbert 
space H. Then a number A belongs to the resolvent set p(T) of T if and 
only if there exists a c > 0 such that for every x E 2ll(T), 

(1) 

where T).. = T - A1. 
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Proof. (a) Let ,\ E p(T). Then, by Def. 7.2-1, the resolvent 
R>.. = (T- Al)-l exists and is bounded, say, IIR>..II = k > O. Consequently, 
since R>..T>..x = x for x E !](T), we have 

Division by k yields II T>..x II ~ cllxll, where c = 11k. 

(b) Conversely, suppose that (1) holds for some c > 0 and 
all x E 2ll(T). We consider the vector space 

Y = {yly = T>..x, x E 2ll(T)}, 

that is, the range of T>.., and show that 

(a) T>..: 2ll(T) ~ Y is bijective; 
((3) Y is dense in H; 
("y) Y is closed. 

Together this will imply that the resolvent R>.. = T>.. -1 is defined on all 
of H. Boundedness of R>.. will then easily result from (1), so that 
,\ E p(T). The details are as follows. 

(a) Consider any Xl, X2 E !](T) such that T>..X1 = T>..X2. Since T>.. is 
linear, (1) yields 

Since c > 0, this implies IIx1 - x211 = O. Hence Xl = X2, so that the 
operator T>..: !](T)- Y is bijective. 

({3) We prove that Y = H by showing that Xo 1.. Y implies Xo = O. 
Let Xo 1.. Y. Then for every y = T>..x E Y, 

Hence for all x E !] (T), 

(Tx, xo) = (x, Axo). 

By the definition of the Hilbert-adjoint operator this shows that 
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Xo E 21J(T*) and 

* -T Xo= Axo. 

Since T is self-adjoint, 21J(T*) = 21J(T) and T* = T; thus 

Xo ~ 0 would imply that A is an eigenvalue of T, and then A = A must 
be real. Hence Txo = Axo, that is, TAXO = O. But now (1) yields a 
contradiction: 

0= IITAXol1 ~ ellxoll Ilxoll = O. 

It follows that 171. = {O}, so that 17 = H by 3.3-4. 

("y) We prove that Y is closed. Let Yo E Y. Then there is a 
sequence (Yn) in Y such that Yn -~ Yo. Since Yn E Y, we have 
Yn = TAxn for some Xn E ~(TA) = ~(T). By (1), 

Since (Yn) converges, this shows that (xn) is Cauchy. Since H is 
complete, (x,,) converges, say, x" ----+ Xo. Since T is self-adjoint, it is 
closed by 10.3-3. Theorem 10.3-2(a) thus implies that we have 
Xo E ~ (T) and TAXO = Yo. This shows that Yo E Y. Since Yo E Y was 
arbitrary, Y is closed. 

Parts (f3) and ("y) imply that Y = H. From this and (a) we see that 
the resolvent RA exists and is defined on all of H: 

RA is linear by 2.6-10. Boundedness of RA follows from (1), because 
for every Y E H and corresponding x = RAY we have Y = TAX and by 
(1), 

so that liRA II ~ I Ie. By definition this proves that A E p(T). I 
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Generalizing Theorem 9.1-3, by the use of the theorem just 
proved, we can now show that the spectrum of a (possibly unbounded) 
self-adjoint linear operator is real: 

10.4·2 Theorem (Spectrum). The spectrum cr(T) of a self-adjoint 
linear operator T: 2lJ(T) ~ H is real and closed; here, H is a complex 
Hilbert space and 2lJ(T) is dense in H. 

Proof. (a) Reality of cr(T). For every x# 0 in 2lJ(T) we have 

(TAX, x) = (Tx, x)- A(x, x) 

and, since (x, x) and (Tx, x) are real (d. Sec. 10.2), 

(TAX, x) = (Tx, x)- A(x, x). 

We write A = a + i{3 with real a and {3. Then A = a - i{3, and subtrac
tion yields 

The left side equals -2i Im (TAX, x). Since the imaginary part of a 
complex number cannot exceed the absolute value, we have by the 
Schwarz inequality 

Division by Ilxll # 0 gives 1{3lllxll ~ IITAxll. Note that this inequality holds 
for all x E qg(T). If A is not real, (3 # 0, so that A E p(T) by the previous 
theorem. Hence cr(T) must be real. 

(b) Closedness of cr(T). We show that cr(T) is closed by 
proving that the resolvent set p(T) is open. For this purpose we 
consider any AoE p(T) and show that every A sufficiently close to Ao 
also belongs to p(T). 

By the triangle inequality, 

IITx - Aoxll = IITx - Ax + (A - Ao)xll 

~IITx-Axll+IA -Aolllxll· 
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This can be written 

(2) IITx - Axil ~ IITx - Aoxll-IA - Aolllxll· 

Since AoEp(T), by Theorem 10.4-1 there is a e>O such that for all 
x E 2ll(T), 

(3) IITx - Aoxll ~ ellxll· 

We now assume that A is close to Ao, say, IA - Aol ~ e/2. Then (2) and 
(3) imply that for all x E 2ll(T), 

IITx - Axil ~ ellxll-icllxll = icllxll· 

Hence A E p(T) by Theorem 10.4-1. Since A was such that IA - Aol ~ e/2 
but otherwise arbitrary, this shows that Ao has a neighborhood belong
ing entirely to p(T). Since Ao E p(T) was arbitrary, we conclude that 
p(T) is open. Hence O"(T) = C - p(T) is closed. I 

Problems 

1. Without using Theorem 10.4-2 show that the eigenvalues of a (possibly 
unbounded) self-adjoint linear operator are real. 

2. Show that eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues of a 
self-adjoint linear operator are orthogonal. 

3. (Approximate eigenvalues) Let T: CZlJ(T) - H be a linear operator. 
If for a complex number A there is a sequence (xn) in CZlJ(T) such that 
Ilx,,11 = 1 and 

(T-AI)x,,-O (n --7 00), 

then A is often called an approximate eigenvalue of T. Show that the 
spectrum of a self-adjoint linear operator T consists entirely of 
approximate eigenvalues. 

4. Let T: CZlJ(T) --7 H be a linear operator. Characterize the fact that a 
A is in peT), (TI'(T), if, (T) and if,(T), respectively, in terms of the 
following properties. (A) TA is not injective. (B) (!/l(TA ) is not dense in 
II. ({') A is an approximate eigenvalue (d. Prob. 3). 
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5. Let T: qjJ(T) ~ H be a linear operator whose Hilbert-adjoint 
operator T* exists. If A E u,(T), show that A E up(T*). 

6. If A E up(T*) in Prob. 5, show that A E u,(T) U up(T). 

7. (Residual spectrum) Using Prob. 5, show that the residual spectrum 
u,(T) of a self-adjoint linear operator T: 21J(T) ~ H is empty. Note 
that this means that Theorem 9.2-4 continues to hold in the un
bounded case. 

8. If Tl is a linear extension of a linear operator T: 21J(T) ~ H, show 
that 

9. Show that the point spectrum up(T) of a symmetric linear 
operator T: 21J(T) ~ H is real. If H is separable, show that up(T) is 
countable (perhaps finite or even empty). 

10. If T: 21J(T) ~ H is a symmetric linear operator and A is not real, 
show that the resolvent RA of T exists and is a bounded linear operator 
satisfying 

(A = a: + iM 

for every y Em(TA ), so that A E p(T) U u,(T). 

10. 5 Spectral Representation of Unitary Operators 

Our goal is a spectral representation of self-adjoint linear operators 
which may be unbounded. We shall obtain such a representation from the 
spectral representation of unitary operators, which are bounded linear 
operators, as we know from Sec. 3.10. In this approach we must first 
derive a spectral theorem for unitary operators. 

We begin by showing that the spectrum of a unitary operator (cf. 
Def. 3.10-1) lies on the unit circle in the complex plane (circle of radius 1 
with center at 0; see Fig. 66). 
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1m X 

Re X 

Fig. 66. Unit circle in the complex plane 

10.5-1 Theorem (Spectrum). If U: H ~ H is a unitary linear 
operator on a complex Hilbert space H f; {O}, then the spectrum u( U) is a 
closed subset of the unit circle; thus 

IAI = 1 for every A E 0"( U). 

Proof. We have IIUII= 1 by Theorem 3.1O-6(b). Hence IAI~ 1 for 
all A E u( U) by Theorem 7.3-4. Also 0 E p( U) since for A = 0 the resol
vent operator of U is U- 1 = U*. The operator U- 1 is unitary by 
Theorem 3.10-6(c). Hence Ilu-111= 1. Theorem 7.3-3 with T= U and 
Ao = 0 now implies that every A satisfying IA I < 1/11 u-111 = 1 belongs to 
p( U). Hence the spectrum of U must lie on the unit circle. It is closed 
by Theorem 7.3-2. I 

There are several ways in which the spectral theorem for unitary 
operators U can be obtained; see, for example, J. von Neumann (1929-
30), pp. 80, 119, M. Stone (1932), p. 302, K. Friedrichs (1935), and F. 
Riesz and B. Sz.-Nagy (1955), p. 281. We shall approach the problem by 
means of power series and a lemma (10.5-3, below) by F. J. Wecken 
(1935). This will yield a representation of unitary operators in terms of 
bounded self-adjoint linear operators. From this representation and 
spectral theorem 9.10-1 we shall then immediately obtain the desired 
spectral theorem for U. We mention that this theorem was first derived by 
A. Wintner (1929), p. 274. 

The use of power series in connection with operators seems rather 
natural. We may remember the special case of the geometric series in Sec. 
7.3. Furthcrmore, sequences of polynomials were employed in Sec. 9.10 
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for defining f(T) for a given T and a continuous function f. Similarly, the 
partial sums of a power series form a sequence of polynomials and we may 
use the series for defining a linear operator. We shall need the following 
properties of such an operator. 

10.5-2 Lemma (Power series). Let 

"" 
(1) h(A)= L anAn (an real) 

n=O 

be absolutely convergent for all A such that IA I ~ k. Suppose that 
S E B(H, H) is self-adjoint and has norm IISII ~ k; here H is a complex 
Hilbert space. Then 

"" 
(2) h(S)= L anSn 

n=O 

is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator and 

"" 
(3) Ilh(S)II~ L lanl kn. 

n=O 

If a bounded linear operator commutes with S, it also commutes with h (S). 

Proof. Let hn(A) denote the nth partial sum of the series in (1). 
Since for IA I ~ k that series converges absolutely (hence also uniformly), 
convergence of (2) follows from IISII ~ k and 

because H is complete, so that absolute convergence implies con
vergence. We denote the sum of the series by h(S). Note that this is in 
agreement with Sec. 9.10 because h(A) is continuous and hn(A) ~ h(A) 
uniformly for IA I ~ k. The operator h(S) is self-adjoint. Indeed, the hn(S) 
are self-adjoint, so that (hn(S)x, x) is real by 3.10-3; hence (h(S)x, x) is 
real by the continuity of the inner product, so that h(S) is self-adjoint by 
3.10-3 since H is complex. 

We prove (3). Since IISII~k, Theorem 9.2-2 gives Em, M]c[-k, k] 
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and Theorem 9.9-2(f) yields 

n 

Ilhn(S)II~maxlhn(A)I~ L lajlk j 
J.eJ j=O 

where J = [m, MJ. Letting n - 00, we obtain (3). 
The last statement follows from Theorem 9.10-2. • 

If we have two convergent power series, we can multiply them in the 
usual fashion and write the resulting expression again as a 'power series. 
Similarly, if (1) converges for all A, we can substitute for A a convergent 
power series in IL, say, and write the result as a power series in IL, that is, 
order and arrange the result in powers of IL. It is in this sense that 
expressions such as cos2 S, sin (arc cos V), etc., are to be understood. 

From the lemma just proved we shall now obtain our main tool, 
which is the following lemma by F. J. Wecken (1935). We mention that 
this lemma can also be used in deriving the spectral theorem for bounded 
self-adjoint linear operators. This was pointed out by Wecken, who 
formulated the lemma accordingly, as given here in its original form. 

10.5-3 Wecken's Lemma. Let Wand A be bounded self-adjoint linear 
operators on a complex Hilbert space H. Suppose that W A = A Wand 
W 2 = A 2. LetPbe theprojectionofH onto the null space N(W - A). Then: 

(a) If a bounded linear operator commutes with W - A, it also 
commutes with P. 

(b) Wx = 0 implies Px = x. 

(c) We have W = (2P- I)A. 

Proof. (a) Suppose that B commutes with W - A. Since we have 
Px E X( W - A) for every x E H, we thus obtain 

(W - A)BPx = B(W - A)Px = O. 

This shows that BPx E N( W - A) and implies P(BPx) = BPx, that is, 

(4) PBP=BP. 

We show that PBP = PB. Since W - A is self-adjoint, (6g) in Sec. 3.9 
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yields 

(W - A)B* = [B(W - A)]* = [(W - A)B]* = B*(W - A). 

This shows that W - A and B* also commute. Hence, reasoning as 
before, we now obtain PB*P= B*P as the analogue of (4). Since 
projections are self-adjoint (d. 9.5-1), it follows that 

PBP = (PB* P)* = (B* P)* = PB. 

Together with (4) we have BP= PB. 

(b) Let Wx = o. Since A and Ware self-adjoint and, moreover, 
A 2 = W 2 , we obtain 

IIAxl12 = (Ax, Ax) = (A 2 X , x) = (W2 x, x) = II Wxl12 = 0, 

that is, Ax = O. Hence (W - A)x = o. This shows that x E .N'(W - A). 
Consequently, Px = x since P is the projection of H onto .N'(W - A). 

(c) From the assumptions W2 = A 2 and WA = A W we have 

Hence (W + A)x E .N'(W - A) for every x E H. Since P projects H onto 
.N'(W - A), we thus obtain 

P(W+A)x=(W+A)x 

for every x E H, that is, 

P(W+A)= W+A. 

Now P(W - A) = (W - A)P by (a) and (W - A)P = 0 since P projects H 
onto .N'(W - A). Hence 

2PA =P(W+A)-P(W-A)= W+A. 

We see that 2PA - A = W, which proves (c). I 

The desired spectral theorem can now be formulated as follows. 
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10.5-4 Spectral Theorem for Unitary Operators. Let U: H ~ H be a 
unitary operator on a complex Hilbert space H f; {O}. Then there exists a 
spectral family ~ = (Eli) on [-7r, 7r] such that 

(5) 

More generally, for every continuous function f defined on the unit circle, 

(6) 

where the integral is to be understood in the sense of uniform operator 
convergence, and for all x, y E H, 

(6*) (f(U)x, y)= L: f(eili)dw(O), 

where the integral is an ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral (d. Sec. 4.4). 

Proof. We shall prove that for a given unitary operator U there is a 
bounded self-adjoint linear operator S with CT(S) c [-7r, 7r] such that 

(7) U = e is = cos S + i sin S. 

Once the existence of S has been proved, (5) and (6) will readily follow 
from spectral theorems 9.9-1 and 9.10-1. We proceed stepwise as 
follows. 

(8) 

where 

(9) 

(a) We prove that U in (7) is unitary, provided Sexists. 
(b) We write 

U=V+iW 

and prove that V and Ware self-adjoint and 

(10) -l~ V~l, -I~ W~I. 
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(c) We investigate some properties of g(V) = arc cos V and 
A =sing(V). 

(d) We prove that the desired operator Sis 

(11) S = (2P - I)(arccos V), 

where P is the projection of H onto X(W - A). 
The details are as follows. 

(a) If S is bounded and self -ad joint, so are cos S and sin S by 
Lemma 10.5-2. These operators commute by the same lemma. This 
implies that U in (7) is unitary since, by 3.9-4, 

UU* = (cos S + i sin S)(cos S - i sin S) 

= (cos S)2 + (sin S)2 

= (cos2 + sin2)(S) = I 

and similarly, U* U = 1. 

(b) Self-adjointness of V and Win (9) follows from 3.9-4. 
Since VU* = U*.u (= I), we have 

(12) VW=WV. 

Also IIVII = IIU*II = 1 by 3.10-6, which implies by (9) 

(13) 11V11~1, IIWII~1. 

Hence the Schwarz inequality yields 

I(Vx, x)1 ~ IlVxllllxll ~ 1IVllllxl12 ~ (x, x), 

that is, -(x, x) ~ (Vx, x) ~(x, x). This proves the first formula in (10). The 
second one follows by the same argument. Furthermore, from (9) 

(14) 

by direct calculation. 
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(c) We consider 

'Tf . 'Tf 13 
g(A)=arccosA ="2-arcsmA ="2-A-"6A - .... 

The Maclaurin series on the right converges for IAI ~ 1. (Convergence at 
A = 1 follows by noting that the series of arc sin A has positive coefficients, 
hence a monotone sequence of partial sums Sn when A > 0, which is 
bounded on (0, 1) since Sn (A) < arcsin A < 'Tf/2, so that for every fixed 
n we have Sn(A)~sn(1)~'Tf/2 as A~1. Convergence at A=-1 
follows readily from that at A = 1.) 

Since IIVII ~ 1 by (13), Lemma 10.5-2 implies that the operator 

(15) 
'Tf 1 3 

g(V)=arccosV=-I-V--V - ... 
2 6 

exists and is self-adjoint. We now define 

(16) A=sing(V). 

This is a power series in V. Lemma 10.5-2 implies that A is self-adjoint 
and commutes with V and, by (12), also with W. Since, by (15), 

(17) cosg(V) = V, 

we have 

V 2 + A 2 = (cos2 + sin2)(g( V)) = 1. 

A comparison with (14) yields W2 = A 2. Hence we can apply Wecken's 
lemma 10.5-3 and conclude that 

(18) W=(2P-I)A, 

Wx = 0 implies Px = x, and P commutes with V and with g( V) since these 
operators commute with W - A. 

(d) We now define 

(19) S = (2P- I)g(V) = g(V)(2P- I). 

Obviously, S is self-adjoint. We prove that S satisfies (7). We set K = A 2 
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and define hl and h2 by 

(20) 

These functions exist for all K. Since P is a projection, we have 
(2P-I)2=4P-4P+I=I, so that (19) yields 

(21) 

Hence by (17), 

We show that sinS = W. Using (20), (16) and (18), we obtain 

= (2P- I)sing(V) 

= (2P- I)A = W. 

We show that CT(S) c [-7f', 7f' J. Since larc cos A I ~ 7f', we conclude from 
Theorem 9.10-2 that IISII ~ 7f'. Since S is self-adjoint and bounded, CT(S) is 
real and Theorem 7.3-4 yields the result. 

Let (Eo) be the spectral family of S. Then (5) and (6) follow 
from (7) and the spectral theorem 9.10-1 for bounded self-adjoint 
linear operators. 

Note in particular that we can take -7f' (instead of -7f'-0) as the 
lower limit of integration in (5) and (6) without restricting generality. 
The reason is as follows. If we had a spectral family, call it (Eo), such 
that E_ ... ,e 0, we would have to take -7f' - 0 as the lower limit of 
integration in those integrals. However, instead of Eo we could then 
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equally well use E8 defined by 

if (J = -'Tf 

E8 is continuous at (J = -'Tf, so that the lower limit of integration -'Tf in 
(5) and (6) is in order. I 

Problems 

1. If a unitary operator U has eigenvalues Al and A2 f' AI> show that 
corresponding eigenvectors Xl and X2 are orthogonal. 

2. Show that a unitary operator is closed. 

3. Show that U: L 2( -00, +00) ~ L 2( -00, +00) defined by Ux(t) = x(t + c) is 
unitary; here c is a given real number. 

4. If A is an eigenvalue of an isometric linear operator T, show that IA I = 1. 

5. Show that A is an approximate eigenvalue (d. Sec. 10.4, Prob. 3) of a 
linear operator T: 21J(T) ~ Hif and only if TA does not have a bounded 
inverse. 

6. Show that A is an eigenvalue of a unitary operator U: H ~ H if and 
only if UA (H) ,p H. 

7. Show that the right-shift operator T: f __ 12 which is defined by 
(gl> g2, ... ) ~ (0, gh g2, ... ) is isometric but not unitary and has no 
eigenvalues. 

8. Show that the spectrum of the operator in Prob. 7 is the closed unit disk 
M={A IIAI;;;:; 1}. Conclude that Theorem 10.5-1 does not hold for 
isometric operators. 

9. Show that A = 0 is not an approximate eigenvalue of the operator in 
Prob. 7. (Cf. Sec. 10.4, Prob. 3.) 

10. In connection with Probs. 7 to 9 it is worthwhile noting that the 
left-shift operator T: f ~ f defined by y = Tx = (g2, g3, ... ), where 
X = (~,' ~2'· •. ), has a spectrum which differs considerably from that of 
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the right-shift operator. In fact, show that every A such that IAI < 1 is an 
eigenvalue of the left-shift operator. What is the dimension of the 
corresponding eigenspace? 

10.6 Spectral Representation of Self-Adjoint 
Linear ~erators 

We shall now derive a spectral representation for a self-adjoint linear 
operator T: 2ll(T) ~ H on a complex Hilbert space H, where 2ll(T) is 
dense in Hand T may be unbounded. 

For this purpose we associate with T the operator 

(1) U = (T- iI)(T+ iIfl 

U is called the Cayley transform of T. 
The operator U is unitary, as we prove in Lemma 10.6-1 (below), 

and the point of the approach is that we shall be able to obtain the spectral 
theorem for the (possibly unbounded) T from that for the bounded 
operator U (cf. Theorem 10.5-4). 

T has its spectrum O'(T) on the real axis of the complex plane C (cf. 
10.4-2), whereas the spectrum of a unitary operator lies on the unit circle 
of C (cf. 10.5-1). A mapping C ~ C which transforms the real axis into 
the unit circle is l 

(2) 
t- i 

u=--
t+ i 

and this suggests (1). 
We shall now prove that U is unitary. 

10.6-1 Lemma (Cayley transform). The Cayley transform (1) of a 
self-adjoint linear operator T: 2ll(T) ~ H exists on H and is a unitary 
operator; here, H ¥- {O} is a complex Hilbert space. 

Proof. Since T is self-adjoint, O'(T) is real (cf. 10.4-2). Hence i and 
-i belong to the resolvent set p(T). Consequently, by the definition of 
p(T), the inverses (T+ iI)-l and (T- iI)-l exist on a dense subset of H 

1 This is a special fractional linear transformation or Mobius transformation. These 
mappings are considered in most textbooks on complex analysis. See also E. Kreyszig 
(1972), pp. 498-506. 
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and are bounded operators. Theorem 10.3-3 implies that T is closed 
because T = T*, and from Lemma 7.2-3 we now see that those inverses 
are defined on all of H, that is, 

(3) ~(T+ i1) = H, ~(T-i1)=H. 

We thus have, since I is defined on all of H, 

(T+ i1f\H) = 2lJ(T+ i1) = 2lJ(T) = 2lJ(T- iI) 

as well as 

(T- iI)(rtlJ(T)) = H. 

This shows that U in (1) is a bijection of H onto itself. By Theorem 
3.1O-6(f), it remains to prove that U is isometric. For this purpose we 
take any x E H, set y = (T+ iI)-lx and use (y, Ty) = (Ty, y). Then we 
obtain the desired result by straightforward calculation: 

II Uxl1 2 = II(T- iI)y112 

=(Ty-iy, Ty-iy) 

= (Ty, Ty)+ i(Ty, y)- i(y, Ty)+(iy, iy) 

=(Ty+iy, Ty+iy) 

= II(T+ iI)y112 

= II(T+ iI)(T+ iI)-lxI12 

=llxI12. 

Theorem 3.10-6(f) now implies that U is unitary. I 

Since the Cayley transform U of T is unitary, U has a spectral 
representation (d. 10.5-4), and from it we want to obtain a spectral 
representation of T. For this purpose we must know how we can express T 
in terms of U: 

10.6-2 Lemma (Cayley transform). Let T be as in Lemma 10.6-1 and let 
U be defined by (1). Then 

(4) T = i(I + U)(I - U)-I. 

Furthermore, is not an eigenvalue of U. 
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Proof. Let x E21J(T) and 

(5) y = (T+iI)x. 

Then 

Uy = (T-iI)x 

because (T+ i1)-1(T+ iI) = 1. By addition and subtraction, 

(a) (1+U)y=2Tx 

(6) 

(b) (1 - U)y = 2ix. 

From (5) and (3) we see that y E m(T+ i1) = H, and (6b) now shows that 
1 - U maps H onto ~(T). We also see from (6b) that if (1 - U)y = 0, then 
x = 0, so that y = 0 by (5). Hence (1 - U)-1 exists by Theorem 2.6-10, and 
is defined on the range of 1 - U, which is 21J(T) by (6b). Hence (6b) gives 

(7) [x E21J(T)]. 

By substitution into (6a), 

Tx =~(1 + U)y 

= i(1+ U)(1- U)-lX 

for all x E21J(T). This proves (4). 
Furthermore, since (1 - U)-1 exists, 1 cannot be an eigenvalue of 

the Cayley transform U. • 

Formula (4) represents T as a function of the unitary operator U. 
Hence we may apply Theorem 10.5-4. This yields the following result. 

10.6-3 Spectral Theorem for Self-Adjoint Linear Operators. Let 
T: 21J(T) - H be a self-adjoint linear operator, where H ¥- {O} is a 
complex Hilbert space and 21J(T) is dense in H. Let U be the Cayley 
transform (1) ofT and (Be) the spectral family in the spectral representation 
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(5), Sec. 10.5, of - U. Then for all x E '2JJ(T), 

f '" (J 
(Tx, x) = _'" tanZdw«(J) 

(8) 

= I~oo Adv(A) v(A) = (FAx, x) 

where FA = E2arctanA. 

Proof. From spectral theorem 10.5-4 we have 

(9) - U = I: eie dEe = I: (cos (J + i sin (J) dEe. 

In part (a) of the proof we show that (Ee) is continuous at -7T and 7T. This 
property will be needed in part (b), where we establish (8). 

(a) (Ee) is the spectral family of a bounded self-adjoint linear 
operator which we call S. Then (d. (7) in Sec. 10.5) 

(10) - U = cos S + i sin S. 

From Theorem 9.11-1 we know that a (Jo at which (Ee) is discontinuous is 
an eigenvalue of S., Then there is an x -I:- 0 such that Sx = (Jox. Hence for 
any polynomial q, 

q(S)x = q«(Jo)x 

and for any continuous function g on [-7T, 7T], 

(11) g(S)x = g«(Jo)x. 

Since u(S)C[-7T,7T], we have E-",-o=O. Hence if E_",-I:-O, then-7T 
would be an eigenvalue of S. By (10) and (11), the operator U would have 
the eigenvalue 

-cos (-7T) - i sin (-7T) = 1, 

which contradicts Lemma 10.6-2. Similarly, E", = I, and if E",-o -I:- I, this 
would also cause an eigenvalue 1 of U. 
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(b) Let x E Hand y = (I - U)x. Then y E 2ll(T--) since 
1 - U: H - 21J(T), as was shown in the proof of Lemma 10.6-2. From 
(4) it follows that 

Ty = i(I + U)(1 - Ur1y = i(1 + U)x. 

Since II Uxll = Ilxll by 3.10-6, using (9), we thus obtain 

Hence 

(12) 

(Ty, y) = (i(1 + U)x, (I - U)x) 

= i«Ux, x)-(x, Ux» 

= i«Ux, x)-(Ux, x» 

= -2 Im(Ux, x) 

= 2 L: sin (J d(Eox, x). 

From the last few lines of the proof of Theorem 10.5-4 we remember that 
(Eo) is the spectral family of the bounded self-adjoint linear operator S in 
(10). Hence Eo and S commute by 9.8-2, so that Eo and U commute by 
10.5-2. Using (6*), Sec. 10.5, we thus obtain 

(EoY, y) = (Eo (I - U)x, (I - U)x) 

= «1 - U)*(1 - U)Eox, x) 

= L: (1 + e-iCP )(l + eicp ) d(Ecpz, x) 

where Z = Eox. Since EcpEo = Ecp when cp ~ (J by (7), Sec. 9.7, and 
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we obtain 

Using this, the continuity of Eo at ±7r and the rule for transforming a 
Stieltjes integral, we finally have 

('IT () () 
= 4 L'IT sin2" cos 2" d(Eox, x). 

The last integral is the same as in (12). This gives the first formula in (8), 
except for the notation (y instead of x). The other one follows by the 
indicated transformation () = 2arctanA. Note that (FA) is indeed a spec
tral family; in particular, FA - 0 as A - -00 and FA - I as 
A _ +00 •• 

Problems 

1. Find the inverse of (2) and compare it with (4). Comment. 

2. Let U be defined by (1). Show that 1 E p( U) if and only if the self-adjoint 
linear operator T is bounded. 

3. (Commuting operators) A bounded linear operator S: H - H 
on a Hilbert space H is said to commute with a linear operator 
T: gg(T) - H, where gg(T) c H, if STc TS, that is, if x E gg(T) implies 
Sx E !?l1( T) as well as STx = TSx. (Note that if !?l1( T) = H, then ST c TS is 
equivalent to ST = TS.) Show that if S commutes with Tin (1), then S also 
commutes with U given by (1). 

4. Prove that if SU = US in Prob. 3, then STc TS, that is, S also commutes 
with T. 

5. If T: gg(T) - H is a symmetric linear operator, show that its Cayley 
transform (1) exists and is isometric. 

6. Show that if T in Prob. 5 is closed, so is the Cayley transform of T. 
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7. If T: fig(T) ~ H is a closed symmetric linear operator, show that the 
domain!ilJ( U) and the range 9A( U) of its Cayley transform (1) are closed. 
Note that, in the present case, we may have !ilJ(U) '" H or fYl(U) '" H or 
both. 

8. If the Cayley transform (1) of a symmetric linear operator 
T: !ilJ(T) ~ H is unitary, show that T is self-adjoint. 

9. (Deficiency indices) In Prob. 7, the Hilbert dimensions (cf. Sec. 

3.6) of the orthogonal complements !ilJ( U)-'- and 9A( uy are called the 
deficiency indices of T. Show that these indices are both zero if and 
only if T is self-adjoint. 

10. Show that the right-shift operator U: f~ 12 defined by the formula 
(gl> g2,' .. )~ (0, gl, g2,' .. ) is isometric but not unitary. Verify that 
U is the Cayley transform of T: fig(T) ~ f defined by x 1-------+ y = (1)j), 
where 

and 

10. 7 Multiplication Operator and 
Differentiation Operator 

j=2, 3,"', 

In this section we shall consider some properties of two unbounded 
linear operators, namely, the operator of multiplication by the inde
pendent variable and a differentiation operator. We mention that these 
operators play a basic role in atomic physics. (Readers interested in 
those applications will find details in Chap. 11, in particular in Sees. 
11.1 and 11.2. The present section is self-contained and independent 
of Chap. 11 and vice versa.) 

Since we do not presuppose the theory of Lebesgue measure and 
integration, in the present section we shall have to present some of the 
facts without proof. 

The first of the two operators is 

T: <!lJ(T)- e(-oo, +00) 
(1) 

x~tx 

where <!lJ(T)cL2(-00, +(0). 
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The domain 2ll(T) consists of all xEL2(-00,+00) such that we have 
Tx E L 2(-00, +00), that is, 

(2) 

This implies that 2ll(T) ~ L 2( -00, +00). For instance, an x E L 2( -00, +00) 
not satisfying (2) is given by 

{
lit 

x(t) = 0 
if t~ 1 

ift<1; 

hence xE!:f0(T). 
Obviously, q])(T) contains all functions x E L 2( -00, +00) which are 

zero outside a compact interval. It can be shown that this set of 
functions is dense in L2 (-00, +00). Hence 2ll(T) is dense in L 2(-00, +00). 

10.7-1 Lemma (Multiplication operator). The multiplication operator 
T defined by (1) is not bounded. 

Proof. We take (Fig. 67) 

~(t){ if n~t<n+1 

elsewhere. 

Clearly, Ilxn II = 1 and 

This shows that II TXn 1IIIIxn II> n, where we can choose n E N as large as 
we please. I 

Note that the unboundedness results from the fact that we are 
dealing with functions on an infinite interval. For comparison, in the 

• 
n n + 1 

) 

Fig. 67. Function x" in the proof of Lemma 10.7-1 
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case of a finite interval [a, b] the operator 

(3) 
x~tx 

is bounded. In fact, if I b I ~ I a I, then 

and if Ibl < lal, the proof is quite similar. Furthermore, this also shows 
that x E L 2[a, b] implies Tx E L 2[a, b]. Hence ~(f) = L 2[a, b], that is, 
the operator T is defined on all of L 2[a, b]. 

10.7-2 Theorem (SeH-adjointness). The multiplication operator T 
defined by (1) is self-adjoint. 

Proof. T is densely defined in L 2( -00, +00), as was mentioned 
before. T is symmetric because, using t = t, we have 

(Tx, y)= t:oo 
tx(t)y(t)dt 

r+oo 
= Loo x(t)ty(t) dt = (x, Ty). 

Hence Tc T* by 10.2-4, and it sufficies to show that q])(T) ::Jq])(T*). 
This we do by proving that y E gj)(T*) implies y E gj)(T). Let y E gj)(T*). 
Then for all x E q])( T), 

(Tx, y) = (x, y*) y*= T*y 

(cf. 10.1-2), written out 

t:oo 

tx(t)y(t) dt = t:oo 

x(t)y* (t) dt. 

This implies 

(4) t~oo x(t)[ty(t) - y*(t)] dt = O. 
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In particular, this holds for every x E L 2(-00, +00) which is zero 
outside an arbitrary given bounded interval (a, b). Clearly, such an x is 
in 5!lJ(T). Choosing 

{
ty(t) - y*(t) 

x(t) = 
o 

we have from (4) 

if t E (a, b) 

elsewhere, 

r !ty(t) - y*(tW dt = O. 

It follows that ty(t) - y*(t) = 0 almost everywhere2 on (a, b), that is, 
ty(t) = y*(t) almost everywhere on (a, b). Since (a, b) was arbitrary, 
this shows that ty = y* E L 2(-00, +00), so that y E 5!lJ(T). We also have 
T*y = y*= ty = Ty .• 

Note that Theorem 10.3-3 now implies that T is closed, because 
T=T*. 

Important spectral properties of the operator T are as follows. 

10.7-3 Theorem (Spectrum). Let T be the multiplication operator 
defined by (1) and u(T) its spectrum. Then: 

(a) T has no eigenvalues. 

(b) u(T) is all of R. 

Proof. (a) For any A, let x E 21J(T) be such that Tx = Ax. Then 
(T- AI)x = O. Hence, by the definition of T, 

Since! t - A! > 0 for all t f; A, we have x (t) = 0 for almost all t E R, that is, 
x = o. This shows that x is not an eigenvector, and A is not an eigenvalue 
of T. Since A was arbitrary, T has no eigenvalues. 

J That is, on (a, b), possibly except for a set of Lebesgue measure zero. 
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(b) We have u(T) c R by 10.7-2 and 10.4-2. Let A E R. We 
define (Fig. 68) 

if A-..!..~t~A+..!.. 
n n 

elsewhere 

and consider Xn = Ilvnll-1 Vn• Then Ilxnll = 1. Writing T>.. = T- AI, as usual, 
we have from the definition of T, 

here we used that (t- A)2.~ 1/n2 on the interval on which Vn is not zero. 
Taking square roots, we have 

(5) 

Since T has no eigenvalues, the resolvent R>.. = T>.. -1 exists, and T>..xn f; 0 
because Xn f; 0, by 2.6-10. The vectors 

are in the range of T>.., which is the domain of R>.., and have norm 1. 
Applying R>.. and using (5), we thus obtain 

• • 
I I ) 

A- ~ 
n A A+~ 

n 

Fig. 68. Function Vn in the proof of Theorem 10.7-3 
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This shows that the resolvent R>.. is unbounded; hence A E u(T). Since 
A E R was arbitrary, u(T) = R. • 

The spectral family of Tis (E>..), where A E Rand 

is the projection of L 2(_00, +00) onto L 2(_00, A), considered as a subspace 
of L 2(-00, +00); thus 

if t < A 
(6) 

if t ~ A. • 
The other operator to be considered in this section is the differentia

tion operator 

(7) 
x~ix' 

where x'= dx/dt and i helps to make D self-adjoint, as we shall state 
below (in 10.7-5). By definition, the domain gj)(D) of D consists of all 
x E L 2( -00, +00) which are absolutely continuous3 on every compact 
interval on R and such that x' E L 2( -00, +00). 

qj)(D) contains the sequence (en) in 3.7-2 involving the Hermite 
polynomials, and it was stated in 3.7-2 that (en) is total in L 2(_00, +00). 
Hence qj)(D) is dense in L 2(-oo, +00). 

10.7-4 Lemma (Differentiation operator). The differentiation operator 
D defined by (7) is unbounded. 

Proof. D is an extension of 

3 X is said to be absolutely continuous on [a, b] if, given B > 0, there is a i) > 0 such that 
for every finite set of disjoint open subintervals (aI, b1), ••• , (~, bn ) of [a, b] of totallength 
less than i) we have 

n 

L Ix(bj)-x(aJ)I< B. 
j-l 

Then x is differentiable almost everywhere on [a, b], and x' E L[a, b]. Cf. H. L. Royden 
( 1968), p. 106. 
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where Y = 21J(D)n e[O, 1] and L 2[0, 1] is regarded as a subspace of 
L 2(_00, +(0). Hence if Do unbounded, so is D. We show that Do is 
unbounded. 

Let (Fig. 69) 

The derivative is 

We calculate 

and 

and the quotient 

{
l-nt 

xn(t) = 0 

{
-n 

xn'(t) = 0 

This shows that Do is unbounded. • 

if O~ t~ l/n, 

if l/n<t~l. 

if O<t<l/n, 

if l/n<t<l. 

t_ 

Fig. 69. Function Xn in the proof of Lemma 10.7-4 
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The following comparison is interesting. The multiplication operator 
Tin (1) is unbounded because (-00, +00) is an infinite interval, whereas the 
multiplication operator f in (3) is bounded. In contrast to this, the 
differentiation operator is unbounded, even if we considered it for 
L2[a, b], where [a, b] is a compact interval. This fact is clearly shown by 
the previous proof. 

10.7-5 Theorem (Self-adjointness). The differentiation operator D 
defined by (7) is self-adjoint. 

A proof of this theorem requires some tools from the theory of 
Lebesgue integration and can be found, e.g., in G. Helmberg (1969), 
p.130. 

We finally mention that D does not have eigenvalues and the spec
trum O"(D) is all of R. 

Applications of the operators (1) and (7) are included in the next 
chapter, where those operators playa basic role (and the notation is 
changed to a standard notation used in physics; d. at the beginning of the 
chapter). 





CHAPTER ___ ___ 

UNBOUNDED LINEAR 
OPERATORS IN QUANTUM 
MECHANICS 

Quantum mechanics is a part of quantum theory. The latter was 
initiated in 1900, when Max Planck announced his revolutionary 
concept of a quantum. This decisive event is usually considered to be 
the dividing point between classical physics and modern or quantum 
physics. The new period of physics was caused by many new basic 
discoveries-X-rays, the electron, radioactivity-and the desire to 
create corresponding theories. 

Quantum mechanics provided the impetus for much of the Hilbert 
space theory, in particular in connection with unbounded self-adjoint 
linear operators. In the present chapter we shall explain some of the 
major reasons for that fact and discuss the role of unbounded linear 
operators in quantum mechanics. 

This chapter is optional. It is kept independent of Chap. 10. 

Notation 
In this chapter we use a notation which is standard in physics: 

Independent variable 
Functions 

Notation in 
this chapter 

q 
I/J, ip, ••• 

Notation in the 
other chapters 

x, y, ... 

Important concepts, brief orientation about main content 
We start with the physical system consisting of a single particle 

constrained to one dimension. In this case we have to consider the 
complex Hilbert space L 2(-00, +(0), whose elements .p, cp, •.• are 
called states, and self -adjoint linear operators T, Q, D, ... , which are 
called observables and whose domains and ranges are in L2( -00, +(0). 
This terminology is motivated in Sec. 11.1. The inner product (T.p, .p) 

~71 
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is an integral which can be interpreted in terms of probability theory, 
where 1/1 helps to define a probability density. That inner product may 
then be called a mean value since it characterizes the average value of 
the observable T which one can expect in experiments if the physical 
system is in state 1/1. The most important observables in this theory are 
the position operator Q defined by I/I(q) ~ ql/l(q) (d. Sec. 11.1) and 
the momentum operator D defined by I/I(q) ~ (h/27Ti)dl/l/dq (d. Sec. 
11.2). These operators do not commute, and this leads, via the 
variance of an observable, to the famous Heisenberg uncertainty re
lation 11.2-2. 

In these considerations, the time t is kept constant, so that t is a 
parameter which does not appear explicitly. For constant t the states of 
a system can be obtained as solutions of the time-independent 
Schrodinger equation (Sec. 11.3). In this way one can determine 
various properties of physical systems, in particular the possible energy 
levels. 

The time dependence of states is governed and described by the 
time-dependent Schrodinger equation (Sec. 11.5), which involv<?s the 
Hamilton operator (Sec. 11.4). The latter is obtained if one replaces 
position and momentum in the classical Hamilton function by the 
position and momentum operators, respectively. 

Basic physical systems and phenomena treated in the text and in 
the problem sets include the harmonic oscillator (d. 11.3-1, 11.4-1), 
the oscillator in three dimensions (Sec. 11.3), plane waves (Sec. 11.3), 
potential steps and tunnel effect (Sec. 11.4), an electron in a spherically 
symmetric field and the hydrogen atom (Sec. 11.5). 

Il.I Basic Ideas. States~ Ohservahles~ Position 
Operator 

To explain basic ideas and concepts of quantum mechanics, we con
sider a single particle which is constrained to one dimension (that is, 
R). This physical system is simple but fundamental and will be suitable 
for that purpose. More general systems will be discussed later. 

We consider the system at an arbitrary fixed instant, that is, we 
regard time as a parameter which we keep fixed. 

In classical mechanics the state of our system at some instant is 
described by specifying position and velocity of the particle. Hence, 
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classically the instantaneous state of the system is described by a pair 
of numbers. 

In quantum mechanics the state of the system is described by a 
function 

.p. 

This notation .p is standard in physics, so we adopt it, too (instead of 
our usual notation x for a function). The function .p is complex
valued and is defined on R; hence it is a function of a single real 
variable 

q. 

Also q is a standard notation in physics, so we adopt it (instead of our 
usual letter t, which we reserve for the time to be considered in the 
later sections of this chapter). 

We assume that .p is an element of the Hilbert space 

This is suggested to a large extent by the physical interpretation of .p. 
The latter is as follows . 

.p is related to the probability that the particle will be found in a 
given subset J c R; more precisely, this probability is 

(1) 

To the whole one-dimensional space R there should correspond 
the probability 1, that is, we want the particle to be somewhere on the 
real line. This imposes the normalizing condition 

(2) 

Clearly, the integral in (1) remains unchanged if we multiply .p by a 
complex factor of absolute value 1. 

Our consideration shows that the deterministic description of a 
state in classical mechanics is replaced by a probabilistic description of 
a statc in quantum mechanics. And the situation suggests that we 
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define a state (of our physical system at some instant) to be an element 

(3) 11"'11= 1; 

more precisely, an equivalence class of such elements where 

For the sake of simplicity we denote these equivalence classes again by 
letters such as "', 'P, etc. 

Note that", in (3) generates a one-dimensional subspace 

y = {'P I 'P = f3"', f3 E C} 

of L 2(_00, +00). Hence we could equally well say that a state of our 
system is a one-dimensional subspace Y c L 2( -00, +00) and then use a 
'P E Y of norm 1 in defining a probability according to (1). \ 

From (1) we see that 1",(qW plays the role of the density of a 
probability distribution1 on R. By definition, the corresponding mean 
value or expected value is 

(4) 

the variance of the distribution is 

(5) 

and the standard deviation is sdl/l = .Jvarl/l (~O). Intuitively, ILI/I meas
ures the average value or central location and var 1/1 the spread of the 
distribution. 

Hence ILI/I characterizes the "average position" of our particle for 
a given state "'. Now comes an important point. We note that we can 
write (4) in the form 

(6) ILI/I(Q) = (0"" "') = t~OO O"'(q)",(q) dq 

1 The few concepts from probability theory which we need are explained in most 
textbooks on probability theory or statistics. For instance, see H. Cramer (1955), E. 
Kreyszig (1970), S. S. Wilks (1962). 
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where the operator Q: 2il(Q)---+ L 2(-00, +(0) is defined by 

(7) QI/I(q) = ql/l(q) 

(multiplication by the independent variable q). Since p,o/I(O) charac
terizes the average position of the particle, Q is called the position 
operator. By definition, ~(Q) consists of all I/IEL2(-00, +(0) such that 
QI/IEe(-oo, +(0). 

From Sec. 10.7 we know that 0 is an unbounded self-adjoint 
linear operator whose domain is dense in L2( -00, +(0). 

We note that (5) can now be written 

varo/l( 0) = «( 0 -p,I?I/I, 1/1) 
(8) 

= L~oo (O-p,I?I/I(q)l/I(q) dq. 

A state 1/1 of a physical system contains our entire theoretical 
knowledge about the system, but only implicitly, and this poses the 
problem of how to obtain from a 1/1 some information about quantities 
that express properties of the system which we can observe experimen
tally. Any such quantity is called an observable. 

Important observables are position, momentum and energy. 
We have just seen that in the case of the position, for solving that 

problem we have available a self-adjoint linear operator, namely, the 
position operator O. This suggests that in the case of other observables 
we proceed in a similar fashion, that is, introduce suitable self-adjoint 
linear operators. 

In classical mechanics we ask what value an observable will 
assume at a given instant. In quantum mechanics we may ask for the 
probability that a measurement (an experiment) will produce a value of 
the observable that lies in a certain interval. 

The situation and our discussion suggest that we define an observ
able (of our physical system at some instant) to be a self-adjoint linear 
operator T: ~(T) -- L 2 (-00, +(0), where ~(T) is dense in the 
space L 2( -00, +(0). 

Analogously to (6) and (8) we can define the mean value p,o/I(T) by 

(9) p,./,(T) = (TI/I, 1/1) = L~oo TI/I(q)l/I(q) dq, 
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the variance var 0/1 (T) by 

(10) 

and the standard deviation by 

(11) (~O). 

#-to/l(T) characterizes the average value of the observable T which 
one can about expect in experiments if the system is in state .p. The 
variance varo/l(T) characterizes the spread (the variability of those 
values about the mean value). 

Problems will be included at the end of the next section. 

11.2 Momentum Operator. Heisenberg Uncertainty 
Principle 

We consider the same physical system as in the previous section, where 
we introduced and motivated the position operator 

(1) 
Q: 2ll(Q)~e(-00,+00) 

.p~ q.p. 

Another very important observable is the momentum p. The corre
sponding momentum operator is2 

(2) 
D: 2ll(D)~ e(-oo, +00) 

.p~~d.p 
21Ti dq 

where h is Planck's constant and the domain CJJJ(D)cL2 (-00, +00) 

2 The usual notation in physics is P, but since we use P for projections, we write D. 
which suggests "differentiation." h is a universal constant of nature; h = 6.626 196.10-27 

erg sec (cf. CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 54th ed. Cleveland, Ohio: CRC 
Press, 1973-74; p. F-I0l). Absolute continuity is explained in Sec. 10.7, footnote 3. 
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consists of all functions .p E L 2(_00, +(0) which are absolutely continu
ous on every compact interval on R and such that D.pE L 2(-00, +(0). A 
motivation of this definition of D can be given as follows. 

By Einstein's mass-energy relationship E = mc2 (c the speed of 
light), an energy E has mass 

E 
m=z· 

c 

Since a photon has speed c and energy 

E=hv 

(v the frequency), it has momentum 

(3) 
hv h h 

p = mc =-=-=- k 
c A 27f' 

where k = 27f'/A and A is the wavelength. In 1924, L. de Broglie 
suggested the concept of matter waves satisfying relationships that 
hold for light waves. Hence we may use (3) also in connection with 
particles. Assuming the state .p of our physical system to be such that 
we can apply the classical Fourier integral theorem, we have 

(4) .p(q) =~ r+oo cp(p)e(2 ... i/h)pq dp 
.Jh Lo 

where 

(5) 1 1+00 
• cp(p)=- .p(q)e-(2",.,/h)pq dq. 

.Jh -00 

Physically this can be interpreted as a representation of .p in terms of 
functions of constant momentum p given by 

(6) 

where k = 27f'p/h by (3) and cp(p) is the amplitude. The complex 
conjugate .pp has a minus sign in the exponent, so that 
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Since lI/Ip(qW is the probability density of the position in state I/Ip, we 
see that Icp(pW must be proportional to the density of the momentum, 
and the constant of proportionality is 1 since we have defined cp(p) so 
that (4) and (5) involve the same constant 1/.fii. Hence, by (5), the 
mean value of the momentum, call it {i.p, is 

roo 1 r oo -
= 100 p cp(p) ..Jh 100 I/I(q) e(2'7rilh)pq dq dp. 

Assuming that we may interchange the order of integration and that in 
(4) we may differentiate under the integral sign, we obtain 

r oo - roo 1 
{i.p = 100 I/I(q) 100 cp(p)..Jh pe(2'7rilh)pq dp dq 

1+00
- h dl/l(q) 

= I/I(q)-.--dq. -00 2m dq 

Using (2) and denoting {i.p by #L.p(D), we can write this in the form 

(7) 

This motivates the definition (2) of the momentum operator. Note that 
1/1 E L2( -00, +00), so that for a mathematical justification of our formal 
operations we would need tools from measure theory, in particular an 
extension of the Fourier integral theorem which is known as the 
Fourier-Plancherel theorem. For details see F. Riesz and B. Sz.-Nagy 
(1955), pp. 291-295. 

Let Sand T be any self-adjoint linear operators with domains in 
the same complex Hilbert space. Then the operator 

C=ST-TS 

is called the commutator of Sand T and is defined on 

2])( C) = 2])(ST) n 2])(TS). 
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In quantum mechanics, the commutator of the posltIon and 
momentum operators is of basic importance. By straightforward 
differentiation we have 

h 
DQI/I(q) = D(ql/l(q)) = -2 . [I/I(q) + ql/l'(q)] 

7TZ 

h 
= -2 . I/I(q) + QDI/I(q). 

7TZ 

This gives the important Heisenberg commutation relation 

(8) h -DQ-QD=-.I 
2m 

where i is the identity operator on the domain 

(9) CJl;(DQ - QD) = CJl;(DQ) n CJl;( QD). 

We mention without proof that this domain is dense in the 
space L 2( -00, +(0). In fact, it is not difficult to see that the domain 
contains the sequence (en) in 3.7-2 involving the Hermite polynomials, 
and it was stated in 3.7-2 that (en) is total in L2( -00, +(0). (Remember 
that our present q is denoted by t in 3.7-2.) 

To obtain the famous Heisenberg uncertainty principle, we first 
prove 

11.2-1 Theorem (Commutator). Let Sand T be self-adjoint linear 
operators with domain and range in L 2( -00, +(0). Then C = ST - TS 
satisfies 

(10) 

for every 1/1 in the domain of C. 

Proof· We write 11-1 = 11-000(S) and 11-2 = #LojI(T) and 

B = T- 11-21. 

Then we can readily verify by straightforward calculation that 

C = ST - TS = AB - BA. 
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Since Sand T are self-adjoint and ILl and 1L2 are inner products of the 
form (9), Sec. 11.1, these mean values are real (cf. at the end of Sec. 
10.2). Hence A and B are self-adjoint. From the definition of a mean 
value we thus obtain 

lLo/J( C) = «(AB - BA)I/!, I/!) 

= (ABI/!, I/!) - (BAI/!, I/!) 

= (BI/!, AI/!) - (AI/!, BI/!). 

The last two products are equal in absolute value. Hence by the 
triangle and Schwarz inequalities we have 

This proves (10) because B is self-adjoint, so that by (10), Sec. 11.1, 
we obtain 

and similarly for IIAI/!II. I 

From (8) we see that the commutator of the position and momen
tum operators is C = (h/27ri)i. Hence 11Lo/I( C)I = h/27r and (10) yields 

11.2-2 Theorem (Heisenberg uncertainty principle). For the position 
operator Q and the momentum operator D, 

(11) 

Physically, this inequality (11) means that we cannot make a 
simultaneous measurement of position and momentum of a particle 
with an unlimited accuracy. Indeed, the standard deviations sdo/J(D) 
and sdo/J(Q) characterize the precision of the measurement of momen
tum and position, respectively, and (11) shows that we cannot decrease 
both factors on the left at the same time. h is very small (cf. footnote 
2), so that in macrophysics, h/47r is negligibly small. However, in 
atomic physics this is no longer the case. The whole situation becomes 
better understandable if we realize that any measurement of a system 
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is a disturbance that changes the state of the system, and if the system 
is small (an electron, for instance), the disturbance becomes noticeable. 
Of course, any measurement involves an error caused by the lack of 
precision of the instrument. But one could imagine that such an error 
might be made smaller and smaller by using more and more refined 
methods of measurement, so that, at least in principle, in simultaneous 
measurements of the instantaneous position and momentum of a 
particle, each of the two corresponding errors can be made smaller 
than any preassigned positive value. Inequality (11) shows that this is 
not so but that precision is limited in principle, not merely because of 
the imperfection of any method of measurement. 

More generally, Theorem 11.2-1 shows that any two observables 
Sand T whose commutator is not a zero operator cannot be measured 
simultaneously with unlimited precison in the sense just explained, but 
the precision is limited in principle. 

Problems 

1. Determine a normalizing factor a in 

I/I(q) = ae-q2/2 

and graph the corresponding probability density. 

2. For a linear operator T and a polynomial g, define the expectation 

E.,,(g(T» of g(T) by 

E.,,(g(T» = (g(T)1/1, 1/1). 

Show that E.,,(T) = f.L.,,(T) and 

3. Using the notations in Prob. 2, show that E.,,([T- cI]2) is minimum if 
and only if c = f.L.,,(T). (Note that this is a minimum property of the 
variance.) 

4. Show that if in (2) we replace (-00, +(0) by a compact interval [a, b]; 
the resulting operator 15 is no longer self-adjoint (unless we restrict its 
domain hy imposing a suitable condition at a and b). 
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5. In the text it was shown that the density of the momentum is propor
tional to Icp(p)f Then it' was claimed that it is equal to Icp(p)f Verify 
this by means of (4) and (5), assuming that the interchange of the order 
of integration is permissible. 

6. Formulas (4) and (5) have analogues in space; using Cartesian coordi
nates and writing P = (Ph P2, P3), q = (qh q2, q3) and, furthermore, 
P • q = Plql + P2q2 + P3q3, we have 

r/J(q) = h-3/2 f cp(p) e(2"i/h)p'q dp 

where 

cp(p) = h-3 / 2 f r/J(q)e-(h,/h)p.q dq. 

Extend the consideration of Prob. 5 to this case. 

7. In the case of a particle in space we have three Cartesian coordinates 
q1> q2, q3 and corresponding position operators Q1> Q2' Q 3 as well as 
momentum operators D1> D 2 , D 3 , where Djr/J = (h/27Ti) iJr/J/iJflj. Show 
that 

whereas D j and Qk (j~ k) commute; here, ~ is the identity operator on 
q]J(Djq - QPJ 

8. In classical mechanics, the kinetic energy of a moving particle of mass 
m in space is 

where P1> P2, P3 are the components of the momentum vector. This 
suggests to define the kinetic energy operator ~k by 

- 1 (2 2 2) 'iEk = - Dl + D2 + D3 
2m 

with D j as in Prob. 7. Show that 
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where the Laplacian AI/! of I/! is given by 

9. (Angular momentum) In classical mechanics, the angular momentum 
is M = q x p, where q = (ql> q2, q3) is the position vector and 
p = (Pl' P2, P3) is the (linear) momentum vector. Show that this suggests 
to define the angular momentum operators .Jil> .Ji2 , .Ji3 by 

Prove the commutation relation 

and find two similar relations for .M2 , .M3 and .M3 , .Ml. 

10. Show that the operators .Ml, .M2 and .M3 in Prob. 9 commute with the 
operator 

11.3 Time- Independent Schrodinger Equation 

Using the analogy between light waves and de Broglie's matter waves 
(d. Sec. 11.2), we shall derive the fundamental (time-independent) 
Schrodinger equation. 

For investigating refraction, interference and other more subtle 
optical phenomena one uses the wave equation 

(l) 

where \(f" = 112'1'/l1t2 , the constant ·l is positive, and A'I' is the 
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Laplacian of '1'. If qb q2, q3 are Cartesian coordinates in space, then 

(In our system considered in the last section we have only one 
coordinate, q, and A'I'=a2'1'/aq2.) 

As usual in connection with stationary wave phenomena, we 
assume a simple and periodic time dependence, say, of the form 

(2) 

Substituting this into (1) and dropping the exponential factor, we 
obtain the Helmholtz equation (time-independent wave equation) 

(3) 

where 

k =!!!.= 27rv = 27r 
"y "y A 

and v is the frequency. For A we choose the de Broglie wave length of 
matter waves, that is, 

(4) A=~ 
mv 

[d. also (3) in Sec. 11.2, where v = c]. Then (3) takes the form 

Let E denote the sum of the kinetic energy mv 2/2 and the potential 
energy V, that is, 

2 

E= mv +v 2 . Then 
mv 2 

-=E-V 
2 
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and we can write 

(5) 

This is the famous time-independent Schrodinger equation, which is 
fundamental in quantum mechanics. 

Note that we can write (5) in the form 

(6) (- 8::m A+V)IfJ=EIfJ. 

This form suggests that the possible energy levels of th~ system will 
depend on the spectrum of the operator defined by the l~ft-hand side 
of (6). 

"-
A little reflection shows that (5) is not the only cOnceiyable 

differential equation that could be obtained in the present situatiOn: 
However, experimental experience and Schrodinger's work have 
shown that (5) is particularly useful in the following sense. 

Physically meaningful solutions of a differential equation should 
remain finite and approach zero at infinity. A potential field being 
given, equation (5) has such solutions only for certain values of the 
energy E. These values are either in agreement with the 'permissible' 
energy levels of Bohr's theory of the atom or, when they disagree, they 
are in better agreement with experimental results than values predicted 
by that theory. This means that (5) both "explains" and improves 
Bohr's theory. It also yields a theoretical foundation for a number of 
basic physical effects which were observed experimentally but could 
not be explained sufficiently well by older theories. 

11.3-1 Example (Harmonic oscillator). To illustrate the Schrodinger 
equation (5), we consider a physical system which is basic; we mention 
that it is that to which Max Planck first applied his quantum postulate. 
Figure 70 shows the classical model, a body of mass m attached to the 
lower end of a spring whose upper end is fixed. In small vertical 
motions we may neglect damping and assume the restoring force to be 
aq, that is, proportional to the displacement q from the position of 
static equilibrium. Then the classical differential equation of motion is 

mij+aq=O or .. + 2 0 q CUo q = , 
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(q = 0) 

E 
(a) At rest (b) In motion 

Fig. 70. Body on a spring 

where w02 = aim, hence a = mw02, describing harmonic motions rep
resented by a sine or cosine function. From the restoring force aq we 
get the potential energy V by integration; choosing the constant of 
integration so that V is zero at q = 0, we have V = aq2/2 = mw02 q2 /2. 
Hence the Schrodinger equation (5) of the harmonic oscillator is 

(7) 

Setting 

(8) 
- 47r 
A=-E 

woh 

and multiplying (7) by b2 = h/27rmwo, we obtain 

Introducing s = q/ b as a new independent variable and writing 
I/I(q) = (fr(s), we have 

(9) 
d 2 (fr - 2-
ds2 +(A-S )1/1=0. 

We determine values of the energy for which (9) has solutions in 
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L 2( -00, +00). Substituting 

into (9) and omitting the exponential factor, we obtain 

(10) 
d 2 v dv _ 
--2S-+(A -1)v =0. 
ds 2 ds 

For 

(11) A=2n+l, n = 0,1,; .. 

this becomes identical with (9), Sec. 3.7, except for the notation. 
Hence we see that a solution is the Hermite polynomial Hn, and a total 
set of orthonormal eigenfunctions satisfying (9) with A given by (11) is 
(en) defined by (7), Sec. 3.7, with s = q/b (instead of t) as the independ
ent variable. The first few of these functions are shown in Fig. 71. 
Since the frequency is v = wo/27f', we see from (8) that to the eigen
values (11) there correspond the energy levels 

(12) 

Fig. 71. First four eigenfunctions eo, eJ, e2, e3 of the harmonic oscillator corresponding 
to the energy levels hv/2, 3hv/2, 5hv/2, 7hv/2 
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where n = 0,1,· ... These so-called "half-integral" multiples of the 
energy quantum hv are characteristic of the oscillator. The "zero-point 
energy" (the lowest level) is hv/2, not 0 as Max Planck had assumed in 
his famous first investigation in 1900 which initiated the whole quan
tum theory. The number n which specifies the energy level is called the 
principal quantum number of the harmonic oscillator. 

Problems 

1. For what values of q is the expression in the parentheses in (7) equal to 
zero and what is the physical significance of these values in classical 
mechanics? 

2. Can it be seen directly from (7) that (7) cannot have a nontrivial 
solution 1/1 E L 2( -00, +00) for all values of E? 

3. Find a second order differential equation for 

compare with (9) and comment. 

4. Using the power series method for solving differential equations, show 
that (10) has a polynomial v ~ 0 as a solution if and only if A has one of 
the values in (11). 

5. Could the recursion formula in Prob. 4 be used to conclude that a 
solution which is not a polynomial grows so fast that the corresponding 
1/1 cannot be in L 2(_00, +oo)? 

6. Using the generating function of the Hermite polynomials defined by 

show that the function 1/1 = 1/1" corresponding to A = 2n + 1 [cf. (11)] can 
be written 

7. (Plane wave) A wave represented by 

cp(q, t) = e-i(wt-k-q ) 
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is called a plane monochromatic wave; here k = (kb k2' k 3 ), 

q = (qt. q2, q3) and k· q is the dot product of k and q. Show the 
following. The direction of k is the direction of propagation of the 
wave in space. A = 2'7T/lkl is the wavelength, where Ikl is the length of 
k. The quantity v = w/2'7T is the frequency. v = vA = w/lkl is the phase 
velocity (velocity of propagation of planes of equal phase). ({! satisfies 
the wave equation (1). 

8. If a(q) and b(q) in 

"'(q) = a(q)eib(q) 

\ 
vary only slowly, an approximate solution of the Schrodinger equation 
"''' + f(q)", = 0 is obtained by substituting", and neglecting a". Show 
that this leads to 

b(q) = r .Jf(u) du 

and 
a 

a(q)=-= 
~f(q) 

(a constant). 

9. (Oscillator in three dimensions) A particle of mass m is bound to the 
origin by a force whose component along the fh axis is equal to -alIi, 
aj > 0; j = 1, 2, 3. Show that the SchrOdinger equation of the problem 
is 

where 

2'7Tm 
aj=-h- wj' 

Apply separation of variables, that is, substitute 

to obtain 
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Show that for Aj = (2~ + 1) (fj with integer ~;;;; 0 we obtain 

where cj is a normalizing factor and Hn is the Hermite polynomial of 
order n as defined in 3.7-2. 

10. An energy level is said to be degenerate if there is a corresponding 
linearly independent set consisting of more than one eigenfunction. 
The oscillator in Prob. 9 is said to be isotropic if al = a2 = a3 = a. Show 
that in this case, the lowest energy level is Eo = 3hv/2, where 
v = Wo/27T =.J a/m/27T, and is nondegenerate, whereas the higher 
energy levels are degenerate. 

11.4 Hamilton Operator 

In classical mechanics, one can base the investigation of a conservative 
system of particles on the Hamilton function of the system; this is the 
total energy 

(1) H=Ekin+ V 

(Ekin = kinetic energy, V = potential energy) expressed in terms of 
position coordinates and momentum coordinates. Assuming that the 
system has n degrees of freedom, one has n position coordinates 
qi> ... , qn and n momentum coordinates Pi> ... , Pn. 

In the quantum mechanical treatment of the system we also 
determine 

This is the first step. In the second step we replace each pj by the 
momentum operator [d. (2), Sec. 11.2] 

(2) 
D( 21J(Dj ) ~ e(Rn ) 

h a", 
"'~--27Ti aflj 
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where 21J(Dj ) C L 2(Rn). Furthermore, we replace each lli by the position 
operator [d. (7), Sec. 11.1] 

(3) 
q: 21J(q)~ e(R n ) 

o/~ llio/ 

where 21J( q) c L 2(R n). From the above Hamilton function H we then 
obtain the Hamilton operator which we denote by 'lie; that is, 

is 

with pj replaced by D j and lli replaced by q. By definition, 'lie is 
assumed to be self-adjoint. 

That process of replacement is called the quantization rule. Note 
that the process is not unique, since multiplication is ccommutatiye for 
numbers but not necessarily for operators. This is one of the weaknes
ses of quantum mechanics. 

Equation (6) in Sec. 11.3 can now be written by the use of the 
Hamilton operator '!t. Indeed, the kinetic energy of a particle of mass 
m in space is 

By the quantization rule the expression on the right yields 

1 3 1 (h)2 3 iP h2 -- L D·2=- - L -= --A 
2m j=l J 2m 27Ti j=l Olli2 87T2 m· 

Hence (6) in Sec. 11.3 can be written 

(4) 

where A = E is the energy. 
If A is in the resolvent set of '!t, then the resolvent of '!t exists and 

(4) has only the trivial solution. considered in L 2(Rn). If A is in the 
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point spectrum O"p(ilt'), then (4) has nontrivial solutions 1/1 E L 2(Rn). The 
residual spectrum O",(ilt') is empty since ilt' is self-adjoint (cf. Sec. 10.4, 
Prob. 7). If A E O"c(ilt'), the continuous spectrum of ilt', then (4) has no 
solution 1/1 E L 2 (Rn ), where I/If:. O. However, in this case, (4) may have 
nonzero solutions which are not in L2(Rn) and depend on a parameter 
with respect to which we can perform integration to obtain a 
1/1 E L2(Rn). In physics we say that in this process of integration we form 
wave packets. Note that in this context, ilt' in (4) denotes an extension 
of the original operator such that the functions under consideration are 
in the domain of the extended operator. The process may be explained 
in terms of the following physical system. 

We consider a free particle of mass m on (-00, +00). The Hamilton 
function is 

1 2 
H(p,q)=2m P , 

so that we obtain the Hamilton operator 

1 2 h2 d2 

~(D, Q)=- D = --8 2 d 2· 
2m 7T m q 

Hence (4) becomes 

(5) 

where A = E is the energy. Solutions are given by 

(6) 1/(q) = e-ikq 

where the parameter k is related to the energy by 

These functions 1/ can now be used to represent any 1/1 E L 2( -00, +00) as 
a wave packet in the form 

(7a) 
1 fa . 

I/I(q) = J- lim <p(k) e-·kq dk 
27T Q----'l>QC -a 
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where 

(7b) 
1 fb . 

cp(k) = 1_ lim t/J(q) e,kq dq. 
v 2 'Tf b-->oo - b 

The limits are in the norm of L 2(-00, +00) [with respect to q in (7a) and 
with respect to kin (7b)]; such a limit is also called a limit in the mean. 
Formula (7), together with the underlying assumptions, is called the 
Fourier-Plancherel theorem, which was also mentioned in Sec. 11.2, 
where a reference to literature is given. See also N. Dunford and J. T. 
Schwartz (1958-71), part 2, pp. 974, 976. 

The extension of this consideration to a free particle of mass m in 
three-dimensional space is as follows. Instead of (5) we have 

(8) 
h2 

~t/J = - 8'Tf2m At/J = At/J 

with A as in the previous section. Solutions are plane waves rep
resented by 

(9a) 

and the energy is 

(9b) 

7J(q) = e-ik .q 

h2 

A=E=--k·k 8 2 • 
'Tfm 

For a t/J E L 2 (R3 ) the Fourier-Plancherel theorem gives 

(1Oa) 

where 

(lOb) cp(k) = (2:)3/2 L t/J(q) e'k·q dq 

where the integrals are again understood as limits in the mean of 
corresponding integrals over finite regions in three-space. 
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11.4-1 Example (Harmonic oscillator). The Hamilton function of 
the harmonic oscillator is (cf. 11.3-1) 

1 2 1 2 2 
H=-p +-m q 2m 2 Wo . 

Hence the Hamilton operator is 

(11) 

To simplify the formulas in our further consideration, we define 

(12) 

The Hilbert-adjoint operator is 

(13) 

By (8), Sec. 11.2, 

(a) 

(14) 

(b) 

Hence 

(15) AA*-A*A=i. 

From (14a) and (11), 

(16) 'Je= woh(A*A+!i). 
2'lT 2 

We show that any eigenvalue A of 7Je (if it exists) must equal one of the 
values given by (12), Sec. 11.3. 
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Let A be an eigenvalue of 'tie and I/! an eigenfunction. Then I/! ~ 0 
and 

By (16), 

(17) where 

Application of A gives 

AA *(AI/!) = AAI/!. 

On the left, AA * = A * A + i by (15). Hence 

- 27rA 1 
A=---. 

woh 2 

A * A (AI/!) = (A -1)AI/!. 

Similarly, by another application of A, 

and after j steps, 

(18) 

We must have Ail/! = 0 for sufficiently large j; because, otherwise, 
taking the inner product by Ail/! on both sides of (18), we would have 
for every j 

that is, 

(19) 

for every j, which cannot hold since A is a certain number. Hence there 
is an nEN such that Anl/!~O but Ail/!=O for j>n, in particular, 
A n+ll/! = O. For j = n we thus obtain from the equality in (19) 

A -n =0. 
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From this and (17), since Wo = 27TV, 

woh ( 1) ( 1) A = 27T n +"2 = hv n +"2 ' 

in agreement with (12), Sec. 11.3. 

Problems 

1. Obtain (9) from (8) by the method of separation of variables. 

2. If 1/10 is a normalized eigenfunction of 'tJe corresponding to the smallest 
eigenvalue in Example 11.4-1, show by induction that 

1 
I/In = --= (A *)"1/10 

..In! 

is a normalized eigenfunction of A * A corresponding to X. = n. 

3. Show that in Prob. 2, 

A *I/In = ..J(n + 1) I/In+1 

Al/ln =..In, I/In-1. 

4. Calculate the mean and variance of Q for the harmonic oscillator 
in state 1/10 (state of lowest energy), where 111/1011 = 1. In what respect 
does the result differ from that in classical mechanics? 

5. Show that the operators in Example 11.4-1 satisfy the commutation 
rule 

s= 1,2,···. 

6. Using Prob. 5, show that the mean of Q2. of the harmonic oscillator in 

state 1/10 is 

7. Show that for the potential step in Fig. 72 the SchrOdinger equation 
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yields 

(q <0), 

(q ~ 0). 

Solve this problem for an incident wave from the left, assuming that 
E>U. 

o q 

Fig. 72. Potential in Prob. 7 

8. Verify that in Prob. 7 the sum of the numbers of transmitted and 
reflected particles equals the number of incident particles. 

9. Solve Prob. 7 if E < U. What is the main difference between the 
present solution of the problem and the classical one? 

10. (Tunnel effect) Show that the answer to Prob. 9 suggests that in the 
case of a potential barrier the wave function of a particle may look 
approximately as shown in Fig. 73. 

u-
E-

o~------------~-------+------~~ q 

Fig. 73. Potential barrier and wave function I/J of an electron tunnelling through the 
barrier 
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11.5 Time-Dependent SchrOdinger Equation 

In the past four sections of this chapter we considered physical systems 
at some instant, that is, we always treated time as a parameter 
which we kept constant. In the present section we shall say a few words 
about time-dependence of states and observables. 

A stationary state of a physical system is a state which depends on 
time only by an exponential factor, say, e-iWt, so that the state is of the 
general form (2), Sec. 11.3. Other states are called nonstationary states, 
and the question arises what differential equation such a general 
function cp of the Pi's, qi's and t should satisfy. Of course, such a 
fundamental equation can only be derived from experience. Since one 
cannot obtain direct experimental results about the form of that 
equation, all one can do is to consider various equations and to find 
out whether they are compatible with experimental results and have 
properties which one must require for logical reasons. 

The wave equation (1), Sec. 11.3, is not suitable. One reason is as 
follows. We want the function cp to be determined for all t if it is given 
at some instant t. Since that equation involves the second derivative 
with respect to t, it leaves the first derivative undetermined. This fact 
may at first surprise the reader since that equation is used in optics. 
However, the instantaneous state of an electromagnetic wave in vac
uum is completely determined only if all components of the magnetic 
field vector b and the electric field vector e are given. These are six 
functions depending on the points in space and time t. And they 
are determined by Maxwell's equations, which are of first order in t; in 
vacuum, written in vectorial form and in Gaussian units, these equa
tions are 

1 ae 
curl b =-

cat' 
1 ab 

curle=--
cat' 

div b = dive = 0, 

where c is the speed of light. These equations imply that each 
component of band e satisfies the wave equation, but also in optics a 
single component does not determine the whole state in the future. 

The situation suggests to look for an analogue of Maxwell's 
equations and to require that for a stationary state the equation to be 
obtained yields the time-independent Schrodinger equation studied in 
Sec. 11.3. An equation of this type is the time-dependent Schrodinger 
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equation 

(1) 
h acp 

'tJecp = ---
27ri at 

599 

given by Erwin Schrodinger in 1926. Since (1) involves i, a nonzero 
solution cp must be complex. Icpl2 is regarded as a measure of the 
intensity of the wave. 

A stationary solution, whose intensity at a point is independent of 
t, is obtained by setting 

(2) cp = t/Je- iwt 

where t/J does not depend on t, and w = 27rv. Substitution into (1) gives 

and, since E = hv, 

(3) 

where A = E is the energy of the system. This agrees with (4) in the 
previous section, so that our above requirement is satisfied. 

Equation (1) is often called the quantum mechanical equation of 
motion, but this must be understood in the following sense. 

In classical mechanics the (vector) differential equation of motion 
determines the motion of the physical system; that is, positions, 
velocities etc. are determined as functions of the time if initial condi
tions referring to some instant, say, t = 0, are given. In quantum 
mechanics the situation is different. The system no longer behaves in a 
deterministic fashion with respect to observables. It remains deter
ministic, however, with respect to states. In fact, if cp is given at some 
instant, say, t = 0, equation (1) determines cp for all t (provided the 
system is not disturbed by measurements or otherwise). This implies 
that the probability densities considered before are deterministic in 
time. Consequently, we may calculate probabilities for observables at 
any time in the way explained in Secs. 11.1 and 11.2. 

The concluding problem set contains some further basic applica~ 
tions, notably in connection with spherically symmetric physical sys
tems, such as the hydrogen atom. 
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Problems 

1. (Spherical waves) Show that for l/! depending only on r, where 
r2 =q/+q/+q/, the Helmholtz equation (3), Sec. 11.3, becomes 

R"+~R'+eR=O. 
r 

Show that corresponding particular solutions of (1) in Sec. 11.3 are 

1 
- exp [-i(wt- kr)] 
r 

and 
1 
- exp [-i(wt + kr)] 
r 

which represent an outgoing spherical wave and an incoming spherical 
wave, respectively. Here, exp x = eX. 

2. (Electron in a spherically symmetric field) If the potential V depends 
only on the distance r from some fixed point in space, it is advanta
geous to transform the Schrodinger equation3 

ill/! + a(E - V(r))l/! = 0, 
8 2-7Tm 

a=-
h2 

into spherical coordinates r, 6, cp defined by (Fig. 7<1.) 

ql = r sin 6 cos cp, 

q, 

q2 = r sin 6 sin cp, 

I 
I 
1 

I 

(r, e, </J) 

I 
1------

'I q2 
''-J 

Fig. 74. Spherical coordinates in Prob. 2 

q3= r cos 6. 

3 We denote the mass of the electron by iii, to free m for the magnetic quantum 
number. 
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(Important physical systems of this type are the hydrogen atom and the 
singly ionized helium.) Show that 

where the "angular part" is 

Show that we can also write 

1 iJ ( . iJrJi) 1 iJ2r/J Lr/J=--- sm(J- +----. 
sin (J iJ(J iJ(J sin2 (J iJql 

Show that by setting 

r/J(r, (J, cf» =R(r)Y((J, cf» 

and separating variables we obtain from the Schrodinger equation 

2 a 
R"+-R'+a(E- V)R- -R =0, r r2 

where a is a separation constant, and 

LY+aY=O. 

Note the remarkable fact that this equation for the angular part does 
not depend on the special form of VCr). Setting 

Y((J, cf» = f((J)g(cf» 

and applying another separation of variables, show that 

{" + (col 0)[' + (ex - -4-)t= 0, 
Sill fI 
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where (3 is another separation constant, and 

g"+(3g=O. 

Conclude that g must be periodic of period 2'7T, say, 

m = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ; 

that is, (3 = m2, where m is called the magnetic quantum number4 (since 
it plays a role in the so-called Zeeman effect, which is a splitting of 
spectral lines caused by a magnetic field). 

To solve the equation for f, where (3 = m2 , set x = cos 0 and 
f(O) = y(x), and show that this leads to 

(1-x2)y"-2xy'+ (a -1::2)Y = O. 

Consider the case m = o. Show that for 

a=I(l+l) 1=0,1,·· . 

a solution is the Legendre polynomial PI (d. 3.7-1). [It can be shown 
that the infinite series obtained for other values of a do not converge 
at x = ± 1.] I is called the azimuthal quantum number or the orbital 
angular momentum quantum number (since it is related to the operator 
.M. in Prob. 7, which is sometimes called the angular momentum 
operator). 

3. (Associated Legendre functions, spherical harmonics) Consider the 
equation 

(l-x2)y"-2XY'+[I(l+1)- m
2

2]y=0 
1-x 

for general m = 0, 1,2, .... Substituting 

show that z satisfies 

(1- x2)z"- 2(m + l)xz' + [I(l + 1) - m(m + l)]z = O. 

4 The letter m is standard and must not be confused with the mass (which we denote 
by m). 
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Starting from the Legendre equation for PI and differentiating it m 
times, show that a solution z of the present equation is given by 

the mth derivative of ~. The corresponding y is given by 

and is called an associated Legendre function. Show that for negative 
m = -1, -2,' .. our present formulas with m replaced by Iml remain 
valid. Show that we must require -I ~ m ~ I. The functions 

are called spherical harmonics (or surface harmonics). 

4. (Hydrogen atom) Consider the equation for R in Prob. 2 for the 
hydrogen atom, so that VCr) = -e2 /r, where e is the charge of an 
electron. Solve the equation with ex = 1(1 + 1) (d. Prob. 2) and E < 0 
(the condition for a bound state of the electron). Proceed as follows. 
Substituting p = yr, show that 

R-" 2R-' ( 1 n 1(1+1))+- + --+---- R=O 
p 4 P p2 

where primes now denote derivatives with respect to p and 
R(r) = R(p), and 

y2=-4aE, 

Substituting 

show that 

w"+ (~-1 )w'+ (n~l_I(l; l))w = o. 

Substituting 
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show that 

pu"+(21+2- p)u'+(n-l-I)u = O. 

Show that a solution is 

the (21 + l)th derivative of the Laguerre polynomial Ln+' (d. 3.7-3). 
The function L!':/ is called an associated Laguerre polynomial. Show 
that, altogether, we have the result 

where p = yr = 2r/nao with the so-called Bohr radius given by 

0.529 . 10-8 cm. 

Show that we must require I ~ n -1 and n must be a positive integer. 

5. (Hydrogen spectrum) Show that the energy E in Prob. 4 depends 
only on n, which is called the principal quantum number; in fact, show 
that 

n = 1, 2,···. 

Show that to each such n there correspond n2 different solutions 

where Cnlm is a normalizing constant and f and g are functions as 
obtained in Prob. 2. Show that, in contrast to the harmonic oscillator, 
the hydrogen atom has infinitely many bound states. 

We mention that the transition of the electron to a state of lower 
energy corresponds to an emission of energy. Figure 75 shows the 
Lyman, Balmer and Paschen series of the hydrogen spectrum; these 
series correspond to the transitions 
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Fig. 75. Energy level diagram and spectral series of the hydrogen atom. The figure 
shows: 

(i) Energy levels corresponding to principal quantum numbers n = 1, 2, ... 
(ii) Energies in ev (where n ~ ao corresponds to 0 ev and n = 1 to -13.53 ev; here 

13.53 ev is the ionization energy) 
(iii) Lines of three series, with wavelengths (in A) as follows. 

Lyman series (in the ultraviolet region) 

E2~El 1216A 

E3~El 1026A 

E4~El 973A 

Balmer series (visible) 

E3~E2 6563 A (H.. line) 

E4~E2 4861 A (Hfl line) 

E5~E2 4340 A (H'Y line) 

Paschen series (in the infrared region) 

E4~E3 18751 A 

E5~E3 12818 A 

E6~El 10938 A 

LII~ 
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respectively. Thus, since E = hv, we obtain from the above formula the 
Rydberg formula 

with the Rydberg constant R* for hydrogen given by 

R* 
2 2 - 4 7T me 

ch 3 
109737.3 cm-t . 

(For the numerical value, see p. F-104 of the book mentioned in Sec. 
11.2, footnote 2.) 

6. (Angular momentum operators) It is interesting to note that equa
tions appearing in the separation of the Schrodinger equation in 
spherical coordinates can be related to angular momentum operators. 
Indeed, show that (d. Prob. 9, Sec. 11.2) 

so that g" + {3g = 0 (d. Prob. 2) with {3 = m2 , after multiplication by Rf, 
can be written 

7. (Angular momentum operators) Show that, in terms of spherical 
coordinates, the angular momentum operators in Prob. 9, Sec. 11.2, 
have the representations 

h (. iJr/J iJr/J) .Attr/J= - -. sm cP - + cot f) cos cP - , 
27TI iJf) iJcP 

.M.2"'= ~ (cos A.. iJr/J -cot f) sin A.. iJr/J) 
'f' 27Ti 'I' iJf) 'I' iJcP ' 

and, by Prob. 6, the operator .M. 2 in Prob. 10, Sec. 11.2, has the 
representation 

2 h2 [1 iJ ( . iJl/i) 1 iJ2r/J] .At r/J=-- --- smf)- +----. 
47T2 sin f) iJf) iJf) sin2 f) iJcP2 
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Conclude from this and Prob. 3 that the ~m are eigenfunctions of .M? 
corresponding to the eigenvalue 

1=0,' ", n-l. 

This is a celebrated result which improves the values h2 e/47T2 which 
were predicted by Bohr's theory. 

8. (Spherical Bessel functions) It is worth noting that the equation 

R"+ ~ R' + [a(E- v(r))-I(~ 1)]R = 0 

obtained in Prob. 2 can also be used for other problems exhibiting 
spherical symmetry. For instance, let (Fig. 76) 

{ 
-Vo<O 

V(r) = 0 

o 
I r = '0 

if r < ro 

, -
Fig. 76. Potential V(r) in Prob. 8 

Assume that E < 0 and E + Vo> O. Find solutions for r < To in terms of 
Bessel functions by showing that the equation can be transformed into 
the Bessel equation 

1 ( (l + 1/2)2) 
u"+pu'+ 1- p2 u=O. 

[For this reason the solutions R (taken with a suitable numerical 
factor) are called spherical Bessel functions.] 

9. If 1=0 in Prob. 8, show that solutions of the Bessel equation are 
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Using this and the recursion relation 

2v 
Jv- 1(p) + JV +1(p) = - Jv(p), 

p 

show that for all I ~ 1, 2, ... the solu~ions in Prob. 8 can be expressed 
by finitely many sine and cosine functions (and negative powers of p). 

10. Solve the equation in Prob. 8 for r> ro, assuming E < 0 as before. 
What is the essential difference between the present solutions and 
those for r < ro? 



APPENDIX 1 

SOME MATERIAL FOR 
REVIEW AND REFERENCE 
AI.I Sets 

Sets are denoted by single capital letters A, B, M, ... or by the use of 
braces, for example 

{a, b, c} denotes the set having the letters a, b, c as elements 
{t I f(t) = O} denotes the set of all t at which the function f is zero. 

Some symbols used in set theory are 

o Empty set (set which has no elements) 
a E A a is an element of A 
b Ei: A b is not an element of A 
A = B A and B are equal (are identical, consist of the same 

A~B 

AcB 

AcB,A~B 

AUB 
AnB 

AnB=0 

A-B 

elements) 
A and B are different (not equal) 
A is a subset of B (each element of A also belongs to 
B). This is also written B ::::) A 
A is a proper subset of B (A is a subset of Band B 
has at least one element which is not in A) 
={x Ix E A or x E B} Union of A and B. See Fig. 77. 
= {x I x E A and x E B} Intersection of A and B. See 
Fig. 77. 
A and B are disjoint sets (sets without common 
elements) 
= {x I x E A and x Ei: B} Difference of A and B. (Here 
B mayor may not be a subset of A) See Fig. 78. 
(See also Fig. 79.) 
= X - A Complement of A in X (where A c X) 
(notation CxA if confusion concerning X seems pos
sible). See Fig. 80. 

The following formulas result directly from the definitions: 

(la) 

(1 b) 

AUA=A 

AUB=BUA 

AnA=A 

AnB=BnA 
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AUB 

A B A B 

Fig. 77. Union A U B (shaded) and intersection A n B (shaded) of two sets A and B 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 78. Difference A - B (shaded) of two sets A (large disk) and B (small disk) if (a) 
BcA,(b)AnB~0 andB¢A,(c)AnB=0 

Fig. 79. Differences A - Band B - A and intersection A n B of two sets A (large disk) 
and B (small disk) 

x 
Fig. 80. Complement A C = X - A (shaded) of a subset A of a set X 
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A A 

AU (B n C) (A U B) n (A U C) 

Fig. 81. Formula (Ie) 

A A 

Anffiu~ ~nmu~n0 

Fig. 82. Formula (1£) 

(Ic) AU (B U C) = (A U B) U C, 

(ld) A nCB n C) = (A nB)n C 

written 

written 

AUBUC 

AnBnc 

(Ie) 

(If) 

(lg) 

(Ih) 

Furthermore, 

AcB 

(2) 

AU (B n C) = (A U B) n (A U C) 

An (B U C) = (A n B) U (A n C) 

AUB=B 

AcCandBcC 

CcA and CcB 

AnBcB 

AUB:::JB 

AnB=A 

AUBcC 

CcAnB. 
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From the definition of a complement, 

(3) xc= 0, 

De Morgan's laws are (A and B any subsets of X) 

(4) 
(A U B)c = A C n B C 

(A n B)c = A C U B C 

Obviously, 

(5) AnB=0 

AUB=X 

AcB 

The set of all subsets of a given set S is called the power set of S 
and is denoted by ~(S). 

The Cartesian product (or product) X x Y of two given nonempty 
sets X and Y is the set of all ordered pairs (x, y) with x E X and y E Y. 
See Fig. 83. 

yl 
• (x, y) 

I 
x 

'< 

Fig. 83. A way of visualizing the Cartesian product X x Y of two ~ts X and Y 

\ 

A set M is said to be countable if M is finite (has fiI\itely many 
elements) or if we can associate positive integers with the elements of 
M so that to each element of M there corresponds a unique positive 
integer and, conversely, to each positive integer 1, 2, 3,· , .. there 
corresponds a unique element of M. 
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AI.2 Mapp~s 

Let X and Y be sets and A c X any subset. A mapping (or transfor
mation, functional relation, abstract function) T from A into Y is 
obtained by associating with each x E A a single Y E Y, written y = Tx 
and called the image of x with respect to T. The set A is called the 
domain of definition of T or, more briefly, the domain of T and is 
denoted by S!lJ( T), and we write 

T: ~(T)~Y 

x~Tx. 

The range ~(T) of T is the set of all images; thus 

~(T)={YE Yly = Tx for some x E~(T)}. 

The image T(M) of any subset M c ~(T) is the set of all images Tx 
with x E M. Note that T(S!lJ(T» = ~(T). 

An illustration of the situation is given in Fig. 84. 

Fig. 84. Visualization of a mapping 

The inverse image of a Yo E Y is the set of all x E ~(T) such that 
Tx = Yo. Similarly, the inverse image of a subset Z c Y is the set of all 
x E S!lJ(T) such that Tx E Z. Note that the inverse image of a Yo E Y may 
be empty, a single point, or any subset of ~(T); this depends on Yo 
and T. 
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A mapping T is injective, an injection, or one-to-one if for every 
Xl,X2 E !?il(T), 

implies 

that is, different points in 9l( T) have different images, so that the 
inverse image of any point in I!Jt(T) is a single point. See Fig. 85. 

Fig. 85. Notation in connection with an injective mapping 

T: 9l(T) ~ Y is surjective, a surjection, or a mapping of 9l(T) 
onto Y if I!Jt(T) = Y. See Fig. 86. Clearly, 

is always surjective. 

!?il(T) ~ fYl(T) 

x f-----? Tx 

Fig. 86. Surjective mapping 
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T is bijective or a bijection if T is both injective and surjective. 
Then the inverse mapping T- 1 of T: 0)(T) ---+ Y is the mapping 
T- 1 : Y ---+ 2b(T) defined by Txo~ xo, that is, T- 1 associates· with 
each Yo E Y that Xo E 2b(T) for which Txo = Yo. See Fig. 87. 

Fig. 87. Inverse 11: Y ---'> 2IJ(T) c: X of a bijective mapping T 

For an injective mapping T: ~(T) ---+ Y the inverse mapping 
T- 1 is defined to be the mapping 9Jt(T) ---+ 2b(T) such that Yo E 9Jt(T) is 
mapped onto that Xo E ~(T) for which Txo = Yo. See Fig. 88. Thus in 
this slightly more general use of the term "inverse" it is not required 
that T be a mapping onto Y; this convenient terminology employed by 
many authors is unlikely to cause misunderstandings in the present 
context. 

r-1 

Fig. 88. Inverse 11: m(T~iJJ(T) of an injective mapping T 

Two mappings Tl and T2 are said to be equal if ~(Tl) = 2b(T2) and 
T\x=T2X for all xE2b(Tl)=~(T2). 

The restriction TIB of a mapping T: 0)(T)---+ Y to a subset 
B c ~(T) is the mapping B ---+ Y obtained from T by restricting x to 
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B (instead of letting it vary in the whole domain 2b(T)); that is, 
TIB: B-- Y, TIBX=Tx for all xEB. See Fig. 89. 

Fig. 89. Restriction TIB of a mapping T to a subset B c: g;(T) 

An extension of T from ~(T) to a set C:::J 2b(T) is a mapping T 
such that TI2IJ(T) = T, that is, Tx = Tx for all x E 2b(T). 

An extension T of T is said to be proper if 2b(T) is a proper subset 
of ~(T); thus ~(T)-2b(T);c0, that is, xE2b(T) for some xEi:2b(T). 

Composition of mappings is defined and denoted as follows. If 
T: X-- Y and U: Y--Z, then 

x~ U(Tx) (XEX) 

defines a mapping of X into Z which is written U 0 T or simply UT, 
thus 

UT: X--Z, x~UTx (x EX), 

and is called the composite or product of U and T. See Fig. 90. Note 
that T is applied first and the order is essential: TU would not even 

Fig. 90. Composition of two mappings 
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make sense, in general. If T: X --- Y and U: Y --- X, both 
UT: X - X and TU: Y - Y make sense but are different if 
X ~ Y. (Even if X = Y, those two mappings will be different, in 
general.) 

AI. 3 Families 

A sequence (xn) of real or complex numbers is obtained if we associate 
with each positive integer n a real or complex number Xn • This process 
can be regarded as a mapping of N = {I, 2, ... } into the real or 
complex numbers, Xn being the image of n. The set N is called the 
index set of the sequence. 

This process of "indexing" can be generalized. Instead of N we 
may take any nonempty set I (finite, countable or uncountable) and 
map I into any other given nonempty set X. This gives a family of 
elements of X, written (X")"El or simply (x,,), where x" E X is the 
image of a E 1. Note that it may happen that x" = xfl for some a ~ f3 in 
1. The set I is called the index set of the family. A subfamily of a 
family is obtained if we restrict the indexing mapping to a nonempty 
subset of the index set. 

If the elements of X are subsets of a given set, we obtain a family 
of subsets (B")"El where B" is the image of a. 

The union U B" of the family (B,,) is the set of elements each of 
"El 

which belongs to at least one B", and the intersection n B" is the set 
"El 

of elements which belong to every B", a E 1. If 1= N, we write 

U B" and 
,,=1 

and if I = {I, 2}, we write Bl U B2 and Bl n B 2, respectively. 
One must carefully distinguish a family (X")"El from the subset of 

X whose elements are the elements of the family, which is the image of 
the index set I under the indexing mapping. 

To any nonempty subset Me X we can always find a family of 
elements of X the set of whose elements is M. For instance, we may 
take the family defined by the natural injection of M into X, that is, the 
restriction to M of the identity mapping x ~ x on X. 
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AI.4 Equivalence Relations 

Let X and Y be given non empty sets. Any subset R of the Cartesian 
product Xx Y (see before) is called a (binary) relation. (x, y) E R is 
also written R(x, y). 

An equivalence relation on X is a relation ReX x X such that 

(1) 

R(x, x) 

R(x, y) 

for all x E X 

implies 

R(x, y) and R(y, z) implies 

R(y, x) 

R(x, z) 

(Reflexivity) 

(Symmetry) 

(Transitivity) 

When R is an equivalence relation on X, then R(x, y) is usually 
written x - y, (read "x is equivalent to y"). In this case, (1) becomes 

x-y 

x-y and y-z 

x-x 

y-x 

x-z. 

The equivalence class of any Xo E X is the set of all y E X which are 
equivalent to xo, and any such y is called a representative of the class. 
The equivalence classes with respect to R constitute a partition of X. 

By definition, a partition of a nonempty set X is a family of 
nonempty subsets of X which are pairwise disjoint and whose union is 
X. 

AI.5 Compactness 

A cover (or covering) of a subset M of a set X is a family of subsets of 
X, say, (BaJaEI (I the index set), such that 

Me U Ba. 
aEI 

In particular, if (Ba) is a cover of X, then 
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A cover is said to be finite if it consists of only finitely many sets Be.. If 
X = (X, fJ) is a topological space (for instance, a metric space; d. Sec. 
1.3), that cover is said to be open if all the Be. 's are open sets. 

A topological space X = (X, fJ) is said to be 

(a) compact if every open cover of X contains a finite cover of X, 
that is, a finite subfamily which is a cover of X. 

(b) countably compact if every countable open cover of X con
tains a finite cover of X, 

(c) sequentially compact if every sequence in X contains a con
vergent subsequence. 

A subset Me (X, fF) is said to be compact (countably compact, 
sequentially compact) if M considered as a subspace (M, fJ M) is compact 
(countably compact, sequentially compact, respectively); here the in
duced topology ff M on M consists of all sets M n A with A E ff. 

For a metric space, the three concepts of compactness are equivalent, 
that is, one implies the others. 

AI.6 Supremum and Infimum 

A subset E of the real ,line R is bounded above if E has an upper 
bound, that is, if there is abE R such that x ~ b for all x E E. Then if 
E'" 0, there exists the supremum of E (or least upper bound of E), 
written 

supE, 

that is, the upper bound of E such that sup E ~ b for every upper 
bound b of E. Also 

sup C~sup E 

for every nonempty subset C c E. 
Similarly, E is bounded below if E has a lower bound, that is, if 

there is an a E R such that x ~ a for all x E E. Then if E'" 0, there 
exists the infimum of E (or greatest lower bound of E), written 

inf E, 
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that is, the lower bound of E such that inf E ~ a for every lower bound 
a of E. Also 

inf C~inf E 

for every nonempty subset C c E. 
E is bounded if E is both bounded above and bounded below. 

Then if E,e 0, 

inf E~sup E. 

If for a mapping T: ~(T) ~ R the range ~(T) (assumed 
nonempty) is bounded above, its supremum is denoted by 

sup Tx, 
xE!lll(T) 

and if ~(T) is bounded below, its infimum is denoted by 

inf Tx. 
xE!lll(T) 

Similar notations are used in connection with subsets of 9Jt(T). 

AI.7 Cauchy Convergence Criterion 

A number a is called a limit point of a (real or complex) sequence of 
numbers (xn ) if for every given B > 0 we have 

for infinitely many n .• 

The Bolzano- Weierstrass theorem states that a bounded sequence 
(xn ) has at least one limit point. Here it is essential that a sequence has 
infinitely many terms, by definition. 

A (real or complex) sequence (xn) is said to be convergent if there 
is a number x such that, for every given B > 0, the following condition 
holds: 

for all but finitely many n. 

This x is called the limit of the sequence (xn). 
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The limit of a convergent sequence is unique. Note that it is a limit 
point (why?) and is the only limit point which a convergent sequence 
has. 

We state and prove the Cauchy convergence theorem, whose 
importance is due to the fact that for deciding about convergence one 
need not know the limit. 

Cauchy Convergence Theorem. A (real or complex) sequence (xn) is 
convergent if and only if for every 8 > 0 there is an N such that 

(1) for all m, n > N. 

Proof. (a) If (xn) converges and c is its limit, then for every given 
8 > 0 there is an N (depending on 8) such that 

for every n > N, 

so that by the triangle inequality for m, n > N we obtain 

(b) Conversely, suppose that the statement involving (1) 
holds. Given 8> 0, we can choose an n = k > N in (1) and see that 
every Xm with m > N lies in the disk D of radius 8 about Xk. Since 
there is a disk which contains D as well as the finitely many Xn E!: D, the 
sequence (xn) is bounded. By the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem it has 
a limit point a. Since (1) holds for every 8> 0, an 8> 0 being given, 
there is an N* such that JXm - Xn J < 8/2 for m, n > N*. Choosing a fixed 
n> N* such that JXn - aJ < 8/2, by the triangle inequality we have for 
all m>N* 

8 8 
Jx -aJ:5Jx -x J+Jx -aJ<-+-=8 m -m n n 22' 

which shows that (xm) is convergent with the limit a. I 
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Al.8 Groups 

The definition of a group is needed only in Sec. 7.7. 
A group G = (G, .) is a set G of elements x, y, ... and a mapping 

GxG~G 
(1) 

(x, y)~xy 

such that the following axioms are satisfied. 

(Gl) Associativity. For all x, y, Z E G, 

(xY)Z = x(yz). 

(G2) Existence of an identity e, that is, an element e such that for 
all x E G, 

xe=ex =x. 

(G3) Existence of an inverse X-I of x. For every x E G there is an 
element of G, written x -1 and called the inverse of x, such 
that 

I 

e is unique. For every x E G, the inverse X-I is unique. G is said to 
be commutative or Abelian if G also satisfies 

(G4) Commutativity. For all x, y E G, 

xy = yx. 



APPENDIX 2 

ANSWERS TO ODD
NUMBERED PROBLEMS 

Section 1.1 

3. (Ml) to (M3) are obvious. (M4) follows if we take square roots on 
both sides of 

5. (i) k > 0, (ii) k = 0 

7. The discrete metric; d. 1.1-8. 

9. (Ml) to (M3) are obvious. (M4) follows from d(x, y)~ 1 and 

d(x, z)+ d(z, y)~ 1 

and is trivial if x = y = z. 

13. d(x,z)~d(x,y)+d(y,z) 

d(y, z)~ d(y, x)+d(x, z) 

15. Let y = x in (M4), etc. 

Section 1.2 

(x, y, z not all equal) 

d(x, z)-d(y, z)~ d(x, y) 

-d(x, y)~d(x, z)-d(y, z) 

1. The idea of the proof of the triangle inequality remains as before. 

3. Take T/j = 1 if 1 ~ j ~ nand T/j = 0 if j> n, and square (11). 

5. (l/n)tI 1 but (l/n)EIP (p>l) since Ln-P<oo if p>1. 

7. 8(A) = sup d(x, y) = 0 d(x,y)=O x = y. 
x.YEA 

The converse is obvious. 

623 
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9. The converse does not hold. 

11. (Ml) to (M3) are obvious. (M4) has the form 

d(x,y) d(x,z) d(z,y) 
---'--''''':'''';'''- -< + ---'--'--'-'--
1 + d(x, y) - 1 + d(x, z) 1 + d(z, y) 

and follows from (M4) for d and the argument used in 1.2-1. 
Boundedness of X follows from d(x, y)< 1. 

15. d(x, y) = 0 ¢::::;> d1(xt. Yl) = dix2, Y2) = 0 x =y. 
The triangle inequality follows from 

Section 1.3 

1. (a) Let x E B(xo; r). Then d(x, xo) = a < r, and B(x; (r- a)/2) is a 
neighborhood of x contained in B(xo; r). (b) Prove that B(xo; rf 
is open by showing that for yEl: B(xo; r) there is a ball about y in 
B(xo; r)c. 

3 . .J2 
5. (b) Any subset A c X is open since for any a E A, the open ball 

B (a ; ~) = {a} c A. By the same argument, A C is open, so that 
(A cf = A is closed. 

7. (a) The integers, (b) R, (c) C, (d) {zllzl;~l} 

11. (a) {-I, I}, (b) R, (c) the circle {z Ilzl = 1} 

13. Let X be separable. Then X has a countable dense subset Y. Let 
x E X and e > 0 be given. Since Y is dense in X, we have Y = X 
and x E Y, so that the e-neighborhood B(x; e) of x contains a 
y E Y, and d(x, y) < e. Conversely, if X has a countable subset Y 
with the property given in the problem, every x E X is a point of Y 
or an accumulation point of Y. Hence Y = X, so th~t X is 
separable. 
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15. x(t) = sin t defines a continuous mapping R - R which maps the 
open set (0,21T) onto the closed set [-1,1]. 

Section 1.4 

1. d(xn,x)<e (n>N) implies d(xn.,x)<e (nk>N). 

9. This follows from d(x, y):;:;;;J(x, y):;:;;;d(x, y):;:;;;2d(x, y). 

Section 1.5 

1. Cf. 1.4-7. 

3. (xn ), where Xn = (1, 1/2, 1/3,' . " l/n, 0, 0,' .. ), is Cauchy in M 
because d(x"., x,.) = 1/(m + 1), m < n, but Xn - x = (lIn) E X, 
xEEM. 

5. X is closed in R; use 1.4-7. Second proof. The terms of a Cauchy 
sequence (xn ) in X must be equal from some term Xn on. 

7. A nonconvergent Cauchy sequence is (xn ), where Xn = n. 

9. We show that x is continuous at any t = to E [a, b]. Since the 
convergence is uniform, for every e > ° there is an N( e) such that 

for all t E [a, b]. 

Since XN is continuous at to, there is a 5 > ° such that 

for all tE[a,b] such that It-tol<5. 

For these t, by the triangle inequality, 

e e e 
<-+-+-

3 3 3' 

so that x is continuous at to. 
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11. Let Xn ---+ x. Take any fixed j; then for every B > 0 there is an N 
such that 

(n> N). 

Hence 1~~n)_~jl<B (n>N). The proof of sufficiency is im
mediate. 

13. By direct calculation, d(xm xm) = m-1 - n-1 (m < n). 

15. For every B > 0 there is an N such that for n> m > N, 

But (xn) does not converge to any x = (~j) E X because ~j = 0 for j 
greater than some N, so that for n > N, 

and d(xm x) ---+ 0 is impossible since IV is fixed. 

Section 1.6 

3. X 

5. (b) Rand (-1,1) with the metric on R; a homeomorphism is 
2 

X~- arc tan x. 
'Tf 

Hence if (xn) is Cauchy in (X, d), it is Cauchy in (X, d), and its 
limit in (X, d) is its limit in (X, d). 



Section 2.2 

15. Open "vertical strips" of width 2. 

Section 2.1 

3. The plane ~1 = ~2. 

9. {eo,· .. , en}, where ej(t) = tj, t E [a, b]. No. 

15. The set of all lines parallel to the ~l-axis, {O}, X 

Section 2.2 

3. By the triangle inequality and (N3), 

From this, 

Ilyll = Ily - x + xii ~ Ily - xii + Ilxll, 
Ilxll = Ilx - y + YII~lly-xll+llyll· 

Ilyil-Ilxli ~ Ily - xii, 
Ilyil-Ilxli ~ -Ily - xii· 

627 

(n ---+ 00). 

5. (N1) to (N3) are readily verified, and (N4) follows from the 
Minkowski inequality (12), Sec. 1.2, with p = 2 (summations from 
1 to n only). 

7. (N l) to (N3) are obvious and (N4) follows from the Minkowski 
inequality (Sec. 1.2). 

ll. Ilzll = Ilax +(1-a)yll;:3 allxll+(1-a)llyll~ a +(1- a) = 1 
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13. It does not satisfy (9b). 

15. Let M be bounded, say, fj(M) = sup Ilx - yll = b < 00. Consider any 
x,YEM 

X EM. Take a fixed Xo EM and set c = b + Ilxoll. Then 

Ilxll = Ilx - Xo + xoll ~ Ilx - xoll + Ilxoll ~ b + Ilxoll = c. 

Conversely, let Ilxll ~ c for every x E M. Then for all x, y E M, 

Ilx - yll ~ Ilxll + Ilyll ~ 2c, and 

Section 2.3 

3. For instance, x = (~n) = (l/n) E Y but xt Y. 

5. This follows immediately from Prob. 4. 

00 00 

7. L IIYnl1 = L 1/n2 converges, but 
n~l n~l 

n 

L Yj = Sn = (1,1/4,1/9,· .. , 1/n2, 0, 0,· .. ) 
j=l 

fj(M)~2c. 

st Y. 

9. The sequence (sn) of the partial sums is Cauchy since for m < n, 

Iisn - smll = Ilxm+l + ... + xnll ~ IIXm+111 + ... + Ilxnll 
~IIXm+lll+IIXm+211+·· .. 

13. If p(x)=p(y)=O, then p(ax+~y)=O by (N4), (N3) and (N1). 
Ililio is unique since for any v E N and x E X we have p(v) = 0 

and by (N4), 

p(x) = p(x + v - v) ~p(x + v) +O~p(x). 

(N2) holds since p(O) = 0 and Ililio = 0 implies p(x) = 0, hence 
x E N, which is the zero element of X/ N. 

15. Ilxll = 0 ~ x=(O,O)=O.: 



Section 2.5 

Ilx + YII = max (11xl + Yllih IIx2 + Y211z) 

Section 2.4 

;;2i max (1IxIIII + IIYlllh IIx211z + IIY211z) 

;;2i max (1lxlllh Ilx211z) + max (1lYlllh IIY211z) 

=llxll+IIYII· 

629 

7. Let el=(l, 0,···,0), e2=(0, 1,0,···,0), etc. By the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality (11), Sec. 1.2, 

where 

Section 2.5 

7. Let {b h ···, bn } be a basis for Y. Let Yk = L ak!b! E Y and 
IIYk - vii ~ a. Then the ak!'s constitute a bounded set (cf. 
Lemma 2.4-1) and (Yk) has a subsequence (Yk) such that 
a~! ~ a! for each 1= 1,· .. , n, and we have 

which implies IIv - jill = a. We now repeat the argument of the 
proof of the lemma with (1) replaced by the equality Ilv - jill = a. 
We then conclude that z = Ilv - jill-I(V - ji) satisfies liz - YII ~ 1 for 
every yE Y. 

9. Since X is compact, any sequence (xn ) in M has a subsequence 
(xn.) which converges in X, say Xnk ~ X E X, and x E!VI by 
1.4-6(a), thus x E M since M is closed. Hence M is compact. 
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Section 2.6 

3. The domain is R2. The ranges are the ~l-axis, the ~2-axis, R2. The 
null spaces are the ~2-axis, the ~l-axis, the origin. 

5. Let Txl, TX2 E T(V). Then Xl, X2 E V, aXl + {3X2 E V. Hence 
T( aXl + (3X2) = aTxl + (3TX2 E T( V). 

Let Xl> X2 be in that inverse image. Then TXl> TX2 E W, 
aTxl + {3TX2 E W, aTxl + {3TX2 = T(axl + (3x2), so that aXl + {3X2 
is an element of that inverse image. 

7. No, which also is geometrically obvious. 

11. b nonsingular (det b oj:. 0) 

13. Otherwise al TXl + ... + an TXn = 0 with some aj ~ 0 and, since T-l 

exists and is linear, 

which shows linear dependence of {Xl> ... , xn}, a contradiction. 

15. (l}t(T) = X since for every Y E X we have y = Tx, where 

X(t) = r Y(T) dT. 

But T-l does not exist since Tx = 0 for every constant function. 
This shows that finite dimensionality is essential in Prob. 14. 

Section 2.7 

1. We have 

IITl T211 = sup IITl T2XII ~ sup IITlIIIIT2XII \ 
I\xl\=l \Ix 1\= 1 

= IITll1 sup IIT2xII = IITlIIIIT211. 
I\xl\=l 

3.llxll=,},<1 by assumption and IITxll~IITII'}'<IITII by (3). 
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5. IITII= 1 

7. Let Tx = O. Then 0= IITxll~ bllxll, Ilxll= 0, x = 0, so that r-l exists 
by 2.6-1O(a), and T- l : Y ~ X since ~(T) = Y. Let y = Tx. 
Then T-ly = x and boundedness of r-l follows from 

9. The subspace of all continuously differentiable functions y on 
[0,1] such that y(O) = O. T-ly = y'; T-l is linear, but is unbounded 
since l(tn)'1 = n Itn-ll implies IIT-lil ~ n; d. also 2.7-5. 

11. Yes. Yes. 

13. The first statement follows from the last formula in 2.7-7. To 
prove the second statement, consider the unit matrix. 

15. Let 11·110 be the natural norm. By Prob. 14, 

IIAllo= sup IIAxI12~IIAII· 
Ilxlh=l 

The case IIAII = 0 is trivial. If IIAII > 0, there is a k = s such that 

We choose x = (~i) with ~. = 1 and ~i = 0 (j,e s). Then Ilxlll = 1, and 
IIAxlb = L lai.1 = IIAII, hence IIAllo = IIAII· 

Section 2.8 

3.2 

5. Yes, II!II = 1. 

7. g = 1 is bounded but not linear since g(ax) = !(ax) = ag(x). 

9. Let a == f(x)/!(xo) and y = x - axo. Then we have x = axo + y 
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and f(y) = f(x) - af(xo) = 0, so that y E .JV(f). Uniqueness. Let 

y + axo = y + axo. Then y-y=(a-a)xo. 

Hence a = a since otherwise 

a contradiction. Hence also y = y. 

11. x=y+[fl(x)/fl(XO)]Xo by Prob. 9. Since YE.N"(fl)=.N"({z), so that 
fz(y) = 0, this gives the proportionality fz(x) = fl(X)f2(Xo)/fl(XO). 

13. The assumption f(yo) = "y ¥- 0 for a Yo E Y yields the contradiction 
that any 

a =~ f(yo) = f(~ yo) Ef(Y). 

15. If Ilxll~ 1, then f(x)~lf(x)I~llfllllxll~llfll, but Ilfll= sup If(x)1 shows 
IIxll=-l 

that for any B > 0 there is an x with Ilxll ~ 1 such that f(x) > Ilfll- B. 

Section 2.9 

1. {axolaER, xo=(2, 4, -7)} 

3. fl = (1, 0, 0), f2 = (0, 1, 0), h = (0, 0, 1) 

5. n or n-1 

11. Otherwise, f(x)- f(y) = f(x - y) = 0 for all fE X*, and x - y = 0 by 
2.9-2, a contradiction. 

13. Let {elo ... , en} be a basis for X such that {elo ... , ep }, p < n, is a 
basis for Z, and let {fl>· .. , fn} be the dual basis. Let 

j=l 

Then /(ek)=f(ek), k=l,···, p, hence flz=f. 
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Section 2.10 

1. The zero operator 0: X----+{O}c ¥. The operator -T. 

3. 2b(aT1 +f3T2)=2b(T1)n2b(T2); the two ranges must lie in the same 
space. 

7. On X with norm defined by Ilxlh = I~ll + ... + I~nl, a linear func-
tional f represented by f(x) = al ~l + ... + an~n has norm 
11111 = max lail· 

11. Use Prob. 10 with ¥=R or C. 

13. If f e M a, there is a sequence (fn) in Ma such that fn ----+ f. 
For any x e M we have fn(x) = 0, and f(x) = 0, so that fe M a , 

and M a is closed. {O}, X'. 

15. (1, 1, 1) 

Section 3.1 

1. We obtain 

Ilx + Y112+llx - Yl12 = (x + y, x + y)+(x - y, x - y) 
= (x, x)+(x, y)+(y, x)+(y, y) 

3. By assumption, 

+(x, x)-(x, y)-(y, x)+(y, y) 

= 2(x, x) + 2(y, y) = 211xl12 + 2 NYIl2. 

0= (x + y, x +y)_llxI12_llyI12 

= (x, y)+(y, x) = (x, y)+(x, y) = 2 Re (x, y). 

7. (x,u-v)=O; take x=u-v. 

9. This follows hy direct calculation. 
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11. No; d. 3.1-7. 

15. No, 

Section 3.2 

Answers to Odd-Numbered Problems 

1. For vectors x oj:. 0 and yoj:. 0 the dot product is 

x·y = Ixllyl cos 6, hence 

3. Cf. 3.2-4(b). Yes. No. 

5. We have 

Ilxn - xl12 = (xn - x, Xn - x) 

= Ilxn I12 -(xm x)-(x, xn )+llxI12 

~ 21IxI12 -2(x, x)=O. 

7. From 

we see that orthogonality implies the given condition. Conversely, 
that condition implies 

li(x, y)+ a(y, x) = O. 

Taking a = 1 if the space is real and a = 1, a = i if it is complex, 
we see that (x, y) = O. 

9. Use Theorem 1.4-8 and 
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Section 3.3 

1. (xn) is Cauchy, since from the assumption and the parallelogram 
equality (4), Sec. 3.1, we obtain 

Ilxn - xml12 = 211xm112+ 21IxnI12-11x.. + xml12 
~ 2 II x... 112 + 211xnl12 - 4d2 • 

5. (a) {z I z = a(~2' -~l)' a E R}, (b) {O} 

7. (a) xEA ~ x.lA-L =? xEAH =? AcA H , 

as in the text. 
(b) xEB-L ~ x.lB::)A ~ xEA-L =? B-LcA-L. 

(c) AH-L=(A-L)H=>A-L by (a); and by (b), 

AcAH 

9. Let Y = yH = (y-L)-L. Then Y is closed by Prob. 8. The converse is 
stated in Lemma 3.3-6. 

Section 3.4 

1. This is an immediate consequence of the Gram-Schmidt process. 

3. For any x and y,c 0, setting e = Ilyil-ly, we have from (12*) with 
n=l 

I(x, e)12 ~ IIxI12 

and multiplication by IIyl12 gives l(x,YW~llxI121IyI12. 

5. y E Ym X = Y + (x - y), and x - y .1 em since 

7. From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (Sec. 1.2) and (12), 
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Section 3.5 

1. Using the orthonormality and the notations in the proof of 3.5-2, 
we have 

and Sn ~ x implies IIsnl12 = (sn, sn) ~ (x, x), by 3.2-2. 

3. The sum may differ from x by a function z 1.. (ek). Take, for 
instance, x = (1, 1, 1)ER3 and (eb e2) in R 3 , where el = (1, 0, 0), 
e2 = (0,1,0). 

5. (sn), where Sn = Xl + ... + Xn is Cauchy since 

Iisn - smll ~ f Ilxill ~ f Ilxili o (m~oo) 
i~m+l i~m+l 

and convergence of (sn) follows from the completeness of H. Cf. 
also Probs. 7 to 9, Sec. 2.3. 

7. The series converges and defines y by 3.5-2(c), and (x, ek) = (y, ek) 
by 3.5-2(b), so that x - y 1.. ek follows from 

(x - y, ek) = (x, ek) - (y, ek) = O. 

9. Prob. 8 shows that en E M2 if and only if (a) holds, and en E Ml if 
and only if (b) holds. Then (a) implies that (en) lies in M2 and (b) 
implies that (en) lies in Ml; hence Ml = M2 • 

Section 3.6 

1. No 

3. Pythagorean theorem 

5. This follows from Theorem 3.6-3 and the fact that the relation in 
Prob. 4 implies (3) and conversely. 

7. In this case, one can use the Gram-Schmidt process, as proved in 
Prob.6. 
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9. (v-w,x)=O for all XEM implies V-W..lM, hence v-w=O by 
3.6-2(a). 

Section 3.7 

1. We obtain 

fl Pm[(I- t2 )PnT dt- fl Pn[(1- t2 )PmT dt 

= (m - n)(m + n + 1) fl PnPm dt. 

Integration by parts on the left shows that the left-hand side is 
zero. Hence the integral on the right must be zero when m - n ¥- O. 

3. Develop (1- qt1/2 by the binomial theorem. Then substitute 
q = 2tw - w2 • Develop the powers of q by the binomial theorem. 
Show that in the resulting development, the power wn has the co
efficient Pn (t) as given by (2c). 

9. y(t)=e- t2/ 2 H n (t) 

11. We obtain 

e-W'/O-w) 

l-w 

13. Differentiate (a) in Prob. 12. In the result express L~+l and L~-l 
by the use of (b) in Prob. 12. This gives (c). From (c) and (b), 

(d) nL~-l = nLn + (n - t)Ln'. 

Differentiate (c), substitute (d) and simplify to get (11). 
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15. Consider 

(m < n). 

Conclude that it suffices to show that 

(k<n). 

Prove this by repeated integration by parts. 

Section 3.8 

1. In R\ every linear functional is bounded, and the inner product in 
(1) is the dot product. 

3. We obtain 

If(x)1 = I(x, z)1 ~ Ilxllllzll, If(x)l!llxll ~ Ilzll (x,c 0). 

Hence Ilfll ~ 114 Also Ilfll = Ilzll if z = O. Let z,c O. Then 

Ilfllllzll ~ If(z)1 = (z, z) = Ilz112, Ilfll~llzll· 

5. An isomorphism of f' onto 12 is f~ Zt, where zr is 
defined by (d. 3.8-1) 

f(x) = (x, zr). 

(Note that for the complex space f, that mapping is conjugate 
linear since af~ aZt.) 

9. We have 

M a = {fif(x) = (x, Zt) = 0 for all x E M}, 

11. The first statement is rather obvious and the second follows from . 
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13. h(x, y) = h(y, x); then h is called a symmetric bilinear form. The 
condition of positive definiteness, that is, h(x, x) ~ 0 for all x EX 
and h(x,x»O if x;cO. 

15. The Schwarz inequality in Prob. 14 gives the triangle inequality in 
a way similar to that in Sec. 3.2. 

Section 3.9 

3. IITn *- T*II=II(Tn - T)*II = II Tn - TII~ 0 

5. Let T(Mt ) C M 2 • Then M/::;) T*(M/) by Prob. 4. Conversely, let 
M/:::J T*(M/"). Then T**(M/.l.) ~ M2.l..l. by Prob. 4, where 
T**= T by 3.9-4 and Mt.l..l.=Mh M2.l..l.=M2 by 3.3-6. 

7. Use 3.9-3(b). 

9. Let {b h • •• , bn } be an orthonormal basis for T(H) = 9Jt(T). Let 
x E Hand Tx = L aj(x)bj. Then (Tx, bk ) = adx) = (x, T*bk ) and 

Tx = f (x, Vj)Wj 
j=1 

Section 3.10 

1. Use 3.9-4. 

3. Use 3.10-4. 

where 

5. T*x = (~t + ~2' -i~1 + i~2)' hence 

( 1+i 1-i ) 
T1x= ~1+2~2'2~t , 

T2 x = e; i ~2' 1 ~ i ~1 - ~2 ). 

7. This follows from OTU = U- 1 U = 1. 

9. 9Jt(T) is a subspace Y c H by 2.6-9. For y E Y there is a sequence 
(YII) in Y such that Yn ~ y. Let Yn = Txn• Then (xn ) is Cauchy (by 
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isometry), x,. ~ x since H is complete, y = Tx E Y by 1.4-8, so 
that Y is closed. If Y = H, then T would be unitary. 

11. S* = (UTU*)* = UT*U* = UTU* = S; d. 3.9-4. 

13. IITT*- T*TII~IITT*- Tn Tn *11 + II Tn Tn *- Tn *Tnll+IITn *Tn - T*TII. 
The second term on the right is zero. Tn ~ T implies that 
Tn * ~ T* (Prob. 3, Sec. 3.9), so that each of the two other 
terms on the right approaches zero as n ~ 00. 

15. We have, using 3.9-3(b), for all x 

(T*x, T*x) = (Tx, Tx) 

~ (TT*x, x) = (T*Tx, x) 

~ ([TT*- T*T]x, x)= 0 

~ TT*-T*T=O. 

From IIT*xll = IITxl1 with x = Tz we have IIT*Tzll = Ilrzll and, 
by (6e) in Sec. 3.9, 

IIT211= sup Ilrzll= sup IIT*Tzll=IIT*TII=IITf 
IlzlI~1 IIzll=1 

Section 4.1 

5. Use induction with respect to the number of elements of A. 

7.12,24,36,··· (all xEN divisible by 4 and 6).1,2. 

Section 4.2 

5. p(x)~'Y,p(Y)~'Y and aE[O, 1] implies 1-a~0 and 

p(ax +(1- a)y)~ ap(x) + (1- a)p(y)~ a'Y+ (1- ah = 'Y. 

9. If a> 0, then f(x) = p(axo) = p(x). If a < 0, then by Prob. 4, 

f(x) = ap(xo) ~ -ap(-xo) = p(axo) = p(x). 



Section 4.6 

Section 4.3 

1. p(O) = p(Ox) = Op(x) = 0; this implies 

0= p(O) = p(x + (-x» ~ p(x) + p«-1)x) = 2p(x). 

7. l(x) = (x, xo}/llxoll by Riesz's theorem 3.8-l. 
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9. Extend f to the space Z1 = span (Z U {Y1}), Y1 EX - Z, by setting 
gl(z+aYl}=f(z)+ac, determine c as in part (c) of the proof of 
Theorem 4.2-1 with p as in (9), this section. By countably many 
such steps we obtain an extension of f to a set which is dense in X, 
and Theorem 2.7-11 yields the result. 

11. f(x) - f(y) = f(x - y) = O. Apply 4.3-4. 

13. f = Ilxoll- 1l 
15. Ilxoll> c would imply the existence of an 1 E x' such that 11111 = 1 l!.nd 

f(xo) = Ilxoll > c, by Theorem 4.3-3. 

Section 4.5 

3. «S + Tt g)(x) = g«S + T)x) = g(Sx) + g(Tx) = (SX g)(x) + (TX g)(x) 

5. «STtg)(x) = g(STx) = (SXg)(Tx) = (TX(SX g))(x) = (TX SX g)(x) 

7. (AB)T =BTAT 

Section 4.6 

0= g(Tx) = (TXg)(x) for all x EX 

TXg=O 

g E N(TX) 

1. x=(~l>···, ~n)' f(x)=al~l+·· ·+an~m &c(f)=al~l+·· ·+an~n 
(~i fixed) 

3. Let h E XIII. For every g E X" there is an x E X such that g = Cx 
since X is reflexive. Hence h(g)=h(Cx)=f(x) defines a bounded 
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linear functional f on X and Cd = h, where C1 : X' ~ X'II is the 
canonical mapping. Hence C1 is surjective, so that X' is reflexive. 

7. If Y,eX, there is an XoEX- Y, and l3 = inf Ily-xoll>O since Y is 
YEY 

closed. By Lemma 4.6-7 there is an 1 E x' which is zero on Y but 
not zero at xo, which contradicts our assumption. 

9. If M is not total, Y = span M,e X and Lemma 4.6-7 shows that 
there is an 1 E x' which is zero everywhere on Y, hence on M, but 
not zero at an Xo E X - Y. If M is total, then Y = X and the 
condition in the problem is satisfied. 

Section 4.7 

1. (a) First, (b) first. 

3. 0, because every subset of X is open. 

5. The closure of (M)C is all of X if and only if M has no interior 
points, so that every x E M is a point of accumulation of (M)c. 

7. Immediate consequence of Theorem 4.7-3. 

11. Use the fact that a Cauchy sequence is bounded (d. Sec. 1.4) and 
apply Theorem 4.7-3. 

13. Let us write f(xn) = gn(f). Then (gn(f» is bounded for every f, so 
that (1lgnlD is bounded by 4.7-3, and Ilxnll = Ilgnll by 4.6-1. 

15 1 2 ( . 1. 1 . ) . -+- sm t+- sm 3t+- sm 5t+· .. 
2 7T 3 5 

Section 4.8 

1. A bounded linear functional on C[a, b] is l3fo defined by 
l3fo(X) = x(to), where toE[a, b], and l3fo(xn)~ ~(x) means that 
Xn(to)~ x(to). 
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3. This follows from the linearity of the functionals on X. 

5. Otherwise, the distance fj from Xo to Y is positive. By 4.6-7 there 
is an 1 E x' such that /(xo) = fj and /(x) = 0 for all x E Y. Hence 
/(Xn) = 0, so that (/(xn)) does not converge to /(xo). But this 

contradicts Xn ~ Xo· 

7. Use Prob. 6. 

9. Otherwise A would contain an unbounded sequence (xn) such that 
lim Ilxnll = 00. Then lim Ilxn;11 = 00 for every subsequence (xn;) of (xn ), 

so that (xn) has no weak Cauchy subsequences, by Prob. 8. This 
contradicts the assumptions. 

Section 4.9 

1. IITnx - Txll = IICfn - T)xll ~ IITn - Tllllxll_ 0 as n _ 00. 

3. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.8-4(a) applied to 
Yn = Tnx and y = Tx in place of Xn and x. 

5. Since x Ell, the series L I~nl converges. Hence for every x Ell we 
have ~n = In(x) - 0 as n - 00. But Il/nll = 1. 

7. By assumption, (Tnx) converges for every x E X. Hence (1lTnxll) is 
bounded by 1.4-2, and (1ITnll) is bounded; d. 4.7-3. 

9. (1ITnl!) is bounded. Since II Tnxil ~ IITnllllxl1 and the norm is con
tinuous, 

II Txll = lim II Tnxll ~ lim II Tnllllxll· 
n--+-oo ~ 

Section 4.10 

1. 

A~ r~ 
0 0 0 

" " ", 1 0 0 :2 ... 
I I 0 3 3" 3" 
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3. ~l = 7]10 ~n = n7]n -(n-1)7]n-l; (1, 0, 0,···) 

5. HI gives (1, -1, 1, -1,·· .); H2 gives (1, O,~, 0, to,·· .); hence 
the sequence is H 2-summable but not Hl-summable. 

7. Use induction with respect to k. 

Section 4.11 

9. Formula (16) does not contain x"'(O). 

Section 4 .12 

1. T maps open balls onto open intervals, so that the statement 
follows from Sec. 1.3, Prob. 4.-No. 

3. {a, 2a, 3a, 4a}, {1 + w, 2+ w, 3 + w, 4+ w}, {2, 3,· .. , 8} 

5.IITII=1; 1=llxll=IIT- I yll=kllyll, where x=(c5kj ) has 1 as the kth 
term and all other terms zero. Thus liT-III ~ k. No, since X is not 
complete. 

7. This follows from the bounded inverse theorem. 

9. T: X2 ~ Xl defined by x ~ x is bijective and continuous 
since Ilxlh/llxlb~c, and T-1 is continuous by 4.12-2. 

Section 4.13 

5. T-1 is linear by 2.6-10. The graph of T-1 can be written 
C§( 11) = {(Tx, x) I x E fig(T)} c Y X X and is closed since 
C§( T) c X x Y is closed and the mapping X x Y ~ Y x X defined 
by (x, y) ~ (y, x) is isometric. 

7. T: X ~ Y is bounded and linear, and ~(T) = X is closed. 
Hence T is closed by 4.13-5(a). Since T- 1 : Y~X exists by 
assumption, T- I is closed (proof in the answer to Prob. 5) and is 
continuous by the closed graph theorem because ~(T-I) = Y is 
closed. 
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9. Any closed subset Key is compact (Prob. 9, Sec. 2.5) and its 
inverse image is closed (Prob. 8). Hence T is continuous (Prob. 14, 
Sec. 1.3) and bounded by 2.7-9. 

11. Use Theorem 4.13-3. 

13. T- l is closed (Prob. 5), hence 9ll(T) = ~(rl) is closed by 
4.13-5(b). 

15. (a) Since a linear operator maps 0 onto 0, the condition is 
necessary. 
(b) Since W(T) is a vector space, so is WeT). Suppose that 
(x, Yl), (x, Y2) E W( T). Then 

(x, Yl) - (x, Y2) = (0, Yl - Y2) E C§(T), 

and Yl - Y2 = 0 by that condition, so that t is a mapping. Since 
C§(T) is a vector space, f is linear. Since C§(T) is closed, f is a 
closed linear operator. 

Section 5.1 

1. (a) Uniform dilatation, (b) reflection of the plane in a straight 
line, rotation about a fixed axis in space, projection of the plane 
onto any straight line, identity mapping. 

5. The existence of two fixed points x and Y ~ x would imply the 
contradiction 

d(x, y) = d(Tx, Ty)< d(x, y). 

11. By the mean value theorem of differential calculus, 

Ig(x)- g(y)1 = Ix - Yllg'(~)1 ~ a Ix - YI, 

where ~ lies between x and y. Apply 5.1-4, use Prob. 9. 

13. (a) Xl = 0.500, X2 = 0.800, X3 = 0.610. Yes. 
(b) Ig'(x)I~3J3/8<0.65=a (from g"(x)=O which gives 
x = 1/-13, where Ig'l has a maximum); this a yields the error 
bounds 0.93, 0.60, 0.39 (errors 0.18,0.12,0.07, respectively). 
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(c) The derivative of 1- x3 has absolute value greater than 1 near 
the root (0.682 328), so that we cannot expect convergence. 

15. Since f(x) = 0, the mean value theorem gives 

If(x)1 = If(x) - f(x)1 = 1f'(~)llx - xl ~ kllx - xl (k1 > 0). 

Since x is simple, f'(x) ~ 0 on a closed neighborhood N of x, 
N c [a, b], f" is bounded on N, and for any x E N, 

I '( )1_lf(x)[,,(x)1 < k If( )1 < k k I - AI 1 g x - f'(X)2 = 2 X = 1 2 X X <2 

17. True when m = 1. Assuming the formula to hold for any m ~ 1, we 
have 

d(Tm Sm) 1-am 
~a x, x +'T/~a'T/--+'T/. 

1-a 

19. The formula is an error estimate for Ym and follows from 

Section 5.2 

11.
001 1.00 

3. (a) 0.75' 

0.75 

1
0.93751 
0.9375 
0.6875 ' 
0.6875 

1
0.90625l 
0.90625 
0.65625 ' 
0.65625 



Section 5.3 

[
1.0000] 

(b) 1.0000 
0.7500 ' 
0.6875 

[
0.9375] 
0.9063 
0.6563 ' 
0.6407 

5. To the two methods there correspond the two sequences 

[~], [~], [~], [~], 
and 

[
2.0] 
1.0 , 
0.5 

[
1.2500] 
1.1250 , 
0.8125 

7. d 1(Tx, Tz) = Jl I kt Cjk(~k - Cd I 
~ t t lejkll~k - Ckl 

j=l k=l 

9. In (10) we have D-1 = diag (l/ajj). 

Section 5.3 

[
1.031 2500] 
1.078 1250 , 
0.945 3125 

1. Apply the mean value theorem of differential calculus. 

3. Not in regions which include points of the t-axis (x = 0). 
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5. By (2), the solution curve mqst lie between the two straight lines 
which pass through (to, xo) and have slopes - c and c; and for any 
t E [to - a, to + a] such that It - tol < ble the curve cannot leave R. 
Furthermore, 13k = a < 1 implies that T is a contraction. 
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7. The proof in the text shows that for the new choice, T remains a 
contraction on t into itself. 

9. Not in a region containing x = 0. 

Section 5.4 

1. We obtain 

xn(t) = v(t) + (.Lkoe t (1 + (.L + ... + (.L n-l), 

x(t)= v(t)+ 1~(.L koe\ ko= fe-"'V(T) dT. 

3. (a) A nonlinear Volterra equation 

x(t) = Xo+ It f( 1', x( 1')) dT. 
to 

(b) By two differentiations one can verify that the equation is 

x(t)= rt 
(t-T)f(T, X(T)) dT+(t-tO)Xl +xo. t 

5. (a) x(t) = 1 + (.L + (.L2+ . .. = 1/(1- (.L). 
(b) The integral is an unknown constant c. Hence x(t)- (.Lc = 1, 
x(t) = 1 + (.LC. Substitute this under the integral sign to get the 
value C = 1/(1- (.L). 

121T 

9. k(2) = 0, k(3) = 0,' . " x(t) = v(t)+ (.L 0 k(t, T)V(T) dT. 

Section 6.2 

1. If and only if x E Y (by 2.4-3). 

3. This follows from the triangle inequality; in fact, letting 
{3 = ({3h ... , (3n) and using (2) in Sec. 2.2, we obtain 



Section 6.3 

~2 

1 

1 

Fig. 91. Unit sphere in Prob. 7 

5. X = (1, 0), y = (0, 1) give Ilx + ylh = 2. 

7. 11(1,0)+ (1, 1)11 = 2 = 11(1,0)11 + 11(1,1)11 

~1 

9. (a) (0,0), (b) the segment ~1 = 0, -1 ~~2~ 1, (c) (0,0) 
11. This follows immediately from Lemma 6.2-l. 

13. We set 

_ Ilxll 
a-

Ilxll + Ilyir 
Then IlxI11 = IIYIII = 1, and the given equality yields 

Ilx+yll II x y II 1 ~ Ilxll + Ilyll = Ilxll + Ilyll + Ilxll + Ilyll = Iiaxi + (1- a )YIII· 
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Since X is strictly convex, Xl = YI by Prob. 12, hence x = cy where 
c = Ilxll/llyll > o. 

15. This follows immediately from the fact that in the case of strict 
convexity the unit sphere does not contain a segment of a straight 
line. 

Section 6.3 

1. This follows from the stateII1ent involving (1), which expresses the 
linear independence of the n row vectors in (1). 
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3. These are the column vectors of the determinant in (1), which is 
not zero precisely in the case of linear independence. 

5. Otherwise there is a Yo E Y such that 

Ilx - yoll < m~n Ix(tj ) - y(tj)l· 
J 

Then Yo- Y = x - y - (x - Yo) E Y must have the same sign as x - y 
at those n + 1 points tb· .. , tn +1; hence it must be zero at n or 
more points in [a, b], which is impossible because of the Haar 
condition. 

7. Y(t) = t agrees with x(t) at 0 and 1, and (x(t) - y(t»' = 0 yields 
cos (7Tt/2) = 2/7T, t = to = (2/ 7T) arc cos (2/ 7T) = 0.56. Furthermore, 
x(to) - y(to) = 0.211, y(t) = y(t) + 0.211/2. 

9. Regarding {3b ... , {3r as r values of a function x at tb· .. , tr and 
'Y1k, ... , 'Yrk (k fixed) as values of a Yk at tb ... , t., we see that '1,· .. , 'n correspond to ab· .. , an in y =I akYk and (1) becomes 

'Yj,1 'Yh1 'Yj.1 

'Yj,2 'Yh2 'Yjn2 
#0 

'Yj,n 'Yj,n 'Yjnn 

where {iI, ... , in} is an n-tuple taken from {I, 2, ... , r}. 

Section 6.4 

1. T6 (t) = 32t6 - 48t4 + 18t2 -1 

3. cos nO = 0 in [0, 7T] at OJ = (2i -1)7T/2n, i = 1, ... , nand t ";'cos 0, 
so that the zeros are t = cos [(2j -1)7T/2n]. 

5. Otherwise Tn - 2 would be zero at the same point, by (10), and,py 
repeating this conclusion we would arrive at To(t) = 0 for some t, 
which is impossible since To(t) = 1. 



Section 6.5 

7. Let v(6) = cos n6. Then ~v" + n 2 v = O. Set t = cos 6. 

9. Setting t = cos 6, we see that the integral becomes 

Section 6.5 

10 1 
-.- cos n6 cos m6 (-sin 6) d6 . 

.. sm 6 
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3. Use Theorem 6.5-1 and the fact that a subset of a linearly 
independent set is linearly independent. Similarly, 

G(Yb' . " Yno Yn+b .. " Yp) = O. 

5. The inequality holds when n = 1. Assuming that it holds for any n 
and using (5) with x = Yn+b we obtain 

The second statement now follows immediately from Theorem 
6.5-1. 

7. Use (5) and the following inequalities which are obvious because 
of the interpretation of z in Theorem 6.5-2: 

min IIYk - (lk+lYk+l - ... - (lnYnll 
a 

and 

9. The first statement follows immediately from Prob. 8. To get the 
second, take Yi = «(lib' . " (lin)' Then (det A)2 = G(Yb .. " Yn) 
follows from the familiar formula for representing the product of 
two determinants as a determinant. Also (Yj, Yj) = llt. 
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Section 6.6 

1. n+3 

3. We find 

if -1 ~ t<O 

if O~t~l. 

5. 1/8 versus 1/16, but this does not contradict the minimum prop
erty of the Chebyshev polynomials since the spline function is not 
a polynomial. 

7. y(t) = -4t3 h r3 + 3 t/7r 

9. The orthogonality (y, x - yh = 0 implies 

p(x - y? = p(x?- p(y?~O, 

so that p(X)2~p(y)2, which is (6): 

Section 7.1 

1. 3, 9, a+ib, a-ib, 

X T X is real. The numerator N = X T Ax is pure imaginary or zero 
since 

N=NT = (xTAx)T = (xTAx)T =xTATx=-xTAx=-N. 

5. This follows from Probs. 2 and 4. See also 3.10-2. 

7. A -1 exists if and only if det A¥- 0, and det A is the product of tl~b 
n eigenvalues of A since det A is the constant term of the 
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characteristic polynomial, whose leading coefficient is (-It. To 
get the second statement, premultiply AXj = Ajxj by A -1 

9. Use induction and premultiply A m-1 Xj = Aj-1 Xj by A to get 

11. Since Xj = CYj, we obtain . 

13. A = 1, algebraic multiplicity n, geometric multiplicity 1, eigenvec
tor (1 0 0 ... Or 

15. Tx = x' = Ax, A = 0, x(t) = 1 since x(t) = e>..t with A¥-O does not 
define a polynomial; algebraic multiplicity n, geometric multiplic
ity 1. 

Section 7.2 

1. <T(1) = {J} = <Tp (1), the eigenspace corresponding to 1 is X, and 
R>.. (1) ='(1- ~)-1 1 is bounded for all A¥- 1. 

5. Y n = span {em en+h' •. }. 

7. Let A E oAT1). Then Tu -1 exists and its domain is not dense in X. 
Now 9J(T1) =>9J(T) implies 9J(Tu) =>9J(T>..) and 9Jt(Tu) =>9Jt(T>..), so 
that 9Jt(T>..) cannot be dense in X, and A E CTr(T). 

9. Let A E p(T1 ). Then Tu -1 exists and is bounded and 9Jt(Tu) is 
dense in X. Hence T>.. -1 exists and is bounded and its domain 
9Jt(T>..)c9Jt(Tu) may be dense in X [then A Ep(T)] or not [then 
A E CTr(T)]. 

Section 7.3 

1. CT(T) is the range of v, which is a closed interval since v is 
continuous and has a maximum and a minimum on the compact set 
[0, 1]. 
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3. {A} 

5. T>.. (12) is dense in 12, hence A 4: o-,(T), so that A E oAT). 

7. Let iAi >iiTii and y = T>..x. Then 

iiyii = iiAx - Txii~ iAiiixii-iiTxii ~ (iAi-iiTii) iixii; 

hence 

y400 

9. (a) iiTii=l; use 7.3-4. (b) T>..X=(~2-A~b ~3-A~2'···)=0, 
y = {x E X I x = (0', O'A, O'A 2, . . .), 0' E C}. 

Section 7.4 

1. Take inverses on (T- AI)(T-111) = (T-111)(T- AI). 

3. Since R>.. (S)S>.. = I and T>..R>.. (T) = I, we obtain 

R>..(S)(T- S)R>..(T) = R>..(S)(T>.. - S>..)R>..(T) 

= (R>..(S)T>.. -1)R,,(T) 

= R>.. (S) - R>.. (T). 

7. Use 7.4-2. 

9. (a) For iAi>l we obtain 

R>..(T) = -A -1[1- T+ T(1 +A -l+ A -2+ ... )] 

so that 

which also holds for any A¥- 0, 1. 

(b) p(T)=T2 -T=0, p(A)=A 2-A=0. 

Section 7.5 

1. u(T) = {a} by (10). 

3. (1- A 2)-1(A + AI) 
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5. From (10) we obtain 

ru(ST) = lim II(STtI11/n = lim IIsnTnl11/n 

~ lim IISnlllln lim IITnll lln = r,,(S)r,,(T). 

7. IITII = 2, IIT2111/2 = J2, IIT3111/3 =~, etc. 

9. Use (10) and Prob. 15 in Sec. 3.10. 

Section 7.6 

1. dim X < 00; cf. 2.4-2. 

3. Use Ilxli = max (I~ll,· .. , I~ni) and define multiplication by 

Section 7.7 

1. Trivial consequence of Theorem 7.7-1. 

3. Immediate consequence of Theorem 7.7-l. 

655 

7. Otherwise A would contain an x such that x = Ae for no A E C, so 
that x-Ae,eO for all A EC, and u(x)= 0, which contradicts 
Theorem 7.7-4. 

9. Consider any x,e O. By assumption, vx = e for some v E A. Then 
v,e 0 since otherwise 0 = vx = e. Set xv = w. Then w,e 0 since 
otherwise 

v = ev = vxv = vw = O. 

By assumption yw = e for some YEA, that is, yxv = e. Hence v has 
a left inverse yx and a right inverse x. The two are equal (cf. Sec. 
7.6, Prob. 8), yx = x. Since yxv = e (see before), we have xv = e. 
Together with vx = e this shows that the arbitrary x,e 0 has an 
inverse. 
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Section 8.1 

3. Consider any TE C(X, Y). By 1.4-6(a) there is a sequence (Tn) in 
C(X, Y) which converges to T in the norm on B(X, Y). Hence Tis 
compact by 8.1-5, that is, TE C(X, Y). 

7. This follows from Theorem 8.1-3. 

9. Cf. 8.1-4(a). 

11. This follows from 8.1-4(a). 

15. A is compact. T(A) is compact (by 2.5-6) and closed (by 2.5-2). 
Hence T(A)c T(A) implies T(A)c T(A) = T(A), so that T(A) is 
compact (by Prob. 9, Sec. 2.5) and T(A) is relatively compact. 

Section 8.2 

1. For a given e > 0 the space X has an el2-net M = {Xl. ... , xs }. 

Hence Y lies in the union of the s balls B(Xl; eI2),· .. , B(xs ; eI2). 
Since Y is infinite, one of the balls must contain an infinite subset 
Z of Y. 

5. Since X is compact, it is totally bounded. 

7. Tx = (T1i) = (~/Jj) defines a compact linear operator, but 

II laikl2 = I n-1 diverges. 

9. Yes 

Section 8.3 

1. Since S = TP is compact, the statement holds for S. Now apply the 
spectral mapping theorem 7.4-2. 

3. Use 8.3-1 and 8.3-3. 

5. Let (xn) be bounded, say, Ilxnll ~ c for all n. Then (Sxn) is bounded 
since 
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Hence (Sxn ) contains a subsequence (Sxn.) such that (TSxn.) 

converges. This shows that TS is compact. 

7. T* is linear and bounded (cf. 3.9-2), TT* is compact by Lemma 
8.3-2, TT*=(T*)*T*, and T* is compact by Prob. 6. 

9. We write .N=.N(Th). We assume that dim.N=oo. Then .N has an 
infinite linearly independent subset, say, (xn). Consider 
Km = span {Xl> ••• ,xm }. Then KI C K2 C ••• are closed subspaces 
of K and all these inclusions are proper. Let YI = IlxIII-IXI. By 2.5-4 
(with (J = 1/2) there is a Y2 E K2 such that IIY211 = 1, IIY2 - YIII ~ 1/2, 
and a Y3 E K3 such that IIY311 = 1 and IIY3 - Y211 ~ 1/2 as well as 
IIY3 - YIII ~ 1/2, etc. This gives an infinite sequence (Ym) such that 
IIYmll= 1, IIYm - yqll~ 1/2 if m~ q. Hence 

(A) (m~ q). 

Since Ym E.N, we have 0 = ThYm = (T- AI)Ym. Hence 

(B) 

Since A ~ 0, relations (A) and (B) show that (TYm) has no con
vergent subsequence, but this is a contradiction since (Ym) is 
bounded and T is compact. Hence dim.N = 00 is impossible. 

11. T = I is not compact if dim X = 00 [cf. 8.1-2(b)] and we have 
dim K (Th ) = dim X = 00 if A = 1. The operator .T = 0 is compact, 
but if dim X = 00 then for A = 0 we have dim K( Th ) = dim X = 00. 

13. As in the answer to Prob. 9, if we assume that dim .N(Th n) = 00, we 
now have from 2.5-4 a sequence (Ym), IIYml1 = 1, Ym E .N(Th "); also 
II Ym - Yq II ~ 1/2 for m ~ q. Hence (see near the end of the proof of 
8.3-4 in the text) 

Since 'P' is compact and SP is bounded, it follows that the 
operator WP = (TS)P = (ST)P = SPTP is compact. Hence (WYm) = 
(ILPYm) should have a convergent subsequence, but this is impossi
ble since A ~ 0, hence IL ~ 0 and 

(m~ q). 

15. {x I ~2k = O} if A = 0, {x I ~2k-l = O} if A = 1, {OJ if A ~ 0, 1. No. 
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Section 8.4 

1. Apply T to (3) to get, for n> m, 

etc. 

TPYn - TPYm = A P(Yn - Xp) 

II TPYn - TPYml1 ~ IA P1/2, 

3. A E p(T) implies A E p(T) U ur(T); d. Prob. 9, Sec. 7.2. 

X2 E.N' n-1 

Xp E.N' n-1 

5. Tx = Ax, 0 = A~h ~n-1/(n -1) = A~n (n = 2, 3,·· .), x = O. Every 
A ~ 0 is in p(T). If A = 0, then 1/1 = 0, where Tx = (1/J, ~(T) ~ f, 
o t uc(T), hence 0 E ur(T) since up(T) = 0. 

7. Every (Xj is an eigenvalue of T. Apply 8.3-1. 

9. If AHO, 1], then TA.- 1x(t)=x(t)/(t-A); u(T)=[O, 1]. Use 8.3-1 
and 8.4-4. 

Section 8.6 

3. We have L {Xjk~k = 1/j. Let f = ('Ph· •• , 'Pn) be such that 
k 

Multiplying the first formula by 'Pj and summing, we get 

5. Let A = T - AI. Then (1) becomes Ax = y, which has a solution x if 
and only if any w = (Wj) satisfying L {XjkWj = 0, k = 1, ... , n, also 

j 

satisfies L 1/jWj = O. Using dot products and the column vectors 
j 
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a I, ... , an of A, we see that the condition becomes 

W'ak=O (k=l,···,n) W'y=O; 

that is, any vector W which is orthogonal to all column vectors of 
A is also orthogonal to all column vectors of the augmented 
matrix, so that the two matrices have the same rank. 

11. Zl> Z2, ••• ; Yl> Y2, ••• ; (Zk> y) = i)kj, as a consequence of Riesz's 
theorem 3.8-1. 

13. The two systems 

L ajk~k =0 (j=l,···,n) 
k 

and 

(k=l,···,n) 

have the same number of linearly independent solutions (namely, 
only the trivial solution if r = rank A = nand n - r linearly 
independent solutions if r < n). 

15. The given series converges uniformly, and by termwise integration 
we obtain a Fourier series representation for Tx, and Tx = 0 if and 
only if x = 0 since Tx E qo, 'If' J. But Tx = y is not solvable if 
y(O) ¥- 0 since each term of that series is zero at s = O. 

Section 8.7 

1. In this case, T in (2) is an n-rowed square matrix and x and yare 
column vectors. Either the nonhomogeneous system has a unique 
solution for every given vector y on the right or the corresponding 
homogeneous system has at least one nontrivial solution. In the 
first case the same holds for the transposed system. In the second 
case the homogeneous system has the same number (n - r) linearly 
independent solutions as its transposed system, where r is the rank 
of the coefficient matrix. 

3. For instance, k(s, t) = 1 if s < 1/2 and 0 if s ~ 1/2, s, t E [0, 1]. 
Hence T is not a mapping into qo, 1]. 
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5. Note that the integral is an unknown constant c. Hence 
x(s) = 1 + p,c. Substitution in the given equation gives c = 11(1- p,), 
p,;tl, and x(s)=I/(I-p,), p,;t1. The Neumann series is the 
geometric series 

(Ip, 1< 1). 

For the homogeneous equation we obtain x(s) = ° if p,;t 1, x(s) = c 
(arbitrary) if p, = 1. This agrees with 8.7-3. 

[211 
9. k(2)=0, k(3)=0,···, x(s)=y(s)+P,Jo k(s,t)Y(t)dt. 

11. ,\ = II p, = e2 - 1; eigenfunction eS
• 

13. (xn) on [-1,1], where xn(t) = WIn; the convergence cannot be 
uniform since the limit function is not continuous. Another exam
ple is (xn) on [0,1], where xn(t) = tn. 

15. (a) We obtain 

( )--() i16(p,-2)(S+t)-12p,st-4P, -() d 
x s - y s + P, 2 12 12 Y t t. 

o P, + p,-

(b) The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are 

Section 9.1 

2p, 
x(s)=-2- s + 1 

-p, 

1. If A is an n-rowed Hermitian matrix, iT Ax has a real value for 
every x E en, d. 3.10-2. A Hermitian matrix has real eigenvalue~~ 
and to different eigenvalues there correspond orthogonal eigen
vectors. 
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3. Writing TAX = y, we have Ilxll = IIRAyl1 ~ c-11Iyll. 
5. (W*TWx, y)=(TWx, Wy)=(Wx, TWy) = (x, W*TWy) 

7. TX=AjX, where x=(~n)' ~n=5nj. u(T)=>[a,b] if (Aj) is dense on 
[a, b]; here we use that u(T) is closed; d. 7.3-2. 

9. Self-adjointness of Tlx follows by noting that t is real; and for T 
on L 2[0, 1], self-adjointness also follows from the integral rep
resentation of the inner product, where the integral now is a 
Lebesgue integral. RA(T)x(t) = (t- A)-lX(t) shows that we 
have u(T) = [0, 1], and for A E [0, 1] we see that 

TAx(t) = (t - A)X(t) = 0 

implies x(t) = 0 for all t"l: A, that is, X = 0 (the zero element in 
L 2[0, 1]), so that A cannot be an eigenvalue of T. 

Section 9.2 

3. m=O, M=l 

5. This follows immediately from Theorem 9.2-3. 

7. Eigenvalues 1, 1/2, 1/3,···, and u(T)=up(T)U{O}. Since Tx=O 
implies x = 0, we have OE!: up(T). Since T is self-adjoint, we see 
that uc(T)={O} follows from Theorem 9.2-4. 

9. The first statement follows from Theorems 9.2-1 and 9.2-3, and 
implies the second statement since A maps Yj into itself. 

Section 9.3 

1. O~«T-S)x,x), O~«S-T)x,x), hence «T-S)x,x)=O for all x, 
and T- S = 0 by Lemma 3.9-3(b). 

3. S = B - A ~O, ST= TS, and Theorem 9.3-1 implies ST~O; this 
yields the result. 

5. This follows from Theorems 9.2-1 and 9.2-3.-Let A be an 
n-rowed Hermitian matrix (d. Sec. 3.10). Then iT Ax ~ 0 for all 
x E e" if and only if all eigenvalues of A are nonnegative. 
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7. Self-adjointness is obvious from 

Writing y = T 1x, we obtain 

(Note that the result also follows from ·Prob. 6.) 

9. Let (1 + T)x = O. Then - x = Tx and, since T ~ 0, 

O~(Tx, x)= -(x, x)= -llxI12~0 

which implies x = 0, so that (1 + T)-1 existll; cf. 2.6-10. 

13. This follows from Prob. 12 and Theorem 9.2-l. 

15. (Tx, TX)~C2(X,X), T*T~C21, T*Tis not compact (by8.1-2(b) and 
Prob. 14), and T is not compact (cf. Prob. 6, Sec. 8.3). 

Section 9.4 

1. For instance, the operators represented by the following matrices 
where a12 and a21 are arbitrary. 11/2 = 1. 

[-1 0] 
o -1' 

[ 1 0] 
a21 -1' 

[ -1 a12] 
o 1 . 

3. Yes. Yes. Yes. Ax = (0, 0, ~3' ~4' •• '). 

5. Since T= T1!2Tl/2 and Tl/2 is self-adjoint, 

I(Tx, y)1 = I(T1I2x, Tl/2y)1 ~ IIT1/2XIIIITl/2YII 
= (Tl/2X, Tl/2X)I/2(Tl/2y, T 1I2 y)1I2 

= (Tx, X)1I2(Ty, y?/2. 

7. If Tx = 0, that inequality holds. Let Tx¥- O. Writing y = Tx, we 
obtain 
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Since 

we have 

and division by IITxl1 yields the result. 

9. DDT=DTD=I 

Section 9.5 

1. Use Theorem 9.5-2. Clearly, P = 0 if P projects onto {O}, and P = I 
if P projects onto H. 

3. For instance, T represented by the following matrix, where a2l is 
arbitrary, not zero. 

5. If the spaces Yj = Pj(H), j = 1, ... , m, are orthogonal in pairs, P is 
a projection, as follows by induction. Conversely, if P is a projec
tion, then 

IIPxll2 = (P2 x, x) = (Px, x), 

hence for all x, 

m 

IIPl xll2 + IIp2 xll2 ~ I (Pkx, x) = (Px, x) = IIPxll2 ~ IIxll2 • 
k~I 

For every y and x = PI Y we thus have Plx = p/y = PI Y and 

so that P2P I Y == 0, that is, P2 P 1 = 0, and Y. 1 Yz by 9.5-3. Simi
larly, Y/l Yk for all ; and k;e j. 
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9. Let (ek) be an orthonormal sequence in an inner product space X. 
Then Pk defined by Pkx = (x, ek)ek is the projection onto the 
space Yk = PdX). From Theorem 9.5-4 we see that PI + ... + Pn 

is a projection. Since 

Prob. 8 yields (12*), Sec. 3.4, which implies (12) in 3.4-6. 

Section 9.6 

5. For instance, let Pn be the projection of [2 onto the subspace 
consisting of all sequences x = (~j) such that ~j = 0 for all j> n. 

7. P(H) = n Pn(H) 
n=l 

9. T*(y-L)c y-L if and only if y-L-L=>(T*)*(y-L-L) by Prob. 5, Sec. 3.9, 
y-L-L = Y by (8), Sec. 3.3, and (T*)* = T by 3.9-4. 

11. If dim y=r, dim y-L=n-r and y=span{et,"', er}, where 
(et, .. " en) is a basis for H, then the matrix has all zeros in the 
intersection of the first r rows and the last n - r columns as well as 
in the intersection of the last n - r rows and first r columns. 

13. We obtain 

TP2 = T(I - PI)= T- TPI = T- PI T= (1- PI)T= P2 T. 

15. Let y E Y and Z E y-L. Then Ty E Y by assumption, and Tz E y-L 
follows from the self-adjointness since 

(Tz, y) = (z, Ty) = O. 

Section 9.8 

1. g .. =E,,-o 

5: (a) Replace all negative elements by zeros. 
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(b) Replace all positive elements by zeros and omit the minus 
signs of the negative elements. 
(c) Omit the minus signs of the negative elements. 

7. Diagonal matrix with principal diagonal elements (a) tjj - A 
(tjj the principal diagonal elements of T), (b) max (tjj - A, 0), 
(c) max (-tjj + A, 0), (d) Itjj - AI. 

9. E>.. = 0 if A < 0, and E:>. = I if A ~ O. 

Section 9.9 

1. E>.. = 0 if A < 0, E>.. = I if A ~ 0, 

T= fO A dE>.. = O(Eo- Eo-o) = 0(1 -0) = O. 
0-0 

3. E>.. = 0 if A < 1, E>.. = I if A ~ 1. Hence 

T= r1 AdE>..=1(E1 -E1- 0 )=1(I-0)=I. 
Jl-0 

5. E>. is the projection onto the sum of the eigenspaces of all those 
eigenvalues of the matrix which do not exceed A. 

9. Let x = (~j) E 12. Then 

so that 

IIT- f ~Pj~~_l 
j~l J ~ m + 1 

o (m~oo). 

Section 9.11 

1. EA = 0 for A < A I (the smallest eigenvalue), E>. has "jumps" pre
cisely at the eigenvalues and reaches I when A = An (the largest 
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eigenvalue). Of course, this merely confirms our consideration at 
the beginning of Sec. 9.7. 

3. A ~ E). is continuous (up(T) = 0), is constant for A < 0 and 
A ~ 1 and nonconstant on [0,1] = u(T) = uc(T). 

5. If a real Ao is in p(T), Theorem 9.11-2 implies that A E p(T) for all 
A E R and sufficiently close to Ao. Hence p(T) n R is an open 
subset of R and its complement u(T) on R is closed. 

7. Tin Prob. 7, Sec. 9.2, is an example. 

9. Let Y be the closure of the span of all eigenvectors of T. Then 
Tl = TI y has a pure point spectrum and T1(y) c Y. Also Tl is 
self-adjoint on Y. Similarly, T2 = Tlz is self-adjoint on Z = Y.1. 
and has a purely continuous spectrum, as follows from the con
struction of Y. 

Section 10.1 

5. 9J(S + T) dense in H. 

7. Extend T to 9J(T) by Theorem 2.7-11. Extend the resulting 
operator f to H, for instance, by setting Tx = 0 for x E 9J(T).1.. 

9. Use the idea of the proof of the Hellinger-Toeplitz theorem. 

Section 10.2 

3. Use the idea of the proof of 3.10-3. 

5. Tc T** by 10.2-1(b), and T** is bounded, by Prob. 9, Sec. 10.1. 
Hence T is bounded. 

7. Use 2.7-11. Symmetry of f follows from that of T and the 
continuity of the inner product (d. 3.2-2). 

9. Let S be a symmetric extension of T. Then 

Tc Sc S*c T*= T 

(d. 10.2-1(a»; hence T= S. 
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Section 10.3 

1. This follows from Theorem 1O.3-2(a) since, for instance, 

xn == (l,~,i,···, :2,0,0, ... ) 

TXn == (1,~,~, ... ,~, 0, 0,· .. ) 

x == (Ill) E!: ~(T), 

I 

y==(l/j)EF. 

3. Let (wn) be Cauchy in H x H, where Wn == (xm Yn). Then 

shows that (xn) and (Yn) are Cauchy in H, hence Xn ~ x and 
Yn ~ y. Then Wn ~ W == (x, y). 

5. We have T1 == S-1, where S: F ~ F is defined by Sx == (~h). 
Clearly, S is bounded. Since ~(S) == 12 is closed, S is closed by 
1O.3-2(c) and S-1 == T1 is closed by Prob. 4. 

7. Let (xo, Yo) E[U(CS(T»Y. Then for all x E ~(T), 

0== «xo, Yo), (Tx, -x» == (xo, Tx)+ (Yo, -x), 

that is, (Tx, xo) == (x, yo). Hence XoE ~(T*) and Yo == T*xo, so that 
(xo, Yo) E CS(T*). Conversely, starting from (xo, Yo) E CS(T*) and 
going backward, we arrive at (xo, Yo) E [U(CS(T»Y. 

9. T* is bounded by Prob. 9, Sec. 10.1, and closed by 10.3-3. Hence 
~(T*) is closed by 10.3-2(c) and dense by Prob. 8, so that 
~(T*) == H, and T** is boundeit by Prob. 9, Sec. 10.1, applied to 
T* instead of T. And T** == T by Prob. 8. 

Section 10.4 

1. The proof is literally the same as that of Theorem 9.1-1(a). 

3. This follows from 10.4-1. 

5. TA -1 exists and ~(TA 1) f; H. Hence there is a y f; 0 such that for all 
x E~(TA) ==~(T) 

0== (TAX, y) == (Tx. y) - (x. Ay). 

which shows that l''''y = Ay. 
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7. Let A E oAT). Then X E up(T*) by Prob. 5, which, by 10.4-2 and 
T = T*, implies that A E up(T), a contradiction. 

9. Tx = Ax with x¥-O implies 

A(X, x) = (Ax, x) = (Tx, x) = (x, Tx) = A(x, x), 

hence A = A. Eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues 
are orthogonal; this follows as in Theorem 9.1-l(b). Countability 
of up(T) now results from Theorem 3.6-4(a). 

Section 10.5 

5. If A is an eigenvalue, T>. has no inverse at all and vice versa. Let A 
be an approximate eigenvalue and IIT>.xnll-- 0, Ilxnll = 1, and 
suppose that T>. -1 exists. Then 

IIYnl1 = 1 and 

liT>. -lYnll = IIT>.xnll-11Ixnll = IIT>.xnll-1 -- 00, 

which shows that T>. -1 is unbounded. 
Conversely, if, T>. -1 is unbounded, there is a sequence (Yn) in 

CZlJ(T>. -1) such that IIYnl1 = 1 and liT>. -lYnll __ 00. Taking 

Xn = liT>. -l yn ll-1 T>. -l yn, we have Ilxnll = 1 and 

-- O. 

9. This follows directly from the definition. 



Section 11.2 

Section 10.6 

1. t=i(l+u)/(l-u) 

3. For every xEH we have (T+iI)-lXE2lJ(T), hence 

and 

S(T+ il)-lx E 2lJ(T) 

(T+ il)S(T+ iI)-lx = S(T+ il)(T+ iI)-lx = Sx 

S(T+ il)-lx = (T+ iI)-l Sx 

SUx = (T- iI)(T+ il)-l Sx = USx. 

5. For every x E ~(T), since T is symmetric, 

II(T± il)xl12 = IITxI12±(Tx, ix)±(ix, Tx)+llxI12 

= IITxI12+llxI12~llxI12. 
(A) 
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Hence (T+ il)x = 0 implies x = 0 and (T+ il)-l exists by 2.6-10 
and is bounded by (A). We set y = (T+ il)x and use (1) and (A) to 
get 

IIUyl12 = II(T- il)xl12 = IITx112+llx112 

= II(T+ il)xl12 = IIYI12. 

7. ~(U) is closed by Prob. 6 and 4.13-5(b), so that 9A(U) is 
closed since U is isometric by Prob. 5. 

Section 11.2 

1 -1/4 
.71" 

3. T- cI = T-1L1 +(IL - c)l implies 

EofJ([T- cI]2) = varofJ(T) + 2(1L - c )EofJ(T -ILl) + (IL - C)2 

~varofJ(T) 
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5. By (2), Sec. 11.1, and (4), this section, 

1 = f l/liii dq = f iii f .j~ cpe(271"ilh)pq dp dq 

= f cp f .j~ iiie(271"ilh)pq dq dp. 

The integral over q is cp(p), by (5). 

7. For instance, 

9. The .M,j'S are suggested by the form of the components of the 
vector product. The two other relations are 

They follow from Prob. 7 by straightforward calculation, or by cyclic 
permutation of the sUbscripts in the first commutation relation. 

Section 11.3 

1. q = ± .J2E/mw02 are the points of maximum displacement, where 
E = V; hence E kin = O. 

3. 1/10" + (1- S2)l/Io = 0; 1/10 corresponds to A = 1 in (11); this is compat
ible with the fact that Ho(s) = 1. 

5. From the recursion formula, 



Section 11.4 

Writing 

we have for even m 

13m +2 

13m 

1/(~+1} 

1/(~} 
2 

m+2 
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which shows that if the series does not terminate, the corre
sponding solution grows about as fast as exp (S2) if lsi is large, so 
that 1/1 grows about as fast as exp (s2/2). 

Section 11.4 

1. We have 

etc. 

3. By Prob. 2, 

I/In+l =.j 1 A *(A *nl/lo) =.j 1 A *Jnf I/In. 
(n+l)! (n+l)! 

Also, by (15), 

AliJn = In AA *I/In-l 
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5. True for s = 1 since, by (13) to (15), 

AQ- QA =-21 [A(A +A*)- (A+A*)A] 
a{3 

=_l_[AA*-A*A]= /11 1 
2a{3 'J~ 

We make the induction hypothesis that the formula holds for any 
fixed s. Application of e from the left and from the right gives 

AQS+l_QSAQ= /h sQs. 
'J~ 

By addition, 

where 

7. By (2), Sec. 11.3, we may write 'I'(q, t) = o/(q)e- iw" where 

o/(q) = o/l(q) = A 1eib,q + B 1e-ib,q 

o/Cq) = o/2(q) = A2eib2q + B2e -ib2q 

(q <0), 

(q ~O). 

The first term in 0/1 represents the incident wave and we may choose 
Al = 1. The second term in 0/1 represents a reflected wave. The 
first term in 0/2 represents a transmitted wave, and B2 = 0 since 
there is no wave incident from the right, by assumption. The 
Schrodinger equation shows that the discontinuity in the potential 
causes 0/" to be discontinuous at q = 0, and the continuity of 0/ and 



Section 11.5 

1/1' at 0 gives the two conditions 

Hence 

1+B1 =A2 

ibi(1- B 1) = ib2A 2 • 
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Note that b/ > 0 so that b2 is real and the transmitted way-e is 
sinusoidal. 

9. b/ < 0, b2 = i{32 ({32 real positive). 1/11 remains sinusoidal but 

(exponential decay). The wave penetrates into the region q > 0 
where the classical particle cannot go. 

Section 11.5 

3. Iml ~ 1 since PI is of degree 1 and z must not be identically zero. 

9. u(p) = p-1I2V(p) gives v" + v = 0, which yields 11/2 and 1-1/2' Solu
tions which are finite at 0 are 

(I = 0) 1l/2(p) = {2 sin p V-;p 

(I = 1) {2 (Sin p ) 
13/2(P) = V-;p -p--cos p 

(I = 2) ~ 2 (' sin p cos p . ) 1sdp)= - 3-2--3---smp , 
7Tp P P 

etc. 
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Successive corrections 311 
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of linear operators 118, 528 
of projections 484 
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Summability method 269 
Sup 619 
Surjective 614 
Symmetric 

linear operator 533 
matrix 203 
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Tchebichef see Chebyshev 
Three-eights rule 284 
Toeplitz limit theorem 270 
Topological space 19 
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Total 

OIderi ng 210 
orthonormal set 168, 212 
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variati on 225 
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Tmnsformation 613 
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Uniform 
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